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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering can be.
bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page num-
bers given at each entry, e.g.. p0627 N80-32324. To assist the user in binding Supple-
ments SP-7037 (119) through SP-7037 (130). a title page is included in the back of this
Cumulative Index.
NASA SP-7037(131)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
A Special Bibliography
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements SP-7037(119)through
SP-7037(130).
Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1981
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
This index is available as NTISUB/ 141/093 from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS). Springfield. Virginia 22161 at the price of $10.00 domestic: $20.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(119) through
NASA SP-7037(130) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037
and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute
'of Aeronautics and.Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N80-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A80-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal 'author index, a corporate source
index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid
term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same
subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For
example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms readily include more than
one class of document. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term.
MI
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index
for variants of an author's name. For example:
EMELIANOV. M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV. M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary
(organizational component) does not appear in the index. For-example:
BOEING CO.. SEATTLE. WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV.
(Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE. WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented
may require multiple searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or
cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different
report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may
be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears
on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected
accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be
found in the first column. For example:
Page 331 will be found in Supplement 125.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering
supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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A-6 AIBCBIPT "
Development of the A-6/circulation control wing
flight demonstrator configuration
[10-1081241] p0355 HBO-22365
Circulation Control fling (CCS) Plight Tests
p06«0 880-33339
1-7 UBCBIFT
The 1-7 head-np display reliability programme
p0251 B80-19539
i-10 HBCBIPT
Practical nethod of fatigue crack growth analysis
for damage tolerance assessment of aluminum
structure in fighter type aircraft
[1I1A PAPEB 80-0105] ' p0095 180-13346
Development and flight test of a two-place
night/adverse weather 1-10 for the close-air
support and battlefield attack mission
[S1E PAPEB 791069] P0194 180-26632
Sight/adverse veather 1-10 evalaator program
/1-10B/. B. H. shavler
p0207 180-27378
Bight/Adverse Heather 1-10 at the cross-roads
p0509 180-45499
1-10 carriage loads test
[1D-1073442] p0079 B80-13034
Positional error analysis, 1-10 aircraft on
three-axis ground mount[io-1073600] pooea 580-1333$
Evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a
1/20-scale 1-10 model at Bach numbers from 0.30
to 0.75
[10-1074867] P0127 B80-15055
The 1-10 and design-to-cost: Ho* cell did it work?
[ID-1075437] p0178 H80-17065
Avionics interface data summaries: 1-101,
EP-1111, P-43, ?-4o; P-151, ?-161, P-1111,
P-111E, P-111P, BP-4C
[1D-1077388] p0241 BBO-19105
1 statistical model for mnltlpatb reflection
effects of antennas mounted on aircraft
[10-1080369] p0311 H80-21649
Night/adverse weather 1-10 evaluator program (A-10B)
p0594 B80-31307
1-300 AIBCB1FI
Electron beam and diffusion welding as an economic
procedure for building Airbus-flap tracks
p0061 180-16970
Failure and damage tolerance - 1 concept applied
to the 1 300
pO»07 180-39580
Status and prospects of the Airbus family program
[DGLB P1PEB 80-020] p0522 180-46277
Protection against wing icing for airbus 1300 and
1310
[DGIH P1PBB 80-046] p0523 180-46296
In-flight handling qualities investigation of
lirbus 1 310 Die. Configurations on landing
approach using the DPTLB-BFB 320 variable
stability aircraft
[DPVLH-PB-79-18] p0349 H80-22319
Value analysis for the aircraft lirbus
[SBI1S-792-501-105] p0486 B80-27212
1BOBT 1PP1B1TTJS .
Emergency in-flight egress opening for general
aviation aircraft
[B1S1-TH-80235] p0303 880-21293"
1BB1SIOB BBSXSI1BCB
Development of improved abradable compressor gas
path seal
[1D-I072171] . p0044 B80-11474
Development of improved high pressure turbine
outer gas path seal components
and thermal cycling test results[H1S1-CH-159801]
Applications of sprayed coatings
abradability
p0307 B80-21332
p0438 B80-25507
1BSOBBBBS (BQOIPBBBT)
Bifilar analysis study, volnne 1
[B1S1-CB-159227] p0602 B80-31382
1BSOBBBBS (B1TBBX11S)
Suppression of self-oscillations in combustion
chambers by means of resonance sound absorbers
p0326 180-34400
QCSEE fan ezhanst bulk absorber treatment evaluation
[1111 PIPES 80-0987] p0337 180-35952
1BSOBPTIOI COBrnCIBIT
D 1BSOBPTIVITT
1BSOBPTITB IBDBI
D IBSOBPTIVITT
IBSOBPttVITT
Moisture absorption of polyester-E glass composites
p0381 180-37171
1C GBBBBllOBS
Bigh power density superconducting generator
p0571 180-48219
Program for the development of a superconducting
generator, phase 2 and 3
[ID-1072093] p0032 B80-1043.9
Detailed design, fabrication and testing of an
engineering prototype compensated pulsed
alternator
fOCBL-15213] p0556 B80-29595
ICCBIBBITBD LIPB TBSTS
Idvanced composites serviceability program -
Status review -— inspection of aircraft
structures
p0197 180-26890
1 quick look at current results of accelerated
mission tests for gas turbine engines
[1111 PSPEE 80-1155] p0399 180-38941
Generalized approach to aircraft gas turbine
engine equivalent test regime determination
p0564 180-47413.
ICCBLBBltlOl
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Bavy and Barine fleet aircraft
[1D-1080580] . P0348 B80-22308
ICCBtBBlTIOB (PBTSICS)
BI AHGOLAB ACCBLBBITIOB
BI HI3H ACCELBBATIOH
BT XBP1CT ACCBLEBATIOB
' BT SPIB BEDOCTIOH
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time lag
in acceleration
p0319 180-32682
1-1
ACCBLEBATIOB PBOTBCTIOB SOBJECI IHDEI
The effects of aotion and g-seat cues on pilot
simulator performance of three piloting tasks
[BASA-TP-1601] p0129 B80-15069
Azimuth observability enhancenent daring IDS
in-flight alignment
[TAE-362] p0630 S80-32360
ACCELBHATIOI PBOTBCTIOH
A new approach to active control of rotorcraft
vibration
[»I»A 80-1778] - p0511-A80-a5556
ACCELEBATIOI TOLBBAICE
Ejection seat for high 6 escape
[AD-A072044] ' p0037 H80-11054
ACCBLBBOBBTBB5
Bethods for strap-down attitude estimation and
navigation with acceleroaeters
p0112 B80-14034
She accelerometer lethods of obtaining aircraft
perfornance fro* flight test data dynanic
performance testing
1AD-A075226] ' p0178 880-17066
Inertially augaented approach couplers
[AD-A080488] p0290 H80-20248
ACCEPTABILITY
Field inpact evaluation report on the Electronic
Tabular Display Subsystem (ETABS)
' [AD-A078848] p0185 B80-17357
ACCBPTABCB
0 ACCEPTABILITY
ACCXDBHT IBVBSTIGATIOB
HI AIBCBAFT ACCIDEBT IBVESTIGATIOH
Aircraft accident report: Thnrman L. Hnnson,
Cessna Citation 501, B15BY, near Canton, Ohio,
August 2, 1979
[HTSB-liB-80-2] p0415 B80-24279
Equations for determining'aircraft motions for
accident data
[BASA-TB-78609] • p0432 B80-25306
Critical interfaces between environment and
organism in class A nishaps: A retrospective
analysis
CAD-A087341] p0600 S80-31371
ACCIDENT PBBVEBTIOI
Investigation can prevent aircraft accidents
p0268 A80-29773
A systems approach to airport safety
[SAE PAPBE 800750] p0576 A80-49698
3W approach to the investigation, analysis, and
prevention of human-error aircraft accidents
p0579 A80-50112
Collision avoidance systems. A bibliography with'
abstracts
[BTIS/PS-79/0960/9] p0169 880-16053
Lateral rollover protection concepts
[AD-A081420] p0416 880-24284
ACCIOBBIS
BT AIBCBAFT ACCIDEBTS
BT BIBD-AIBCBAFT COL1ISIOHS
ACCOaaODATIOl
Airports, railway stations and people
passenger accommodations
P0062 480-17327
ACCBBTIO1•
0 DEPOSITIOB
ACCOHOLATOBS
Evaluation of coatings for wear and corrosion -
Protection in air/fluid accumulators —— for
Bavy aircraft carriers
p0329 A80-34819
ACOUSTIC ATTBBOATIOB
BT SHOCK HAVE ATTEHDATIOB
Bow effective can sound barriers be for
aircraft noise reduction
p0047 i80-13182
Comparison of inlet suppressor data with
approximate theory based on cutoff ratio
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0100] pOIOS A80-20964
Aircraft noise assessment
p0154 A80-22147
Determining the optimal fan silencer design of
aircraft engines
p0326 A80-34396
Experimental investigation of sound absorption in
a flow-carrying channel with a sound-absorbing '
lining
p0326 A80-34399
flodel studies of acoustic resonators
p0327 A80-34403
Sound transmission into a laminated comp'osite
cylindrical shell
p0620 A80-52724'
A method for predicting the noise levels of
coannular jets with inverted velocity profiles
tBASA-CB-3176] p0045 B80-11868
The acoustic characteristics of the BAB 1.5m wind
tunnel codifications and test results
[BAE-TB-79002] • p0082 B80-13062
Evaluation of approximate methods for the
prediction of noise shielding by airframe
components
[BiSA-TP-1004] p0137 B80-15129
The reduction of dynamic interference by
sound-absorbing walls in the BAE 3 foot wind
tunnel • • •' •
[ABC-B/H-3837] p0182 B80-17093
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic
interference in wind tunnels
[ABC-B/B-3831] p0182 H80-17096
Experimental evaluation of a spinning-mode
acoustic-treatment design concept for aircraft
inlets suppression of TF-102 engine fan noise
[BASA-TP-1613] p0306 B80-21323
Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft noise
propagation
[BASA-CB-159325] pOSUO B80-29095
Exploratory studies on the design of acoustic
splitters for wind tunnels
[BAE-TB-AEBO-1829] p0607 B80-31417
ACOOSTIC COHBOSTIOB
0 COHBDSTIOH STABILITT
ACOOSTIC DDCTS
Impact of flight effects on multitnbe suppressor
design •
CAIAA PAPER 80-1029] '' p0339 A80-35979
'•Bigorons solutions for sound radiation from
circular ducts with hyperbolic horns or infinite
plane baffle
p0390 A80-37895
Boise suppression in jet inlets
CAD-A085403] p0551 B80-29334
A feasibility study of a 3-D finite element
solution scheme for aeroengine duct acoustics
[BASA-CB-159359] . p0655 B80-34216
ACOOSTIC EHISSIOI
On the acoustic power emitted by helicopter rotor
blades at low tip speeds
p0012 A80-12375
1 review of propeller discrete frequency noise
prediction technology with emphasis on two
current methods for tine domain calculations
p0567 A80-47656
Studies of the acoustic transmission
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted
velocity profiles, volume 1 jet engine noise
radiation through coannular exhaust nozzles
[BASA-CB-159698] p0045 H80-11870
Ultrasonic and acoustic emission detection of
fatigue damage aluminum alloy 7075-T651
[AD-A079277] p0310 B80-21510
Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise:
Instrumentation, methodology and initial results
[BASA-CB-163007] p0345 B80-22264
ACOUSTIC BICITATIOB*
A study of production and stimulated emission of
sound by vortex flows
P0161 A80-23903
The nonlinear impedance of perforated walls in the
case of two-pure-tone excitation
p0274 A80-30810
A model for broadband jet noise amplification
[AI&A PAPBB 80-1004] p0392 A80-38635
Visualization of the acoustic excitation of a
subsonic jet
p0620 A80-52717
Damping problems in acoustic fatigue
p0253 B80-19580
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Acoustic fatigue failure of inlet guide vanes due
to intake flow distortions in an aircraft engine
P0059 ABO-16094
Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum
aircraft structures
t A I A A PAPBB 80-0303] . . p0094 -A80-18304
Selected topics from the structural acoustics
program for the B-1 aircraft
p0184 B80-17299
a-2
SUBJECT ISDBI 4CTIBOBBTBBS
Besponse of nonlinear panels to random loads
P0639 B80-32766
ICOOSTIC GBBBB1TOBS
0 SOUHD GEHBBATOBS
iCOOSIIC IBPED1BCB
The nonlinear iipedance of perforated walls in the
case of two-pnre-tone excitation
p0274 A80-30810
Unsteady transonic flows in a two-dimensional .
diffnser
[10-1088231] p0636 H80-32400
ACOOSTIC BElSOBBBEns
BT -BOISE HEASOBEHBHT
Acoustic measurements of three Prop-Fan models
[1111 P1PBB 80-0995] p0337 180-35958
The development and operation of the SDC anechoic
acoastic test facility
[Alii PIPBB 80-0982] p0392 180-38633
Ring effect on jet noise propagation
[1111 PIPES 80-1047] p0394 180-38646
Boise measurement, noise assessment
p0411 180-40392
Infrasonic eaission of the BK 8-4 engine
p0567 180-47780
Ground effects on aircraft noise —- near grazing
incidence
[B1S1-TB-80185] p0075 H80-12820
Advanced tnrbo-prop airplane interior noise
redaction-source definition
CH1S1-CR-159668] p0085 H80-13882
leroacoastic measuring techniques in or outside
turbulent flovs
p0125 B80-14876
In experimental study of the structure and
acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream
Ames 7-ft by 10-ft wind tunnel tests
[H1S1-CB-162464] p0145 H80-15871
Ground run-up noise control facilities for civil
aircraft: 1 survey
[1D-1075348] p0171 B80-16067
lerodynaaic and acoustic investigations of axial
flow fan and compressor blade rows, including
three-dimensional effects
[1D-1077712] p0243 H80-19116
Forward acoustic performance of a shock-swallowing
high-tip-speed fan (QF-13)
[B1S1-IP-1668] p03S7 H80-23100
Classification of operating conditions of
turbomachines from solid borne sound
p0430 N80-25282
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (VCE)
testbed coannnlar exhaust nozzle system
[H1S1-CB-159710] . ;• p0480 B80-26300
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (VCE)
testbed coannnlar exhaust nozzle system:
Comprehensive data report
[H1S1-CB-159711] p0480 H80-26301
Community noise exposure resulting fron aircraft
operations. Volume 7: Icoustic data on
aircraft ground runup noise suppressors
[10-1083701] p0502 B80-27837Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEB)
Dnder-The-Ving (DTK) composite Hacelle test
report. Volume 2: acoustic performance
[B1S1-CB-159472] p0546 B80-29297
ACOOSTIC HOZZ1BS
Iconstic characteristics of jets issuing from
ring-and-needle nozzles
p0327 180-3«404
ACOOSTIC PBOP1G1TIOB
: Bigoroas solutions for sound radiation from
circular ducts with hyperbolic horns or infinite
plane baffle
p0390 180-37895
ACOUSTIC PBOPBBT1ES
BT ACOOSTIC IBPED1BCE
HT ACOOSTIC SC1TTBBIBG
BT 1COOSTIC VELOCITY
BT BEVEBBEB1TIOB
NT SOOBD IBTEBSITT
leroaconstics Bussian book
p0326 180-34386
Boise characteristics of supersonic passenger planes
p0326 180-34387
Iconstic characteristics of jets issuing from
ring-and-needle nozzles
p0327 180-34404
Acoustic characteristics of the external upper
surface blowing propulsive-lift configuration
[1111.PAPEB 80-1063] p0341 180-36001
in acoustic sensitivity study of general aviation .
propellers
fllAl PAPEB 80-1871] p0580 180-50191
aCOOSTIC B10I1TIOB
o SOOSD BITES
ACOOSTIC BRBOFITTIIG
The DC-8 re-enginiog program
.p0325 180-34218Quiet Clean Short-Baul Experimental Engine(QCSEE): Icoustic treatment developoent and
design
[H1S1-CB-135266] p0136 R80-15122
Hultiple pure tone elimination strut assembly
[BAS1-C1SE-FBC-11062-1] p0635 B80-32393
ICOOSIIC SCITTBBIIG
IT BEVEBBBBATIOB
Experimental and numerical results of sound
scattering by a body interaction of
aerodynamic noise and fuselage .
p0125 B80-14873
1COOSTIC SIHOLATIOB
Hethods of sound simulation and applications in
flight simulators
[B1SA-TB-75768] p0245 H80-19133
ICOOSIIC STIBILITI
0 FBEQUEHCV STIBILITI
aCOOSTIC STBBlfllBG
Iconstic effects on the flow and the noise
spectrum of supersonic jets
p0326 .180-34402
1COOSTIC VELOCITY
Studies of the acoustic transmission
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted
velocity profiles, volume 1 jet engine noise
radiation through coannular exhaust nozzles
[BlSl-CB-159698] pOOQS B80-11870
Airfoils at sonic velocity <, Tricomi equation
P0486 R80-27278
1COOSTIC VIBBATIOBS
0 SODBD B1VJBS
ACOOSTICS
BT 1EB01COOSTICS
BT BI01COOSTICS
BT PSICBOACOOSTICS
Pressures inside a room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
p0278 180-31809
Barrow-band spectrum analysis techniques for
processing airplane flyover noise data
[1111 PIPED 80-1053] p0394 180-38647
Prediction of free-field noise levels froo pole
microphone measurements
[1111 P1PEB 80-1058] p0394 180-38649
lero-aconstic tests of duct-burning turbofan
exhaust nozzles
[H1SA-CB-162254] p0028 B80-10204
Flight effects on the aero/acoustic
characteristics of inverted profile coannular
nozzles
[S1S1-CB-162119] p0030 B80-10220
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experinental Engine (QCSEE)
Over-The-iing (OTB) propulsion systems test i
report. Volume 4: Iconstic performance
[B1S1-CB-135326] • p0135 S80-15118
Core noise investigation of the CP6-50 turbofan
engine
[H1S1-CB-159598] p0170 S80-16061
Core noise investigation of the CF6-50 turbofan
engine
[B1S1-CB-159749] p0170 H80-16062
in evaluation of a computer code based on linear
acoustic theory for predicting helicopter main
rotor noise CB-531 and S-76 helicopters
[B1S1-CB-159339] p0655 H80-34217
1COOSTO-OP7ICS
Iconsto-optic devices for use in radio frequency
target simulators
p0508 180-44514
1CQOISITIOB
BT D1T1 1CQOISITIOB
HT T1BGET ACQDISITIOH
1CTIB08BTBHS
HT IHPEAEED ,DETECTORS
BT IBFB1BED SC1BSEBS
BT HICBOIAVE BADIOSETEBS
BT B10IOHETEBS
1-3
ACTIVE COBTROL SUBJECT IIOBZ
ACTIVE COHTBOL
Digital active controls for 1-1011
p0524 A80-46680
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynanics
Panel Symposium on Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Controls active control and control
configured vehicle
[AGABD-AB-157] p0483 R80-26330
Analytical design and evaluation of an active
control systen for helicopter vibration
reduction and gust response alleviation
tBASA-CB-152377] p0536 H80-28369
The logic of the electric flight control systea
experiment on the Concorde achieving lov
speed longitudinal stability by active control
P0612 H80-32137
Application of advanced technologies to snail,
short-haul transport aircraft
[HASi-CB-152363] p0629 880-32353
ACTOATIOB
Nonelectronic aspects of avionic systen reliability
actuation
p0251 H80-19535
Flight verification of direct digital drive for an
Advanced Flight Control Actuation Systen (AFCAS)
in the T-2C aircraft
[AD-A081925] p0422 880-24327
ACTOATOBS
The Eccentnator - A new concept in actuation
for aerospace mechanisms
[AIAA 80-0815] p033S A80-3S096
Digital electrohydranlic control surface actuator,
positioned by means of quick-acting solenoid
valves
[DGLB PAFEB 80-050] p0523 A80-46299
Electromechanical flight control actuator[HASA-CB-1603U8] p0030 sso-timu
A hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12412-r1] p0038 H80-11065
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Ball spline pitch change mechanism
design report
[NASA-CB-134873] p0133 880-15101
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
whirl test of cam/harmonic pitch change
actuation system
[BASA-CB-135140] p0135 H80-15117
Electrical servo actuator bracket for jet
engine fuel control valves
[HASA-CASE-FSC-11044-1] p0306 880-21327
Single-stage electrohydranlic servosystem for
actuating on airflow valve with frequencies to
500 hertz
[BASA-TP-1678] p0554 880-29369
A proposal for aerodynamically actuated self
streamlining subsonic wind tunnel walls
[AB1/AEBO-80TE-392] p0555 880-29374
Electromechanical actuation development
[AD-A085847] p0606 880-31409
ADAPTATIOB
BT DISK ADAPTATIOH
ADAPTIVE COBTBO1
BT ACTIVE COHTBOL
8T LEAEHIBG HACBINES
BT SELF ADAPTIVE COSTBOL STSIEHS
Identification and dual adaptive control of a
turbojet engine
p0001 A80-10033
Command- and stability systems for aircraft - A
new digital adaptive approach
p0052 A80-14824
Adaptive allocation of decisionmaking
responsibility between human and computer in
multitask situations
p0091 A80-18022
Synthesis of an adaptive flight control system
with an observer
p0155 A80-22578
Controlling adaptive antenna arrays with the
sample matrix inversion algorithm
. p0159 A80-23283
The crew adaptive cockpit - Pirefox, here we come
technology assessment of aircrew/aircraft
digital avionics systems in military aircraft
p0283 A80-32446
Developaent and flight'evaluation of automatic
flare laws with improved touchdown dispersion
[AIAA 80-1757] pOSIO A80-45545
An adaptive controller synthesis with an observer
[AIAA 80-1632] p0520 A80-45920
Adaptive main-beam nulling for narrow-beam antenna
arrays
p0521 A80-46136
Reliability problems of adaptive automatic control
systems /Beview/
.p0572 A80-48699
Experiments for the redaction of wind tunnel wall
interference by adaptive-wall technology
[AD-A076555] pOISI 880-17088
Adaptive estimation of information values in
continuous decision making and control of
advanced aircraft
[AD7A077917] p029« 880-20281
Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled system using
adaptive filters to damp oscillations in a
• flight control system
[BASA-CASE-FBC-11041-1] p0296 880-20488
Investigation into adaptive control of a
slip-cast, reaction-bonded silicon-nitride
process via adaptive learning network modeling
[AD-A083730] . p0502 880-28091
Design of an adaptive control system for the
EBF/STOL aircraft with provisions for eigenvalue
and eigenvector selection
P0605 880-31405
ADAPTIVE COBTBOL SISTEHS
0 ADAPTIVE COBTBOL
ADAPTIVE FILTBBS
Experience with an adaptive stick-gain algorithm
to reduce pilot-induced-oscillation.tendencies
[AIAA 80-1571] p0516 A80-45870
A new weighting coefficient for adaptive state
estimation
P0083 B80-13347
Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled system using
adaptive filters to damp oscillations in a
flight control system
[BASA-CASE-FBC-11041-1] p0296 880-20488
Design of a nonlinear adaptive filter for
suppression of shuttle pilot-induced oscillation
tendencies
[BASA-TB-81349] . p0309 880-21355
Adaptive linear filtering in the presence of an
evolution noise of poorly known variance
p0315 880-22225'
ADDITIVES
BT AHTIFBEEZES
HT ABTIICIHG ADDITIVES
BT ABTIOIIDASTS
Alkyl derivatives of resorcinol used as
antioxidants in jet fuels
p0336 A80-35801
Hannich base used as an antioxidant in jet fuels
p0336 A80-35802
Aircraft fuel system simulator tests with
antimisting kerosene (jet A fuel with FB-9
additive) flammability tests
[AD-A073237] p0123 B80-14256
Flight test results of the use of Ethylene Glycol
Bonomethyl Ether (EGHE) as an anti-carburetor
icing fuel additive
[AD-A084960] p0539 880-28539
Antimisting kerosene reduced flammability
during aircraft accident circumstances
p0549 880-29319
Service test of two fuel conductivity additives
[AD-A088046] p0638 B80-32540
•DHBBOBETBBS .
O ADBESIOH TESTS
ADBESIOH TESTS
A fast method to control tackiness of fiber resin
prepregs
[OBEBA, TP 80. 1980-37] p0444 A80-40805
Banufacturing process development for dust and
rain erosion resistant coated metallic clads for
helicopter rotors
[AD-A088440] p0634 B80-32385
ADHESIVE BOBDIBG
Aircraft designers follow the birds
lightweight composite materials and metal
joining techniques in aircraft structures
pOOOS A80-11345
Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum
aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0303] p0094 A80-18304
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Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0305] p0094 180-18306
Technology of adhesive bonding of aircraft parts
/2nd revised aad enlarged edition/ Bnssian
book
p0157 A80-23066
Honeycomb sandvicb joints for primary structure
of aircraft
[AIAA 80-0780) ' p0333 480-35070
A long European experience - The adhesive bonding
of BetaIs
[AAAF PAPBB HT 79-27] p0379 A80-36862
30 rears experience with primary adhesive bonded
structures
P0569 A80-48077
Primary Adhesively Bonded structure Technology
(PABST) . General Material property data
bonding airfranes
[AD-A077891J . p0248 H80-19268
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). Design handbook for adhesive bonding
[AD-A082078] p0418 B80-24299
The significance of peel stresses in cyclic
debonding
P0424 H80-21139
Primary Adhesive Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). Phase 3: Tooling, fabrication and
quality assurance
[AD-A083228] p0499 H80-27486
The diffusion of water vapour in humid air into
the adhesive layer of bonded metal joints
[fiAB-LIB-THiHS-2038] p0539 880-28497
A design study in crack patching
[ARl/STBOC-BBPT-376] p0654 H80-33798
ADBBSIVES
The fabrication and testing of prototype OH-1
aircraft windshields manufactured with a sheet
interlayer
[AD-A077711] p0238 B80-19080
Priaary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). General material property data
bonding airframes
IAD-A077891] p0248 H80-19268
Priaary Adhesive Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). Phase 3: Tooling, fabrication and
quality assurance
[AD-A083228] p0499 S80-27486
Chemical characterization and quality control for
an adhesive
[AD-A087739] p0607 H80-31558
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Airblast vulnerability envelopes for supersonic
aerospace vehicles
[AD-A072247] p0028 B80-10201
ABBIU. BBC00I1ISSABCB
O.s. Bavy studies of surveillance airships
p0106 ABO-39316
Concept of a research aircraft for remote sensing,
using an integrated sensor/data system
[DGLB PAPBB 80-051] p0523 A80-46300
AKBIAL BODDEBS
Instationary air forces on wings nith an
oscillating rudder
[DGIB PAPEB 80-031] p0522 A80-46283
Fin design vith ACT in the presence of strakes
p0141 HBO-15161
UBOACOQSTICS
On the acoustic pover emitted by helicopter rotor
blades at low tip speeds
p0012 A80-12375
Experimental studies of helicopter flight
conditions and noise
p0049 480-13699
Base pressure fluctuations —- aircraft acoustic
loads
pOOSO A80-14510
Parameter selection for aerodynamic design of
propellers
p0053 A80-15083
Estimation of noise source strengths in a gas
turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0034] p0092 A80-1824S
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle-to-wing
size on STOL-OTB acoustic characteristics
p0107 A80-20952
Acoustic considerations of flight effects on jet
noise suppressor nozzles
[ A I A A PAPBB 80-0164] p0108 A80-20965
Hear-uake structure and unsteady pressures at
trailing edges of airfoils as aeroaconstic
sound generators
p0161 A80-23900
A ray-theory approach for high-frequency
engine-intake noise
p0161 480-23916
Effect of temperature on surface noise
p0216 A80-28419
The problem of aeroaconstic interactions /Eeview/
p0260 A80-29070
Acoustics-Aerodynamics Conference, 6th, Ecole
Bationale Snperienre des Techniques Avancees,
Paris, France, Ray 29-31, 1978, Proceedings
p0273 A80-30806
Aeroacoustics Bnssian book
p0326 480-31386
Determining the optinal fan silencer design of
aircraft engines
• p0326 A80-34396
Acoustic effects on the flow and the noise
spectrum of supersonic jets
p0326 A80-34402
Acoustic characteristics of jets issuing froo
ring-ana-needle nozzles
p0327 480-34404
Belicopter rotor thickness noise
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1012] p0339 A80-35970
Hodel rotor low frequency broadband noise at
moderate tip speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1013] p0339 A80-35971
Impact of flight effects on mnltitnbe suppressor
design
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1029] p0339 A80-35979
Acoustic characteristics of the external upper
surface bloving propulsive-lift configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1063] p0341 A80-36001
Upper surface bloving noise of the BASA-Ames quiet
short-haul research aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1064] p0341 A80-36002
An overview of NASA's propeller and rotor noise
research
[AIAA PJPBB 80-0992] p0373 480-36325
fiefraction of sound by aircraft wing tip vortices
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0975] p0392 A80-38631
The development- and operation of the HDC anechoic
acoustic test facility
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0982] p0392 A80-38633
A model for broadband jet noise amplification
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1004] • p0392 A80-38635
Boise due to tip vortex formation on lifting rotors
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1010] p0393 A80-38636
Bonlinear propagation of broadband jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1039] p0394 A80-38645
Fan noise source location from field measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1054] p0394 A80-38648
Ground reflection effects on aircraft flyover noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1059] p0394 A80-38650
On the unsteady, wake induced lift on a slotted
airfoil
p0514 A80-45840
Aeroacoastic characterization of free jets
p0066 B80-12025
Experimental and numerical results on a shear
layer excited by a sound pulse
[SAS4-M-80183] p0075 S80-12821
Experimental study of acoustic loads on an
upper-surface-blown STOL airplane configuration
Langley full-scale vind tunnel tests
[SASA-TP-1577] p0085 B80-13879
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle to wing
size on STOL-OT1 acoustic characteristics
[BASA-TB-79279] p0085 B80-13881
Acoustically svept rotor helicopter noise
redaction
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11106-1] p0118 B80-14107
Applications of diffraction theory to aeroaconstics
aircraft noise
p0125 H80-14870
Experimental and numerical results of sound
scattering by a body interaction of •
aerodynamic noise and fuselage
P0125 H80-14873
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Aeroaconstic measuring techniques in or outside
tarbnlent flows
p012S B80-14876
Publications in acoustic and noise control from
BASA Langley Besearch Center Soring 1940-1979
bibliographies[BASa-TH-80211] . p0231 B80-18884
Aeroacoustic wind-tunnel tests of a light
tain-boon general-aviation airplane with free or
shrouded-pusher propellers in the tangley
fall-scale tunnel
[HASA-TH-80203] p0232 H80-19023
Propeller driven light aircraft noise
p0315 880-22237
Boise generated aerodynamically
p0316 B80-22238
High-speed-propeller wind-tunnel aeroacoastic
results
p0352 B80-22344
Propeller aeroacoastic methodologies
p03S2 B80-22346
Boise generation by jet-engine exhaust deflection
[BSA-TT-553] p03S8 B80-23104
On the sonnd field generated by a fan in a
hard-walled baffled doct vith uniform flow
[BLB-TB-78024-0] p0358 B80-23106
On distarbance fields of noving singalarities in
aerodynaaics and aeroacoastics
[ESA-TT-570] P0360 B80-23269Quiet Clean Short-haal Experimental Engine (QCSEB)
Onder-The-wing (OTS) coaposite Bacelle test
report. Volume 2: Acoustic performance
[BASA-CB-159472] p0546 B80-29297
Acoustic performance of a 50.8-cm (20-inch)
dianeter variable-pitch fan and inlet. Volume
2: Acoastic data
[BASA-CB-135118] p0547 B80-29299
Exploratory studies on the design of acoustic
splitters for wind tunnels
[BAE-TH-ABBO-1829] p0607 H80-31417
Viscous theory of surface noise interaction
phenomena
[BAS1-CB-3331] p0639 B80-33176
Evaluation of Aero commander sidevall vibration
and interior acoustic data: Static operations
[BASA-CB-159290] p0645 B80-33392
A feasibility study of a 3-D finite eleaent
eolation scheme for aeroengine duct aconstics
[BASA-CB-159359] p0655 B80-34216
Aircraft noise prediction prograa validation
[BASA-CB-159333] p0655 B80-34219
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Total aircraft flight-control system - Balanced
open- and closed-loop control with dynamic trim
naps
p0283 A80-32448
A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 2: User's manual
[HASA-TH-81183J p0529 H80-28297
Botar; balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle of attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: Low wing model C
wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CB-3200] p0602 B80-33355
AEBODTBAHIC BBAKBS
BT LEADIB6 EDGE SLATS
BT TBAIIIBG-EDGB FLAPS
BT WING FLAPS
Aerobraking and aerocaptnre for planetary missions
p01Q8 480-21228
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BT IBTEBFEBEBCE LIFT
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BT LIFT
BT EOTOB LIFT
BT STATIC AEBODTBAHIC CHABACTEBISTICS
BT SOPEBSOHIC DBAG
Ring profile design of the world championship
sailplane SB 11
p0047 A80-13181
Effect of the surface state of gas turbine blading
on the blading*s aerodynamic characteristics
when operating on products of combustion of
high-sulphur oil
p0048 i80-13369
On behavior of axial compressor blades with
variable geometry when using blade cascade
measurement data German thesis
p0048 180-13455
Transition in the infinite swept attachment line
boundary layer
p0048 A80-13573
Data and analysis procedures for improved aerial
applications mission performance
agricultural aircraft wing geometry
[ASAE PAPEB AA 79-001] pOOSS A80-15220
Certain types of separated flow over slotted wings
p0056 A80-15475
An experimental method for investigating the
mutual aerodynamic interference of aircraft
components at supersonic velocities
p0056 A80-1S476
Aerodynamics and dynamics of turbojet aircraft.
/3rd revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian
book
p0060 A80-16462
Bederlandse Vereniging voor Luchtvaarttechniek,
Yearbook 1978
p0063 A80-17334
Concerning the information efficiency of
aerodynamic experiments
p0088 480-17671
Analytical investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wings with
separated flow
p0088 A80-17697
Effects of the aerodynamic cross-coupling and
lateral acceleration derivatives on airplane
dynamic characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0170] p0089 480-17699
Engine aerodynamic installation by numerical
simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0108] p0093 480-18271
Experinental determination of pure rotary
stability derivatives using curved and rolling
flow.wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0309] p0094 A80-18308
Studies of leading-edge thrust phenomena
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0325] • p0094 480-18315
Effects of non-planar strake-wing on the vortex
lift characteristics of a twin-jet fighter
configuration
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0329] p0095 480-18318
Correlation of predicted longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics with full-scale wind tunnel "data
on the ATI.IT airplane
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0186] p0096 A80-18356
Bybrid vortex method for lifting surfaces with
free-vortex flow
[AIAA BAPBB 80-0070] p0100 A80-19307
Assessment of analytic methods for the prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary
bodies at supersonic speeds
(4144 PAPBB 80-0071] pOIOI A80-19308
Designing light airplanes -•— Bnssian book
pOIOI 480-19114
Scale model performance test investigation of
exhaust system mixers for an Energy Efficient
Engine /B3/ propulsion system
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0229] p0108 A80-20968
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
an aircraft at supersonic speeds
p0149 A80-21255
Calculation of the flow past a body of arbitrary
configuration, moving in an ideal fluid above a
flat surface
pOISO 480-21283
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics
of a flight vehicle from onboard measurement data
p0150 A80-21293
Selecting the optimal geometrical twist of an
aircraft wing
p0150 A80-21301
Delta wing of optimal configuration in supersonic
flow
p0152 A80-21341
Calculation of the supersonic flow past a winged
bielliptical body
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p0152 ABO-21342
Calculation of some aerodynamic characteristics of
a flexible aircraft by an influence coefficient
nethod
p0152 A80-213a3
Influence of the leading-edge planform on the
hypersonic flow over a snail-aspect-ratio wing
p0152 A80-21349
A practical guide to airplane performance and design
Book
p0153 A80-21876
Computational and simplified- analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fnselage-pylon-store
interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0127] ' p0157 A80-23013
The structure-free thrast-doabling of insect-like
aircraft - The possibility of using
insect-flight /thrust-flight/ on a large
technical scale
p0160 A80-23371
Increasing aircraft efficiency through laninar
flow control
p0189 480-24899
& system for measuring and recording wind-tunnel
balance data
p0191 A80-25221
Tawed slender wings at small angles of attack
p0192 A80-26268
One-dimensional aerodynamic control calculations
for cooled gas turbines
p0193 A80-26305
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 11th, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Rarch 18-20, 1980, Technical
Papers
p0198 480-26929
Hew regnirements, test techniques, and development
methods for high fidelity flight simulation of
commercial transports
[AIAA 80-0445] P0200 A80-26949
The influence of wing, fuselage and tail design on
rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained
beyond maximum lift with general aviation
configurations
[AIAA 80-0455] p0200 A80-26955
Heasnrements of the dynamic performance of the
main drive fan of the BAB 5 metre pressurised
low speed wind tunnel
[AIAA 80-0456] p0200 A80-26956
Selected wind tunnel testing developments at the
Boeing Aerodynamics Laboratory
[AIAA 80-0458] p0201 A80-26958
A new rig for flight mechanics studies in the
OBEBA Aerothermodynanic Test Center of Bodane
[AIAA 80-0464] • p0201 A80-26961
A system for the measurement of the attitude of
wind tunnel models
[AI&A 80-0465] P0201 A80-26962
The development of a self-streamlining flexible
walled transonic test section
[AIAA 80-0440] p0202 A80-26964
Analytical determination of the influence of
elasticity and mass distribution on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft in
guasi-steady motion '
P0202 A80-27132
Hysteresis of aerodynamic characteristics for
wing models and segmented conical bodies of
revolution
P0204 ABO-27167
Similarity of the. aerodynamic characteristics of
delta wings at supersonic speeds
P0204 480-27168
Bethod of determining steady-state aerodynamic
characteristics for an elastic aircraft in free
longitudinal motion
P0204 A80-27173
The problem of aeroaconstic interactions /Beview/
P0260 480-29070
Some aspect of aerodynamic erosion in fans
p0260 A80-29106
The influence of losses on the evaluation of the
•rotating stall'
P0261 180-29131
Bethod of calculating the velocity at the surface
of an arbitrary wing in an ideal fluid
p0262 480-29208
Computer/experiment integration for unsteady
aerodynamic research
p0264 A80-29501
A second generation instrumentation system for
measuring cross coupling derivatives from
wind tunnel data
P0265 480-29502
Aerofoils down to critical Beynolds numbers and
the performance of remotely controlled gliders
P0266 A80-296S9
Bini-BP? research
p0266 A80-29660
Aerodynamics and dynamics of aircraft flight
Bnssian book
p0271 480-30366
The effect of the law of control on the dynamics
of the longitudinal motion of an aeroplane with
a variable-geometry wing
p0272 A80-30504
The delta wing in oscillatory gusts
p0272 A80-30564
Aerodynamic characteristics of a concave
large-aspect-ratio trapezoidal profile in a
monochromatic free-molecular rarefied-gas flow
in the case of specular-reflection interactions
p0275 A80-30882
Rings for human-powered flight
[AIAA 80-3035] p0275 A80-31004
The P-15 wing development program
[AIAA 80-3044] p0276 A80-31012
Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.
I - Basic solutions
p0285 480-32526
Theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics of
double membrane sailwing airfoil sections
p0322 A80-33276
Advanced research on helicopter blade airfoils
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1979-120] p0325 A80-34298
Types of leeside flow over delta wings
p0327 A80-34652
Study on the dynamics of small flight vehicles -—
under gust loading
p0327 A80-34653
Unsteady aerodynamic measurement techniques for
tnrbomachinery research
p0342 A80-36142
Processing and analysis of the data from a two
spool gas turbine engine
p0343 480-36149
On approximating the aerodynamic characteristics
of a wing with two-element trailing flap
p0376 A80-36779
The IHP Lille rotation balance and associated
experimental techniques for wind tunnel
control loss simulation during high angle of
attack flight
[AAAF PAPEB BT 80-13] p0377 A80-36844
Synthesis of test results on the Concorde at high
angle of attack
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-26] p0378 A80-36854
The method of matched asymptotic expansions in the
hydrodynamics of wings --— Bnssian book
' p0380 A80-37104
Computational methods for the design of adaptive
airfoils and wings
p0391 A80-38276
Aerodynamic assessment of methods to simulate
flight inflow characteristics dnring static
testing
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1023] p0393 480-38638
Propulsive aerodynamics of an advanced
nozzle/forward swept wing aircraft configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1158] p0399 A80-38944
Application of aerodynamic characteristics of
certain circular plane-convex configurations to
hybrid airships
p0404 A80-39300
Contract research on aerodynamic problems of
tnrbomachinery vanes
p0445 480-90966
Experiments with transonic profiles
p0446 A80-40973
Aircraft configuration optimization for ground
attack mission
p0447 A80-41158
Zero-length, slotted-lip inlet for subsonic
military aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1245] p0449 A80-41203
Theoretical and experimental determination of the
aerodynamic characteristics of a helicopter rotor
p0453 A80-41647
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Variable camber airfoils
p04S3 180-41780
Theoretical investigations of the release and
trajectories of aircraft stores[DGLB P1PBB 79-093] p0455 180-41902 •
Release experiments in DPVIH Bind tanne'ls -—
external store separation[DGLB PIPEB 79-097] p0455 180-41901)
An aerodynamic method for control and range
improvement of rotary compressors[ASBE PiPEB 80-GT-31] p0457 180-42165
lerodynamic loss in a gas turbine stage with film
cooling
[1SHB PAPEB 80-GT-38] p0457 180-42171
The aerodynamic significance of fillet geometry in
tnrbocompressor blade rows
[1SBE PIPEB 80-6T-41] p04S8 180-42174
Calculation of windmilling characteristics of
turbojet engines
[1SBE PIPES 80-6T-50] p0458 180-42182
Applied aerodynamics of helicopters. Bussian book
p0466 180-42576
Analysis of the influence of the design parameters
on the characteristics of an aircraft in
spinning nose dive. I
p0466 180-42799
Experimental investigation of helicopter
aerodynaaics /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bnssian book
p0467 S80-12937
1 vortex-lattice method for the calculation of the
nonsteady separated flow over delta wings[1111 PIPEB 80-1803] p0469 180-43286
In experimental investigation'of a ving with
controlled mid-span flo* separation[1111 P1PSB 80-1804] p0469 180-43287
Fall-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the
.effects of King leading-edge modifications on
the high angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a low-wing general aviation
airplane
. [AI11 PAPEE 80-1844] p0470 180-43302
Aerodynamic design optimization of a fuel
efficient high-performance, single-engine,
business airplane
[1111 .PIPEB 80-1846] p0471 180-43304
In analysis of thrust-induced effects on the
longitudinal aerodynamics of STOL fighter
configurations
[1111 PIPEB 80-1879] p0473 180-43320
Lift improvement of an aerofoil by periodic
deformations
p0474 180-43379
1 streamtube concept for lift - with reference to
. the maximum size and configuration of aerial
spray emissions
pO«74 180-43687
Flow studies of slender wing vortices
[1111 PAPEE 80-1423] . p0507 180-44159
The aerodynaoic characteristics of oscillating
airfoils
p0512 180-45701
Geometrical design of double-circular arc blades
p0512 180-45709
Itnospheric Flight .Bechanics Conference, Oanvers,
Bass., Ingnst 11-13, 1980, Collection of
Technical Papers
p0514 180-45855
Stall/spin flight results for the remotely piloted
spin research vehicle
[1111 80-1563] pOSIS 180-45862
Spin prediction techniques
[1111 80-1564] p0515 180-45863
1 dynamic analysis of the motion of a low-wing
general aviation aircraft about its calculated
equilibrium flat spin mode
[1111 80-1565] • p0515 180-45864
Stability of asymmetric equilibrium flight states
[1111 80-1567] pOSIS 180-45866
1 variational technique for smoothing flight-test
and accident data
[1111 80-1601] p0518 180-45694
Determination of instrumentation errors from
measured data using maxinum likelihood method
[1111 80-1602] p0518 180-45895Quantification of V/STOL equivalent system
characteristics through analysis and ground-base
simulation
[1111 80-1629] p0520 180-45917
Determination of an oblique wing aircraft's
aerodynamic characteristics
[1111 80-1630] p0520 180-45918
Calculation of the supersonic flow past a slender
delta wing at angles of attack and sideslip
pOS24 180-46826
Contribution to the theory of hypersonic flow past
three-dimensional wings
p0524 180-46829
lerodynamic characteristics of configurations
consisting of half-cones and flat delta wings
• with supersonic leading edges
pOS25 180-46853
Influence of noneqnilibrinm on the aerodynamic
characteristics of some wing profiles
p0525 180-46855
Comment on 'Calculation of rotor impedance for
articulated-rotor helicopters in forward flight'.
P0527 180-47325
lerodynamic investigations of a bypass turbofan
stage
p0563 180-47371
Experimental and theoretical investigation of the
lifting properties of a wing of deformable profile
p0564 180-47393
Approximate determination of helicopter vertical
rate of climb
p0564 180-47404
Analytic design of turbine blade airfoil
p0565 180-47429
The canard configuration and the conventional
airplane aerodynamic characteristics of wings
p0569 180-48122
The aerodynamic interaction between a
close-coupled canard and a sweptback wing in
transonic flow[OHEB1, TP HO. 1980-34] p0573 180-49145
lerodynamic development of the engine nacelle
combination for the Boeing 767 airplane[S1E PIPEB 800731] p0574 180-49683
High-alpha aerodynamic model identification of the
T-2C aircraft using the EBB system
'identification method[1111 PIPEB 80-0172] p0580 180-50195
Shockless airfoils for wings, compressors, and
turbines
pOSSI 180-50311
Bethod for calculating surface velocity of
arbitrary wing in ideal fluid
pOSSI 180-50463
Shock-free wing design[1111 PIPES 79-1557] p0615 180-51416Quick and easy flow-field surveys
p0615 180-51561
Experimental and theoretical studies on helicopter
blade tips at OHBB1[OHEB1, TP HO. 1980-96] p0622 180-53281
1 study of compressor blade stall flutter in a .
straight cascade wind-tunnel[OHBB1, TP HO. 1980-97] p0622 180-53282
Beasnrement and prediction of the aerodynaoic
damping of compressor blades[OHEEA, TP HO. 1980-99] p0622 180-53284
Experimental and theoretical determination of the
transfer function of a compressor[OHEB1, TP HO. 1980-100] p0622 180-53285
Idvanced missile technology. 1 review of
technology inproveaent areas for cruise missiles
-— including missile design, missile
configurations, and aerodynamic characteristics[H1S1-CB-3187] • p0022 H80-10103
Recent developments in ejector technology in the
lir Force: In overview
p0022 H80-10108
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model
of an advanced arrow-wing supersonic cruise
configuration designed for cruise at Bach 2.2
. Langley Full Scale Wind Tunnel
[B1S1-TB-80152] p0024 H80-10135
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
fighter wings at high lift
[1D-1072630] p0025 180-10140
Aero-acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan
exhaust nozzles
[H1S1-CB-162254] pOQ28 H80-10204
Flight effects on the aero/acoustic
characteristics of inverted profile coannular
nozzles
[B1S1-CB-162419] p0030 H80-10220
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Analytic formulas for viDg profile aerodynamic
characteristics in incompressible flow
p0034 B80-11010
On a smooth approzination Method and its
application to mathematical description of wing
aerodynamic characteristics
p0034 H80-11011
Bind-tnnnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane CIB-70-1). 1:
find-tunnel tests of a 0.03-scale model at Bach
numbers fro* 0.6 to 2.53
[HASA-TP-1514] p0038 B80-11068
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a 70 deg swept
double-delta wing at Hach numbers from 0.80 to
1.20, with summary of data from 0.20 to 6.0
Langley 8-ft transonic wind tunnel
[HASA-TP-1552] p0068 B80-12064
Application of supersonic linear theory and
hypersonic impact methods to three nonslender
hypersonic airplane concepts at Bach numbers
from 1.10 to 2.86
[BASA-TP-1539] p0068 H80-12065
Summary of low-speed longitudinal aerodynamics of
two powered close-coupled wing-canard fighter
configurations conducted in Langley C/STOL
tunnel
[HASA-TP-1535] p0076 880-1299*
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supersonic cruise aircraft research model with
the engines suspended above the wing
tHASA-TH-80145] p0076 H80-12997
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system. Part 1:
Theory linearized potential theory
[BASA-CB-145284] p0076 B80-12998
Effects of fuselage forebody geometry on low-speed
lateral-directional characteristics of twin-tail
fighter model at high angles of attack
[HASA-TP-1592] p0076 H80-13002
Effects of relaxed static longitudinal stability
on a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle design
[HASA-TP-1594] . p0081 B80-13052
The guasi-vortex-lattice method for wings with
edge vortex separation
[BASA-CB-162530] p0114 HBO-14052
Theoretical study of aerodynamic characteristics
of wings having vortex flow
CBASA-CB-159184] p0114 B80-14053
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document STOL
[BASA-TH-81149] p0118 H80-14108
Applications of modern hydrodynamics to
aeronautics. Part 1: Fundamental concepts and
the most important theorems. Part 2:
Applications
[BACA-116] p0126 H80-15034
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEB). Aerodynamic and aeromechanical
performance of a 50.8 cm (20 inch) diameter 1.34
PB variable pitch fan with core flow
[HASA-CB^135017] p0131 B80-15087
Aerodynamic characteristics of controls
conferences
[AGABD-CP-262] p0139 B80-15149
In-flight measured characteristics of combined
flap-spoiler direct lift controls
p0142 H80-15165
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic
speeds
p0142 B80-15169
Unsteady aerodynamics of two-dimensional spoilers
at low speeds
p0142 H80-15170
Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled canard
wing configuration
p0143 B80-15175
On the effects of gaps on control surface
characteristics
p01Q3 B80-15176
Investigation of ground effects on large and small
scale models of a three fan 7/STOL aircraft
configuration
[BASA-CB-152240] p0167 B80-16030
Wind-tunnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane (IB-701) 2:
Extrapolation of wind-tunnel data to full-scale
conditions
[HASA-TP-1515] p0167 B80-16032
The aerodynamics of a jet in a crossflow
[AD-A076375] p0167 B80-16034
Summary of theoretical and experimental
investigations of vortex lift at high angles of
attack
[AD-A074483] p0168 B80-16037
Parameter identification of flexible flight
vehicles assuming a low-rednced-fregnency
aerodynamic representation.
p0169 B80-16054
Comparison of analytical and flight test
identified aerodynamic derivatives for a
tandem-rotor transport helicopter
[HASA-TP-1581] p0177 B80-17060
Initial study of the response of an aircraft to
lateral gusts
[AAAF-BT-79-03] p0181 H80-17084
An experimental investigation of two large annular
diffosers with swirling and distorted inflow
[HASA-TP-1628] p0219 B80-17984
wind-tunnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane (ZB-70-1). 3: A
comparison between characteristics predicted
from wind-tunnel measurements and those measured
in flight
[BASA-TP-1516] p0219 B80-17986
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation de-sign for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: Low-wing model.A
fluid flow and vortices data for general
aviation aircraft to determine aerodynamic
characteristics for various designs
[BASA-C8-3100] p0232 B80-19030
A flight investigation of blade section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
'BLB-1T airfoil sections
[BASA-TH-80166] p0232 H80-19033
Bind tunnel test to investigate aerodynamic
hysteresis phenomena of the F-4 and F-11
aircraft models
[AD-A077196] p0233 B80-19040
Proceedings of a Workshop on V/STOL Aircraft
Aerodynamics, volume 2 conferences
[AO-A078909] p0233 B80-19042
Core compressor exit stage study. 1: Aerodynamic
and mechanical design
[BASA-CB-159714] p0242 H80-19113
On wings of circular design
[BASA-TB-75505] P0287 H80-20229
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of the
1/24-scale F-111 aircraft model with several
external store loadings
CAD-A078677] p0288 B80-20235
Seal-gas effects on the aerodynamics of blunt
cones as measured in a hypervelocity range
[AD-A075526] p0289 B80-20241
Supersonic wings with significant leading-edge
thrust at cruise
[NASA-rTP-1632] . p0302 H80-21279
The graphical display of multi-dimensional
aerodynamic flow field data
[AD-A080359] p0303 B80-21288
lind-tnnnel results for an improved
21-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section
[BASA-TH-78650] p0303 B80-21295
Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator
designs operating with rotor having tip speed of
337 meters per second and pressure ratio of
1.54. delation of analytical code calculations
to experimental performance
(BASA-TP-1614] p0306 B80-21324
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-947] p03»7 080-22281
Advanced propeller aerodynamic analysis
p0352 B80-22345
Forward acoustic performance of a shock-swallowing
high-tip-speed fan (QP-13)
[BASA-TP-1668] p0357 S80-23100
A study of panel loads and centers of pressure of
three different cruciform aft-tail control
surfaces of a wingless missile from Hach 1.60 to
3.70
[BASA-TH-81787] p0358 B80-23251
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Lift, drag and pitching moment measurements on a
missile body having various boattails at
subsonic and transonic velocities in a
transonic Bind tunnel test-
[DFVLB-FB-79-15] p0360 H80-23265
Pressure distribution measurements on (edges at
subsonic and transonic velocities in a
transonic wind tnnnel[BSA-TT-554J p0360 H80-23267
Afterbody drag and base pressure measurements on a
body of revolution at angles of incidence np to
alpha = 25 deg at subsonic and transonic Bach
numbers transonic wind tonnel measurements
[BSA-TT-569] p0360 HBO-23268
Summary of data required for the A6ABD SHP
activity standard aeroelastic configurations -
two-dimensional configurations
[BLB-BP-79015-0] p0361 H80-23273
Wind tannel tests on the Sheriff tvin-engined
light aircraft
CBIJ-241 ] • p0361 B80-23277
The aerodynamics of axial flov vind pover tnrbines
[CSIB-HE-1619] P0371 H80-23781
Effect of conventional"and square stores on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter aircraft model at supersonic speeds —•-
in the langley unitary plan wind tannel
[BASA-TH-81791] p0413 H80-24266
Investigation of axisvmmetric and nonaxisymmetric
nozzles installed on a 0.10 scale F-18 prototype
airplane model vind tannel tests
• [HiSi-TP-1638] ' p0414 B80-24267
Bind-tannel tests of the XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft
[HASA-TH-81177] p0417- 880-24294
Comparison of theoretically predicted
lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics
vith fall-scale vind tannel data on the ATLIT
airplane
[BASA-CH-163189] . p0417 880-24295
Aircraft vake vortices. Citations from the BUS
data base
[PB80-805666] p0431 H 80-25303
A computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of lov aspect-ratio vings vith
partial leading-edge separation
[BiSi-CB-115362] p0477 B80-26268
Steady, Oscillatory, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version(SOUSSA-P 1.1). Volume 1: Theoretical manual
Green function
[HASA-CB-159130] p0477 B80-26269
CP6 jet engine performance improvement program:
High pressure turbine aerodynamic performance
improvement
[SASA-CB-159832] pOOSO H80-26302
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium on Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Controls active control and control
configured vehicle
[AGABD-AB-157] p0483 1180-26330
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blovn configurations vind
tunnel tests
[HASA-CB-3193] ' p0487 B80-27281
An improved panel method for the solution of
three-dimensional leading-edge vortex flovs. '
Volume 1: Theory document[HASA-CB-3278] p0487 H80-27282
Time-variant aerodynamics for torsional motion of
large-turning airfoils
[AD-A083766] p0087 HBO-27289
Batnre of inlet turbulence and strut flov
disturbances and their effect on turbomachinery
noise
[AD-A084355] . p0497 B80-27369
High-temperature radial turbine demonstration
[AD-A084120] • p0497 B80-27370
Aerodynamic study of a combustion chamber vith a
viev to its semi-empirical modelling
p0498 880-27395
Towards complete configurations using an embedded
grid approach
[NASA-CB-3030] • p0541 B80-29249
steady, oscillatory, and unsteady subsonic
Aerodynamics, production version 1.1(SOOSSA-P1.1). Volume 2: Dser/programmer manual
[BASA-CB-159131 ] p.0541 B80-29253
Analysis of T-2C high angle of attack flight test
data vith -nonlinear system identification
methodology[AD-A086327] p0589 H80-30298
Vind tnnnel measurement of lateral aerodynamic
derivatives using a nev oscillatory rig, vith
results and comparisons for the Gnat aircraft
[ABC-B/H-3847] ' ' p0600 H80-31366
Aerodynamic characteristics of three helicopter
rotor airfoil sections at Reynolds number from
model scale to full scale at Bach numbers from
0.35 to 0.90 conducted in Langley 6 by 28
inch transonic tannel
[BASA-TP-1701] p0628 H80-32333
Lov speed aerodynamic characteristics of vings of
aspect ratios 3 and 4 equipped vith high lift
systems
CAO-A087768] p0628 880-32347
Handling qualities of large flexible aircraft
[BASA-CB-163593] p0637 H80-32402
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a highly
svept arrov ving configuration vith several
deflected leading edge concepts
[BASA-TH-80180] p0641 H80-33347
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Estimation of the accuracy of dynamic
flight-determined coefficients
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0171V p0089 A80-17700
Calculation of the coefficient of secondary losses
in an axial compressor stage
p0151 A80-21332
The determination of aerodynamic coefficients of a
straight cascade vhose blades have a small
curvature and are very much inclined against the
cascade axis
p0261 A80-29137
Bote on the yaving moment due to side slip for
svept-back vings
p0322 A80-33280
Aerodynamic coefficients'in generalized unsteady
thin airfoil theory
p0390 A80-38034
The effect of the axial velocity density ratio on
the aerodynamic coefficients of compressor
cascades
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-134] p0461 A80-42247
Limiting values of the lift coefficient of lifting
bodies vith a flat surface at supersonic speeds
p0525 A80-46861
Wing-body yaving moment and sideforce derivatives
doe to sideslip: Bv and TV
[ESDD-79006] p0021 B80-10097
Selection of geometric parameters and location of
nose flap on svept ving root profile from tnnnel
test data, 1
p003« S80-11009
Prediction of drag coefficients of a supersonic
V/STOL configuration vith various store
arrangements
[AD-A072999] p0070 880-12085
A'comparison of calculated and experimental lift
and pressure distributions for several
helicopter rotor sections
[BASA-SH-81160] p0168 880-16036
Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients obtained
from theoretical calculations vind tnnnel tests
and flight tests data redaction for the alpha
jet aircraft
[HASA-TB-75237] p0220 880-17991
Aircraft identification experience
p0241 B80-19100
Botorcraft identification experience
p0241 B80-19101
Identification experience in extreme flight regimes
p0241 B80-19102
vind tunnel and free flight model identification
experience
p0241 B80-19103
Closed loop aspects of aircraft identification
p0241 B80-19104
Leeward flov over delta vings at supersonic speeds
[SASA-TH-81187] p0358 880-23250
Boll control of an attitude-controlled aerodynamic
vehicle which has strong roll-yaw coupling
[SABD-79-1940] p0422 B80-24330
Airfoils at sonic velocity Tricomi equation
p0486 880-27278
Computation of spanvise distribution of
circulation and lift coefficient for flapped
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•ings of arbitrary -planform
[BAS1-CB-159329] p0599 H80-31353
1 digital anit for aeasaring unsteady pressure
coefficients in a wind tunnel
p0652 H80-33619
AEBODYBAHIC COBFIGOBATIOBS
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The variable-geometry wing
p0002 A80-10235
Developing an aircraft configuration using a
• Biniconputer
pOOOB 180-11393
Experimental check of a direct nethod for
optinizing the aerodynaaic shape of bodies in
supersonic flows
p0056 180-15477
Rings in aircraft design
[1111 80-3031] • p0275 180-31002
Seven Hings the F-4 has flown
[1111 80-3042] . p0276 180-31010
The Forward Swept Ring - 1 unique design challenge
[1IA1 PAPEB 80-1885] p0514 180-45751
The significance of wing end configuration in
airfoil design for civil aviation aircraft
[B1S1-TH-75711] p0022 B80-10104
1 simple apparatus for the experimental study of
non-steady flow thrust-augmenter ejector
configurations
p0023 B80-10125
Technical evaluation report on the fluid dynamics
panel Symposium on High Ingle of attack
aerodynamics slender wings, bodies of
revolution, and body-wing configurations
[16ABD-1B-145] p0025 B80-10147
1GABD two-dimensional aeroelastic configurations
[1G1BD-AB-156] p0028 B80-10202
Selection of geometric parameters and location of
nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel
test data, 1
p0034 B80-11009
Aerodynamic design of an extended-range guided bomb[LOG-C3719] . p0078 B80-13023
Theoretical study of aerodynamic characteristics
of wings having vortex flow
[S1S1-CB-159184] p0114 HBO-11053Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine(QCSEE): The aerodynamic and mechanical design
of the QCSEE nnder-the-wing fan
[BIS1-CB-135009] p0134 H80-15109
An analytical and experimental study of a short
s-shaped subsonic diffnser of a supersonic inlet
[BAS1-TH-81406] p0137 B80-15134
Rind tunnel measurements and analysis of some
unusual control surfaces on two swept wing
fighter configurations
p0140 B80-15155
Boll control by digitally controlled segment
spoilers
p0140 B80-15156
Rind tunnel investigation of controls for 0? on a
fighter-type configuration of higher angles of
attack
p01Q2 H80-15166
Nonlinear aerodynamics of all-movable controls
p0143 B80-15173
Conceptual design and performance estimates for a
supersonic aerodynamic window for the ATA vacuum
system aperture
[OCBl-15051] p0144 H80-15183
Aerodynamic-structural analysis of dual bladed
helicopter systems
[BASl-CB-162754] p0178 H80-17061
• Technology regnirements and readiness for very
large aircraft
[B1S1-TB-81783] p0287 B80-20223
Investigation of numerical techniques for
predicting aerodynamic heating to flight vehicles
[AD-A078121] . p0288 B80-20234
The use of the computer in the design of
aerodynamic configurations
p0299 B80-21258
Use of computers in the aerodynamic design of the
HiHAT fighter
p0300 B80-21262
Bumerical methods for design and analysis as an
aerodynamic design tool for modern aircraft
p0300 H80-21263
Three-dimensional interactions and vortical flows
with emphasis on high speeds[BAS4-TH-81169] p0302 B80-21286
Calculation of the interference effects between
the engine wing and the base wing of a civil and
military transport aircraft by the vortex
lattice method
[ESA-TT-493] p0346 B80-22272
High-speed-propeller wind-tunnel aeroaconstic
results
p0352 B80-22344
Development of the A-6/circnlation control wing
flight demonstrator configuration
[1D-1081241] p0355 880-22365
An analytical study of tilt proprotor aircraft
dynamics in airplane cruise configuration
including the effects of fuselage longitudinal
rigid body motion
p0363 B80-23297
Airplane wing leading edge variable camber flap
p0369 B80-23514
A general panel method for the analysis and design
of arbitrary configurations in incompressible
flows boundary value problem
[BAS1-CB-3079] p0414 H80-24268
Capture of an axisymmetric free jet in a pipe with
application to power-augmented-ram wing theory
[1D-1082241] p0415 B80-24276
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blown configurations.
Experimental program: Test facilities, model
design instrumentation, and lowspeed, high-lift
tests
[BASA-CB-3192] p0431 H80-25297
High bypass turbofan component development. Phase
2: Detailed design
[AD-1082753] ' p0435 B80-25341
A time response approach to equivalent aircraft
dynamics
[AD-1085873] p0546 B80T29291Quantitative measurements of the effects of
variations in panel method computer programs
[AD-A086358] p0587 H80-30279
The DSiF stability and control digital datcom.
Volume 1: User's manual
[AD-1086557] p0591 B80-30315
The OSAF stability and control digital Datcom.
Volume 2: Implementation of Datcom methods
[AD-1086558] p0592 B80-30316
Sabreliner 65
. p0594 B80-31315
The development of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Bystere Falcon 50
p0594 B80-31316
CL-600 challenger
p0594 H80-31317
P-59
p0595 B80-31318
Phase 2 and 3 wind tunnel tests of the J-97
powered, external angmentor V/STOt model at
Ames 40 by 80 wind tunnel[BASl^CB-163578] p0598 B80-31350
Basic studies of wing-body interference at high
angles of attack and supersonic speeds[1D-I087134] p0599 B80-31355
Evaluation of laminar flow control system concepts
for subsonic commercial transport aircraft
[BASA-CB-159254] p0602 B80-31384
Composite rotor blades for large wind energy
installations
[BASI-T1K75822] p0611. B80-31881
Large scale wind tunnel investigation for future
modifications to the quiet short-haul research
aircraft Ames 40- by 80-ft wind tunnel •
[BASA-CB-152349] p0628 B80-32337
Study of an advanced transport airplane design
concept known as Flatbed
[H1S1-CB-159337] p0633 B80-32377
. VASCOHP 2. The V/STOI aircraft sizing and
performance computer program. Volume 6: User's
manual, revision 3
[BASA-CB-163639] p0646 B80-33401
High bypass turbofan component development.
Amendment 1: Small fan redesign
[AD-1089067] : p0648 B80-33413
IEBODIBABIC DBAG
BT SOPEBSOHIC DBAG
Possibility of the onset of self-oscillations in
cylindrical bodies situated in longitudinal
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liguld or gas floss in the case of crisis of drag
p0150 A80-21298
Airfoil nith minimum relaxation drag
P0157 180-22914
The potential for development of high performance
light aircraft
p0159 180-23307
Rind tunnel and flight test drag comparisons for a
guided projectile with cruciform tails
[IIA1 80-0426] p0202 A80-26968
Inflaence of the empennage on the effective thrust
of jet engine exhaust nozzles
P0203 A80-27139
Induced drag and lift-drag ratio of sirept wings at
supersonic speeds
P0204 A80-27175
Class of shockfree airfoils producing the same
surface pressure
p0218 480-28657
The determination of aerodynamic coefficients of a
straight cascade whose blades have a snail
curvature and are very ouch inclined against the
cascade axis
P0261 180-29137
Seduction of aerodynamic drag of external spray
boons and nozzles used on DC-6 aircraft
p0327 180-34596
Recommendations for obtaining nozzle/afterbody
drag data based on a comparison of wind tunnel
and flight data
[»Ill PAPEB 79-1169] p0391 180-38317
. The annular jet technique for nozzle/afterbody
throttle dependent drag testing
[All! PAPEfi 80-1163] p0399 180-38945
Optimization of the relaxation drag of slender
profile arrangements in steady subsonic flow. I
- Single profile
p0444 180-40895
Effect of propeller slipstream on the drag and
performance of the engine cooling system for a
general aviation twin-engine aircraft
[1141 PAPER 80-1872] p0472 180-43315
Some aspects of airframe/engine interference for
single-jet afterbodies and engine nacelles with
particular consideration of boattail drag
[DGLB PAPEB 80-032] p0522 180-46284
Effect of.several airframe/nozzle modifications on
the drag of a variable-sweep bomber configuration
conducted in langley 16 foot transonic tunnel
[B1SA-TB-80129] p0022 HBO-IOllOe
Prediction of drag coefficients of a supersonic '
V/STOl configuration with various store
arrangements
£10-1072999] p0070 H80-12085
The miniDUB induced drag of aerofoils
[BACA-121] p0126 S80-15038
Ondercarriage drag prediction methods
fESDO-79015] p0232 B80-19028
Transonic data memorandum: 1 framework relating
the drag-rise characteristics of a finite
wing/body combination to those of its basic
aerofoil
CESDD-78009) p0301 B80-21276
Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by
aerofoils having a particular form of
supercritical upper-surface pressure
distribution that yields only small wave drag
[ESDO-78010] p0302 H80-21277
Computational models for the viscous/inviscid
analysis of jet aircraft exhaust plumes
predicting afterbody drag
[H1SA-CB-3289] p0425 B80-24578
Dynamic behavior of a bean drag-force anemometer
[BAS1-TP-1687] p0426 B80-24595
The influence of ballistic damage on the
aeroelastic characteristics of lifting surfaces
fighter aircraft
[1D-A082536] p0433 HBO-25322
Feasibility study of applying laminar flow control
to an LTA vehicle
[AD-A088148] p0629 N80-32351
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Evaluation of the kernel of an integral equation
for a wing performing harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
p0150 180-21296
Centrifugal forces on a thin wing in hypersonic
flight at large angles of attack
p0151 180-21315
Development of a netric half-span model for
interference free testing
[AIAA P1PEB 80-0460] p0268 180-29950
Numerical investigation of unstable interaction of
a supersonic jet with a plane barrier
p0277 I80r31362
Experimental investigations on the vibration of
blades due to a rotating stall
p0337 180-35912
Preliminary measurements of aerodynamic damping of
a transonic compressor rotor
p0343 180-36152
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamic
forces on a three-dimensional wing
CDGLB PAPEB 80-027] p0522 180-46281
ling-body yawing moment and sideforce derivatives
due to sideslip: Hv and TV
[ESDD-79006] p0021 B80-10097
A survey of aeroelastic problems
p0065 B80-12001
Normal force derivative and center of pressure
novement due to Bach number on wing-body
combinations with triangular wings of the sane
span and different aspect ratios at supersonic
speed s
p0066 R80-12039
The aerodynamic forces on airship halls
[BlCA-184] p0126 H80-15039
Elements of the wing section theory and of the
wing theory
[BACA-191] p0126 R80-15040
General theory of aerodynamic instability and the
mechanism of flutter
fSACA-496] p0127 H80-150U7
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blown configuration: Experinental
program, high-speed force tests
[NASA-CH-159134] p0129 H80-15070
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blown configurations: Program
analysis and conclusions
[BASA-CB-159136] p0129 N80-15072
6FPDL experience in active control technology
p0141 B80-15159
Problems of unsteady aerodynamics raised by the
use of control surfaces as active controls
p0142 B80-15167
An investigation of P-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Bach numbers with emphasis on
support system interference
tAD-1078693] p0225 B80-18046
Development of aerodynanic disturbance test
procedures. Volume 2: Technical report
tPB80-118383] p0298 H80-21219
Alleviation of the side force and the yawing
moment acting on a slender cone-cylinder body at
high angles of attack, using small jet injection
at subsonic and transonic speeds
[AD-A080317] p0303 H80-21289
Direct forces from flight testing
p0309 B80-21349
Projectile/sabot discard aerodynamics
IAD-A080538] p0346 B80-22269
Effect of a flexibly mounted store on the flutter
speed of a wing
[HASA-CB-159245] p0353 B80-223S6
v/STOL propulsion-induced aerodynamics hover
calculation method
[AD-A082688] p0419 B80-24306
Bigh-speed T-38A landing gear extension loads
[BASA-TH-58226] p0432 B80-25319
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[BASA-TP-1653] p0357 H80-22737
Active control of asymmetric vortez effects •
[AD-A081648] p0359 B80-23254
On disturbance fields of moving singularities in
aerodynamics and aeroaconstics
[ESA-TT-570] p0360 H80-23269
The incorporation of plotting capability into the
Unified Subsonic Supersonic Aerodynamic Analysis
program, version B
[BASA-CB-3228] p0414 B80-24270
Viscous thin airfoil theory
CHASA-CB-163069] . p0431 N80-25299
Summary of all cycle II.5 shear and boundary layer
measurements, aerodynamics
p0439 B80-25604
Flow visualization techniques in the Airborne
Laser Laboratory program
p0440 H80-25608
Seduction of unsteady Hind torques on an open port
airborne optical turret
pOQitO B80-25609
An assessment of the future roles of the Rational
Transonic Facility and the Langley Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel in aeroelastic and unsteady
aerodynamic testing
[SASA-TH-81839 ] p0537 H80-28377
Steady, oscillatory, and unsteady subsonic
Aerodynamics, production version 1.1
(SOOSSA-P1.1). Volume 2: User/programmer manual
[SASA-CB-159131] p0541 H80-29253
Becent developments in aerospace technology
[SHIAS-792-502-101] p0593 B80-31276
AD experimental evaluation of the performance
deficit of an aircraft engine starter turbine
[BASA-TH-81571] p0604 H80-31400
east response analysis by modal decomposition of
the gust impingement distribution
p0605 B80-31406
Experimental unsteady aerodynamics of conventional
and supercritical airfoils conducted in the
Ames 11 foot transonic wind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81221 ] p06«1 H80-33345
Experimental techniques in unsteady aerodynamics
p0644 H80-33373
Flying qualities design criteria
[AD-A088629] . p0647 R80-33402
Experimental performance and analysis of
15. 04-centimeter-tip-diameter, radial-inflow
turbine vith work factor of 1.126 and thick
blading
[BASA-TP-1730] p0648 1180-33410
A compendium of computational fluid dynamics at
the Langley Research Center
[BASA-TH-81877J p0652 B80-33716
AEBOBLASTIC1TI
Active flutter control in transonic conditions
[OBEBA, IP BOl 1979-100J pOOIS A80-13052
Formulation of coupled rotor/fuselage equations of
motion
p0089 A80-17717
Characterization of graphite/epozy laminates for
aeroelastic tailoring'
p0148 A80-21130
A nonlinear problem of static aeroelasticity
p0149 A80-21264
A panel method for calculating the loads acting on
a wing that performs harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
p0149 A80-21272
The relationship between the critical reversal and
divergence speeds for a straight wing
p0151 A80-21310
Calculation of some aerodynamic characteristics of
a flezible aircraft by an influence coefficient
method
p0152 A80-21343
Analytical determination of the influence of
elasticity and mass distribution on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft in
quasi-steady motion
p0202 ABO-27132
Hethod of determining steady-state aerodynamic
characteristics for an elastic aircraft' in free
longitudinal motion
P0204 A80-27173
Aeroelastically tailored wing design
[AIAA 80-3046] p0276 A80-31014
The influence of test equipment during resonance
tests of light structures aircraft
aeroelastic model
p0280 A80-32228
Design for active flutter suppression and gust
alleviation using state-space aeroelastic modeling
[AIAA 80-0766] p0332 A80-35058
Aeroelastic tailoring of a forward swept wing and
comparisons with three equivalent aft swept wings
[AIAA 80-0794] p0334 A80-35076
Aeroelastic tailoring of forward swept composite
wings
[AIAA 80-0795] p0334 A80-35077
A wind tunnel demonstration of the principle of
aeroelastic tailoring applied to forward swept
wings
[AIAA 80-0796] p0334 A80-35078
Status of BASA full-scale engine aeroelasticity
research
p0336 A80-35906
On the compliance of control surface support
brackets aircraft structures
p0376 A80-36795
Free vibrations of a tnrbomachine rotor as a
system of structural rotational symmetry
P0409 A80-39912
Bonlinear aeroelastic vibration of interfering
surfaces
p0449 480-41366
The aerodynamic characteristics of oscillating'
airfoils .
' . p0512 A80-45701
Dynamics of flying equipment elements made froo
composite materials
p0512 A80-45718
Forward swept wing flight demonstrator
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1882] p0514 A80-45750
Identification of flezible aircraft from flight data
[AIAA 80-1633] p0521 A8Q-45921
Identification of aeroelastic parameters using a
recursive sequential least squares method
[AIAA 80-1634] p0521 A80-45922
Parameter identification of B-52E CCV flight test
data including aeroelastic effects
[AIAA 80-1635] p0521 A80-45923.
The weight-minimization problem for a
forward-swept wing with constraints on the rate
of wing divergence
P0525 A80-46870
Ezperience in correcting dynamic designs on the
basis of resonance test data aircraft
structures
p0526 A80-46872
Analytical complezes and the analysis of the
dynamics of objects
p0617 A80-51990
Illustration of airfoil shape effect on'
forward-swept wing divergence
p0619 A80-52648
An application of system identification to flutter
testing
p0622 A80-53242
Aeroelastic testing in a straight cascade
wind-tunnel
[ONBBA, TP NO. 1980-98] . p0622 A80-53283
study of the feasibility aspects of flight testing
an aeroelastically tailored forward swept
research wing on a BQB-34F drone vehicle
[BASA-CB-159149] p0027 B80-10195
AGABD two-dimensional aeroelastic configurations
. [AGABD-AB-156] p0028 B80-10202
Study of a stereo electro-optical tracker system
for the measurement of model deformations at the
A-17
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national transonic facility
[BASA-CB-159146] • p0033 880-10476
Aero-servo-elastic stability analysis
[AD-A072797] p0042 B80-11101
Aeroelastic Problems in Aircraft Design
CFKI-LBC-SEB-1979-8] p0065 B80-12000
A survey of aeroelastic problems
p0065 H80-12001
Aeroelasticity from the viewpoint of the designer
p0065 B80-12002
Hodal analysis of aircraft structures
P0065 B80-12003
Lifting surface divergence and control effectiveness
p0065 H80-12004
Remarks on the transonic flow past.oscillating
airfoils
p0065 880-12009
Aircraft flutter and dynamic response
. pOOfiS B80-12010
Wind tunnel flutter investigations
p0065 H80-12011
Flight flutter testing
p0066 880-12012
Oevelopnent of stability methods for application
to nonlinear aeroelastic optimization
p0067 880-12052
leroelastic response analysis of tiro dimensional,
single and two degree of freedom airfoils in
loir-frequency, small-disturbance unsteady
transonic flow
[AD-4073379J p0069 880-12073
Some measurements of buffeting on an aeroelastic
nodel of a slender wing aircraft
[BAE-TH-STBBCT-942] p0081 880-13055
An empirical approach for checking flutter
stability of gliders and light aircraft
p0139 880-15144
parameter 'identification of flexible flight
vehicles assuming a low-rednced-freqnency
aerodynamic representation
P0169 880-16054
Synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic problems
concerning helicopters
CAAAF-BT-79-19] p0175 B80-17035
on interfacing structural information and loading
data in aeroelastic analysis using computer
techniques
[ABC-B/H-3833] p0187 H80-17521
Ring/store flutter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
tHASA-TH-81789] . p0294 880-20280
Development of stability methods for applications
to nonlinear aeroelastic optimization
(AD-A077851] p0294 B80-20282
Structural optimization with static and
aeroelastic constraints
p0300 880-21266
Symmetric variational formulation of harmonic
vibrations problem by coupling primal and dual •
principles. Application to fluid-structure
coupled systems
p0316 880-22245
propeller dynamic and aeroelastic effects
p0353 880-22348
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on a subsonic
rectilinear cascade of blades
[PBB-90007] p0360 880-23266
An aeroelastic analysis of the Sheriff wing
[BU-234] p0361 880-23274
Investigation into compressor aeroelastic
instabilities in a wind tunnel for a rectilinear
cascade of blades
[PBH-90011] p0368 880-23337
Status of BASA full-scale engine aeroelasticity
research
[BASA-TH-81500] . p0370 880-23678
Wind-tunnel tests of the IV-15 tilt rotor aircraft
[BASA-TH-81177]
 P0417 880-24294
An analytical study of effects on aeroelasticity
on control effectiveness
[BASA-CB-163197] ' p0421 880-24322
Applications of BASTBA8 in gust response analysis
at Northrop
p0427 880-24658
The influence of ballistic damage on the
aeroelastic characteristics of lifting surfaces
fighter aircraft
[AD-A082536] p0433 B80-25322.
Experimental determination of unsteady blade
element aerodynamics in cascades. Volume 1:
Torsion mode cascade -
[SASA-CB-159831] p0434 880-25335
Unsteady pressure measurements on oscillating
models in European wind tunnels
[AD-A083248] • p0478 880-26277
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades with
applications to fan and compressor blades
p0498 880-27396
A cooprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 1: Analysis
* development
[BASA-TB-81182] • p0529 880-28296
An assessment of the future roles of the National
Transonic Facility and the Langley Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel in aeroelastic and unsteady
aerodynamic testing
[BASA-TH-81839] p0537 880-28377
Steady, oscillatory, and unsteady subsonic
Aerodynamics, production version 1.1
(SOOSSA-P1.1). Volume 2: User/programmer manual
[HASA-CB-159131] p0541 880-29253
lind-tunnel experiments on divergence of
forward-swept wings
[BASA-TP-1685] p0545 B80-29287
Bathematical modeling of linear and non-linear
aircraft structures
[ASABD-B-687] ' p0595 B80-31326
Calculation of the transient motion of elastic
airfoils forced by control surface motion and
gusts
CSASA-TH-81351] p0627 880-32329
Analysis and correlation of test data from an
advanced technology rotor system helicopter
performance prediction
[SASA-CB-152366] p0642 880-33351
Loads calibrations of strain gage bridges on the
DAST project Aeroelastic Besearch fling (ABB-1)
[BASA-TH-81889] . p0645 880-33393
ABBOBAGHBTO FLUTTER
0 FLDTTBB
iBBOHAOTICAL BIGIBBEBIBG
Bederlandse Vereniging voor Lnchtvaarttechniek,
Yearbook 1978
•p0063 A80-17334
AEBOPP - Message and data switching systems for
aeronautical operations
P0101 A80-19579
The process of chemical milling in machining
aircraft structures
P0152 A80-21676
History of Soviet aircraft design to 1938: Botes
toward a history of aircraft production /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
P0157 A80-22839
Bajor areas of research in aeronautics and air
traffic at the German Aerospace Besearch
Establishment /DFVLB/
P0216 A80-28491
BPV aeronautical and support system supporting
Technology Programs
P0267 A80-29670
Overview of new engineering and development
initiatives - Technology choices
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0923] p0380 A80-37001
Besnlts of new initiatives process FAA's ATC
BSD policy evaluations
P0387 A80-37692
Project Helicostat AZ 100 - Aerostatic
performances of the keel-gas bag system and
technological solutions retained
P0404 A80-39296
Airfoil design and analysis using an information
systems approach( A I A A PAPEB 80-1444] p0453 A80-41625
Design engineering
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1888] p0473 A80-43323
BASA overview
P0022 880-10109
Small transport aircraft.technology. A report for
the committee on commerce, science, and
transportation, United States Senate
[BASA-TB-80813] p0045 880-11953
Aeronautical Besearch Laboratories
[BB78/30107] p0125 880-15026
Fiscal year 1979 scientific and technical reports,
articles, papers and presentations[BASA-TH-78250] - p0174 B80-17014
SiSA authorization, 1981, program review, volume 2
[GPO-56-220] p0257 B80-19988
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Air Force Plight Dynamics laboratory fiscal year
1981. Technical objective document
[AD-A078973] p0258 H80-20020
Overview of BASA battery technology prograi
p0297 B80-20821
Transonic wing DFVLB-F1 as European test aodel
[HAS&-TH-75752] p0345 B80-;22260
Synthesis of a theoretical approach for employing
adaptive configuration Management in
aeronautical veapon systea programs
p0358 H80-23196
The inpact of fuels on aircraft technology through
the year 2000
[HASA-TH-81192] p0369 B80-23472
Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act, 1981
[S-96-719] p0372 H80-24210
BASA authorization, 1981
[GPO-59-528] p0372 880-21211
An analytical study of effects on'aeroelasticity
on control effectiveness
[BASA-CB-163197] p0421 B80-24322
Aeronautical systens technology needs-test
facilities and test equipment
[AD-A083553] pOISit B80-26336
Becent developments in aerospace technology
[SHIAS-792-502-101] p0593 H80-31276
YAV-8B status report
p0594 H80-31310
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 3:
Aircraft structural crashwortbiness
[AD-A089104] . p06f)5 R80-33385
ABBOHAOTICS
The.scientific balloon program of the Centre
Rational d1Etudes Spatiales - Status and
perspectives
p0405 A80-39309
Aircrew displays and avionics for application in a
future national airspace system
[HASA-TH-80095] p0036 R80-11052
On disturbance fields of moving singularities in
aerodynamics and aeroaconstics(ESA-TT-570] p0360 H80-23269
General aviation activity and avionics survey, 1978(AD-A087653] p0627 B80-32325
ABBOIOBT
Circampolar measurements of ozone, particles, and
carbon monoxide from a commercial airliner
p01S2 A80-21460
ABROSOLS
HI FOG . . .
Ciccumpolar measurements of ozone, particles, and
carbon monoxide fron a commercial airliner
p01S2 A80-21460
Aerosol filter loading data for a simulated jet
engine test cell aerosol
[AD-A078779] p0295 B80-20287
Icing nozzle element optimization test, January 1979
[AD-A081175] p0117 H80-24297
ABHOSFACB BH6IBEEBIHG
BT AEBORAOTICAL EUGIBEEBIH6
Conposites for aerospace applications
p0117 A80-21127
A rotor supported without contact - Theory and
application
p0163 A80-23980
Haterials and structures research scientific
report, 1978
p0182 B80-17143
Computer graphics and related design processes in
the OK
p0299 B80-21252
La Hecherche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-1
[ESA-TT-599] p0315 B80-22223
La Recherche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-3[ESA-TT-6093 p0316 B8Q-22239
La Becherche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-4
[ESA-TT-612] p0316 H80-22247
Activities in aerospace research
p0346 H80-22271
Evolution of materials and associated technologies
in aerospace material structures
[SRIAS-792-551-106] p0079 B80-26294
Becent developments in aerospace technology
[SBIAS-792-502-101] p0593 B80-31276
Implications of requiring new production of older
aircraft types (less than 75,000 pounds) to meet
amended noise standards
[AD-A088577] p0654 H80-33967
AEBOSPACB IIDOSTBT
HT AIBCBAFT IBDOSTBI
Diffusion bonding - Aerospace applications
p0011 A80-12081
Air transportation 2000 - A challenge for new
technology
[AIAA PiPEH 80-0945] p0320 480-32899
•Coapnter graphics, related design and manufacture
process at Cornier
p0299 R80-21251
AEBOSPACB BBDICIIB
Hypoiia-induced fatal aircraft accident revealed
by voice analysis
pOISI A80-41889
AEBOSPACB SISTBHS
The development and use of large-motion simulator
systems in aeronautical research and development
pOOOl A80-10765
Mathematics for computer graphics Book on
numerical design engineering of aerospace systems
, pOOSO A80-14598
Aerospace vehicle detection /AVD/ - Design
trade-offs
p0402 A80-39109
AEBOSPACB TBCHHOLOGT TBAHSFEB
Belding in the aerospace industry - Design,
materials, velding methods, maintenance;
International Conference, 1st, Berlin, Vest .
Germany, December 7, 8, 1978, Beports
p0061 ABO-16954
Future applications, of welding technologies in the
aerospace industry
p0061 A80-16955
Some applications of three velding processes in
the aerospace industry
p0061 A80-16959
HLS - User commitment is needed now
p0465 A80-42573
Activities in aerospace research
p0346 R80-22274
ABBOSP1CE VEHICLES
Introduction to aerospace technology Bussian
. book i
p0158 A80-23080
A compilation of computer software programs
available in the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, 1979
[AD-A088851] ' p0654 N80-34156
ABBOSPACBPL6BBS
Development of a program for controlling the angle
of bank of an orbital aircraft during entry into
the atmosphere
P0150 A80-21279
ABBOSfAIICS
Project Helicostat AZ 100 - Aerostatic
performances of the keel-gas bag system and
technological solutions retained ,
p0404 A80-39296
AEROSTATS
0 AIBSHIPS
ABBOTBBBHODTBAHICS
Effect of flow swirling on heat transfer in the
cylindrical part of the prenozzle volume of a
model chamber
p0002 A80-10196
A new rig for flight mechanics studies in the
. OHEBA Aerothermodynamic Test Center.of Hodane
[AIAA 80-0461] p0201 A80-26961
Influence of the angle of attack on the thermal
flux at the stagnation point at supersonic speeds
p0203 ABO-27138
Becent developments in aerothermodynamic test
techniques at the AEDC von Karman gas dynaoics
facility
p0263 A80-29477
Hatching of turbocomponents described by the
example of impeller and diffnser in a
centrifugal compressor. I - Aerothermodynaaic
coupling of impeller and diffaser. II -
Optimized stage efficiency of a centrifugal
compressor
[ASHE PAPEB 79-GT/ISH-9] p0456 A80-12058
Calorimetric sensor for measuring temperature
fields generated by intense heat sources
p0526 .A80-47179
A-19
iPCS (COBTBOL STSTBB) SUBJECT IIDBI
Optimal thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine
engines using eleaent prototypes, 1
p0033 H80-11007
B2D2: A FORTBAB program for two-dimensional
chemically reacting, hypertherial, internal
flows. Volane 1: Hethod of analysis
[AD-A085225] p0537 H80-28380
&FCS (COHTBOI SISTEH)
D AOTOHATIC PLIGHT COHTBOI
iFFBCIS
0 EFFECTS
AFTEBBODIES
Hanerical investigation of the external flow over
the after-body and the flov within the nozzle
for different jet regimes
pOOSO i80-1i*520
Experimental study of confluence with separation
on an afterbody of revelation
[OHEEA, TP HO. 1979-151] p0103 A80-20088
Becoaaendations for obtaining nozzle/afterbody
drag data based on a conparison of Hind tunnel
and flight data
[4IAA PIPES 79-1169] p0391 A80-38347
The annular jet technique for nozzle/afterbody
throttle dependent drag testing
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1163] p0399 480-38915
numerical simulation of three-dimensional boattail
afterbody flow fields
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1347] p0506 A80-44132
Some aspects of airfraze/engine interference for
single-jet afterbodies and engine nacelles vith
particular consideration of boattail drag
[DGLB PAPBB 80-032] p0522 A80-46284
Flight-measured afterbody pressure coefficients
froa an airplane having twin side-by-side jet
engines for Hach numbers fro> 0.6 to 1.6
[HASA-TP-1549] p0035 H80-11035
Separated and nonseparated turbulent flows abont
axisymmetric nozzle afterbodies. Part 1:
Detailed surface measurements
[AD-A077144] p0175 H80-17032
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Hach numbers with eaphasis on
snpport system interference
[AO-A078693] p0225 H80-18046
Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet
plumes on pressure distribution over a
cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds
[AD-A081647] p0359 H80-23259
Afterbody drag and base pressure measurements on a
body of revolution at angles of incidence up to
alpha = 25 deg at subsonic and transonic Bach
numbers transonic wind tunnel measurements[ESA-TT-569] p0360 H80-23268
Computational models for the viscous/inviscid
analysis of jet aircraft exhaust plumes
predicting afterbody drag
[SASA-CB-3289] p0425 H80-24578
AFTBBBOBBBBS
0 AFTEBBOBHIHG
AFTBBBOBHIHG
-. Experimental evaluation of catalytic flame
stabilization for aircraft afterburners
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-56] p0459 A80-42187
characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet
engine with oxygen injection into the
afterburner chamber study of fuel injection
into thrust chambers for thrust augmentation
p0017 B80-10029
Is the joint Air Force/Bavy alternate engine
program workable? GAO thinks not, as presently
structured
[AD-A0811709] p0534 B80-28354
AGIHS (HATEBIA1S)
Beal life aging properties of composites
p0279 A80-32077
Time-temperatnre-stress capabilities of composite
materials for advanced supersonic technology
application, phase 1
[HASA-CB-159267] . p06S1 H80-33496
AGBICDLTOBAL AIBCBAFI
Corrosion protection in agricultural aircraft
technology Bnssian book
p0049 A80-13800
Data and analysis procedures for improved aerial
applications mission performance
agricultural aircraft sing geometry
[ASAE PAPEB AA 79-001] pOOSS A80-15220
Development of test methods for scale model
simulation of aerial applications in the HASA
Langley Vortex Facility
[AIAA 80-0427] p0199 A80-26939
Hew mathematical formula for the cropduster
operational cycle
p0325 A80-34234
Rake vortex trajectories of low flying spray
aircraft
p0327 480-34595
Seduction of aerodynamic drag of external spray
booms and nozzles used on DC-6 aircraft
p0327 480-30596
Economics - The performance parameter for large
agplanes(AIAA PAPEB 80-1863] p0471 A80-43310
Design synthesis of an advanced technology
agricultural aircraft for the 1979 AIAA/Bendix
design competition
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1848] p0513 A80-45743
The agricultural aircraft PZL-106A and its testing
at the agricultural aviation factory of IBTESFLDG
p0568 480-47785
Full scale visualization of the wing tip vortices
generated by a typical agricultural aircraft
[HASA-CB-162796] p0220 H80-17992
Development of test methods for scale model
simulation of aerial applications in the HASA
Langley Vortex Besearch Facility
agricultural aircraft
[HASA-Tfl-81805] p0413 B80-24260
Exploratory piloted simulator study of the effects
of winglets on handling qualities of a
representative agricultural airplane
[HASA-TB-81817] p0536 H80-28370
Computation of spanwise distribution of
circulation and lift coefficient for flapped
wings of arbitrary planform
[HASA-CB-159329] p0599 H80-31353
1GT
0 AOTOBATED SOIDBBAr TE4BSIT VEHICLES
AH-16 HELICOPTBB
A flight investigation of blade section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
HLB-1T airfoil sections
[HASA-TB-80166] p0232 H80-19033
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation, 4B-1G with
the airborne target acquisition fire control
system and the hellfire modular missile system
installed
[AD-A078340] p0291 H80-20265
AH-1S high-survivable transmission system
[AD-A080568] p03U8 B80-22311
A flight investigation of performance and loads
for a helicopter with 10-64C main rotor blade
sections
[HASA-TB-81871] p0641 H80-33348
AI1EBOBS
Active flutter control in transonic conditions
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1979-100] p0015 A80-13052
Vind tunnel force and pressure tests of a 21X
thick general aviation airfoil with 20% aileron,
25% slotted flap and 10* slot-lip spoiler
[HASA-CB-3081] p0067 H80-12053
Advanced composite aileron for 1-1011 transport
aircraft
[HASA-CB-162863] p0226 H80-18103
Experimental investigation of a circulation
control aileron
[AD-A078825] p0233 H80-19046
Description of an experimental (hydrogen peroxide)
rocket system and its use in measuring aileron
and rudder effectiveness of a light airplane
[BASA-TP-1647] p0354 H80-22358
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced
components with thermal expansion molding
[BASA-TB-75738] p0356 B80-22412
Simulator results of an F-14A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect during carrier
approaches and landings
[BASA-TB-81833] p0554 H80-29368
ilB
BT COBPBESSED AIB
AIB BAG BESTBAIR DEVICES
Feasibility testing of a Body Inflatable Bladder
(BIB) restraint device
[AD-A078681] p0222 B80-18013
ilB BLAStS
0 AEBIAL EXPLOSIONS
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ilB BBEATHIIG ENGINES
NT 8BISTOL-SIDDBLEY BS 53 ENGINE
NT DUCTED FAN EHGIBES
NT GAS TDBBIBE ENGINES
NT J-65 ENGINE
NT J-79 ENGINE
BT J-85 ESGI5E
NT JET ENGINES
NT 8AHJET ENGINES
NT SDPEHSOBIC COB8USTIOB BARJBT ENGINES
NT TF-41 ENGINE
NT TUBBOFAN ENGINES
NT TDEBOJET ENGINES
BT TUBBOPBOP ENGINES
Airbreathing propulsion component technologies
p0385 A80-37482
Planning technology development to achieve
consistent component technology and fleiibility
of application for military airbreathing
propulsion systens
. [AIAA PAPER 80-1081] p0447 A80-41176
Unsteady transonic flows in a two-dimensional
diffnser air breathing engines
[AD-A075261] p0175 880-17033
Fiber optic sensors for measuring angular position
and rotational speed air breathing engines
[HASA-TH-81454] p0229 880-18368
The 4th International Symposium on Air Breathing
Engines
[AD-A078956] .p02Q2 N80-19114
AFOSB Contractors fleeting on Air-Breathing
Combustion Dynamics and Kinetics, 1979 Abstracts
[AD-A083651] p0497 S80-27367
Evaluating and selecting the preferred air
breathing weapon system
p0598 H80-31349
AIB CARGO
Analog aircraft weight and balance computer
[SASE PAPEB 1283] p0104 A80-20631
Computer simulation of an air cargo small package
sorting system
P0106 A 80-2 0866
Shipping by air - Is the value of your time worth it
p0106 A80-20868
Bodels for freight access to air terminals
p0106 A80-20869
Air cargo container utilization optimization
through modeling
p0107 A80-20870
The freight forwarder as an air carrier
p0218 A80-28862
Air deployment of satellite-tracked drifters
p0344 A80-36291
Haitirole cargo aircraft options and configurations
economic analysis
[NASA-TB-80177] p0037 N80-11053
Technology options for an enhanced air cargo system
[NiSA-TH-80173] p0069 N80-12076
Cargo generation forecasting models
[AD-A076136] p0176 N80-17044
Airport' activity statistics of certificated route
air carriers
[AD-A076194] p0181 N80-17089
Design and analysis of CB-47 external cargo
handling system (snubbed load)
[AD-A088057] p0634 B80-32384
Cargo logistics Airlift Systems Study (CLASS).
volume 5: Summary
[NASA-CB-158951] p064» N80-33382
AIB CONDITIONING
Beduced bleed air extraction for DC-10 cabin air
conditioning
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1197] p0448 A80-41194
AIB COHDITIOIIH6 BQDIPBENT
Chilled recircnlation ECS for aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 79-BNAS-5] p0055 A80-15230
Aircraft humidification system development
[ASHE PAPEB 79-ENAS-8] pOOSS A80-15233
Investigation into the reliability of various
fuel, hydraulic and air conditioning components
in military aircraft
p0149 A80-21240
Air supply system approach for the Boeing Hodel
767 Airplane
[SAB PAPEB 791068] p0194 A80-26631
The cabin air conditioning and temperature control
system for the Boeing 767 and 757 airplanes
[ASHE PAPEB 80-EBAS-5] p0468 A80-43182
Optimizing the performance of the P-3C
environmental control system
[ASBE PAPEB 80-ENAS-6] p0468 A80-43183
Heat reclamation from flight simulators
[AD-A081754] p0484 H80-26334
Beat reclamation from flight simulators: Summary
[AD-A087295] p0606 S80-31415
AIB COOLING
Computer calculation of stationary temperature
fields in air-cooled turbine rotor blades
p0003 A80-10612
Computer calculation of stationary temperature
fields in cooled turbine discs
pOOOl A80-10614
Applied technology in tnrbofan engines
p0011 A80-12003
Turbine blade cooling in aero engines - Some new
results, future trends, and research requirements
pOOSI A80-14656
Optimization of turbine nozzle cooling by
combining impingement and film injection
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0299] p0101 480-19316
High temperature radial turbine demonstration
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0301] p0156 &80-22749
One-dimensional aerodynamic control calculations
for cooled gas turbines
p0193 A80-26305
Computer-aided designing of temperature fields for
cooled gas-turbine blades
p0277 A80-31208
Study of cooling air inlet and exit geometries for
horizontally opposed piston aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1242] p0401 A80-38984
Design of air-cooled jet engine testing facilities
[ASBE PAPEB 79-GT/ISB-5] p0456 A80-42057
An investigation of ingress for a simple shrouded
rotating disc system with a radial outflow of
coolant
[ASBB PAPEB 80-GT-49] p0458 A80-42181
Investigation of the thermal state of
longitudinally cooled rotor blades
p0475 A80-43784
Investigation of some features of film cooling of
fixed and moving blades
p0508 A80-44774
On calculating gas turbine efficiency reduction
under the influence of air cooling
p0564 A80-47415
Influence of turbine first stator row cooling on
turbine inlet gas temperature
p0616 A80-51896
Temperature distribution planning for a cooled
gas-turbine blade using an electronic computer
p0625 A80-53636
Effects of design parameters on cooling air
requirement in a gas turbine coibnstor
[LOG-C3797] p0179 N80-17072
Effects of a ceramic coating on metal temperatures
of an air-cooled turbine vane
[NASA-TP-1598] p0185 N80-17397
Algorithm for calculating turbine cooling flow and
the resulting decrease in turbine efficiency
[8ASA-TH-81453] p0257 H80-19863
Nonlinear, three-dimensional finite-element
analysis of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[NASA-TP-1669] p0356 H80-22734
Extension of similarity test procedures to cooled
engine components with insulating ceramic coatings
[BASA-TP-1615] p0425 N80-24577
AIB COBBBNTS
NT TEBTICAL AIB CBBBEHTS
AIB CUSHION LANDING SISTBBS
JEFF(A) mixed-flow model fan performance
optimization
[AD-A074571] p0173 N80-16234
New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery
concepts: Computer program listings
[AD-A076611] ' p0223 N80-18035
New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery
concepts. Volume 1: Analysis, preliminary
design and performance/cost trade studies
[AD-A077475] p0236 N80-19066
Analysis of trunk flutter in an air cushion
landing system
[AD-A079008] p0237 N80-19075
Easy ACLS dynamic analysis, volume 2. Part 2:
Component computer programs
[AD-A079803] p0237 H80-19076
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Peripheral jet air cushion landing systen
spanloader aircraft, volume 1
[AD-A085203] p0533 H80-28344
Peripheral jet air cushion landing system
spanloader aircraft, volume 2
[1D-A085117] P0533 B80-2834S
IIB COSHIOB VEHICLES
0 GBOOSD EFFECT HACHIBES
IIB DBPEISB
The Tornado Two takes off BBC* aircraft
developnent program in Britain
p0006 £80-10899
Badar remoting command and control center
system for nilitary air operations
P0006 180-11164
Technological trends in electronic warfare nse
of radar equipment for aircraft detection and
weapons control accuracy in air defense
p0007 180-11172
Required radar ranges for AES aircraft
pOOlO 480-11619
Systens analysis for planning of air fleets and
maintenance facilities
p01S3 480-21935
Fighter options for tactical air defense,
[SAB P1PEB 791108] p0196 180-26650
Hilitary aerospace to 2000
p0285 180-32510
lir Defense Ground environment - 1 case for
automation
p0322 180-34154
IFF for air defence aircraft Identification
• Friend or Foe
p0322 180-34157
Laser Target Barker /designator/ and Banger
p0324 180-34187
Design considerations for an active laser seeker
p0324 180-34189
The F-16 lild weasel: 1 feasibility study
[AD-1077050] p0237 H80-19071
The inpact of global positioning system on
guidance and controls systems design of military
aircraft. Volume 21: Specific application
study no. 1, close air support
[1GAHD-AB-147-FOL-2A] p0363 880-23303
The capabilities and operational roles of Boyal
lir Force Tornadoes
p0560 H80-30022
Production oriented maintenance organization: 1
critical analysis of sortie-generation
capability and maintenance quality
[AD-A087095] p0595 B80-31323
&IB DBOP OPEB1TIO1S
Feasibility tests of nse of the tri turbo-3
aircraft for arctic 1IBT drops
[1D-1073159] p0039 B80-11074
Guidance subsystems with position measurement for
gliding airdrop systens
[1D-1080730] p0414 B80-24274
1IB DUCTS
Experimental investigation of the characteristics
of pneumatic transfer lines
p0099 180-19052
Compact diffusers for centrifugal compressors
[1111 P1PEB 80-1077] p0396 180-38896
Beasnrement of the Beynolds stress tensor using a
single rotating slanting hot wire
p0523 180-46366
Aerodynamic efficiency of gas turbine intake duct
for gas turbine power plants
p0020 B80-10077
The analysis of sound propagation in jet engine
ducts using the finite difference method
[1D-1074233] p0125 H80-1U853
1IB FItTBHS
The transfer of carbon fibers through a coonercial
aircraft water separator and air cleaner
[B1SA-CB-159183] . p0124 B80-14359
Dissemination, resnspension, and filtration of
carbon fibers aircraft fires
p0247 B80-19196
1IB not
HT VEST1C11 1IB CUBBBBTS
Calculation of windmilling characteristics of
turbojet engines
[iSBE P1PEB 80-ST-50] p0458 180-42182
Study of the mutual influence of combined
powerplant air passage inlet channels
p0616 180-51900
lirflow effects on fires, part 2
[1D-1073486] p0083 880-13196
Tnrbojet-exhanst-nozzle secondary-airflow pumping
as an exit control of an inlet-stability.bypass
system for a Bach 2.5 axisymmetric
mixed-compression inlet Lewis 10- by 10-ft.
supersonic wind tunnel test
[BiSl-TP-1532] p0120 B80-14124
Effects of design parameters on cooling air
requirement in a gas turbine combnstor
[LOG-C3797] p0179 B80-17072
Airflow effects on riming measurements by a wing
tip-mounted ice detector'on the BC130E research
airplane
[AD-A077019] p0289 B80-20244
numerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
[AD-A084129] p0488 B80-27293
Single-stage electrohydraulic servosystem for
actuating on airflow valve with frequencies to
. 500 hertz •
[B1S1-TP-1678] p0554 B80-29369
Unsteady swirling flows in gas turbines
[1D-A086765] p0593 B80-30697
Heasnrement of turbine engine transient airflow in
ground test facilities
[AD-A088706] p0648 B80-33414
AIB HEIGHT
0 AIB CABGO
IIB ISLETS
0 IIB ISTAKES
IIB IBTAKBS
BT EBGIBE ISLETS
BIT SOPEBSOSIC ISLETS
Hnmerical method for calculating supersonic flow
past a .plane air intake with detached shock wave
p0203 A80-27148
Experimental investigation of the flow past a wing
of finite width
p0262 180-29222
Gasdynamic analysis of gas-turbine combustion
chambers with graduated air admission
p0322 180-33825
Influence of external conditions on the generation
and intensity of vortices at air-intakes
p0325 180-34238
Influence of s-shaped air intake inlet section
ellipticity on outlet flow uniformity for
aircraft engines
p0376 180-36778
Experimental study of transonic flows in an air
intake at high angle of attack
[ A A A F PAPBB BT 80-17] p0377 180-36848
Experimental and numerical study of the flow in an
air intake at high incidence
[A1AP PIPES BT 80-19] p0378 180-36850
Fundamentals of design. Till - Efficacious air
intakes
p0409 180-40250
Calculation of the flow in a supersonic air intake
with allowance for the boundary layer on the
fairings
p0525 180-46847
study of the mutual influence of combined
powerplant air passage inlet channels
p0616 180-51900
Aerodynamic efficiency of gas turbine intake duct
for gas turbine power plants
p0020 B80-10077
Experimental investigation of a 0.15 scale model
of a conformal variable-ramp inlet for the F-16
airplane
tBASl-CB-159640] p0413 B80-24263
Plenum response to simulated disturbances of the
model and fan inlet guide vanes in a transonic
tunnel
[B1SI-TB-81869] p0649 B80-33418
IIB JETS
Study of mass exchange between primary zone and
secondary air jets in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers
: p0004 180-10619
Evaluation of airjet distortion generator nsed to
produce steady-state, total-pressure distortion
at the inlet of a General Electric F101-GE-100
turbofan engine
[1D-1072743] p0081 B80-13049
IIB L1DBCBTBG
Control and data acquisition aircraft for 1LCB
A-22
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flight tests Air launched Cruise Hisslle
[1IA1 80-0446] p0200 180-26950
Spin profile tailoring for the inproved 2.75-inch
rocket
[AIA1 80-1575] p0516 180-45874
The analytical prediction of the separation
behaviour of external stores after release from
the carrier aircraft. Part 2: Applications
[CSIB-BIAST-79/103-PT-2] p0479 B80-26292
SIB BAVI61TIOI
BT ALl-SBATBEB AIB HAVIGATIOH
NT ABEA NAVIGATION
NT B1P-OF-TBE-B1BTB NAVIGATION
Theory of correlation-extremnm navigation systems
Bassian book
p0060 A80-16597
performance evaluation of image correlation
techniques for aircraft inertial navigation
systems
p0087 A80-17534
A strapdown inertial reference system for
commercial airline use in navigation and flight
control
p0088 180-17558
Navigation systems for modern aircraft
p0153 A80-21965
North Atlantic HBPS . . . 1980 Binimnm
Navigation Performance Specifications
p0166 A80-24383
Outlook for Global Positioning System /GPS/ in
civil aircraft operations
p0190 480-25158
The Federal Aviation Administration navigation
progran
p0197 180-26819
Tactical navigation system testing
p0206 180-27237
The laser gyro and its application to an
helicopter navigation system
p0214 180-28221
The introduction of new systeas in international
civil aviation
p0215 180-28383
The new BLS landing systen
[SEE PAPEB 79 1204] p0259 A80-29042
The NAVSTAB system
[SEE PAPEB 79 1206] p0259 180-29044
(Caiman-filter for terrain aided navigation
p0267 180-29667
Bicrovave landing systen inplementation. Volumes 1
6 2 Book
[DO-166] p0278 180-32001
.Satellite navigation for helicopters
p0279 A80-32203
Scalar update navigation algorithm for a Ion-cost
NAVSTAB GPS receiver in general aviation
aircraft avionics
p0281 480-32429
TIES - An integrated CNI system in hardware
feasibility demonstration Communication,
Navigation and Identification
p0283 A80-32451
Navigation for a group of aircraft /Automation of
data processing and flight control procedures/
Bassian book
p0321 A80-33177
satellite navigation in man's activity on sea and
in air
p0374 A80-36494
Theoretical fundamentals of long distance
navigation systems. II
p0375 A80-36770
Theoretical principles of long distance
navigation. IV
p0375 A80-36772
Microprocessors and small digital computers for
avionics navigation systems
p0396 A80-38841
All-weather landing of aircraft •
p0408 180-39587
Air safety navigation system reliability
p0408 180-39591
Towards a reliable air traffic control
p0408 180-39592
The design of an air navigation services system
p0446 180-40977
Ben, aircraft and systems of navigation - In
evaluation for the 1980s
p0454 180-41872
Automation of air navigation and air traffic control
Bussian book
p0467 180-43107
An extended Kalian filter for the estimation of
transfer alignment errors to an airborne vehicle
[AIAA 80-1720] p0510 180-45522
New technology for the NDB-system and its
reliability. I ondirectional beacon for
civil aviation
p0568 180-47787
Ban and navigation; Proceedings of.the
International Congress, University of Sussex,
Brighton, England, September 10-14, 1979.
Volumes 1 6 2
p0569 180-48135
Navigation procedures to reduce aircraft noise
p0570 180-48138
ATC separation standards
pOS70 180-48140
Ban's role in the automation of aviation - All •
weather landing systems
p0570 180-48142
Optimal algorithms and secondary processing devices
for aircraft trajectory measurement
p0573 180-49635
The triple INS bonus —- C-5 aircraft conversion
to inertial navigation
pOSSO 180-50200
A direction-cosine position coordinate system for
air navigation
p0621 180-52993
Further analyses of position errors in navigation
p0621 180-52994
Bodern Doppler navigation systems
. p0621 180-52996
Idvances in Guidance and Control Systems Using
Digital Techniques
[1G1HD-CP-272] p0111 H80-14017
Airborne evaluation of the production 1H/1BB-133
loran-C navigator HH-3 and HH-52 aircraft
flights
.[AD-A075484] p0177 B80-17057
Global positioning system for general aviation:
Joint FA1-NAS1 Seminar conferences
[HASA-TB-81017] p0304 N80-21299
Civil applications of global positioning systems
p0304 S80-21305
Optimal estimation applied to redundant strapped
down inertial sensors for navigation and flight
control
p0347 N80-22295
fleasurement of
interference-to-navlgation/coBBunication .
avionics from cable television (CATV) systems
[AD-A081430] p0370 H80-23530
lind factor simulation model: Bodel description
[AD-1085733] p0544 N80-29274
Data analysis methodology for day/night inflight
tactical navigation
[AD-A082731] p0544 N80-29279
Checking of communications and radio navigation
systems
p0597 N80-31340
RASP: 1 fault tolerant distributed microcomputer
structure for aircraft navigation and control
[BASA-CB-1636.15] p0649 N80-33415
AIB POLLDTIOB
Pollutant emissions from 'partially' mixed
turbulent flames
pOOlO 180-11793
Limitation of the content of harmful substances in
aircraft engine exhaust gases - New requirements
on combustion chambers
p0053 180-15085
Circnmpolar measurements of ozone, particles, and
carbon monoxide from a comnercial airliner
p0152 180-21460
Indoor .and outdoor carbon monoxide measurements at
an airport
p0268 180-29942
Production of synthetic hydrocarbon fuel,
environmental aspects and comparison to hydrogen
production from water
p0382 180-37332
Comparison of stack plume properties obtained from
aircraft and spacecraft measurements
p0402 180-39217
probe effects in gas turbine combnstor emission
measurements
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[ASHB PIPES 80-GT-71] p0460 A80-42201
Gas turbine engine emissions measurement
technology - in overview
[iSBE PAPBB 80-61-86] p0060 A80-42212
Heteorological and air pollution modeling for an
urban airport
pOQ66 A80-42659
Emission reduction
p0028 H80-10207
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
clean conbnstor test report
[BASA-CB-134916] p0133 880-15104
Air pollution from aircraft
[BASA-CB-159712] p0170 H80-16060
Heasarelents of jet dispersions simulated in an
aeronautical vind tunnel
[AD-A076578] p0185 880-17401
Atmospheric dispersion of high velocity jets
[AD-A081612] p0365 H80-23321
Potential environmental effects of aircraft
enissions
[aCBl-52861] p0027 880-29887
Pollution by aircraft traffic, pollution forecast
model in the vicinity of airports. Application
to various airports: Orlv and Boissy-ea-France
p0540 B80-28952
Determination of pollutant eiissions
characteristics of General Electric CP6-6 and
CF6-50 nodel engines
[AD-A088927] p0648 H80-33412
ilB QdlLZTT
Pollutant emission characteristics of future
aviation jet fuels
p0060 ABO-16826
Summary of aircraft results for 1978 southeastern
Virginia urban plane measurement stud; of ozone,
nitrogen oxides, and (ethane
[BASA-TH-80146] p0174 H80-16575
Evaluation of HC (hydrocarbon) control strategies
for general aviation piston engines
[PB80-155393] p0486 H80-26971
AIB SABPIII6
Ozone measurements in'cabin air of Concorde
p0443 A80-40707
Project filter holder. Tests on 25 na dust filter
holders
[IG-TBO-F-1638] p0371 880-23887
AIB SEA IBTBBACTIOBS
0 AIB f ATEB IHTBBACTIOBS
AIB TO AIB HUSTLES
The Tornado Two takes off HBCA aircraft
development program in Britain
p0006 A80-10899
AIB TO AIB SOCKETS
0 AIB TO AIB BISSILES
AIB TO STOPACE BISSILBS
Control integration technology impact as a
basis for improving the combat effectiveness of
all tactical aircraft
p0141 H80-15162
AIB TRAFFIC
The future development of air traffic as seen by
airline companies
p0216 A80-28487
Influence of air traffic on the concept of air
traffic control
p0216 A80-28488
Hajor areas of research in aeronautics and air
traffic at the German Aerospace Besearch
Establishment /DFV1B/
p0216 A80-28491
Allocating and accomnodating snail aircraft
operations in the Baltimore-Rashington Bi-region
[SAB PAPER 800761] p0576 A80-49706
A methodology for long range prediction of air
transport ation
[SAE PAPEB 800768] p0577 A80-49712
IPB aircraft handled forecast by air route traffic
control center, fiscal years 1979-1990
[AD-A070786] p0026 880-10153
An assessment of terainal air traffic control
system performance with and without basic
metering and spacing automation
[AD-1073548] p0037 880-11057
The Aircraft Beply and Interference Environment
Simulator (ARIES). Volume 3: Programmer's manual
[AD-A074424] p0077 B80-13017
Air traffic density and distribution measurements
[AD-A073229] p0115 H80-14064
Airport activity statistics of certificated route
air carriers
[AD-A076194] p0181 B80-17089
Air traffic in HATO Europe: Its characteristics
and its needs
p0491 880-27325
Determination of the safety in a Borth Atlantic
organized track system with reduced lateral
separation —- statistical tests
p0492 880-27332
Air traffic congestion and capacity. Citations
from the BTIS data base
[PB80-811052] p0588 880-30294
Perception of aircraft separation vith
pilot-preferred symbology on a cockpit display
of traffic information
[HASA-TB-81172] p0604 880-31397
Implications of requiring new production of older
aircraft types (less than 75,000 pounds) to meet
amended noise standards
[AD-A088577] . p0654 880-33967
AIB TBAPFIC COITBOl
BT BADAB APPROACH COBTBOL
Definition of a system concept study for future
air traffic control
p0010 A80-11652
Requirements for short instrument runways
P0010 A80-11653
The collision avoidance problem requires a mix of
partial solutions
pOOIS A80-12930
Badio and optical flight support systems and
communications in civil aviation Russian book
pOO«9 A80-14050
Application of automated system to air traffic
control Bnssian book
pOOSO A80-14370
A simulation model for aircraft sequencing in the
near terainal area
p0052 A80-14839
Airport ground traffic services in the Vest German
Republic and the OS open-air policy - Critical
remarks concerning Article 9 of the
supplementary agreement of Bov. 1, 1978 to the
German-American Air Traffic Agreement of 1955
P0062 A80-17289
Automation and air traffic control
P0098 A80-18722
The economics of air traffic control
P0098 A80-18723
ATC and the airborne traffic-situation display
P0098 A80-18724
A survey of the stochastic filtering techniques
for data processing in air-traffic control and
surveillance systems
p0106 A80-20867
A multiple transfer function model for air traffic
control systems
p0153 A80-21887
Air.traffic control - Italian prospects
p0154 A80-21966
The evolution of air traffic control systems - The
present situation and future tendencies
p0154 A80-21967
Aircraft collisions
p0163 A80-24027
Optical design of airport control tower cabs
p0189 A80-24746
A collision avoidance system using Havstar/GPS and
ATCBBS
p0190 A80-25157
Present-day problems of air traffic control in
ground-to-air communications
p0192 A80-26221
Theoretical limitations on collision avoidance
systems
p0197 A80-26811
The use of coopnter systems in air traffic control
p0204 A80-27223
Airport radio navigation systems -— Bnssian book
p0209 A80-27716
The role of research applied to the air traffic
control system
p021« A80-28050
Capacity payoffs at large hub airports from ATC
initiatives
p0215 480-28380
Primary radar in ATC
p0215 A80-28381
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Electronic flight rales /EPS/ - 1 concept for
enhanced freedom of airspace
p021S A80-28382
The introduction of nev systems in international
civil aviation
p0215 480-28383
Adding gore aatoaation to the air traffic control
system
p0215 &80-28381
Influence of air traffic on the concept of air
traffic control
p0216 A80-28488
Avionics - The leading technology in flight
guidance and air traffic control
p0216 A80-28492
ATC flov management - Fuel is the spar and data
links the key
p0272 A80-30575
Controlling air traffic with a touch sensitive
screen
p0273 480-30800
Cockpit Display of Traffic lafornation /CDTI/
p0274 A80-30817
An approach to DABS data link avionics for general
aviation Discrete Address Beacon System
p0281 A80-32428
The Discrete Address Beacon System data link
surveillance and communication system for ATC
p0282 480-32035
Air traffic control in a digital world
p0285 A80-32467
Technology to increase airport capacity
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0920] p0320 A80-32890
The automatization of the detection of collision
risks for French air traffic control
p0325 480-31226
Pitot-static system - Errors and calibrations
p0327 A80-34593
Outline of air traffic flov control
p0375 A80-36768
Collision danger and collision avoidance
p0375 A80-36769
Hathematical modelling and analysis of the
technological processes of air traffic control. I
p0375 A80-36774
Overview of nev engineering and development
initiatives - Technology choices
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0923] p0380 A80-37001
Survey of radar data-processing techniques in
air-traffic-control and surveillance systems
p0385 A80-37500
Fuel - A system problem of major proportions
fuel conservation in airline operations
p0387 480-37691
Besults of nev initiatives process •— FAA's ATC
BSD policy evaluations
p0387 480-37692
Distributed computer architecture for the discrete
address beacon system
p0387 A80-37693
Hanagement of a stored program controlled ATC
communication system
p0387 A80-37694
Civil aviation and the HAVST4B/GPS
p0388 A80-37695
Flexible formats - The controller controls the
computer
p0388 A80-37697
Flight data management using the terminal
information processing system
p0388 480-37699
System control-of FAA communications
p0388 A80-37701
On the basic geometry of an efficient
terminal-space configuration with heavy
transiting overflight traffic
p0388 A80-37702
Hew lightveight ATC systems for military and
civil applications
p0388 A80-37704
Air traffic control system measures and data
p0389 480-37706
Location of aircraft and individnalization of
flight parameters for the requirements of air
traffic control - Systems currently in use and
desirable evolutions
p0395 480-38800
Experimental survey of the statistical properties
of dynamic clutter in ATC primary radars
p0396 A80-38844
Safety indicators for aircraft flight
p0408 A80-39590
Air safety navigation system reliability
p0408 A80-39S91
Towards a reliable air traffic control
p0408 A80-39592
Safety professions in ATC systems
p0408 A80-39593
Design for the future architecture of ATC
systems
p0446 A80-40976
The design of an air navigation services system
p0446 A80-40977
Britain's nev air traffic control radar network
pO<»65 180-42571}
Automation of air navigation and air traffic control
Bussian book
p0467 A80-43107
Analysis of air traffic control communications
performances via computer simulation experiments
pOS67 A80-47629
Hathematical modeling and analysis of
technological air traffic control processes. II
p0567 A80-47781
The automatic detection of collision risk for the
control of air traffic in France
p0570 A80-48139
ATC separation standards
p0570 A80-48140
The optimization of air-traffic control techniques
and the problems of operational capacity
p0570 A80-48141
Airline efforts to improve airfield and airspace
operations - Atlanta
[SAB PAPEB 800721] p0574 A80-49679
Aircraft delays at major D.S. airports can be
reduced
[SAB PIPES 800725] p0574 &80-49681
General aviation operating requirements for the
1980's
[SAE PAPEB 800734] p0574 680-49686
Potential roles for the cockpit traffic display in
the evolving ATC system
(SAB PAPEB 800736] p0575 480-49688
The role of a flight management system in terminal
airspace
[SAB PAPEB 800748] p0576 A80-49697
An analysis of airport authority operating costs
[SAE PAPEB 800774] p0578 A80-49716
Air terminal design - Decentralization and shape
p0578 A80-49775
Deficiencies in flight safety using
minicomputer control of extracted radar data
p0584 480-50991
A direction-cosine position coordinate system for
air navigation
p0621 A80-52993
Further analyses of position errors in navigation
p0621 A80-52994
An automated conflict-alert function for an air
traffic control systea
p0621 A80-52995
Aircrev displays and avionics for application .in a
future national airspace system
[BASi-TH-80095] p0036 B80-11052
An assessment of terminal air traffic control
system performance vith and vithont basic
metering and spacing automation
[AD-A073548] p0037 B80-11057
Voice data entry in air traffic control
[AD-A073670] p0043 B80-11273
Evaluation of transponder antenna coverage/ATCBBS
during simulated flights of aircraft
[AD-A073547] p0043 H80-11275
DABS single sensor performance test plan
[4D-4072695] p0069 B80-12080
The superposition of two-dimensional error fields
and its influence on flight safety of air traffic
[ESi-TT-527-BBV] p0078 H80-13022
Oversight: FAA B and D programs air traffic
control and collision avoidance
[GPO-38-212] p0086 B80-13988
State of the art for digital avionics and
controls, 1978
p0111 H80-14018
Air traffic density and distribution measurements
[AD-A073229] p0115 H80-14064
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On radar in air traffic control conference.
Borne, Jul. 1979
fFOB-11-1979J p0115 580-11065
Problems related to the design and construction of
a radar network
p0115 880-15066
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accidents ;
[AD-A087690] p0601 B80-31373
Evaluation of safety programs with respect to the
causes of general aviation accidents: Volume 1:
Technical report
[AD-A087685] p0629 B80-32355
Civil helicopter wire strike assessment study.
Volume 1: Findings and recommendations
[H4S4-CB-152389] p0644 B80-33381
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Fire on board transport aircraft and passenger
safety
p0009 480-11454
Safety in aviation; achievements and targets
p0063 A80-17339
Human factors in aircraft accidents
p0154 A80-21970
Post-crash fuel fire hazard measurements in a wide
body aircraft cabin . . , .
. .-. . p0259 A80-29025
Aircraft collision avoidance.- Perspectives on the
utilization of an onboard system of detection
and resolution of air-air conflicts[SEE PAPEB 79 1174] •'• p0259 A80-29039
Bescne at sea of aircrew personnel
p0268 A80-29775
Emergency landings on a carpet of foam
• ' • p0322 A80-33292
On determining the probabilities of the
consequences of airplane system failures in
evaluating the level of flight safety
p0376 A80-36794
Bewer users of older aircraft- ..
.• . p0454 A80-41790
Hypozia-induced fatal aircraft accident revealed
by voice analysis
; > p0454 A80-41889
A variational technique for smoothing flight-test
and accident data •. .%-[AIAA 60-1601] p0518 480-45894
Aircraft accident report - United Airlines, Inc.,
McDonnell-Douglas DC-8-61, H80820, Portland,
Oregon, December 28, 1978 : - .
[BTSB-AAB-79-7] . .' p0036 B80-11051
General aviation airplane structural
crashworthiness user's manual.' Volume 2:
Input-output, techniques and-applications
. [AD-A075949] . p0176 B80-17042
Accident data systems study requirements analysis
for a FAA accident data -system
[AD-A075611] . .. '• p0176 B80-17043
Aircraft emergency decisions: Cognitive and
situational variables
[AD-A077413] ... p0234 H80-19051
Assessment of Carbon Fiber Electrical Effects
[BASA-CP-2119] p0246 B80-19193
Approach.to the assessment of-the hazard fire
released carbon fiber electrical effects
p0247 H80-19194
Belease of carbon fibers from burning composites
p0247 B80-19195
Dissemination, resnspension,' and filtration of
carbon fibers aircraft fires
p0247 B80-19196
Large—scale fiber release and equipment exposure
experiments aircraft fires
p0247 H80-19198
Surveys of facilities for the potential effects
from the fallout of airborne graphite fibers
p0247 B80-19199
Assessment of the risk due to release of carbon
fiber in civil aircraft accidents, phase 2
- • . , p0247 B80-19200
Aircraft accident report: Thurman L. Bnnson,
Cessna Citation 501, B15BT, near Canton, Ohio,
August 2, 1979 - -
t-HISB-AAB-80-2] p0415 B80-24279
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Postcrash fuel fire hazard measurements in a
wide-body aircraft cabin ' •
[AD-»079548] p0415 B80-24280
Advanced concept in aircraft crash firefighting
asing carbon tetrafluoride
[AD-A082936] p0415 B80-24281
Equations for determining aircraft motions for
accident data
[BASA-TK-78609] p0432 H80-25306
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 2:
Aircraft crash environaent and human tolerance
[&D-A082512] p0432 H80-25307
Aircraft survival design guide. Volume 5:
Aircraft postcrash survival
[AD-A082513] p0432 H80-25308
Fuselage ventilation due to wind flow about a
postcrash aircraft
[BASA-C8-163273] p0478 880-26284
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, DS civil
aviation issue number 8, 1979 accidents
[BTSB-Bi-80-5] p0478 H80-26286
An assesssent,of the risk arising fron electrical
effects associated vith carbon fibers released
from commercial aircraft fires[HASA-C8-159205) p0484 880-26392
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of
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[BASA-CH-159210] • ' p0484 N80-26393
As assessment of power system vulnerability to
release of carbon fillers during commercial
aviation accidents •
[HASA-CB-159208] .' ' p0484 B80-26394
Aircraft safety
[SHIAS-792-111-105] p0530 H80-28327
First Commuter Air Carrier Safety Symposium
[AD-A085628] p0542 N80-29264
Evaluation of safety programs vith respect to the
causes of air carrier accidents
[AD-A085347] ' • p0542 H80-29265
The current role of alcohol as a factor in civil
aircraft accidents . .
[AD-&086261 ] p0542 H80-29266
Antimisting kerosene reduced flanmability
during aircraft accident circumstances
. •" . pOSl»9 H80-29319
A review of flight test instrumentation systems
for acceptance testing of the production aircraft
p0596 H80-31333
Hedical and tozicological factors in aircraft
accidents
[AD-A087690] ".-' p0601 H80-31373
A general statistical approach for using auxiliary
information in the development of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model[AD-A087810] '. . • p0601 H80-313711
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 4:
Aircraft seats, restraints, litters, and padding[AD-A088441] p0630 N80-32358
Carbon fiber plume'sampling for large scale fire
tests at Dugway Proving Ground fiber release
during aircraft fires
CHASA-CB-15921SJ . p0651 880-33492
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DBF coplanar-slot antenna for
aircraft-to-satellite data communications
pOOIS A80-13064
HF aircraft aerials - Some predicted and measured
results
p0058 A80-15827
Some novel design techniques for confornal antennas
pOOSS A80-15892
Controlling adaptive antenna arrays with the
sample matrix inversion algorithm
' P0159 A80-23283
Experimental procedure to determine limits of ISB
interference affecting navigational ILS equipment
Industrial, Scientific and Hedical
• ' ' p0212 A80-27760
Antennas for BPV's •
p0266 180-29666
Bear-field pattern analysis of airborne antennas
p0402 A80-39169
Computation of aircraft mounted antenna radiation
patterns at fregnencies above 300 MHz - II
pOS68 A80-47826
Hemispherical coverage of four-faced aircraft arrays
[AD-A073079] p0044 B80-11309
Beasnrement of radiation patterns of aircraft
antennas in non-steady flight
[BLB-TB-78018-0] p0184 H80-17348
Comparison of measured data with IF-77 propagation
model predictions
[AD-A076508] p0228 H80-18259
A standardization evaluation potential study of
the coanon multi-mode radar program
[AD-A079678] p0296 B80-20459
A program for predicting antenna radiation patterns
p0304 H80-21306
Besearch on near field pattern effects
[AD-A079325] p0311 B80-21600
Broadband electromagnetic sensors for aircraft
lightning research electromagnetic effects
of lightning on aircraft digital equipment
p0312 H80-21934
Transient corona effects on a wire over the ground
P0313 B80-21942
A cavity-type broadband antenna with a steerable
cardioid pattern
[AD-A083226] p0485 1180-26585
Badiation by sources on perfectly conducting
convex cylinders with an impedance surface patch
[AD-A084345] pOSOO 1180-27573
Airborne antenna pattern code user's manual
[AD-A086331] p0592 B80-30591
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The collision avoidance problem requires a mix of
partial solutions
P0015 A80-12930
A simulation model for aircraft sequencing in the
near terminal area
P0052 A80-14839
Presentation of the STBADA trajectory system
/landing trajectography system/
p0057 A80-15631
ATC separation standards
. ' p0570 A80-48140
Optimal flow control of air traffic
[PB80-105976] p0291 H80-20258
Opportunities analysis of potential advanced
vortex systems separation standards[AD-A081479] p0361 B80-23281
Procedural feasibility of reduced spacing under
WAS operation with applications to Atlanta and
O'Bare
[60-4081*80] p0362 B80-23287
The integration of area.navigation and the
microwave landing system
P0493 B80-27337
Vortex advisory system. Volume 1: Effectiveness
for selected airports[AD-A086982] p0588 H80-30286
Development of advanced avionics systems
applicable to terminal-configured vehicles
[BASA-CB-3280] p0601 H80-31375
BASA aviation safety reporting system
[BASA-TH-81197] p0629 B80-32352
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Design and engineering of carbon brakes
p0155 A80-22271
Dynamics of the braking system of transport aircraft
P0563 A80-47368
Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces. A
slip-velocity-controlled,
pressnre-bias-modulated system
[BASA-TP-1051] p0070 H80-12084
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Breaking v/STOL free of Catch 22 technology
utilization and assessment
p0193 A80-26342
Factorial design of experiments in the test and
evaluation of a complex control system for
carrier-based aircraft landing
P0206 A80-27242
Optimal integrated inertial navigation: An actual
example - The B.P.A. aircraft carrier reference
system
p0325 A80-34227
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Airplane skijump takeoff
. p0376 A80-36788
CTOL/VSTOL coaparison - A view froa the deck
[AIAA P1PEB 80-1812] p0469 180-43289
IBpact of ranp laanch technology on a Bavy support
aircraft
[till PAPEB 80-1878} p0472 480-03319
Compilation of data covering aircraft servicing
facilities aboard aviation and aaphibions
aviation ships
[AD-A076443] P0175 H80-17022
Aircraft carrier exposure tests of aluminum alloys
[AD-A081060] p0368 880-23433
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control, AB/SPB-41, revision
[AD-A084385] p0531 B80-28332
A piloted sinnlator analysis of the carrier
landing capability of the quiet short-haul
research aircraft
[BASA-TB-78508] p0532 880-28338
Sianlator results of an F-14A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect during carrier
approaches and landings
„ [BASA-TB-81833] p0554 H80-29368
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Badar renoting command and control center
system for nilitary air operations
p0006 A80-11164
ABB Bin rod system and operation for ailitary
aircraft communication
. p0006 180-11167
E-3A sentry, airborne early warning and control
for Europe
p0006 180-11168
Stochastic response secondary surveillance radar
p0047 A80-13212
Badio and optical flight support systems and
communications in civil aviation. —— Bnssian book
pOO«9 A80-14050
A Doppler technique for Measuring an aircraft's
velocity froa the spectral of its BF transnissions
pOOSO A80-1449S
1EBOPP - Bessage and data svitching systems for
aeronautical operations
p0101 A80-19579
The effect of equatorial ionospheric disturbance
on aircraft-to-satellite communications
p0154 180-22103
Error rate perforaance of B-ary DPSK systeas in
satellite/aircraft conannications
p0192 A80-25945
Application of Bd:TAG optical coaannications
technology for aircraft to satellite links
p0196 480-26797
Bodelling of aircraft responses to EBP
p0212 A80-27778
Buoyant aodnle VBF antenna design for submerged
systeas/aircraft coaannications
P0214 A80-28254
The BAVSIAB systea
[SEE PAPEB 79 1206] p0259 A80-29044
Communication to BPVs data link design for
inforaation transfer fron ground terainal or
other BP?
p0267 180-29670
Address Selective Surveillance Badar
p0279 180-32204
An approach to DABS data link avionics for general
aviation Discrete Address Beacon Systea
p0281 A80-32428
TIES - An integrated CHI systea in hardware
feasibility demonstration Communication,
Bavigation and Identification
p0283 180-32151
Airborne integrated coaannications systea
p0284 180-32053
Advanced signal processing concepts for
anlti-function radio systems in airborne
receiver design
P0284 180-32161
Location of aircraft and individnalization of
flight parameters for the requirements of air
traffic control - Systeas currently in use and
desirable evolutions
p0395 180-38840
OHIGBB - Universal language of aviation
p04S4 180-41878
Autoaatic landing - HOB a aatter of course
p0465 A80-42572
Certification of avionics systems on the
commercial airplanes of the 1980's
p0474 180-13683
The Aircraft Beply and Interference Environment .
Sianlator (ABIES). Volume 3: Prograaaer's manual
[1D-1074421] p0077 B80-13017
The role of HP in air-ground coaannications: An
overview
p0248 H80-19373
BF coaannication to snail low flying aircraft
p0248 H80-19374
Hodern BF communications for low flying aircraft
p0248 H80-1937S
aodeling and Simulation of Avionics Systems and
Coaaand, Control and Communications systems
conferences
CAGABD-CP-268] p0253 H80-19809
A JTIDS perforaance model for the E-3A
p0254 H80-19825
Measurement of
interference-to-navigation/communication
avionics from cable television (CATV) systems
[AD-A081430] p0370 H80-23530
A dynamic evaluation of the Integrated Avionics
Control System (lies)
[AD-A082203] p0420 H80-24311
Audio systems characteristics and ainianm
performance standards. Aircraft microphones(except carbon), aircraft headsets and speakers
and aircraft audio selector panels and amplifiers
[BTCA-305-79/SC132-54-BBV-2] p0438 880-25514
Theoretical feasibility of digital coannnication
over ocean areas by high frequency radio
[AD-A079424] pOSOO H80-27568
. Checking of communications and radio navigation
systems
p0597 H80-31340
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Full-scale flaaaability tests with experiments on
animals in the Aeronautical Test Center of
Toulouse
p0047 A80-13321
The interior design of wide bodied aircraft
: p0063 A80-17332
Safety and comfort - The airliner cabin
p0160 A80-23799
Heasnreaents of cabin and ambient ozone on B747
airplanes
p0217 180-28853
Post-crash fuel fire hazard measurements in a wide
body aircraft cabin
. . p0259 A80-29025
Large-scale and small-scale flaamability tests for
airplane cabin materials
p0328 A80-34787
The future cockpit - The safety factor
p0408 180-39585
Ozone measurements in cabin air of Concorde
p0443 A80-40707
The cabin air conditioning and temperature control
system for the Boeing 767 and 757 airplanes
CASBE PAPEB 80-BBAS-5] p0468 A80-43182
Lexicon of aircraft transparency terms
[AD-A071319] p0028 880-10200
Cabin hazards from a large external fuel fire
adjacent to an aircraft fuselage
[AD-A073494] p0036 B80-11050
Evaluation of seating and restraint systems
conducted during fiscal year 1978
[10-1074881] p0077 880-13014
Fire-resistant aaterials for aircraft passenger
seat construction
[SASA-TB-78617] p0083 880-13255
Simultaneous cabin and aabient ozone measurements
on two Boeing 747 airplanes, volnne 1
CHASA-TB-79166] p0128 B80-15059
A study of partial coherence for identifying
interior noise sources and paths on general
aviation aircraft
CHASA-TB-80197] p0145 880-15874
Evaluation of aircraft windshield materials in a
simulated supersonic flight environment
[AD-A078673] p0238 880-19082
Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems
as a contributor to aircraft interior noise
helicopter cabin noise
[BASA-CB-159088] p0428 880-25100
Interior noise control prediction study for
high-speed propeller-driven aircraft
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[HASA-CB-159200] p0428 H80-25102
Analytical study of interior'noise control by
fuselage design techniques on high-speed, ••
propeller-driven aircraft
[HASA-CB-159222] ' .• p0429-H80-25105
The strength of occupant restraint systea in light
aircraft: An ezperiaental evaluation •••• .
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Fluid contamination of aircraft-cabin air and i
breathing oxygen
[AD-A085818] ' -. • •• p0543 H80-29268
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.Developing an aircraft configuration using a
minicomputer -
pOOOS A80-11393
Application of a higher order panel method to
realistic supersonic configurations • '
[AIAA PAPBB 79-0274] • p0088 A80-17696
Propnlsion/airframe integration considerations for
high altitude hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0111] • • ' • p0093 A80V18272
Small ship-based VTOL aircraft - A design exercise
• [SiIE PAPBB 1296] p0105 A80-20639
A spin-recovery parachute system for light general
aviation airplanes
p01«7 A80-21122
Advanced flight controls for transport aircraft
,- ,- p0153 A80-21897
The innovative application of boost engine
technology to the design of a variety of
' tactical and strategic aircraft
[AIAi PiPEB 80-0190] : p0156 A80-22740
Research programs in general aviation - Next
generation aircraft
; / ' • • p0157 A80-22983
The potential for development of high performance
light aircraft
i'p0159 A80r23307
Advanced strategic aircraft concepts . '
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0188]
 : p0162 A80-23940
Hultirole cargo aircraft options and configurations
[SAE PAPEB 791096] p0195 A80-26645
Future large cargo aircraft technology '•
:
 • p0207 A80-27269
Technological aspects of future very large airplanes
p0216 A80-28490
CLST's wing-in-ground effect vehicles ---'
amphibious aircraft design
(. p0320 A80-33105
Hew directions in spin research . '
[ A A A F PAPEB HT 80-12] ', ' p0377 ASO-,36843
Propulsive aerodynamics of an advanced
. nozzle/forward svept-.ving aircraft configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1158] ' p0399 480-389111
Airship morphology - The toroidal solution
p0404 A80-39295
Fundamentals of design. VIII - Efficacious air
intakes . • > . . • .• .
p0409 A80-40250
Aircraft configuration optimization for ground
attack mission . ' / . - • • - ;
' p0447 A80-41158
Systems redesign for-compatibility with C-141 . •
fuselage stretch .
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1892s] • .. p0473'A80-43327
Sensitivity of the optimal preliminary design of a
transport to operational constraints and
performance index,-!
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1895]- p0473 A80-43328
Influence of aircraft architecture on onboard
systems . • • .
• p0509 A80-45149
Vectored engine over wing concept for Y/STOL •
. supersonic fighter - •• '
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1877] p0514 A80-45749
Departure and uncoordinated roll reversal
boundaries for fighter configurations
[AIAA 80-1566] p0515 A80-45865
Effects of wing and tail location on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an airplane for
Hach numbers from 0.25 to 4.63 '
[AIAA 80-1623] . p0519 A80-45911
Determination of an obligue wing aircraft's
aerodynamic characteristics
[AIAA 80^ ,1630] • '- ' - p0520 A80-45918
Influence of optimizing the strength of a
structure on the mode shapes and frequencies of
the normal modes_T—.of flight vehicles
p0526 A80-46877
The canard configuration and the-conventional
' airplane aerodynaaic characteristics of wings
p0569 A80-48122
Analysis of the influence of structural parameters
on the properties of an aircraft in downward
spin. II
• ' . - . . . p0569 A80-48123
Hultirole cargo aircraft options'and configurations
economic analysis ' •[HASA-TB-80177] '•- p0037 H80-11053
' Aerodynaaic preliminary analysis system.- Part 1:.
Theory • linearized potential theory •"
' [HASA-CB-145284] p0076 H80-12998
Some recent trends in aircraft flutter research
analysis of flutter for aircraft design and
use of obl'igue wings in aircraft configurations
p0083 H80-13307
Altitude response of several airplanes during
landing approach including space shuttle
[H1SA-TB-80186] p0122 1180-14139
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper-surface blown configuration: Experimental
program, high-speed force tests[HASA-CB-159134] p0129 H80-15070
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of "".'
upper surface blown configurations:
Experimental program, high-speed pressure tests
[HASA-CB-159135] p0129 H80-15071
Hypersonic cruise aircraft-.propulsion integration .
study, volume 1 •
[HASA-CB-158926-TOL-1] p0130 H80-15074
Hypersonic cruise aircraft propulsion integration
study, volume 2
. [HASA-CB-158926-VOL-2] p0130 H80-15075
Flight control and configuration design
considerations for highly manenverable aircraft
.« . . - . " p0140 H80-15154
Investigation' of ground effects on large and small
' - scale'models of a three fan V/STOL aircraft
configuration . • • • • i • ..
[HASA-CB-152240] . . poi67 H80-16030
workshop.on Aircraft Surface Representation for
Aerodynamic Computation. .. ' ,: -
[HASA-TH-81170] - . p0232 H80T19025
A fault tolerant architecture approach to avionics
reliability 'improvement '.-
. - . ' : • • p0250 H80-19533
Aerodynamic design and analysis of the AST-204,
AST-205, and AST-206 blended wing-fuse large
supersonic transport .configuration concepts
• [HASA-CB-159223] p0288 H80-20232
The role of computational 'aerodynamics in airplane
configuration development • . -. ,
- - • • ' • p0300 H80-21260
OSSAEBO computer'program development, versions B
and C . •
[HASA-CB-3227] • • p0302 H80-21282
Features study:• A study of -HF•external • •
transmissions to determine configuration of
aircraft and spacecraft •• .
! [AD-A080604] p0311 H80-21627
In-flight-.handling qualities investigation of '
Airbus-A 310 DLC. Configurations on landing
approach using the DFVIB-HFB 320 variable •
-•- stability aircraft
[DFYLB-FB-79-18] . p0349 -H80-22319
HiSi'authorization, 1981
•- [GPO-59-528] - . . • • p0372- H80-24211
The incorporation of plotting capability into the
• . Unified Subsonic Supersonic Aerodynamic Analysis
program, version B'
[HASA-CB-3228] • ' ' p0414 H80-24270
Flutter analysis of an airplane with multiple
• structural nonlinear!ties in the control system
[HASA-TP-1620] - p0421 H80-24324
Influence of pitching moment characteristics on
departure and uncoordinated roll reversal
boundaries for fighter configurations
[AD-A082335] p0422 H80-24328
Transonic flow field analysis for wing-fuselage
configurations '
[HASA-CB-3243] p0431 H80-25295
F/A-18 status report
:p0593'H80-31306
YAV-8B status report
. . . - p'0594 H80-31310
Flow visualization study of the F-14 fighter
aircraft configuration
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A qualitative discussion of dynamic stall ,
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configurations
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Evaluation of laninar flow control system concepts
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Design and operation of multi-specimen folly
reversed fatigue systems for advanced composite
naterials
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Series EB welding of high-loaded titanium structures
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Contribution on resistance spot welding of
aluminium alloys in airframe manufacturing
' p0061 180-16968
Oeternination of the stress intensity factor of
composite structural members
p0090 180-17958
Advanced materials and the Canadair Challenger[SAVE P1PBB 1280] p0104 180-20632
, Design and engineering of carbon brakes
p0155 180-22271
Variations in crack growth rate behavior
p0160 180-23858
Thernostrnctural analyses of structural concepts
for hypersonic cruise vehicles[AIAA PAPEB 80-0407] p0162 A80-23950
The cautions course to introducing new SDH
technology into production systems
Structures, Dynamics and Baterials
• . ;p0193 A80-26343
Induced effects of lightning on an all composite
aircraft
p0212 180-27783
Hybrid composites that retain graphite fibers on
burning
p0278 180-32064
Composite center fuselage - Phase I
p0278 180-32068
Belease-rate caloriaetry of maltilayered materials
for aircraft seats
p0325 180-34223
BDI policy and techniques for advanced composites
nondestructive inspection
p0328 180-34765
Airworthiness certification of composite
components for civil aircraft - The role of
non-destructive evaluation
p0328 A80-34766
Large-scale and small-scale flamiability tests for
airplane cabin materials
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Costs of graphite composite fabrication and repair
of aircraft structures
p0329 180-34810 .
Current and projected use of carbon composites in
United States aircraft
p0329 180-34840
Built-up low-cost advanced titanium structures
/BLATS/
[AIA1 80-0745] p0331 A80-35045
Advanced composite structure repair guide[AIAA 80-0774] p0333 180-35065
Bepair of advanced composite structures -— in
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Damage tolerant design and test considerations in
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A wind tunnel demonstration of"the principle of
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Composites in future transports. I - Bon-metallics
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Evolution of aerospace materials and technologies. I[AAAP P1PBB BT 79-22 I] p0378 A80-36856
Evolution of aerospace materials and technologies.
II - Examples
[HIP PAPEB HI 79-22 II] p0378 180-36857
Bew problems in materials and structures in
aircraft engine technology
[1AAF PAPBB BT 79-23] p0378 180-36858
Bew materials and helicopter certification
[AAAP PIPES BT 79-26] p0379 180-36861
Optimal design studies on composite wings with
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Impact of modern materials on the development of
rotorcraft
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[1A1P PAPEB BT 79-44] p0380 A80-36876
Determining stress intensity factors in composite
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CPB technology at Dornier
p0385 A80-37505
Elastic ribbons based on thermally stable
low-modulus fibers for the antoclaveless forming
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Boise rednetion characteristics of general
aviation type dual-pane windows[AIAA PAPBB 80-1874] p0472 A80-43317
Technology of graphite-resin composite materials
and their applications in the aeronautical.
industry. II
p0509 180-45150
Scatter of fatigue-life data for elements of
full-scale light-aircraft wings under steady loads
p0525 180-46869
Patigne strength of some materials used in
airframe structures
• p0567 180-47684
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to
flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
' - p0623 180-53439
Protective coatings.for aircraft composites in
nuclear environments
[1D-1074889] p0123 H80-14199
Composite structural materials
[B1S1-CB-162578] . • • p0130 B80-15076
Climatic chamber testing aircraft, engines
armament and avionics; Test operations procedure
environmental test chambers and facility for
testing aircraft construction materials and
engines
• [1D-1074049] "'- p0144 B80-15181
Composite components under impact load and effects
of defects on the loading capacity —— Alpha Jet
tail assembly
[BAS1-IH-75351] p0172 B80-16104
Investigation of rapidly deplbyable plastic foam
systems. Volume 1: System development
[1D-1076332] p0183 B80-17222
The potential for damage from the accidental
release of conductive carbon fibers from burning
composites
[B1S1-TH-80213] p0227 B80-18108
Advanced aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified
powers
[AD-A077197] p0227 B80-18161
Development of advanced aluminum alloys from
rapidly solidified powders for aerospace
structural applications
[AD-1077800] • p0227 B80-18162
1 review of Australian investigations on
aeronautical fatigue during the period April
1977 to Barch 1979 structural strain and
fatigue life studies on aircraft structures and
. construction materials
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[AD-A071641] p0230 H80-18449
Born/blast tests of miscellaneous graphite
 ;
composite parts
[HASA-CH-163310] p0424 H80-24371
Evaluation of existing flaamability test methods
by comparison of the flaamabllity
characteristics of interior materials
[AD-A083137] p0037 H80-25393
Evolution of materials and associated technologies
in aerospace material structures
[SBIAS-792-551-106] p0479 H80-26294
Transparent materials for civil aircraft
(S8IAS-792-111-108] p0533 880-28346
Impact of modern materials on the development of
helicopters
[SHIAS-792-210-123] p0533 N80-28347
Selected HASA research in composite Haterials and
,stractnres
[HASA-CP-2142] . . p0538 H80-28436
Recent developments in aerospace technology
[SHIAS-792-502-101] p0593 H80-31276
Design and analysis of a stiffened composite
fuselage panel :
[NASA-CB-159302] p0611 H80-31820
AIBCBAFT COHIBOX
BT HBLICOPTBB COBTBOL
A singular perturbation analysis of optimal
• aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control
pOOOS 480-11379
Automatic control systems for flight vehicles
Russian book
i p0049 A80-14100
Variable-sweep optimization -— for
hodograph-vector-control concept in maneuvering
flight
pOOSI 480-14809
Application of stochastic optimal reduced state
feedback gain computation procedures to the
design of aircraft gust alleviation controllers
p0051 180-14822
A nev procedure for linear optimal flight control
p0052 480-14823
Command- and stability systems for aircraft - A
1
 nev digital adaptive approach
p0052 A80-14824
Fuzzy controls for maintenance scheduling in
transportation systems aircraft flight
trajectory regulation
pOOSZ 480-11838
Comment on 'Bandling quality criterion for heading
control•
: , p0089 A80-17698
Estimation of the accuracy of dynamic
flight-determined coefficients
[AI&A PAPEB 80-0171] | p0089 A80-17700
Controllers for aircraft motion simulators
[AI&A PAPEB 80-0050] . . • p0092 A80-18252
A statistical method applied to pilot behavior
analysis in multiloop systems
p0097 480-18537
Constrained optimum trajectories with specified
range • •
p0097 480-18538
Aircraft aerodynamics - Dynamics of longitudinal
and lateral motion -— Bussian book '
p0101 A80-19374
Becent developments in flight simulation techniques
p0107 A80-20907
Improvement of control system dynamics of means of
additional hydraulic load feedback
p0149 A80-21260
Synthesis of an adaptive flight control system
with an observer
pOISS A80-22578
Optimal design of a linear sampled data control
system using round robin output feedback
. p0165 A80-24267
Aircraft instruments and automatic systems /3rd
revised and enlarged edition/ — Bnssian book
p0193 A80-26350
Control system technigues for improved
departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft
[SAE PAPEE 791083] p0194 480-26639
Control and data acquisition aircraft for ALCH
flight tests -Air Launched Cruise Hissile
[AIAA.80-0446] p0200 A80-26950
Singularities of the numerical solution of the
algebraic Hiccati equation in matrix form by a
modification of the Lax-Rendroff method for
automatic aircraft control
p0202 A80-27134
Implicit model following and parameter
identification of unstable aircraft
p0214 480-28019
Factorial interpolational method of analyzing the
accuracy of nonlinear automatic control systems
in the presence of random effects
p0262 A80-29215
Hini-BPV research
p0266 480-29660
Development, flight test and application of BPV
control law concepts for microprocessor based
computers
p0266 A80-29661
Use of a simulator in the development of a BPV
system
p0267 480-29668
Microprocessors in a BPV system
p0267 A80-29673
Design of perfect model following systems by
geometric approach application of optimal
control to improve.aircraft flight control
PQ267 480-29688
The aircraft, the pilot, and flight safety
Bussian book
; p0272 A80-30438
The effect of the law of control on the dynamics
of the .longitudinal motion of an aeroplane with
a variable-geometry wing
p0272 A80-30504
Design of control laws to implement ACT benefits
Active Control Technology in aircraft design
p0273 A80-30679
Application of a ground based minicomputer system
for real time, closed loop control of remotely
piloted aircraft models used in stall/spin
research
p0276 A80-31018
•An overview of the Sperry flight management
computer system for the Boeing 757/767 airplanes
p0282 480-32436
Digital Flight Control System /DPCS/ multimode
development
p0285 480-32469
Flight control systems. VII
p0319 A80-32693
Hinimnm sensitivity controllers with application
to VIOL aircraft
p0319 A80-32759
navigation for a group of aircraft /Automation of
data processing and flight control procedures/
-—'Bussian book
p0321 A80-33177
Investigation of internal control laws for
wing/store flutter suppression
[AIAA 80-0764] ' p0332 480-35056
Design for active flutter suppression and gust
alleviation using state-space aeroelastic modeling
[AIAA 80-0766] p0332 A80-35058
FT 16 flutter suppression system investigation
- [4144 80-0768] p0333 A80-35060
Becent development.of the IP-17 active flutter
suppression system . '. .
[AIAA 80-0769] p0333 A80-35061
Wind tunnel Investigation of active controls.
technology applied to a DC-10 derivative
[AIAA 80-0771] p0333 480-35062
On the stability of the longitudinal disturbed
motion of an airplane with lift force control
system
p0376 A80-36796
Objective control of pilotage accuracy Bnssian'
book
p0381 480-37110
Aircraft landing digital control system
P0384 A80-37464Performability evaluation of the SIFT computer
Software-Implemented Fault Tolerance computer
onboard commercial aircraft during transoceanic
flight
p0390 A80-38043
Front office for the new technology transport - 1990
— pilot-all electric aircraft systems
p0410 A80-40339
Theoretical-experimental synthesis of a
mnlticriterial ergatic control system
p0465 480-42348
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Some problems Involving the assurance of the
controllability of an aircraft in the
control-wheel regime . • •
p0465 A80-42350
Advanced circulation control wing systea for Bavy
STOL aircraft. .
[AIAA PiPEB 80-1825] p0469 480-03292
Stability and control tanght by design of tail
surfaces
[Alii. PiPEB 80-1835] ,p0469 A80-43295
Systems redesign for compatibility with C-141.
fuselage stretch
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1892] p0473 A80-43327
Fall scale test of a stall proof device
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1899] p0473 A'80-43330
Investigation of flight characteristics of the -
HBCA-Tornado in the framework of the official
flight testing. II
• • • • - ' . p0508 A80.r44517
Hinimnm fuel.flight paths for given range -
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1660] p0509 A80-45035
FAA Technical Center Digital Cockpit Simulation •
Facility navigation, guidance, and control
software architecture
[AIAA 80-1719] ;. p0510 A80-45521
Active flatter suppression using Linear Quadratic
Gaussian theory -. • •
.• • [AIAA 80-1758] p0510 A80-45546
Beliability/safety analysis of a fly-by-wire system
[AIAA 80-1760] p0511 A80-45547
A- new approach to active control of rotorcraft
Vibration - ' • . •
[AIAA 80-1778] " p0511 A80-45556
A study of stall deterrent systems for general
aviation aircraft ' • • - • . . .
[AIAA 80-1562] p0514 A80-45861
Departure and uncoordinated roll reversal1 •
boundaries for fighter configurations '
[AIAA .80-1566] p0515 A80-45865
A non-Gaussian atnospheric turbulence model for
flight simulator .studies of aircraft handling •
qualities
[AHA 80-1568] • . . p0515 A80-45867
Impact of longitudinal flying qualities upon the
• design of a transport vith active controls
[AIAA 80-1570]' - p0516 A80-45869
A model-based technigne for predicting pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports
[AIAA 80-1573] . . p0516 A80-45872
Binimnm time turns with thrust reversal high
performance aircraft trajectory control
[AIAA 80-1595] p0517 A80-45888
(loving surface boundary layer control for aircraft
operation at high incidence
[AIAA 80-1621] p0519 A80-45909
A pilot modeling technigne for handling-qualities
research • ,
[AIAA 80-1624] . p0519 A80-45912
An experimental investigation of.VIOL flying
qualities requirements in shipboard landings
[AIAA 80-1625] p0519 A80-45913
A summer of an in-flight evaluation of control
• system pure time delays during, landing using the
F-8 DFBS airplane
[AIAA 80-1626] . . - p0520'A80-45914
Quantification of V/STOL equivalent system
characteristics through analysis and ground-base
simulation " • • - . , -
f [AIAA 80-1629] .. p0520 A80-45917
The -EBB system identification technique and its
application to high alpha/beta modeling of
aircraft
[AIAA.80-1631] p0520 A80-45919
An adaptive controller synthesis vith an -observer
[AIAA 80-1632] p0520 A80-45920
Identification of flexible aircraft from flight data
[AIAA 80-1633] p0521 A80-45921
Parameter identification of B-52B CCV flight test
data including aeroelastic effects
[AIAA 80-1635] p0521 A80-45923
Digital active controls for L-1011
p0524 A80-46680
Controlling the technical servicing at an-air
technical base
p0564 A80-47389
Electronic Flight Bnles /EFB/ - A concept.for,
.enhanced freedom of airspace ' • .-'
[SAE PAPEB 800735] p0575 A80-49687
Hodern controls and the hybrid computer revisited
•— simulation systems for aircraft development
and design
- • • ' . • • ' p0578 A80-49831
Bnnerical derivation of linear perturbation model
from nonlinear real-time vehicle simulations - A
means of validation and increased credibility
computerized simulation for aircraft control
•
 :
 •-. p0579 480-19838
Application of high-alpha control system concepts
to a variable-sweep fighter airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1582] ' p0579 A80-50098
Flying qualities research for highly augmented
aircraft
[BE-582] ' . - • ' • • p0027.B80-1.0194
Aircraft control by propeller cyclic blades
[BASA-CB-3212] p0035 H80-11031
Rind shear hazard definition for a vide body jet
low level wind shear and control simulation•
[FAA-BD-79-90] . p0044 B80-11715
The impact of global positioning system on
guidance and controls systems design of military
• 'aircraft, volume 1
[A6ABD-AB-147-VOL-1] . . p0070 B80-12082
Advances in Guidance and Control Systems Osing
Digital Techniques
[AGABD-CP-272] p0111 B80-14017
State of the art for digital 'avionics and •
controls, 1978
• _;. -- - p0111 B80-14018
Analyses and tests of the B-1 aircraft structural
mode control system • • '
[BASA-CB-144887] ' p0130 B80-15073
Aerodynamic characteristics of controls
conferences ' - . ' . • / '
[AGABD-CP-262] p0139 H80-15149
Theoretical aerodynamic methods for active control
devices
p0139 B80-15150
A survey of experimental data on the aerodynamics
of controls, in the light of future needs
' - p0139 B80-15151
Correlation of F-15 flight and wind tunnel test .
control effectiveness • .
p0140 B80-15152
•Flight control and configuration design
considerations for highly maneuverable aircraft
-
 :
 ; p0140 B80-15154
Direct side force and drag control with the aid of
pylon split flaps
' • • • ' • • , p0141 B80-15163
Rind tunnel investigation of controls for DF on a
fighter-type configuration of higher angles of
attack
P0142 B80-15166
Problems of unsteady aerodynamics raised by the
use'of control surfaces as active controls
• , . p0142 B80-15167
Forebody vortex blowing: A novel control concept
to enhance departure/spin recovery
characteristics of fighter and trainer aircraft
p0143 B80-15172
Nonlinear aerodynamics of all-movable controls
• • • • * ;"' p0143 B80-15173
The influence of simulator mo'tion wash-out filters
on the performance of pilots when stabilizing
aircraft attitude in turbulence
[BLB-TB-78022-D] ' • ' • p0182 B80-17094
Application of the Estimation-Before-Hodeling
(EBB) system identification method .to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 3: Identification of '••
T-2C aerodynamics .stability and control
characteristics from actual flight test data
[AD-A079924] . p0237 H80-19072
Parameter Identification conference on
techniques applied to aircraft flight<test data
[AGABD-LS-104] ' ' p0240 B80-19094
Aircraft parameter identification methods and
their applications: Survey and future aspects
p0240 B80-19095
Identification evaluation methods
• ' . - . • ' " p0240 -B80-19096
Practical input signal design •— For identifying
stability and control derivatives
c. p0240 B80-19097
Aircraft identification experience
p0241 B80-19100
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Botorcraft identification experience
p0241 B80-19101
Identification experience in extreme flight regimes
p0241 H80-19102
Rind tnnnel and free flight model identification
experience
p0241 1180-19103
Closed loop aspects of aircraft identification
p0241 B80-19104
ling/store flatter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
[BASA-TH-81789] p029» B80-20280
Adaptive estimation of infornation values in
continuous decision making and control of
advanced aircraft
[AD-A077917] p0294 B80-20281
Interactive aided design system foe aircraft
dynamic control problems
p0301 B80-21274
Active Control Technology, volume 2
[VKI-LBC-SEB-1979-1-VOI-2] p0308 B80-21344
Active control technology for gust alleviation
p0308 R80-21345
Gust load alleviation
p0308 880-21346
B-1 ride control system design development and test
p0308 B80-21347
Direct force control and testing
p0308 H80-21348
Direct forces from flight testing ,
p0309 B80-21349
Analytical tools for active flutter suppression
p0309 B80-21350
External store flutter suppression with active
controls
p0309 H80-21351
Flying gualities and piloting with respect to
controls and displays
p0309 H80-21352
Plight testing of several control laws of a
fly-by-wire system
p0309 H80-21353
Research and development of control actuation
systems for aircraft, volume 1
[AD-A080133] p0310 B80-21357
In flight tests of a parameter insensitive
controller
[BSA-TT-565] p0310 880-21358
Full-scale wind tunnel-investigation of the
Advanced Technology Light Twin-Engine airplane
(ATLIT) Langley full scale tunnel
[HiSi-TP-1591] p0345 B80-22266
The application of output predictive digital
control to wing flutter suppression and terrain
following problems
[AD-A080419] p0354 H80-22361
Definition of a two level control system for
nonlinear aircraft action
[OHBBA-BT-1979-7J p0355 B80-22364
Static calibration of a two-dimensional wedge
nozzle with thrust vectoring and spanwise blowing
[BASA-TH-81161] p0365 H80-23317
Definition of a two-level control system for
nonlinear motion of an aircraft
[BSA-TT-614] p0367 B80-23330
Design, development and implementation of an
active control system for load alleviation for a
commercial transport airplane
[AGABD-B-683] p0367 H80-23331
Haximnm likelihood method for estimating airplane
stability and control parameters from flight
data in frequency domain
[BASA-TP-1637] p0421 H80-24323
Flutter analysis of an airplane with multiple
structural nonlinearities in the control system
[BASA-TP-1620] p0421 B80-24324
The design of aircraft automatic ride-smoothing
systems using direct-lift control
[BAE-TB-79045] p0422 B80-24332
Handling qualities of large flexible
control-configured aircraft
[BAS4-CR-163206] p0436 080-25344
Interactive design system for aircraft dynamic
control problems
[HBB-FE-324/S/POB/11] " p0483 H80-26329
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium on Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Controls active control and control
configured vehicle
[AGABD-AB-157] p0483 B80-26330
Control-system techniques for improved
departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft
[BASA-TP-1689] p0540 B80-29244
Evaluation of longitudinal characteristics
including stability handling and CG range
p0597 H80-31335
Design of an adaptive control system for the
EBF/STOL aircraft with provisions for eigenvalue
and eigenvector selection
p0605 H80-31405
Validation of high angle-of-attack analysis methods
(AD-A087621] . p0606 B80-31411
BABP: A fault tolerant distributed microcomputer
structure for aircraft navigation and control
[BASA-CB-163615] p0649 B80-33415
AIBCBAJT DESI6B
BT HELICOPTER DESIGB
The variable-geometry wing
p0002 A80-10235
The interrelationships between engineering
development simulation and flight simulation
aircraft design development simulator technology
transfer to flight simulator and training
program improvements
pOOOS A80-10777
Aircraft designers follow the birds
lightweight composite materials and metal
joining techniques in aircraft structures
pOOOS 480-11345
Developing an aircraft configuration using a
minicomputer
pOOOS 480-11393
Wing profile design of the world championship
sailplane SB 11
p0047 A80-13181
Forward sweep - Rockwell's new broom
p0048 A80-13504
HBCA Tornado - Achievement by international
collaboration
pOOSO 480-14412
Bathematics for computer graphics Book on
numerical design engineering of aerospace systems
pOOSO A80-14598
Bew trends and possibilities of propeller
development
p0053 A80-15082
Parameter selection for aerodynamic design of
propellers
p0053 A80-15083
The -interior design of wide bodied aircraft
p0063 A80-17332
Bederlandse Vereniging voor Lnchtvaarttechniek,
Yearbook 1978
p0063 A80-17334
Soaring flight optimization theory and an
application in sailplane design
p0063 A80-17338
Analytical investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept wings with
separated flow
p0088 A80-17697
Computer simulation of engine systems for
aircraft design
CAIAA PAPEB 80-0051] p0092 480-18253
Development of a vortex-lift-design method and
application to a slender maneuver-wing
configuration
[41*4 PAPBB 80-0327] p0094 480-18316
An inverse transonic wing design method
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0330] p0095 A80-18319
Assessment of analytic methods for the prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary
bodies at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0071] p0101 A80-19308
Designing light airplanes Bussian book
p0101 A80-19414
The next supersonic transport
p0103 480-20214
Application of BCS guidelines to weight effective
aircraft design Radar Cross Section[SARE PAPBB 1270] pOio3 480-20626
. Application of finite element analysis to
derivation of structural weight
CSABE PAPEB 1271] pOi04 480-20627
Tilt rotor - An effective V/ST01 concept
[SABE PAPEB 1273] p0104 480-20628
Advanced materials and the Canadair Challenger
[SARE PAPBB 1284] p0104 480-20632
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Designing to life cycle cost in the Hornet prograa
[SIRE PAPEB 1293] p0105 A80-20638
Saall ship-based VIOL aircraft - 1 design exercise
[SIRE PAPEB 1296] pOIOS A80-20639
Reight Integrated Sizing Evaluation /WISE/ - A
tool for preliminary design
[SAKE PAPEB 1312] pOIOS A80-20646
A simple design synthesis nethod used to estimate
aircraft gross Height
[SARE PAPEB 1313] p0105 A80-20647
Bavy V/STOL - A continuing initiative
[SARE PAPEB 1325] p0106 A80-20655
Reight inpact of VIOL[SARE PAPEB 1326] poioe A80-20656
Snail Transport Aircraft Technology
p0148 A80-21225
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
an aircraft at supersonic speeds
p0149 A80-212S5
Selecting the optimal geometrical tvist of an
aircraft wing
pOISO A80-21301
Delta wing of optinal configuration in supersonic
flow
p0152 480-21341
Calculation of sooe aerodynamic characteristics of
a flexible aircraft by an influence coefficient
sethod
p0152 A80-21343
A practical guide to airplane perfornance and design
. Book
p0153 A80-21876
Short haul transport for the 1990s
p0154 A80-22046
Looking ahead in aircraft design
p0154 A80-22146
Besearch developments for aircraft safety
p0154 A80-22148
Principles of design of a carbon fibre composite
aircraft wing
p0155 A80-22270
Design and engineering of carbon brakes
pOISS A80-22271
Bell tilt-rotor - The next V/STOL
p0157 A80-22763
History of Soviet aircraft design to 1938: Botes
toward a history of aircraft production /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p0157 A80-22839
Designing aircraft-engine air ducts Bussian book
p0158 ABO-23067
Methods of computer-aided aircraft design
Bnssian book
p0158 A80-23068
The laminar lightplane or the aircraft performance
revolution is npon us
p0159 A80-23306
The shapes of things to cone - An introduction to
the capabilities of the British Aerospace
numerical Raster Geometry System -—
computer-aided design and manufacturing of
aerodynamic surfaces
p0159 A80-23351
Analytical and numerical studies of the effect of
aircraft design parameters on the geometry of
the circular transition-curve of an optimized
transition- and climb-path for the jet-aircraft
takeoff
p0160 A80-23373
Advanced strategic aircraft concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0188] p0162 180-23900
Design for continuing structural integrity of
commercial aircraft
p0164 A80-24138
Increasing aircraft efficiency through laminar
flow control
p0189 A80-24899
CADD on the F-18 program Computer Aided Design
and Drafting
p0193 A80-2634S
HCAIB design philosophy for fighter aircraft
departure and spin resistance
[SAE PAPEB 791081] p0194 A80-26637
High-angle-of-attack flying qualities - An
overview of current design considerations
[SAE PAPEB 791085] p0195 &80-26640
Future multi-mission transport aircraft -
Requirements and design possibilities
[SAE PAPEB 791097] p0195 A80-26646
Beliability and maintainability design standards
from readiness-related goals for naval
aircraft weapon systems
[SAE PAPEB 791109] p0196 A80-26651
The influence of ring, fuselage and tail design on
rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained
beyond maximum lift with general aviation
configurations
[AIAA 80-0455] p0200 A80-26955
A single-step method of optimizing statically
indeterminate ninimam-volnme systems
p0202 A80-27135
Rinimnn-weight wing in the presence of lift
constraints
p0203 A80-27136
Application of geometrical programming to problems
of optinal design
p0203 A80-27137
Improvement of the convergence of the aethod of
polynomials in designing small-aspect-ratio wings
p0204 A80-27183
The Quiet short-Haul Besearch Aircraft /QSBA/
p0208 180-27384
The development of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Hystere Falcon 50
p0208 180-27386
Crossing the Channel in the Gossamer Albatross
p0208 A80-27389
Fundamentals of design. V - Fin design for combat
aircraft
p0210 A80-27725
767 - A Boeing for the 'eighties
p0210 A80-27726
The light fighter market ... and a European
proposal
p0210 A80-27727
Fundamentals of design. VI - Tailplanes, tailless
and canard design
p0210 A80-27728
The energy problem: Its effect on aircraft design.
I - Supply and demand
p0212 A80-27752
structural design of transport airplanes for
transient environments
p0213 A80-27898
Hajor areas of research in aeronautics and air
traffic at the German Aerospace Besearch
Establishment /DFVLB/
p0216 A80-28491
Coming civil transport aircraft with 'active'
control elements
p0216 180-28493
The aerodynamics of future transport aircraft and
the role of the wind tunnel.during development
p0216 A80-28494
Solution of a problem of analytical design
applied to aircraft and optimal mnlticriterial
dynamic systems
p0262 A80-29221
A method of determining the degree of variation of
a function, caused by a change in one of its
arguments - Contribution to the problem of
factor analysis of the increment in the
special-purpose efficiency of an aircraft
p0262 A80-29226
Selection of a rational structure diagram for a
large-aspect-ratio wing
p0263 A80-29227
Beootely piloted vehicles; International
Conference, Bristol, England, September 3-5,
1979, Conference Papers and Supplementary Papers
p0265 A80-29651
VFB-Fokker-concept for a ground-attack-BPV
p0265 A80-29655
Hini-BPV technology development
p0267 A80-29669
Design of control laws to implement ACT benefits
Active Control Technology in aircraft design
p0273 A80-30679
The evolution of aircraft wing design; Proceedings
of the Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, Harch 18, 19, 1980
p0275 A80-31001
Rings in aircraft design
[AIAA 80-3031] p0275 A80-31002
Airfoils - Significance and early development
[ A I A A 80-3033] p0275 A80-31003
Rings for human-powered flight
[ A I A A 80-3035] p0275 A80-31004
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Flying-wing airplanes.- Ihe IB-35/YB-49 program
[AIAA 80-3036] . p0275 A80-31005
Evolution of modern air transport sings
[AIAA 80-3037] p0275.A80-31006
Evolation of transport wings fron C-130, C-141,
C-5 to C-XI ' • '
[AIAA 80-3038] p0276 A80-31007
Evolation of the F-86
CAIAA 80-3039] p0276 480-31008
Some observations on supersonic wing design
[AIAA 80-3040] p0276 A80-31009
Seven Wings the F-4 has flown
[AIAA 80-3042] p0276 A80-31010
Variable sweep wing design
[AIAA 80-3043] . p0276 A80-31011 .
The F-15 wing development prograa
[AIAA 80-3044] p0276 A80-31012
Evolation of the hybrid wing - YF-17/F-18 type
[AIAA 80-3045] p0276 180-31013
Aeroelastically tailored wing design
[AIAA 80-3046] p0276 A80-31014
Forward swept wing design
[AIAA 80-3047] p0276 A80-31015
Advanced fighter technology F-16
• p0277 A80-31246
Composite.center fuselage - Phase I
p0278 A80-32068
The energy problem -. Its effect on aircraft
design. II - The effects of fuel cost
p0279 180-32201
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' to automatic landing of carrier aircraft
utilizing digital feedforeward control
[HASA-TP-1512] p02»» H80-19126
Design considerations for attaining-250-knot test
velocities >at the aircraft landing dynamics
facility
[HASA-TH-80222] p0245 N80-19132
A flight simulation investigation on the
feasibility of curved approaches under BLS
guidance
p0256 H80-19844
Bodeling and flight simulation of an active
configured aircraft under 8.L.S. guidance
p0256 H80-19845
Predicting field of view requirements for VSTOL
aircraft approach and landing
p0257 H80-19847
Airborne aids for coping with low-level wind
shear. All-weather landing systems, engineering
services support project, task 2 the use of
aircraft instruments, flight simulation
techniques, and mathematical models to
understand wind shear effects during aircraft
approach and takeoff
[AD-A080589] p0289 H80-20242
Development of wind shear models and determination
of Kind shear hazards
[AD-A080588] p0289 H80-20243
Inertially augmented approach couplers
[4D-4080488] p0290 1180-20248
Survey of forced and precautionary landing costs
[4D-4080110] p0347 H80-22294
Analysis of the effects of higher order control
systems on aircraft approach and landing
longitudinal handling gualities
[AD-A080519] p0354 1180-22362
A means of specifying a standard reference wet
surface for military aircraft
[S/T-HEHO-1/79] p0355 B80-22371
Investigation of landing flare in presence of wind
shear
[DFYLB-FB-79-20] p0363 H80-23299
Remote sensing methods for determination of slant
range visibility
[DFVLB-FB-79-14] p0371 B80-23759
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Development and evaluation of a tower slant visual
range system
[AD-A082384] p0428 B80-24953
Preliminary results of simulated vortex encounters
by a twin-engine, commercial aircraft daring
final landing approach
[BASA-TH-81782J p0478 B80-26285
Hondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 3: Operation nanaal for HLGPAV program
at TCC
[AD-A079591] p0483 H80-26331
Chicago monostatic acoustic vortex sensing systea.
Voluoe 1: Data collection and redaction
[AD-A076929J P0488 H80-27306
An investigation of laser lighting systems to
assist aircraft landing
[AD-A077722] p0490 HBO-27315
SSIIS initial evaluation report. Davis-Bonthan
AFB. Arizona, 16-20 Hovember 1979
[AD-A084635] ' pOH90 H80-27320
The developnent and test of a tactical
self-contained landing systea landing
•ilitary helicopters ahen the safe corridor is
unknown
P0492 HBO-27334
SIBTAC-C TBi: Application of SIBTAC-C in the
terminal area, daring landing and ground taxiing
integrated navigation, traffic control,
collision avoidance and communication systen
P0493 B80-27338
Study of optical techniques for indirect
generation of runway approach lights
[AD-A08043.4] P0499 B80-27398
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control, AB/SPB-41, revision
[AD-A084385] pOS31 H80-28332
Peripheral jet air cushion landing.systen •
spanloader aircraft, volume 1
[AD-A085203] P0533 880-28344
Peripheral jet air cushion landing systea
spanloader aircraft, volume 2
[AD-A085117] P0533 H80-28345
The allocation of rnnvay slots by auction. Volane
1: Executive summary
[AD-A085739] P0543 880-29269
The allocation of runway slots by auction. Volume
2: The airline nanageaent game and "slot auction
testing '
[AD-4085438] P0543 B80-29270
The allocation of runway slots by auction, 'volume
3: Theory and technical issues for implementation
[AD-A085455] P0543 880-29271
A method for administrative assignment of rnnvay
slots
[AD-A086118] pOS45 B80-29285
A head-up display format for application to
transport aircraft approach and landing
[BASA-TH-81199] p0546 B80-29295
Simulator results of an P-14A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect during carrier
approaches and landings ' /•
[BASA-TH-81833] p0554 H80-29368
Have Bounce
P0594 880-31311
A simulation investigation on the feasibility of
carved approaches under Bicrowave Landing System
(BLS) guidance
[HLB-TB-78035-0] . p0601 880-31380
Helicopter-ship qualification testing
[HLE-HP-79027-0] p0603 B80-.31391
Atmospheric turbulence simulation techniques with
application to flight analysis
CHASA-CE-3309] P0612 H80-32025
A coBparison of flight and simulation data for
three automatic landing system control lavs for
the Aagmentor wing jet STOL research airplane
[BASA-CB-152365] P0628 880-32338
Conceptual point design study of a new CTOL SETOLS
CAS aircraft for 1995 IOC
[AD-A088351] p0646. 880-33400
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CfOL/VSTOl comparison - A view from the deck
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1812] p0469 A80-43289
AISCBAFT UXREHAHCB
Operation of'airborne equipment and flight safety
Bnssian book
P0011 A80-11875
Flav detection of aircraft components in operation
Russian book
p0011 A80-11879
Corrosion protection in agricultural aircraft
technology Bussian book
p0049 480-13800
Haintenance of aircraft, helicopters, and aircraft
engines /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bnssian book
p0059 A80-16385
Situation of welding in engine maintenance
p0061 A80-16966
Handling problems through compressor deterioration
in-flight stalling ' '
p0063 A80-17340
Systems analysis for planning of air fleets and
maintenance facilities
p0153 A80-21935
The practical aircraft hydraulic test stand
[SAB PAPEB 791079] p0194 A80-26636
Opportunistic maintenance policies for economic
replacement of internal life-limited components
in modular aircraft engines
[SAB PAPEB 791101] . p0195 A80-26647
On-condition maintenance - Beview of military
engines
[SAE PAPEB 791102] p0195 480-26648
Repair of advanced composite structure -— in
aircraft
p0197 480-26888
Have Bounce validation of computer simulations
of F-4 dynamic response to multiple rnnvay repairs
p0208 A80-27382
F/i-18 Automatic Test Equipment
" " ' p0270 A80-30028
F-16 avionics intermediate shop /AIS/ user
involvement during development—-
technician/user evaluation of automated test
equipment
p0270 480-30029
ATE system acquisition for E-3A sentry /A1ACS/
p0271 480-30033
Design considerations for the automated
maintenance of computerized.avionics systems
'' ' p0282 A80-32440
Aircraft radio equipment adjustment and
maintenance technology ---' Bnssian book
p0319 A80-32845
Costs of graphite composite fabrication and repair
of aircraft structures ,.
p0329 A80-34810
Advanced composite structure repair guide
[AIAA 80-0774] • ' p0333 A80-35065
Bepair of advanced composite,structures in
damaged aircraft '
[AIAA 80-0776] p0333 A80-35066
Composites in future .transports. I - Bon-metallics
' • " ' > ' • • • p0374 A80-36547
Technical diagnosis and operation of engines
according to technical.condition
p0374 480-36763
Technologies of aircraft maintenance. I
. • - • • "
 P0375 A80-36771
Titanium welding in aircraft maintenance
p0375 A80-36773
Application of fracture mechanics to OSAF aircraft
structural integrity requirements
[AAAF PAPEB SI 79-25], " ' =• p0378 480-36860
Diagnostics of aircraft fuel and hydraulic units
Bnssian book
p0380 A80-37102
Improved gas turbine engine maintenance through
management and analysis of. engine performance data
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1085] p0397 A80-38901
Aircraft maintenance
P0«07 A80-39581
A method for monitoring maintenance - The audit
for aircraft
p0407 A80-39582
The maintenance of transport aircraft at Air France
p0407 480-39583
Analysis of fault isolation criteria/techniques
• p0409 A80-40305
An analysis of SIL-ST0-971 test methods
p0409 A80-40307
New Technology Transport for fuel critical economy
p0410 480-00313
Aircraft operations and -logistics simulation
pODIO A80-40342
Bavy operational and support cost model of
aircraft engines
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[AIAA PAPBB 80-1249] p0449 A80-41205
Time between overhaul vs premature removal rates
as turbine design consiaerations
[iSHE PAPEB 80-6T-35] p0457 A80-42168
JT9D-7A /SP/ jet engine performance deterioration
trends
p0507 A80-44230
Product performance enhancement in the United
States Air Force
[Alii PAPBB 80-1816] p0512 A80-45738
Hodern laintenance of'transport aircraft
[DGLB PAPBB 80-057] pOS23 A80-16303
Controlling the technical servicing at an air
technical base
p056« A80-47389
Aircraft maintenance technologies. II
p0568 A80-47782
Significance of the factors in a Method for
calculating the direct operating costs for
coiaercial aircraft
p0568 A80-47786
Stage maintenance considered in relation to the
conditions of Interflug
p0568 A80-47789
Long-life aircraft structures; Proceedings of the
Spring Convention, London, England, Hay 14, 15,
1980
p0582 A80-50580
Living with the ageing structure aircraft
inspection and naintenance
p0582 A80-50581
Airline vies of long life structures
p0582 A80-50582
Routine maintenance of high life structures
p0582 A80-50583
The development of maintenance schedules for
aircraft structures
p0583 A80-50588
The inspectable aeroplane
p0583 A80-50590
Internationalising aircraft maintenance practices
p0617 A80-52012
Study of turboprop systems reliability and
maintenance costs
[BASA-CB-135192] p0120 H80-14129
Fleet hardness variation to determine aircraft
sorvivability due to blast loads
[AD-A074849] p0126 B80-15029
Ground run-up noise control facilities for civil
aircraft; A survey
[AD-A075348] p0171 H80-16067
Compilation of data covering aircraft servicing
facilities aboard aviation and amphibious
aviation ships >
[AD-A076443] p0175 H80-17022
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost
analysis: . Supplemental study
[AD-A075500] p0223 H80-18033
Proceedings of the 7th Ann. Tri-Service Heeling
for Aircraft Engine Bonitoring. and Diagnostics
conferences
[AD-A076126] p0225 H80-18045
Estimating the time required to transition
aircraft fleets to nev scheduled maintenance
intervals
[AD-A078606] p0232 880-19027
The redundancy of scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance
[AD-A076962] • p0298 B80-21242
Analysis of helicopter maintenance fault isolation
criteria/techniques
[AD-A080596] p0345 B80-22257
Survey of forced and precautionary landing costs
[AD-A080110] p0347 B80-22294
The SYDAS flight data processing system
p0430 H80-25285
The use of AIDS data at KLH
p0430 H80-25286
On-line real-time management information systems
and their impact upon user personnel and
organizational structure in aviation maintenance
activities
[AD-A08S111] p0540 H80-29200
Aviation component repair program analysis, volume 1
[AD-A086060] p0541 880-29246
Designing on-condition tasks for naval aircraft
preventive maintenance
[AD-A08S450] p05«5 H80-29289
The capabilities and operational roles of Boyal
Air Force Tornadoes
P0560 1180-30022
Production oriented maintenance organization: A
critical analysis of- sortie-generation
capability and maintenance quality
[AD-A087095] P0595 H80-31323
Haintainability indez model data base study
[AD-A087844] p0595 H80-31324
Aircraft Baintenance Effectiveness Simulation
(ABES) model
[AD-A087516] pOS95 B80-31325
Development of an effectiveness planning and
evaluation model for Air Force Baintenance
Organizations
[AD-A088061] p0627 1180-32326
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Sethod for calculating sing loading during
maneuvering flight along a three-dimensional
curved path
p0009 480-11607
Instrumentation for the determination of aircraft
performance from dynamic maneuvers
P0014 A80-12647
Investigation of the permissible B i V phase space
of safe landing maneuvers
p0262 A80-29205
Development, flight test and application of HPV
control law concepts for microprocessor based
computers
P0266 A80-29661
Output feedback non-linear decoupled control
synthesis and observer design for aanoeovring
aircraft
p0374 A80-36645
The BOD optoelectronic projection indicator
systems. I
p0466 A80-42798
Analysis of the influence of the design parameters
on the characteristics of an aircraft in
spinning nose dive. I
p0466 A80-42799
Investigations of the HBCA Tornado flight
characteristics within official flight tests. I
p0508 .180-44518
Backup flight control system for a highly
manenverable remotely piloted research vehicle
[AIAA 80-1761] p0511 A80-45548
The linear and non-linear aerodynamics of
three-surface aircraft concepts
[AIAA 80-1581] p0516 A80-45878
Optimization of tactical aircraft maneuvers
utilizing high angles of attack
[AIAA 80-1596] p0517 A80-45889
An approximate feedback solution of a variable
speed non-linear pursuit-evasion game between
two airplanes in a horizontal plane
[AIAA 80-1597] p0517 A80-45890
Psendosteady state analysis of nonlinear aircraft
maneuvers
[AIAA 80-1600] p0518 A80-45893
Flying-qualities criteria for wings-level-turn
maneuvering during an air-to-ground weapon
delivery task
[AIAA 80-1628] p0520 A80-45916
Overview of stall/spin technology
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1580] p0579 A80-50099
Study of admissible safe prelanding maneuver B-V
phase space
p0581 A80-50460
Simulator for air-to-air combat motion system
investigation
[AD-A072612] p0032 H80-10237
AB-1G lateral flight performance test
[AD-A072868] p0070 H80-12088
An exploratory investigation of the STOL landing
maneuver
tHASA-CB-3191] . p0076 H80-12996
Beaver aircraft parameter identification:
Technical preparations and preliminary .results
[DFVIB-BITT-78-01] pOOSO H80-13039
Sonic-boom wave-front shapes and curvatures
associated with maneuvering flight
[BASA-TP-1611] p0113 B80-14045
The accelerometer methods of obtaining aircraft
performance from flight test data dynamic
performance testing
[AD-A075226] p0178 H80-17066
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SESABE: A system of equations for the simulation
of aircraft in a modular environment
[BAE-TB-79008] . p0179 H80-17069
Beasurement of radiation patterns of aircraft
antennas in non-steady flight
[BLB-TB-78018-U] p0184 B80-173a8
Binimna tine tarns with thrast reversal using
control theory
• [AD-A079851] p0238 B80-19078
Aircraft lotion sensitivity to dynanic stability
derivatives notion simulation studies using
cross coupling derivatives on fighter/ bomber
aircraft
[AD-A079421] p029a B80-20283
IBproved maneuver criteria evaluation progran
flight path equations of notion for the h-58 and
Oh-58a aircraft
[AD-A080408] p0348 B80-22310
tir combat maneuvering perforaance measurement
[AD-A077429] p0368 H80-23336
Bathematical model for the separation of gust and
manoeuvre loads of civil aircraft
[FB-141 (1979) ] p0370 B80-23674
Theory for computing the size and shape of a
region of influence associated with a
maneuvering vehicle
[BASA-TP-1648] p0413 B80-24261
& tine response approach to equivalent aircraft
dynamics '--
[AD-A085873] pOS46 880-29291
Results of a sinnlator investigation of control
system and display variations for an attack
helicopter mission
[1D-A085812] p0554 B80-29370
Haneuver spectrum fatigue crack propagation in
aluminum alloy sheet materials airfrane
materials
[BLB-TB-78091-D] p0603 B80-31393
Conceptual study of modifying an existing fighter
for V/STOL capability and combat maneuvering
enhancement
[AD-A087657] p0633 B80-32380
AIBCHAFT BODBLS
The criticality of engine exhaust simulations on
VSTOL model-measured ground effects
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0230] p0093 180-18276
Development of test methods for scale model
simulation of aerial applications in the BASA
Langley Vortex Facility
[AIAA 80-0427] p0199 A80-26939
Design of perfect model following systems by
geometric approach application of optimal
control to improve aircraft flight control
p0267 480-29688
Ames to begin V/STOL model tests full scale
wind tunnel tests of Grumman aircraft
p0275 A80-30952
Simulation of high bypass ratio engine jet noise
flight effects by model jet vind tunnel test
[AIAA P1PBB 80-1030] p0340 480-35980
tong arc simulated lightning attachment testing
using a 150 kW lesla Coil for aircraft
strike testing
p0389 A80-37833
Hind tunnel investigations of the release behavior
of aircraft stores at low and high velocities
[DOLE PAPEB 79-096] p0455 A80-41903
Aircraft model store trajectory testing at A.B.A.
[DSLB PAPEB 79-099] - p0455 A80-41907
A study of chattering cruise fuel optimal
aircraft flight regime
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1661] p0509 A80-45036
tow order equivalent models of highly augmented
aircraft determined from flight data using
maximum likelihood estimation
[AIAA 80-1627] p0520 A80-45915
The EBB system identification technique and its
application to high alpha/beta modeling of
aircraft
[AIAA 80-1631] p0520 A80-45919
Sigh-alpha aerodynamic model identification of the .
T-2C aircraft using the EBH system
identification method
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0172] p0580 A80-50195
Effect of vinglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 6: Stability characteristics
for a full-span model at subsonic speeds
conducted in Langley 8 foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[BASA-TP-1330] p0021 880-10101
Study of a stereo electro-optical tracker system
for the measurement of model deformations at the
national transonic facility
[BASA-CB-159146] p0033 B80-10476
Fuselage and nozzle pressure distributions on a
1/12-scale F-15 propulsion model at transonic
speeds conducted in langley 16 foot
transonic tunnel
[HASA-TP-1521] p0035 H80-11036
lind-tnnnel/flight correlation study of
• aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane CXB-70-1). 1:
iind-tnnnel tests of a 0.03-scale model at Bach
numbers from 0.6 to 2.53
[BASA-TP-1514] p0038 580-11068
Trestle wind tunnel study
[AD-A072791] p0068 B80-12069
Quiet Clean Short-Banl Experimental Engine (QCSBE)
acoustic and aerodynamic tests on a scale model
over-the-wing thrust reverser and forward thrnst
nozzle
[BASA-CB-135254] p0118 H80-14115
Evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a
1/20-scale A-10 model at Bach numbers from 0.30
to 0.75
[AD-A074867] p0127 H80-15055
The role of the aircraft model in avionic systems
simulation
p0255 B80-19837
Easy-ACIs dynamic analysis. User's manual
[AD-A081160] p0359 B80-23258
Experimental investigation of a 0.15 scale model
of a conformal variable-ramp inlet for the F-16
airplane
[BASA-CB-159640] p0413 B80-24263
Theoretical:study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer
stabilization times in a cryogenic wind tunnel
for typical stainless steel wing and fuselage
models
[BASA-TB-80212] p0440 B80-25614
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (VCE)
testbed coannular exhaust nozzle system
[BASA-CB-159710] p0480 B80-26300
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (VCE)
testbed coannnlar exhaust nozzle system:
Comprehensive data report
[BASA-CB-159711] p0480 H80-26301
Atmospheric turbulence simulation techniques with
application to flight
P0559 H80-29961
Phase 2 and .3 wind tunnel tests of the J-97
powered, external angmentor V/STOL model at
Ames 40 by 80 wind tunnel
[BASA-CB-163578] p0598 B80-31350
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How effective can sound barriers be for
aircraft noise reduction
P0047 A80-13182
Experimental studies of helicopter flight
conditions and noise
P0049 480-13699
Assessment of airframe noise
p0054:A80-15121
The effect of intermittent aircraft noise on
sleep. Ill
p0057 480-15632
Botational noise of helicopter rotors
p0089 A80-17718
Airport noise, location rent, and the market for
residential amenities
p0089 ABO-17720
Assessment at fall scale of exhaust nozzle-to-wing
size on STOL-OTB acoustic characteristics
P0107 480-20952
Comparison of inlet suppressor data with
approximate theory based on cutoff ratio'
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0100] p0108 480-20961
Aircraft noise assessment
p0154 A80-22147
Local ground noise generated by supersonic
transport planes
p0192 A80-26206
Acoustics-Aerodynamics Conference, 6th, Ecole
Rationale Snperieare des Techniques Avancees,
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Paris, France, aay 29-31, 1978, Proceedings
p0273 ABO-30806
The modeling of the noise enitted by a profile in
a turbulent flow by Beans of unsteady
aerodynamic theories
p0273 480-30807
A study of light aircraft noise. I - Exhaust noise
p0274 A80-30812
The nature of the annoyance and the
noise-annoyance relation around airports
p0274 A80-30814
Aeroport de Paris and aircraft noise - Trajectory
control and least nuisance procedures
p0274 480-30816
Application of certain optimal methods of
propeller phase synchronization
p0278 480-31796
Boise zoning around airports in the Betherlands
p0278 180-31810
Annoyance caused by general aviation
p0286 A80-32601
Advanced rotorcraft noise
[4IAA PAPBB 80-0857] p0319 A80-32860
Aeroaconstics Bussian book
p0326 480-30386
Propagation of acoustic waves in a nonnniforaly
heated medium
p0326 A80-34388
Determining the optimal fan silencer design of
aircraft engines
p0326 A80-34396
Progress and trends in propeller/prop-fan noise
technology
[4IAA PAPEB 80-0856] p0337 A80-35907
Study and experimental tests of fibrous acoustic
treatment for reduction of fan noise from IF3-1
turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 80-0988] p0337 A80-35953
Experimental verification of propeller noise
prediction
[AISA PAPEB 80-0994] p0337 480-35957
A collection of formulas for calculation of
rotating blade noise - Compact and noncompact
source results
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0996] p0338 A80-3S959
Propeller light aircraft noise, at discrete
frequencies
[AIAA FAPBB 80-0997] p0338 A80-35960
Prediction of the interior noise levels of
high-speed propeller-driven aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB' 80-0998] p0338 A30-35961
Boise control prediction for high-speed,
propeller-driven aircraft
[AIM PAPEB 80-0999] p0338 A80-35962
An analytical model for study of interior noise
control for high-speed, propeller-driven aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1000] p0338 A80-35963
Analytical study of interior noise control by
fuselage design techniques on high-speed
propeller-driven aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1001] p0338 480-35964
Boise from a vibrating propeller
[AIAA PJPBB 80-1011] p0339 A80-35969
Helicopter rotor thickness noise
[AIAA PAPER 80-1012] p0339 A80-35970
Fan noise caused by the ingestion of anisotropic
turbulence - A model based on axisymmetric
turbulence theory
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1021] p0339 A80-35977
Boise transmission and attenuation by stiffened
panels
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1034] p0340 A80-35982
Propeller signatures and their use — aircraft
noise and vibration measurements and analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1035] p0340 A80-35983
Boise transmission and control for a light,
twin-engine aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1036] . p0340 A80-35984
Prediction of noise constrained optimum takeoff
procedures
.[AIAA PAPEB 80-1055] p0340 A80-35996
Comparison of aircraft noise-contour prediction
programs
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1057] p0341 A80-35998
Upper surface blowing noise of the SASA-Ames quiet
short-haul research aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1064] p0341 180-36002
An overview of NASA's propeller and rotor noise
research
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0992] p0373 A80-36325
A unifying theory for determining human response
to sound aircraft noise
p0386 A80-37606
Aircraft noise-induced building vibrations
human annoyance responses
p0386 A80-37607
Toward more effective evaluation and control of
.airport noise
p0387 A80-37609
Abatement of aircraft noise and related regulatory
actions
p0387 A80-37611
Technical considerations in Federal regulation of
aircraft noise at the source
p0387 A80-37612
Befraction of sound by aircraft wing tip vortices
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0975] p0392 180-38631
Boise due to tip vortex formation on lifting rotors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1010] p0393 A80-38636
Boise-reduction measurements of integrally
stiffened fuselage panels
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1033] p0394 180-38644
Narrow-band spectrum analysis techniques for
processing airplane flyover noise data
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1053] . p0394 A80-38647
Ground reflection effects on aircraft flyover noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1059] p0394 A80-38650
Aircraft noise annoyance contours - Importance of
overflight frequency and noise level
p0443 A80-40731
Aircraft noise monitoring at airports
p0445 A80-40946
Airport desires and needs concerning noise levels
and handling of new transport aircraft
P0505 A80-44113
Effect of background levels on community responses
to aircraft noise
P0514 A80-45845
Bavigation procedures to reduce aircraft noise
i>0570 A80-48138
An acoustic sensitivity study of general aviation
propellers
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1871] p0580 A80-50191
Effect of tip vortex structure on helicopter noise
due to blade-vortex interaction
. p0619 A80-52645
On the noisiness of steady state and intermittent
noises
P0620 A80-52820
structural stiffening as an interior noise control
technique for light twin-engine aircraft
P0026 B80-10192
Boise of a model helicopter rotor due to ingestion
of turbulence
[BASA-CB-3213] p0038 B80-11067
Aircraft noise and the market for residential
housing: Empirical results for seven selected
airports
[PB-297681/9] p0075 B80-12635
A study of the prediction of cruise noise and
laminar flow control noise criteria for subsonic
air transports
[BASA-CR-159104] p0075 B80-12818
Near-field noise prediction for aircraft in
cruising flight: Methods nannal laminar flow
control noise effects analysis
[BASA-CB-159105] p0075 S80-12819
Ground effects on aircraft noise near grazing
incidence
[BASA-TB-80185] p0075 B80-12820
Effects of sound level fluctuations on annoyance
caused by aircraft-flyover noise
[HASA-TP-1576] p0085 880-13880
Advanced turbo-prop airplane interior noise
reduction-source definition
[NASA-CB-159668] p0085 B80-13882
Applications of diffraction theory to aeroaconstics
aircraft noise
P0125 B80-14870
Landing approach airframe noise measurements and
analysis
[HASA-TP-1602] p0125 B80-15028
Acoustic analysis of aft noise reduction
techniques measured on a subsonic tip speed 50.8
cm (twenty inch) diameter fan qniet engine
program
[BASA-CB-134891] p0133 N80-15102
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A study of partial coherence foe identifying
interior noise sources and paths on general
aviation aircraft
[BASA-TB-80197] p0145 1180-15874
Research plan for establishing the effects of tine
varying noise exposures on community annoyance
and acceptability[BASA-CB-159197] p0174 H80-16577
Selected topics froa the structural acoustics
program for the B-1 aircraft
p0184 H80-17299
Methods of sound simulation and applications in
flight sianlators[BASA-TB-75768] p02a5 H80-19133
Development and evaluation of a general aviation
real world noise simulator
[BASA-CB-159237] p0298 B80-21100
In analytical investigation of the effect of
varying rotor tip speed to reduce helicopter
acoustic detection Advanced Scout Helicopters
[AD-A076961] p0305 H80-21319
Aircraft noise nonitoring at Haval Training Center
and Barine Corps Becrnit Depot, San Diego,
California, in 1978 and 1979
[AD-A080261] p031» 1180-22049
Propeller driven light aircraft noise
p0315 H80-22237
Theoretical prediction of nonlinear propagation
effects on noise signatures generated by
snbsonic or supersonic propeller or rotor-blade
tips
[SASA-TP-16601 p0345 B80-22265
General Aviation Propulsion
[SASA-CP-2126] p0350 H80-22327
Evaluating and minimizing noise inpact due to
aircraft flyover
[HASA-CB-153187] p0371 H80-23874
Spectral analysis of non-stationary random
processes. Application to noise of flyover type
[OBEBA-BT-1979-4] p0371 B80-24134QCSEE DTI engine powered-lift acoustic performance
[HASA-TB-81504] p0420 B80-24315
Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems
as a contributor to aircraft interior noise
helicopter cabin noise
[HASA-CB-159088] p0428 B80-25100
V/STOL rotary propalsor noise prediction nodel
update and evaluation
[AD-A082616] p0429 H80-25106
Supporting statement for community study of human
response to aircraft noise[BASA-TB-81803] p0486 N80-26885
Cost/benefit tradeoffs available in aircraft noise
technology applications in the 1980's
[AD-A082028] p0495 H80-27357
Influence of noise reduction on weight and cost of .
general aviation propellers
[AD-A082120] p0497 B80-27366
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft
operations. Volume 7: Acoustic data on
aircraft ground runup noise suppressors
[AD-A083701] p0502 S80-27837
Boise Abatement Economic Policy Analysis Model
BAEPAB. Volume 2: User's guide
[AD-A081159] p0502 B80-27838
Boise Abateaent Econoaic Policy Analysis Hodel
BAEPAH, volume 1
[AD-A081190] p0502 B80-27839
Integrated Boise Hodel (IBH). Version 2. User's
guide
[AD-A079493] p0502 B80-27840
FAA integrated noise model validation. Phase 1:
Analysis of integrated noise model calculations
for air carrier flyovers
[AD-A081426] p0502 B80-27842
Assessment of the environmental compatibility of
differing helicopter noise certification standards
[AD-A080525] p0503 H80-28153
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 1: Pseudotones
[AO-A081962] p0503 B80-28157
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 2: Background noise considerations
[AD-A082011] p0503 H80-28158
A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 3: Program
manual
[HASA-TB-81184] • p0529 B80-28298
Disturbance caused by aircraft noise
fBASA-TB-75474] p0539 B80-28943
Annoyance due to multiple airplane noise exposure
[BASA-TP-1706] p0540 B80-28946
Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft noise
propagation
[HASA-CB-159325] ' p0540 B80-29095
Effects of conversation interference on annoyance
due to aircraft-noise
CBASA-TP-1712] p0558 B80-29911
IBB Integrated Boise Hodel, version 2:
• Programmer's guide
[AD-A079622] p0560 H80-30156
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 4: Tone perception
[AD-A083075] p0560 B80-30157
Investigation of performance, noise, and
detectability characteristics of Bemotely
Piloted Vehicle (BPV) propellers
[AD-A088325] p0636 B80-32398
Development of noisecheck technology for measuring
aircraft noise exposure[AD-A088033] . p0639 B80-33182
0SAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
119: C-135B aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-A087953] p0640 B80-33184
Predicted airfrane noise levels
IBASA-T8-818U91 p0655 B80-3U218
Aircraft noise prediction program validation
[BASA-CB-159333] p0655 B80-34219
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Flaw detection of aircraft components in operation
Bnssian book
p0011 A80-11879
An experimental method for investigating the
mutual aerodynamic interference of aircraft
components at supersonic velocities
P0056 A80-15476
Series EB welding of high-loaded titanium structures
pOOei A80-16963
Electron beam and diffusion welding as an economic
procedure for building Airbus-flap tracks
P0061 A80-16970
Thermal spraying of aircraft- and engine components
P0061 A80-16971
Technology of adhesive bonding of aircraft parts
/2nd revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian
book
p0157 480-23066
The An-24 aircraft - Design and maintenance /3rd
revised and enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0158 A80-23084
Helicopter /BSBA/ in-flight escape system -
Component qualification
p0160 A80-23460
The fatigue performance of service aircraft and
the relevance of laboratory data
P0212 A80-27789
The evolution of aircraft wing design; Proceedings
of the Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, Harch 18, 19, 1980
p0275 A80-31001
Problems involved in the detection of aircraft
defects
P0321 A80-33108
Effect of some aircraft loading program
modifications on the fatigue life of open hole
specimens
p0341 A80-36076
Vacuum arc switched inverter tests at 2.5 HVA
p0389 A80-37852
Concerning the design of spherical bearings
p0511 A80-45695
Application of electromagnetic methods and Deans
of nondestructive inspection in series
production of aircraft
p0521 A80-46064
Scatter of fatigue-life data for elements of
full-scale light-aircraft wings under steady loads
P0525 A80-06869
Hathematical formulation of the problem of
selecting the tube diameters of aircraft deicing
systems
p0564 A80-a7405
Applying computer aided design /CAD/ to the 767
P0572 A80-48800
A comparison of the pitching and plunging response
of an oscillating airfoil
A-56
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[BASA-CB-3172] p0034 H80-11030
Analytical investigation of the landing dynamics
of a large airplane with a load-control systea
in the sain landing gear
[HASA-TP-1555] p0078 H80-13025
Thermal response and reusability tests of advanced
flexible Reusable Surface Insulation (ESI) and
ceramic title ESI sanples at surface
temperatures to 1200 degrees f
[AD-i077887] P0295 H80-20399
Evaluation of forged helicopter components
processed vith controlled solidification and
theraal mechanical treatients
[AD-A086818] p0589 B80-30302
AIBCBAPT PEBFOBHAHCB
HI HELICOPTER PBBFOBHABCE
Eegoired radar ranges'for ABB aircraft
pOOlO 480-11649
Instrumentation for the determination of aircraft
performance from dynamic maneuvers
p0014 480-12647
BECi Tornado - Achievement by international
collaboration
pOOSO A80-14412
Future requirements for environmental control
systems in naval aircraft
[ASBE PAPBB 79-BHAS-9] pOOSS A80-15234
Aerodynamics and dynamics of turbojet aircraft
/3rd revised and enlarged edition/ • Bussian
book
p0060 480-16462
Flight certification of the Cessna T0206G
amphibious floatplane
. p0091 480-18186
Haitipie tactical aircraft combat performance
evalnation system
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0189] p0096 A80-18358
Tilt rotor - An effective V/ST01 concept
[SABB PAPEB 1273] p0104 A80-20628
Problems associated with cargo airplanes having
aft mounted engines
[SABE PAPEB 1314] p0106 480-20648
Weight impact of VTOL
[SAIE PAPEB 1326] p0106 A80-206S6
The nature of aircraft and complex system .
reliability and maintainability characteristics
p0149 A80-21239
A practical guide to.airplane performance and design
Book
p0153 A80-21876
The laminar lightplane or the aircraft performance
revolution is upon us
p0159' A80-23306
Production Eagle and its potential
[SAE PAPEB 791071] p019U 480-26634
VSTOt test techniques utilizing laser tracking
p0205 A80-27234
Testing the F-18 at the O.s. Haval Air Test Center
p0206 480-27239
P/4-18 status report
p0207 480-27377
F-16 European test and evaluation
p0207 A80-27380
TAV-8B status report
p0208 480-27381
The Quiet Short-Hani Research Aircraft /QSBA/
p0208 A80-27384
The development of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Bystere Falcon 50
p0208 A80-27386
Technological aspects of future very large airplanes
p0216 A80-28490
Aerodynamics and dynamics of aircraft flight
Bnssian book
p0271 480-30366
Rinionm sensitivity controllers with application
to VTOL aircraft
p0319 A80-32759
Rodern fluid dynamics of subsonic and transonic
flight
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0861] p0321 480-33274
New mathematical formula for the cropdnster
operational cycle
p0325 A80-34234
Development of a structural overload warning
system for modern high performance aircraft
p0330 480-34974
Composites in future transports. I - Hon-metallics
p037« 480-36547
Aircraft operations and logistics siaulation
p0410 480-40342
Life and utilization criteria in design for
balanced life and performance of aircraft
gas turbine engine
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1082] p0447 A80-41177
A theoretical and experinental investigation of
propeller performance methodologies
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1240] p0468 A80-43283
Performance improvement of delta wings at subsonic
speeds due to vortex flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1802] p0469 A80-43285
Aerodynamic design optimization of a fuel
efficient high-performance, single-engine,
business airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1846] p0471 480-43304
Fuel efficiency of small aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1847] p0471 480^43305
Economics - The performance parameter for large
agplanes
[ A I A A PAPER 80-1863] p0471 480-43310
Advanced technology impact on future navy aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1865] p0471 480-43311
Performance advances in fighter aircraft -
Measuring and predicting progress
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1867] p0471 480-43312
Advanced structures - fleeting the challenge of
low-cost future aircraft systems
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1868] . p0472 A80-43313
Effect of wioglets on performance and handling
qualities of general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1870] p0472 480-43314
Sensitivity of the optioal preliminary design of a
transport to operational constraints and
performance index
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1895] p0473 A80-43328
A new test arena for aircraft research and
development
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1898] p0473 A80-43329
. Minimum time turns with thrust reversal high
performance aircraft trajectory control
[AIAA 80-1595] p0517 480-45888
Optimization of tactical aircraft maneuvers
utilizing high angles of attack
[4144 80-1596] p0517 480-45889
Future fighter technologies
p0527 A80-47323
Passive control of wing/store flutter
p0579 A80-50100
A stopping performance model for aircraft with
forward or reverse thrust
p0584 A80-50701
Linear analysis of poststall gyrations
p0619 A80-52646
Hanoenvre limitations of combat aircraft
[46480-48-1554] p0028 B80-10203
4 method for evaluating aircraft take-off
performance
[BEPT-1663] p0039 H80-11076
Jet transport performance in thunderstorm wind
shear conditions
[HASA-CB-3207] p0085 N80-13742
A first-look at the effect of severe rainfall upon
an aircraft
[HASA-CE-162569] p0128 H80-15058
The accelerometer methods of obtaining aircraft
performance from flight test data dynamic
performance testing
[AD-A075226] p0178 H80-17066
Parameter Identification conference on
techniques applied to aircraft flight test data
[AGABD-LS-104) p0240 H80-19094
Aspects of flight test instrumentation methods
to derive aircraft performance and stability and
control characteristics
p0240 B80-19098
Analysis of aircraft performance stability and
control measures
p0240 H80-19099
Technology requirements and readiness for very
large aircraft
[H4SA-TB-81783] p0287 H80-20223
Example of performance analysis using data
obtained concurrently in air-path, body and
Earth axes
[BSDO-79018] p0287 B80-20225
Optimum subsonic, high-angle-of-attack nacelles
[HASA-TH-81491] p0293 1180-20275
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Parametric study of variation in cargo-airplane
performance related to progression froa current
to spanloader designs
[BASA-TP-1625] p0305 B80-21318.
Full-scale Bind tunnel-investigation of the
Advanced Technology Light Twin-Engine airplane-
(ATLIT) Langley fall scale tannel
[BASA-TP-1591] p0345 B80-22266
Aerodynamics of the ne* generation of cocbat
aircraft with delta wings
[BASA-TB-75793] p03<18 B80-22306
A practical method for predicting roughness
effects on aircraft
[FFA-AO-1413] p0349 B80-22316
In-flight handling qualities investigation of
Airbus A 310 DLC. Configurations on landing
approach using the DFVLB-BFB 320 variable
stability aircraft
[DFVLB-FB-79-18] p0349 B80-22319
Advanced turboprop potential for high speed
p0352 880-22343.
Theory for computing the size and shape of a
region of influence associated vith a
maneuvering vehicle
[BASA-TP-1648] • p0413 B80-24261
Hind-tunnel tests of the IV-15 tilt rotor aircraft
[BASA-TH-81177] p0417 B80-24294
Aircraft dynamic response to damaged runvays
[AGABO-B-68S] p0433 B80-25325
OK approach to aircraft dynamic response on
damaged and repaired runways
p0434 B80-25327
Parameters affecting aircraft performance on
runways in bad condition
P0434 880-25328
Subsonic aircraft: Evolution and the matching of
size to performance
[BASA-BP-1060] pOSQO B80-29245
Fnel/engine/airframe tradeoff study, phase 1
p0548 H80-29307
The operational roles of the F-16
p0559 880-30020
. The Tornado all-weather high-speed low-level system
p0594 B80-31308
F-16 European test and evaluation
p0594 B80-31309
The development of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Bystere Falcon SO
p0594 B80-31316
CI-600 challenger
p0594 B80-31317
Beview of five years of flight testing the B-1
p0595 H80-31321
Aircraft Assessment and Acceptance Testing
CAGABD-LS-108] p0596 B80-31329
OSAF development test and evaluation
p0596 B80-31331
Some examples of procedures used in UK for - '
acceptance testing of aircraft produced by the
aircraft industry under government contract
p0596 H80-31332
A review of flight test instrumentation systems
for acceptance testing of the production aircraft
P0596 880-31333
Performance testing production airlines
p0596 H80-31334
Evaluation of lateral and directional
characteristics and spinning behaviour
p0597 H80-31336
Atmospheric turbulence, simulation techniques with
application to flight analysis
[BASA-CB-3309] p0612 H80-32025
Bandling qualities of large flexible aircraft
[BASA-CB-163593] p0637 B80-32402
Air cushion craft development, first revision
[AD-A084740] p0638 H80-32592
Bole of unsteady aerodynamics in aircraft response
p0644 H80-33371
Flying qualities design criteria
[AD-A088629] p0647 H80-33402
AIBCBAFT PILOTS
The impact of the limits of simulation in
extending the use of simulators in training
pOOOa 480-10763
Glider accidents in France in the last ten years
P0056 A80-15628
A controversial subject - The minimal pilot crew
p0407 &80-3958U
The pilot face to face with concrete realities
application of flight regulations and
instructions to various flight problems
p0408 A80-39586
A non-Gaussian atmospheric turbulence model for
flight simulator studies of aircraft handling
qualities
[AIAA 80-1568] p0515 A80-45867
Pilot-aircraft system response to wind shear
[AIAA 80-1569] p0516 A80-45868
A model-based technique for predicting pilot
. opinion ratings for large commercial transports
[AIAA 80-1573] p0516 A80-45872
Han-in-the-loop simulation system aircraft
fire control using cockpit displays
p0578 A80-49829
Perception of aircraft separation with
pilot-preferred symbology on a cockpit display
of traffic information
[BASA-TH-81172] p060« B80-31397
Aircraft crashvorthiness studies: Findings in
accidents involving an aerial application aircraft
[AD-A084619] p0629 B80-32356
Analysis of general aviation single-pilot IFB
incident data obtained from the BASA aviation
safety reporting system
[HASA-TB-80206] p0644 B80-33384
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Organization of automatic control systems for
technological processes in aircraft mechanical
engineering Bnssian book
pOOOl A80-10123
BBCA Tornado - Achievement by international
collaboration
pOOSO A80-14412
Production of wide-body aircraft Bnssian book
p0158 A80-23083
All-Eguipment Production Reliability Tests /AEPBT/
for the F-15
p0163 A80-23962
Bew materials and methods for airframe construction
: p0217 A80-28495
Fabrication of double-curvature skins by rolling
for aircraft structures
p0376 A80-36780
Technological and commercial aspects of aircraft
production
[DG1B PAPEB 80-033] p0522 A80-46285
Profile cutting with direct data allocation and
real-time operations planning
[OGLE PAPEB 80-035] p0522 A80-46286
Cost effective series production on the basis of
new design and production principles, using a
light aircraft as an example
[DG1B PAPBB 80-038] p0523 A80-46289
The advanced-composites hurdle for 767 production
p0615 A80-51562
Fastener hole quality, volume 1 -— design
analysis of fatigue life and drilling techniques
for fasteners in aircraft production
[AD-A077859] p0252 B80-19567
Cost analysis of a helicopter transmission and
drive train
[AD-A080518] p0305 B80-21322
Future 7/STOL airplanes: Guidelines and
techniques for acquisition program analysis and
evaluation, executive summary
[AD-A081922] p0418 B80-24301
Cost estimating relationships for airfraoes in the
development and production phases
[BASA-TB-80229] p0441 B80-26198
AIBCBAFT PBODOCTI01 COSTS
NT AIBPLABE PBODOCTIOB COSTS
BT COSTS
AIBCBAFT BBIIABILITI
Beliability of aircraft disconnect joints
Russian book
p0060 A80-16594
Is the structural life of an aircraft wing limited
p0063 A80-17335
Designing to life cycle cost in the Hornet program
[SAVE PAPEB 1293] pOIOS- A80-20638
Beliability of aircraft mechanical systems and
equipment; Proceedings of the Conference,
London, England, September 20, 1978
p0149 A80-21238
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Investigation into the reliability of various
fuel, hydraulic and air conditioning components
in military aircraft
p0149 A80-21240
Fault-surviving flight control avionics
p0153 180-21750
Beliability problems in avionics
p0155 ABO-22723
Besearch programs in general aviation - Belt
generation aircraft
p0157 180-22983
Bethods of conputer-aided aircraft design -™
Russian book
p0158 180-23068
The reliability of the mechanical components of
flight vehicles Russian book
p0158 180-23086
Helicopter'/BSB1/ in-flight escape system -
Component qualification
p0160 180-23460
Safety and comfort -'The airliner cabin
p0160 A80-23799
Frobleas of older jet aeroplanes - 1 regulatory
authority view • •
' P0191 180-25445
Production Eagle and its potential
[SIB P1FEB 791071] P0194 180-26634
BBC in lightweight helicopters - Special problems
and experience in design and control
P0212 180-27773
The fatigue perfornance of service aircraft and
the relevance of laboratory data
P0212 180-27789
Basic issues of reliability in aviation
P0280 180-32227
Problems involved in the detection of aircraft
defects
P0321 180-33108
Airworthiness certification of composite
conponents for civil aircraft - The role of
non-destructive evaluation
P0328 180-34766
A quantitative assessment of the variables
involved in'crack propagation analysis for
in-service aircraft-
CA1AA 80-0752] P0332 A80-35047
Short distance multipurpose aircraft An-28
P0374 A80-36766
On determining the probabilities of the
consequences of airplane system failures in
evaluating the 1'evel of flight safety
P0376 A80-36794
Limits of application of the damage tolerance
concept to combat aircraft
[A11F PIPES BT 79-32] p0379 180-36866
Diagnostics of aircraft fuel and hydraulic units
Russian book ' '
p0380'180-37102
4 review of nondestructive inspection reliability
on aircraft structure
p0381 180-37203
Certification of aircraft
p0407 180-39577
Technical guidance for certification
p0407 180-39579
Failure and damage tolerance - 1 concept applied
to the 1 300
p0407 180-39580
The maintenance of transport aircraft at Air France
p0407 180-39583
Aircraft operations and logistics simulation
p0410 180-40342
Common Canse Failures - A dilemma in perspective
p0410 A80-4034I)
Bewer users of older aircraft
p0454 A80-41790
Impact of aircraft vs logistics characteristics on
operational readiness
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1830] p0469 180-43293
The relationship between reliability and
airworthiness flight risk and failure
estimation for civil aviation
p0511 180-45694
The objective necessity of the fail-safe design
philosophy
•p0511 180-45697
The effect of cross-shafting on engine-out
vertical landing reliability of V/STOL aircraft
[1111 P1PEB 80-1858] p0513 180-45746
Calculation of aircraft wing reliability from
sudden failures
p0564 180-47403
stage maintenance considered in relation to the
conditions of Interring
p0568 180-47789
Beliability assurance of aircraft structures
p0573 180-48938
Long-life aircraft structures; Proceedings of the
Spring Convention, London, England, Bay 14, IS,
1980
p0582 180-50580
Living with the ageing structure aircraft
inspection and maintenance
p0582 180-50581
Routine maintenance of high'life structures
P0582 180-50583
Continuing structural airworthiness of civil
transport aircraft
p0582 180-50584
airworthiness of long-life jet transport structures
p0582 180-50586
Some recent advances in non-destructive testing
applied to aircraft in service
p0583 180-50589
Internationalising aircraft maintenance practices
p0617 180-52012
Automatic recovery after sensor failure onboard
. p0111 H80-14024
An evaluation of the ADISA finite element program
for application to aircraft overpressure '
vulnerability
[1D-1074261] p0169 S80-16056
Investigation of the crash-impact characteristics
of advanced airframe structures
[1D-I075163] p0179 B80-17067
Aviation safety and its improvement
[TTH-LB-260] p0222 H80-18014
Significance of large scatter of composite
properties to aircraft reliability
[AD-A077804] p0235 H80-19062
Preliminary Airworthiness Evaluation DB-1H
helicopter equipped with Bultiple Target
Electronic Rarfare System (HOLTEBS)
[AD-A078476] p0236 H80-19067
Beliability management of the avionic system of a
military strike aircraft
p0251 880-19546
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation, AH-1G with
the airborne target acquisition fire control
system and the hellfire modular missile system
'installed
[AD-A078340] p0291 H80-20265
Investigations on local fault detection at
turbojet engines
p0429 H80-25278
The Engine Osage Ronitoring System (BOBS): An
heuristic approach to cost effective flight data
monitoring and analysis
p0430 880-25280
Classification of operating conditions of
tnrbomachines from solid borne sonnd
p0430 N80-25282
Bednction of measured data and a method of early
detection of sensor breakdown
P0430 H80-25283
Description of the British Civil Aviation
airworthiness data recording program
p0430 H80-25284
The SID1S flight data processing system
p0430 R80-25285
The use of 1IDS data at KLB
p0430 H80-25286
Fatigue damage estimation for the BAel aircraft
fatigue data analysis system
[AD-A086470] p0589 1180-30301
Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet
operation, inspection, maintenance, design and
certification
[BLB-SP-79021-0] p0603 S80-31392
A carbon fiber exposure test facility and
instrumentation
[HASA-TB-80220] p0607 B80-31482
AIBCHAFI BOHDP
(JSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
124: F104D aircraft, near and far-field noise
[1D-1081845] p0427 H80-24883
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safety
pOOOS 480-11059
Definition of a system concept study for future
air traffic control
p0010 &80-11652
The influence of colors on the visibility of
aircraft and ground obstacles
p0047 A80-13178
Safety in aviation; achievements and targets
p0063 A80-17339
Covariance simulation of BCAS - An aircraft
collision avoidance system
p0107 A80-20915
Besearch developments for aircraft safety
p0154 A80-22148
theoretical limitations on collision avoidance
systems
p0197 A80-26811
Lightning protection for aircraft
p0202 180-21021
The potential for damage from the accidental
release of conductive carbon fibers from
aircraft composites
p0209 A80-27596
Safety of liquid hydrogen in air transportation
p0383 A80-37341
Ho» to regulate aircraft safety management
. p0407 A80-39576
Certification of aircraft
p0407 A80-39577
Safety analyses in certification - The pragmatic
approach and the rational approach
p0407 A80-39578
Failure and damage tolerance - A concept applied
to the A 300
p0407 A80-39580
The design of an air navigation services systei
p0446 A80-40977
Influence of antimisting polymer on aviation fuel
breakup
[AIAA PAPEE 80-1287] p04S1 A80-41523
Haterials for fire resistant passenger seats in
aircraft
p0572 A80-48757
Potential roles for the cockpit traffic display in
the evolving ATC system
[SAE PAPEB 800736] p0575 A80-49688
Safety considerations in the design of airport
improvements
[SAE PAPEB 800752] p0576 A80-49700
Safety priorities for new transport aircraft
pOSSO A80-50223
Deficiencies in flight safety using
minicomputer control of extracted radar data
p0584 A80-50991
Safety and efficiency: The next 50 years;
Proceedings of the Symposium on Human Factors in
Civil Aviation, The Hague. Betherlands,
September 3-7, 1979
p0624 A80-S3554
Warning systems onboard commercial aircraft
p0624 A80-S3557
Approach procedures —- human factor
considerations for safe landing of aircraft
p0624 A80-53558
Chart design and flight procedures standardization
P0624 A80-53559
Cabin hazards from a large external fuel fire
adjacent to an aircraft fuselage
[AD-A073494] p0036 B80-11050
Clear air turbulence. Citations from the
international aerospace abstracts data base
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[HTIS/PS-79/0858/5] p0045 S80-11746
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard
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[AD-A073062] p0069 H80-12077
Propulsion and energetics panel working group 2 on
aircraft fire safety. Volume 1: Executive summary
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Jet transport performance in thunderstorm wind
shear conditions
[HASA-CB-3207] p0085 H80-13742
Oversight: FAA B and D programs air traffic
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Effect of weather conditions on airport operations
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RASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety
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Hovel approaches for alleviation of electrical
hazards of graphite-fiber composites
aircraft safety
tBASA-CB-162683] . p0172 B80-16100
Accident data systems study requirements analysis
.for a FAA accident data system
[AD-A075611] p0176 B80-17043
Beport on the FAA task force on aircraft
separation assurance. Volume 2: Concept
description
[AD-A077807] p0177 H80-17050
BASA aviation safety reporting system
[HASA-TB-78608] p0221 880-18010
Aviation safety and its improvement
[VTH-LB-260] p0222 B80-18014
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on aircraft fire safety. Volume 2: Bain report
[AGABD-AB-132-VOL-2] p0234 H80-19047
Assessment of the risk due to release of carbon
fiber in civil aircraft accidents, phase 2
p0247 B80-19200
Assessment of risk due to the use of carbon fiber
composites in commercial and general aviation
p0247 880-19201
Operational implications of some HACA/HASA rotary
wing induced velocity studies
[HASArTH-80232] p0288 H80-20231
Development of a bird/aircraft strike hazard
assessment methodology
[AD-A075584] p0290 B80-20246
Shield topology in lightning transient control
P0313 B80-21940
F-5F Shark Bose radome lightning test
P0313 B80-21950
Full scale lightning test technique
p0314 H80-21952
Storm hazards '79: F-106B operations summary
[BASA-TB-81779] p0361 H80-23282
An investigation of factors affecting aircraft
passenger attention to safety information
presentations
[AD-A082358] p0416 B80-24286
Wake characteristics of buildings in disturbed
boundary layers
[BASA-CB-3284] p0427 B80-24940
Aircraft make vortices. Citations from the BTIS
data base
[PB80-805666] p0431 880-25303
Visual problems and night landing guidance of the
CB-47 (Chinook) helicopter
[ABL/SIS-TH-50] p0432 B80-25312
Aircraft safety
[SHIAS-792-111-105] p0530 B80-28327
Discrete address beacon system/automated traffic
advisory and resolution service/air traffic
control operational system description
[AD-A085180] p0532 H80-28337
Evaluation of safety programs with respect to the
causes of air carrier accidents
[AD-»08531fij p05»2 B80-29265
Systems research and development service report of •
B and D activity Rational aviation system
and air traffic control
[AD-A085629] p0543 B80-29273
Active beacon collision avoidance system test bed
for 1978 Los Angeles flights
[AD-A086241] . pOSQS B80-29284
Investigation of helicopter wire strike protection
concepts
[AD-A086857] p0588 H80-30285
In-flight evaluation of a severe weather avoidance
system for aircraft
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Aircraft static charging testing
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General aviation accidents: postcrash fires and
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Evaluation of safety programs with respect to the
causes of general aviation accidents: Volume 1:
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Lockheed-Georgia's projects for the 1980s
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the current aarket
p0157 A80-22984
The potential for developnent of high . performance
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p0159 A80-23307
Production Eagle and its potential
[SA8 PAPER 791071] p0194 480-26630
Development and application concepts for trainer
aad coabat-trainer versions of conbat jet aircraft
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for O.S. military helicopters
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Lou cost aircraft flatter clearance conference
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and flatter freedom substantiation of light
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Effect of the architecture of light aircraft on
their spin
[AiAF PAPEB HI 80-11] p0377 A80-36842
Set directions in spin research
• [AAAF PAPEB HT 80-12] p0377 A80-36843
First results obtained by the AHD-BA Society on
the rotating assembly of IBF Lille for «ind
tunnel aircraft spin testing
[AAAF PAPEB BT 80-14] p0377 A80-36845
Spinning for safety's sake
pOSSO A80-50225
Exploratory study of the effects of
ving-leading-edge modifications on the
stall/spin behavior of a light general aviation
airplane
;
 [RASA-TP-1589] P0078 H80-13026
Thrust augmented spin recovery device
[HASA-CASB-LAB-11970-2] p022S H80-18048
A spin-recovery parachute system for light
general-aviation airplanes
[HASA-TB-80237] p0287 B80-20227
A spin-recovery parachute system for light
general-aviation airplanes
p0369 B80-23512
Sockets for spin recovery
[BASA-CR-159240] P0554 H80-29367
HASA general aviation stall/spin flight testing
p0640 880-33340
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle of attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: Lov ving model C
— vind tunnel tests
CBASA-CB-3200] p0642 H80-33355
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Singular values and feedback. - Design examples •
for CH-47 helicopter
P0015 A80-12716
Base pressure fluctuations -— aircraft acoustic
loads
pOOSO A80-14510
Command- and stability systems for aircraft - A
new digital adaptive approach
P0052 480-14824
A nev look at C sub n beta, dyn slender
aircraft flight stability dynamic equilibrium
P0054 A80-15126
Comment on 'Handling quality criterion for heading
control'
p0089 A80-17698
Effects of the aerodynamic cross-coupling and
lateral acceleration derivatives on airplane
dynamic characteristics
(AIAA PAPBB 80-0170] ' p0089 480-17699
Estimation of the accuracy of dynamic
flight-determined coefficients
[4144 PAPBB 80-0171] p0089 A80-17700
Analysis of rotor-fuselage coupling and its effect
on rotorcraft stability and response
p0089 A80-17716
Enhanced departure/spin recovery of fighter
aircraft through control of the forebody vortex
orientation
. [AIAA PAPEB 80-0173] p0096 480-18352
Aircraft aerodynamics - Dynamics of longitudinal
and lateral motion -— Bussian book
pOIOI iSO-19374
Bethods of computer-aided aircraft design -—
Bassian book
p0158 A80-23068
Parameter sensitivity in time varying linear
systems, with an application to the dynamics of
TTOI aircraft
p0164 A80-24257
On the equations of motion about the mass centre
of the jet aircraft considered as variable mass
system
p0193 480-26325
Control system techniques for improved
departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft
[SAB PAPEB 791083] p0194 A80-26639
Description of a nev high-alpha, high-load,
pitch-fa» dynamic stability test mechanism at AEDC
[AIAA 80-0451] p0200 480-26952
Beasurements of control stability characteristics
of a vind-tunnel model using a transfer function
method
[»IAA 80-0457] p0200 A80-26957
Implicit model following and parameter
identification of unstable aircraft
p0214 480-28019
An optimization nethod for the determination of
the important flatter modes
[AIAA 80-0790] p0334 A80-35074
Beview of nonstationary gust-responses of flight
vehicles
[AIAA 80-0703] p0335 A80-35097
Airfoil at high angle, of attack actuated by
plunging motion
[AAAP PAPBB HT 80-9] p0377 A80-36840
Effect of the architecture of light aircraft on
their spin
[AAAF PAPBB BT 80-11] p0377 A80-36842
The stability and control characteristics of the
aerocrane hybrid heavy lift vehicle
p0403 A80-39292
SFEBA research on airships '
p0404 A80-39301
Progress in airship flight control
p0405 480-39303
The captive balloon - Rind tunnel tests - stability
p0405 480-39307
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 79-0792] p0443 A80-40746
Force equilibrium and performance balance of
aircraft longitudinal notion graphically
presented in the Korhammer diagram
p0444 A80-40892
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Automation of aircraft control under unsteady
flight conditions Russian book
p0467 480-43106
Stability.and control taagbt by design of tail
surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1835] pOa69 A80-43295
Stability of asyaaetric egoilibrinn fligbt states
[AIAA 80-1567] p0515 480-45866
Ravy V/STOL hover and low-speed Flying Qualities
Criteria Becent developnents
[AIAA 80-1591] p0517 A80-45886
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft bigb
angle-of-attack flight dynaiics
[»I41 80-1599] p0517 A80-45892
Helicopter stability and control test methodology
[AIAA 80-1610] . p0518 480-45902
A direct net hod for synthesizing low-order optinal
feedback control laws with application to
flatter suppression
[AIAA 80-1613] • pOSIS A80-459Q3
The effects of inhoaogeneities in ataospheric
turbulence on the dynamic response of an aircraft
[AIAA 80-1614] p0518 A80-45904
Time-domain coaputation of aircraft gust
covariance matrices
[AIAA 80-1615] p0518 A80-45905
Influence of fitting jobs on the quality and prime
cost of aircraft assembly
p0563 A80-47388
Simulated vortex encounters by a twin-engine
commercial transport aircraft during final
approach *
[SAE PAPEB 800775] p0578 A80-49717
Determination in ground facilities of aerodynamic
stability parameters of aircraft
[AGABD-AG-242] p0072 880-12102
Initial study of the response of an aircraft to
lateral gusts
[AAAF-HT-79-03] p0181 880-17084
Aircraft identification experience
' p0241 880-19100
Botorcraft identification experience
p0241 S80-19101
Identification experience in extreme flight regimes
p0241 H80-19102
An approximate analysis of wing unsteady
aerodynamics
[AD-A079322] p0289 H80-20239
Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability
derivatives motion simulation studies using
cross coupling derivatives on fighter/ bomber
aircraft
[AD-A079421] p0294 880-20283
Definition of a two level control system for
nonlinear aircraft motion
[OBEBA-BT-1979-7] p0355 880-22364
An analytical study of effects on aeroelasticity
on control effectiveness
[HASA-CB-163197] p0421 880-24322
Haximnm likelihood method for estimating airplane
stability and control parameters from flight
data in freguency domain
[BASA-TP-1637] . p0421 880^24323
On the use in stability analysis of the
relationships between the coefficients of a >
gnartic equation and those of quadratic factor
[BAB-TB-79065] p0422 880-24333
Evaluation of longitudinal characteristics
including stability handling and CG range
p0597 H80-31335
Phase 2 and 3 wind tunnel tests of the 3-97
powered, external angmentor V/STOL model at
Ames 40 by 80 wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-163578] p0598 880-31350
Experimental techniques in unsteady aerodynamics
p0644 880-33373
Longitudinal stability and control in wind shear
with energy height rate feedback
[8ASA-TH-81828] p0649 880-33416
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Aircraft designers follow the birds
lightweight composite materials and metal
joining techniques in aircraft structures
pOOOS 480-11345
Diffusion bonding - Aerospace applications
p0011 480-12081
A regression model of fatigue crack propagation
under flight simulation loading for aluminum
alloys
p0012 480-12157
Bind tunnel model deflection system . • •
p0013 480-12620
Structural fatigue experiments •
P0047.A80-13343
Third body formation and the wear of PTFE
fibre-based dry bearings
[ASHE PAPEB 79-LOB-7] . p0051 A80-14742
Design of damping systems and their application
P0059 A80-16272
Future applications of welding technologies in the
aerospace industry
p0061 480-16955
AV-8B Advanced Barrier
p0062 480-16977
Influence of burnishing on the structure and
durability of elements operating under variable
loads
p0062 480-17142
Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum
aircraft structures
[AIAA P4PEB 80-0303] p0094 A80-18304
Practical method of fatigue crack growth analysis
for damage tolerance assessment of aluminum
structure in fighter type aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0405] p0095 A80-18346
Code optimization for solving large 3D EBP problems
electromagnetic scattering by aircraft
structures
p0101 480-19764
Preliminary weight estimation of engine section
structure
[SA8E PAPEB 1311] pOIOS 480-20645
Composites for aerospace applications
p0147 A80-21127
Advanced composite material applications to F-14A
structure
' p0148 480-21129
Characterization of graphite/epoxy laminates for •.
aeroelastic tailoring
p0148 480-21130
The process of chemical milling in machining
aircraft structures
p0152 A80-21676
Composites in aircraft manufacturing - An
impressive rise in Western Europe
p0153 A80-21923
Looking ahead in aircraft design
p0154 A80-22146
Besin matrices and their contribution to composite
properties
p0155 A80-22262
Mechanical fasteners dominating aerospace ---
aircraft and spacecraft structural joining
techniques
p0159 480-23335
Advanced strategic aircraft concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0188] p0162 A80-23940
Thermostrnctnral analyses of structural concepts
for hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0407] p0162 A80-23950
Vibrational modes of an aircraft simulator motion,
system
p0163 A80-23988
Crack-detectives foil aircraft failure
p0166 480-24536
B4V4IB pushes SPF/DB for structures :— in naval
aircraft design and construction :
p0189 A80-24739
Bain erosion of lightning protection coatings for
carbon fibre composites
P0189 A80-25059
AV-8B - A second generation V/STOL
[SAB PAPEB 791070] p0194 ABO-26633
Fatigue in machines and structures - Aircraft.
p0196 A80-26731
Failure mechanisms for advanced composite sandwich
construction in hostile .environments naval
aircraft structures
p0197 480-26884
Bepair of advanced composite structure in
aircraft
p0197 480-26888
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Advanced composites serviceability program -
Status review inspection of aircraft
' structures
p0197 180-26890
Hondestructive evaluation of graphite composite
aircraft structures
P0197-180-26891
measurements of control stability characteristics
of a *ind-tannel Model using a transfer function
nethod
• [ill! 80-0457] p0200 A80-26957
Analytical detemination of the influence of
elasticity and BBSS distribution on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft in
quasi-steady motion
p0202 A80-27132
The use of the spectral summation of fatigue
damages in order to examine the combined stress
state of structures
p0203 A80-27152
Method of determining steady-state aerodynamic
characteristics for an elastic aircraft in free
longitudinal motion
p0204 A80-27173
Applying pressure ... Believing stress
stress coining aircraft structures
p0207 A80-27257
The potential for damage from the accidental
release of conductive carbon fibers from
aircraft composites
p0209 A80-27596
Composite components on commercial aircraft
P0209 A80-27597
Cast aluminum primary aircraft structure
p0213 ABO-27875
Technological aspects of future very large airplanes
p0216 180-28490
Hew materials and methods for airframe construction
p0217 A80-28495
Optimal control of flight vehicle motion in a
turbulent atmosphere
p0260 180-29050
Transverse bending of elastically tin-stiffened
three-layer cantilever plates of variable layer
thickness
p0262 180-29212
A. dynamic vibration generator for full-scale
structures
P0262 »80-29218
Ensuring geometrical accuracy of riveted aircraft
component contours Bnssian book
p0271 A80-30325
Evolution of the hybrid wing - YF-17/F-18 type
[1111 80-3045] p0276 J80-31013
Heal life aging properties of composites
. p0279 A80-32077
the influence of test equipment during resonance
tests of light structures aircraft
aeroelastic model
p0280 180-32228
Developments in ultrasonic welding for aircraft
p0328 A80-34797
Comparison of surface treatments of aluminium and
their influence on long term strength of metal
bonds
p0329 180-34805
Current and projected use of carbon composites in
Onited States aircraft
p0329 180-34840
On experimental versus theoretical incipient
buckling of narrow graphite/epoxy plates in
compression
[1111 80-0686] P0330 A80-35007
Composite wing/fuselage integral concept
[1111 80-0744] p0331 180-35044
Built-up low-cost advanced titanium structures
/BL1TS/
[1111 80-0745] p0331 180-35045
Analysis of cracks at attachment lugs
[IIAA 80-0753] P0332 180-35048
Belease-rate calorimetry of mnltilayered materials
for aircraft seats
[All! 80-0759] p0332 180-35052
Honeycomb sandwich joints for primary structure
of aircraft
[1111 80-0780] P0333 180-35070
Finite element analysis of F-16 aircraft canopy
dynamic response to bird impact loading
[1I1A 80-0804] . P0334 A80-35086
Durability and consistency of composite components
for L-1011 aircraft vertical fins
[1111 80-0811] p0334 180-35092
Technology of graphite-resin composite materials
and their application in the aeronautical industry
p0336 180-35771
static tests at model scale indicating
rear-fuselage installation effects on engine
exhaust noise
[AIAA PIPES 80-1046] p0340 A80-35991
Composites in future transports. I - Non-netallics
p0374 A80-36547
Fabrication of double-curvature skins by rolling
•— for aircraft structures
p0376 A80-36780
On the compliance of control surface support
brackets aircraft structures
p0376 180-36795
Evolution of aerospace materials and technologies. I
[AA1F PAPBB HI 79-22 I] p0378 A80-36856
Application of fracture mechanics to OS1F aircraft
structural integrity requirements
[11AF PIPBB NT 79-25] p0378 A80-36860
A long European experience - The adhesive bonding
of metals
[AA1F PIPES BT 79-27] p0379 180-36862
Resh definition by the conversational topological
method and optimization in finite element
structural calculations
[HIP PAPBB BT 79-30] p0379 A80-36864
Current developments in aircraft fatigue
evaluation procedures
[A11F PAPBB BT 79-33] p0379 A80-36867
Experimental methodology and application of
fracture mechanics concepts to metals
. [AAAF PAPBB BT 79-35] p0379 A80-36869
Fiber structures on the Birage 2000 and Hirage 4000
[AAAF PAPEB HT 79-44] p0380 A80-36876
A review of nondestructive inspection reliability
on aircraft structure
p0381 A80-37203
A nondestructive optical method for critical field
inspection of aircraft canopy acrylic panels
p0381 A80-37212
Ding effect on jet noise propagation
[1111 PIPES 80-1047] . p0394 180-38646
•Fish-edge' fairing structure of airships •
p0404 180-39297
Load specifications for the envelopes of a captive
balloon and flexible airship
p0404 180-39299
Advanced structures - Heeting the challenge of
low-cost future aircraft systems
[1111 P1PEB 80-1868] p0472 180-43313
structure and service life verification for the
Tornado
p0508 180-44520
Technology of graphite-resin composite materials
and their applications in the aeronautical
industry. II
p0509 180-45150
Cost effective series production on the basis of
new design and production principles; using a
light aircraft as an example
[D6IB PIPES 80-038] p0523 180-46289
Study of the relaxation of the tightning force of
bolted joints in supersonic transport aircraft
p0525 180-46860
Calorimetric sensor for measuring temperature
fields generated by intense heat sources
p0526 180-47179
In investigation into the feasibility of producing
aircraft structural components using wet lay-up
of carbon fibre fabric
p0527 180-47211
Some applications of the methods of failure
mechanics in analyzing the strength and service
life of aircraft structures
p0528 180-47355
Influence of fitting jobs on the quality and prime
cost of aircraft assembly
p0563 180-47388
Calculation of aircraft wing reliability froo
. sudden failures
p0564 180-47403
30 years experience vith primary adhesive bonded
structures
p0569 180-48077
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Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 4340 steel
for blade retention bolts of the 1B-1 helicopter
p0572 .180-48935
Integration of CAD/CAB systems for production of
structural components
p0572 A80-48937
Structural integration as a means of cost redaction
[HBB-FEL-S-POB-30] p0579 A80-49850
Transverse bending of cantilevered three-layer
plates «itb layers of variable thickness
stiffened along the contours by elastic diaphragms
p0581 A80-50467
Dynamic vibration exciter for fall-scale structures
p0581 A80-50473
Long-life aircraft structures; Proceedings of the
Spring Convention, London, England, Ray 14, 15,
1980
p0582 480-50580
Living with the ageing structure aircraft
inspection and maintenance
p0582 ABO-50581
Airline view of long life structures
P0582 A80-50582
Routine maintenance of high life structures
p0582 A80-50583
Designing for long-life aircraft structures
p0582 480-50585
The relevance of service experience data in the
fatigue evaluation process of the F27
p0583 480-50987
The development of maintenance schedules for
aircraft structures
p0583 A80-50588
Structural integrity - The accident investigator's
view
p0583 A80-50591
The advanced-composites bardie for 767 production
p0615 A80-51562
Bench scale dynamic evaluation apparatus for
integral fuel tank sealants
[AIAA 79-0810] p0619 A80-52647
Analysis of thin-Ball beams by the method of
segments
p0018 R80-10043
On the empennage snap-through problem
p0019 H80-10047
A study to develop optimization algorithms for
aircraft King structures
[AD-A072668] p0027 H80-10.196
Angular vibration of aircraft. VoluBe 1:
Executive summary
[AD-A0718953 p0027 H80-10197
Angular vibration of aircraft. Volume 2:
Prediction methods for angular vibration
[AD-A071749] p0027 H80-10198
Swept frequency scattering measurements of aircraft
target identification
[AD-A071474] p0032 B80-10420
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects, phase 1 report, Volume 1: Besults and
discussion
[AD-A072386] p0039 H80-11071
Hodal analysis of aircraft structures
p0065 H80-12003
New methods for ground tests of aeronautical
structures
p0065 880-12006
Practical aspects of the calculation of structural
vibrations
p0065 H80-12007
A special crack tip element for three-dimensional
crack problems
[ABL/STEDC-BOTE-374] p0074 B80-12436
Friction characteristic of steel skids equipped
vith skegs on a lakebed surface landing gear
[HASA-TH-81347] . p0078 H80-13027
The use of strip theory in the dynamics of
deformable aircraft
[HAE-TH-STBOCT-933] p0079 S80-13035
Formulation of the equations of motion of a
deformable aircraft using Lagrange's equations
in an arbitrary non-inertial frame of reference
tBAE-TH-STBOCT-941] p0079 B80-13036
A suggestion as to a general derivation of the
equations of motion of a deformable aircraft for
small perturbations which will be most generally
acceptable
[HAE-TE-79011] pOOSO .H80-13038
Bevies of investigations into aeronautics related
fatigue Federal Bepnblic of Germany
[LBF-S-142] p0124 880-11422
Applications of modern hydrodynamics to
aeronautics. Part 1: Fundamental concepts and
the most important theorems. Part 2:
Applications
[SACA-116] p0126 880-15034
The aerodynamic forces on airship hulls
[RACA-184] p0126 H80-15039
Evaluation of approximate methods for the
prediction of noise shielding by airframe
components
[BASA-IP-10043 p0137 H80-15129
Dynamic identification of light aircraft
structures and their flutter certification
P0139 H80-15145
Application of random time domain analysis to
dynamic flight measurements B-1 aircraft
p0173 H80-16226
the analysis of measured surface loads as a basis
for the derivation of acceptable load limits for
military aircraft components
[BHVG-FBfT-79-9] p0175 B80-17038
Calculation of natural frequencies and mode shapes
of mass loaded aircraft structures
p0184 B80-17278
Aerostructare nondestructive evaluation by thermal
field techniques
[AD-A076541] p0185 N80-17495
Additional information about FAtSTAFF fighter
aircraft loading standard for fatigue evaluation
[HLB-TB-79056-0] p0186 B80-17508
Evaluation of the crack gage concept for
monitoring aicraft flaw growth potential. Volume 2
[AD-A076320] p0186 880-17509
Composite components on commercial aircraft
CBASA-TH-80231] p0227 H80-18109
Angular vibration measurement techniques
airborne electro-optical package disturbances
p0228 N80-18222
A review of Australian investigations on
aeronautical fatigue during the period April
1977 to Harch 1979 structural strain and
fatigue life studies on aircraft structures and •
construction materials
[AD-A071641] p0230 H80-18449
Significance of large, scatter of composite
properties to aircraft reliability
[AD-A077804] p0235 H80-19062
OSAF damage tolerant design handbook: Guidelines
for the analysis and design of damage tolerant
aircraft structures, revision A
[AD-A078216] p0236 880-19065
The history of static test and Air Force
structures testing
[AD-A077029] p0246 H80-19136
Some recent measurements of structural dynamic
damping in aircraft structures
p0253 H80-19576
Damping problems in acoustic fatigue
p0253 B80-19580
Structural optimization with static and
aeroelastic constraints
p0300 880-21266
Another look at aircraft-triggered lightning
p0313 1180-21949
Analysis and measurements of low frequency
lightning component penetration through
aerospace vehicle metal and graphite skins
p0314 S80-21951
Development of fire-resistant, low sooke
generating, thermally stable end items for
coomercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic
polyimide resin
[BASA-CB-160576J p0356 880-22*92
Failure analysis in aviation
tBLB-HP-78028-0] p0362 880-23284
The failure of aircraft structures
[HLB-HP-78040-0] p0362 880-23285
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-159231] p0368 B80-23371
An investigation of residual stresses in simulated
wing panels of 7075-T6 aluminum
[AD-A080863] p0370 880-23693
A general panel method for the analysis and design
of arbitrary configurations in incompressible
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flows boundary value problem
[BASA-CB-3079] p0414 860-24268
Prinary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology
(F1BST). Design handbook for adhesive bonding
[AD-A082078] p0418 1180-24299
In-service inspection of advanced composite
aircraft structure ultrasonic flan detection
[AD-A082331] p0424 B80-24378
First report of the BOD Aerospace Bon-Destructive
Testing (BDT) Snb-Coanittee
[BAE-TB-STBnCT-960] p0426 B80-24639
Applications of HASTBAH in gust response analysis
at Borthrop
p0427 B80-24658
Unsteady pressure measurements at stall and
buffeting
. [DFVLH-HITT-79-09] p0431 1180-25300
A study of the reinforcement required for cutouts
in aircraft semi-monocoque structure
p0432 B80-25317
Flight service evaluation of an advanced composite
empennage conponent on commercial transport
aircraft
[BASA-CB-159286] • p0433 B80-25320
Applications of sprayed coatings
p0438 H80-25507
Optimized laser turrets for minimum phase distortion
p0439 B80-25600
Summary of aerodynamic vibration effects on ALL
turret
p0439 N80-25607
Seduction of unsteady wind torques .on an open port
airborne optical turret
p0440 B80-25609
Validity of snail scale tests for turret/fairing
loads and cavity effects
p0440 880-25611
Evolution of materials and associated technologies
in aerospace material structures
[SHIAS-792-551-106] p0479 H80-26294
Is assessment'of power system vulnerability to
release of carbon fibers during commercial
aviation accidents
[8ASA-CB-159208] p0484 1180-26394
Summary of 1979 independent research on risk
analysis methods aluminum fatigue test data
for reliable aircraft structures
[LH-28390] • p0485 B80-26680
Nonlinear transient analysis by energy
minimization: A theoretical basis for the
ACTIOB computer code -predicting the response
of a lightweight aircraft during a crash
[BASA-CB-3287] P0486 B80-26697
The P-4 service life tracking program crack growth
gages
[AD-A083978] P0495 B80-27353
Costs and benefits of reguiring new production of
older aircraft types to meet amended noise
standards
[AD-A080130] p0495 B80-27356
Composite structural materials aircraft
structures
[NASA-CB-163377] p0532 B80-28339
Selected BASA research in composite Baterials and
structures
[SaSi-CP-2142] P0538 880-28436
High temperature resin matrix composites for
aerospace structures
p0538 B80-28441
Carbon fiber counting aircraft structures
[BASA-TH-80117] p0538 H80-28446
Aircraft wingtip coupling experiments
P0595 H80-31319
Bathematical modeling of linear and non-linear
aircraft structures
[AGAHD-B-687] p0595 880-31326
Optimization of the mathematical model of a
structure
P0596 H80-31327
Reassessment of service life by comparative
specimen tests fighter aircraft strucutnres
[HLB-HP-79008-D] p0611 B80-31807
Calculation of the transient motion of elastic
airfoils forced by control surface notion and
gusts
[BASi-T»-81351] p0627 B80-32329
Advanced structures concepts r and a/cost
assessments helicopter airframe
maintainability and life cycle costs
[AD-A077373] p0632 B80-32374
A review and analysis of fiber counting methods
[AD-A088240] p0637 B80-32448
Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composite
materials for advanced supersonic technology
application, phase 1
[BASA-CB-159267] p0651 B80-33496
Experimental investigation of the crack growth gage
[AD-A089137] p0654 B80-33801
AIBCBAFT SDBTITABIUTT
Hnltiple tactical aircraft combat performance
evaluation system
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0189] p0096 A80-18358
Fault-surviving flight control avionics
p0153 A80-21750
Economic life criteria for metallic airframes
[AIAA 80-0748] . p0331 A80-35046
Durable propulsion means more air power
p0385 A80-37483
Long arc simulated lightning attachment testing
using a 150 kR Tesla Coil for aircraft
strike testing
p0389 A80-37833
Technology solutions to the runway denial problem
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1821] p0567 A80-47672
Airblast vulnerability envelopes for supersonic
aerospace vehicles
[AD-A072247] p0028 B80-10201
Protective coatings for aircraft composites in
nuclear environments
[AD-A074889] p0123 B80-14199
Fleet hardness variation -•— to determine aircraft
sarvivability due to blast loads (
[AD-A074849] V p0126 H80-15029
General aviation airplane structural
'crashworthiness programmer's manual
[AD-A075737] p0221 1180-18008
Perspective on the results
p0247 B80-19207.
Differential games of interception and aerial
combat: Solution by differential dynamic
programming
p0315 B80-22232
AB-1S high-snrvivable transmission system
[AD-A080568] p0348 H80-22311
OS Army survey of aircrew survival kits/vests
[AD-A081153] p0415 B80-24283
Bight/adverse weather A-10 evalnator program (A-10B)
p0594 B80-31307
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 4:
Aircraft seats, restraints, litters, and padding
[AD-A088441] p0630 B80-32358
AIBCBAFT TIBES
Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces. A
slip-velocity-controlled,
pressnre-bias-modnlated system
[BASA-TP-1051] p0070 B80-12084
Improved tire/wheel concept pneumatic aircraft
tire[HASA-CASE-LAB- 11695-2] p0230 1180-18402
Flight test evaluation of airborne tire pressure
indicating systems
[AD-A081598] p0364 B80-23305
AIBCBAFT BAKES
BT BELICOPTBS BIKES
NT PBOPELLEB SLIPSTBE4HS
Rake vortex trajectories of low flying spray
aircraft
p0327 A80-34595
Computation of vortex flows by panel methods
P0382 A80-37238
Unsteady wake of a plunging airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1446] p0453 A80-41626
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of the
nonsteady separated flow over delta wings
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1803] p0469 A80-43286
Scaling wake-particle interactions for aerial
applications research
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1873] p0472 -A80-43316
A technique for simulating the motion and ground
effect of aircraft wake vortices
p0474 A80-43686
A streamtnbe concept for lift - With reference to
the maximum size and configuration of aerial
spray emissions
p0474 A80-43687
A method for assessing the impact of wake vortices
of OSAF operations
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[AD-A072967] •. p0069 B80-12072
A note on an instability mechanism for the core of
a rolled-op vortex sheet
p0315 H80-22233
Procedural feasibility of reduced spacing under
RVAS operation with applications to Atlanta and
. O'Hare[AD-A081480] p0362 H80-23287
Develop«ent of test aethods for scale model
simnlatioD of aerial applications in the HASA
Langley Vortex Besearch Facility
agricultural aircraft
[HASA-TH-81805] p0413 B80-24260
Aircraft wake vortices. Citations froa the STIS
data base[PB80-805666] p0431 B80-25303
Chicago nonostatic acoustic vortex sensing system.
Volume 1: Data collection and reduction[AD-A076929] pO?88 880-27306
Systen for use in conducting wake investigation
for a wing in flight differential pressure
. measnrenents for drag investigations
[BASA-CASE-FBC-11024-1] p0529 H80-28300
Ground wind vortex sensing system calibration tests
[AD-A085647] p05«2 S80-29259
Vortex advisory system. Volume 1: Effectiveness
for selected airports
[AD-A086982] • p0588 S80-30286
AIBCBBRS
0 FLIGHT CBERS
AIBFIELD SOBPACB BOVBHEmTS
Airfield surveillance by radar
p0048 A80-13484
Hydrants or airfield fnellers
p0048 A80-13485
Airport ground traffic services in the Rest Geraan
Be public and the OS open-air policy - Critical
renarks concerning Article 9 of the
supplementary agreesent of Bov. 1, 1978 to the
German-American Air Traffic Agreement of 1955
p0062 A80-17289
Interchange design for passengers in airports
p0062 480-17328
Airport capacity and delays
p0147 480-21121
Aircraft noise assessaent
p0154 A80-22147
Badar beacon trilateration sensor tests at Logan
International Airport
p0389 A80-37705
Bew turnoffs for 'options runway occupancy times'
p0505 A80-44111
Surveillance and communication systems using
nobile media on the airport surface
[FUB-13-1978] p0042 S80-11110
Simulation of a surveillance and control system of
surface traffic in an airport
p0116 H80-14073
Effect of weather conditions on airport operations
p0124 H80-14638
AIBFIBLDS
0 AIBPOBTS •
AIBFOIL CHABACTBBISTICS
0 AIBFOILS
AIBFOIL PBOFILES
BT RIBG PBOFILES
HT RIHG SPAB
On behavior of axial compressor blades with
variable geometry when using blade cascade
measurement data German thesis
p0048 A80-13455
Calculations of inviscid supercritical subsonic
flow past a lifting profile of arbitrary thickness
German thesis
p0048 480-13056
Experimental and computational study of transonic
flow about swept wings
[Alii PAPEB 80-0005] p0091 A80-18235
Conformal Dapping analysis of multielement
airfoils with boundary-layer corrections
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0069] p0093 480-18261
Studies of leading-edge thrust phenomena
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0325] p009« A80-18315
The rational design of an airfoil for a high
performance jet trainer
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0328] p0095 A80-18317
An inverse transonic wing design method
. [AIAA PAPBB 80-0330] p0095 A80-18319
transonic flow past oscillating airfoils
p0148 i80-21233
Flow of a compressible fluid over an isolated
airfoil and through a cascade
p0151 A80-21302
Approximate method of determining the wave drag of
a profile in the presence of a local supersonic
region
p0151 A80-21319
Airfoil with minimum relaxation drag
p0157 A80-22914
The laminar lightplane or the aircraft performance
revolution is upon us
p0159 180-23306
Visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition
in the flow over an airfoil using the smoke-wire
technique[AIAA 80-0421] p0199 A80-26935
Bigh-resolntion LDA measurements of Beynolds
stress in boundary layers and wakes
[AIAA 80-0436] p0202 A80-26967
Rind-turbine power improvement with modern airfoil
sections and multiple-speed generators[AIAA 80-0633] p0217 A80-28819
Flutter analysis of a BACA 604006 airfoil in small
disturbance transonic flow
p0217 A80-28851
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to rotary
wings
p0217 A80-28856
Class of shockfree airfoils producing the same
surface pressure
p0218 480-28857
Direct computation of transonic solution for
Bienwland aerofoils
p0259 A80-29023
The determination of aerodynamic coefficients of a
straight cascade whose blades have a small
curvature and are very much inclined against the
cascade axis
p0261 A80-29137
Optimized discretization of two-dimensional
continuous contours
P0263 A80-29228
Aerofoils down to critical Beynolds numbers and
the performance of remotely controlled gliders
p0266 A80-29659
Theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics of
double membrane sailwing airfoil sections
p0322 A80-33276
Advanced research on helicopter blade airfoils
[OHBBA, TP BO. 1979-120] p0325 A80-34298
Unsteady aerodynamics of conventional and
supercritical airfoils
[AIAi 80-0734] p0331 A80-35038
System to measure the pressure distribution on fan
aerofoil surfaces during flutter conditions
p0342 A80-36144
Transonic flow over airfoils with tangential
injection
p0391 A80-38263
Computational methods for the design of adaptive
airfoils and wings
p0391 480-38276
Analysis of nonlifting and lifting airfoils in
transonic flow by parametric differentiation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1394] p0452 A80-41598
Prediction and measurement of turbulent
aerodynamic trailing edge flows
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1395] p0452 A80-41599
Experimental studies of the laminar separation
bubble on a two-dimensional airfoil at low
Beynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1440] p0453 A80-41622
Airfoil design and analysis using an information
systems approach
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1444] p0453 A80-41625
Unsteady wake of a plunging airfoil
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1446] p0453 A80-41626
Variable camber airfoils
p0453 480-41780
Lift improvement of an aerofoil by periodic
deformations
p0474 A80-43379
Calculations of transonic flow about an airfoil in
a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1366] p0506 A80-44142
Spline curves and their application to the design
of tnrbomachine blade profiles
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p0512 A80-45704
Analytic design of turbine blade airfoil
p056S A80-47029
Definition of a nev airfoil family for helicopter
blades
[OBEBA TP DO. 1980-79] p0569 A80-48126.
Theoretical Method for the analysis of airfoils in
viscous floss
pOS71 A80-48624
Shockless airfoils for sings, compressors, and
turbines
p0581 480-50311
Lifting and nonlifting kernel functions for
cascade and isolated airfoils
p0615 A80-51420
A numerical lethod of analysis of blade and
channel profile geometry
p0618 180-52197
Illustration of airfoil shape effect on
forward-slept wing divergence •
p0619 180-52648
Semi-empirical nodel for the dynamic stall of
airfoils in view of the application to the
calculation of responses of a helicopter blade
in forward flight
[OBEBA, TP NO. 1980-103] p0623 480-53288
A flight investigation of perfornance and loads
for a helicopter. »ith H1B-1T main-rotor blade
sections
[HASA-TH-80165] p0025 B80-10136
A6ABD tvo-dinensional aeroelastic configorations
[AGABD-AB-156] p0028 880-10202
Design and performance evaluation of supercritical
airfoils .for axial flow conpressors
[AD-A071206] . P0041 B80-11093
Beaarks on the transonic flow past oscillating
airfoils .
' .. . p0065 H80-12009
An artificial viscosity method for the design of
supercritical airfoils
P0067 B80-12051
Pressure distribution on Joukowski wings
[BACA-TB-336] P0126 H80-15036
The minimum induced drag of aerofoils
[BACA-121] P0126 B80-15038
Identification of noise sources in PC centrifugal
fan rotors
p0229 H80-18395
The influence of blade profile and slots on the
performance of a centrifugal impeller
[AD-A082728] P0425 B80-24581
Btuerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
[DTBSBDC-80/060] p0477 B80-26271
Airfoils at sonic velocity Tricomi equation
pO«86 B80-27278
Experimental studies of scale effects on
oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds
[HASA-TH-81216] - pO»87 H80-27287
An analysis method for multi-component airfoils ia
separated flow
[HASA-CB-159300] p0530 B80-28308
A theoretical investigation of the shock location
on an axisymmetric body and on a two dimensional
airfoil in transonic flows affected by axial
pressure gradients and shifts in pressure level
[HBB-FB-124/S/PIJB/9] p0587 S80-30283
AIBFOIL SECTIOIS
0 AIBFOIL PKOFILES
AIBFOIL THICMBSS
0 AIBFOIL PBOFILES
AIBFOILS
HI AERIAL BODDEHS
BT AILEBOHS
NT ABBOH BISGS
BT CAHBBBED RIBGS
HT CABET WIRGS
HT CIBCOLATIOB COBTBOI AIBFOILS
BT CBOCIFOBB RIBGS
BT DELTA RIBGS
BT DBOOPED AIBFOILS
BT ELEVATORS (COBTBOL SOBFACES)
BT ELEVOBS
BT BXTEBBALLY BLORB FLAPS
BT FIXED BIBGS
BT FLAPS (COBTBOL SOBFACES)
BT FLEXIBLE RIBGS
BT GAR-1 AIBFOIL
BT GAR-2 AIBFOIL
BT BOBIZOBTAL TAIL SDHFACES
BT IBFIBITB SPAB RIHGS
SI JET FLAPS
BT LABI BAB FLOW AIBFOILS
BT LEADIBG EDGE SLATS
BT LIFTIBG BOTOBS
BT LOR ASPECT BATIO RIBGS
BT OBLIQOE RIHGS
BT PABARIBGS
BT PBOPELLEB BLADES
BT BECTAHGDLAB RIBGS
BT BIGID BOTOBS
BT BIGID RIHGS
BT BIBG HIHGS
BT BOTABT RIBGS
BT SLEBDEB HIHGS
BT SPOILBBS
BT SDPEBCEITICA1 RIBGS
BT SOPEBSOBIC AIBFOILS
BT SREPT FOBRABD RIBGS
BT SREPT RIBGS
BT SVEPTBACK RIBGS
BT TABS (COBTBOL SOBFACES)
BT TBIB AIBFOILS
BT THIS VIBGS
BT TILTIBG BOTOBS
BT TBAILIBG-EDGE FLAPS
BT TBAPBZOIDAL IIBGS
BT 08SREPT RIBGS
BT VABIABLB SWEEP RIBGS
BT BIBG FLAPS
BT RIBGS
Large-amplitude fluctuations of velocity and
incidence of an oscillating airfoil
p0009 A80-11432
Vibration characteristics of asymmetric
cross-section bladed disk under rotation
[ASHE PAPEB 79-DBT-94] p0057 A80-15742
Finite element analysis of rotating pretwisted
asymmetric cross-section blades
[ASHE PAPEB 79-DET-95] p0057 A80-15743
Beynolds number and compressibility effects on
dynamic stall of a BACA 0012 airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0010] . p0091 A80-18238
Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and wings
CAIAA PAPBS eo-oi49] po097 iso-16367
Computations of the pitching oscillation of a BACA
64A-010 airfoil in the small disturbance limit
C A I A A PAPEB 80-0128] pOi57 A80-23012
Hear-wake structure and unsteady pressures at
trailing edges of airfoils as aeroaconstic
sound generators
p0161 A80-23900
Investigation of trailing-edge noise
p0161 A80-23901
Bev approaches to sailing
p0193 A80-26344
Laminar separation bubble with transition /theory
and experiment/
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1980-20] p0204 A80-27203
A directionally sensitive hot-wire probe for
detection of flow reversal in highly unsteady
flows
P0264 A80-29492
Computer/experiment integration for unsteady
aerodynamic research
P0264 A80-29501
Digital processing of unsteady periodic signals
with application to the turbulence structure
around oscillating airfoils
P0265 A80-29505
The modeling of the noise emitted by a profile dn
a turbulent flow by means of unsteady
aerodynamic theories
p0273 A80-30807
Airfoils - Significance and early development
[AIAi 80-3033] P0275 A80-31003
numerical design and optimization of propellers. II
P0321 A80-33107
Low profile strain gage applications telemetered -
from rotating machinery
p0343 A80-36153
Airfoil at high angle of attack actuated by
plunging motion
[AAAF PAPEB BT 80-9] - p0377 A80-36840
A Bavier-Stokes solution for laminar and turbulent
flow through a cascade of airfoils
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1426] p0452 A80-41616
A-67
AIBPOILS COBID SUBJECT IBDBX
Bamerical study of separated turbulent flow over
airfoils
[1IAA PAPBE 80-1111] p0453 480-11623
The aerodynamic characteristics of oscillating
airfoils
p0512 180-45701
Geometrical design of double-circalar arc blades
p0512 A80-45709
The significance of wing end configuration in
airfoil design for civil aviation aircraft
[BASA-TH-75711] p0022 H80-10101
Use of vaguer functions in airfoil design
optiiization
IAD-A072630] p0025 180-10139
A coaparison of the pitching and plunging response
of an oscillating airfoil
CBASA-CB-3172] p0031 H80-11030
Tvo-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of a HAS*
supercritical airfoil tilth various high-lift
systems. Volnne 1: Data analysis
[BASi-CB-2214] p0067 B80-12051
Turbulent boundary layers on an airfoil in several
adverse pressure gradients
[AD-A072839] p0068 880-12070
Aeroelastic response analysis of t«o dinensional,
single and tvo degree of freedom airfoils in
Ion-frequency, stall-disturbance unsteady
transonic flow
[AD-A073379] p0069 H80-12073
An investigation of several factors involved in a
finite difference procedure for analyzing the
transonic flow about harmonically oscillating
• airfoils and sings
[HiSA-CB-159143] p0114 880-14056
Conpnter program to prepare airfoil characteristic
data for use in helicopter performance
calculations
IBASA-TH-78627] p0126 B80-15031
The oininuD induced drag of aerofoils
[BACA-121] p0126 H80-15038
A users guide for A311: A program using a finite
difference method to analyze transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils
tBAS»-CB-159141] p0127 H80-15052
Development of panel methods for subsonic analysis
and design
[BASA-CB-3234] p0167 880-16033
Besearch on the flutter of azial tnrbomachine
blading
[AD-A074597] p0171 B80-16064
The aerodynamic design of an advanced rotor airfoil
[BASA-CB-2961] pO'220 880-17989
Transient effects on a stalled airfoil in a
pulsating flov: Comparison with results from a
similar airfoil undergoing horizontal shaking
• during wind tunnel tests
[AAAF-BT-79-13] p0221 880-18003
Investigation of the boundary layer behavior on
turbine airfoils
[AD-A075501] p0225 880-18044
A flight investigation of blade section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
BLB-1T airfoil sections
[BASA-TH-80166] p0232 880-19033
Development of stability methods for applications
to nonlinear aeroelastic optimization
[AD-A077851] p0294 880-20282
Transonic data memorandum: A framework relating
the drag-rise characteristics of a finite
King/body combination to those of its basic
aerofoil
[ESDD-78009] p0301 880-21276
Transonic data memorandum: numerical methods for
solving the potential flov equations for
tvo-dimensional aerofoils in subsonic and
transonic flows, brief details, test cases and
examples '
[BSDO-79009J p0302 880-21278
Advanced technology airfoil research, volume 2 —
conferences
[BASi-CP-2046] p0302 880-21283
8ASA low* and medium-speed airfoil development
CBASA-TH-78709] p0303 880-21294
Vind-tunnel results for an improved
• 21-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section •
[BASA-TH-78650] p0303 B80-21295
Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise:
Instrumentation, methodology and initial results
[BASA-CB-163007] p0345 880-22264
A comparison of various numerical methods for
calculating supercritical inviscid isentropic
flov over tvo-dimensional aerofoils
[S/T-nBHO^V75] p0346 880-22278
A comment on the origin of endvall interference in
vind tunnel tests of aerofoils
CBAE-TB-ABHO-1816] p0346 880-22280
Advanced propeller aerodynamic analysis
p0352 880-22345
Propeller aeroaconstic methodologies
p0352 880-22346
BASA propeller noise research
p0353 880-22347
Propeller dynamic and aeroelastic effects
p0353 880-22348
The ViBBA-8 subsonic aerodynamic nuclear gust
vulnerability code
[AD-A081722] P0359. 880-23256
Core compressor exit stage study, 2
[BASA-CB-159812] p0361 880-23312
Airplane ving leading edge variable camber flap
p0369 880-23514
Simple turbulence models and their application to
boundary layer separation
[BASA-CB-3283] p0414 B80-24269
Further investigation of a finite difference
procedure for analyzing the transonic flo« about
harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings
[BASA-CB-3195] p0414 880-24271
Overlay coatings for gas turbine airfoils
p0138 880-25506
A computer program to generate tvo-dimensional
grids about airfoils and other shapes by the use
of Polsson's equation
[BASA-TB-81198] p0477 880-26266
Design and analytical study of a rotor airfoil
[8ASA-CB-2988] p0477 H80-26267
Bnmerical optimization.of circulation control
airfoils
[DTBSBDC-80/060] p0477 880-26271
Application of rapidly solidified alloys
aluminum alloy fan blades and iron alloy bearings
[AD-A083496] p0485 880-26431
A numerical and experimental study of the
turbulent wakes of tnrbom'achinery rotor blades,
isolated airfoils, and a cascade of airfoils
p0486 880-27277
Time-variant aerodynamics for torsional motion of
large-turning airfoils
[AD-A083766] p0487 880-27289
Bnmerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
[AD-A084129] p0488 880-27293
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades with
applications to fan and compressor blades
p0198 880-27396
Hodelling requirements for the calculation of the
turbulent flov around airfoils, wings and bodies
of revolution
P0501 880-27663
Comparison of elastic and elastic-plastic
structural analyses for cooled turbine blade
airfoils
[BASA-TP-1679] p0501 880-27719
An approximate factorization solution of the
Bavier-stokes equations for transonic flow using
body-fitted coordinates with application to BICi
64A010 airfoils
[BASA-CB-163376] p0529 880-28307
Heavy lift helicopter: Prototype technical summary
[AD-A085290J p0532 880-28343
Dynamic stall on advanced airfoil sections
[AD-A085809] p0541 880-29252
A computer program for the design and analysis of
low-speed airfoils
[BASA-f3-80210] p0541 880-29254
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSBE)
nnder-the-ving engine composite fan blade:
Preliminary design test report
[BASA-CB-134846] p0546 880-29298
Quantitative measurements of the effects of
variations in panel method computer programs
[AD-A086358] P0587 880-30279
The OSiF stability and control digital Datcom.
Volume 3: Plot module
[AD-A086559] p0592 880-30317
Mathematical modeling of linear and non-linear
aircraft structures
[AGABD-B-687] p0595 880-31326
A-68
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Calcalation of the transient notion of elastic
airfoils forced by control surface notion and
gusts[BASA-TB-81351] P0627 N80-32329
Aerodynamic characteristics of -three helicopter
rotor airfoil sections at Reynolds nanber froi
nodel scale to fall scale at Bach nanbers from
0.35 to 0.90 condacted in Langley 6 by 28
• inch transonic tunnel
[HASA-TP-1701] p0628 H80-32333
Viscous theory of surface noise interaction
phenonena[BASA-CB-3331] P0639 HBO-33176
Circulation Control Wing (CCS) Flight Tests
p0640 H80-33339
Experimental unsteady aerodynamics of conventional
and supercritical airfoils conducted in the
Ames 11 foot transonic Kind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81221] p0641 H80-33345
Loads calibrations of strain gage bridges on the
DAST project Aeroelastic Research ling (ABI-1)
[HAS1-TH-81889] p0645 H80-33393
AIBFBAHE BAIBBIALS
Advanced composite material applications to P-11A
structure
p0148 A80-21129
Short haul transport for the 1990s
p0154 A80-22046
Looking ahead in aircraft design
p0154 A80-22146
Advanced strategic aircraft concepts
[AIAA PAPER 80-0188] p0162 A80-23940
Hew materials and methods for airframe construction
p0217 A80-28495
Efficient sheet netal foraing methods in the
aircraft industry
p0280 A80-32408
Economic life criteria for metallic airfranes
[AIAA 80-0708] p0331 A80-35046
Optiaal design studies on composite wings with
static and dynamic constraints
[AAAF PAPEB HT 79-29] p0379 A80-36863
Fatigue strength of some materials used in
airframe structures
p0567 A80-47684
Preliminary design procedure for insulated
structures subjected to transient beating
[HASA-TP-1534] p0074 H80-12438
Burn/blast tests of miscellaneous graphite
composite parts[HASA-CB-163310] pO«24 H80-24371
In-service inspection of advanced composite
aircraft structure ultrasonic flaw detection
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Development and test results of a flight
nanageient algorithm for fuel conservative
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Development and flight test of a two-place
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systems for the 1980s
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The Alpha-Jet at introduction
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Direct side force and drag control with the aid of
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Composite components under impact load and effects
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tail assembly
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Comparison of aerodynaiic coefficients obtained
from theoretical calculations wind tunnel tests
and flight tests data reduction.for the alpha
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Fundamental characterization of alternate fuel
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Pitot-static systea - Errors and calibrations
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avoidance systeas
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Sumaary of transponder data performance tests
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The extraction of altitude data in a 3D radar
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Becovery system prelioiminary design. A
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temperature wing
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The development and operation of the BDC anechoic
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Evaluation of approximate methods for the
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components
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Hypersonic viscous shock layer on sweptback vings
of infinite span at different angles of attack
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aircraft flight stability dynamic equilibrium
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Investigation of leading-edge devices for drag
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Control systen techniques for improved
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Bigh-angle-of-attack flying qualities - An
overview of current design considerations
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Exploratory investigation of the effects of vortex
bursting on the high angle-of-attack
lateral-directional stability characteristics of
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Influence of the angle of attack on the thermal
flax at the stagnation point at supersonic speeds
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Airfoil at high angle of attack actuated by
plunging motion
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The IHP Lille rotation balance and associated
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Effects of fuselage.forebody geometry on low-speed
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Bigh angle of attack characteristics.of different
fighter configurations
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Control considerations for CCV fighters at high
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nonlinear aerodynamics of all-movable controls
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Summary of theoretical and experimental
investigations of vortex lift at high angles of
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Application of the Estimation-Before-Hodeling
(EBB) systemiidentification method to the high
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trainer aircraft. Volume 2: Simulation study
using T-2C vind tunnel model data
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Application'of the Bstimation-Before-Bodeling
(BBS) system identification method to the high
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T-2C aerodynamics stability and control
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Application of the Sstlmation-Before-modeling
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Design 'of a wind shear detection radar for airports
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compressor designs for aircraft axial flow
gas turbine engines
[AIAA 80-0786] p0333 A80-35073
Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor
blading
[ASHE PAPBB 80-6T-6] p0456 A80-42147
The aerodynamic significance of fillet geoaetry in
tnrbocompressor blade rows
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-41] p0458 A80-42174
The effect of the axial velocity density ratio on
the aerodynamic coefficients of compressor
cascades
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-134] p0461 A80-42247
The combined effect of axial velocity density
ratio and aspect ratio on compressor cascade
performance
[ASBE PAPBB 80-GT-138] p0462 A80-42251
Geometrical design of double-circular arc blades
p0512 A80-45709
Aerodynamic analysis of a supersonic cascade
vibrating in a complex mode
p0514 A80-45841
Damping capacity of compressor blades of
composition materials
p0566 A80-47512
Design of blade attachment in compressor rotor
annular slot
p0615 A80-51879
Impact damage on titanium leading edges from small
hard objects in compressor blades in jet
engines
P0618 A80-52297
A study of compressor blade stall flutter in a
straight cascade wind-tunnel
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1980-97] p0622 A80-S3282
Heasurement and prediction of the aerodynamic
damping of compressor blades
[OBBBA, TP BO. 1980-99] p0622 A80-53284
Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor
blading
[HASA-TH-79280] p0035 H80-11037
Development of improved abradable compressor gas
path seal
[AD-A072171] p0044 H80-11474
Bigh speed blade-wake interactions in axial
flow tnrbomachines
p0073 N80-12336
The performance estimation of an aiiaHflov
compressor stage nsing theoretically derived
blade element characteristics with experimental
comparison
p0083 1180-13466
Boundary layer and wake modifications to
compressor design systems: The effect of
blade-to-blade flow variations on the mean flow
field of a transonic rotor
[AD-A076204] . p0180 880-17075
Vibrations of a compressor blade with slip at the
root
p0183 B80-17263
Core compressor exit stage study. 1: Aerodynamic
and mechanical design
[HASA-CB-159714] p0242 H80-19113
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigations of axial
flow fan and compressor blade rows, including
three-dimensional effects
[AD-A077712] p0243 H80-19116
Investigation into compressor aeroelastic
instabilities in a wind tunnel for a rectilinear
cascade of blades
[PHB-90011J p0368 B80-23337
Development of a noninterference technique for
measurement of turbine engine compressor blade
stress
[AD-A086170] p0552 H80-29340
Vibrations of a compressor blade with slip at the
root
[AD-A086852] p0591 B80-30312
COBPBBSSOB BFPICIBSCI
Design solutions for highly loaded stages of
radial compressors
p0053 480-15084
Effects of nonconstant enthalpy addition on
fan-nozzle combinations
p0054 480-15124
Handling problems through compressor deterioration
in-flight stalling
p0063 A80-17340
On the influence of steady state temperature and
pressure distortion on the flow characteristics
in an installed multistage jet engine compressor
p0090 A80-17724
Flow in transonic compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0124] p0096 A80-18357
Aerodynamic performance of a centrifugal
compressor with vaned diffusers
p0210 A80-27735
Hatching of turbocomponents described by the
example of impeller and diffuser in a
centrifugal compressor. I - Aerothermodynamic
coupling of impeller and diffuser. II -
Optimized stage efficiency of a centrifugal
compressor
[ASHE PAPEH 79-GT/ISB-9] p0456 A80-42058
Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor
blading
[HASA-TH-79280] p0035 H80-11037
steady-state performance of J85-21 compressor at
100 percent of design speed with and without
interstage rake blockage
[BASA-TH-81451] p0307 H80-21333
Core compressor exit stage study, 2
[HASA-CB-159812] p0364 H80-23312
Off-design correlation for losses due to part-span
dampers on transonic rotors
[HASA-TP-1693] P0534 H80-28352
COBPBBSSOB BOTOBS
Experimental techniques developed at OBEBA for
advanced compressor testing
[OHEBA, IP BO. 1979-129] p0015 A80-13060
Laser anemometer measurements in a transonic axial
flow compressor rotor
p03«2 A80-36141
Preliminary measurements of aerodynamic damping of
a transonic compressor rotor
p0343 A80-36152
Comparison between optical measurements and a
numerical solution of the flow field within a
transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1078] p0396 A80-38897
Flow measurements in a rotating stall cell
p0073 H80-12334
Boundary layer and wake modifications to
compressor design systems: The effect of
blade-to-blade flow variations on the mean flow
field of a transonic rotor
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[AD-A076204] ' pOISO H80-17075
Identification of noise sources in PC centrifugal
fan rotors
p0229 B80-18395
Ezperiaental investigation of compressor rotor wakes
[AD-A081911] p0426 H80-24582
Extension of the operating range of a high
compression ratio centrifngal coapressor
p0539 H80-28712
COBPBBSSOBS
NT CEHTBIFOGAL COBPBESSOBS
HT SOPEBCHABGEBS
HT SOPEBSOHIC COHPBESSOBS
HT TBAHSOHIC COBPBESSOBS
HT TDEBOCQSPBESSOBS
Experimental techniques developed at OBEBA for
advanced coapressor testing
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1979-129] p0015 A80-13060
An aerodynamic netbod for control and range
ioprovenent of rotary conpressors
[ A S B E PAPEB 80-GT-31] p0457 A80-42165
Experiaental and theoretical determination of the
transfer function of a compressor
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1980-100] p0622 A80-S3285
The effect of interblade phase angle and solidity
on the tine variant aerodynamic response of a
compressor stator
[AD-A071878] p0041 R80-11092
Design of supercritical compressor and turbine
cascades with a numerical method considering
axial velocity density ratio nunerical
analysis of mathematical models of velocity
' distribution and cascade flow for turbooachinery
compressors
p0073 H80-12368
JEFF(A) mixed-flow model fan performance
optimization
[AD-A074571] p0173 H80-16234
Study of blade aspect ratio on a compressor front
stage
[ HASA-CB-159556] p0434 H80-25333
Composite seal for torbomachinery
[HASA-CASE-LEB-12131-2] p0485 H80-26658
Evaluation of instability forces of labyrinth
seals in turbines or compressors
p0557 H80-29715
COBPDTATIOI
Badar cross sections of conducting bodies over a
lossy half space
p0384 A80-37409
COBPOTATIOHAI F10ID DYHABICS
Prediction of surge-point in multi-stage axial
compressors
pOOOS A80-10897
numerical investigation of the external flow over
the after-body and the flow within the nozzle
for different jet regimes
pOOSO A80-14520
Application of a higher order panel method to
realistic supersonic configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 79-0274] p0088 A80-17696
Enler solutions for wing and wing-body combination
at supersonic speeds with leading-edge separation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0126] p0096 A80-18359
Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and wings
[AIAA. PAPEB 80-0149] p0097 A80-18367
A numerical approach to subsonic viscous-inviscid
interaction
p0099 A80-19070
Hybrid vortex method for lifting surfaces with
free-vortex flow
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0070] pOlOO A80-19307
Calculation of the coefficient of secondary losses
in an axial compressor stage
p0151 A80-21332
Transonic swept-wing analysis using asymptotic and
other numerical methods
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0342] p0156 A80-22751
Computations of the pitching oscillation of a HACA
64A-010 airfoil in the small disturbance limit
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0128] p0157 180-23012
Computational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fnselage-pylon-store
interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0127] p0157 A80-23013
Hodelling low Bach number noise
p0161 A80-23902
Computational transonic analysis for a
supercritical transport wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0129] p0162 A80-23932
The nonlinear supersonic potential flow over delta
wings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0269] p0162 A80-23942
One-dimensional aerodynamic control calculations
for cooled gas turbines
p0193 A80-26305
Analysis of the nonunigueness of solutions to the
problem of flow separation for small-aspect
delta wings
p0202 A80-27127
numerical modeling of supersonic flow near a thin
delta wing' with discontinuous edge
p0203 A80-27147
numerical method for calculating supersonic flow
past a plane air intake with detached shock wave
p0203 A80-27148
Computational aerodynamics on large computers
p0208 A80-27415
Evaluation of an analysis for axisymmetric
internal flows in tnrbomachinery ducts
p0211 ABO-27742
Hnmerical prediction of compressible potential
flow for arbitrary geometries in airliner
air-intake systems
p0211 680-27743
Three-dimensional inviscid compressible rotational
flows numerical results and comparison with
analytical solutions
p0211 A80-27745
Evaluation of finite element formulations for
transient conduction forced-convection analysis
of heat transfer for active cooling of
hypersonic airframe and engine structures
p0215 A80-28284
Direct computation of transonic solution for
Hienwland aerofoils
p0259 A80-29023
Computation of steady inviscid transonic flows
using psendo-unsteady methods
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1979-156] p0260 A80-29083
Hinimizing axial flow fan noise
p0262 A80-29143
Calculation of axisymmetrical flows in the flow
section of tnrbomachines in solving the problem
of optimisation of stages
p0268 A80-29988
Botating stall and surge
p0271 A80-30282
Stability aspects of diverging subsonic flow
p0272 A80-30567
Approximate method for calculating plane cascade
flow at high subcritical Bach numbers
P0279 A80-32226
Effect of initial value on the behaviour of flow
calculations for blade-to-blade flow through a
tnrbomachine
p0286 A80-32528
simulation - Acquisition - Treatment in the case
of large motions numerical filtering and
processing programs for aircraft aerodynamic data
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-16] p0377 480-36847
Experiaental and numerical study of the flow in an
air intake at high incidence
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-19] p0378 480-36850
Computation of vortex flows by panel methods
p0382 A80-37238
Calculation of the compressible turbulent boundary
layer —- of homogeneous gas
P0386 A80-37554
Hnmerical solution of the steady flow in
turbomachine blades and ducts of arbitrary shape
p0390 A80-38253
Studies of turbulent confined jet mixing
p0390 480-38257
A mixed compact Hermit!an method for the numerical
study of unsteady viscous flow around an
oscillating airfoil
p0391 A80-38258
Evaluation of a minimum principle for transonic
flow computations by finite elements
p0391 A80-38260
Transonic flow over airfoils with tangential
injection
p0391 A80-38263
comparison between optical measurements and a
numerical solution of the flow field .within a
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transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[AIAA PIPES 80-1078] p0396 A80-38897
Calcalation of high speed inlet flows using tbe
Havier-Stokes equations[AIAA PAPBB 80-1107] p0397 A80-38917
Calcalation of transonic viscous flows past wing
profiles
• p0445 A80-40909
Couplets viscous flovfield solutions about a blunt
parabolic bod; in a supersonic stream[AIAA PAPBB 80-1351] p0451 A80-41576.
Investigation of transonic flow in a cascade using
an adaptive mesh
[AI&A PAPBB 80-1430] p0452 A80-41617
numerical study of separated turbulent flow over
airfoils
[AIAA PAFBB 80-1441] p0453 A80-41623
The effect of the axial velocity density ratio on
the aerodynamic coefficients.of compressor
cascades
[ASSE PAPBB 80-GT-134] p0461 A80-42247
Torticity modelling of blade Hakes behind isolated
annular blade-rows - Induced disturbances in
swirling flows
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-140] p0462 A80-42253
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of the
nonsteady separated flow over delta wings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1803] p0469 A80-43286
Three dimensional supersonic flow through a
cascade of twisted flat plates
[ASHB PAPEB 80-FE-3] p0474 A80-43333
A multi-grid code for 3-0 transonic potential flow
about axisymmetric inlets at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1365] p0506 A80-44141
Calculations of transonic flow about an airfoil in
a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1366] p0506 A80-44142
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over swept wings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1369] p0506 A80-44143
Computational transonic inverse procedure for wing
design with automatic trailing edge closure
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1390] p0506 A80-44149
Grid generation and transonic flow calculations
for three-dimensional configurations
[AIAS PAPEB 80-1391] p0506 A80^441SO
Snpercavitating hydrofoils with wetted upper sides
p0508 480-44435
Numerical methods of tnrbomachinery
p0509 A80-44916
Calculation of the flow in a supersonic air intake
with allowance for the boundary layer on the
fairings
p0525 A80-46847
A Havier-Stokes scheme for the calculation of
three-dimensional impinging jet flows
p0573 A80-49298
Shock-free wing design
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1557] . p0615 A80-51416
A test of the method of Fink and Son for following
vortex-sheet motion
p0620 A80-52719
Unsteady compressible 3-dimensional boundary-layer
flow near an asymmetric stagnation point with
nass transfer
p0625 A80-53582
Computational fluid mechanics of internal flow
p0029 880-10211
The analysis of wing-body combinations at moderate
angles of attack Missile bodies
[AD-A074284] p0036 N80-11040
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a 70 deg swept
double-delta wing at Hach numbers from 0.80 to
1.20, with summary of data from 0.20 to 6.0
langley 8-ft transonic wind tunnel
[HASA-TP-1552] p0068 H80-12064
8 simplified model for the viscous crossflow in a
slotted test section
[HASA-CB-3206] p0074 H80-12372
Two dimensional aerodynamic interference effects
on oscillating airfoils with flaps in ventilated
subsonic wind tunnels computational fluid
dynamics
[HASA-CB-3210] p0113 H80-14047
Ose of advanced computers for aerodynamic flow
simulation
p0299 B80-21257 .
The use of the computer in the design of
aerodynamic configurations
p0299 H80-21258
The role of computational aerodynamics in airplane
configuration development
P0300 B80-21260
Computational aerodynamic design tools and
techniques used at fighter development
p0300 880-21261
Velocity-split Havier-Stokes solution procedure
for incompressible high Beynolds number external
flows
[HASA-TP-1655] p0311 H80-21702
Development and validation of a combined rotor
fuselage induced flow field computational method
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[HASA-TP-1656] - p0431 H80-25296
An analysis method for multi-component airfoils in
separated flow
[HASA-CB-159300] p0530 H80-28308
COHPOTBB ASSISTED IBSTBOCTIOH
Development of simulator instructional feature
design guides
[AD-A084428] p0537 B80-28379
COHPOTBB DESZ6B
The array processor AP-120B/190I for simulation
applications
p0006 A80-11154
Analog aircraft weight and balance computer
[SABE PAPBB 1283] p0104 A80-20631
Development of panel methods for subsonic analysis
and design
[HASA-CB-3234] p0167 S80-16033
COHPOtBB 6BAPHICS
The capability of CGI in flight simulation —-
compnter generated imagery
pOOOS A80-10768
Hathematics for computer graphics Book on
numerical design engineering of aerospace systems
pOOSO A80-14598
The shapes of things to come - An introduction to
the capabilities of the British Aerospace
Numerical Baster Geometry System
computer-aided design and manufacturing of
aerodynamic surfaces
p0159 A80-23351 ">
CADD on the F-18 program Computer Aided Design
and Drafting
p0193 A80-26345
Flight simulation techniques - The guest for realism
p0321 A80-33135
CAD produced aircraft drawings
[AIAA 80-0732] p0331 A80-35036
The CADAM system - The designers' new tool
p0374 A80-36548
Design for gnick reaction aircraft modification
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1887] p0473 A80-43322
Applying computer aided design /CAD/ to the 767
p0572 480-48800
A study of the canopy design for the advanced
attack helicopter by use of computer graphics
[AD-A078291] p0236 H80-19069
Computer graphics, related design and manufacture
process at Dornier
p0299 H80-21251
Computer graphics and related design processes in
the OK
p0299 H80-21252
Osing the computer to produce electric schemas
inforoation management
p0299 H80-21256
The use of the computer in the design of
aerodynamic configurations
p0299 H80-21258
The graphical display of multi-dimensional
aerodynamic flow field data
[AD-A080359] p0303 H80-21288
Hodel order reduction using the balanced state
representation theory, application and
interactive software implementation
[AD-A080371] p0309 H80-21356
Interactive design system for aircraft dynamic
control problems
[HBB-PE-324/S/POB/11] p0483 H80-26329
COBPOTBB IIFOBHATIOB SBCOBITT
The integrity of onboard computer programs: A
solution
p0112 H80-14028
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COHPOfBB HETHODS
0 COflPOTEB PBOGBAHS
COHPOtEB PBOGBAHHIH6
HT 00-LIHB FBOGBAHHIHG
Avionics software and equipment
pOOOS 180-11354
Application of geometrical progcausing to probleas
Of optical design
p0203 480-27137
Hnnerical prediction of conpressible potential
flow for arbitrary geometries in airliner
air-intake systeas
p0211 ABO-27743
Software engineering system requirements
p0284 A80-324S6
Optimal GTE regulation prograa design Gas
Turbine Engine
p0616 A80-51899
Analytical investigation of the landing dynamics
c>f a large airplane with a load-control systea
in the lain landing gear
[HASA-TP-1555] p0078 H80-13025
Tactical analysis of conflicts in an air traffic
control system: Design and iaplementation of a
provisional model
p0116 H80-14072
FOBTRiN program obligae in PL-format user's aanaal
[AD-A077809] p0257 H80-19880
Botocraft flight simulation, coapnter program C81.
Volaoe 3: Programmer's aanoal
[AD-A077345] p0291 H80-20262
DSSAEBC conpnter program developnent, versions B
and C
[HASA-CB-3227] p0302 H80-21282
Engineering and development prograa plan: En
itoute control, Progran 12
[AD-A082471] p0416 B80-24287
Air to aiz helicopter fire control equations and
software generation
[AD-A084115] p0496 H80-27359
Maintainability index model data base study
[AD-A087844] p0595 H80-31324
Coopatational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store
interactions
[AD-A085619] p0633 N80-32383
COHPOTEB PB06BAHS
HT COHPOTEB SYSTEMS PBOGBAHS
HT IHPDT/OOTPDT BOOTIHES
HT HASTBAH
HT OPEBATIHG SYSTEMS (COHPOTEBS)
HT SDBBODTIHES
A computer code to model swept wings in an
adaptive wall transonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0156] pOlOO A80-19287
Advanced computer program for future
automation and system performance improvements
p0197 A80-26810
AOTOTESTCOH '79; Proceedings of the International
Automatic Testing Conference, Hinneapolis,
Hinn., September 19-21, 1979
p0269 A80-29991
Cost-drivers affecting the development of F-16
depot ITA /hardware/ and test software
interface Test Adapter
p0269 A80-30004
Navy prograa for development of an Analog Test
program Generation systea
p0270 A80-30018
F-16 independent assessment - An Air Force viewpoint
p0270 A80-30030
Software for a correlation velocity sensor for
aircraft
p0282 A80-32443
The anatomy of an avionics system development and
integration laboratory
p0284 A80-32455
Software engineering system requirements
p0284 A80-32456
Comparison of aircraft noise-contour prediction
programs
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1057] p0341 A80-35998
Simulation - Acquisition - Treatment in the case
of large motions numerical filtering and
processing programs for aircraft aerodynamic data
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-16] p0377 A80-36817
Software/Hardware Integrated Critical Path
Analysis /ICPA/
p0411 A80-40352
Simplifying the development of programs for
digital engine controllers
[ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-29] .p0457 A80-42163
Software for flight critical digital engine controls
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-119] p0461 A80-42235
Bedesign of structural vibration nodes by
finite-element inverse perturbation
[ASHE PAFEB 80-GT-167] p0464 A80-42276
The airport video information system of Interflng
p0568 A80-47790
Computation of aircraft mounted antenna radiation
patterns at frequencies above 300 HHz - II
p0568 A80-47826
An automated conflict-alert function for an air
traffic control system
p0621 A80-52995
Botor dynamics structural analysis software
review
p0624 A80-53468
Analytic representation of turbine characteristics
in form convenient for computer calculation of
GTE parameters
p0017 B80-10024
An efficient user-oriented method for calculating
compressible flow in an about three-dimensional
inlets panel method
[HASA-CB-159578] p0024 H80-10134
F-111 A/E digital bomb-nav system software analysis
[AD-A072826] 'p0071 B80-12089
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system. Part 1:
Theory linearized potential theory
[HASA-CB-145284] p0076 H80-12998
Coapnter code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1:
Final report
[HASA-CB-159691] pOOSO H80-13043
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2:
Users manual
[HASA-CB-159692] pOOBO N80-13044
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
• Library of maps
[HASA-CB-159693] pOOSO H80-13045
The integrity of onboard coapnter programs: A
solution
p0112 H80-14028
The avionics computer program: Practical
experiences with a methodology Mirage F1 and
Hirage 200 aircraft
p0112 H80-14037
Hodification of axial compressor streamline
program for analysis of engine test data
[HASA-TH-79312] p0113 H80-14051
A computerized method for calculating flutter
characteristics of a systea characterized by two
degrees of freedom
[HASA-TH-80153] p0114 N80-14055
An adaptation and validation of a primitive
variable mathematical model for predicting the
flows in turbojet test cells and solid fuel
ramjets
[AD-A074187] p0121 H80-14133
Linear systems analysis program, L224 (QB). Volume
1: Engineering and usage
[HASA-CB-2861] p0122 H80-14137
Computer program to prepare airfoil characteristic
data for use in helicopter performance
calculations
[HASA-TH-78627] p0126 H80-15031
Data reduction software for LOBAH-C flight test
evaluation
[BASA-CB-162730] p0128 880-15061
Development of panel methods for subsonic analysis
and design
[HASA-CB-3234] p0167 H80-16033
An evaluation of the ADIHA finite element program
for application to aircraft overpressure
vulnerability
[AD-A074261] p0169 H80-16056
Accuracy of hydrofoil loading predictions obtained
from a lifting-surface computer program
[AD-A074702] p0173 B80-16233
Digital flight control software validation study
[AD-A076021] p0180 B80-17082
Additional information about FALSTAFF fighter .
aircraft loading standard for fatigue evaluation
[HLB-TB-79056-0] p0186 H80-17508
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Interaction of a two-dimensional strip boundary
layer «ith a three-dimensional transonic
swept-wing code
CHASA-TH-78610] p0220 B80-17988
General aviation airplane stmctaral
crashworthiness programmer's nanaal
[AD-A075737] p0221 H80-18008
Hondestrnctive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 1: Program references
[AD-A078835] p0226 880-18051
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 7: Extended focal
[AD-A073414] p0226 B80-18054
Comparison of neasnred data with IF-77 propagation
aodel predictions
[AD-A076508] p0228 880-18259
Permanent magnet and superconducting generators in
airborne, high pover systems conpater
program to predict Height.of the generators and
component systems
[AD-A078424] p0228 H80-18311
Computer prograns for estimating civil aircraft
economics
[HAS4-TB-80196] p0231 B80-18988
Digital computer solution of aircraft longitudinal
and lateral directional dynamic characteristics
[AD-A078672] p0236 B80-19068
A computer program for estimating aircraft landing
distance
[AD-A077169] p0239 HBO-19088
Advanced infrared signature prediction program.
Spectral calculation of radiation from a turbine
propulsion system as intercepted by an observer
(SCOSPIOH). Volume 3: Analysis
[AD-A078436J p0244 H80-19124
Using a language developed for aircraft simulators
advantages and disadvantages of using
FOBTBAB and assembly language
p0255 880-19831
An operating and support cost model for avionics
automatic test equipment f-16 aircraft
[AD-A075586] p0292 H80-20269
Ding design process by inverse potential flow
computer programs
p0300 H80-21259
A computer based system for structural design,
analysis and optimization
p0300 H80-21265
Computer programs for the design and performance
evaluation of nacelles for high bypass-ratio
engines
p0301 H80-21270
A program for predicting antenna radiation patterns
p0304 B80-21306
Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator
designs operating with rotor having tip speed of
337 meters per second and pressure ratio of
1.54. Relation of analytical code calculations
to experimental performance
CSASA-TP-1614] p0306 880-21321
Stability analysis for laminar flow control, part 2
laminar flow wings
[BASA-CB-3249] p0311 H80-21703
Reliability measurement for operational avionics
softuare[HASA-CB-159224] p0314 H80-22000
Improved maneuver criteria evaluation program
flight path equations of motion for the h-58 and
Oh-58a aircraft
CAO-A080408] p0348 H80-22310
Botorcraft flight simulation, computer program
C81. Volume 1: Engineer's manual
[AD-A079631] p0348 H80-22312
Botorcraft flight simulation, computer program
C81. Volume 2: User's manual
[AD-A079632] p03«8 H80-22313
Investigations into an active vibration isolation
system for helicopters with rigid and elastic
airframe modeling
[ESA-TT-531] p0349 H80-22315
The verification of a computer model of internal
light reflections for helicopter canopy design
[AD-A080473] p0358 B80-23142
Numerical floir field program for aerodynamic
heating analysis. Volume 1: Equations and
results
[AD-A081471] p0359 H80-23255
Easy-ACIs dynamic analysis. User's manual
[AD-A081160] p0359 H80-23258
Numerical flow field program for aerodynamic
heating analysis. Volume 2: User's manual
[AD-A081472] p0360 B80-23260
The incorporation of plotting capability into the
Unified Subsonic Supersonic Aerodynamic Analysis
program, version B
[BASA-CB-3228] p0414 H80-24270
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Part 4: Cylindrical roller bearings
[AD-A082355] p0440 B80-25662
A computer program to generate two-dimensional
grids about airfoils and other shapes by the use
of Poisson's equation
[NASA-TH-81198] p0477 H80-26266
A computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of low aspect-ratio wings with
partial leading-edge separation
[NASA-CB-145362] p0477 H80-26268
Experimental and analytical studies of a true
airspeed sensor
[NASA-CR-163261] p0479 H80-26297
PIPSI/Havy rapid evaluation of propulsion system
effects for the Bavy gas'turbine engine code
NEPCOHP
[AD-A083172] pO»80 H80-26304
Nonlinear transient analysis by energy
minimization: A theoretical basis for the
ACTIOH computer code —— predicting the response
of a lightweight aircraft daring a crash
[HASA-CB-3287] p0486 H80-26697
Documentation of cascade unsteady pressure
difference program
[AD-A083987] p0497 B80-27368
Noise Abatement Economic Policy Analysis Hodel
NAEPAH. Volume 2: User's guide
CAD-A081159] p0502 H80-27838
Boise Abatement Economic Policy Analysis Hodel
NAEPAH, volume 1
[AD-A081190] p0502 B80-27839
FAA integrated noise model validation. Phase 1:
Analysis of integrated noise model calculations
for air carrier flyovers
[AD-A081426] p0502 B80-27842
A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 2: User's manual
[BASA-TH-81183] p0529 N80-28297
A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 3: Program
manual
[BASA-TH-81184] p0529 B80-28298
Acquisition and application of transonic wing and
far-field test data for three-dimensional
computational method evaluation, volume 1
[AD-A085258] p0530 B80-28316
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the
Bavier-Stokes equations, volume 2: User's and
programmer's guide
CAD-A084790] p0530 H80-28319
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) :
Mission software
[AD-A085136] p0534 N80-28350
Aerospace computer systems: Avionics
applications. Citations from the BTIS data base
[PB80-810179] p0540 S80-29065
Steady, oscillatory, and unsteady subsonic
Aerodynamics, production version 1.1(SOUSSA-P1.1). Volume 2: User/programmer manual
CNASA-CB-159131] p0541 H80-29253
A computer program for the design and analysis of
low-speed airfoils
[BASA-TH-80210] p0541 B80-29254
Calculation techniques for inviscid
two-dimensional supersonic airflow
[AD-A085327] p0542 B80-29257
Ressex helicopter/sonar dynamics study ABL program
description and operation
[ABL/AEBO-NOTE-385] p0545 H80-29288
High-freezing-point fuel studies
p0550 B80-29329
FAA communications cost model program
documentation: Revised
[AD-A086020] p0556 B80-29565
Combined linear theory/impact theory method for
analysis and design of high speed configurations
[BASA-CB-3314] P0587 S80-30273Quantitative measurements of the effects of
variations in panel method computer programs
[AD-A086358] p0587 N80-3027?
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The DS4F stability and control digital datcom.
Volume 1: User's manual
[AD-A086557] p0591 B80-30315
The OSAF stability and control digital Datcon.
Volume 2: implementation of Datcom methods
[AD-A086558] p0592 H80-30316
The OSAF stability and control digital Datcon.
Volume 3: plot module
CAD-A086559] p0592 H80-30317
Development of advanced avionics systems
applicable to terminal-configured vehicles
[B1SA-CB-3280] p0601 H80-31375
Bifilar analysis stndy, volume 1
[HASA-CB-159227] p0602 H80-31382
Bifilar analysis users manual, voluae 2
[HASA-CB-159228-VOL-2] p0602 880-31383
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Fart 1: Flexible rotor dynanics
[AD-A087806] p0611 H80-31802
Guidance and control software
[AGABD-AG-258] p0612 B80-32125
An approach to the derivation and validation of
requirements
p0612 H80-32126
Trends in the development of software for guidance
and control
p0612 H80-32127
Advanced design concepts and practices in the F-16
mission computer software
p0612 H80-32135
Bain computer software for the BBCA TOBBADO
p0612 B80-32136
Shuttle OFT level C navigation requirements:
On-orblt
[HASA-TH-82205] p0630 H80-32363
Cooperative estination of targets by multiple
aircraft
C»»-»085799] p0631 H80-32366
Helicopter dynamic performance program. Volume 2:
Oser's manual
[AD-A088318] p0634 B80-32387
Bational 'Aviation Fuel Scenario Analysis Program
(BAFSAP). volume 1: Hodel description. Volume
2: Dser manual
CAD-A084235] P0638 B80T32537
Development of flexible rotor balancing criteria
CBASA-CB-159506] p0638 H80-32720
Experimental unsteady aerodynamics of conventional
and supercritical airfoils conducted in the
Aaes 11 foot transonic wind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81221 ] p06<!1 580-33315
snND: Computer program for calculation of three
dimensional potential compressible flow about
wind turbine rotor blades
[BASA-TP-1729] p0642 B80-33357
VASCOBP 2. The V/STOL aircraft sizing and
performance computer program. Volume 6: User's
manual, revision 3
[HASA-CB-163639] p0606 B80-33401
. Development and test results of a flight
management algorithm for fuel conservative
descents in a time-based metered traffic
environment
[BASA-TP-1717] p0647 B80-33404
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): Life
cycle cost impact modeling system Eellability.
Baintainability, and Cost Model (BBCB): Oser's
guide
[AD-A089045] p0607 H80-33405
HASP: A fault tolerant distributed microcomputer
structure for aircraft navigation and control
[HASA-CB-163615] p0649 B80-33415
Validation of the operating and support cost model
for avionics automatic test egnipaent (OSC1TB)
[AD-A088725] p06Q9 B80-33419
A feasibility stndy of a 3-D finite element
solution scheme for aeroengine duct acoustics
[HASA-CB-159359] p065b 880-34216
An evaluation of a computer code based on linear
acoustic theory for predicting helicopter main
rotor noise CH-53A and s-76 helicopters
[BASA-CB-159339] p0655 880-34217
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Seal-time data acquisition system for the BASA
Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
p0013 A80-12621
Application of automated system to air traffic
control Bussian book
pOOSO A80-14370
Modular strapdown guidance unit with embedded
aicroprocessors
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1239] p0097 A80-18534
Automation and air traffic control
p0098 A80-18722
CADD on the F-18 program Computer Aided Design
and Drafting
p0193 A80-26345
Advanced computer program for future
automation and system performance improvements
p0197 A80-26810
Experience from testing the Viggen electronic
systems utilizing existing computer capacity
p0206 A80-27235
From tape measure to coapnter tape development
of flight recorders
p0207 A80-27243
ASTF Test Instrumentation System
Aeropropnlsion Systems Test Facility
p0263 A80-29486
A second generation instrumentation system for
measuring cross coupling derivatives from
wind tunnel data
p0265 A80-29502
Test system requirements for 767 aircraft
electrical components
p0271 A80-30032
Advanced avionic architectures for the 1980's - A
software view
p0280 A80-32420
An overview of the Sperry flight management
computer system for the Boeing 757/767 airplanes
p0282 A80-32436
Integrated system design - DAIS Digital
Avionics Information System
p0285 A80-32468
Advanced digital avionics for the DC-9 super 80
p0285 A80-32470
The Fault Tolerant Multiprocessor engineering
model /A report/ computer systems design for
avionics systems
' p0285 A80-32472
Processing and analysis of the data from a two
spool gas turbine engine
p0343 A80-36149
Distributed computer architecture for the discrete
address beacon system
p0387 A80-37693
Flexible formats - The controller controls the
coapnter
p0388 A80-37697
Performability evaluation of the SIFT computer
Software-Implemented Fault Tolerance computer
onboard commercial aircraft during transoceanic
flight
p0390 A80-38043
Educational aspects of multi-microprocessor design
used in flight simulation applications
CAIAA PAPEB 80-1852] p0471 A80-43306
Avionics master plan data base mechanization
architecture
[AD-A071545] pOODO B80-11083
Validation Methods for Fault-Tolerant avionics and
control systems, working group meeting 1
[HASA-CP-2114] p0075 H80-12741
Experience in producing software for the ground
station of a remotely piloted helicopter system
p0112 180-14038
HSSC-2 operating system design requirements
specification
(SiSA-CB-161396 ] p0257 B80-19861
Validation Bethods Besearch for Fault-Tolerant
Avionics and Control Systems: Working Group
fleeting, 2
[SASA-CP-2130] p0357 180-23008
Software impact of selected-en route ATC computer
replacement strategies
[AD-A081478] p0362 B80-23286
Analysis of expandability and modifiability of
coapnter configuration concepts for ATC. Volume
1: Distributed concept
[AO-AOB40<15] p0490 B80-27314
COBPOTBB SYSTEMS PBBFOBBABCB
Assessment of operational automated gnideway
systems-AIBTBABS, phase 2 '
[PB80-182538] p0613 B80-32302
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Avionics software and equipment
pOOOS A80-11354
The use of conpater systems in air traffic control
p0204 &80-27223
A cost effective approach to ATE
p0270 &80-30014
FAA Technical Center Digital Cockpit Simulation
Facility navigation, guidance, and control
software architecture
[AliA 80-1719] pOSIO 480-45521
An assessuent of and approach to the validation of
digital flight control systems
p0112 H80-14036
Computer prediction of three-dimensional potential
flow fields in vhich aircraft propellers
operate: Computer program description and users
aannal
[BASA-CB-162816] • p0220 B80-17994
HIHITHST: 1 shortened version'of TilST
[LBP-TB-146] p0230 B80-18438
Bondestrnctive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 2: Operational manual for PAVBEH program
at TCC
[AD-A079495] p0245 880-19130
Formal methods for achieving reliable software
p0252 B80-19549
An analysis of software reliability prediction
models
p0252 B80-19551
Software development for TOBBADO: A case history
from the reliability and maintainability aspect
p0252 R80-19554
E-3A navigational computer system real-tine
environmental simulator
p0254 B80-19824
Simulation for Dhole life development
' ' p0255 880-19839
A simulation support system, the development tool
for aviooic systems and subsystems
p0256 B80-19840
FOBTBAB program oblique in PL-format user's maaaal
[AD-A077809J p0257 H80-19880
Using the computer to produce electric schemas
information management
P0299 B80-21256
OSSAEBO computer program development, versions B
and C
[B1SA-CB-3227] p0302 B80-21282
Software impact of selected en route ATC computer
replacement strategies
[AD-A081478] p0362 B80-23286
Flight software requirements and design support
system
[BASA-CB-163425] p0560 B80-30061
Guidance and control software
[AGABD-AG-258] p0612 B80-32125
An approach to the derivation and validation of
requirements
p0612 880-32126
Trends in the development of software for guidance
and control
p0612 B80-32127
COBPOTBB TBCHBIQ0BS
Adaptive allocation of decisionmaking
responsibility between human and computer in
multitask situations
p0091 A80-18022
Becent developments in flight simulation techniques
pOIOT A80-20907
Computational aerodynamics on large computers
P0208 A80-27415
Computer/experiment integration for unsteady
aerodynamic research
p0264 A80-29S01
Computer data base for 767 avionics interface
control
P0282 A80-32437
Air Defense Ground environment - A case for
automation
p0322 A80-34154
The extraction of altitude data in a 3D radar
p0396 A80-388S3
Technological and commercial aspects of aircraft
production
[DSLfi PAPEB 80-033] pOS22 A80-46285
High-alpha aerodynamic model identification of the
T-2C aircraft using the EBB system
identification method
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0172] p0580 A80-50195
Pilot performance during simulated approaches and
landings made with various computer-generated
visual glidepath indicators
[AD-A066220] . p0026 B80-10151
Algorithms and logic for incorporating ILS HASA
TCV B-737 airplane area navigation system
[BASA-TH-80167] ' p0026 B80-10152
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 1:
Final report
[BASA-CB-159691] pOOSO B80-13043
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2:
Dsers manual
[BASA-CH-159692] pOOSO 080-13044
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 3:
Library of maps
[BASA-CB-159693] p0080 880-13045
An extension of engine weight estimation
techniques to compute engine production cost
[AD-A074454] p0137 B80-15135
On interfacing structural- information and loading
data in aeroelastic analysis using computer
techniques
tABC-B/H-3833] p0187 B80-17521
Computer synthesis of flight simulation visuals
[AHL/SYS-HOTB-61] p0226 B80-18053
Computerized systems analysis and optimization of
aircraft engine performance, weight, and life
' cycle costs
p0301 B80-21271
Bathematical modelling in military aircraft weapon
system design
p0301 B80-21272
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Computerized systems analysis and optimization of
aircraft engine performance, weight, and life
cycle costs
p0001 A80-10035
Computer calculation of stationary temperature
fields in air-cooled turbine rotor blades
p0003 A80-10612
Computer calculation of stationary temperature
fields in cooled turbine discs
p0004 £80-10614
Developing an aircraft configuration using a
minicomputer
pOOOB A80-11393
Hathematics for computer graphics Book on
numerical design engineering of aerospace systems
pOOSO A80-14598
Design of elastomer dampers for a high-speed .
flexible rotor
[AS8B PAPEB 79-DET-88] p0057 A80-15736
An analytical method of testing pavement strength
p0091 A80-17998
The rational design of an airfoil for a high
performance jet trainer
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0328] . p0095 A80-18317
A pre-design code for predicting engine
acquisition costs
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0055] p0099 A80-19269
Assessment of analytic methods for the prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary
bodies at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0071] p0101 A80-19308
Height Integrated Sizing Evaluation /WISE/ - ,A
tool for preliminary design
[SARE PAPEB 1312] p0105 480-20616
Bethods of computer-aided aircraft design
Bussian book
p0158 A80-23068
Optimization methods in fine-finishing and
designing gas-turbine engines —- Bnssian book
p0158 480-23071
The shapes of things to come - An introduction to
the capabilities of the British Aerospace .
Burnerical Baster Geometry System
computer-aided design and manufacturing of
aerodynamic surfaces
p0159 A80-23351
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in application of model-following control
p0164 180-24248
CADD oo the F-18 progran Computer Aided Design
and Drafting
p0193 180-26345
Hinianm-Dass designs of stiffened
grapbite/polyimide coapression panels
p0213 A80-27992
A contribution to the design of radial conpressor
inpellers with doable-curved blades
p0261 180-29113
CAD/CAD in packaging aerospace electronics
p0263 A80-294SO
Ose of a simulator in the development of a BPV
system
p0267 A80-29668
Computer-aided designing of temperature fields for
cooled gas-turbine blades
p0277 A80-31208
Bumerical design and optimization of propellers. II
p0321 180-33107
CAD produced aircraft drawings
[1IAA 80-0732] p0331 180-35036
Effect of some aircraft loading program
modifications on the fatigue life of open hole
specimens
p0341 A80-36076
Computer simulation as a first step towards
computer-aided design of fluid power systems
p0373 A80-36467
The CADAH system. - The designers' new tool
p0374 180-36548
Computational methods for the design of adaptive
airfoils and wings
p0391 180-38276
Life and utilization criteria in design for
balanced life and performance of aircraft
gas turbine engine
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1082] p0447 A80-41177
Airfoil design and analysis using an information
systems approach
[1111 PAPEB 80-1444] p0453 180-41625
Bedesign of structural vibration modes by
 ;
finite-element inverse perturbation
[ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-167] p0464 A80-»2276
Design, for gnicX reaction aircraft modification
[AHA PAPBB 80-1887] p0473 A80-43322
Computation of aircraft mounted antenna radiation
patterns at frequencies above 300 HBz - II
p0568 180-47826
Applying computer aided design ./CAD/ to the 767
p0572 180-48800
Integration of CAD/CAB systems for production of
structural components
p0572 180-48937
Modern controls and the hybrid computer revisited
simulation systems for aircraft development
and design
p0578 180-49831
Development of a full authority digital fuel
control for a gas turbine engine using a hybrid
computer system as a design aid
p0579 180-49839
Temperature distribution planning for a cooled
gas-turbine blade using an electronic computer
p0625 180-53636
Bnltivariable digital control systems
[AD-1071662] p0030 B80-10226
An artificial viscosity method for the design of
supercritical airfoils
p0067 S80-12051
Inertia calculation procedure for preliminary design
[AD-1072679] p0070 H80-12087
Optimization of computer automated ultrasonic
inspection system
[AD-A072677] p0074 880^12423
Optimized aerodynamic design process for subsonic
transport wing fitted with Kinglets wind
tunnel model
[HASA-CB-159180] . , p0114 H80-14054.
Composite structural materials
[HASA-CB-162578] p0130 H80-15076
A study of the canopy design for the advanced
attack helicopter by use of computer graphics
[1D-A078291] p0236 B80-19069
nondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 2: Operational manual for P1VBES program
at TCC
[AD-1079495] p0245 H80-19130
The use of computers as a design tool
[1GABD-CP-280] p0298 H80-21243
The use of computer aided design methods in
airborne systems evaluation
p0298 B80-21244
Criteria for technology computer aided design
techniques applied to aircraft design cost
benefit assessment
p0298 H80-21245
In acceptable role for computers, in the aircraft
design process
p0298 580-21246
The use of computer based optimization methods in
aircraft studies
p0299 H80-21247
Some fundamental aspects of transport aircraft
conceptual design optimization
p0299 B80-21248
Coipnter graphics, related design and manufacture
process at Dornier
i p0299 B80-21251
Computer graphics and related design processes in
the OK
P0299 B80-21252
Using the computer to produce electric schemes
information management
p0299 B80-21256
The use of the computer in the design of
• aerodynamic configurations
p0299 B80-21258
Sing design process by inverse potential flow
computer programs
p0300 B80-21259
The role of computational aerodynamics in airplane
configuration development
p0300 B80-21260
Computational aerodynamic design tools-and
techniques used at fighter development
p0300 B80-21261
Ose of computers in the aerodynamic design of the
BiHAT fighter
p0300 H80-21262
Bnmerical methods for design and analysis as an
aerodynamic, design tool for modern aircraft
p0300 B80-21263
Structural optimization with static and
aeroelastic constraints
p0300 B80-21266
Computer programs for the design and performance '
evaluation of nacelles for high bypass-ratio
engines
p0301 B80-21270
Interactive aided design system for aircraft
dynamic control problems
p0301 B80-21274
In ezperimental evaluation of a helicopter rotor
section designed by numerical optimization
[HASA-TH-78622] p0303 B80-21287
Civil component program wing section.
Predimensioning of a supercritical wing
[ZS1-TT-542] p0349 H80-22317
Interactive design system for aircraft dynamic
control problems
[BBB-FB-324/S/PDB/11] p0483 B80-26329
Technical evaluation report on the Flight
Mechanics Panel Symposium on the Ose of
Computers as a Design Tool[1GABD-1B-158] p0533 B80-28348Quantitative measurements of the effects of
variations in panel method computer programs
[AD-A086358] p0587 B80-30279
A modeling technique for design and simulation of
hydrostatic journal bearings
p0653 H80-33715
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Flight through thunderstorm outflows
p0010 180-11648
Design and simulation of a helicopter target
hand-off computer
p0014 A80-12645
A simulation model for aircraft sequencing in the
near terminal area
p0052 ABO^14839
On some realistic applications of identification
methods
p0053 A80-14859
Error analysis of an algorithm for magnetic
compensation of aircraft -— microprocessor
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program foe simulation
pOOSS A80-14944
Utilization of dynamic simulators of aircraft
turbine engines
p0053 A80-15086
analytical modeling of the dynamics of aircraft
powerpiant snbassembly units
pOOSa A80-15088
Computer simulation of engine systems for
aircraft design
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0051] p0092 180-18253
Begression techniques applied to parametric
turbine engine simulations
[till PAPEB 80-0053] . p0092 A80-18255
Acoustic radiation from axisymmetric ducts - A
comparison of theory and experiment
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0097] p0093 »80-18268
Correlation of predicted longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics with full-scale wind tunnel data
on the ATLIT airplane
[AIM PAPEB 80-0186] p0096 480-18356
Hultiple tactical aircraft combat performance
evaluation syste»
[AHA PAPBB 80-0189] . p0096 A80-18358
Code optimization for solving large 3D EBP problems
electromagnetic scattering by aircraft
structures
pOIOI A80-19764
A simple design synthesis aethod used to estimate
aircraft gross weight
[SHE PAPBB 1313] p0105 480-20617
Computer simulation of an air cargo small package
sorting system
p0106 480-20866
Covariance simulation of BCAS - An aircraft
collision avoidance system
P0107 A80-20915
numerical simulation of supersonic inlets using a
three-dimensional viscous flow analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0384] . p0108 A80-20969
Systems analysis for planning of air fleets and
maintenance facilities
p0153 A80-21935
Computational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store
interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0127] p0157 A80-23013
Simulated transonic flows for aircraft with
nacelles, pylons, and winglets
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0130] p0162 A80-23933
Design of an electronic model of a microwave
aircraft landing system
. p0193 A80-26471
Simulation defines alternatives for Copenhagen
terminal expansion
p0204 A80-27221
Have Bounce validation of computer simulations
of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs
p0208 A80-27382
Computational techniques for EHP interaction
p0212 A80-27777
Flight simulation technigaes - The guest for realism
p0321 A80-33135
Computer simulation as a first step towards
computer-aided design of fluid power systems
p0373 A30-36467
Prospects for computer modeling in ramjet combnstors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1189] p0400 A80-38962
The study of an EHP dipole antenna type simulator
p0406 480-39411
Aircraft operations and logistics simulation
p0410 A80-40342
A theoretical method for the simulation of the
separation behavior of external stores from a
carrier fighter aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 79-091] p0454 A80-41900
Importance of simulations of weapon and load drops
in the testing of attack aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 79-100] p0455 A80-41906
Pilot-aircraft system response to wind shear
[AIAA 80-1569] p0516 480-45868
Analysis of air traffic control communications
performances via computer simulation experiments
p0567 A80-47629
A hybrid simulator for the BGH-30C multimission BPV
p0578 A80-49828
Aircraft simulation data management - A prototype
system : •
p0578 A80-49832
numerical derivation of linear perturbation model
from nonlinear real-time vehicle simulations - A
means of validation and increased credibility
computerized simulation for aircraft control
p0579 A80-49838
Computer simulated passenger service levels for
airport terminals
p0581 A80-S0273
Flying qualities research for highly augmented
aircraft
[BE-582] p0027 880-10194
A study to develop optimization algorithms for
aircraft wing structures
[AD-A072668] p0027 H80-10196
A literature search and review of the dynamics of
aircraft-surface interaction
[AD-A070940] p0027 880-10199
Opportunistic Haintenance Engine Simulation model:
OHEHS 2
[AD-A072516] p0040 H80-11088
Evaluation of transponder antenna coverage/ATCBBS
during simulated flights of aircraft
[AD-A073547] , p0043 H80-11275
Rind shear hazard definition for a vide body jet
low level wind shear and control simulation
[FAA-BD-79-90] .. p0044 H80-11715
Computer description of Black Hawk helicopter
[AD-A073444] p0079 B80-13031
A computerized VSTOI/small platform landing
dynamics investigation model
[AD-A073587] p0079 B80-13033
Simulation of a surveillance and control system of
surface' traffic in an airport
p0116 H80-14073
An air traffic channel simulation by means of
ray-tracing technignes
i ' pOIIV B80-14088
Pilot control through the T4FCOS automatic flight
control system
[BASA-TB-81152] p0122 880-14138
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
nnder-the-wing engine simulation report
[BASA-CB-134914] p0132 880-15091
Computer simulation of engine systems
[8ASA-TS-79290] p0137 880-15132
The Aircraft Eeply and Interference Environment
Simulator (ABIES). Volume 1: Principles of
operation
[AD-A074542] p0168 880-16044
The Aircraft Reply and Interference Environment
Simulator (ABIES). Volume 2: Appendices to the
principles of operation
[AD-A074482] p0168 880-16045
Review and evaluation of national airspace system
models
. [AD-A078050] p0176 880-17047
Computer study of Tnlsa International Airport
runway 17B glide slope sites
[AD-A075521] p0177 880-17049
Hew remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery
concepts: Computer program listings
[AD-A076611] p0223 880-18035
Easy ACLS dynamic analysis, volume 2. Part 2:
Component computer programs
[AD-A079803] p0237 H80-19076
A simulation program for the determination of
system^ reliability of complex avionic systems
p0250 880-19523
Computer simulation model of the logistic support
system for electrical engineering test equipment
p0252 880-19560
Hodeling and simulation of Avionics systems and
Command, Control and Communications systems
conferences .
[AGABD-CP-268] p0253 B80-19809
Remarks on simulation. Objectives/areas of
use/possibilities/limitations: An overview
p0253 B80-19812
Beal-time simulation: An indispensable but
overused evaluation techigne
p0254 B80-19820
Design and simulation of 'a C3 system for
surveillance purpose
p0254 B80-19821
The application of modeling and simulation to the
' development of the E-3A
p0254 880-19823
Air-to-air engagement simulation
P0255 B80-19834
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The role of the aircraft nodel in avionic systems
simulation
p0255 H80-19837
avionics evaluation ptograe: Siialation models
for the effectiveness analysis of avionics
p0255 H80-19838
Simulation for whole life development
p0255 880-19839
A simulation support system, the development tool
for avionic systems and subsystems
p0256 B80-1981)0
Oevelopaent of wind shear models and determination
of vind shear hazards
[AD-A080588] p0289 B80-20243
Computer modeling of terrain effects on Instrument
Landing System (ILS) glide slope systems
[4D-A078228] p0290 H80-20252
Adaptive estimation of information values in
continuous decision making and control of
advanced aircraft
[AD-A077917] p0294 B80-20281
Ose of advanced computers for aerodynamic flov
simulation
p0299 S80-21257
BACTAC: A combat-worthy computerized opponent
p0301 880-21273
Computer simulation of canopy-pilot response to
bird-strike
[AD-A080122] p0304 S80-21296
Hodel order reduction using the balanced state
representation theory, application aod
interactive software implementation
[AD-A080371] p0309 880-21356
Pilot assessment of two coapnter-generated display
• formats for helicopter instrument approach
[BASA-TH-80151] p0350 H80-22321
Basy-ACis dynamic analysis. Dser's manual
[AD-A081160] p0359 880-23258
A primitive variable computer model for combustion
within solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A081081] p0365 N80-23319
Development of test methods for scale model
simulation of aerial applications in the SASA
Langley Vortex Research Facility
agricultural aircraft
CBASA-TB-81805] p0413 H80-24260
Lateral rollover protection concepts
[AD-A081420] p0416 H80-24284
Hybrid computer errors in engineering flight
simulation
[AD-A081953] p0419 H80-24307
Transonic flow field analysis for wing-fuselage
con figurations
[HASA-CB-3243J p0431 H80-25295
Handling qualities of large flexible
control-configured aircraft
[HASA-CB-163206] p0436 880-25344
Preliminary results of simulated vortex encounters
by a twin-engine, commercial aircraft during
final landing approach
.[BASA-TB-81782] p0478 HBO-26285
The general aviation dynamic model. Volume 2:
Technical report
[AD-A073544] p0486 880-27274
Air to air helicopter fire control equations and
software generation
[AD-A084115] p0496 H80-27359
An experimental evaluation of head—up display
formats
[HASA-TP-1550] p0533 880-28349
Computer simulation of auxiliary power systems
.[AD-A084858] p0535 H80-28358
Engine inlet anti-icing system evaluation procedure
[AD-A085179] p0535 B80-28363
Global stability and control analysis of aircraft
at high angles of attack
[AD-A084938] p0536 B80-28374
Bind factor simulation model: User's manual
[AD-A085486] P0543 H80-29272
Flow quality for Turbine Engine Loads Simulator
(TELS) facility
.[AD-A086084] p0551 B80-29338
The capabilities and operational roles of Boyal
Air Force tornadoes
p0560 H80-30022
IBI Integrated Boise Hodel, version 2:
Programmer's guide
[AD-A079622] p0560 B80-30156
Simulation development and evaluation of an
improved longitudinal velocity .vector control
wheel steering mode and electronic display format
[BASA-TP-1664] p0590 880-30305
Pavement evaluation and overlay design using
vibratory nondestructive testing and layered
elastic theory. Volume 1: Development procedure
[AD-A087186] p0593 B80-30808
Have Bounce
P0594 880-31311
Aircraft Baintenance Effectiveness Simulation
(ABES) model
[AD-A087516] p0595 B80-31325
Logistics forecasting for achieving low life cycle
cost aircraft maintenance
p0598 880-31347
Computer simulation of ejection seat performance
and preliminary correlation with empirical data
[AD-A087275J ' p0601 880-31372
A comparison of flight and simulation data for
three automatic landing system control laws for
the Angmentor wing jet STOL research airplane.
[BASA-CB-152365] , p0628 880-32338
Investigation of vibration reduction through
structural optimization
.[AD-A088917J p0647 880-33403
Development and test results of a flight
management algorithm for fuel conservative
descents in a tine-based metered traffic
environment
[BASA-TP-1717J p0647 880-33404
A modeling technique for design and simulation of
hydrostatic journal bearings
p0653 880-33745
A compilation of computer software programs
available in the Flight Dynamics Laboratory,'1979
[AD-A088854] p0654 880-34156
COMPUTERS
HT AIBBOBBE/SPACEBOBBB COBPOTEBS
8T ABALOG COBPDTEBS
8T DIGITAL COBPOTBBS
BT HYBBID COHPDTEES
HT HICBOCOBPOTEBS
BT BIBICOBPOTEBS
Ose of advanced computers for aerodynamic flow
simulation
p0299 B80-21257
Preliminary computer sizing estimates for
Automated En Bonte ATC (AEBA)
[AD-A082628] p0416 B80-24288
COHCBHTBATIOH (COBPOSItlOB)
BT BOISTOBE COHTEBT
Composition structure of burning sprays of Jet A
fuel and its emulsions with water
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-57] p0459 A80-42188
COBCBBTBATOBS
Determination of strain fields near concentrators
from strain gage indicators
p0019 B80-10054
COBCOBDB AIBCBAFT
Evaluation of annoyance due to Concorde noise in
the vicinity of washington-Dnlles International
Airport
p0286 A80-32598
Synthesis of test results on the Concorde at high
angle of attack
C A A A F PAPEB BT 80-26] p0378 A80-36854
Ozone measurements in cabin air of Concorde
p0443 A80-40707
• Experimentation of a generalizable fly-by-wire
control system on the Concorde aircraft
p0308 880-21340
Experimental full-authority digital engine control
on Concorde
p0481 B80-26308
Supersonic transport: The past, present and the
future
[SBIAS-792-111-107] p0531 880-28328
The logic of the electric flight control system
experiment on the Concorde —- achieving low
speed longitudinal stability by active control
p0612 880-32137
Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms
in Bew England
[AD-A088160] . p06«3 880-33362
COBCBETBS
Condition evaluation of jointed concrete airfield
pavement
p0446 480-41001
A-126
SUBJECT loDEX C01FBBBBCBS
Prestressed pavements for airports
[SAB PAPEB 800764] p0577 180-09709
Shrinkage-compensating cement for airport
pavement, phase 2
[AD-A075739J p0173 B80-16197
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 3:
Structure medium interaction, case stndies in
dynamics
[HASA-CB-162473] p<)184 B80-17293
COHDEBSEB BADIATOBS
II BEAT BADIATOBS
COSDITIOHS
HT FLIGHT COBDITIO8S
BT BOHW4Y CONDITIOHS
COSDOCJIS6 8EDIA
U COBDUCTOBS
COBDOCJIVB HEAT TBaBSFBB
Effects of idealizing three-dimensional geometry
with two-dimensional nodels in temperature and
stress analysis of engine components
p0165 480-211310
Evaluation of finite element formulations for
transient conduction forced-convection analysis
of heat transfer for active cooling of
hypersonic airframe and engine structures
p0215 480-28284
Solution of the steady-state heat.conduction
problem by a probability method ^emperature
calculation for gas turbine engine components
p0565 A80-47418
Conduction heat transfer analysis in composite
materials
[AD-A088741] p0651 H80-33U99
COBDOCTOBS
BI BOS COBDOCTOBS
BT ELECTRIC HIES
SI SOPBRCOBDOCTOBS
Badar cross sections of conducting boa^^s over a
lossy half space
p0384 A80r37409
COHES
HT COHICAL BODIES
BT SLEBDEB COHES
COBFBBEHCES
A link between science and applications of
automatic control; Proceedings of the Seventh
Triennial florid Congress, Helsinki, Finland,
June 12-16, 1978. Volumes 1. 2, 3 8 4
p0051 A80-14794
Seminar on Vibration Control, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pa., October 8-12,
1979, Proceedings
p0059 A80-16271
•elding in the aerospace industry - Design,
materials, velding methods, maintenance;
International Conference, 1st, Berlin, West
Germany, December 7, 8, 1978, Beports
p0061 480-16951
Composite materials: Testing and design;
Proceedings of the Fifth Conference, Hew
Orleans, La., March 20-22, 1978
p0147 480-21126
Reliability of aircraft mechanical systems and
equipment; Proceedings of the Conference,
London, England, September 20, 1978
p0149 A80-21238
Boyal Society, Discussion on Hew Fibres and Their
Composites, London, England, Hay 18, 19, 1978,
Proceedings
p0154 A80-22253
navigation satellite users; Proceedings of the
National Aerospace Symposium, Springfield, Va.,
March 6-8, 1979
p0190 480-2511)1
Fatigue and microstmctnre; Proceedings of the
Materials Science Seminar, St. Louis, Ho.,
October 11, 15, 1978
p0196 480-26730
Advanced composites - Special topics; Proceedings
of the Conference, El Segnndo, Calif., December
4-6, 1979 '
p0197 480-26878
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 11th, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Harch 18-20, 1980, Technical
Papers
p0198 A80-26929
Flov in primary, non-rotating passages in
turbomachines; Proceedings of the sinter Annual
Meeting, Be* Tork, B.T., December 2-7, 1979
p0210 A80-27732
Avoiding divergent stall in control configured
aircraft by using a canard arrangement
p0217 480-28854
Bemotely piloted vehicles; International
Conference, Bristol, England, September 3-5,
1979, Conference Papers and Supplementary Papers
p0265 480-29651
40TOTBSTCOH '79; Proceedings of the International
Automatic Testing conference, Binneapolis,
Hinn., September 19-21, 1979
p0269 480-29991
Acoustics-Aerodynamics Conference, 6th, Ecole
Hationale Superieure des Techniques Avancees,
Paris, France, Hay 29-31, 1978, Proceedings
p0273 480-30806
The evolution of aircraft wing design; Proceedings
of the Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, Barch 18, 19, 1980
p0275 A80-31001
Challenge of the '80s; Proceedings of the Third
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Fort Worth,
Tex., Bovember 6-8, 1979, and Addendum
p0280 A80-32417
Hydrogen in air transportation; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Stuttgart, West
Germany, September 11-14, 1979, and Supplement
p0382 A80-37330
Community noise; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Kansas City, Ho., Hay 24-26, 1978
p0386 A80-37601
Economics and technology of airships;
International Symposino, Paris, France, Harch
28-30, 1979, Proceedings. Volumes 1 S 2
.p0402 A80-39281
Canadian Reliability Symposium, Toronto, Canada,
Hay 16, 17, 1980, Proceedings
p0409 480-39918
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Danvers,
Mass., August 11-13, 1980, Collection of
Technical Papers
p0514 A80-45855
Fabrication techniques for advanced reinforced
plastics; Proceedings of the Symposium,
University of Salford, Salford, Lanes., England,
April 22, 23, 1980
p0527 A80-47200
Han and navigation; Proceedings of the
International Congress, University of Sussex,
Brighton, England, September 10-14, 1979.
• Volumes 1 S 2
p0569 A80-48135
Bisk and failure analysis for improved performance
and reliability; Proceedings of the
Twenty-fourth Sagamore Army Materials Research
Conference, Baguette Lake, H.Y., August 21-26,
1977
p0572 A80-48926
Long-life aircraft structures; Proceedings of the
Spring Convention, London, England, Hay 14, 15,
1980
p0582 A80-50580
Fracture mechanics in engineering application;
Proceedings of the International Conference,
Bangalore, India, Harch 26-30, 1979
p0623 A80-53426
Safety-and efficiency: The next 50 years;
Proceedings of the symposium on Human Factors in
Civil Aviation, The Hague, Betherlands,
September 3-7, 1979
p0624 480-53551
Workshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors
[BASA-CP-2093] p0022 B80-10107
Aeropropnlsion 1979 conferences
[BASA-CP-2092] p0028 S80-10205
Advances in Guidance and Control Systems Using
Digital Techniques
[AGABD-CP-272] p0111 B80-14017
On radar in air traffic control conference.
Borne, Jnl. 1979
[FUB-11-1979] p0115 B80-14065
Quiet powered-lift propulsion
[BASA-CP-2077] p0136 B80-15127
Technical evaluation report on the 28th Guidance
and Control Panel symposium on Advances in
Guidance and Control Systems Using Digital
Techniques
[JGABD-AB-148] p0138 H80-15140
Low cost aircraft flutter clearance conference
[AGABD-CP-278] p0138 B80-15141
4-127
COSPI6UBATJOB BABAGEHBST SUBJECT IHDBX .
Aerodynamic characteristics of controls
conferences
[AGABD-CP-262] P0139 B80-15149
Proceedings of the 7th Ann. Tri-Servlce Meeting
for Aircraft Engine Bonitoring and Diagnostics
conferences
[AD-A076126] p0225 880-180*5
Workshop on Aircraft surface Bepresentation for
Aerodynamic Computation
[BASA-TB-81170] ' p0232 H80-19025
Proceedings of a Workshop on V/STOL Aircraft
Aerodynamics, volume 2 conferences
[AD-A078909] p0233 H80-1901I2
Proceedings of a Workshop on V/ST01 Aircraft.
Aerodynamics, volame 1
[AD-A079115] p0237 B80-19074
Parameter Identification conference on
techniques applied to aircraft flight test data
[AGABD-LS-104] . p0240 880-19094
The 4th International Symposiui on Air Breathing
Engines
[AD-A078956] p0242 880-19114
Avionics Reliability, Its Techniques and Belated
Disciplines conferences
[AGABD-CP-261] p0250 880-.19519
Modeling and Simulation of Avionics Systems and
Command, Control and Communications systems
conferences
[AGABD-CP-268] p0253 H80-19809
Proceedings of the Association for Unmanned -
Vehicle Systems AH7S '79: 6th Aonnal Convention
[AD-A077877] p0258 H80-20018
•Che use of computers as a design tool
[AGAHD-CP-280] p0298 880-21243
Advanced technology airfoil research, volume 2
conferences
[HASA-CP-2046] p0302 880-21283
Global positioning system for general aviation:
Joint FAA-SASA Seminar -— conferences
[BASA-TH-81017] p0304 880-21299
.Active Control Technology, volume 2
[VKI-LEC-SEB-1979-1-VOL-2] p0308 880-21344
Lightning Technology: proceedings, of a technical
symposium
[HASA-CP-2128] P0312 B80-21927
General Aviation Propulsion
CBASi-CP-2126] p0350 880-22327
Eighth HASTBA8 Dser's Colloquium
[BASA-CP-2131] p0426 880-24648
Technical evaluation report on the 54th(A)
Propulsion and Energetics Panel Heeting on
Advanced Control Systems for Aircraft Powerplants
[AGAHD-AB-152] p0436 880-25347
Technical evaluation report on the 29th Guidance
and control Panel Symposium on Air Traffic
Banagement. Civil/Bilitary Systems and
Technologies
[AGABD-AH-149] . pO»79 880-26291
Air Traffic Banagement: Civil/Bilitary System and
Technologies conference
[AGABD-CP-273] p0491 B80-27324
AFOSB contractors Heeting on Air-Breathing
Combustion Dynamics and Kinetics, 1979 Abstracts
tAD-A"083651] p0497 880-27367
Combnstor Modelling conference
[AGABD-CP-275] p0497 880-27371
Technical evaluation report on the Plight
Mechanics Panel Symposium on the Use of
Computers as a Design Tool
[AGABD-AB-158] p0533 880-28348
Selected NASA research in composite Materials and
structures
[NASA-CP-2142] p0538 880-28436
First Commuter Air Carrier Safety symposium
[AD-A085628] p0542 B80-29264
Aircraft Besearch and Technology for Future Fuels
[BASA-CP-2146] p0547 B80-29300
Ceramics for turbine engine applications
[AGABD-CP-276] p0552 880-29342
COHFIG0BATIOB HABAGEBBHT
Weight integrated Sizing Evaluation /WISE/ - A
tool for preliminary design
[SAWE PAPEB 1312] p0105 A80-20646
Technology to increase airport capacity
. [AIAA PAPEB 80-0920] p0320 A80-32890
Aerodynamic development of the engine nacelle
combination for the Boeing 767 airplane
[SAE PAPEB 800731] . p0574 A80-49683
Flight evaluation of configuration management
system concepts during transition to the landing
approach for a powered-lift STOl aircraft
[HASA-TB-81146] p0245 880-19127
Synthesis of a theoretical approach for employing
adaptive configuration management in
aeronautical weapon system programs
p0358 B80-23196
COBHOBBCB
D COBVEBGEHCE
COBFOBBAL BAPPII6
Conformal mapping analysis of multielement
airfoils with boundary-layer corrections
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0069] p0093 A80-18261
COBFOBHAL TBAHSFOHHAfIOBS
0 COBFOBHAL HAPPI8G
COHGBESSIOBAI. BEPOWS
Snail transport aircraft technology. A report for
the committee on commerce, science, and
transportation. United States Senate
[BASA-TH-80813] p0045 880-11953
Oversight: FAA B and D programs air traffic
control and collision avoidance
[GPO-38-212] p0086 880-13988
BASA authorization, 1981, program review, volume 2
[GPO-56-220] p0257 880-19988
Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act, 1981
[S-96-719] p0372 880-24210
FAA's collision-avoidance program
[GPO-40-611] p0631 880-32365
Aviation safety: DC-10 crash of. Hay 25, 1979
[GPO-54-572] p0644 B80-33383
COBICAL BODIES
8T SLEBDBB C08ES
Hysteresis of aerodynamic characteristics for
wing models and segmented conical bodies of
revolution
p0204 A80-27167
Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations
consisting of half-cones and flat delta wings
with supersonic leading edges
p0525 A80-46853
Limiting values of the lift coefficient of lifting
bodies with a flat surface at supersonic speeds
p0525 A80-46861
Beal-gas effects on the aerodynamics of blunt
cones as measured in a hypervelocity range
[AD-A075526] p0289 880-20241
COBICAL CAHBEB
Beflex cambered delta wings with leading edge
separation
p0285 A80-32527
conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.
II - Optimal solutions
p0286 A80-32531
CORICAL FLOS
Performance of conical diffnsers up to the choking
condition
p0261 A80-29130
Careful numerical study of flowfields about
asymmetric external conical corners
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1329] pOISt A80-41562
concerning the separated flow about an inflating
parachute
[BAE-TBABS-2031] p0628 880-32336
COBICAL SHELLS
Turbulent-boundary-layer excitation and response
thereto for a high-performance conical vehicle
reentry
p0228 H80-18229
COHICS
Concerning the separated flow about an inflating
parachute
[BAE-TBABS-2031] p0628 880-32336
COBBBCTIOHS
0 JOISTS (JDBCTIOBS)
COHOIDS
D COBICAL BODIES
COHSBBVATIOB
HT E8EBGI COBSEHVATIOB
COBSOLBS
Evaluation of the Aviation Weather And BOTiS
system (AWA8S)
[&D-A086167] p0556 B80-29568
Beliability and maintainability improvement
.program for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up
display set. Volume 2: Modifications to
display set control, C10626/A79-30(V)
A-128
SUBJECT IBDEX COBTBOL BQOIPBEBT
[AD-A085310] p0590 B80-30307
COISUHT SPEED PBOPBLIE1S
0 VARIABLE PITCH PBOPELLEBS
COBSUBT VOLOBE BiLLOOHS
0 SOPBBPBBSSOBE BALIOOHS
COHSTAHTS
BT TISB COBSTABT
Gladstone-Dale constant for CF4 experimental
design
[BASA-TB-80228] p0372 B80-24151
COBSTBAIKS
BT BETBOBOLOGICAL PABAHBTEHS
The strength of occupant restraint systea in light
aircraft: in experinental evaluation
[ABL-STBUC-BEPT-375] • p0542 B80-29263
COHSIBOCTIOI
Construction problems for high Beynolds nuaber
wind tannel aodels
[BSA-TT-564] P0072 H80-12101
COHSTHBCTIOH BATBBIALS
HI AIBCBAPT COBSTBOCTIOB BATEBIALS
Bethod of deternining the load'classification
number, 1CH, of a semirigid composite runway
surface
p0002 &80-10237
aircraft gas turbine materials and processes
p0327 A80-3U631
Fire-resistant materials for aircraft passenger
seat construction
[BASA-TB-78617] p0083 H80-13255
COHSDHABLBS (SPACBCBAFT)
HT PBOPBLLABT STOBAGE
-'HT ROBKIRG P10IDS
COBSOBPTIOB
BT EBEBGT COBSDBPTIOB
BT FOEL COHSDHPTIOH
COSTACT POTEITIAtS
Electrical charging of fabric and film materials
p0019 B80-10048
COSfACTS (ELECTBIC)
D BLBCTfilC COBTACTS
COBTABIBATIOB
HT FOEL COBTAHISATIOB
Transport phenomena in labyrinth seals of
tarbomachines French thesis
p0160 A80-23374
Fluid contamination of aircraft-cabin air and
breathing oxygen
[AD-A085818] ' p0543 B80-29268
COBTIHBHTS
NT AUSTRALIA
BT EDROPE
COBTIB6EBCI
The en route alternate and a rational basis for
contingency fuel
P0622 A80-52997
COBTOOBS
Optimized discretization of two-dimensional
continuous contours
p0263 A80-29228
Developaent of a new contouring device for
isointensity weather curve generation in ATC
radar displays
p0389 480-37708
Dse of vagner functions in airfoil design
optimization
[AD-A072634] p0025 B80-10139
Bon-contacting electro-optical contouring of
helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A070806] p0118 B80-14111
COBTB1CT BABASBBEHT
Product performance enhancement in the United
States Air Force
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1816] p0512 A80-45738
COBTB01
Banned engineering flight simulation validation.
Part 1. Simulation requirements and simulator
motion system performance
[AD-10713911] p0031 H 80-10235
Linear systems analysis program, L224(QB). Volume
1: Engineering and usage
[BASH-CR-2861] p0122 B80-14137
Technical evaluation report on the 28th Guidance
and Control Panel Symposium on Advances in
Guidance and Control Systems Using Digital
Techniques
[AGABD-AB-148] p0138 H80-15140 .
Power system control study. Phase 1: Integrated
control techniques
[AD-A078629] p0244 B80-19125
Active Control Technology, volume 1
[VKI-LEC-SEB-1979-1-VOL-1] p0307 B80-21337
Active control technology
p0307 B80-21338
Active controls for combat aircraft
p0308 B80-21339
Bind tunnel measurement of lateral aerodynamic
derivatives using a nev oscillatory rig, with
results and comparisons for the Gnat aircraft
[ABC-B/B-3847] p0600 B80-31366
COBTBOL COBFI60BED VEHICLES
Singular values and feedback - Design examples
for CH-47 helicopter
p0015 A80-12716
Coming civil transport aircraft with 'active1
control elements
p0216 A80-28493
Air transportation 2000 - A challenge for new
technology
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0945] p0320 A80-32899
Parameter identification of B-52E CCV flight test
data including aeroelastic effects
[AIAA 80-1635] p0521 A80-45923
Bednndancy management considerations for a
control-configored fighter aircraft triplex
digital fly-by-wire flight control system
p0111 B80-14026
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high
angles of attack
p01it1 N80-15160
Trajectory behaviour of a control configurated
aircraft subjected to random disturbances
p0142 B80-15171
A fault tolerant architecture approach to avionics
reliability improvement
p0250 H80-19533
Experimentation of a generalizable fly-by-wire
control systea on the Concorde aircraft
p0308 B80-21340
B-1 ride control system design development and test
p0308 B80-21347
Analytical tools for active flutter suppression
p0309 H80-21350
Dsing vertical gust alleviation to improve the
target tracking capability of the control
configured YF-16
[AD-A080520] p0354 H80-22360
Handling qualities of large flexible
control-configured aircraft
[SASA-CB-163206] pOU36 H80-253II4
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium on Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Controls active control and control
configured vehicle
[ASABD-AB-157] p0483 H80-26330
COBTBOL DEVICES
0 COSTBOL BQOIPBEHT
COBTBOL BQDIPBBBT
BT COSTBOl STICKS
Aircraft torque motors Bnssian book
p0099 A80-19199
Flight control design based on nonlinear model
with uncertain parameters
p0214 A80-28018
Influence of air traffic on the concept of air
traffic control
p0216 A80-28488
Controlling air traffic with a touch sensitive
screen
p0273 A80-30800
Pneumatic components of regulators Bnssian book
p0279 A80-32175
Outline of air traffic flow control
p0375 A80-36768
Sen lightweight ATC systems for military and
civil applications
p0388 A80-37704
Comparison of several inflow control devices for
flight simulation of fan tone noise using a
JT15D-1 engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1025] p0393 A80-38640
Theoretical-experimental synthesis of a
nnlticriterial ergatic control system
p0465 A80-42348
BABCIS - A new lighting control system for Gatwick
p0505 A80-14115
Bench scale dynamic evaluation apparatus for
integral fuel tank sealants
A-129
COBTBOl SIHOLAII01 SOBJBCT IHDEI
[AIAA 79-0810] p0619 A80-52647
Hechanical poser system for aircraft intermittent
ntility fonctions systems engineering of
using flywheels for aircraft control equipment
[AD-A073297] p0079 880-13030
Beans for controlling aerodynamically induced twist
egnipnent to control twisting of slender
wings doe to aerodynanic loads
[BASA-CASB-LAB-12175-1] p0169 H80-16055
Hicroprocessor controlled ejection seat
[AD-A077479] p0234 B80-19049
Research and development of control actuation
systems for aircraft, volane 1
[AD-A080133] p0310 B80-21357
Control systen design .using vector-valued .
performance criteria with application to the
control rate reduction in parameter insensitive
control' systeos
[BSA-TT-512-BBV] p0355 H80-22363
Technical evaluation report on the 54th <&}
Propulsion and Energetics Panel fleeting on
Advanced Control Systeas for Aircraft Fowerplants
[AGABD-AB-152] p0436 B80-25347
COBTBOL SIHULATIOI
A simulation nodel for aircraft sequencing in the
near terminal area
p0052 A80-14839
A statistical nethod applied to pilot behavior
analysis in nultiloop systems
p0097 A80-18537
Infrared sensor system performance simulations
p0107 A80-20900
Verification of digital autopilot microprocessor
hardware and software via hardware-in-the-loop
simulation
p0107 A80-20901
Becent developments in flight simulation techniques
p0107 A80-20907
Frequency dependent precompensation for dominance
in a four input/output theme problem model
P0164 A80-24242
Bultivariable synthesis with inverses
p0164 A80-24246
Ose of a simulator in the development of a HP7
system
p0267 A80-29668
Continnons-to-discrete transformations for control
system simulation digital flight control
filters for man-in-the-loop systems
P0283 A80-32447
Hicroprocessor requirements for implementing
modern control logic
p0411 A80-40455
FAA Technical Center Digital Cockpit simulation
Facility navigation, guidance, and control
software architecture
[AIAA 80-1719] pOSIO A80-45521
Development and flight evaluation of automatic
flare laws with improved touchdown dispersion
[AIAA 80-1757] p0510 A80-45545
Experience with an adaptive stick-gain algorithm
to reduce pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies
- [ A I A A 80-1571] P0516 A80-45870
A pilot modeling technique for handling-qualities
research
[AIAA 80-1624] p0519 A80-45912
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P0384 480-37464
Flight flatter testing pooee sec-12012
Advances in Guidance and Control Systems Using
Digital Techniques
[AGABD-CP-272] P0111 H80-14017
State of the art foe digital avionics and
controls, 1978
P0111 HBO-14 018
A flight control systen using the DAIS architecture
P0111 H80-14019
Trends in digital data processing and systea
architecture avionics applications
P0111 H80-14020
Becent advances in fibre optics for high integrity
digital control systeas
P0111 B80r14025
Technical evaluation report on the 28th Guidance
and Control Panel synposina on Advances in
.Guidance and Control Systens Using Digital
Techniques
[AGABD-AB-148] P0138 H80-15140
Application of the concept of dynanic trio control
to automatic landing of carrier aircraft
utilizing digital feedforeward control
. [BASA-TP-1512] . p0244 H80-19126
Developing, mechanizing and testing of a digital
active flutter suppression systeo for a nodified
B-52 wind-tunnel model
[HASA-CB-159155] pO.252 H80-19566
Engineering of control systeas and iaplications on
control law design
P0308 H80-21341
Digital flight control research nsing
nicroprocessor technology
CAD-A089147] . P0649 B80-33417
DIBBDBAL EFFECT
0 LATERAL STABILITY
DIHBBSIOHAL A8ALISIS
Analysis of nonlifting and lifting airfoils in
transonic flow by paranetric differentiation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1394J p04S2 A80-41598
Influence of swirl chaober dinensions on the jet
angle of an air nozzle
p0526 A80-47181
Deternination of requirements placed on airfrane
components from a dimensional analysis of the
standard design relations
P0563 A80-47387
Sone characteristics of .the operation of TJE with
reverser during airplane landing Turbojet
Engine
p0616 A80-51890
DIBBHSIOBAL STABILITY
HI STBOCTORAL STABILITY
Selection of assembly clearances for gas-turbine
engine seals
p0563 A80-47372
DIBfSSIOBlSSS I0BBB8S
BT LAVAL BOBBEB
BT B4CH BOBBEB
BT PB4HDTL HOBBEB
BT BETHOLDS HtJBBEB
BT STBOOHAL BUHBEB
DIHEBSIOIS
BT DI4BETEBS
BT SCALE HEIGHT
DIOXIDES
BT HTDBOGEB PEBOXIDBDIPOLS tnsms
Bagnetic position and orientation tracking systea
p0053 480-14950
The study of an EBP dipole antenna type simulator
p0406 480-39411
DIBECT COBBBIT
Solid state power controllers (ISEB-24)
[AD-A080482] p0311 B80-21679
DIBECT LIFT COITBOIS
In-flight measured characteristics of conbined
flap-spoiler direct lift controls
p0142 S80-15165
Direct force control and testing
p0308 H80-21348
In-flight handling qualities investigation of
Airbus A 310 DLC. Configurations on landing
approach using the DPVLB-HFB 320 variable
stability aircraft
[DFVLB-FB-79-18] p0349 B80-22319
The design of aircraft automatic ride-smoothing
systeas using direct-lift control
[BAE-TB-79045] p0422 B80-24332
DIBECT POiBB GBlBBlTOBS
BT BAGBETOHIDBODTBABIC GEBEB4TOBS
BT BICKEL ZIBC BATTEBIBS
DIBBCTIOB FIIDBBS (BADIO)
0 BADIO DIBECTIOB FIBDEBS
DIBECTIOHAL ABTBMAS
HT DIPOLE ABTEBBAS
BT ROBB ABTEBBAS
BT LESS ABTEBBAS
BT LOOP AHTEBBAS
BT BADAB ABTEBBAS
NT SLOT ABTEBBAS
BT STEEBABLE ABTBBBAS
DIBECTIOBAL COITBOl
BT TBBDST VECTOB COBTBOL
Variable-sweep optimization for
hodograph-vector-control concept in maneuvering
flight
p0051 A80-14809
Pilot assessment of two computer-generated display
formats for helicopter instrument approach
[BASA-TB-80151] p0350 B80-22321
DIBECTIOBAL SOLIDIFICATIOH (CBTSUtS)
Conponent evaluation and engine demonstration of
gaona/gamaa-prine-delta D.S. entectic solid
turbine blades
p0003 A80-10289
DIBECTIOIAL ST4BILITT
BT GlfiOSCOi'IC STABILITY
Exploratory investigation of the effects of vortex
bursting on the high angle-of~attack
lateral-directional stability characteristics of
highly-swept wings
[AIAA 80-0463] . p0201 A80-26960
Thrust vectoring to eliminate the vertical
stabilizer —— to provide directional stability
for f-111 aircraft while decreasing radar
detectability
[AD-A079852] p0237 B80-19077
The flying qualities of aircraft with augmented
longitudinal and directional stability
p0308 B80-21343
DIBIGIBLBS
D AIBSHIPS
DISCH4B6B COIFFICIBHT
Correlation of thrust and discharge losses for
chemically nonequilibrium flovs in jet-engine
nozzles
p0525 480-46857
DISCHABGBBS
Eiperioental study of electrostatic dischargers
for helicopters
[OSEB4, IP HO. 1980-5] p0218 A80-28947
DISCO1BECT DEVICES
Ice-release coating for disconnect switches
[EPBI-EL-1330] p0556 B80-29S94
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DISCOHHECTOBS
0 DISCONNECT DEVICES
DISCBBTB 1DDBESS BEACOH SYSTBH
ATC flow management - Fuel is the spar and data
links the key
p0272 A80-30575
An approach to DABS data link avionics for general
• aviation- Discrete Address Beacon System
p0281 480-32128
The Discrete Address Beacon System data link
surveillance and conmanication system for ATC
p0282 A80-32U35
Distributed computer architecture for the discrete
address beacon system
p0387 A80-37693
DABS data link avionics terminal
p0388 A80-37703
DABS single sensor performance test plan
[AD-A072695] p0069 H80-12080
The Aircraft Beply and Interference Environment
Simulator (ABIES). Volume 3: Programmer's manual
[AD-A074424] p0077 H80-13017
The Aircraft Beply and Interference Environment
simulator (ABIES). Volume 1: Principles of
operation
CAD-A074542] p0168 H80-16044
The Aircraft Beply and Interference Environment
Simulator (ABIES). Volume 2: Appendices to the
principles of operation
[AD-A074482J p0168 H80-160*5
Report on the FAB task force on aircraft
separation assurance. Volume 2: Concept
description
[AD-A0778071
 P0177 B80-17050
Enhanced Terminal Information Services (ETIS)
utilizing the Discrete Address Beacon System
(DABS) data link-concept description
[AD-A073205] p0490 H80-27319
Discrete address beacon system air traffic
control
p0494 H80-27344
Surveillance performance measurements of the SSB
mode of the discrete address beacon system
p0494 H80-27346
Generation of the Discrete Address Beacon System
(DABS) network coverage map
[AD-A085129J p0531 H80-28334
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) installation
and siting criteria
[AD-A085178] p0531 B80-28335
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) Description
Functional
[AD-A085169] p0531 H80-28336
Discrete address beacon system/automated traffic
advisory and resolution service/air traffic
control operational system description
[AD-4085180] . p0532 N80-28337
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) baseline
test and evaluation
[AD-A085585] p0544 H80-29276
Active beacon collision avoidance system test bed
for 1978 los Angeles flights
[AD-A086241J . pOS45 H80-29284
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) front end
processor en route central computer complex
protocol
[AD-A085482] p0631 H80-32367
DISCBBTB FD1CTIOBS
Optimized discretization of two-dimensional
continuous contours
p0263 A80-29228
DISKS (SHAPES)
HT BOTATIHG DISKS
Cumulative damage fracture mechanics under engine
spectra
[AD-A084934J
 P0536 H80-28365
DISPBHSBBS
Systems analysis of arctic fuels dispensing
equipment
[AD-A071815] p0042 H80-11106
DISPBHSIK3
Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in
GTE oil system lines
p0004 A80-10632
DISPBBSIOIS
HT AEBOSOLS
HT EMDLSIOSS
HT FOG
BT SMOKE
Atmospheric dispersion of high velocity jets
[AI>-A081612] p0365 H80-23321
DISPLACBBEBT 8BASDBEHEHT
Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade
displacement measurements
p03«3 A80-36151
DISPLAY DEVICES
HT AHEBOBETEBS
HT APPBOACH IBDICATOBS
.HT FLOW DIBECTIOH IHDICATOBS
HT GYRO ROBIZOHS
HT HEAD-OP DISPLAYS
HT HQT-FILH AHBHOBETEBS
HT HOT-HBE ASBHOMBTEBS
HT PLASHA DISPLAY DEVICES
HT POSITIOB IHDICATOBS
HT BADABSCOPES
HT BADIO DIBECTIOH FIHDEBS
HT SPEED IHDICATOBS
The capability of CSI in flight siaulation
computer generated imagery
pOOOS 480-10768
The 'Viggen' maltimode radar
p0007 A80-11171
Airfield surveillance by radar
p0048 A80-13184
ATC and the airborne traffic-situation display
p0098 A80-18724
Infrared sensor system performance simulations
p0107 A80-20900
Advanced flight controls for transport aircraft
p0153 A80-21897
Airliner simulator census
p0166 A80-24472
Avionics - The leading technology in flight
guidance and air traffic control
p0216 480-28192
Avionics and controls in review
p0263 A80-29449
ATE - A CBT display evaluation system
p0270 A80-30012
Controlling air traffic with a touch sensitive
screen
p0273 480-30800
Cockpit Display of Traffic Information /CDTI/
p0274 A80-30817
Application of advanced digital techniques and
displays to the L-1011 flight engineer's station
p0283 A80-32445
Flexible formats - The controller controls the
computer
p0388 A80-37697
Innovations in control and display of avionics and
firepower increase cockpit efficiency
p0389 A80-37764
.The future cockpit - The safety factor
p0408 A80-39585
The HOD optoelectronic projection indicator
systems. I
p0466 A80-42798
Potential coles for the cockpit traffic display in
the evolving ATC system
[SAE PAPEB 800736] . p0575 A80-49688
Ban-in-the-loop simulation system aircraft
fire control using cockpit displays
p0578 A80-49829
Series 9 cathode ray tube display system
p0584 A80-50958
The advanced flight deck
p0624 A80-53556
Aircre. displays and avionics for application in a
future national airspace system
CHASA-TH-80095] p0036 H80-11052
Application of modified profile analysis to
function testing of simulated CTOL transport
touchdown-performance data
[HASA-TP-1541] p0038 H80-11069
Avionic system architecture investigation (AVSAB II)
[AD-A071743] p0040 H80-11080
In-flight performance evaluation of experimental
information
[AD-A071701] p0040 H80-11084
Helicopter canopy internal reflection investigation
[AD-A073084] p0076 N80-12867
Visual displays for air traffic control data
p0116 H80-14077
Design study of' a low cost civil aviation GPS
receiver system
[HASA-CB-159176] p0128 H80-15062
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Effects of varying visual display characteristics
of the T-4G, a T-37 flight simulator
[AD-A071410] p0144 B80-15180
Defornographj.es: High-resolution projection
display development for air traffic control
purposes
[AD-A078023] p0177 H80-17051
Field iapact evaluation report on the Electronic
Tabular Display Subsystem (ETABS)
[AD-A078848] -p0185 880-17357
Early flight test experience Kith Cockpit
Displayed Traffic Infornation (CD1I)
[BASA-TB-80221] p0224 880-18037
The effect of vieving tine, time to encounter, and
practice on perception of aircraft, separation on
a cockpit display of traffic infomation
[BASA-TB-81173] • p0224 H80-18038
Compater synthesis of flight simulation visuals
[ABL/SYS-HOTB-61 ] p0226 H80-18053
Plight path displays
[AD-A077181] , p02«1 H80-19107
Simulation of a night vision system for low level
helicopter operations using helmet aounted
'display device
p0255 880-19832
Development of a color alphanumeric liquid crystal
display suitable for aircraft command and
control
[1D-A079289] p0292 880-20266
The graphical display of nnlti-dinensional
aerodynamic flow field data
[AD-A080359] p0303 880-21288
Pilot assessment of two computer-generated display
formats for helicopter instrument approach
[BASA-TB-80151] p0350 H80-22321
Flight test evaluation of airborne tire pressure
indicating systems
' .[AD-A081598] p0364 H80-23305
Visually Coupled System: Compater Generated
Imagery (VCS-CGI) engineering interface
[AD-A080931] p0364 880-23306
BAVAIBDEVCEB dynamic flight simulator design and
multipurpose crew station concept design and
development plan
[AD-A081982] p0368 H80-23335
Design of an improved weather contouring device —.
[AD-A082750] p0428 880-24945
Flight investigation of cockpit-displayed traffic
information utilizing coded symbology in an
advanced operational environment
[BASA-TP-1684] p0496 H80-27360
System description and analysis; Part 1:
Feasibility study for helicopter/VTOL wide-angle
simulation ioage generation display system
[HASA-CB-152376] p0499 HBO-27397
Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technique as
an aid to airborne radar approaches
[AD-A084015] p0531 H80-28331
Advanced subsystem status monitor
[AD-A085135] p0534 U80-28351
A mathematical representation of an advanced
helicopter for piloted simulator investigations
of control system and display variations
[BASA-TB-81203] p0536 H80-28371
A head-up display format for application to
transport aircraft approach and landing
[HASA-TH-81199] p0546 880-29295
Multicolor electrochromic dot-matrix display
investigation
[AD-A085453] p0555 H80-29465
Evaluation of the Aviation leather And BOTAB
System (AVARS)
" [AD-A086167] p0556 H80-29568
Simulation development and evaluation of an
improved longitudinal velocity vector control
wheel steering mode and electronic display format
[BASA-TP-1664] p0590 H80-30305
Reliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up
display set. Volume 1: HodifIcations to
digital display indicator IP-1351/AVQ-30(v)
[AD-A085309] pOS90 880-30306
Helicopter electro-optical system display
reguirenents. 2: Performance of helicopter
pilots when using a low-light-level television
system during simulated nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A086855] p0590 880-30308
A simulator study of control and display
augmentations for helicopters
CBASA-CB-163451] p0605 880-31408
Preliminary evaluation of time and distance
spacing cues using a cockpit displayed target
CBASA-TH-81794] p0630 880-32362
DISPLAY SYSTBBS
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DISSIPATION
BT EBEEGY DISSIPATIOB
A numerical simulation of fog dissipation using
passive burner lines. I - Hodel development and
comparison with observations. II - Sensitivity
experiments
p0059 ABO-16182
DISSIPATOBS
0 DISSIPATIOB
DISSYHBBTHY
0 ASYBBETBY
DISTABCE
BT OPTICAL SLAB! BABGE
BT BADAB BARGE
A computer program for estimating aircraft landing
distance
[AD-A077169] • p0239 880-19088
DISTAHCE HBASOBIBG EQOIPBEBT
HT ALTIBETBBS
BT OPTICAL BABGE FIBDEBS
8T BADIO ALTIBETEBS
RT BABGE FIBDEBS
A pulse compression, precision DBS system
pOOOS A80-11351
flethod for increasing the accuracy of an airborne
geodetic radio rangefinder
p0054 A80-15176
Precision DBE
[SEE PAPEB 79 1203] p0259 A80-29041
Establishment criteria for Distance Beasurement
Equipment (DBE) with instrument landing system
and/or localizer approach
[AD-A069818] p0077 N80-13016
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities of a general
aviation/air transport area navigation system
(BBAV)
[AD-A081646] p0362 880-23288
Bavaids calibration evaluation with a
computer-controlled avionics-data acguisition
system
p0430 880-25287
Precision 1-band DBE tests
[AD-A089053] p0645 880-33388
DISTABCB PBBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PEBCEPTI08
DISTOBTIOB
HT PLOW DISTOBTIOB
DISTRIBUTED PABABBTBB SYSTEBS
Optimal-control synthesis for systems with
distributed parameters in the case of a local
performance index
p0617 A80-52008
DISTHIBDTIOB (PEOPBBTY)
HT ABGDLAB DISTBIBDTIOB
HT ABTEBBA BADIATIOB PATTEBBS
HT DIFFBACTIOB PATTEBBS
HT FLOS DISTBIBOTIOB
HT FOBCE DISTBIBDTIOB
HT IHTEBFEBEHCE LIFT
B T - L O A D DISTBIBOTIOB (FOBCES)
HT BASS DISTBIBOTIOB
HT PBESSOBB DISTBIBOTIOB
HT SPATIAL DISTBIBOTIOB
HT STBESS COBCBBTBATIOB
HT TEBPEBATOBE DISTBIBOTIOB
HT VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOB
DISTBIBOTOBS
Pneumatic distributor for turbojet engine control
system
pOOOD 480-10635
Pneumatic distributor for turbojet engine control
system TO-154 aircraft
p0021 880-10091
DISTDBBABCB TBEOBY
D PBBTOBBATIOH TBEOBY
DITCHIBG (LAHDIH6)
A general statistical approach for using auxiliary
information in the development of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model
[AD-A087810] p0601 880-31374
DIVEB6EHCB
The weight-minimization problem for a
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SUBJECT IHDBZ DUG BBDDCTI01
forward-swept sing with constraints on the rate
of wing divergence
p0525 180-46870
Illustration of airfoil shape effect on
forward-swept sing divergence
p0619 480-52618
DITEBGBHT BOZZIES
Beat transfer of the critical air flo* in a
nozzle. IV - The flov and heat transfer
characteristics of an accelerated transonic air
flov in a divergent nozzle
pOS66 480-47163
DOCOBBHTS
HT ASTBOHOBICAL CATALOGS
NT BIBLIOGB4PHIES
HT EHGIBEEBIHG DBAHIHGS
HT HAHDBOOKS
NT BlHDiLS
HT PBOCEEDIRGS
NT OSEB HAH DA IS (COBPDTEB PROGBAHS)
DOHAIBS
A simple method for converting frequency domain
aerodynamics to the tine domain
[HASA-TB-81844] p0643 H80-33358
DOBES (STBDCTOHAL FOBHS)
5T 5ADOHES
DOPIBS (ADDITIVES)
0 ADDITIVES
DOPPtBB EFFECT
A Doppler technigue for measuring an aircraft's
velocity from the spectrum of its HF transmissions
pOOSO A80-14495
DOPPIBB HAVIGATIOH
Modern Doppler navigation systems
p0621 480-52996
DOPPIBB BADAB
HT SOLTISTATIC BADAB
Hind shear detection with Doppler radar
p0389 A80-37707
Btrage 2000 - A fighter tailored to a budget
p0510 A80-45500
The development of passive Doppler techniques in
LBSL/ISL and their applications to ballistic and
aerodynamic measurements
p0072 1180-12210
Target tracking using Doppler-information in
sensor oriented coordinates with a three
dimensional array radar[BBPT-270] -p0123 H80-14325
The development and test of a tactical
self-contained landing system landing
military helicopters when the safe corridor is
, unknown
p0492 H80-27334
Test and evaluation of the Airport Surveillance
Badar (ASB)-8 wind shear detection system, phase 2
[AD-A086045] p0544 N80-29280
Moving target detector data utilization
investigation
[AD-A086962] p0608 M80-31687
DOBBIEB AIBCBAFT
An experimental aircraft to test new technologies
p0466 480-12918
Cornier planning new STOL flying boat
p0625 A80-5382U
DODGLAS AIBCBAFT
HT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
HT DC 9 AIBCBAPT
HT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
Seduction of aerodynamic drag of external spray
booms and nozzles used on DC-6 aircraft
P0327 A80-34596
DOUGLAS DC-8 AIBCBAPT
0 DC 8 AIBCBAFT
DOUGLAS DC-9 AIBCBAFT
0 DC 9 AIBCBAFT
DOOGIAS HILITABY AIBCBAFT
0 DOOGLAS AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABY AIBCBAFT
DOVAP
0 DOPPLEB EFFECT
DOiHIASH
Prediction of helicopter rotor downwash in hover
and vertical flight
[ABL/ABBO-BEPT-150] .p0035 H80-11032
Development and validation of a combined rotor
fuselage induced flow field computational method
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[HASA-TP-1656] p0431 H80-25296
DBAFTIHG BACBI8ES
CADD on the F-18 program Coapnter Aided Design
and Drafting
p0193 A80-26345
DBAG
HT 4EBODYB4BIC DBAG
HT FBICTIOH DBAG
HT IHTEHFE8EHCE DBAG
HT BIHIBDB DBAG
HT PBESSOBE DBAG
HT SOPEBSOHIC DBAS
HT VISCOUS DBAG
windtnnnel tests of a tubular supersonic inlet for
projectiles
[DFVLR-FB-79-26] p0436 H80-25367
Phase 1 wind tunnel tests of the J-97 powered,
external augmentor V/STOL model
[HASA-CB-152255] p0529 H80-28303
A comparison of flight and simulation data for
three automatic landing system control lass for
the Angmentor wing jet STOL research airplane
[HASA-CB-152365] p0628 H80-32338
DBAG BALASCE
D AEHODY.NABIC BALAHCE
0 LIFT DBAG BATIO
DBAS COBFFICIBHT
D AEBODYNABIC COEFFICIENTS
0 AEBODYBABIC DBAG
DBAG DEVICES
HT AEBODIHAHIC BBAKBS
HT LEADIHG EDGE StATS
HT SPOILEBS
HT TBAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
HT HIHG FLAPS
Feasibility study of applying laminar flow control
to an LTA vehicle
[AD-A088148] p0629 H80-32351
DBA6 EFFECT
0 DBAG
DBAG HEASOBEHBBT
Inlet drag and stability considerations for B/0/ =
2.00 design
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1105] p0397 A80-38916
The annular jet technigue for nozzle/afterbody
throttle dependent drag testing
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1163] p0399 A80-38945
System for use in conducting wake investigation
for a wing in flight differential pressure
measurements for drag investigations
[HASA-CASE-FBC-11024-1] p0529 H80-28300
DBAG BEDOCTIOH
Experimental check of a direct method for
optimizing the aerodynamic shape of bodies in
supersonic flows
P0056 A80-15477
Propulsion/airframe integration considerations for
high altitude hypersonic cruise vehicles[AIAA PAPBB 80-0111] p0093 A80-18272
Investigation of leading-edge devices for drag
reduction of a 60-deg. delta wing at high angles
of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0310] p0094 A80-18309
Possibility of the onset of self-oscillations in
cylindrical bodies situated in longitudinal
liquid or gas flows in the case of crisis of drag
P0150 A80-21298
The potential for development of high performance
light aircraft
p0159 A80-23307
Seduction of aerodynamic drag of external .spray
booms and nozzles used on DC-6 aircraft
P0327 A80-34596
Possibilities for achieving trimmed minimum drag,
without sacrificing inherent stability
p0327 A80-34655
Development of a Kevlar/PHB-15 reduced drag DC-9
nacelle fairing
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1194] p0448 A80-41193
Effect of asymmetric drag polar characteristics on
minimum trimmed drag
p0619 A80-52649
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 6: Stability characteristics
for a full-span model at subsonic speeds
conducted in Langley 8 foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[HASA-TP-1330] p0021 N80-10101
Effect of several airfrane/nozzle modifications on
the drag of a variable-sweep bomber configuration
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condacted in langley 16 foot transonic tunnel
[HASA-TH-80129] p0022 H80-10106
The ninimnm induced drag of aerofoils
[NACA-121] p0126 H80-15038
Direct side force and drag control with the aid of
pylon split flaps
p O I Q I H80-15163
Wing flapping with minimum energy minimize the
drag for a bending moment at the wing root
[HASA-TB-81174] p0167 H80-16035
Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge
notification for cruise drag reduction, volnne 1.
[iD-4076610] p0178 £80-17063
Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge
modification for cruise drag reduction, volume 2
[AD-A077688] p0238 H80-19081
DBiSOLiTOES
0 DBAG DEVICES
DBAIBAGB
Environment-compatible and econonic airport drainage
pOSOS A80-44116
DBilHIHG
D DBAISAGE
DRAWINGS
NT E8GINEBBING DBABIHGS
DBILLIBG
Drilling composites with gun drills
p0329 A80-34809
Fastener hole quality, volume 1 design
analysis of fatigue life and drilling techniques
foe fasteners in aircraft production
•[AP-A077859] . - p0252 H80-19567
DBOGDBS
0 TOSBP BODIES
DBOSB AIBCBiFT
Stud; of the feasibility aspects of flight testing
an aeroelastically tailored forward swept
research wing on a BQB-34F drone vehicle
[NASA-CB-159149] p0027 N80-10195
Propulsion options for the HI SPOT long endurance
drone airship
[AD-A074595] p0121 N80-14132
DBOIE HB1ICOWEBS
0 DBORB AIRCRAFT
0 HELICOPTEBS
OBONE VBHIC1BS
NT DBONE AIBCBAFT
DROOPED AIBFOILS
Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge
modifications on the spinning characteristics of
a low-wing general aviation airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1843] p0470 A80-43301
Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the
effects of wing leading-edge modifications on
the high angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a low-ving general aviation
airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1844] p0470 A80-43302
DBOP SIZE
Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in
GTE oil
p0021 R80-10088
DBOP TBSIS
Store separation trajectory analysis
[AD-&086704] p0587 880-30284
Store separation testing technigues at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center. Volume 4:
Description of dynamic drop store separation
testing
[AD-A087490] p0599 H80-31358
DBOP TBSBSFBB
study of size distribution of oil drops formed in
GTE oil system lines
pOOOO A80-10632
DBOP SEI6BT TESTS
D DBOP TESTS
DBOPS (LIQUIDS)
Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in
GTE oil system lines
pOOOO A80-10632
Dispersion of sound in a combustion dnct by fuel
droplets and soot particles
p0108 A80-20953
Some effects of using water as a test fluid in
fuel nozzle spray analysis
[ASflE PAPEB 80-GT-90] pO«61 A80-42216
Investigation of critical burning of fuel droplets
[HASA-CB-159697] p0072 H80-12142 '
Beat, mass and momentum transfer through sprays
cross flow
p0229 H80-18327
DBOBSIHESS
0 SLEEP,
DBT CELLS
HT NICKEL ZIHC BATTEBIES
DBTIBG
HT DEHTDBATIOB
DTHB-111 GBOOHD EFFECT HACBIHE
D GBOOUD EFFECT HACBIHES
DTBB-430 GBOOID EFFECT UCHIIB
0 GBODSD EFFECT BACHIHES
DUCT GBOBETBI
numerical prediction of compressible potential
flow for arbitrary geometries in airliner
air-intake systems
p0211 A80-2774."
DDCTBD BODIES
Study for conceptual design of VEO, VTOL exhaust
nozzle
[HiSA-CB-152388] p0646 H80-33397
DUCTED FAB BHSIBES
Theory of by-pass ducted-fan engines Bnssian
book
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f Si IE PiPEB 1313] . • • pOIOS J80-20607
An extended Kalman filter for the estimation of ,...
transfer alignment errors to an airborne vehicle
[AIAi 80-1720] p0510 A80-45522
Cooparison of stability and control parameters for
a light, single-engine, high-winged aircraft
using different flight test and parameter
estimation techniques
[HASA-TH-80163] p0030 H80-10225
Hazimnm likelihood identification of linear
discrete stochastic systems estimating and
parameter identification in stochastic processes
[AD-A072147] p0031 B80-10229
A computer program for estimating aircraft landing
distance ~
[AD-A077169] p0239 H80-19088
Botor model parameters estimation and rotor
balancing studies with.quadratic programming
p0297 H80-20587
ETBEBS
Diether-base lubricating oils for gas-rtnrbine
aircraft engines
p0581 A80-50349
Plight test results of the use of Ethylene Glycol
Bonomethyl Ether .(EGHE) as an anti-carburetor
icing fuel additive
[1D-A084960] . p0539 H80-28539
ETBT1BHB COHPOOMDS
Flight test results of the use of Ethylene Glycol
Hononethyl Ether (EGBE) as.an anti-carburetor
icing fuel additive , .
[AD-A084960] p0539 H80-28539
EtJCLIDBAB GEOBETBT . •
HT ABSLE OF ATTACK
HT COBICS
HT GBEAT CIBCLES
HT LEADIHG EDGE S8EEP
HT SBEBP ABGLE
EOLEB BQOATIOHS OF BOTIOB
A cojgpendinm of coBpntational fluid dynamics at
the Langley Besearch Center .
[HASi-TB-81877] • . - p0652 B80-33716
EDLEB-1AGBAHGE EQOATIOB .
Formulation of the equations of motion of a
deformable aircraft using Lagrange's equations
in an arbitrary non-inertial frame of reference[8AB-TB-STBOCT-941] p0079 B80-13036
EUBOPE
European turbines
p0411 &80-40449
ICAA Zagreb meeting airport problems and
prospects
pOSOS i80-44110
Europe's combat aircraft - lill it happen
p0509 i80-45498
A new fighter for Europe aircraft research and
development
p0572 i80-48698
Air traffic in HATO Europe: Its characteristics
and its needs .
' . p0491 B80-27325
Data link: The key to improvements in
civil/military air traffic management?
p0491 H80-27330
EOBOPE1B AIBB0S
HT A-300 AIBCBAFT
Airbus family concept for the 1990s
p0216 A80-28489
Status and prospects of the Airbus family program
[DGLB PAPEB 80-020] Pp522 A80-46277
Influence of the design on the cost, using the
Airbus and the Ariane booster as examples
[DGLB PAPEB 80-037] p0522 A80-46288
Protection against wing icing for airbus A300 and
i310 . . • •
[DGLB PAPEB 80-046] p0523 A80-46296
Control of the engines for the new Airbus family
p0482 H80-26321
Transonic airfoils: The design of a supercritical
wing for transport aircraft A310 wing model
Hind tunnel tests
[BBFT-FB-H-79-11] , p0542 H80-29262
EOTECTIC ALLOTS
Component evaluation and engine demonstration of
gamma/gamma-prime-delta D.S. entectic solid
tttrbine blades .
p0003 A80-10289
EHTECTICS -
HT EDTECTIC ALLOTS
SUBJECT IHDBX EIHAOS5P BASES
ETAL04TIOB
HT TBAIHIHG BVALOATIOH
A nev technique to evaluate performance of jet
fuel filtration eguipment
[SAE PAPEB 800771] p0577 A80-49714
Banned engineering flight simulation validation.
Fart 1. simulation requirements and sinnlator
notion system perfornance
[AD-A071394] p0031 H80-10235
Evaluation of the potential for reduced
longitudinal spacing on final approach
[AD-A076434] p0169 880-16019
Experiences vith a Flying Data according System
(FOBS) in German airforce fighter bomber ving
after a troop tail
p0129 H80-25276
Localization of faults in jet engines by
calculation of component characteristics
p0429 H80-25279
Description of the British Civil Aviation
airworthiness data recording program
p0430 N80-25284
Evaluation of laminar flov control system concepts
for subsonic commercial transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-159254] p0602 H80-31384
System description for the Airborne-Omega Data Bank
[AD-A087606] p0632 H80-32373
EYAPOBATIOI
Development and characterization of an evaporative
cold plate for thermal control of avionic
equipment
[ASHE PiPZS 79-ESAS-4] p0055 A80-15229
Shielding effects of a meteoroid surface by
reflecting and evaporating molecules. Ill - The
case of strong shielding - The overall picture
of the phenomenon
p0373 680-36457
BVAPOBATIVE COOLIHG
HT FILM C001IHG
EVASIVE ACTIOSS
An approximate feedback solution of a variable
speed non-linear pursuit-evasion gaiie between
two airplanes in a horizontal plane
[AIAA 80-1597] p0517 A80-45890
BICITATIOI
HT ACODSTIC EICITATIOH
HT BABHOHIC EICITATIOH
HT RAVE EXCITATIOH
BIECDTIVE AIBCBAFT
D GEHBBAL iVIillOH AIBCBAFT
0 PASSEHGEB AIBCBAFT
EXHAUST DIFFOSEBS
Becent development of a jet-diffnser ejector
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0231] p0093 A80-18277
Study of the nature of the working process of a
gas turbine engine exhauster vith staged heat
rejection
• p0565 A80-47431
An experimental investigation of two large annular
diffnsers with swirling and distorted inflow
[HASA-TP-1628] p0219 H80-17984
EXHAUST BBISSIOH
Pollutant emissions from 'partially* mixed
turbulent flames
p0010 ABO-11793
The effect of local parameters on gas turbine
emissions
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1290] p0401 480-39006
Experimental and analytical evaluation of
3-dimensional exbaust plumes
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1399] p0507 A80-44152
Emission reduction
P0028 H80-10207
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
.aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental
Rotors 6-285-B piston engine
[AD-A074338] pOOSO H80-13042
Exhaust emission reduction for intermittent
combustion aircraft engines
[HASA-CB-159757] p0121 H80-14130
Air pollution from aircraft
[HASA-CB-159712] P0170 1180-16060
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming
TIO-540-J2BD piston engine
[AD-A075355] p0179 H80-17070
Experimental evaluation of a low emissions high
performance duct burner for Variable Cycle
Engines (VCE)
[HASA-CB-159694] p0180 H80-17074
Reasnrements of jet dispersions simulated in an
aeronautical wind tunnel
[AD-A076578] ' p0185 B80-17401
Control of particulate emissions from turbine
engine test cells by cooling vater injection
[AD-A075947] p0231 H80-18587
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Teledyne Continental
Botors (TCB) GTSIO-520-K piston engine
[AD-A080433] p0292 B80-20270
Potential environmental effects of aircraft
emissions
[UCBL-52861J p0427 H80-24887
Evaluation of BC (hydrocarbon) control strategies
for general aviation piston engines
[PB80-155393] p0486 H80-26971
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming
0-320/IO-320-DIAD piston engine
[AD-A084933] p0535 H80-28364
Pollution by aircraft traffic. Pollution forecast
model in the vicinity of airports. Application
to'varions airports: Orly and Boissy-en-France
p0540 H80-28952
EXHAUST FLO* SIBOLATIOB
HT FLIGHT SIHOLATIOH
Numerical investigation of the external flov over
the after-body and the flov within the nozzle
for different jet regimes •
pOOSO A80-14520
Scale model performance' test investigation of
exhaust system mixers for an Energy Efficient
Engine /E3/ propulsion system
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0229] p0108 A80-20968
static tests at model scale indicating
rear-fuselage installation effects on engine
exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1046] p0340 A80-35991
A nev type of flap valve for generating sonic
booms in a pyramidal horn
p0390 A80-38100
Investigation of infrared characteristics of three
generic nozzle concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1160] p0450 A80-41508
EXHAUST GASES
Limitation of the content of harmful substances in
aircraft engine exhaust gases - Hev requirements
on combustion chambers
p0053 A80-15085
An experimental model investigation of tnrbofan
engine internal exhaust gas mixer configurations
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0228] ' p0100 A80-19302
Dispersion of sound in a combustion duct by fuel
droplets and soot particles
P0108 A80-20953
Circnmpolar measurements of ozone, particles, and.
carbon monoxide from a commercial airliner
p0152 A80-21460
Combustion-gas temperature sensors for turbine and
turbojet engines
P0325 A80-34237
Rodel tests demonstrating nnder-ving installation
effects on engine exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1048] p0340 A80-35992
Advanced catalytic combustors for low pollutant
emissions; phase 1
[HASA-CB-159535] pOOSO H80-13048
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon
emissions for a premixed partially vaporized
combustion system for gas turbine engines
[HASA-TP-1582] p0120 H80-14125
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
clean combnstor test report
[HASA-CB-134916] p0133 N80-15104
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[HASA-CH-159473] p0135 H80-15120
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Teledyne Continental
Botors (TCB) GTSIO-520-K piston engine
[AD-A080433] p0292 H80-20270
AiBesearch QCGAT engine performance and emissions
tests
p0351 N80-22329
Avco Lycoming QCGAT program design cycle,
demonstrated performance and emissions
p0351 H80-22332
Semi-empirical correlations for gas turbine
emissions-, ignition, and flame stabilization
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EXHAUST JETS SUBJECT IIDBI
p0498 B80-27393
Bemote sensing of turbine engine gases
[AD-A084544] p0534 H80-28355
Effects of foel additives on plume opacity of a
subscale turbojet test cell with a ranjet type
dump combnstor[AD-A084516] p053<! H80-28356
Flow quality for Turbine Engine Loads Simulator(IBIS) facility[AD-A086084] p0551 B80-29338
Advanced combustion systens for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volaie 1: Beviev and
preliminary evalnation[PB80-175599] p0559 H80-29921
Advanced combustion systeas for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 2: Bench scale
evaluation[PB80-175607] p05S9 B80-29922
Ion-pressure performance of annular, high-pressure(40 ata) higb-teaperatnre (2480 E) combustion
system
[BASA-TP-1713] p0636 H80-32396
Energy efficient engine
[H&SA-CB-159685] p0648 180-33408
Determination of pollutant emissions
characteristics of General Electric CF6-6 and
CF6-50 model engines
[AD-A08B927J p06«8 H80-33412
BZHAOST JETS
D EXHAUST GASES
BIHAOST I08ZLBS
HI COBVEBGEBT-DIVEBGEBT HOZZ1ES
BT PLUG HOZZLES
HI TUBBIHE EXHAUST HOZZLES
Applied technology in turbofan engines
p O O I I 480-12003
An experimental model investigation of turbofan
engine internal exhaust gas mixer configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0228] p0100 A80-19302
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle-to-wing
size on STOL-OTf acoustic characteristics
pOIOT A80-20952
Scale nodel performance test investigation of
exhaust system mixers for an Energy Efficient
Engine /E3/ propulsion system[AIAA PAPEB 80-0229] p0108 A80-20968
Designing aircraft-engine air ducts Bnssian book
p0158 A80-23067
Influence of the empennage on the effective thrust
of jet engine exhaust nozzles
p0203 A80-27139
Pressure rise of axial flov fans with whirling
outflow
p0260 A80-29096
Besnlts from flight noise tests on a Viper
turbojet fitted with ejector/suppressor nozzle
systems[Alii PAPEB 80-1028] p0393 A80-38643
Propulsive aerodynamics of an advanced
nozzle/forward swept wing aircraft configuration[AIAA PAPEB 80-1158] p0399 A80-38944
Installation trades for axisymmetric and
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1084] p0447 180-41178
Investigation of advanced thrust vectoring exhaust
systems for high speed propulsive lift
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1159] p0448 A80-41190
Investigation of infrared characteristics of three
generic nozzle concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1160] p0450 A80-41508
CF6-50 Short Core Exhaust Bozzle
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1196] p0450 A80-41514
Study of clamshell reverser operation downstream
of nozzle
p0566 A80-47443
Aero-acoustic tests of duct-burning tnrbofan
exhaust nozzles
1 [HASA-CB-162254] p0028 H80-10204
Flight effects on the aero/acoustic
characteristics of inverted profile coannular
nozzles
[HASA-CH-162419] p0030 H80-10220
Fuselage and nozzle pressure distributions on a
1/12-scale F-15 propulsion model at transonic
speeds conducted in langley 16 foot
transonic tunnel
[BASA-TP-1521] p0035 H80-11036
Studies of the acoustic transmission
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted
velocity profiles, volume 1 jet engine noise
radiation through coannular exhaust nozzles
[HASA-CB-159698] p0045 880-11870
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle to wing
size on STOL-OTB acoustic characteristics
[HASA-TH r79279] pOOBS 880-13881Turbojet-exhaust-nozzle secondary-airflow pumping '
as an exit control of an inlet-stability bypass
systen for a Bach 2.5 axisymmetric
mixed-compression inlet Lewis 10- by 10-ft.
supersonic wind tunnel test
[HASA-TP-1532] p0120 H80-14124
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Dnder-The-Wing (DTK) boiler plate nacelle and
core exhaust nozzle design report[HASA-CB-135008] p0135 N80-15116
Separated and nonseparated turbulent flows about
axisynnetric nozzle afterbodies. Part 1:
Detailed surface measurements
[AD-A077W] p0175 H80-17032
Damping of an engine exhaust stack
p0184 H80-17265
Atmospheric dispersion of high velocity jets[&D-A081612] p0365 H80-23321
F100 exhaust nozzle area control
p0369 B80-23513
A preliminary assessment of the impact of 2-D
exhaust-nozzle geometry on the cruise range of a
hypersonic aircraft vith top-mounted ramjet
propulsion
[HASA-TH-81841] ' p0636 B80-32397
Bnmerical method for predicting flow
characteristics and performance of
nonaxisynmetric nozzles. Part 2: Applications
[HASi-CB-3264] p0642 B80-33354
Study for conceptual design of VEO, VTOL exhaust
nozzle
[HASA-CB-152388] p0646 B80-33397
BIHAOST STSIEHS
Experimental evalnation of exhaust mixers for an
Energy Efficient Engine
[AIAA PiPEB 80-1088] p0397 A80-38903
Far-field radiation of AFT turbofan noise
p0408 A80-39638
Investigation of advanced thrust vectoring exhaust
systems for high speed propulsive lift
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1159] p0448 A80-41190
Exhaust system performance improvement for a
long-duct nacelle installation for the DC-10
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1195] . p0450 A80-41513
Prediction of nnsnppressed jet engine exhaust
noise in flight from static data
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1008] p0508 A80-44491
Static test-stand performance of the YF-102
turbofan engine with several exhaust
configurations for the Quiet Short-Hani Research
Aircraft (QSBA)
[HASA-TP-1556] p0119 H80-14121
Jet engine class C test cell exhaust system phase.
Coanda/refraction noise suppression
concept-advanced development
[AD-A075277] p0182 B80-17091
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (VCE)
testbed coannnlar exhaust nozzle system
[BASA-CB-159710] p0480 B80-26300
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (VCE)
testbed coannnlar exhaust nozzle system:
Comprehensive data report
[BASA-CB-159711] p0480 B80-26301
Plenum response to simulated disturbances of the
model and fan inlet guide vanes in a transonic
tunnel
[BASA-TH-81869] p0649 H80-33418
BIOTHEBUC BBACtTOBS
B2D2: A FOBTBAR program for two-dimensional
chemically reacting, hyperthermal, internal
flows. Volume 1: Hethod of analysis
[AD-A085225] p0537 B80-28380
EXPABDABLE STBOCTOBBS
HI BALLOOBS
BT GAS BAGS
HT IBFLATABLE STBOCTOBES
HT TETHEHED BALLOOBS
BIPiBSIOH
BT GAS EXPABSIOB
HT SEBIES EXPAHSIOB
BT THEBHAL EXPABSIOH
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SUBJECT IHDEI BXTIHGOISHBBS
An analysis of residual stresses and displacenents
due to radial expansion of fastener holes
[AD-A076370] p0252 H80-19569
EIPAHSIOB HIVES
0 ELASTIC RAVES
BIPBBHEBTAL DES1GH
BT FACIOBIAL DESIGB
Concerning the information efficiency of
aerodynamic experiments
p0088 A80-17671
An experimental model investigation of tnrbofan
engine internal exhaust gas mixer configurations
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0228] pOlOO A80-19302
Propeller proplet optimization based upon
analytical and experiaental methods
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1241] pOSOS 480-44109
Hypersonic interference flow flight experiment
design investigating aerodynamic heating and
loads
[AD-A078861] p0233 H80-19044
E-3A EBP evaluation program
[AD-A081725] p0370 B80-23536
Gladstone-Dale constant for CF4 experimental
design
[BASA-TH-80228] p0372 H80-24151
BXPEBIHEBTAL SIOL TBABSPOBI BSCH AIBPIAHB
0 QOESTOL
EIPLODIH6 COBDDCTOB CIBCOITS
D CIBCUITS
BIPLOB1TIOB
HI SPACE EXPLOBATION
EIPLOSIOBS
BT AEBIAL ElPLOSIONS
BT NDCLEAE EXPLOSIONS
Hnzzle blast overpressure levels on the AH-1s
helicopter tow sight unit
[AD-A084027] pO«95 B80-27352
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT BOMBS (OBDBAHCE)
EXPLOSIVE FOBHIBG
Pressure in a liquid from a gas bubble generated
by blasting a high-explosive in an inertially
sealed^^arabolic chamber for explosive forming
p0564 A80-47407
EXPLOSIVES
Behavior of lightly confined high explosives in a
jet-fuel fire
[DCBL-52659] • p0043 880-11247
EITEBBAL STOBE SEPABATIOB
Aircraft store separation motion prediction via
grid data trajectories
[AIAA 80-0462] p0201 A80-26959
Rind tunnel study, of flight trajectories after
separation of airborne stores in flight
[OBEBA, IP HO. 1980-80] p0411 480-40450
The influence of compressibility on the simulation
of the separation behavior of external stores
from a c'arrier
[DGLB PAPEB 79-094] p0454 180-41899
A theoretical method for the simulation of the
separation behavior of external stores from a
carrier fighter aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 79-091] p0454 480-41900
Theoretical investigations of the release and
trajectories of aircraft stores
[DGLB PAPEB 79-093] p0455 A80-41902
Rind tunnel investigations of the release behavior
of aircraft stores at low and high velocities
[DGLB PAPER 79-096] p0455 A80-41903
Belease experiments in DFVLB Hind tunnels
external store separation
[DGLB PAPEB 79-097] p0455 A80-41904
External stores technology in subsonic wind tunnels
for separation characteristics testing
,-., [DGLB PAPEB 79-098] p0455 480-41905
Importance of simulations of veapon and load drops
in the testing of attack aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 79-100] p0455 A80-41906
Aircraft model store trajectory testing at A.B.A.
• -;'[DGLB PAPEB 79-099] p0455 A80-41907
Data report for an extensive store separation test
program conducted at supersonic speeds
[AD-A083848] p0487 B80-27290
EITEBBAL SIOBES
BT PODS (EITEBBA1 STOBES)
Thermal control systems for pod-mounted avionics
[ASHE PAPEB 79-EHAS-2] p0055 A80-15227
Deasnrement and correlation of structural response
to inlet hamershock phenomena on an F-14 airplane
p0330 A80-34975
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching sing
with external store
[AIAA 80-0733] ' p0331 A80-35037
Ring/store flutter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
[AIAA 80-0792] p0334 A80-35075
Prediction of drag coefficients of a supersonic
V/STOL configuration with various store
arrangements
[AD-A072999] p0070 B80-12085
Data report for a test program to study transonic
flow fields about wing-body/pylon/store
combinations. Volume 1: Tunnel empty flow
survey data, wing body force/ooment/surface
pressure data, and pressure store
force/moment/snrface pressure data
[AD-A077182] p0221 H80-18001
Data report for a test program to study transonic
flow fields about wing-body/pylon/store
combinations. Volume 2: Flow field survey data
for configurations 21 and 22
[AD-A077183] p0221 B80-18002
Dynamic environments and test simulation for
qualification of aircraft equipment and external
stores
* p0240 880-19092
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of the
1/24-scale F-111 aircraft model with several
external store loadings
[AD-A078677] p0288 B80-20235
Ring/store flutter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
[BASA-TB-81789] p0294 B80-20280
External store flutter suppression with active
 ;
controls
p0309 H80-21351
Effect of a flexibly mounted store on the flutter
speed of a wing
[NASA-CB-159245] p0353 N80-22356
Decoupler pylon: Ring/store flutter suppressor
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12468-1] p0354 B80-22359
Effect of conventional and square stores on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter aircraft model at supersonic speeds
in the langley unitary plan wind tunnel
[BASA-TB-81791] p0413 B80-24266
The rapid prediction of aircraft store loading
distribution at transonic speeds, part 2
[AD-A082005] p0419 B80-24308
The analytical prediction of the separation
behaviour of external stores after release from
the carrier aircraft. Part 2: Applications
[CSIB-BIAST-79/103-PT-2] p0479 B80-26292
Mutual interference of multiple bodies in the flow
field of the F-4C aircraft in the transonic
speed range wind tunnel tests
[AD-A084704] p0488 H80-27296
Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test •
measurements of static aerodynamic loading of a
captive store
[AD-A087237] p0587 B80-30281
Store separation trajectory analysis
[AD-A086704] . p0587 N80-30284
Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center. Volume 4:
Description of dynamic drop store separation
testing
[AD-A087490] pOS99 B80-31358
Design and analysis of CH-47 external cargo
handling system (snubbed load)
[AD-A088057] p0634 B80-32384
EITEBBAL SOBFACB CDBBEITS
Currents induced on crossed cylinders excited by a
plane electromagnetic pulse effects on
aircraft internal circuits
p0058 A80-15885
BXTEBHALL! BIORH FLAPS
BT OPPEB SDBFACE BLORB FLAPS
Radiation in a wall jet flow environment
mathematical models for noise reduction of STOL
airplanes
p0278 A80-31816
Development of the external upper surface blowing
propulsive-lift device
[1IAA PAPEB 80-1244] p0401 A80-38986
The YC-14 upper surface blown flap: A nnigne
control surface
p0140 880-15157
BITIBGOISHEBS
D FIBE EXTINGUISHERS
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BITBAPOlATIOl SDBJECT ISDET
RITBAPOLATIOH
Development of a standard Methodology foe the
correlation and extrapolation of elevated
temperature creep and raptors data. Volume 2:.
4 state-of-the-art review
[EPHI-PP-1062-VOL-2] p0172 B80-16152
BITBATBBBESTBIAL BBTXBOHHERS
BT BIBS ATBOSPBEBB
ETTBEBl
D BAHGE (EXTBEBBS)
BRBEBOB TILDES
Theory of correlation-extreanm navigation systems
Bassian book.
pOOSO 180-16597
F-4 AIBCBAFl
Tactical navigation system testing
p0206 S80-27237
Have Bounce validation of conpnter simulations
of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs
p0208 A80-27382
Seven lings the F-4 has flovn
[Alia 80-3042] p0276 A80-31010
F-4 radar altimeter aural warning
[AD-A072870] p0040 H80-11085
Combined vibration/temperature/sideload
environnental testing of DBF blade antennas
p0184 H80-17301
Rind tnnnel test to investigate aerodynamic
hysteresis phenomena of the F-4 and F-11
aircraft models
[AD-A077196] • p0233 H80-19040
Avionics interface data summaries: A-104,
BF-111A, F-43, F-4G, F-15A, F-164. F-111A,
' F-111E, F-111F, BF-4C
[AD-A077388] ' p02»1 H80-19105
F-4 Phantom aircrew survival egnipnent 'evalaation
[AD-A076330] p0289 B80-20245
& singular perturbation analysis of minimum time
long range intercept ?
fHASA-CB-162895] ' p0291 880-20261
The redundancy of scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance
[AD-A076962] p0298 B80-21242
The impact of global positioning system on
guidance and controls systems design of military
aircraft. Volume 24: Specific application
study no. 1, close air support
[AGABD-AB-147-VOL-2A] p0363 H80-23303
Bunway surface roughness
p0433 B80-25326
Bntoal interference of multiple bodies in the flow
field of the F-4C aircraft in the transonic
speed range wind tnnnel tests
[AD-A084704] p0488 H80-27296
The F-4 service life tracking program crack growth
gages
[4D-A083978] p0495 H80-27353
Store separation trajectory analysis
[AD-A086704] p0587 B80-30284
F-5 A1BCBAPT
Reliability pays off reliability program case
history for Lead Computing Optical Sight System •
for Borthrop F-SE Aircraft
p0409 A80-39922
F-5F Shark Hose radome lightning test
p0313 H80-21950
F-8 AIBCBiPT
A summer of an in-flight evalaation of control
system pare time delays daring landing nsing the
F-8 DFBH airplane
[AIAA 80-1626] p0520 A80-45914
Low order equivalent models of highly augmented
aircraft determined from flight data using
maximum likelihood estimation
[AIAA 80-1627] p0520 A80-45915
Improved test methods for determining
lightning-induced voltages in aircraft
[HASA-CB-3329] p0633 B80-32379
F-110 AIBCBAFT
0 F-4 AIBCBAFT
F-14 AIBCBAFT
Advanced composite material applications to F-14A
structure
p0148 480-21129
fleasarement and correlation of structural response
to inlet hamersnock phenomena on an F-14 airplane
p0330 A80-34975
Simulator results of an F-14A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect during carrier
approaches and landings
[HASA-T8-81833] p0554 B80-29368
Flow visualization study of the F-14 fighter
aircraft configuration
[BASA-CB-163098] p0641 880-33350
F-15 AIBCBAPT
Application of finite element analysis to
derivation of structural weight
[SABE PIPES 1271] . p0104 480-20627
All-Equipment Production Beliability Tests /AEPBI/
for the P-15
p0163 A80-23962
Production Eagle and its potential
[SAB PAPEB 791071] p0194 A80-26634
The F-15 wing development program
[AIAA 80-3044] p0276 A80-31012
DBAS - A flexible data handling system for F-15
software performance evaluation
p0284 A80-32454
Bepair of advanced composite structures in
damaged aircraft
[AIAA 80-0776] p0333 A80-35066
F15/F100 engine diagnostic system
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1201] p0392 480-38309
Evaluation of a statistical method for determining
peak inlet flow distortion using F-15 and F-18
data
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1109] p0448 480-41182
Correlation of F-15 flight and wind tnnnel test
control effectiveness
p0140 B80-15152
Effect of service environment on F-15 boron/epoxy
stabilator
[AD-A076493] p0178 R80-17064
Avionics interface data summaries: 4-1OA,
EF-111A, F-«3, F-4G, F-15A. F-16A, F-111A,
F-111E, ?-111F, BF-4C
[AD-A077388] p0241 H80-19105
Evaluation of packaging for the CB-1325/ASH-108
AHBS displacement gyro, F-15 aircraft
[AD-A078707] p0291 B80-20264
Improved packaging for the LB-31 inertial
measurement unit (F-15 aircraft)
[AD-A081745] p0362 B80-23293
F-16 AIBCBAFT
F-16 co-production - An American point of view
p0012 480-12315
F-16 European test and evaluation
p0207 480-27380
Cost-drivers affecting the development of F-16
depot ITA /hardware/ and test software
Interface Test Adapter
p0269 A80-30004
F-16 avionics intermediate shop /AIS/ user
involvement during development
technician/user evaluation of automated test
equipment
p0270 480-30029
F-16 independent assessment - An Mr force viewpoint
p0270 480-30030
Advanced fighter technology F-16
p0277 480-31246
F-16 flutter suppression system investigation
[AIAA 80-0768] . . p0333 480-35060
Finite element analysis of F-16 aircraft canopy
dynamic response to bird impact loading
[AIAA 80-0804] p0334 480-35086
Bach 2.2 F-16 development ander way
p0474 480-43739
simulator study of stall/post-stall
. characteristics of a fighter airplane with
relaxed longitudinal static stability F-16
[HASA-TP-1538] . p0121 B80-14136
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Bach numbers with emphasis on
support system interference
[SD-4078693] p0225 B80-18046
The F-16 Bild Beasel: A feasibility study
[AD-A077050] p0237 B80-19071
* Avionics interface data summaries: 4-104,
EF-111A, F-43, F-46, F-15A, F-16A, F-111A,
F-111B, F-111F, BF-4C
[AD-A077388] p0241 B80-19105
An operating and support cost model for avionics
automatic test equipment f-16 aircraft
[AD-A075586] p0292 H80-20269
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Poll scale lightning test technique.
p0314 B80-21952
OSAF nioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
117: F-16A in-£light crew noise
[AD-A080642] p0314 B80-22051
Experimental investigation of a 0.15 scale nodel
of a conforaal variable-ramp inlet for the F-16
airplane
[BASA-CB-159640] p0413.B80-24263
Effect of conventional and square stores on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter aircraft model at supersonic speeds
in the langley unitary plan wind tunnel
[BASA-TS-81791] p0413 H80-24266
The operational coles of the F-16
p0559 H80-30020
P-16 European test and evaluation
p0594 B80-31309
Advanced design concepts and practices in the P-16
mission coaputer software
p0612 H80-32135
F-;17 AIHCHAPT
Becent development of the TP-17 active flutter
suppression system
[AIAA 80-0769] P0333 A80-35061
Precision controllability of the IP-17 airplane
[BASA-TP-1677] p0366 B80-23327
F-18 AIBCBAPI
Generating innovation for Bavy's P-18
p0012 180-12312
Designing to life cycle cost in the Hornet program
[SAWE PAPEB 1293] pOIOS A80-20638
CiDD on the P-18 program Computer Aided Design
and Drafting
p0193 A80-26345
Testing the F-18 at the B.S. Naval Air Test Center
p0206 A80-27239
P/A-18 status report
p0207 A80-27377
Cost saving approach to Automated Test Equipment
for F-181 program
p0269 480-29998
F/A-18 Automatic Test Equipment
p0270 A80-30028
Evaluation of a statistical method for determining
peak inlet flow distortion using F-15 and P-18
data
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1109] , p0448 180-41182
Investigation of azisymmetric and nonazisymmetric
nozzles installed on a 0.10 scale P-18 prototype
airplane model "ind tunnel tests
[BASA^TP-1638] p0414 B80-24267
P/A-18 status report
p0593 B80-31306
P-27 AIBCBAFT
The relevance of service ezperience data in the
fatigue evaluation process of the F27
p0583 A80-50587
F-86 AIBCBAFT
Evolution of the F-86
C A I A A 80-3039] p0276 A80-31008
F-100 AIBCBAFT
Development of improved abradable compressor gas
path seal'
[AD-A072171] p0044 B80-11474
F100 exhaust nozzle area control
p0369 B80-23513
F-101 AIBCBAPT
F101 central integrated test subsystem evaluation
[&DrA086130] p0551 B80-29336
F-102 AIBCBAFT
Experimental evaluation of a spinning-mode
acoustic-treatment design concept for aircraft
inlets suppression of IP-102 engine fan noise
[BASA-TP-1613] p0306 B80-21323
F-104 AIBCBAPT
Stability and control aspects of the CCV-F104G
[HBB-OFE-1447(OJ ] p0122 B80-14141
Human factors in high speed low level accidents:
A 15 year review
.'. [AD-A076221] p0221 H80-18012
OSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
124: P104D aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-A081845] p0427 B80-24883
F-104 low-gravity calibration tests for materials
processing in space precursory experiments
[BASA-TH-78278] p0436 B80-25355
P-106 AIBCBAPT
Broadband electromagnetic sensors for aircraft
lightning research electromagnetic effects
of lightning on aircraft digital equipment
p0312 B80-21934
Storm hazards '79: F-106B operations summary
[BASA-TH-81779] p0361 B80-23282
F-111 AIBCBAFT
Bodelling of aircraft responses to EBP
p0212 A80-27778
Development of a mission adaptive wing system for
a tactical aircraft
C A I A A PAPBB 80-1886] p0473 A80-43321
F-111 A/B digital bomb-nav system software analysis
[&D-A072826] p0071 B80-12089
wind tunnel test to investigate aerodynamic
hysteresis phenomena of the F-4 and P-11
aircraft models
[AD-A077196] p0233 B80-19040
Thrust vectoring to eliminate the vertical
stabilizer to provide directional stability
for f-111 aircraft while decreasing radar
detectability
[AD-A079852] p0237 B80-19077
Avionics interface data summaries: A-10A,
EP-111A, F-43, F-4G, F-15A, F-16A, F-111A,
F-111B, P-111F, BF-4C
[AD-A077388] p0241 H80-19105
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of the
1/24-scale F-111 aircraft model with several
external store loadings
[AD-A078677] p0288 B80-20235
FAB (PBOGBABBIBG LABGOAGB)
0 FOBTBAH
FABBICATIOB
Technology of adhesive bonding of aircraft parts
/2nd revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian
book
p0157 A80-23066
Fabrication techniques for advanced reinforced
plastics; Proceedings of the Symposium,
University of Salford, Salford, lanes., England,
April 22, 23, 1980
p0527 A80-47200
An investigation into the feasibility of producing
aircraft structural components using wet lay-up
of carbon fibre fabric
p0527 A80-47211
HHST fiber reinforced plastic helicopter tail
rotor assembly (pnltrnded spar)
[AD-A082352] p0418 B80-24298
State-of-the-art SiAlOB.materials
p0554 B80-29358
FABBICS
BT PABACHUTB PABBICS
Electrical charging of fabric and film materials•
p0019 B80-10048
FiBBT-PBBOT 1ASEBS
D 1ASEBS
FACE CBBTBBBD COBIC LATTICES
Component evaluation and engine demonstration of
gamma/gamma-prime-delta D.S. entectic solid
turbine blades
p0003 A80-10289
FACETS
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PACTOB ABA1TSIS
A method of determining the degree of variation of
a function, caused by a change in one of its
arguments - Contribution to the problem of
factor analysis of the increment in the
special-purpose efficiency of an aircraft
p0262 A80-29226
PACTOBIAl DBSIGB
Factorial design of experiments in the test and
evaluation of a complex control system for
carrier-based aircraft landing
p0206 A80-27242
Application of the factor interpolation method in
flight vehicle landing gear analytic design
p0019 H80-10058
FAI1-SAFE SISTEBS
Fault-surviving flight control avionics
p0153 A80-21750
Havy program for development of an Analog Test
Program Generation system ,
p0270 A80-30018
A comparison of computer architectures for the
BASA demonstration advanced avionics system
p0281 A80-32427
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FAILOBB SUBJECT IBDEI
Damage tolerant design and test considerations in
the engine structural integrity progran for
aircraft turbines
[AIAA 80-0781] P0333 i80-35072
Analysis of fault isolation criteria/techniques
p0409 A80-40305
Fault-tolerant system optimization
p0410 A80-40312
The objective necessity of the fail-safe design
philosophy
p0511 A80-45697
Digital active controls for L-1011
p0524 A80-46680
Airline vies of long life structures
p0582 A80-50582
Failure detection, isolation and indication in
highly integrated digital guidance and control
system
p0112 B80-14027
Beport on the FAA task force on aircraft
separation assurance. Volnae 2: Concept
description
[AD-A077807] p0177 H80-17050
FAILDBE
HT EH6IHE FAILUBE
HT STBOCTOBAL FAILDBE
BT SYSTEH FAILOBES
Aatonatic recovery after sensor failure onboard
p0111 H80-14024
FAILOBE AHALISIS
Beliability of aircraft disconnect joints
Bnssian book
p0060 A80-16594
Composite materials: Testing and design;
Proceedings of the Fifth Conference, Hew
. Orleans, La., march 20-22, 1978
p0147 480-21126
Evaluation of the effectiveness of case-hardening
gas-turbine-engine components on the basis of
fatigue-failure similarity equations
p0192 ABO-26193
Acceleration of multicycle fatigue testing on
aluminum structural alloys
p0209 A80-27479
On determining the probabilities of the
consequences of airplane system failures in
evaluating the level of flight safety
p0376 A80-36794
Beliability pays off reliability program case
history for Lead Computing Optical Sight System
for Rorthrop F-5E Aircraft.
p0409 480-39922
Analysis of fault isolation criteria/techniques
p0409 A80-40305
Common Cause Failures - A dilemma in perspective
p0410 A80-40344
Some applications of the methods of failure
mechanics in analyzing the strength and service
life of aircraft structures
p0528 A80-47355
Bisk and failure analysis for improved performance
and reliability; Proceedings of the
Twenty-fourth Sagamore Army flaterials Besearch
Conference, Baguette Lake, B.Y., August 21-26,
1977
p0572 A80-48926
On turbine blade creep and fatigue analysis by
special kinematic assumptions
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-108] p0623 A80-53293
Investigation of advanced prognostic analysis
techniques failure analysis and wear tests
of mechanical drive gears
[AD-A073553] p0079 880-13032
Ferrographic and spectrographic analysis of oil
Sanpled before and after failure of a jet engine
[BASA-TB-81430] p0249 H80-19497
A simulation program for the determination of
system reliability of complex avionic systems
p0250 H80-19523
Failure analysis in aviation
[HLB-BP-78028-0] p0362 H80-23284
The failure of aircraft structures
[BLB-BP-78000-0] p0362 H80-23285
Badar approach control (BAPCOH) primary input
poser supply study
[AD-A074080] p0416 H80-24289
Localization of faults in jet engines by
calculation of component characteristics
p0429 H80-25279
An Automatic Fault Indentification system (AFIS)
on board '
p0430 S80-25289
Failure analysis
p0539 B80-28518
Some experience in the design and evaluation of
ceramic combustion chambers
p0554 B80-29357
Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet
operation, inspection,' maintenance, design and
certification
CBLB-BP-79021-0] p0603 H80-31392
Besponse of nonlinear panels to random loads
p0639 B80-32766
FAILOBB BODES
Common Cause Failures - A dilemma in perspective
p0410 A80-40344
Software/Hardware Integrated Critical Path
Analysis /iCPi/
p0411 A80-40352
Beliability prediction techniques for second
generation marine and industrial gas turbines
[ASBB PAPEB 79-GT/ISB-3] p0456 A80-42056
Incandescent lamp life under random vibration
p0228 B80-18221
Honoperating failure rates for avionics study
[AD-A087048] p0590 H80-30309
FAIBCHILD HILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 BILITABY AIBCBAFT
FAIBIHGS
'Fish-edge1 fairing structure of airships
p0404 480-39297
Development of a Kevlar/PHB-15 reduced drag DC-9
nacelle fairing
[4144 PAPEB 80-1194] p0448 480-41193
FAB BLADES
Influence of mistnning on blade torsional flutter
[BASA-CB-165137] p0599 B80-31351
FAI II 8IBG AIBCBAFT
Test of a high efficiency transverse fan
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1243] p0401 A80-38985
FAHLIFT DEVICES
0 LIFT FABS
FABS
Botating stall in a vaneless diffnser of a
centrifugal fan
p0210 A80-27734
Pressure losses in the inlet and outlet channels
of high-pressure single- and two—stage
axial-flow fans
p0261 A80-29133
Engine component improvement: Performance
improvement, JT9D-7 3.8 AB fan
[HASA-CB-159806] p0434 B80-25332
FAB FIELDS
Botational noise of helicopter rotors
p0089 A80-17718
Comparison of inlet suppressor data with
approximate theory based on cutoff ratio
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0100] p0108 A80-20964
Fan noise scarce location from field measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1054] p0394 A80-38648
The study of an EBP dipole antenna type simulator
p0406 A80-39411
Far-field radiation of AFT turbofan noise
p0408 A80-39638
Some calculated effects of non-uniform inflow on
the radiated noise of a large wind turbine
[BASA-TB-81813] p0429 B80-25104
Acquisition and application of transonic wing and
far-field test data for. three-dimensional
computational method evaluation, volume 1
[AD-A085258] p0530 B80-28316
Far field monitor for instrument landing systems,
phases 1 and 2
[AD-A079663] p0544 H80-29275
FASIBBEBS
HT BOLTS
BT SCBEiS
Antoscan-I ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector
for military aircraft fastener sites
p0381 A80-37221
Fastener hole quality, volume 1 design
analysis of fatigue life and drilling techniques
for fasteners in aircraft production
[AD-A077859] p0252 H80-19567
An analysis of residual stresses and displacements
due to radial expansion of fastener holes
[AD-A076370] p0252 B80-19569
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FATIGDE (BATBBI1LS)
HI BBT1L FiTIGDB
HI STBOCTOB1L STBAIH
HI THBBSAL FATIGDE
The use of the spectral situation of fatigue
damages in order to examine the combined stress
state of structures
 xp0203 180-27152
walking-gate spatial signal averaging signal
processing for fatigue crack ultrasonic
inspection system
p0381 480-37206
Autoscan-I ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector
for military aircraft fastener sites
p0381 180-37221
The relevance of service experience data in the
fatigue evaluation process of the P27
p0583 180-50587
Improved nethods for predicting spectrua loading
effects, phase 1 report. Volume 1: Besults and
discussion
[10-1072386] p0039 S80-1t071
Fracture and fatigue properties of 1Cr-Bo-V
bainitic turbine rotor steels
[BPBI-BP-1023] p0043 880-11201
Beview of .investigations into aeronautics related
fatigue Federal Bepublic of Germany
[LBF-S-142] p0124 H80-14422
Collection and analysis of in service flight
histories of the initiation of fatigue damage
[BBVG-FBST-79-10] p0186 B80-17518
Specification for the installation of electrical
resistance strain gauges on strain pairs counter
aircraft to monitor fatigue damage
[1D-1071363] p0229 N80-18369
In investigation of residual stresses in simulated
wing panels of 7075-16 aluminum
[1D-1080863] p0370 H80-23693
The Engine Osage Bonitoring System (BUBS): In
heuristic approach to cost effective flight data .
monitoring and analysis
p0430 B80-25280
Haterials for helicopter gears
[BlSA-CB-163068] p0433 H80-25323
Analysis of ground calibration data from strain
gauges attached to the airframe of CT4-1
air trainer 119-031
[1D-1086970] p0593 H80-30719
Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive
service inspection methods
[HLB-BP-79005-0] p0611 H80-31845
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
7010 and 7075 aluminum alloy plate[HLH-HP-79019-0] p0611 080-31847
FITI60E LIFE
Design and operation of multi-specimen fully
reversed fatigue systems for advanced composite
materials
p0002 180-10206
Influence of burnishing on the structure and
durability of elements operating under variable
loads
p0062 180-17142
Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint
[1111 P1PEB 80-0305] p0094 180-18306
Practical method of fatigue crack growth analysis
for damage tolerance assessment of aluminum
structure in fighter type aircraft
[1111 P1PBB 80-0405] p0095 180-18346
Lov cycle fatigue life model for gas turbine
engine disks
p0164 180-24140
Fiberglass rotor produced
p0189 180-24740
Applying pressure ... Believing stress
stress coining aircraft structures
p0207 180-27257
Acceleration of multicycle fatigue testing on
aluminum structural alloys
p0209 180-27479
The fatigue performance of service aircraft and
the relevance of laboratory data
p0212 180-27789
1 voiding divergent stall in control configured
aircraft by using a canard arrangement
p0217 180-28854
A gnantitative assessment of the .variables
involved in crack propagation analysis for
in-service aircraft
[AIAA 80-0752] p0332 180-35047
Effect of some aircraft loading prograa
modifications on the fatigue life of open hole
specimens
p0341 180-36076
Current developments in aircraft fatigue
evaluation procedures
[111F PIPES BT 79-33] p0379 180-36867
High pressure turbine blade life sensitivity
[1111 PIPES 80-1112] p0398 A80-38920
Endurance and failure characteristics of modified
Tasco 1-2, CBS 600 and 1ISI 9310 spur gears
p0524 180-46411
Some applications of the methods of failure
mechanics in analyzing the strength and service
life of aircraft structures
p0528 180-47355
Fatigue strength of some materials used in
airframe structures
p0567 180-47684
Living with the ageing structure aircraft
inspection and maintenance
p0582 180-50581
Baterial considerations for gas turbine engines
p0618 180-52127
Long-lift GTE operation based on technical condition
fatigue and service life monitoring of
turbine blades in aircraft engines
p0017 H80-10027
On the fatigue life evaluation of jointed
specimens undergoing load transfer with regard
to stress concentration
[BBVG-FBWT-79-11] - p0186 880-17519
1 review of Australian investigations on
aeronautical fatigue during the period April
1977 to Harch 1979 structural strain and
fatigue life studies on aircraft structures and
construction materials
[1D-1071641] p0230 880-18449
Fastener hole gnality, volume 1 design
analysis of fatigue life and drilling techniques
for fasteners in aircraft production[AD-A077859] . p0252 880-19567
Endurance of riveted lap joints (aluminum alloy
sheet and rivets)
[ESDD-79031] p0356 880-22723
The failure of aircraft structures
[BLB-BP-780UO-0] p0362 H80-23285
Summary of 1979 independent research on risk
analysis methods aluminum fatigue test data
for reliable aircraft structures
[LB-28390] p0485 880-26680
Fatigue damage estimation for the BAeA aircraft
fatigue data analysis system
[AD-A086470] p0589 880-30301
Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011
airplane at Boston-Logan Airport
[1D-A086977] p0589 880-30303
Beassessment of service life by comparative
specimen tests fighter aircraft strucntnres
[HLB-BP-79008-0] p0611 H80-31807
FATI60E TESTS
Bicroprocessors as aircraft fatigue monitors
p0014 A80-12640
Impression fatigue load level effects on crack
propagation
p0016 A80-13126
Structural fatigue experiments
p0047 A80-13343
Life prediction of turbine blades under low-cycle
fatigue and creep
p0054 A80-15089
Practical method of fatigue crack growth analysis
for damage tolerance assessment of aluminum
structure in fighter type aircraft
[AHA PAPEB 80-0405] . p0095 A80-1B346
Fatigue data on a variety of nonwoven glass
composites for helicopter rotor blades
p0148 480-21136
Evaluation of the effectiveness of case-hardening
gas-turbine-engine components on the basis of
fatigue-failure similarity equations
p0192 A80-26193
Acceleration of multicycle fatigue testing on
aluminum structural alloys
p0209 180-27479
Cast aluminum primary aircraft structure
p0213 180-27875
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Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
7010 and 7075 aluminium plate
p0273 180-30771
Current developaents in aircraft fatigue
evaluation procedures
[11AF P1PEB HI 79-33] p0379 180-36867
Lov cycle fatigue testing, a necessary part of
advanced development for nilitary fighter
aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIU PIPES 80-1153] p0399 180-38940
1 quick look at current results of accelerated
•ission tests for gas turbine engines
[1111 PIPES 80-1155] p0399 180-38941
Application of the nethod of eioelectron enission
•to the quality control of gas-turbine engine
conponents
p0409 180-39917
Application of electromagnetic methods and -means
of nondestructive inspection in series
production of aircraft
p0521 180-06064
Endurance and failure characteristics of modified
Vasco 1-2, CBS 600 and 1ISI 9310 spnr gears
p0524 180-46411
Scatter of fatigue-life data for elements of
full-scale light-aircraft wings under steady loads
p0525 180-46869
Fatigue strength of some materials used in
airframe structures
p0567 180-47684
Digital load control applied to full-scale
airframe fatigue tests
[10-1073588] P0081 S80-13054
Model 540 rotor blade crack propagation
investigation
[1D-1074734] p0130 H80-15081
Application of composite materials to tnrbofan
engine fan exit guide vanes
[H1S1-TB-81432] p0227 H80-18106
HLB rotor box bean fatigue test
[10-1076931] p0230 H80-18450
Ultrasonic and acoustic emission detection of
fatigue damage aluminum alloy 7075-T651
[1D-1079277] p0310 H80-21510
Generation of a representative load sequence for
the fatigue testing of Bacchi HB 326B spar booms
[10-1074155] p0348 H80-22309
Fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy sheet
materials under maneuver spectrum and constant
amplitude loading
[BLB-BP-78025-0] p0357 H80-22749
Gust severity effects on fatigue crack propagation
in aluminum alloy sheet materials
[BLB-BP-78041-D] p0369 H80-23449
1 study of the reinforcement required for cutouts
in aircraft semi-monocoque structure
p0432 B80-25317
La Becherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin no.
1979-5
[BS1-TT-613] p0437 880-25485
Summary of 1979 independent research on risk
analysis methods aluminum fatigue test data
for reliable aircraft structures
[LB-28390] p0485 H80-26680
Fatigue damage estimation for the Blel aircraft
fatigue data analysis system
[1D-1086470] p0589 880-30301
Evaluation of forged helicopter components
processed with controlled solidification and
thermal mechanical treatments
[AD-1086818] p0589 H80-30302
Hanenver spectrum fatigue crack propagation, in
aluminum alloy sheet materials airframe
materials
[H1B-TB-78091-0] p0603 H80-31393
Cast llnminno Structures Technology (CIST). Phase
5: structural test and evaluation. Part 1: Full
scale test
[10-1087807] p0607 H80-31535
Reassessment of service life by comparative
specimen tests fighter aircraft strncntnres
[HLB-HP-79008-0] p0611 B80-31807
Fatigue testing of vampire vings
[1BL/STBOC-BEPT-378] p0646 B80r33399
Experimental investigation of the crack growth gage
[10-1089137] p0654 H80-33801
F1ULT BBCHABICS
D FB1CTDBB BECB1BICS
F101T TOLEB1ICB
BiBP: 1 fault tolerant distributed microcomputer
structure for aircraft navigation and control
[H1S1-CB-163615] ' p0649 K80-33415
FCC LATTICES
D FICE CBHTEBE'D COBIC LATTICES
FEASIBILITY 1IALTSIS
TIES - In integrated CBI system in hardware
feasibility demonstration Communication,
Bavigation and Identification
p0283 180-32451
Engine component improvement program: performance
improvement fuel consumption
[H1S1-TB-79304] p0071 H80-12092
Automatic systems for airport surface mobile media
surveillance based on the use of secondary media
p0117 B80-14104
System description and analysis. Part 1:
Feasibility study for helicopter/VTOL wide-angle
simulation image generation display system
[B1S1-CB-152376] p0499 B80-27397
Feasibility study for integrated flight trajectory
control fighter
[1D-1084784] p0591 B80-30314
Beat reclamation from flight simulators: Summary
[10-1087295] p0606 B80-31415
Energy efficient engine
[BIS1-CB-159685] p0648 B80-33408
FEDBB1L BUDGETS
Bational Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act, 1981
[S-96-719] p0372 B80-24210
B1SA authorization, 1981
[GPO-59-528] p0372 B80-24211
FEDEBAL BBPOBLIC OF GEBB1HI
D GEBB1BT
FEEDBACK
Longitudinal stability and control in wind shear
with energy height rate feedback
[B1S1-TB-81828] p0649 B80-33416
FEEDBACK COITBOL
BT CASCADE COBTBOL
Identification and dual adaptive control of a
turbojet engine
p0001 180-10033
numerical computation of neighboring optimum
feedback control schemes in real-time
pOOOB 180-10919
A singular perturbation analysis of optimal
aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control
pOOOS A80-11379
'Singular values and feedback - Design examples
for CH-47 helicopter
p0015 480-12716
Application of stochastic optimal reduced state
feedback gain computation procedures to the
design of aircraft gust alleviation controllers
p0051 A80-14822
A new procedure for linear optimal flight control
p0052 A80-14823
Fuzzy controls for maintenance scheduling in
transportation systems aircraft flight
trajectory regulation
p0052 180-14838
Improvement of control system dynamics of means of
additional hydraulic load feedback
p0149 180-21260
Frequency dependent precompensation for dominance
in a four input/output theme problem model
p0164 180-24242
Design of a turbojet engine controller via
eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment - 1 new
sensitivity formulation
p0164 180-24244
Bnltivariable synthesis with inverses
• . p0164 180-24246
In application of model-following control
p0164 180-24248
Optimal output feedback for systems having direct
feedthrongh of control applied to tnrbofan
engine regulator design
p0165 180-24266
Optimal design of a linear sampled data control
system using round robin output feedback
p0165 180-24267
Beasurements of control stability characteristics
of a vind-tnnnel model using a transfer function
method
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Calculation of radial-axial turbine wheel thermal
and stress states
: ' p0565 A80-47420
Analysis of thin-wall beams by the method of
segments ,
p0018 H80-10043
Cross flow fan experiment development and finite
element modeling
p0021 880-10098
Practical aspects of the calculation of structural
vibrations . .
p0065 H80-12007
A special crack tip element for three-dimensional
crack problems •
[ABL/STBOC-HOTE-374] ' p0074 H80-12436
An evaluation of the ADIHA finite element program
for application to aircraft overpressure
vulnerability
[AD-A074261] . p0169 H80-16056
. Prediction of dynamic properties of a rotor
supported by hydrodynamic bearings using the
finite element method .
[CETIB-1-4A-29-0] . p0185 H80-17482
, Finite elements and the optimization of
aeronautical structures
. , p0301 880-21268
Two-dimensional finite-element analyses of
, simulated rotor-fragment impacts against rings
and beams compared with experiments
[HASi-CH-159645] . p0350 H80-22323
Honlinear, three-dimensional finite-element
analysis of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[BASA-TP-1669] p0356 880-22734
Initial development for a flutter analysis of
damaged T-38 horizontal stabilators using HASTBAB
[AD-A082168] ' p0421 B80-24325
Eighth 8ASTBA8 User's Colloquium
[HASA-CP-2131] p0426 B80-24648
Analysis and testing to improve the flow from the
plenum of a subsonic cascade Hind tunnel
[AD-A084471] p0537 880-28378
A feasibility study of a 3-D finite element
solution scheme for aeroengine duct acoustics .
[BASA-CB-159359] p0655 880-34216
FISHED BODIES
Fin design with ACT in the presence of strakes '
p0141 880-15161
FIBS
BT HOSE FIBS
Fundamentals of design. 7 - Fin design for combat
aircraft
p0210 A80-27725
Durability and consistency of composite components
for 1-1011 aircraft vertical fins
[AIAA 80-0811] . p0334 A80-35092
Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for 1-1011 aircraft
[BASA-CB-162862] p0226 880-18104
FIBE COHTB01 .'
Improvement of weapon system performance in air. to
air and air to ground operation with airborne
radar
p0006 A80-11170
IB-camera for day and night fire control
p0007 A80-11180
A nonlinear observer/command generator tracker
approach to the XB-97 helicopter gun turret
control law design
p0107 480-20879
Innovations in control and display of avionics and
firepower increase cockpit efficiency
p0389 S80-37764
Evaluation of trainable gun with director fire
' control system
[AIAA 80-1718] pOSIO A80-45520
Ban-in-the-loop simulation system aircraft
fire control using cockpit displays
.p0578 A80-49829
Integration of flight and fire-control systems
analysis of digital controlled integrated flight
and fire control systems
p0113 880-14043
Control integration technology impact —— as a
basis for improving the combat effectiveness of
all tactical aircraft
p0141 880-15162
Fire control for air-to-air gunnery in high
performance fighter aircraft
p0256 880-19841
Advanced FIBEFLI assessment generalized
mechanization requirements report
[AD-A079752] p0291 H80-20263
Design of an integrated flight/fire control system
including movable gun and gimbaled line of sight
tracker ,
p0353 H80-22355
Air to air helicopter fire control equations and
. , software generation
[AD-A084115] p0496 B80-27359
Results of a simulator investigation of control
system and display variations for an attack
helicopter mission
[AD-A085812] . • pOS54'B80-29370
Cooperative estimation of targets by multiple
aircraft
[AD-A085799] p0631 880-32366
FIBE DABAGE
Full-scale flammability tests with experiments on
animals in the Aeronautical Test Center of
Toulouse
p0047 A80-13321
.Post-crash fuel fire hazard measurements in a wide
body aircraft cabin
p0259 A80-29025
The thermal impact of external pool fires on
aircraft fuselages
p0509 A80-45496
Postcrash fuel fire hazard measurements in a
wide-body aircraft cabin
A-187
FIBB BITIB60ISBEBS SOBJKT IHDBX
[AD-A079548] . p0415 H80-24280
An assessment of the risk arising from electrical
effects associated with carbon fibers released
fron commercial aircraft fires
[BASA-CB-159205] p0484 H80-26392
Development of a fire test facility for graphite
fiber-reinforced composites
[BASA-CB-159193] p0538 880-28443
Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down
[AD-A084624] p0637 B80-32406
Electronic equipment vulnerability to fire
released carbon fibers
[BASA-TH-80219] p0651 B80-33491
FIBE BXTXBGUISBBBS
Comparative evalntion of firefighting foan agents
extinguishing Jet A fuel fires
[10-1074490] p0083 H80-13253
PIBB FIGBTIIG
Coaparative evalution-of firefighting foam agents
extinguishing Jet A fuel fires
. [AD-A074490] p0083 H80-13253
Advanced concept in aircraft crash firefighting
using carbon tetrafluoride
[AD-A082936] p041S 880-24281
FIBB PBETERXOI
Fire on board transport aircraft and passenger
safety
p0009 A80-11454
Hybrid composites that retain graphite fibers on
burning
p0278 A80-32064
Large-scale and small-scale flammability tests for
airplane cabin materials
p0328 A80-34787
Belease-rate calorimetry of mnltilayered materials
for aircraft seats
. [AIAA 80-0759] P0332 A80-35052
Influence of antimisting polymer on aviation fuel
breakup
[AIAA PAPEE 80-1287] p04S1 A80-41523
Propulsion and energetics panel working group 2 on
• aircraft fire safety. Volume 1: Executive summary
.[ASABD-AB-132-VOL-1] p0069 H80-12079
General aviation accidents: Postcrash fires and
how to prevent or control the'
[HTSB-AAS-80-2] p0629 H80-32354
FIBEBBBAKS
Propulsion and energetics panel working group 2 on
aircraft fire safety. Volume 1: Executive summary
CAGABD-AB-132-VOL-1] p0069 S80-12079
FIBBPBOOPIIG
HASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety
clear air turbulence detectors, fire
resistant materials, and crashworthiness
[SASA-TH-80851] p0128 H80-15060
Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down
[AD-A08462U] ' p0637 H80-32406
FI8BS
Cabin hazards from a large external fuel fire
adjacent to an aircraft fuselage
[AD-A073494] . p0036 H80-11050
Behavior of lightly confined high explosives in a
Jet-fuel fire
[OCBL-52659] . p0043 180-11247
Airflow effects on fires, part 2
[AD-A073486] P0083 H80-13196
the potential for damage fro* the accidental
release of conductive carbon fibers from burning
composites
[SASA-TB-80213] p0227 B80-18108
Propulsion and energetics panel Working Group 11
on aircraft fire safety. Volume 2: Bain report
[AGAHD-AB-132-VOL-2] p0234 H80-19007
Assessment of Carbon Fiber Electrical Effects
[HASA-CP-2119] , p0246 B80-19193
Approach to the assessnent of the hazard fire
released carbon fiber electrical effects
p0247 B80-19194
Belease of carbon fibers from burning composites
p0247 B80-19195
Dissemination, resuspension, and filtration of
carbon fibers aircraft fires
p0247 B80-19196
Large-scale fiber release and egnipment exposure
experiaents aircraft fires
p0247 B80-19198
Analysis of HASA JP-4 fire tests data and
developnent of a simple fire model
[BASA-CB-159209] p0356 B80-22432
Statistical aspects of carbon fiber risk
assessment modeling fire accidents involving
aircraft
[1ASA-CB-159318] p0555 B80-29432
Carbon fiber plnae sampling for large scale fire
tests at Dngway Proving Ground fiber release
during aircraft fires
[HASA-CB-159215] . p0651 H80-33492
Process modifications.for improved carbon fiber
composites: Alleviation of the electrical
hazards problem
[HASA-CB-163631] p0651 B80-33494
FHBflOBKS
0 PTBOTECHHICS
FIBIBG (I6HTIBG)
HI SOCKET FIBIHG
HI STATIC FIBIHG
IT TEST FIBIHG
FISHTAILII6
•0 TAB
FITTII6
Influence of fitting jobs on the quality and prime
cost of aircraft assembly
p0563 A80-47388
FIXW) ilIGS
Bavy 7/STOl hover and low-speed Flying Qualities
Criteria Becent developments
[AIAA 80-1591] p0517 A80-4S886
performance of Omega H-field antennas recessed
into airfoils •
[BAE-TB-79048] p0416 H80-24290
FIXED-ITIG AIBCIAFT
0 AIBCBAFT COHPIGOBATIOHS
0 FIXED HIHGS
FLABB FBORS .
0 FLAHE PBOPAGATIOH
FLABE HOLDERS
Conceptual model of turbulent flameholding for
scramjet combustors
[HASA-TP-1543] p0648 H80-33409
FLABE IHTBBACTI01
D CHEBICAL BEACTIOSS
D FLAHB PBOPAGATIOB
FLABB PBOPA3ATIOH
Characteristics of burning Jet A fuel and Jet A
fuel-water emulsion sprays :
p0189 A80-24817
influence of the thermal expansion of the gas on
the rate of propagation of the flame front in a
pnlsating-type combustion chamber
p0563 A80-47369
Airflow effects on fires, part 2
[AD-A073486] . p0083 180-13196
Combustion and operating characteristics of
spark-ignition engines
[HASA-CB-162896] p0295 S80-20340
Evaluation of existing flammability test methods
by comparison of the flammability
characteristics, of interior materials
[AD-A083137] p0437 B80-25393
Conceptual model of turbulent flameholding for
scramjet combnstors '
[BASA-TP-1543] p0648 H80-33409
FLABB QOEHCBIHG
0 QDBBCHIBG (COOLIHG)
FLAB! BBTABDAITS
Baterials for fire resistant passenger seats in
aircraft
p0572 A80-48757
FLABB SPBCTBOSCOPT
An optical technique for the investigation of flow
in gas turbine combnstors
p0010 A80-11769
FLABE SPBAHIG
Sprayed coatings
p0437 B80-25503
FLAHB STABILITY
Local laminarization in turbulent diffusion flames
p0189 A80-24819
Experimental evaluation of catalytic flame
stabilization for aircraft afterburners
[ASHE PAPEB 80-6T-56] p04S9 A80-42187
Composition structure of burning sprays of Jet A
fuel and its emulsions with water
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-57] p0459 A80-42188
Flame stabilization by impinging jets in
high-speed flow .
p0566 A80-47437
1-188
SUBJECT IHDBX FLEXIBLE KISS
Prefixing quality and flame stability: A
theoretical and experimental study
[SASA-CB-3216] p0071 B80-12090
Semi-empirical correlations for gas turbine
emissions, ignition, and flame stabilization
p0498 H80-27393
FLABBOUt
Conceptual nodel of turbulent flameholdiag for
scramjet combnstors[HASA-ip-1543] ' p0648 H80-3sao9
PLABBS
S? DIFFOSIOS FtABBS
BT PHBHIXED F1AHBS
Pollutant emissions from "partially* mixed
turbulent flames
p0010 A80-11793
The structure of eddies in turbulent flames,
volume 1
[AD-A078625] p0295 H80-20341
Soot fornation and burnout in flames
p0549 880-29320
PLABBABILITT
Full-scale flanmability tests vith eiperiients on
aninals in the Aeronautical Test Center of
Toulouse
P0047 A80-13321
Safety and comfort - The airliner cabin
P0160 480-23799
Large-scale and small-scale flanmability tests for
airplane cabin materials
P0328 A80-34787
Aircraft fuel system simulator tests vith
antimisting kerosene (jet A fuel vith FS-9
additive) flaamability tests ,
[AD-A073237] P0123 H80-14256
Assessment of the flammability of aircraft
hydraulic fluids
[AD-A076512] p0183 H80-17227
Evaluation of existing flaBmability test methods
by comparison of the flammability
characteristics of interior materials
[AD-A083137] p0437 H80-25393
antimisting kerosene reduced flammability
during aircraft accident circumstances
P0549 B80-29319
Hybridized polymer matrix composites
[HiSA-CB-165146] p0650 H80-33489
Electronic equipment vulnerability to fire
released carbon fibers '
[HASA-TB-80219] p0651 H80-33491
FLABHABLE 6ASBS
HT 6ASBOOS FOEIS
FLAP COBTBOL
0 AIBCBAFT COHTBOL
D FLAPS (COHTBOL SOEFACES)
FLAPPIHG
Propulsion characteristics of flapping vings
pOOSO A80-14415
Experimental study of flapping ving lift and
propulsion
p0273 A80-30680
Flapping response of lifting rotor blades to
spansise nonnniform random excitation
' . p0618 A80-52321
Berks on theory of flapping ving ~- considering
boundary layer
[HASA-TB-75750] p0478 B80-26275
Comparison of calculated and measured helicopter
rotor lateral flapping angles
[NASA-TH-81213] p0641 HBO-33349
FLAPPIBG HIHGBS
Examination of the flap-lag stability of rigid
articulated rotor blades
p0054 A80-15123
Effects of primary rotor parameters on flapping
dynamics
[BASA-TP-1431] p0137 H80-15138
FLAPS (COHTBOL SOBFACES)
HT EXTEBBALLY BLOWH FLAPS
HT JET FLAPS
HT LEADIHG EDGE SLATS
HT TBAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
HT BIBS FLAPS '
Selecting the geometric parameters and position of
a nose flap on the root profile of a .swept wing
using tunnel test data, part 2
p0018 H80-10090
Selection of geonetric parameters and location of
nose flap on swept ving root profile from tunnel
test data, 1
p0034 H80-11009
leading edge vortex-flap experiments on a 74 deg
delta ving
[BASA-CB-159161J • p0036 B80-11038
Direct side force and drag control vith the aid of
pylon split flaps
p0141 H80-15163
In-flight measured characteristics of combined
flap-spoiler direct lift controls
p0142 B80-15165
Some investigations concerning the effects of gaps
and vortex generators on elevator efficiency and
of landing flap sveep on aerodynamic
characteristics
p0143 H80-15178
Summary of data required for the AGAED SBF
activity standard aeroelastic configurations -
tvo-dimensional configurations
[HLB-BP-79015-0] p0361 H80-23273
Large-scale vind-tonnel tests of inverting flaps
on a STOL utility aircraft model . •
[HASA-TP-1696J p0432 B80-25318
A summary of joint US-Canadian angmentor ving
powered-lift STOL research programs at the Ames
Research Center, HASA, 1975-1980
[HASA-TB-81215] ' p0536 B80-28373
FLASB LABPS
A comparison of underwater helicopter-escape lights
' p0455 A80-42009
FLASB TOBBS
D FLASB LABPS
FLAT PLATBS
Design of flat plate leading edges to avoid flow
separation
' , p0272 A80-30571
Beat transfer at a breaking' point of the leading
edge of a plate in hypersonic flight
p0467 A80-42965
Jet decay rate effects on hover jet-induced loads
p0527 A80-47324
An experimental study of two-dimensional
supersonic jet impingement on a flat plate
[AD-A076536] p0220 B80-17996
FLAT SDBFACBS
Experimental facility for studying the thermal
effect of supersonic gas jets on targets
p0526 480-47178
Construction of cyclic and ruled surfaces by the!
 method of generalized inversion
p0527 A80-47187
FLA* DBIKHOI '
0 BOHDBSTBBCTIVB TESTS
FLABS
D DEFECTS
FLEXIBILITY.
Effect of a flexibly aoonted store on the flutter -
speed of a ving ' '
[BASA-CB-159245J p0353 H80-22356
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Technical options for flexible dirigibles
p0404 A80-39294
Load specifications for the envelopes of a captive
balloon and flexible airship . '•
p0404 A80-39299
Demonstration of a unified approach to the <
balancing of flexible rotors
[ASBS PIPES 80-6T-87] p0460 A80-42213
Identification of flexible aircraft from flight data
[AIAA 80-1633] p0521 A80-45921
Contribution to the theory of a rotor spinning on
a flexible shaft
p0617 A80-51993
Surface conforming thermal/pressure seal for
control devices in space vehicles
[HASA-CASB-BSC-18422-1] p0124 B80-14400
Bandliag qualities of large flexible
control-configured aircraft
[HASA-CB-163206] p0436 B80-25344
Development of flexible rotor balancing' criteria
[BASA-CB-159506] p0638 H80-32720
FLEXIBLE BIHGS
BT PABABIBGS '
' Experimental and theoretical investigation of the
lifting properties of a ving of deformable profile
p0564 A80-47393
Analyses and tests of the B-1 aircraft structural
mode control system
[HASA-CB-144887] p0130 H80-15073
A-189
FLIGHT SUBJECT IHDEX
Parameter identification of flexible flight
vehicles assoaing a lon-reduced-frequency
aerodynamic representation
p0169 B80-16054
Sing profile design of the world chaapionship sail
plane SB 11
[HASA-TB-75829] p0602 H80-31385
FLIGHT
Tactical night terrain flight navigation
[AD-A086458] p0588 S80-30288
FLIGHT ALTITODE
Investigation of the permissible B z V phase space
of safe landing maneuvers
p0262 180-29205
The ground proximity earning system
p0374 A80-36765
study of admissible safe prelanding maneuver B-v
phase space
P0581 180-50460
Heasurenent of aircraft speed and altitude
[HASA-BP-1046] p0417 B80-24296
FLIGHT CBABACTEBISTICS
Instrunentation for the determination of aircraft
perforoance from dynamic maneuvers
'p0014 A80-12647
'Characteristics and operational conditions of
aircraft turbojet engines Bnssian book
p0049 180-13775
Propulsion characteristics of flapping wings
pOOSO 180-14415
Centering and longitudinal static stability of
canard aircraft
p0059 180-16170
Aerodynamics and dynamics of turbojet aircraft
/3rd revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian
book
pOOSO 180-16462
Prediction of jet noise in flight from static tests
p0062 180-17013
Designing light airplanes Bnssian book
. ' p0101 180-19414
Acoustic considerations of flight effects on jet
noise suppressor nozzles
[All! P1PBB 80-0164] p01Q8 180-20965
The structure-free thrust-doubling of insect-like
aircraft - The possibility of using
insect-flight /thrust-flight/on a large
technical scale
p0160 180-23371
Bigh-angle-of-attack flying gnalities - In
overview of current design considerations
[SIB P1PEB 791085] p0195 180-26640
Beasnrements of control stability characteristics
of a wind-tunnel model using a transfer function
method
[1111 80-0457] p0200 180-26957
' Beview of five years of flight testing the B-1
p0208 180-27388
Implicit model following and parameter
identification of unstable aircraft
p0214 180-28019
Aerodynamics and dynamics of aircraft flight
Bnssian book
. . . . . ' p0271 180-30366
:
 Possibilities for achieving trimmed minimum drag
without sacrificing inherent stability
p0327 180-34655
Location of aircraft and individnalization of
1
 flight parameters for the requirements of air
traffic control - systems currently in use and
desirable evolutions
p0395 180-38840
Force equilibrium and performance balance of
aircraft longitudinal motion graphically
presented in the Korhammer diagram
p0444 180-40892
The influence of the thrust direction on the level
flight of light airplanes
' p0445 180-40897
Applied aerodynamics of helicopters Bnssian book
p0466 180-42576
Analysis of the influence of the design parameters
on the characteristics of an aircraft in
spinning nose dive. I
pOQ66 180-42799
Experimental investigation of helicopter
aerodynamics /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0467 180-42937
Investigation of flight characteristics of the
HBCA-Tornado in the framework of the official
flight testing. II .
p0508 A80-44517
Investigations of the HBC1 Tornado flight
characteristics within official flight tests. I
p0508 180-44518
The dynamics of helicopter flight in limiting
conditions
p0512 A80-45702
Atmospheric Flight Hechanics Conference, Danvers,
Bass., August 11-13, 1980, Collection of
Technical Papers
p0514 A80-45855
Departure and uncoordinated roll reversal
boundaries for fighter configurations
[UA1 80-1S66] p0515 180-45865
Bavy Y/STOL hover and low-speed Flying Qualities
Criteria Becent developments
[1111 80-1591] p0517 180-45886
Manoeuvre limitations of combat aircraft
[AG1BD-1B-155A] p0028 H80-10203
Dynamic characteristics of flight simulator motion
systems :.
[AG1BD-1B-144] ' p0032 S80-10238
1 compilation and analysis of helicopte'r handling
gnalities data. Volume 1: Data compilation
[BASA-CB-3144] p0041 H80-11097
Inclusion of unsteady aerodynamics in longitudinal
parameter estimation from flight data use of
vortices and mathematical models for
parameterization from flight characteristics
[H1S1-TP-1536] p0076 H80-12995
Beaver aircraft parameter identification:
Technical preparations and preliminary results
[DFVLB-HITT-78-01] pOOSO B80-13039
Investigation of the oscillatory and flight
behavior of rotor systems in relation with
atmospheric turbulence
[BHTG-FBHT-79-5] p0122 B80-14142
Comparison of international flutter requirements
and flutter freedom substantiation of light
aircraft in the USA
p0138 B80-15142
Control integration technology impact as a
basis for improving the combat effectiveness of
all tactical aircraft
p0141 H80-15162
Application of random time domain analysis to
dynamic flight measurements B-1 aircraft
p0173 B80;-16226
Flight tests of the total automatic flight control
system (Tafcos) concept on a DBC-6 Twin otter
aircraft .
[H1S1-TP-1513] p0180 H80-17081
Flight performance of the TCV B-737 airplane at
Jorge Sesberry Airport, Buenos Aires, Argentina
using TBSB/B1S guidance .
CB1S1-T8-80223] p0222 B80-18021
Proceedings of a Workshop on V/STOL Aircraft
Aerodynamics, volume 2 conferences
[AD-1078909] p0233 R80-19042
Development of 7T01 flying qualities criteria for
low speed and hover
[1D-1079911] p0239. 880-19085
Parameter Identification —— conference on
technignes applied to aircraft flight test data
[1G1BD-LS-104] p0240 H80-19094
Aircraft parameter identification methods and
their applications: Survey and future aspects
p02»0 H80-19095
Identification evaluation methods
p0240 B80-19096
Analysis of aircraft performance stability and
control measures
p0240 580M9099
Wind tunnel and free flight model identification
experience
p0241 H80-19103
Closed loop aspects of aircraft identification
p0201 H80-19104
Handling guality requirements for advanced
aircraft design longitudinal mode
[1D-1077858] p0245 B80-19128
lirworthiness and flight characteristics
evaluation. OB-58C interim scout helicopter
[AD-A080138] p0305 H80-21320
Active Control Technology, volume 1
[VKI-LEC-SEB-1979-1-70L-1] p0307 B80-21337
4-190
SUBJECT IBDKX FLIGHT COITBOL
the flying qualities of aircraft vith angoented
longitudinal and directional stability
p0308 B80-21343
flying qualities and piloting vith respect to
controls and displays
P0309 B80-21352
Flight testing of several control laws of a
fly-by-wire system
p0309 880-21353
A model-based technique for predicting pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports
[HASA-CB-3257] p0309 B80-21354
4 practical method for predicting roughness
effects on aircraft
• [FFA-AO-1413] p03<!9 S80-22316
Plight safety of Bogallo hang gliders.
Theoretical and experimental study of the flight
envelope
[OBEBA-BT-1979-8] ' p0363 B80-23301
Influence of pitching moment characteristics on
departure and uncoordinated roll reversal
boundaries for fighter configurations
[AD-A082335] p0422 H80-24328
A comprehensive analytical aodel of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 2: User's manual
[BASA-TB-81183] p0529 880-28297
atmospheric tnrbnlence simulation techniques vith
application to flight
p0559 B80-29961
Operational aissiohs and conceptual design of the
Sirage 2000
p0560 B80-30021
Crossing the channel in the Gossamer Albatross
pOS9S B80-31322
Flight performance of the TCV B-737 airplane at
Bontreal/Dorval International Airport, Hontreal,
Canada, using IB SB/BIS guidance
[BASA-TB-81885] , p0630 880-32361
Transonic pitch damping of a delta sing aircraft
determined from flight measurements
[AD-A087771] p0633 B80-32381
Helicopter dynanic performance program. Toluoe 1:
Engineer's manual
[AD-A088474] p0634 B80-32386
The oblique ving-research aircraft
p0640 B80-33338
Flying qualities design criteria
[AD-A088629] p0647 B80-33402
Helicopter flight test instrumentation
[AGABD-AG-160-VOL-10] 'p0647 B80-33406
Advanced simulator for pilot training: Design of
automated performance measurement system
[AD-A088855] ' p0649 S80-33421
FLIGHT COBPDTBBS -
0 AIBBOBBE/SPACEBOBBE COHPUTBBS
FLIGHT COBDITIOBS
Gas curtains in gas turbine engines
p0003 480-10608
Stronhal number influence on flight effects on jet
noise radiated from convecting gnadrnpoles
p0215 A80-28418
Investigation of internal control lavs for
ving/store flutter suppression
[AIAA 80-0764] p0332 A80-35056
A measurement of forward-flight effects on. the
noise from a JT15D-1 tnrbofan engine in the
HASA-Anes 40- by 80-Foot Rind Tunnel
CAIAA PAPEB 80-1026] p0393 A80-38641
Automation of aircraft control under unsteady
flight conditions Bnssian book
p0467 A80-43106
Analysis of moisture exchange in aircraft fuel tanks
p0564 A80-47412
Energy conservation in terminal airspace through
fuel consumption oodeling
[SAE PAPEB 800745] p0575 A80-49695
Application of the SIBS concept to Bavy helicopters
systems analysis of flight data recorders of
flight conditons of helicopters for structural
analysis
[AD-A074801] p0126 B80-15030
Aircraft icing during lov-level flights
[AD-A078843] p0234 B80-19052
Binimizing the sequenced delay time for escape
from high-speed, lov-level flight profiles
p0559 B80-30017
FLIGHT COBTBOL
BT AOTOHATIC FLIGHT COBTBOL
BT AOTORATIC 1ABDIBG COBTBOL
HT FLI BI BIBB COBTBOL
BT POIHTIBG COBTBOL SISTEBS
HT THBOST VECTOB COBTBOL
Hamerical computation of neighboring optimum
feedback control schemes in real-time
p0006 480-10919
Technical concept for a strike-EPV flight guidance
and veapon delivery system
p0007 480-11170
Variable-sweep optimization for
hodograph-vector-control concept in maneuvering
flight
pOOSI 480-14809
A nev procedure for linear optimal flight control
p0052 A80-14823
A strapdovn inertia 1 reference system for
commercial airline use in navigation and flight
control
p0088 A80-17558
An integrated strapdovn guidance and control
system for launch vehicle application
p0088 A80-17559
Adaptive allocation of decisionmaking
responsibility betveen human and computer in
multitask situations
p0091 480-18022
Fault-surviving flight control avionics
p0153 A80-21750
Bigh-angle-of-attack flying qualities - An
overviev of current design considerations
[SAE PAPEB 791085] p0195 A80-26640
Flight control design based on nonlinear model
vith uncertain parameters
p0214 A80-28018
Optimal control of flight vehicle motion in a
turbulent atmosphere
p0260 A80-29050
The effect of the lav of control on the dynamics
of the longitudinal motion of an aeroplane vith
a variable-geometry ving
p0272 A80-30504
Flight control systems. 711
p0319 A80-32693
Bavigation for a group of aircraft /Automation of
data processing and flight control procedures/
Bussian book
p0321 A80-33177
Collision danger and collision avoidance
p0375 A80-36769
The IBF Lille rotation balance and associated
experimental techniques for vind tunnel
control loss simulation during high angle of
attack flight[AAAF P4PEB HT 80-13] p0377 A80-36844
Objective control of pilotage accuracy Bussian
book
p0381 A80-37110
Flight data management using the terminal
information processing system
1 p0388 A80-37699
Hicroprocessors and small digital computers for
avionics navigation systems
p0396 480-38841
Progress in airship flight control
p0405 A80-39303
Some problems involving the assurance of the
controllability of an aircraft in the
control-vheel regime
p0465 480-12350
Backup flight control system for a highly
manenverable remotely piloted research vehicle
CAIAA 80-1761) p0511 480-45548
Stall/spin flight results for the remotely piloted
spin research vehicle
[AIAA 80-1563] p0515 A80-45862
Spin prediction techniques
[AIAA 80-1564] p0515 480-45863
Stability of asymmetric equilibrium flight states
[AIAA 80-1567] pOSIS A80-45866
Application of existing roll response criteria to
transport aircraft vith advanced flight control
systems
[AIAA 80r-1572] p0516 A80-45871
Rev tasks and progressive integration in the area
of flight and pover plant control
[DGLB PAPEB 80-048] p0523 A80-46298
The HOD optoelectronic projection indicator
systems. II
p0569 A80-48124
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Overview of stall/spin technology
[AIAA PAPEfi 80-1580] ' p0579 A80-S0099
Deficiencies in flight safety using
minicomputer control of extracted radar data'
p0584 A80-50991
Analytic design of regolators for controlling
elastic flight vehicle rotation about the
longitudinal axis
p0018 H80-10035
Optiaal control of flight vehicle with elastic
elenents
p0018 H80-10037
on modeling sensitivity of a linear system to
reduction of its order by the infinitesinal
transforaation aethod in the yaw motion control
problem
p0019 H80-10046
Electromechanical flight control actuator
[HASA-CR-1603U8] p0030 B80-10224
flnltivariable digital control systems
[AD-A071662] p0030 R80-10226
Bethod of conjugate gradients for optimal control
probleas vith state variable constraints
[AD-A072258] p0031 B80-10227
Entrophy analysis of feedback flight dynanic
control systens
[AD-A072259] p0042 H80-11100
Validation flethods for Fault-Tolerant avionics and
control systems, working group meeting 1
[BASA-CP-2114] p0075 H80-12741
Advances in Guidance and Control Systens Using
Digital Techniques
CAGABD-CP-272] p0111 R80-14017
State of the art for digital avionics and
controls, 1978
p0111 880-14018
i flight control system using the DAIS architecture
p0111 880-14019
An observer system for sensor failure detection
and isolation in digital flight control systems
p0111 880-19023
Automatic recovery after sensor failure onboard
p0111 880-14024
Becent advances in fibre optics for high integrity
digital control systems
p0111 H80-14025
Integration of flight and fire control systems
analysis of digital controlled integrated flight
and fire control systems
p0113 880-14043
Design criteria for optimal flight control systems
study of optimal flight control systems
engineering for feedback control
[AD-A074092] p0138 1180-15139
Flight control and configuration design
considerations for highly maneuverable aircraft
p0140 H80-15154
Haximum likelihood identification of aircraft
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
p0167 H80-16027
Digital adaptive controllers for VIOL vehicles.
Volume 1: Concept evaluation
[BASA-CB-159154-VOL-1] p0171 H80-16065
Digital flight control software validation study
[AD-A076021] pOIBO B80-17082
V/STOLABD avionics system flight-test data on a
OH-1H helicopter
[BASA-TB-78591] p0225 H80-18047
•Closed loop models for analyzing engineering
requirements for simulators
tHASA-CB-2965] p0235 H80-19063
Handling quality requirements for advanced
aircraft design longitudinal node
[AD-A077858] p0245 B80-19128
Hicroprocessor control of low speed V/STOl flight
[AD-A077661] p0245 H80-19129
Nonelectronic aspects of avionic system reliability
actuation
p0251 H80-19535
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory fiscal year
1981. Technical objective document
[AD-A078973] p0258 B80-20020
Advanced FIBEF1Y assessment generalized
mechanization requirements report
[AD-A079752] . p0291 H80-20263
Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled systeo using
adaptive filters to damp oscillations .in a
flight control system
lBASA-CASB-FHC-11041-1] p0296 880-20488
Active control Technology, volume 1
[VKI-LBC-SEB-1979-1-V01-1] p0307 H80-21337
Active control technology
p0307. B80-21338
Active controls for combat aircraft
p0308 880-21339
Engineering of control systems and implications on
control law design
p0308 B80-21341
High integrity fiber optic data transmission
p0308 B80-21342
The flying qualities of aircraft with augmented
longitudinal and directional stability
p0308 B80-21343
Direct forces from flight testing
p0309 B80-21349
Design of a nonlinear adaptive filter for
suppression of shuttle pilot-induced oscillation
tendencies
[BASA-TH-81349] p0309 B80-21355
Optimal estimation applied to redundant strapped
down inertial sensors for navigation and flight
control
p0347 B80-22295
Analysis of the effects of higher order control
systems on aircraft approach and landing
longitudinal handling qualities
[AD-A080519] p035» B80-22362
Practical optimal flight control system design for
helicopter aircraft. Volume 1: Technical Beport
[BASA-CB-3275] p0367 B80-23328
Research in advanced flight control design
[AD-A082424] °p0421 180-24326
Inherent error in asynchronous digital flight
controls
[AD-A082622] p0436 R80-25346
Technical evaluation report on the 54th(A)
Propulsion and Energetics Panel Beeting.on
Advanced Control Systems for Aircraft poverplants
CAGABD-AB-152] p0436 B80-25347
Optimization and sisulation of flight control laws
under parameter uncertainty and external
disturbances[SASA-CB-163292] p0483 B80-26327
Development and flight test results of an
autothrottle control system at Hach 3 cruise-
[BASA-TP-1621] p0483 B80-26328
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS):
Rission software[AD-A085136] p0534 H80-28350
A time response approach to equivalent aircraft
dynamics
[AD-A085873] p0546 B80-29291
Results of a simulator investigation of control
system and display variations for an attack
helicopter mission
[AD-A085812] p0554 B80-29370
Flight software requirements and desiqn support
system ->
[BASA-CB-163425] p0560 880-30061
Feasibility study for integrated flight trajectory
control fighter
[AD-A084784] p0591 H80-30314
The OSAF stability and control digital datcom.
volume 1: Oser's manual
[AD-A086557] p0591 B80-30315
The OSAF stability and control digital Datcom.
Volume 2: Implementation of Datcom methods
[AD-A086558] p0592 B80-30316
Aircraft wingtip coupling experiments
p0595 880-31319
Wessex modernization: A preliminary simulation
study
[AD-A087799] p0606 S80-31410
Trends in the development of software for guidance
and control
p0612 B80-32127
The logic of the electric flight control system
experiment on the Concorde achieving low
speed longitudinal stability by active control
p0612 B80-32137
Azimuth observability enhancement daring IBS
. in-flight alignment
[TAB-362] p0630 B80-32360
Handling qualities of large flexible aircraft
[BASA-CB-163593] p0637 B80-32402
Sea King Hk. 50 helicopter sonar dynamics study.
A simplified control systems mathematical model
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[AB-ooi-607] p0646 180-33395
Digital flight control research using
•icroprocessor technology
[AD-A089147] p0649 B80-33417
FLIGHT CBE1S
Bescue at sea of aircrev personnel
p0268 A80-29775
A controversial subject - The minimal pilot crew
p0407 A80-39584
Exploratory development of aircrew windblast
protection concepts
[1D-A072013] p0037 880-11055
F-4 Phantom aircrev survival equipment evaluation
[AD-A076330] p0289 H80-202U5
Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down
[AD-A084624] p0637 1)80-32406
FLIGHT HAXABDS
Lightning protection for aircraft
p0202 A80-27021
Farther encounters with clear air turbulence in
research aircraft
p0402 A80-39070
Aircraft icing during Ion-level flights[AD-A078843] p0234 B80-19052
Development of wind shear models and determination
of Mind shear hazards
[AD-A080588] p0289 080-2021)3
Coapater sianlation of canopy-pilot response to
bird-strike
[AD-A080122] p0304 H80-21296
Landing systen reliability and safety model
[AD-A087524] p0601 H80-31379
Atmospheric electricity interactions with
aircraft: An overview
p0608 B80-3174U
Aircraft nishap experience from atmospheric
electricity hazards
p0608 H80-31715
The coupling of lightning fields into aircraft and
cables
p0609 B80-31751
Protection of aircraft avionics from lightning
indirect effects
p0609 B80-31752
Lightning effects on aircraft: A cockpit
perspective
p0609 H80-31753
Basic phenomenology of electrical discharges at
atmospheric pressure
p0610 H80-31754
Static charging effects on avionic systems
p0610 H80-31755
Alleviation techniques for effects of static
charging on avionics
p0610 H80-31756
Aircraft static charging testing
p0610 H80-31757
Aircraft crashworthiness studies: Findings in
accidents involving an aerial application aircraft
[AD-A084619] p0629 H80-32356
FLIGHT IBSTBDHEHTS
BT APPROACH IBDICATOBS
BT ATTITDDE IHDICATOBS
BT AUTOHATIC PILOTS
ST FLIGHT TEST IBSTBDHEBTS
NT GTBO HOBIZOBS
ST BADIO ALTIBETBBS
Electronic flight instrument system for B767/757
aircraft
p0283 A80-32444
F-4 radar altimeter aural warning
[AD-A072870] p0040 H80-11085
In-service improvements and modernization of all
components of the instrument landing systems.
Volume 1: Sections 1-10
[AD-A074425] p0077 H80-13018
In-service improvements and modernization of all
components of the instrument landing systems.
Volume 2: Sections 11 and 12[AD-A074426] p0077 H80-13019
Aspects of flight test instrumentation methods
to derive aircraft performance and stability and
control characteristics
p0240 H80-19098
Reliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up
display set. Volume 2: Modifications to
display set control, C10626/AV9-30(V)
[AD-A085310] p0590 H80-30307
Perception of aircraft separation with
pilot-preferred symbology on a cockpit display
of traffic information
[BASA-TH-81172] p0604 B80-31397
FLIGHT LOAD BECOBDBBS
Expanded study of feasibility of measuring
in-flight 747/JT9D loads, performance,
clearance, and thermal data
[8ASA-CB-159717] p0170 H80-16063
The application of a paraoeteric method of fatigue
load measurement to wings based on flight
measurements on a Lightning Hk 15
[ABC-B/B-3836] p0179 H80-17068
FLIGHT HECHABICS
Flight through thunderstorm outflows
p0010 A80-11648
Pressure distribution in rectangular wing /blade/
sections during curvilinear ootion in an
incompressible medium
P0203 A80-27157
Laboratory studies of flight mechanics using
models in free flight
[AAAF PAPEB BT 80-15] . p0377 A80-36846
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Danvers,
Bass., August 11-13, 1980, Collection of
Technical Papers
p0514 A80-45855
Bifurcation analysis of aircraft high
angle-of-attack flight dynamics
[AIAA 80-1599] p0517. A80-45892
Concepts for generating optimum vertical flight
profiles
[BASA-CB-159181] p0223 B80-18031
Ressex helicopter/sonar dynamics study ABL program
description and operation
[ABL/ABBO-BOTE-385] p0545 B80-29288
FLIGHT OPEBATIOSS
The importance of ronvay capacity - An analytical
approach
P0322 A80-33294
Flight management systems
p0392 A80-38513
Aircraft operations and logistics simulation
p0410 A80-40342
Allocating and accommodating small aircraft
operations in the Baltimore-Washington Bi-region[SAB PAPEB 800761] p0576 A80-49706
Approach procedures human factor
considerations for safe landing of aircraft
p0624 A80-53558
Chart design and flight procedures standardization
p0624 A80-53559
Summary of transponder data performance tests'
of transponders and altimeters daring 'flight
operations
[AD-A075486] • p0177 B80-17048
FLIGHT OPTIBIZATIOB
Bederlandse Vereniging voor Luchtvaarttechniek,
Yearbook 1978
P0063 A80-17334
Soaring flight optimization tbeory and an
application in sailplane design
p0063 A80-17338
Analytical and numerical studies of the effect of
aircraft design parameters on the geometry of
the circular transition-carve of an optimized
transition- and climb-path for the jet-aircraft
takeoff
p0160 A80-23373
Periodic optimal cruise of a hypersonic vehicle
[ A I A A 80-1777] p0511 H80-45555
Impact of longitudinal flying qualities upon the
design of a transport with active controls
[AIAA 80-1570] p0516 A80-45869
Beaver aircraft parameter identification:
Technical preparations and preliminary results
[DFVLB-HITT-78-01] pOOSO B80-13039
Hinimizing the cost of operating aircraft on
mnltistop tours
P0593 B80-31140
FLIGHT PATHS
BT GLIDE PATHS
Constrained optimum trajectories vith specified
range
P0097 A80-18538
Analytical and numerical studies of the effect of
aircraft design parameters on the geometry of
the circular transition-curve of an optimized
transition- and climb-path for the jet-aircraft
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takeoff
p0160 A80-23373
Optimal algorithms and secondary processing devices
for aircraft trajectory measurement
P0573 A80-49635 .
Aircraft trajectory optimization using singular
perturbation methods
p0584 180-51065
A direction-cosine position coordinate system for
air navigation
p0621 A80-52993
Fuel minimal taXe-off path of jet lift VIOL
aircraft, log no. C3558
p0038 B80-11066
Experimental evaluation of active and passive
•eans of alleviating rotor impulsive noise in
descent flight
[BASA-CB-159188] p0174 H80-16839
Flight path displays
[AD-A077181] p0241 H80-19107
A singular perturbation analysis of minimum tine
long range intercept
[BASA-CB-162895] p0291 1980-20261
Flying qualities and piloting with respect to
controls and displays
p0309 B80-21352
Improved maneuver criteria evaluation program
flight path equations of motion for the h-58 and
Oh-58a aircraft
[AD-A080408] p0348 H80-22310
The reconstruction of flight paths from AIDS-data
Kith the aid of modern filtering methods
p0430 B80-25288
Bind factor simulation oodel: Oser's manual
[AD-A085486] p0543 B80-29272
Hind factor simulation model: Bodel description
[AD-A085733] p0544 B80-29274
Air traffic congestion and capacity. Citations
from the BTIS data base
[PB80-811052] p0588 880-30294
Crash tests of four identical high-Ming
single-engine airplanes
[BASA-TP-1699] p0588 H80-30296
Washington national Airport flight extension test.
Boise monitoring data report
[AD-A089111] . p06S4 B80-33966
FLIGBT PBBFOB1A1CB
O FLIGHT CHABACTEBISTICS
FLIGHT P1AIS
Field impact evaluation report on .the Electronic
Tabular Display Subsystem (ETABS)
[AD-A078848] p0185 H80-17357
Air traffic congestion and capacity. Citations
from the BTIS data base
[PB80-811052] p0588 H80-30294
FLIGBT BBCOBDEBS
Are ve spending too much on flight test
instrumentation
p0205 A80-27229
BIDS - The right tool for snail test jobs
Siniatare Integrated Data Systems for inflight
testing
p0205 480-27230
Airborne video instrumentation/data reduction
p0205 A80-27232
Aircraft motion analysis using limited flight and
radar data
p0206 A80-27241
From tape measure to computer tape development
of flight recorders
p0207 A80-27243
Flight recording in the OK. I - Evolution
p0212 A80-27751
Flight recording in the OK. II - Equipment
p0279 A80-32202
Application of the SIBS concept to Bavy helicopters
systems analysis of flight data recorders of
flight conditons of helicopters for structural
analysis
[AD-A074801] p0126 H80-15030
Aircraft.integrated data systems conference
proceedings, Friedrichshafen, West Germany,
26-27 Sep. 1978
[DFVLB-STTT-79-03] p0429 880-25275
Experiences with a Flying Data Hecording System
(FOBS) in German airforce fighter boaber ving
after a troop tail
p0429 H80-25276
Engine parameter trend analysis by LEADS 200:
Possibilities and limitations
p0429 H80-25277
Description of the British civil Aviation
airworthiness data recording program
p0430 B80-25284
The STDAS flight data processing system
p0430 B80-25285
The use of AIDS data at KLH
p0430 880*25286
The reconstruction of flight paths from AIDS-data
vith the aid of modern filtering methods
p0430 B80-25288
An Automatic Fault Indentification System (AFIS)
on board
p0430 880-25289
Processing of AIDS flight recorder data for a
quick-look Kith the aid of a hybrid system
p0430 880-25290
A reviev of flight test instrumentation systeos
for acceptance testing of the production aircraft
p0596 B80-31333
FLIGBT BOLES
HT IBSTBOHBBT FLIGHT BOLES
BT VISOAL FLIGHT BOLES
Electronic flight rules /EFB/ - A concept for
enhanced freedom of airspace
p0215 A80-28382
Electronic Flight Bales /EFB/ - A concept for
enhanced freedom of airspace
[SAE PAPEB 800735] p0575 A80-49687
Air traffic congestion and capacity. Citations
from the BTIS data base
[PB80-811052] p0588 B80-30294
FLIGBT SAFBTI
Operation of airborne equipment and flight safety
Russian book
p0011 A80-11875
Hunan factors in aircraft accidents
p0154 A80-21970
Beliability problems in avionics
p0155 A80-22723
Helicopter /ESBA/ in-flight escape system -
component qualification
p0160 A80-23460
Investigation can prevent aircraft accidents
p0268 A80-29773
The aircraft, the pilot, and flight safety
Bussian book
p0272 A80-30438
Technology requirements as derived from accident
rate analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0918] p0320 A80-32888
Outline of air traffic flov control
P0375 A80-36768
Collision danger and collision avoidance
p0375 A80-36769
On determining the probabilities of the
consequences of airplane system failures in
evaluating the level of flight safety
P0376 A80-36794
Aircraft maintenance
p0407 A80-39581
Safety indicators for aircraft flight
P0408 A80-39590
Air safety navigation system reliability
p0408 A80-39591
Safety professions in ATC systems
p0408 A80-39593
Conception, construction, and maintenance of
airports
p0408 A80-39594
The relationship betveen reliability and
airworthiness flight risk and failure
estimation for civil aviation
p0511 A80-45694
Pilot-aircraft system response to vind shear
[AIAA 80-1569] p0516 A80-45868
Takeoffs and vave-offs under the influence of vind
shear
C D G L B PAPEB 80-047] p0523 A80-46297
Safety priorities for ne« transport aircraft
pOSSO A80-50223
The relevance of service experience data in the
fatigue evaluation process of the F27
p0583 A80-50587
Deficiencies in flight safety using
minicomputer control of extracted radar data
p0584 A80-50991
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The en route alternate and a rational basis for
contingency fuel
p0622 A80-52997
Safety and efficiency: The next 50 years;
Proceedings of the Symposium on Bunan Factors in
Civil Aviation, The Bagae, Hetherlands,
September 3-7, 1979
p062a A80-53554
The advanced flight deck
p0624 680-53556
Hunan factors in incident investigation
p0625 A80-53566
Haman factors in accident investigation
p0625 480-53567
The superposition of two-dimensional error fields
and its influence on flight safety of air traffic
[ESA-TT-527-BEV] p0078 H80-13022
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard
at Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana (SAC)
[AD-A074390] p0115 880-14063
Flight safety of Bogallo hang gliders.
Theoretical and experimental study of the flight
envelope •
[OHEBA-HT-1979-8] p0363 H80-23301
Probabilities of vertical overlap: A sensitivity
analysis vertical separation standards for
aircraft
[PB80-161151 ] pO»91 B80-27323
Air traffic in NATO Europe: Its characteristics
and its needs
p0491 B80-27325
Helicopter air traffic management systems with
civil/military interoperability
p0491 H80-27326
A study for developnent of methods for air traffic
managenent
p0491 H80-27327
System, airspace, and capacity requirements for
future ATC-systems
pO«91 H80-27328
Determination of the safety in a Borth Atlantic
organized track system with reduced lateral
separation statistical tests
p0492 N80-27332
The current role of alcohol as a factor in civil
aircraft accidents
[AD-A086261] pOS42 R80-29266
Active BCAS performance in a garble environment
[AD-A086046] p0542 H80-29267
High-speed, low-level flight survival on ejection
p0559 H80-30016
Critical interfaces between environment and
organism in class A mishaps: A retrospective
analysis
[AD-A0873II1] p0600 H80-31371
HAS! aviation safety reporting system
[BASA-TH-81197] . p0629 H80-32352
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 4:
Aircraft seats, restraints, litters, and padding
[A0-A088441] p0630 B80-32358
Aviation safety: DC-10 crash of Bay 25, 1979
[GPO-54-572] p0644 H80-33383
Analysis of general aviation single-pilot IPR
incident data obtained from the NASA aviation
safety reporting systea
[HASA-TH-80206] p0644 H80-33384
FLIGHT SIBOLATIOH
The impact of the limits of simulation in
extending the use of simulators in training
p0004 ABO-10763
Recent advances in control loading and notion
systems used in simulation
pOOOS A80-10766
The capability of CGI in flight simulation —-
computer generated imagery
pOOOS A80-10768
A regression model of fatigue crack propagation
under flight simulation loading • for aluminum
alloys
p0012 A80-12157
Optimal washout for control of a moving base
simulator —'-' vertical motion flight simulation
using linear filter
p0052 ABO-11833
Test and analysis of the ASALH-PTV insulated
combustion chamber
[ASBB PAPEH 79-EHAS-21] pOOSS A80-15245
Computer simulation of engine systems for
aircraft design
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0051] p0092 A80-18253
Recent developments in flight simulation techniques
p0107 A80-20907
Covariance simulation of BCAS - An aircraft
collision avoidance system
p0107 A80-20915
Full scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic
tunnels and status of the Rational Transonic
Facility
p0163 A80-24090
Tactical navigation system testing•
p0206 A80-27237
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
7010 and 7075 aluminium plate
p0273 A80-30771
Flight simulation techniques - The quest for realism
p0321 A80-33135
Impact of flight effects on mnltitnbe suppressor
design
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1029] p0339 A80-35979
Simulation of high bypass ratio engine jet noise
flight effects by model jet wind tunnel test
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1030] p0340 A80-35980
Effect of some aircraft loading program
modifications on the fatigue life of open hole
specimens
p0341 A80-36076
Aerodynamic assessment of methods to simulate
flight inflow characteristics during static '
testing
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1023] p0393 A80-38638
The development of inflow control devices for
improved simulation of flight noise levels
during static testing of a HBPB tnrbofan engine
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1024] p0393 A80-38639
Comparison of several inflow control devices for
flight simulation of fan tone noise using a
JT15D-1 engine
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1025] p0393 A80-38640
Characteristics of internal- and jet-noise
radiation from a multi-lobe, multi-tube
suppressor nozzle tested statically and under
flight simulation
[AIAA PAPEH 80-1027] p0393 A80-38642
A quick look at current results of accelerated
mission tests for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1155] . p0399 A80-38941
The stability and control characteristics of the .
aerocrane hybrid heavy lift vehicle
p0403 A80-39292
Educational aspects of multi-microprocessor design
used in flight simulation applications
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1852] p0471 A80-43306
Development and flight evaluation of automatic
flare laws with improved touchdown dispersion
[AIAA 80-1757] p0510 A80-45545
Single pilot IFB autopilot complexity/benefit
tradeoff study
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1869] p0514 A80-45748
A study of stall deterrent systems for general
aviation aircraft
[AIAA 80-1562] p0514 A80-45861
Pilot-aircraft system response to vind shear
[AIAA 80-1569] p0516 A80-45868
An experimental investigation of VTOL flying
qualities requirements in shipboard landings
[AIAA 80-1625] p0519 A80-45913
Aircraft simulation data management - A prototype
system
p0578 A80-49832
A digital system for panoramic video display in
flight training simulators
p0584 A80-50990
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to
flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
p0623 A80-53439
Pilot performance during simulated approaches and
landings made with various computer-generated
visual glidepath indicators
[AD-A066220] p0026 1180-10151
Experiments in sensing transient rotational
acceleration cues on a flight simulator
[NASA-TP-1537] p0027 1180-10193
Flight effects on the aero/acoustic
characteristics of inverted profile coannnlar
nozzles
[HASA-CB-162419] p0030 B80-10220
Application of modified profile analysis to
function testing of simulated CTOl transport
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touchdown-performance data
[BASA-TP-1541J p0038 B80-11069
Banned engineering flight sianlation validation, •
part 2: Software user's guide
[AD-A071395] p0042 H80-11105
Evaluation of transponder antenna coverage/ATCBBS
daring sinalated flights of aircraft
[AD-A073547] .p0043 B80-11275
Flight sinalation fatigue crack propagation
evaluation of candidate lover wing skin
naterials with particular consideration of
spectra a truncation
[HLB-TB-77092-D] p0044 B80-11524
V/STOL flight sinalation
[BASA-Tfl-81156] . p0072 HBO-12100
Determination in ground facilities of aerodynamic
stability parameters of aircraft
[AGABD-AG-242] p0072 H80-12102
Simulator study of stall/post-stall
characteristics of a fighter airplane with
relaxed longitudinal static stability F-16
[HASA-TP-1538] p0121 B80-14136
The effects of motion and g-seat cues on pilot
simulator performance of three piloting tasks
[HISi-IP-1601] p0129 580-15069
Beview and evaluation of national airspace systen
aodels
[AD-A078050] p0176 B80-17047
Piloted flight sianlation study of low-level wind
shear, phase 4. All-weather landing systeas,
engineering services support project, task 2
. [AD-A077164] p0180 B80-17080
Application of the Bstimation-Before-Bodeling
(EBB) system identification aethod to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volnne 2: Simulation study
. using T-2C wind tunnel aodel data
[AD-A079923] p0235 H80-19061
Evalaation of aircraft windshield materials in a
simulated supersonic flight environment
[AD-A078673] p0238 1180-19082
Beoarks on simulation. Objectives/areas of
use/possibilities/limitations: An overview
p0253 B80-19812
Simulation of a night vision systen for low level
helicopter operations using helmet nonnted
display device
p025S H80-19832
Airborne aids for coping with low-level wind
shear. All-weather landing systems, engineering
services support project, task 2 the use of
aircraft instruments, flight simulation
techniques, and mathematical models to
understand wind shear effects during aircraft
approach and takeoff
[AD-A080589] p0289 H80-20242
Botocraft flight simulation, computer program C81.
Volume 3: Programmer's manual
[AD-A077345] p0291 R80-20262
Evalaation of a Central Data Entry System (CDES)
for transport aircraft
[DFVLB-FB-79-23] p0304 H80-21298
An improved prediction method for the noise
generated in flight by circular jets
[HASA-TB-81470] ' p0314 B80-22048
Preliminary investigation of motion requirements
for the simulation of helicopter hover tasks
[HASA-TH-81801 ] p0347 B80-22304
Botorcraft flight simulation, computer program
C81. Volume 1: Engineer's manual
[AD-A079631] p0348 B80-22312
Botorcraft flight simulation, computer program
C81. Volume 2: User's manual
[AD-A079632] p0348 B80-22313
Air combat maneuvering performance measurement
[AD-A077429] p0368 B80-23336
Hybrid computer errors in engineering flight
simulation
[AD-A0819S3J p0419 H80-24307
A polymorphic reconfigurable emnlator for parallel
simulation
[BASA-CB-163185] p0428 H80-25010
Head-up display in the non-precision approach
[BASA-TB-81167] p0479 H80-26296
Low cost simulation of.piloting tasks
[AD-A080856] p0483 B80-26332
Heat reclamation from flight simulators
[AD-A081754] p0484 880-26334
Application of flight simulator record/playback
feature
[AD-A081752] p0484 B80-2633S
A pilot's assessment of helicopter
handling-quality factors common to both agility
and instrument flying tasks
[BASA-TB-81217] p0532 B80-28341
An experimental evaluation of head-up display
formats
[HASA-TP-1550] ' p0533 B80-28349
iessex helicopter/sonar dynamics study AEL program
. description and operation
[ABl/ABBO-HOTE-385] ' p0545 H80-29288
A head-up display format for application to
transport aircraft approach and landing
[HASA-IB-81199] p0546 B80-2929S
Helicopter electro-optical system display
requirements. 2: Performance of helicopter
pilots when using a low-light-level television
system during simulated nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-1086855] p0590 B80-30308
Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center. Volume 4:
Description of dynamic drop store separation
testing
[AD-A087490] p0599 H80-31358
A simulation investigation on the feasibility of
curved approaches under Bicrowave Landing System
(BIS) guidance
[BLB-TB-78035-0] p0601 B80-31380
Effects of rotor parameter variations on handling
qualities of unaugmented helicopters in
simulated terrain flight
[HASA-TB-81190] p0605 B80-31407
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
7010 and 7075 aluminum alloy plate
[HLB-BP-79019-D] p0611 B80-31847
Development of high lift devices for application
to advanced Bavy aircraft
[AD-A084226] p0633 B80-32382
Experimental techniques in unsteady aerodynamics
p0644 H80-33373
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion
cue requirements in flight simulation
helicopter hovering
[BASA-CB-3312] p0646 B80-33398
Validation of the rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) using operational loads survey
flight test data
[AD-i089008J p0650 H80-33422
Effects of criteria on. flight simulation study 1:
Beading deviation tolerance
[AD-A088908] ' p0650 H80-33423
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral
fuel-tank sealants, part 1
[AD-A088573] p0651 B80-33573
FLIGHT SIBOLATOBS
HI COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
The impact of the limits of simulation in
extending the use of simulators in training
p0004 A80-10763
Becent and future engineering developments in
flight training simulators
pOOOS A80-10776
The interrelationships between engineering
development simulation and flight simulation
aircraft design development simulator technology
transfer to flight simulator and training
program improvements
pOOOS A80-10777
Controllers for aircraft motion simulators
[AIAA PAFEB 80-0050] p0092 A80-18252
Airliner simulator census
p0166 A80-24472
Hew requirements, test techniques, and development
methods for high fidelity flight simulation of
commercial transports
[AIAA 80-0445] p0200 A80-26949
Instrumentation for a tactical aircraft
air-to-ground full-mission simulation
p0264 A80-29499
High-resolution intensified vidicon for low light
level applications in aircraft flight
simulators
pOSOS A80-44630
A non-Gaussian atmospheric turbulence model for
flight simulator studies of aircraft handling
qualities
[AIAA 80-1568] p0515 A80-45867
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Application of existing roll response criteria to
transport aircraft with advanced flight control
systems
CAIiA 60-1572] p0516 480-15671
advanced simulator for pilot training (ASPT):
G-seat optimization ',
[AD-A068475] p0031 880-10233
Banned engineering .flight simulation validation.
Part 1. Simulation requirements and simulator
motion system performance
[AD-A071394] P0031 H80-10235
Training effectiveness of the CH-47 flight
simulators
[AD-A072317] p0031 H80-10236
Simulator for air-to-air combat motion system
investigation
[AD-A072612] p0032 H80-10237
Dynamic characteristics of flight simulator motion
systems
[AGABD-AB-144] • p0032 H80-10238
Perception and performance in flight simulators:
The contribution of vestibnlar, visual, and
auditory information
[HASA-CB-162129] p0042 B80-11103
Banned engineering flight simulation validation,
part 2: Software user's guide
[AD-A071395] p0042 B80-11105
Application of modified profile analysis to
function testing of the motion/no-motion issue
in an aircraft ground-handling simulation
statistical analysis procedure for man machine
systems flight simulation
[HiSA-TP-1540] p0078 B80-13024
Effects of varying visual display characteristics
of the T-4G, a T-37 flight simulator
[AD-4071410] p0144 H80-15180
Feasibility and concept study to convert the
HASA/ABES vertical motion simulator to a
helicopter simulator
[HASA-CB-152193] p0171 H80-16070
SESABB: A system of equations for the simulation
of aircraft in a modular environment
[BAB-TS-79008] p0179 H80-17069
The influence of simulator motion wash-out filters
on the performance of pilots when stabilizing
aircraft attitude in turbulence
[BLB-TH-78022-0] p0182 H80-17094
Computer synthesis of flight simulation visuals
[ABI/SIS-BOTB-61] p0226 B80-18053
Bethods of sound simulation and applications in
flight simulators
CBASA-TH-75768] . p0245 B80-19133
Design of a simulator for studying the helicopter
- SDVBH
p0254 B80-19829
Cost-effectiveness of flight simulators for
military training
p0255 180-19830
Using a language developed for aircraft simulators
— advantages and disadvantages of using
FOBTB&B and assembly language
p0255 B80-19831
BACTAC: A combat-worthy computerized opponent
p0301 B80-21273
Pilot assessment of two computer-generated display
formats for helicopter instrument approach
[BASA-lB-80151] . p0350 B80-22321
Operations manual: Vertical notion Simulator
(TBS) S.08
[BASA-TB-81180] . p0362 B80-23295
BAVAIBDETCBB dynamic flight simulator design and
multipurpose crew station concept design and
development plan
[AD-A081982] p0368 H80-23335
lind-shear encounters during visual approaches at
night. A piloted simulator study
[BAE-TS-79126] p0417 H80-24291
Aeronautical systems technology needs-test
facilities and test equipment
[AD-A083553] ' p0484 B80-26336
An evaluation of aircraft separation assurance
concepts using airline flight simulators.
Volume 1: study report
[AD-A083986] p0489 880-27310
An evaluation of aircraft separation assurance
concepts using airline flight simulators.
Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-A083897] p0489 B80-27311
Development of simulator instructional feature
design guides
[AD-A084428] p0537 B80-28379
The use of simulators for training in-flight and
emergency procedures
[AGABD-AG-248] p0606 B80-31412
V/STOL equivalent systems analysis
[AD-A087283] p0606 B80-31414
Heat reclamation from flight simulators: Summary
[AD-A087295] p0606 B80-3141S
advanced simulator for pilot training: Design of
automated performance measurement system
[AD-A088855] p0649 B80-33421
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Stability of asymmetric equilibrium flight states
[AIAA 80-1567] p0515 A80-45866
Helicopter stability and control test methodology
[AIAA 80-1610] p0518 A80-«5902
Comparison of stability and control parameters for
a light, single-engine, high-winged aircraft
using different flight test and parameter
estimation techniques
[HASA-TB-80163] p0030 B80-10225
Stability and control aspects of the CCV-F104G
CBBB-OFE-1447(0) ] p0122 B80-14141
In flight tests of a parameter insensitive
controller
[BSA-TT-565] p0310 B80-21358
Flight evaluation of nondimensional static
longitudinal stability test methods
[AD-A082831] p0422 H80-2Q329
Open loop gust alleviation
[BHFT-FB-W-79-10] p0555 B80-29373
Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test
measurements of static aerodynamic loading of a
captive store
[AD-A087237] p0587 S80-30281
A flight investigation of performance and loads
for a helicopter with 10-64C main rotor blade
sections
[BASA-TH-81871] p0641 B80-33348
FLIGHT TECBHICAL BBBOB
D PILOT BBBOfi
FLIGHT TEST IHSTBOHEHTS
Are we spending too much on flight test
instrumentation
p0205 A80-27229
BIDS - The right tool for small test Jobs
Biniatnre Integrated Data Systems for inflight '
. testing
p0205 480-27230
A low cost airborne data acquisition system
p0205 A80-27231
Airborne video instrumentation/data reduction
p0205 A80-27232
VSTOL test techniques utilizing laser tracking
p0205 A80-27234
Experience from testing the Viggen electronic
systems utilizing existing computer capacity
P0206 A80-27235
Firebrand anti-ship missile target - Flight test
program objectives and vehicle instrumentation
requirements
p0206 A80-27236
From tape measure to computer tape development
of flight recorders
p0207 A80-27243
Determination of instrumentation errors from
measured data using maximum likelihood method
[ A I A A 80-1602] p0518 A80-45895
Helicopter flight test instrumentation
[AGAHD-AG-160-VOL-10] p0647 B80-33406
Pressure and flow measurement flight testing
[AGABD-AG-160-VOL-11] p0647 S80-33407
FLIGHT TBST VEHICLES
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics
of a flight vehicle from onboard measurement data
p0150 A80-21293
Flight research techniques utilizing remotely
piloted research vehicles
p0597 B80-31337
FLIGHT TESTS
BT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Hicroprocessors as aircraft fatigue monitors
p0014 A80-12640
Instrumentation for the determination of aircraft
performance from dynamic maneuvers
p0014 A80-12647
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Stochastic response secondary surveillance radar
pOO«7 A80-13212
Sone measurements of gan blast on a lightning
aircraft
pOOSO A80-14414
Estimation of the accuracy of dynamic
flight-deternined coefficients
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0171] 'p0089 A80-17700
Flight certification of the Cessna TU206G
amphibious floatplane
' p0091 A80-18186
.Flight and wind tunnel test results of the
nechanical jet noise suppressor nozzle
[AIAA PiPEB 80-0165] p0109 A80-20971
Development and flight test of a two-place
night/adverse veather 1-10 for the close-air
support and battlefield attack mission
[SAE PIPEB 791069] p0194 A80-26632
Local skin friction and static pressure on a s«ept
wing in flight
[AIAA 80-0023] p0199 A80-26937
Hev requirements, test techniques, and development
methods for high fidelity flight simulation of
commercial transports
[AIAA 80-0445] p0200 A80-26949
Control and data acquisition aircraft for ALCH
flight tests Air launched Cruise Bissile
[AIAA 80-0446] p0200 A80-26950
Vind tannel and flight test drag comparisons for a
' guided projectile with cruciform tails
[AIAA 80-0426] p0202 A80-26968
Achieving effective Radar Cross Section flight
profiles on the B-1 aircraft
P020S A80-27227
First experience with telemetry and real time data
reduction at Gates Learjet
p0205 A80-27228
Tactical navigation system testing
p0206 A80-27237
Testing the F-18 at the D.S. Haval Air 'Test Center
p0206 A80-27239
Helicopter crash position indicator flight trials
p0206 A80-27240
Aircraft motion analysis using limited flight and
radar data
P0206 ABO-27241
F/A-18 status report
p0207 A80-27377
Bight/adverse weather A-10 evaluator program
/A-10B/. 8. H. Shawler
p0207 A80-27378
P.-16 European test, and evaluation
p0207 A80-27380
General aviation icing flight test
p0208 A80-27383
The development of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Rystere Falcon 50
p0208 480-27386
CL-600 Challenger
p0208 A80-27387
Beview of five years of flight testing .the B-1
p0208 A80-27388
Composite components on commercial aircraft
p0209 A80-27597
Instrumentation and techniques for parachute wind
tannel testing
P0264 A80-29498
Cockpit Display of Traffic Information /CDTI/
• p0274 A80-30817
Airborne FLIB - Experiences from flight' tests
p0323 A80-34174
Practical design considerations for a flightworthy
higher harmonic control system for flight
testing on OH-6A helicopter
[AIAA 80-0668] p0335 A80-35100
Synthesis of test results on the Concorde at high
angle of attack
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-26] p0378 A80-36854
Becommendations for obtaining nozzle/afterbody
drag data' based on a comparison of wind tunnel
and flight data ' '
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1169] p0391 A80-38347
.Results from flight noise tests on a Viper
turbojet fitted with ejector/suppressor nozzle
systems[AIAA PAPEB 80-1028] . p0393 A80-38643
Flight tests for the study of radioelectric
perturbations of electrostatic origin
COBBEA, TP BO. 1980-58] p0444 A80-4Q819
Flight test of all-electronic propulsion control
system
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1147] ' p0448 480-11187
An experimental aircraft .to test new technologies
p0466 A80-42918
Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge
modifications on the spinning characteristics of
a low-wing general aviation airplane[AIAA PAPEB 80-1843] p0470 A80-43301
Determination of an angle of attack sensor
correction for a general aviation airplane at
large angles of attack- as determined from wind
tannel and flight tests[AIAA PAPEB 80-1845] p0470 A80-43303
Certification of avionics systems on the
commercial airplanes of the 1980's
p0474 A80-43683
Prediction of nnsappressed jet engine exhaust
noise in flight from static data[AIAA PAPBB 80-1008] . p0508 A80-44491
Investigation of flight characteristics.of the
HRCA-Tornado in the framework of the official
flight testing. II .
p0508 A80-44517
Investigations of the BBCA Tornado flight
characteristics within official flight tests. I
. p0508 A80-44518
Might/Adverse leather A-10 at the cross-roads
p0509 A80-45499
Development and flight evaluation of automatic
flare laws with improved touchdown dispersion '[AIAA 80-1757] p0510 A80-45545
Forward swept wing flight demonstrator[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1882] '. p0514 A80-45750
A study of stall deterrent systems for general
aviation aircraft[AIAA 80-1562] p0514 A80-45861
A dynamic analysis of the motion of a low-wing
.general aviation aircraft about its calculated
equilibrium flat spin mode
[AIAA 80-1565] p0515 A80-45864
Spin profile tailoring for the improved 2.75-inch
rocket[AIAA 80-1575] p0516 A80-45874
A variational technique for smoothing flight-test
and accident data[AIAA 80-1601] p0518 A80-45894
A summer of an in-flight evaluation of control
system pare time delays during landing using the
F-8 DFB8 airplane
[AIAA 80-1626] pOS20 A80-45914
tow order equivalent models of highly augmented
aircraft determined from flight data using
maximno likelihood estimation
[AIAA 80-1627] p0520 A80-45915
Determination of an oblique wing aircraft's
aerodynamic characteristics
[AIAA 80-1630] p0520 A80-45918
Identification of flexible aircraft from flight data
[AIAA 80-1633] p0521 A80-45921
Identification of aeroelastic parameters using a
recursive sequential least squares method
[AIAA 80-1634] p0521 A80-45922
Parameter identification of B-52E CCV flight test
data including aeroelastic effects
[AIAA 80-1635] p0521 A80-45923
The agricultural aircraft PZL-106A and its testing
at the agricultural aviation factory of IHTEBFLOG
p0568 A80-47785
Application of high-alpha control system concepts
to a variable-sweep fighter airplane[AIAA PAPEB 80-1582] p0579 A80-50098
Study of the feasibility aspects of flight testing
an aeroelastically tailored forward swept
research wing on a BQR-34F drone vehicle
[HASA-CB-159149] p0027 H80-10195
Feasibility tests of use of the tri turbo-3
aircraft for arctic AZBT drops .
[AD-A073159] p0039 B80-11074
Flight flutter testing
p0066 H80-12012
Evaluation of seating and restraint systems
conducted daring fiscal year 1978
[AD-A074881] p0077 B80-13014
Beaver aircraft parameter identification:
Technical preparations and preliminary results
[DFVLB-BITT-78-01] . p0080 B80-13039
Flight test of navigation and guidance sensor
errors measured on STOL approaches
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[BASA-TB-81154] pOOSO B80-13041
Determination of the repeatability of PEC
flight tests for. position error calibrating
[AEtB-PB-79/36] p0118 B80-14109
Preliminary test results of a flight management
algorithm for fuel conservative descents in a
tine based metered traffic environment
flight tests of an algorithm to minimize fuel
consaaption of aircraft based on flight tine
[BASA-TH-80194] p0118 B80-14114
Flight testing of the buffeting behavior of combat
aircraft
[BSA-TT-523] P0122 B80-14143
Data redaction software for LOBA8-C flight test
evaluation
[BASA-CB-162730] P0128 H80-15060
CH-46 composite rotor blade flight stress survey
data. Volume 3: Plotted forward rotor blade
chord, torsion and absolute loads
[AD-A075612] p0130 H80-15077
Analysis oj low-speed helicopter flight test data
[AD-A074141] . • p0130 B80-15079
JA-6A circulation control wing contractor flight
demonstration
[AD-A074888] p0130 H80-15080
Correlation of F-15 flight and wind tunnel test
control effectiveness
pOiaO B80-15152
BASA quiet short-haul research aircraft
experinenters' handbook
[BASA-TB-81162] p0167 H80-1602a
wind-tunnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynanic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane (XB-701) 2:
Extrapolation of wind-tunnel data to fall-scale
conditions
[BASA-TP-1515] p0167 B80-16032
Results of a Loran-C flight test using .an absolute
data reference
[SASA-CB- 162751] P0169 B80-16051
Airborne evaluation of the production AB/ABB-133
loran-C navigator HH-3 and BH-52 aircraft
flights
[AD-A075«84] P0177 N80-17057
Comparison of analytical and flight test
identified aerodynamic derivatives for a
tandem-rotor transport helicopter
[BASA-TP-1581] . 'p0177 B80-17060
The acceletometer methods of obtaining aircraft
.performance from flight test data dynamic
performance testing
[AD-A075226] P01T8 B80-17066
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
[BASA-CB-159094] p0182 B80-17147
Bind-tonnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane (XB-70-1). 3: A
comparison between characteristics predicted
from rind-tunnel measurements and those measured
in flight
CBASA-TP-1516] P0219 H80-17986
Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients obtained
from theoretical calculations wind-tunnel tests
and flight tests data redaction for the alpha
jet aircraft
[HASA-TB-75237] P0220 B80-17991
Synthesis of rotor test data for real-time
simulation
[BASA-CB-152311] P0222 B80-18029
Airborne radar approach system flight test
experiment
[AD-A077900] p023« 1180-19054
Preliminary Airworthiness Evaluation OH-1B
helicopter equipped with Bultiple Target
Electronic Warfare System (BOLTERS)
[AD-A078Q76] P0236 B80-19067
Application of the Estimation-Before-Bodeling
(EBB) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volune 3: Identification of
. T-2C aerodynamics stability and control
characteristics from actual flight test data
[AD-A079924] p0237 B80-19072
Parameter Identification conference on
techniques applied to aircraft flight test data
[AGABD-LS-104] p0240 B80-19094
Aspects of flight test instrumentation methods
to derive aircraft performance and stability and
control characteristics
p0240 B80-19098
Analysis of aircraft performance stability and
control measures
p02QO B80-19099
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation, AH-1G with
the airborne target acquisition fire control
system and the hellfire modular missile system
installed
[AD-A078340] p0291 1180-20265
Generation of a representative load sequence for
the fatigue testing of Bacchi BB 326B spar booms
[AD-A074155] p0348 B80-22309
Carburetor ice: A review
[TB-79-9] p0361 880-23279
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities of a general
aviation/air transport area navigation system
(BBAV)
IAD-A081646] p0362 B80-23288
Flight test evaluation of airborne tire pressure
indicating systems
[AD-A081598] p0364 B80-23305
Icing nozzle element optimization test, January 1979
[AD-A081175] p0417 B80-24297
High-speed T-38A landing gear extension loads
[HASA-TB-58226] p0432 B80-25319
Beasnrement of the handling characteristics of two
light airplanes
[NASA-TP-1636] ' p0436 880-25355
Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technique
[AD-A083027] p0438 B80-25519
Overview of recent aero-optics flight tests
p0439 B80-25601
Low-speed airspeed calibration data for a
single-engine research-support aircraft
[HASA-TB-81832] p0477 B80-26264
A comprehensive approach in-flight thrust
determination
CAD-A081511] pO«80 B80-26305
Development and flight test results of an
autothrottle control system at Bach 3 cruise
.[BASA-TP-1621] p0483 B80-26328
Data report for an extensive store separation test
program conducted at supersonic speeds
[AD-A083848] p0487 B80-27290
Rest Coast LOBAB-C flight test
[AD-A084039] p0488 B80-27307
Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technique as
an aid to airborne radar approaches
[AD-A084015] p0531 B80-28331
Flying qualities design requirements for sidestick
controllers
[AD-A085085] p0537 B80-28375
Flight test results of the use of Bthylene Glycol
Hononethyl Ether (EGHE) as an anti-carburetor
icing fuel additive
[AD-A084960] p0539 B80-28539
F101 central integrated test subsystem evaluation
[AD-A086130] p0551 B80-29336
Store separation trajectory analysis
[AD-A086704] p0587 B80-30284
Analysis of T-2C high angle of attack flight test
data with nonlinear system identification
methodology
[AD-A086327] p0589 B80-30298
Analysis of electrical transients created by
lightning
[BASA-CB-159308] p0593 B80-30645
F/A-18 status report
p0593 B80-31306
Bight/adverse weather A-10 evaloator program (A-10B)
p0594 B80-31307
F-16 European test and evaluation
p0594 B80-31309
General aviation icing flight test.
P0594 B80-31312
Sabreliner 65
p0594 B80-31315
The development of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Bystere Falcon 50
p0594 H80-31316
CL-600 challenger
p0594 B80-31317
P-59
p0595 B80-31318
Beview of five years of flight testing the B-1
p0595 H80-31321
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Aircraft Assessment and Acceptance Testing .
[AGABD-LS-108] p0596 H80-31329
So»e comments on the problems involved in aircraft
assessment and acceptance testing
p0596 H80-31330
OSAF development test and evaluation
p0596 H80-31331
Sone examples of procedures used in OK for
acceptance testing of aircraft prodneed by the
aircraft industry under government contract
p0596 H80-31332
A review of flight test instrumentation systems
for acceptance testing of the production aircraft
p0596 R80-31333
Performance testing production airlines
p0596 H80-31334
Evaluation of longitudinal characteristics
including stability handling and CG range
p0597 H80-31335
Evaluation of lateral and directional
characteristics and spinning behaviour
p0597 1180-31336
landing systeo reliability and safety model
[AD-A087524] • p0601 H80-31379
Helicopter-ship qualification testing
[HLB-HP-79027-D] p0603 H80-31391
NASA general aviation stall/spin flight testing
p0640 H80-33340
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 3:
Aircraft structural crashvorthiness
[AD-A089104] p0645 H80-33385
Precision 1-band DUE tests
[AD-A089053] p0645 H80-33388
Development and test results of a flight
nanageaent algorithm for fuel conservative
descents in a time-based netered traffic
environment
[HASA-TP-1717] p0647 B80-33404
FLIGHT IIHB
Preliminary test results of a flight management
algorithm for fuel conservative descents in a
time based metered traffic environment
flight tests of an algorithm to minimize fuel
consumption of aircraft based on flight time
[HASA-TH-80194] p0118 H80^14114
FLIGHT TBAIHIIC
Hew requirements, test techniques, and development
methods for high fidelity flight simulation of
commercial transports
[ A I A A 80-0405} p0200 A80-26949
A digital systeo for panoramic video display in
flight training simulators
p0584 480-50990
Training effectiveness of the CH-47 flight
simulators
[AD-A072317] p0031 H80-10236
Platform motion contributions to simulator
training effectiveness, study 3: Interaction
of motion with fields-of-view
[&D-A0784263 p0367 B80-23334
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Flight-vehicle equipment Russian book
p0011 A80-11869
Automatic control systems for flight vehicles
Russian booX
p0049 A80-14100
Hinged vehicle equations of motion
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0364] p0095 A80-18336
FLIB DETECTOBS '
Experiences of a 50 HEPS video recording and
processing system for FLIB inages
p0323 A80-34163
Airborne FLIB - Experiences from flight tests
p0323 A80-34174
GE-SI supersonic FLIB window
[AD-A078371] p0257 H80-19948
FLOAIIBG POIBI ABITHHETIC
The array processor AP-120B/190L for simulation
applications
p0006 180-11151
FLOS CHABACTEBISflCS
HT BOOHDABI LAIEB STABILITI
HT FLASE STABILITI
HT FLOS DISTRIBOTIOH
HI FLOB STABILITT
HT FLOW VELOCITI
HT BAGHETOHYDBODIHAHIC STABILITT
Parameters of spatial flow past a hydrofoil near
the free surface of a ponderable liguid
p0007 A80-11205
On the influence of steady^state temperature and
pressure distortion on the flow characteristics
in an installed multistage jet engine compressor
p0090 A80-17724
Separation due to shock wave-turbulent boundary
layer interaction
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1979-146] • p0102 A80-20083
Flow over a plate in the presence of a vortex sink
p0150 A80-21295
Experimental investigation of the
interference-free flow field around a lifting
wing-body model to establish cross flow
characteristics for ventilated wind tunnel walls
at low supersonic flach numbers
[AIAA 80-0444] p0200 A80-26948
Rotating stall in a vaneless diffnser of a
centrifugal fan
p0210 A80-27734
Experimental investigation of the flow past a wing
of finite width
p0262 A80-29222
Beat transfer to a plane wall from a heated,
ventilated plane jet in lift devices for
STOL aircraft
p0263 480-291469
Calculation of the compressible turbulent boundary
layer of homogeneous gas
p0386 A80-37554
Hon-eguilibrinm flow over delta wings with
detached shock waves
[AIAA PAPER 80-1424] p0452 A80-41614
Investigation of flows in Laval nozzles at small
Beynolds numbers
- p0467 A80-42969
Perturbing influence of the probe on the
characteristics of a subsonic wake behind a
two-dimensional model
p0475 A80-43787
Beat transfer of the critical air flow in a
nozzle. IV - The flow and heat transfer .
characteristics of an accelerated transonic air
flow in a divergent nozzle
p0566 A80-47463
Ground plane effects on a contoured surface at low
subsonic velocities
[AD-A079877] p0288 H80-20237
Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow turbomachinery
. [AD-A079617] p0293 H80-20277
Restoring essential flow and ignition properties
to antimisting kerosine (AHK) for turbine
aircraft operations
[AD-A081684] p0425 880-24463
A comparison of solid fuel ramjet flow
characteristics and combustion behavior
[AD-A085064] p0535 B80-28359
FLOS COEFFICIBBTS
HT DISCHABGE COEFFICIEBT
FLOB DIBECTIOH IHDICATO1S
Determination of an angle of attack sensor
correction for a general aviation airplane at
large angles of attack as determined from wind
tunnel and flight tests
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1845) p0470 A80-43303
FLOB DISTOBIIOI
On supersonic flow with attached shock waves over
delta wings
p0012 A80-12598
Solution of linear problems of flow about finite
span wing
p0015 A80-12912
Acoustic fatigue failure of inlet guide vanes due
to intake flow distortions in an aircraft engine
p0059 480-16091
on the influence of steady state temperature and
pressure distortion on the flow characteristics
in an installed multistage jet engine compressor
p0090 A80-17724
Flow of a compressible fluid over an isolated
airfoil and through a cascade
p0151 A80-21302
Drag calculations for profiles at transonic speeds
p0151 A80-21303
Centrifugal forces on a thin wing in hypersonic
flight at large angles of attack
p0151 A80-21315
Influence of the leading-edge planform on the
hypersonic flow over a small-aspect-ratio wing
p0152 A80-21349
a-200
SUBJECT iron FLOS DISTBIBUTIO1
Experiments on the diffraction of weak blast waves
- Tbe von Reunann paradox
p0165 A80-24360
Analysis of the nonnniqueness of solutions to the
problen of flow separation for snail-aspect
delta vings •
p0202 A80-27127
Hypersonic flow of gas over a slender wing of
variable shape
p0277 A80-31388
Types of leeside flow over delta vings
p0327 480-39652
Plane unsteady flow of invisdd and incompressible
fluid aroond a system of profiles
p0391 A80-38273
The development of inflow control devices for
inproved simulation of flight noise levels
during static testing of a HBPB tarbofan engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1024] p0393 &80-38639
Inlet flow distortion in turbomachinery. I -
Ccaparison of theory and experiment in a
transonic fan stage. II - A parameter study
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1076] p0396 A80-38895
The effect of blade-wakes on the performance of
short dump-diffnser type combnstor inlets
p0446 A80-41151
An analog editing system for inlet dynamic flow
distortion, DTHADEC - Past, present and future
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1108] p0447 A80-41181
Evaluation of a statistical method for determining
peak inlet flow distortion using P-15 and F-18
data
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1109] p0448 480-11182
Vorticity aodelling of blade wakes behind isolated
annular blade-rows - Induced disturbances in
swirling flows
[ A S H E PAPEB 80-GT-140] p0462 A80-42253
The effect of finite turbulence spatial scale on
the amplification of turbulence by a contracting
stream
p0509 480-44862
Temperature distortion -•— in a compressor inflow
p0073 H80-12332
Unsteady pressure distortion -— in compressor
inflow
p0073 H80-12333
Distribution analysis for P100{3) engine
[HASA-CB-159754] p0179 B80-17073
An experimental investigation of two large annular
diffnsers with swirling and distorted inflow
[HASA-TP-1628] p0219 B80-17984
H.OI DISTBIBOTIOI
Predictions of the flow field and local gas
composition in gas turbine combustors
p0010 A80-11773
Improved numerical simulation of high speed inlets
using the Havier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0383] p0095 480-18340
Flow in transonic compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0124] p0096 480-18357
Streamvise development of the flow over a delta wing
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0200] p0097 480-18376
Transonic flow past oscillating airfoils
p0148 A80-21233
Calculation of the supersonic flow field with
vortices behind a slender rectangular wing
P0151 480-21320
Transonic swept-wing analysis using asymptotic and
other numerical methods
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0342] p0156 480-22151
Computational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fnselage-pylon-store
interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0127] p0157 A80-23013
Effects of forebody, wing and wing-body-LEX
flowfields on high angle of attack aerodynamics
Leading Edge extensions
[SAE PAPEB 791082] .p0194 480-26638
Selected wind tunnel testing developments at the
Boeing Aerodynamics Laboratory
[AIAA 80-0458] p0201 A80-26958
Transonic inlet flow calculations using a general
grid-generation scheme
p0211 A80-2774H
The influence of losses on the evaluation of the
•rotating stall1
p0261 480-29131
A directionally sensitive hot-wire probe for
detection of flow reversal in highly unsteady
flows
p0264 A80-29492
Design of flat plate leading edges to avoid flow
separation
p0272 A80-30571
Design of slotted transonic wind tunnels for
supersonic flow development
p0275 A80-30976
Comparison between optical measurements and a
numerical solution of the flow field within a
transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
.[AIAA PAPEB 80-1078] p0396 480-38897
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the
Havier-Stokes equations
[ A I A A PAPBB 80-1107] p0397 A80-38917
Careful numerical study of flowfields about
asymmetric external conical corners
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1329] p0451 A80-41562
Complete viscous flowfield solutions about a blunt
parabolic body in a supersonic stream
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1351] p0451 480-41576
Three dimensional supersonic flow through a
cascade of twisted flat plates
[ASHE PAPEB 80-FE-3] p0474 A80-43333
numerical simulation of three-dimensional boattail
afterbody flow fields
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1347] p0506 A80-44132
Status of centrifugal impeller internal
aerodynamics. I - Inviscid flow prediction
methods. II - Experiments and influence of
viscosity
P0511 A80-45667
Potential flow past a wing profile with a trailing
edge of finite thickness
p0524 480-46827
Quick and easy flow-field surveys
p0615 A80-51561
Geometry of circulation zones downstream of blnff
bodies and gasdynamic screens of various forms
and blockage ratios
p0616 A80-51898
Parametric method of aircraft engine status
diagnostics based on limited information
p0017 H80-10003
action of rectangular wing between parallel walls
p0019 N80-10050
Flow-around small-aspect-ratio delta wing with
vortex "bursting"
p0019 H80-10060
Cross flow fan experiment development and finite
element modeling
p0021 H80-10098
Investigation of the boundary condition at a wind
tunnel test section wall for a lifting wing-body
midel at low supersonic speed
[AD-A072098] p0025 K80-10143
Height of spray produced by vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL) aircraft
[AD-A073099] p0039 H80-11075
The performance estimation of an axial-flow
compressor stage using theoretically derived
blade element characteristics with experimental
comparison
p0083 B80-13466
Theoretical study of aerodynamic characteristics
of wings having vortex flow
[HASA-CB-159184] p0114 1180-14053
An adaptation and validation of a primitive
variable mathematical model for predicting the
flows in turbojet test cells and solid fuel
ramjets
[AD-A074187] p0121 H80-14133
Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled canard
wing configuration
p0143 H80-15175
On the effects of gaps on control surface
characteristics
p0143 N80-15176
Boundary layer and wake modifications to
compressor design systems: The effect of
blade-to-blade flow variations on the mean flow
field of a' transonic rotor
[AD-A076204] p0180 H80-17075
Computer prediction of three-dimensional potential
flow fields in which aircraft propellers
operate: Computer program description and users
manual
[HASA-CB-162816] p0220 S80-17994
A-201
FLO* BQDAHOIS SUBJECT IHDBI
In experimental study of two-dimensional
supersonic jet impingement on a flat plate
[AD-A076536] p0220 B80-17996
Data report for a test program to study transonic
flow fields about wing-body/pylon/store ' .
combinations. Volume 1: Tonnel empty flow
survey data, wing body force/moment/snrface
pressure data, and pressure store
force/nonent/surface pressure data
[AD-1077182] p0221 H80-18001
Viscous flowfields induced by two- and
three-dimensional lift jets in ground effect
[AD-A078782] -p0229 B80-18343
Laser-Banan flow-field diagnostics of tvo large
hypersonic test facilities
[AD-A078289] p0246 H80-19135
An investigation of the quality of the flow
generated by three types of wind tunnel (Ladwieg
tube, Evans clean tunnel and injector driven
tunnel)
p0246 H80-19138
Bake flowfields for Jovian probe
[HASA-CB-159235] p0287 B80-20230
Operational implications of some HACA/HASA rotary
wing induced velocity studies
[BASA-TB-80232] p0288 H80-20231
The development of rapid predictive methods for
three-dimensional transonic flov fields about
fighter bomber aircraft, part 1
CAD-A078683] p0288 180-20236
The graphical display of multi-dimensional
aerodynamic flow field data
• [AD-A080359] . p0303 H80-21288
. Study of rotor wakes at very low advance ratios
[AD-A080711] p0303 H80-21291
Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator
designs operating with rotor having tip speed of
337 neters per second and pressure ratio of
1.54. Belation of analytical code calculations
to ezperinental performance
[HASA-TP-1614] p0306 H80-21324
Leeward flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds
[HASA-IB-81187] p0358 B80-23250
Lee side flow for slender delta wings of finite
thickness
[BASA-TH-75753] . p0359 H80-23253
Hnmerical flow field program for aerodynamic
heating analysis. Volume 2: User's manual
'[AD-A081472] p0360 H80-23260.
Bind tunnel measurements of the mean flow in the
turbulent .boundary layer and wake in the region
of the trailing edge of a swept wing at subsonic
speeds
[BAE-TB-79062] p0415 H80-24278
Flow visualization techniques in the Airborne
Laser Laboratory program
p0440 H80-25608
Bntual interference of multiple bodies in the flow
field of the F-4C aircraft in the transonic
speed range -— wind tunnel tests
[AD-A084704] p0488 H80-27296
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the
Ravier-Stokes equations, volume 2: User's and
programmer's guide
[AD-A084790] p0530 H80-28319
Analysis, and testing to improve the flow froa the.
plenum of a subsonic cascade wind tunnel
[AD-A084471] p0537 B80-28378
The effects of ground wall-jet characteristics on
fountain npwash flow formation and development
[AD-A086127] p0546 H80-29292
Flow quality for Turbine Engine Loads Simulator
(TELS) facility
[AD-A086084] p0551 B80-29338
Calculations by a first order theory of supersonic
flow around delta wings
[FFA-TB-AU-810] p0599 H80-31362
Flow visualization study of the HiHAT BPBV
[HASA-CB-163094] p0602 B80-31381
An ezperioental study of multiple jet mixing
[HASA-CB-163537] p0610 H80-31760
Buoerical method for predicting flow
characteristics and performance of
nonaxisynmetric nozzles. Part 2: Applications
[HASA-CB-3264] p0642 H80-33354
FLO! BQOATIOHS
Computation of steady inviscid transonic flows
using pseudo-unsteady methods
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1979-156] p0260 A80-29083
Asymptotic integration of malticomponent
chemical-ineqnilibrinm boundary layer equations
hypersonic gas flow analysis .
p0386 A80-37552
A method for assessing the impact of wake vortices
of DSiP operations
[AD-A072967] p0069 B80-12072
Viscous flow.in the region of a rounded trailing
edge
(AD-A078588] p0233 880-19045
Transonic data memorandum: Hnmerical methods for
solving the potential flow equations for
two-dimensional aerofoils, in subsonic and
transonic flows, brief details, test cases and
examples
CBSDO-79009] p0302 B80-21278
Linearised methods in supersonic flow
p0644 B80-33380
FLO* FIELDS
D FLOB DISTEIBtJTIOB
FLOW SEOBBTBI
On behavior of axial compressor blades with
variable geometry when using blade cascade
measurement data German thesis
p0048 480-13455
An analytical and experimental' study of a short
S-shaped subsonic diffnser of a supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0386] p0108 A80-20970
Determination of the profile losses on the turbine
blades
p0261 A80-29136
Calculation method of the turbine stages with
cylindrical blades
p0262 480-29110
Hnmerical solution of the steady flow in
turbomachine blades and ducts of arbitrary shape
p0390 A80-38253
Studies of turbulent confined jet mixing
p0390 A80-38257
An experimental investigation of endwall profiling
in a turbine vane cascade
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1089] p0397-A80-38904
Study of cooling air inlet and exit geometries for
horizontally opposed piston aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1242] p0401 A80-38984
Compressor response to spatially repetitive and
non-repetitive transients
[ASHE PAPEB 79-GT/ISB-14] p045S A80-42054
Geometry of circulation zones downstream of bluff
bodies and gasdynamic screens of various forms
and blockage ratios
p0616 A80-51898
Determination of turning angle of a jet impinging
on a bucket with visor
P0017 B80-10011
Computation of three-dimensional flow in tnrbofan
mixers and comparison with experimental data
[HASA-TH-81410] p0144 B80-15364
Banges and critical values of advance ratio for
'blade/vortex intersection patterns of a
helicopter rotor
[HPL-BP-79030-0] S p0599 880-31360
FLOW GBAPHS
The status of theoretical methods for calculation
of detached flows
[BBB-FE122-S-POB-12] p0467 A80-42924
FLOW HBASOBBBBIT
An optical technique for the investigation of flow
in gas turbine combnstors
pOOlO A80-11769
A Laser Ooppler Velocimeter system to investigate
unsteady flov separation
P0014 A80-12634
A survey of laser Doppler velocimeter applications
at the Arnold Engineering Development Center
p0014 A80-12638
Photon correlation laser velocimeter measurements
in highly turbulent flow fields
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0344] p0095 A80-18328
Some dynamic and time-averaged flow measurements
in a turbine rig
p0147 A80-21120
Additional flow quality measurements in the
Langley Besearcb Center 8-Foot Transonic
Pressure Tunnel
[AIAA 80-0434] . p0199 A80-26944
Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a T63
coabnstor
p0210 A80-27737
»-202
SUBJECT X>DEX F10B TBIOCITI
Flo¥ Measurements, in a turbine scroll -
i P0211 180-27738
Calibration of a two probe synchronized sampling
technigae for measuring floss behind rotors
• p0263 180-29481
I three-dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimeter
/LOT/ for use in wind tunnels
p0265 180-29507
Laser anemometer measnreuents in a transonic axial
flow compressor rotor
.. ' , . .. . p0342 180-36141
Fluid and structural measurements to advance gas
tarbine technology . :.
p0343 480-36145
Impact of nev instrumentation on advanced tarbine
research .. '
p0343 180-36155
Experimental and numerical study of the flon in an
air intake at high incidence
[111F P1PEB HT 80-19] p0378 180-36850
Influence of the heterogeneity of flow at the
rotor outlet on the performance of the diffnser
of a centrifugal., compressor
[OHEBA, .TP HO. 1980-40) ' p0444 180-40808
Prediction and measurement of turbulent
aerodynamic trailing edge flows[1111 PiPEH:.80-1395] * p0452 180-41599
Unsteady. wake of a plunging airfoil[1111 P1PEB 80-1446] / p0453 180-41626
lerodynamic loss in a gas tarbine stage with film
cooling . • . . .
[1SHE P1PEB 80-ST-38] . p0457 180-42171
Temperature and flow measurements on near-freezing
' aviation fuels in a .wing-tank model
[1SHE P1PEB 80-61-63] • p0459 180-42193
1 review of current methods and problems in making
gas path measurements in aircraft gas turbine
engines[ASHE PAPER 80-GT-75] p0460 180-42205
Boundary layer studies on highly loaded cascades
using heated thin films and .a traversing probe
[ASHE PIPES 80-GT-137] ' p0462 180^-42250
Measurement of the Reynolds stress tensor using a
single rotating slanting hot wire
p0523 180-46366
lerodynamic investigations of a bypass turbofan
stage ' " '
• . p0563 -180-47371
Heasnrements and calculations of the isothermal
flow in axisymmetric models of combustor
geometries
.p0619 180-52549
leroacoastic characterization of free jets .
•' p0066 H80-12025
Flow measurements in a rotating stall cell
' p0073 H80-12334
Temperature and flow measurements on near-freezing
aviation' fuels in a wing-tank model[H1S1-TB-79285] p0083 H80-13268
Effect of tip planform on blade loading
characteristics for a two-bladed rotor in hover
[H1S1-TH-78615] p0113 B80-14049
Hot film aneaometry. 1 bibliography with abstracts '
[HTIS/PS-79/0909/6] ' p0174 H80-16318
In investigation of the quality of the flow
generated by three types of wind tunnel (Lndwieg
tube, Evans clean tunnel and injector 'driven
tunnel)
p0246 H80-19138
in investigation into measuring runway surface
texture by the grease patch and outflow meter
methods '
[S/T-SEHO-2/79] . p0355 B80-22372
Fuselage ventilation due to wind flow about a
postcrasb aircraft
[BlSl-CB-163273] p0478 B80-26284
Transducers for engine control systems •
. . . p0481 H80-26312
1 combined parallel-digital and pulse-duration
modulated fuel metering system '
p0481 B80-26313
Turbine flowmeters and their applications at the
Haval lir Propulsion Center[1D-1084181] ' . ' pOSOl B80-27680
Holographic flow visualization. Citations from
the Engineering Index data base
[PB80-808207] ' p0501 H80-27682
Pressure and flow measurement flight testing
[1G1BO-1G-160-VOL-11] P0647 H80-33407
FLOW P1TTBBHS
0 FLOfl D1STBIBOTIOH
FlOB BITE ' • '
0 FLOS VELOCITY ' '
PLOi BEGUL1TOBS ' '
Characteristics of a Laval nozzle with gasdynamic
regulation
p0056 180-15425
1 new type of flap valve for generating sonic
booms in a pyramidal horn
p0390 180-38100
On centrifugal compressor output regulation by
* iris diaphragms .
p0617 180-51905
FLOI BBSIST1ICE
HT IBBODTHIBIC DB1G
HI FBICTIOH DB1G • '
HT SDPEESOSIC 'DB1G
HT VISCOUS DRAG
FLOW SBP1B1TIOH
D BOUNDARY L1TEB SEP1B1TIOH
D SEPARATED ?L01
FLOB ST1BILITT
HT BODHD1BI LATER STABILITY
HT FL1HE STABILITY
HT HAGHETOHYDBODYHAHIC STABILITY
Besonant wave interactions on a swept wing
- • p0062 180-17006
Sound generation in a flow near a compliant wall
p0103 180-20153
Botating stall and surge
p0271 180-30282
Stability aspects .of diverging subsonic flow
p0272 180-30567
Inlet drag and stability considerations for H/0/ =
2.00 design
[1111 PAPER 80-1105] p0397 180-38916
SP-type flow stabilizers
p0512 180-45706
Stability analysis for laminar flow control, part 2
laminar flow wings
.[H1SI-CB-3249] p0311 080-21703
1 note on an instability mechanism for the core of
a rolled-np vortex sheet
p03.15 H80-22233
On the swelling of rolled up vortex surfaces and
the breakdown of the vortex core for slender wings[HASA-TM-75862] p0641 H80-33346
FLOB THEOBY ' '
BT BIXIHG LEHGTH FLOI THEOBT
Construction of a nonstationary nonlinear
propeller theory
pOOIS 180-12911
Construction of a nonstationary nonlinear theory
of helicopter rotors ':
p0328 180-34711
The basic models of mechanics of liquids and gases
in the theory of the wing ~ '
p0411 180-40442
The status of theoretical methods for calculation
of detached flows[SBB-FE122-S-POB-12] ' ' p0467 180-42924
Contribution to the theory of hypersonic flow past
three-dimensional wings
p0524 180-46829
Unsteady flow in turbomachines, volume 2 ; '[VKI-LEC-SEB-1979-3-VOL-2] p0073 H80-12331
FLOB TELOCITY
1 Laser Doppler Telocimeter system to investigate
unsteady flow separation
p0014 180-12634
Streamwise-development of the flow over a delta wing
.[1111 P1PBB 80-0200] p0097 180-18376
The relationship between the critical reversal and
divergence speeds for a straight wing
p01S1 180-21310
Idditional flow quality measurements in the
Langley Research Center 8-Foot Transonic
Pressure Tunnel .[1111.80-0434] ' p0199 180-26944
Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a T63
combustor
; ' p0210 180-27737
Effect of wake-type nonuniform inlet velocity
profiles on first appreciable stall' in
plane-wall diffusers
p0211 180-27747
flethod of calculating the velocity at the surface
of an arbitrary wing in an ideal fluid
1-203
FlOB VTSOU.ISATIOB SOBJBCT IBDEX
p0262 480-29208
Boise suppression doe to annalas shaping of an
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial nozzle
p0336 A80-35498
A laser-two-focns /L2P/ velociaeter for aotoiatic
flow vector aeasnreaents in the rotating
components of tarbonachines
p0342 480-36138
The effect of the azial velocity density ratio oa
the aerodynaaic coefficients of coapressor
cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-134] p0461 A80-42247
The combined effect of azial velocity density
ratio and aspect ratio on coapressor cascade
performance
[ASHB PAPBB 80-ST-138] . p0462 480-42251
The effect of finite turbulence spatial scale on
the amplification of turbulence by a contracting
stream
P0509 480-14862
Azial coapressor ezit guide apparatus with sadden
passage expansion at the entrance
p0565 480-47435
Plane stabilization by impinging jets in
high-speed flov
p0566 480-47437
Hethod for calculating surface velocity of
arbitrary ving in ideal fluid
p0581 480-50463
Geometry of circulation zones dovnstreai of bluff
bodies and gasdynaaic screens of various foras
and blockage ratios
' . p0616 480-51898
A test of the method of Fink and Soh for following
vortex-sheet motion
p0620 180-52719
Pressure and velocity measurements in a
. three-dimensional vail jet
p0023 880-10126
Conpoter prediction of three-dimensional potential
flov fields in which aircraft propellers
operate: Computer program description and users
manual
[BASA-CB-162816] p0220 H80-17994
An analytical and experimental study of aircraft
hydraulic lines including the effect of mean flow[AD-A079746] p0238 B80-19079
Operational implications of some H4C4/B4S4 rotary
ving induced velocity studies[B4S4-TB-80232] p0288 B80-20231
Antoignition characteristics of aircraft-type fuels[B4SA-CB-159886] > p0592 B80-30535
A conprehehsive investigation into the supersonic
viscous flov about a slender cone at high angle
of attack: Experimental and theoretical results
p0640 B80-33344
FLQB TISOALISATTOH
BT HDBEBIC4L FLOI VIS04LIZ4TIOH
Experimental techniques developed at OBEBA for
advanced coapressor testing
[OBEBA, TF BO. 1979-129] , p0015 A80-13060
On the historical development of apparatus and
techniques for smoke visualization of subsonic
and supersonic flovs
[41 Ail 80-0420] p0198 A80-26934
Visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition
in the flov over an airfoil using the smoke-wire
technique
[4144 80-0421] p0199 480-26935
Development of test aethods for scale model
simulation of aerial applications in the BASA
Langley Vortez Facility
[4144 80-0427] p0199 A80-26939
Diagnosis of separated flov regions on vind-tunnel
models using an infrared camera
p0264 480-29494
Heasureaent of shock vaves around a delta-ving
seaicone
p0390 A80-38031
Experioental studies of the laminar separation
bubble on a tvo-diaensional airfoil at lov
Reynolds numbers[4I4A PAPBB 80-1440] p0453 480-41622
Interferometric measnrenents in a turbine cascade
using image-plane holography
[ASBB PAPBB 80-GT-91] p0461 480-42217
A technique for sianlating the motion and ground
effect of aircraft vake vortices
p0474 480-43686
Flov studies of slender ving vortices
[4IAA PAPBB 80-1423] p0507 480-44159
Structures of flov separations over swept vings
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-27] p0521 A80-46227Quick and easy flow-field surveys
P0615 480-51561
Visualization of the acoustic excitation of a
subsonic jet
P0620 A80-52717
Bydrodynaaic visualization on streamlined bodies
of vortex flovs particular to high angles of
attack
[OHBB4, TP BO. 1980-1061 p0623 A80-53291
Holographic interferoaeter for aerodynamic flov
analysis[OHEB4, TP HO. 1980-107] p0623 A80-53292
Fall scale visualization of the ving tip vortices
generated by a typical agricultural aircraft[BASA-CH-162796] P0220 B80-17992
The structure of eddies in turbulent flames,
volnae 1[AD-A078625] p0295 B80-20341
Application of a laminar lighting device to the
saoke visualization of flovs in a vind tunnel
P0316 B80-22242
Simple turbulence models and their application to
boundary layer separation[BASA-CB-3283] p0414 B80-24269
Holographic flov visualization. Citations from
the BTIS data base[PB80-808199] pOSOl B80-27681
Holographic flov visualization. Citations froa
the Engineering Index data base[PB80-808207] pOSOl B80-27682
A brief investigation of the two-dimensionality of
the flov over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6 foot
transonic vind tunnel[BAE-TB-ABBO-1828] p0600 B80-31368
Flov visualization study of the BiHAT BEBV[BASA-CB-163094] p0602 B80-31381
Pressure data for four analytically defined arrow
vings in supersonic flov —- Langley Unitary
Plan Wind Tunnel tests[BASA-TH-81835] p0628 B80-32332
Flov visualization study of the F-14 fighter
aircraft configuration[BASA-CB-163098] p0641 B80-33350
FLOBBBTBBS
A aass flovaeter with coapensation for thermal
density variations of the fluid
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Analytical and experimental evaluations of the
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Ose of wagner functions in airfoil design
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A study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer
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Forced vibrations of tnrbine discs under
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Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon
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[ASHE PIPES 80-GT-118] p0461 180-42234
Software for flight critical digital engine controls
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-119] p0461 180-42235
The hybrid diffnser for gas turbine engines
11S8S PAPEB 80-GT-136] p0462 180-42249
Development and field experience of a nev 29000 HP
gas turbine
[ASHE P1PEB 80-GT-152] p0463 180-42264
Cycle optimization for a 10,000 SHP high
efficiency gas turbine system
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-157] p0463 A80-42268
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Prelininary evaluation of coal-fired floid bed
combustion-augmented compressed air energy
storage pover plants
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-160] p0463 480-42270
Thermodynamics of heavy fuels operation in gas
torbine
[ASHE PAPBB 80-6T-171] p0464 A80-42279
Heat transfer phenomena in gas turbines
. [ASHE PAPEE 80-GT-172] p0464 480-32280
Experience in extending the life of gas turbine
blades
[ASHE PIPEB 80-GT-181] p0465 480-12285
Development of corrosion-inhibited lubricants for
gas turbine engines and helicopter transmissions
[ASLE PGEPBIHT 80-AB-6C-3] p0467 480-03160
Operation of an all-ceramic lainshaft roller
bearing in a J-402 gas-tnrbine engine
[ASIE PREPBIHT 80-AH-3C-1] p0467 480-03166
Airline econoaic benefit through engine development
[4144 PAPEB 80-1841] p0470 A80-43299
Determination of the residual life of gas turbine
engines by analyzing the safety factors of the
aost heavily loaded elements
p0526 A80-47169
The compression moulding of composite aero engine
components vith elevated thermal stability
p0527 A80-47202.
A resin injection technique for the fabrication of
aero-engine composite components
p0527 A80-47206
Rethod of studying the working-mediae temperature
of aircraft gas-turbine engines for transient
. modes
.p0563 A80-47370
Selection of assembly clearances for gas-tnrbine
engine seals
p0563 A80-47372
Calculation of the static characteristics of
tvo-hole swirl injectors
p0564 A80-47395
Generalized approach to aircraft gas turbine
engine equivalent test regime determination
p0564 480-47013
On calculating gas turbine efficiency reduction
under the influence of air cooling
p0564 480-47415
Solution of the steady-state heat conduction
problem by a probability method temperature
calculation for gas turbine engine components
pOS65 A80-47418
Calculation of radial-axial tnrbine wheel thermal
and stress states
p0565 A80-47420
Comparative analysis of the basic combustion
characteristics of some heavy hydrocarbon fuels
in application to aircraft gas turbine engines
p0565 480-47424
Study of the nature of the working process of a
gas tnrbine engine exhauster with-staged heat
rejection
p0565 A80-47431
Selection* of parameters of axial power-driven
centrifugal breathers for gas turbine engine oil
systems
p0566 A80-47439
Methods for correcting the parameters of small gas
tnrbine engines
p0566 A80-47441
Influence of surface longitudinal curvature on
temperature of turbine blades with film cooling
p0566 A80-47444
Influence of the profile geometry on the
. eigenfreguency and normal modes of
high-pressore-tnrbine blades with allowance for
conditions characteristic of aircraft gas turbines
p0566 A80-47605
Integral methods of solving thermal conduction
problems and their application to heat exchange
calculations in gas turbine engine components
p0568 A80-47915
Similarity tests of tnrbine vanes - Effects of
ceramic thermal barrier coatings
[ASHE PAPEB 80-BT-24] p0569 480-08013
Influence of angle of attack on profile losses in
turbine cascade with porous cooling
p061S A80-51884
Forced vibrations of tnrbine discs under
nonuniform gas flow conditions
p0616 A80-51887
Account for working fluid compressibility in the
gas turbine engine transient operating regimes
p0616 480-51892
Hybrid bearings for aircraft engines
p0616 480-51897
Optimal GTE regulation program design Gas
Tnrbine Engine
p0616 480-51899
Study of gas tnrbine engine antorotation regimes
p0616 A80-51901
Haterial considerations for gas tnrbine engines
p0618 A80-52127
Temperature field as a means of evaluating
excitation intensity of aircraft tnrbine blades
p0618 480-52193
Temperature distribution planning for a cooled
gas-turbine blade nsing an electronic computer
p0625 A80-536J6
A stndy of alternating stresses in gas-tnrbine
engine blades by spectral analysis
p0625 180-53644
Influence of gas tnrbine engine combustion
chambers geometric parameters on mixture
formation characteristics'
p0017 H80-10006
Stndy of heat-pipe heat exchanger in the small gas
tnrbine engine system
p0017 H80-10022
Analytic representation of tnrbine characteristics
in form convenient for computer calculation of
GTE parameters
p0017 H80-10024
Basic problem of aircraft gas tnrbine engine
analytic design, part 1
pOOIS B80-10042
Gas curtains in gas tnrbine engines
p0020 B80-10063
Selection of optimal parameters of heat-pipe heat
exchanger for a gas turbine engine
p0020 S80-10068
Systematization of simple detail parts of
regulable nozzle of gas tnrbine engine
p0020 B80-10071
Dynamics of diesel fuel combustion in turbulent flow
p0020 B80-10074
Study of mass exchange between primary zone and
secondary air jets in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers
p0020 H80-10075
On the influence of short shroud platforms on'
tnrbine stage operation performance tests
for shrouded rotor blades on gas tnrbine engines
p0020 H80-10083
Study of size distribution of oil drops formed in
GTE oil
p0021 H80-10088
Bonstationarity of heat transfer in axial tnrbine
blading during engine startup
p0021 B80-10089
Control technology
p0029 580-10215
Analysis of the response of a thermal barrier
coating to sodium and vanadium doped combustion
gases
[BASA-TH-79205] p0032 B80-10344
Development of gas tnrbine fuels and combustion;
An overview
[COBP-790337-4-] p0032 B80-10391
Optimal thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine
engines nsing 'element prototypes, 1
p0033 B80-11007
Simulated Hission Endurance Test (SHET) for an
aircraft engine to be nsed in a fighter/attack
role
[AD-A071907] pOOOO B80-11089
Fundamental characterization of alternate fuel
effects in continuous combustion systems
[SAS-1543-12] p0043 H80-11244
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas tnrbine engines. Volume 1:
Final report
[BASA-CB-159691] pOOSO H80-13043
Computer code for estimating installed performance,
of aircraft gas turbine engines. Volume 2:
Users manual
[BASA-CB-159692] pOOSO B80-13044
Computer code for estimating installed performance
of aircraft gas tnrbine engines. Volume 3:
Library of maps
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[BASA-C8-159693] pOOSO B80-13045
Advanced catalytic combnstors for low pollutant
emissions, phase 1
[BASA-CR-159535] p0080 B80-13048
Development of mainshaft high-speed cylindrical
roller bearings for gas turbine engines
' [AD-A073381] p008« B80-13475
Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade
displacement measurements
[BASA-TB-81382] . p0118 B80-14113
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon
emissions for a premized partially vaporized
combustion system for gas tnrbine engines
[BASA-TP-1582] p0120 B80-14125
BASA broad-specification foels combustion
technology program: Status and description
[BASl-TB-79315] p0120 B80-14126
Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement system
[HASA-TM-81376 ] p0120 B80-14128
Contact stress analysis of ceraaic-to-netal
interfaces in gas tnrbine engines
[AD-A074491] • p0124 B80-14417
Impact of new instrumentation on advanced turbine
research
[BASA-TB-79301] - p0137 B80-15133
Thermo-mechanical stress .analysis of advanced
tnrbine blade cooling'configuration
[AD-A074098] p0137 1180-15136
FBS composites for advanced gas tnrbine engine
components . . .
[AD-A074287] p0137 B80-15137
Air pollution from aircraft
[BASA-CE-159712] p017fl' B80-16060
Some considerations of the performance of two
honeycomb gas path seal material systems
[BASA-TB-81398] p0172 1180-16143
Effects of design parameters on cooling air
requirement in a gas turbine combustor
[10S-C3797] p0179 H80-17072
Study of research and development requirements of
small gas-turbine conbnstors
[UASA-CB-159796] , p0221 880-1801)0
Proceedings of the 7th Ann. Tri-Service Meeting
..for Aircraft Engine Honitoring and Diagnostics
• 'conferences
•[AD-A076126] p0225 880-18015
Effect of water injection and off scheduling of
variable inlet guide vanes, gas generator speed
and power turbine nozzle angle on the.
performance of an automotive gas tnrbine engine
' ['BASA-TH-81415] p0292 H80-20272
Feasibility study of an isolated reverse-turbine
system for gas turbine engines marine •
' propulsion
[AD-A077898] p0293 B80-20276
Composite wall concept for high temperature
tnrbine shrouds: Survey of low modulus strain
isolator materials
[BASA-TH-81443] p0295 tf80-20398
.X-ray radiography of gas turbine ceramics
[AD-A080440] ' p0307 B80-21335
Operating characteristics of high-speed,
jet-lubricated 35-millimeter-bore ball bearing
with a single-onter-land-guided cage
[BASA-TP-1657] p0312 B80-21753
Thermal response turbine shroud study
[AD-A080620] p0353 H80-22352
Development of improved-durability plasma sprayed
ceramic coatings for gas tnrbine engines
[BASArTB-81512] p0365 B80-23313
Application of ceramic nozzles to 10 K« engine
• [AD-A081184] p0365 B80-23320
Property screening and evaluation of ceramic
tnrbine engine materials
[AD-A080963] p0366 B80-23322
Development of high temperature resistant ceramic
parts for gas turbines
[BBFT-FB-T-79-09] . p0366 880-23321
An approach to the life-cycle analysis of aircraft
tnrbine engines
[AD-A080930] . p0420 B80-24318
Shock wave thermomechanical processing of aircraft
gas turbine disk alloys
[AD-A082080] p0420 B80-24319
Development of the full scale T63 test for
specification (1IL-L-23699 and XAS-2354 gas
tnrbine lubricants
[AD-A082919] p0424 B80-24455
Extension of similarity test procedures to cooled
engine components with insulating ceramic coatings
[BASA-TP-1615] " p0425 B80-24577
Study of rolling element dynamic interactions with
separator and raceway paths. Boiler skewing
measurements in roller bearings
[BASA-CB-163186] ' p0426 H80-24622
Durability testing at 5 atmospheres of advanced
catalysts and catalyst supports for gas tnrbine
engine combnstors
CBASA-CB-159839] p0427 B80-24748
Classification of operating conditions of
tnrbomachines from solid borne sound
p0430 B80-25282
External fuel vaporization study, phase 1
[BASA-CB-159850] p0437'B80-25453
Analytical and experimental evaluations of the
effect of broad property fuels on combustors for '
commercial aircraft gas tnrbine engines
[BASA-TB-81496] p0437 B80-25454
The design concept and experimental results nsing
the IBTBL 8080/8085 microprocessor gas
tnrbine engine fuel control
p0481 B80-26315
A unified digital approach to the control of a
diverse range of engines
p0482 B80-26323
The digital control system as part of an
integrated accessory fit for future engines
p0483 B80-26325
CF6-6D engine performance deterioration
[BASA-CB-159786] p0496 B80-27364
Loss model for off-design performance analysis of
radial turbines with pivoting-vane,
variable-area stators
[BASA-TB-81532] p0496 B80-27365
Fundamental modelling of mixing, evaporation and
kinetics in gas tnrbine combnstors
p0497 B80-27373
Mathematical modelling of gas-turbine combustion
chambers
pO«9.8 880-27374
Semi-empirical correlations for gas tnrbine
emissions, ignition, and flame stabilization
p0498 B80-27393
Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines,
some applications and limitations
p0498 H80-27394
computer simulation of auxiliary power systems
[AD-A084858] p0535 B80-28358
Development and evaluation of processes for
deposition of Bi/Cr-AlT (BCrAlY) coatings for
gas tnrbine components
[AD-A085197] p0535 B80-28362
Air Force fnel mainbnrner/tnrbine effects programs
p0548 B80-29314
Atomization of broad specification aircraft fuels
; ' p0549 B80-29318
Effect of fnel molecular structure on soot
formation in gas tnrbine combustion
- ' p0549 B80-29322
Complex, precision cast Columbian alloy gas
;
 turbine engine nozzles coated to resist oxidation
[AD-A086128] . p0551 B80-29335
Soft body impact of cantilever beams gas
tnrbine fan blades due to impact by birds
[AD-A086049] p0552 B80-29339
Reliability of ceramics for heat engine applications
[BASA-CB-163435] p0552 B80-29341
Ceramics for tnrbine engine applications
[AGABD-CP-276] p0552 B80-29342
Benefits of ceramics to gas turbines
p0552 B80-29343
Ceramics for small airborne engine applications
p0552 B80-29344
Requirements for materials for land vehicle gas
turbines
p0552 B80-29345
Technologies for use of ceramics in tnrboengines
p0553 B80-29346
Silicon nitride tnrbine blade development
p0553 880-29347
Duo-density ceramic turbine rotor: Concepts,
materials processes and test results
p0553 H80-29318
Development of an integral ceramic blade-metal
disk with circumferential blade attachment
p0553 B80-29349
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Investigations of a hot-pressed silicon nitride
turbine rotor
pOS53 H80-29350
The fabrication and properties of BEFEL silicon
carbide in relation to gas turbine components
pOSS3 S80-29352
Development of ceramic nozzle section for small
radial gas turbine
p0553 HBO-29354
State-of-the-art SlilOH materials
p0554 H80-29358
Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas
tarbine
[BASA-TH-81559] p0556 H80-29502
Advanced combustion systems for stationer; gas
tarbine engines. Volume |. Beviev and
preliminary evaluation
[PB80-175599] p0559 H80-29921
Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 2: Bench scale
evaluation
[PB80-175607] p0559 H80-29922
High energy X-ray study
[AD-A086279] p0591 H80-30311
Progress on the OS Air Force approach for the
practical management of engine life cycle costs
—- gas tarbine engines
p0598 H80-31345
Bnvironaental testing of coatings for gas turbines
[BLB-SP-79028-0] p0605 B80-31404
GAS TOBBIIES
Predictions of the flov field and local gas
• composition in gas turbine combnstors
pOOlO A80-11773
Experimental aad theoretical investigation of the
internal-duct hydraulics of stator and rotor
. blades for a seaiclosed-cycle air cooling system
pOOII 180-12042
Effect of the surface state of gas tarbine blading
on the blading<s aerodynamic characteristics
when operating on products of combustion of
high-sulphur oil
pOOOB A80-13369
Size distribution and surface area measurements of
gas turbine combnstor smoke '•
p0060 A80-16949
One-dimensional aerodynamic control calculations
for cooled gas turbines
p0193 A80-26305
Gasdynamic analysis of gas-turbine combustion
chambers with graduated air admission
p0322 A80-3382S
The influence of prior engine usage data on the
selection of structural design criteria.
[AIAA PAPBB 79-1191] p0392 A80-38348
Besnlts froa tests on a high work transonic
turbine for an energy efficient engine
[ASSB PAPBB 80-GT-146] p0463 A80-42258
Organic BanKine-cycle turbine power plant
utilizing low temperature heat sources
[ASHE PAPBB 80-6T-153] A80-42265
Convective-film cooling of nozzle-type turbine
blades .
p0474 A80-43399
Bange of applicability'and energetic
characteristics of small-scale
high-pressnre-gradient birotational turbines
p0526 A80-47177
On tarbine blade creep and fatigue analysis by
special kinematic assumptions ' '
[OHBEA, Tf HO. 1980-108] p0623 i80-53293
Aerodynamic efficiency of gas'tarbine intake duct
'• for gas tarbine poirer plants
p0020 B80-10077
Brittle naterials design, high temperature gas
tarbine
[AD-A071750] ' p0040 B80-11090
Rovel ceramic turbine rotor concepts
CAD-A078669] p0243 B80-19118
HODlinear, three-dimensional finite-element
analysis of air-cooled gas tarbine blades
[HASA-TP-1669] • p0356 B80-22734
Concept definition study of small Brayton cycle
engines for dispersed solar electric power systems
[BASA-CB-159592] p0357 B80-22778
Gas and steam turbines, general: Corrosion and
erosion. Citations from the engineering indez
data base
[PB80-806672] p0435 B80-25343
Overlay coatings for gas tarbine airfoils
p0438 B80-25506
PIPSI/Havy rapid evaluation of propulsion system
effects for the Bavy gas turbine engine code
BEFCOBP
[AD-A083172] p0480 B80-26304
AFOSB Contractors Heeting on Air-Breathing
Combustion Dynamics and Kinetics, 1979 Abstracts
[AO-A083651] p0097 H80-27367
Bigh-temperature radial turbine demonstration
[AD-A084120] , p0497 B80-27370
Fundamental characterization of alternative fuel
i effects in continuous combustion systems
p0498 H80-27382
Development of a noninterference technique for
measurement of turbine engine compressor blade
stress
[AD-A086170] p0552 B80-29340
Unsteady Stirling flows in gas turbines
[AD-A086765] p0593 H80-30697
ton cost process for manufacturing of Oxide
Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) tarbine nozzle
components
[AD-A088019] .; p0636 B80-32399
High temperature tarbine technology program.
Phase 2: Technology test and support studies
[FE-2291-44A] p0638 H80-32721
Begression modeling of turbine engine performance •
[AD-A088898] p0648 B80-33411GAS
Titanium welding in aircraft maintenance
p0375 A80-36773
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Pressure in a liquid from a gas babble generated
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p0564 A80-47407
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Titaniom combustion in turbine engines
[AD-A075657] p0170 B80-16059
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Beal-gas effects on the aerodynamics of blunt
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Steady-state entrainment of a body by a shock wave
p0373 A80-36437
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Jet engine combustion noise - Pressure, entropy
and vorticity perturbations produced by unsteady
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p0103 A80-20151
Development of a hot wire initiated
pyrotechnic-propellent gas source for a
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Gaseous fuels for airship propulsion
p0405 A80-39304
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Seals and gaskets. A bibliography with abstracts
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Stability sorvej of hydrocarbon faels
[BBTC-1778-4] p0296 B80-20420
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walking-gate spatial signal averaging -— signal
processing for fatigue crack ultrasonic
inspection system
p0381 A80- 37206.
GAUSS BQOATIOH
Active flatter suppression asing Linear Quadratic
Gaussian theory
[AIAi 80-1758] p0510 A80-45546
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GAB-1 AIHPOIl
An analysis method for multi-component airfoils in
separated flow
[BASA-CB-159300] pOS30 H80-28308
GAS-2 AIBFOIL
Wind tunnel force and pressure tests of a 21X
thick general aviation airfoil with 20K aileron,
25% slotted flap and 10* slot-lip spoiler
[SASA-CB-3081] p0067 HBO-12053
6C-130 AIBCBAFT
0 C-130 AIBCBAFT
6EAB TEETH
HASA gear research and its'probable effect on
rotorcraft transmission design
p0016 A80-13068
Endurance and failure characteristics of modified
Vasco X-2, CBS 600 and AISI 9310 spur gears
p0524 A80-46411
Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems
as a contributor to aircraft interior noise
helicopter cabin noise
[HASA-CB-159088) p0428 B80-25100
6E4BS
'HASA gear research and its probable effect on
rotorcraft transmission design
p0016 A80-13068
Investigation of advanced prognostic,analysis
techniques failure analysis anfl near tests
of nechanical drive gears
[AD-A073553] p0079 180-1.3032
An analytical investigation of three-dimensional
vibration in gear-coupled rotor systeis
p0084 H80-13471
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
nain reduction gears test prograa
[HASA-CB-134669] p0133 H80-15103
Quiet Clean short-haul Bxperinental Engine (QCSEE)
main redaction gears bearing development program
tRASA-CB-13«890] p0134 B80-15105
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
main reduction gears detailed design report
[BASA-CB-134872] p0134 B80-15106
tutorials for helicopter gears
[BASA-CB-163068] pOH33 880-25323
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Determination of the spin and recovery
characteristics of a typical low-wing general
aviation design
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0169] p0096 A80-18351
Designing light airplanes Bnssian book
pOIOI A8(K19414
A spin-recovery parachute system for light general
aviation airplanes
p0147 A80-21122
A practical guide to airplane performance and design
Book ,
' , p0153 A80-21876
Besearch programs in general aviation - Beit
generation aircraft
; p0157 A80-22983
The influence of wing, fuselage and tail design on
rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained
beyond .maximum lift with general aviation
configurations
[AIAA 80-0455] . p0200 A80-26955
General aviation icing flight test
p0208 A80-27383
The development.of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Hystere Falcon 50
p0208 A80-27386
CL-600 challenger
p0208 A80-27387
Discriminant analysis of purchasers of general
aviation aircraft avionics
p0271 A80-30305
An approach to DABS data link avionics for general
aviation Discrete Address Beacon System
p0281 A80-32428
DACS - A prototype general aviation digital
avionics control system
p0281 A80-32430
Annoyance caused by general aviation
p0286 £80-32601
General aviation altimetry errors for collision
avoidance systems
p0336 A80-35404
DABS data link avionics terminal
p0388 A80-37703
Air traffic control system measures and data
p0389 A80-37706
General aviation propulsion for the nineties
[AIAA PAPBB 79-1158] p0391 A80-38346
Lightweight diesel aircraft engines for general
aviation <
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1238] pOUOO A80-38983
An experimental aircraft to test new technologies
p0466 A80-42918
' A theoretical and experimental.investigation of
propeller performance methodologies
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1240] p0468 A80-43283
Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge
1
 modifications on the spinning characteristics of
a low-wing general aviation airplane
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1843] ' p0470 A80-43301
Fall-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the
effects of wing leading-edge modifications on
the high angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a low-wing general aviation
airplane
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1844] p0470 A80-43302
Determination of an angle of attack sensor
correction for a general aviation airplane at .
large angles of attack as determined from wind
tunnel and flight tests
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1845] p0470 A80-43303
Aerodynamic design optimization of a fuel
efficient high-performance, single-engine,
business airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1846] p0471 A80-43304
Fuel efficiency of small aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1847] , p0471 A80-43305
Effect of vinglets on performance and handling
qualities of general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1870] p0472 A80-43314
Effect of propeller slipstream on the drag and
performance of the engine cooling system for a
general aviation twin-engine aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1872] p0472 A80-43315
Boise reduction characteristics of general
aviation type dual-pane windows
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1874] p0472 A80-43317
Pull scale test of a stall proof device
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1899] p0073 A80-43330
The Lear Fan - A significant step toward fuel
efficient airplanes .
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1860] p0513 A80-45747
A study of stall deterrent systems for general
aviation aircraft
[AIAA 80-1562] p0514 A80-45861
A dynamic analysis of the motion of a low-wing
general aviation aircraft about its calculated
equilibrium flat spin mode
[AIAA 80-1565] p0515 A80-45864
General aviation operating requirements for the
1980's
[SAB PAPBB 800734] p0574 A80-49686
The FAA satellite airport program
[SAB PAPBB 800758] p0576 A80-49705
Allocating and accomnodating small aircraft
operations in the Baltimore-Washington Bi-region
[SAB PAPEB 800761] p0576 A80-49706
Use of separate short runways for commuter and
general aviation traffic at major airports
[SAB PAPBB 800762] p0577 &80-49707
Overview of stall/spin technology
[AIAA PAPEB 580-1580] p0579 A80-50099
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in acoastic sensitivity study of general aviation
propellers
CAIAA PAPEB 80-1871) . pOSSO 480-50191
Spinning for safety's sake
p0580 480-50225
Light airplane crash tests at three roll angles
[BASA-TP-1477] .- p0033 1180-10512
Be* aircraft technology: Beport on the
Farnborongh International Air Show
[PB-298345/0] p0039 H80-11078
Light airplane crash tests at three pitch angles
[BASA-TP-1481] p0044 B80-11505
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
. general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 degrees to 35 degrees, 3. Effect of
wing leading-edge aodifications, nodel A
[BASi-CB-3102] ' p0068 B80-12060
.Exploratory study of the effects of
ving-leading-edge aodifications on the
stall/spin behavior of a light general aviation
airplane
[BASA-TP-1589] p0078 B80-13026
Exhaust emissions characteristics for ,a general
aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental
flotors 6-285-B piston engine
[AD-A074338] pOOBO B80-13042
Heteorological input .to general aviation pilot.
training
p0124 B80-14634
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Engineering and Logistics Support
p0277 A80-31249
BABCIS - A new lighting control system for Gatwick
pOSOS A80-44115
Airport equipment and know-how froo England - An
airport forum survey
p0506 A80-04111
Down to earth operations centralized
ground-based power distribution systeos for
aircraft fuel savings
p0524 480-06681
Compilation of data covering aircraft servicing
facilities aboard aviation and aophibions
aviation ships
[AD-A076443] p0175 H80-17022
Detailed design and fabrication of a Helicopter
Ground nobility System (HERS)
[AD-A076932] p0181 B80-17087
Increased standardization would reduce costs of
ground support equipment for military aircraft
[PB80-139546] p0423 H80-21336
GBODBD SOPPOBT STSTBSS
Controlling the technical servicing at an air
technical base
p0564 A80-07389
Airport ground access
[AD-A068974] p0294 N80-20284
GBODBD TESTS
HT COLD FLOS TESTS
SI STATIC PIBIHG
Test and analysis of the ASALB-PTV insulated
combustion chamber
C A S H E PAPEB 79-EHAS-21] pooss A80-15245
The practical aircraft hydraulic test stand
[SAE PAPEB 791079] p0194 480-26636
Have Bounce validation of computer simulations
of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs
p0208 A80-27382
A quick look at current results of accelerated
mission tests for gas turbine engines
[AIAA P4PEE 80-1155] p0399 A80-38941
CF6-50 Short Core Exhaust Rozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1196] p0450 480-41510
Quantification of V/STOL equivalent system
characteristics through analysis and ground-base
simulation
[AIAA 80-1629] p0520 A80-45917
Hew methods for ground tests of aeronautical
structures
p0065 H80-12006
A simplified ground vibration test procedure for
sailplanes and light aircraft
p0139 H80-15146
The minimum cost approach to flutter clearance
p0139 H80-15148
laproved test methods for determining
lightning-induced voltages in aircraft
[HASA-CH-3329] p0633 H80-32379
GBOOHD-AIB-GBOOID COBBOBIC1TIOBS
Aircraft collisions
p0163 A80-24027
Present-day problems of air traffic control in
ground-to-air communications
p0192 A80-26221
ATC flow nanagement - Fuel is the spur and data
links the key
P0272 A80-30575
The Discrete Address Beacon System data link
surveillance and communication system for ATC
p0282 A80-32435
FAA lightning protection study: Beport of
investigations relative to providing lightning
protection for the Bemote Center Air-to-Ground
(BCAG)
[AD-A076943] p0173 1180-16259
Comparison of measured data with IF-77 propagation
model predictions
[AD-A076508] p0228 S80-18259
BF communication to small low flying aircraft
p0248 H80-19370
Enhanced Terminal Information Services (ETIS)
utilizing the Discrete Address Beacon System
(DABS) data link-concept description
[AD-A073205] p0490 N80-27319
JTIDS: An integrated communications navigation
and identification system, and its potential for
air traffic management
A-226
SOBJKCT IIDBI COST LOADS
p0493 H80-27343
Discrete Address Beacon System (DIBS) front end
processor en route central computer complex
protocol
[AD-A085482] p0631 B80-32367
GBOBTB
BT DIBBCTIOHAL SOLIDIFICATIOH (CBTSTALS)
6BDBB1B AIBCBAPT
HT A-6 AIBCBAPT
HT P-14 JUBCBAPT
HT F-111 AIBCBAPT
Ames to begin v/STOL model tests full scale
vind tunnel tests of Grnmman aircraft
p0275 480-30952
GOIDABCE (BOTIOI)
HT AIECBAFT GOTDARCE
HT IHEBTIAL GDIDAHCE
HT LASEB GUIDANCE
NT BAP HATCHING GDIDAHCE
HT STBAPDOBF IHEBTIAL GUIDAHCE
HT TEBHIBAL G01DAHCE
Predictive guidance for interceptors vith time lag
in acceleration
p0319 A80-32682
Technical evaluation report on the 28th Guidance
and Control Panel Symposium on Advances in
Guidance and Control Systems Using Digital
Techniques
[AGABD-AB-148] p0138 B80-15140
60ZD1BCB SBISOBS
Flight test of navigation and guidance sensor
errors measured on STOL approaches
[HASA-TS-81154] pOOSO H80-13041
An,observer system for sensor failure detection
and isolation in digital flight control systems
p0111 H 80-11023
Automatic recovery after sensor failure onboard
P0111 H80-14024
Improved Sun-sensing guidance system for
high-altitude aircraft
[HiSA-CASE-PBC-11052-1] P0290 H80-20249
GUIDE YAHBS
HT JET TABES
Acoustic fatiqne failure of inlet guide vanes due
to intake flow distortions in an aircraft engine
P0059 ABO-16094
Plow measurements in a turbine scroll
P0211 A80-27738
Part-span variable inlet guide vanes for V/STOL
fan thrust modulation
fAIAA PAPEB 80-1248] p0401 A80-38987
Design, durability and low cost processing
technology for composite fan exit guide vanes
[HASA-CB-159677] p0071 H80-12091
Force and moment data from a wind-tunnel test of a
tilt-nacelle T/STOL propulsion system with an
attitude control vane conducted in Ames 40
by 80 foot wind tunnel
[SASA-TH-81157J . p0077 H80-13003
Application of composite materials to tnrbofan
engine fan exit guide vanes
[HASA-TH-81432] p0227 H80-18106
GVLT Or ALASKA
A 94/183 GHz multichannel radiometer for Convair
flights[HiSA-CB-160032] P0639 H80-33047
GOiF STfiBAH
Air deployment of satellite-tracked drifters
P0344 A80-36291
GDLPS
HT GOLF OF ALASKA
60HBBL IHBOBI
0 BAHGE (EZTBEHES)
SOB LADHCBEBS
projectile/sabot discard aerodynamics
[AD-A080538] ' P0346 N80-22269
GDH TOBBBTS
A nonlinear observer/command generator tracker,
approach to the XH-97 helicopter gun turret
control lav design
P0107 A80-20879
GOHFIBE
Some measurements of gun blast on a lightning
aircraft
pOOSO ABO-14414
Evaluation of trainable gno with director fire
control system
[AliA 80-1718] . p0510 480-45520
nuzzle blast overpressure levels on the AB-1S
helicopter tow sight unit
[AD-A084027] p0495 H80-27352
GDIS (OBDBAICB)
Evaluation of trainable gun with director fire
control system
[ A I A A 80-1718] p0510 A80-45520
nuzzle blast overpressare levels on the AB-1S
helicopter tow sight unit
[AD-A084027] p0495 H80-27352
A plan for developing and validating a gun system
design trade-off methodology
[AD-A087239] p0590 H80-30304
GOST ALLBVIATOBS
Application of stochastic optimal reduced state
feedback gain computation procedures to the
design of aircraft gust alleviation controllers
p0051 A80-14822
A simple system for helicopter
individnal-blade-control and its application to
gust alleviation
[AIAA 80-0666] p0330 A80-34995
Design for active flutter suppression and gust
alleviation using state-space aeroelastic modeling( A I A A 80-0766] p0332 A80-35058
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 79-0792] p0443 A80-40746
Active control technology for gust alleviation
p0308 H80-21345
Gust load alleviation
p0308 H80-21346
The design, testing and evaluation of the HIT
individnal-blader-control system as applied to
gust alleviation for helicopters
[HASA-CB-152352] p0354 H80-22357
Using vertical gust alleviation to improve the
target tracking capability of the control
configured YF-16
[AD-A080520] p0354 H80-22360
Design, development and implementation of an
active control system for load alleviation for a
commercial transport airplane
[AGABD-B-683] p0367 H80-23331
The design of aircraft automatic ride-smoothing
systems using direct-lift control
[BAE-TB-79045] p0422 H80-24332
Analytical design and evaluation of an active
control system for helicopter vibration
reduction and gust response alleviation
CHASA-CB-152377] p0536 N80-28369
Open loop gust alleviation
[BBFT-FB-"-79-10] p0555 H80-29373
GUST LOADS
The delta wing in oscillatory gusts
p0272 A80-30564
Study on the dynamics of small flight vehicles
under gust loading
p0327 A80-34653
Review of nonstationary gust-responses of flight
vehicles
[AIAA 80-0703] p0335 A80-35097
Effect of some aircraft loading program
modifications on the fatigue life of open hole
specimens
p0341 A80-36076
Aerodynamic coefficients in generalized unsteady
thin airfoil theory .
p0390 A80-38034
Time-domain computation of aircraft gust
covariance matrices[AIAA 80-1615] p0518 A80-45905
Exploratory development of aircrew windblast
protection concepts
[AD-A072013] p0037 B80-11055
Effect of spanwise gust variations
p0125 B80-14639
Average gust frequencies subsonic transport aircraft
[ESDU-69023-A-B-C] p0167 H80-16029
The analysis of measured surface loads as a basis
for the derivation of acceptable load limits for
military aircraft components
[BHTG-PBWT-79-9] p0175 H80-17038
Initial study of the response of an aircraft to
lateral gusts
[AAAF-HT-79-03] p0181 B80-17084
Active control technology for gust alleviation
p0308 B80-21345
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GUSTS SUBJECT IIDBX
Gnst load alleviation
p0308 880-21346
Cast severity effects on fatigae crack propagation
in aluminum alloy sheet aaterials
[BXB-HP-78041-U] p0369 H80-23449
Bathe mat! cal model for the separation of gust and
nanoeuvre loads of civil aircraft
[FB-141 (1979)] p0370 880-23674
Applications of BASTBAH in gust response analysis
at Horthrop
P0427 H80-24658
Optimization and siaalation of flight control lavs
under parameter uncertainty and external
disturbances
CHiSi-CB-163292] . p0483 B80-26327
Cost response analysis by modal decoiposition of
the gnst impingement distribution
p0605 H80-31406
Beassessment of service life by comparative
specimen tests fighter aircraft strncutures
[HLB-HP-79008-U] p0611 H80-31807
COSTS
& glider in 2-dimensional gusts
p0449 A80-41369
Investigation of the oscillatory and flight
behavior of rotor systems in relation with
atnospheric turbulence
[BHVG-FBST-79-5] p0122 H80-14142
Gnst response analysis by nodal decoiposition of
the gnst impingement distribution
p0605 H80-31406
GYBATIOH
HT ADTOBOT1TIOB
HT BOTATIOH
Linear analysis of poststall gyrations
p0619 A80-52646
6IBO BOBIZOBS
Some cases of instability of a gyrohorizon compass
pOOOS 480-11221
GTBOCOBPASSBS
Some cases of instability of a gyrohorizon coipass
pOOOS A80-11221
Development aspects of a dynamically tuned gyro
for strapdown - ABBS Attitude and Beading
Reference Systen
p0088 A80-17553
An induction gyrocompass
p0191 A80-25214
6YBOPLAHBS
0 HELICOPTERS
6TBOS
0 GIROSCOPES
6IBOSCOPBS
BT GYBO BOBIZOBS
HT GTBOCOHPiSSES
HT LASBB GIBOSCOPBS
HT OPTICAL GIHOSCOPES
Experience based upon experinental dry tuned gyros
p0214 A80-28212
The experimental strapdown systen of DFVLB —— for
inertial guidance and navigation of civil aircraft
p0214 A80-28218
Evaluation of packaging for the CH-1325/ASB-108
ABBS displacement gyro, F-15 aircraft
[AD-A078707J p0291 H80-20264
6IBOSCOPIC DBIFT
0 GIBOSCOPES
D GYROSCOPIC STABILITY.
6TBOSCOPIC STABILITY
Some cases of instability of a gyrohorizon compass
pOOOS A80-11221
Development aspects 'of a dynamically tuned gyro
for strapdown - ABBS Attitude and Beading
Beference System
p0088 ABO-17553
A strapdown inertial reference system for
commercial airline use in navigation and flight
control
pOOSS A80-17558
An integrated strapdown guidance and control
system for launch vehicle application
p0088 A80-17559
6YBOSTATS
0 GYROSCOPES
H
B-53 BBLXCOPTBB
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling
qualities data. Volume 1: Data compilation
[HASA-CB-3144] p0041 H80-11097
B-S4 BBLICOPTEI
Analysis of helicopter maintenance fault isolation
criteria/techniques
[AD-A080596] p0345 B80-22257
BAIL
Beteorological instrumentation system on the T-28
thunderstorm research aircraft
p0584 A80-50686
The T-28 thunder/hailstorm penetration aircraft
p0125 H80-14640
BAILSTOHES
0 BAIL
HALF SPACES
Badar cross sections of conducting bodies over a
lossy half space
p0384 A80-37409
BILL COBBBHTS
0 ELECTRIC COSEEBT
B1LO6H COBPODIDS .
HT CABBOH TETESFLOORIDE
BALOGEHS
HT CHLOBIBB
B1BBDB6BB AIBCBUT
HT BPB-320 AIBCBAFT
BABBDBG1B BFB-320 AIBCBUT
0 HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
HANDBOOKS
HT DSEE HAHOALS (COBPDTEB PBOGBABS)
Airport studies and designs: Handbook
p0617 A80-51925
DSAP bioenvironnental noise data handbook. Volume
117: F-16A in-flight crew noise
[AD-A080642] p0314 B80-22051
OSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
119: C-135B aircraft, near'and far-field noise
[AD-A087953] p0640 H80-33184
BAIDLIHG QUALITIES
0 COHTBOLLABILITY
HalG GLIDBBS
Flight safety of Bogallo hang gliders.
Theoretical and experimental study of.the flight
envelope
[OHBBA-HT-1979-8] p0363 H80-23301
Investigation of a foam supported glass fiber
D-box for a rigid wing hang glider
[BD-240] p0363 H80-23302
BAIGABS
A 'three-dimensional' concept for multi-form hangars
p0581 A80-50274
Energy conservation and management study of
aircraft hangars at selected Air Force Bases
[AD-A089075] p0649 H80-33420
HA8DEBIH6 (BATEBIALS)
HI HOT PBESSIHG
HT iOBR HARDEBIHG
Evaluation of the effectiveness of case-hardening
gas-turbine-engine components on the basis of
fatigue-failure similarity equations
p0192 480-26193
HABDEIIHG (STSTBBS)
EBP hardening of airborne systems through
electro-optical technignes design guidelines
[AD-A080650] p0358 B80-23146
HABDHBSS
Fleet hardness variation — to determine aircraft
snrvivability due to blast loads
[AD-A074849] p0126 B80-15029
HAIDHESS TESTS
Fleet hardness variation to determine aircraft
snrvivability due to blast loads
[AD-A074849] p0126 B80-15029
BABDHABB
Real-time data acquisition system for the HASA
Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
p0013 A80-12621
TIES - An integrated CHI system in hardware
feasibility demonstration -— Communication,
navigation and Identification
p0283 A80-32451
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blown configurations.
Experinental program: Test facilities, model
design instrumentation, and lowspeed, high-lift
tests
[BASA-CB-3192] p0431 880-25297
HABHOHIC ABALYSIS
Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems
A-22 8
SUBJECT IBDE1 BEIT BALABCB
as a contributor to aircraft interior noise
helicopter cabin noise
[SASA-CB-159088] p0428 B80-25100
Experimental unsteady aerodynamics of conventional
and supercritical airfoils conducted in the
lies 11 foot transonic Bind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81221] p0641 H80-33345
HABftOBIC EXCIUIIO* ' •
Blade excitation by elliptical whirling in
viscous-damped jet engines
[ASBB PAPBB 80-GT-168] p0464 A80-42277
Excitation and analysis technique for flight
flutter tests
[HBB-OFE-1446(0) ] p0122 H80-14140
BABROBIC BOIIOB
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades with
applications to fan and compressor blades
P0498 N80-27396
HABHOIIC OSCILUTIOB
analysis of transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and Kings • •
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0149] p0097 &80-18367
A panel method for calculating the loads acting on
a wing that performs harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
..p0149 180-21272
Evaluation of the kernel of an integral equation
for a wing performing harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
P0150 480-21296
Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
p0193 180-26269
Practical design considerations for a flightworthy
higher harmonic control system for flight
testing on OB-6» helicopter
[AIAA 80-0668] • P0335 A80-35100
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady
ideal fluid flow
p0034 H80-11019
in investigation of several factors involved in a
finite difference procedure for analyzing the
transonic flow about harmonically oscillating
airfoils and wings
[BASA-CR-159143] P0114 880-14056
Symmetric variational formulation of haroonic
vibrations problem by coupling primal and dual
principles. Application to fluid-structure
coupled systems
p0316 880-22245
The harmonically oscillating body in subsonic
flow: Effect of compressibility
[BSA-TT-584] p0360 H80-23270
Farther investigation of a finite difference
procedure for analyzing the transonic flow about
harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings
[8ASA-CB-3195] P0414 H80-24271
BABHOBICS
HT HABBOBIC EXCITATION
HT HABBOBIC OSCI1LATIOH
BABBESSES
Inadequate harnesses as a cause of death in two
light aircraft accidents
p0580 480-50118
Evaluation of seating and restraint systems
conducted daring fiscal year 1978
[AD-A074881] p0077 B80-13014
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume- 4:
Aircraft seats, restraints, litters, and padding
[AD-A088441] p0630 B80-32358
BABBIBB AIBCBAFI .
AV-8B Advanced Harrier
p0062 A80-16977
Breaking 7/STOt free of Catch 22 technology
utilization and assessment
p0193 A80-26342
AV-8B - A second generation V/STOL
[SAE PAPEB 791070] p0194 A80-26633
VSTOL test techniques utilizing laser tracking
p0205 A80-27234
TAV-8B status report
p0208 A80-27381
Airplane skijump takeoff
p0376 680-36788
V/STOL at the crossroads
p0385 680-37550
Ricroprocessor control of low speed 7/STOL flight
[AD-A077661] p0245 B80-19129
Beliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up
display set. Volume 1: Bodifications to
digital display indicator IP-1351/ATQ-30(v)
(AD-A085309] p0590 B80-30306
Beliability and maintainability improvement
. program for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up
display set. Volume 2: Bodifications to
display set control, C10626/AV9-30 (V)
CAD-A085310] p0590 B80-30307
TAV-8B status report
p0594 880-31310
HiHKBB SIDDBIBT AIBCBAPT
8T HABBIEB AIBCBAFT
BASABOS
BT AIBCBAFT BAZ4BDS
BT FIIGBT HAZABDS
8T OPERATIOBAL BAZABOS
BT TOIIC BAZABDS
Investigation of noise hazards in the engine test
cell, CFB Baden-Soellingen
CAD-A074391] p0123 B80-14147
Bovel approaches for alleviation of electrical
hazards of graphite-fiber composites
aircraft safety
[HASA-CB-162683] p0172 880-16100
Evaluation of equipment vulnerability and
potential shock hazards -— carbon fibers
p0247 B80-19197
Study of optical techniques for indirect
generation of runway approach lights
[AD-AOB0434] p0499 880-27398
An investigation of possible electrical hazards of
carbon fiber composites
pOS38 B80-28442
Carbon/graphite composite material study risk
and hazards of fiber release
[PB80-175235] pOSSS 880-29442
Experimental and analytical studies for the NASA
carbon fiber risk assessment
[BASA-CB-159214] p0651 880-33490
HC-1 HELICOPtBB
D CH-47 HELICOPTER
BEAD (ABATOBT)
A general statistical approach for using auxiliary
information in the development of an impact
acceleration injury prediction model
[AD-A087810] p0601 880-31374
BEAD-DP DISPIAIS
A helnet-Bonnted sight using C.C.O. technology
pOOOS A80-10884
The 'Viggen* mnltimode radar
p0007 A80-11171
The BOO optoelectronic projection indicator
systems. II •
p0569 A80-48124
Comparison of specifications for Bead-Op Displays
in the Bavy A-4S, A-7E, AT-8A, and F-11A aircraft
[AD-A080047] p0241 880-19106
The A-7 head-up display reliability programme
p0251 B80-19539
Beliability of high-brightness CBTs for airborne
displays
p0251 880-19543
Bead-up display in the non-precision approach
[BASA-TB-81167] p0479 B80-26296
An experimental evaluation of head-up display
formats
[BASA-TP-1550] p0533 S80-28349
Beliability and maintainability improvement-
program for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up
display set. Volume 1: Modifications to
digital display indicator !P-1351/A7Q-30(v)
[AD-A085309] p0590 880-30306
Beliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8 A/TAV-8A harrier head-up
display set. Volume 2: Bodifications to
display set control, C10626/AV9-30(V)
[4D-A085310] p0590 880-30307
HEADSETS
0 EAHPHOHBS
HEALTH
BT PUBLIC HEALTH '
HEALTH PBISICS
BT PUBLIC HEALTH
BBABXBG
BT ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
BEAT BALA8CB
Hethod of studying the working-medina temperature
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HEM COIDDCTIOJ SUBJECT IIDB1
of aircraft gas-turbine engines for transient
aodes
p0563 A80-47370
HEAT COIDOCTIOI
0 CONDUCTIVE HEAT TBAHSFEB
BEAT COHTE1T
0 EHTHALPI
HEAT DISSIPATIOI
0 COOLIBG
BEAT DISSIPATIOB CHILLIHG
0 COOLIBG
BEAT EFFECTS
0 TEHPBBATOBE EFFECTS
HEAT EQDATIOIS
0 THBBBODTBAHICS
BEAT BICH4HGBBS
Selection of optimal parameters of heat-pipe beat
exchangee for a gas turbine engine
pOOOO 480-10613
Study of heat-pipe heat exchanger in the small gas
turbine engine system
p0017 B80-10022
Selection of optiaal parameters of heat-pipe heat
exchanger for a gas turbine engine
P0020 B80-10068
High-temperature ceraaic heat exchanger
[EPBI-FP-1127] p0426 B80-24588
BEAT FUJI
Influence of the angle of attack on the thermal
flax at the stagnation point at supersonic speeds
p0203 &80-27138
HEAT 6AIB
D- HEATIHG .
HEAT BBiSDBBHEHT .
Becent'developments in aerothermodynamic test
techniques at the AEDC von Karman gas dynamics
facility
p0263 A80-29477
Release-rate calorinetry of multilayered materials
for aircraft seats
p0325 A80-34223
Belease-rate calorimetry of mnltilayered aaterials
for aircraft seats
tAIAA 80-0759] . p0332 480-35052
HEAT PIPES
Selection of optical parameters of heat-pipe heat
exchanger for a gas turbine engine
pOOOl A80-10613
Beat pipe avionic thermal control
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1511] ' p0450 A80-41474
Heat pipe avionic thermal control systems
[ASHE PAPEB 80-EHAS-a] pOa68 A80-43181
Study of heat-pipe heat exchanger in the small gas
turbine engine system
p0017 B80-10022
Selection of optimal parameters of heat-pipe heat
exchanger for a gas turbine engine
p0020 B80-10068
HEAT BADIATOHS
Study of the nature of the working process of a
gas turbine engine exhauster with staged heat
rejection -
p0565 A80-47431
BEAT BEGULATIOH
0 TEBPEBATOBE COSTE01
BEAT BBJBCTIOH DEVICES .
0 HEAT BADIATOBS
HEAT BBSISTAICB
0 THEBHAL BESISTABCE
BEAT BESISTABT ALLOTS
HT BIOBIUB ALLOTS
BT BKFBACTOBT BETAL ALLOTS
BT WASPALOT
. Beview of snperalloy powder metallurgy processing
for aircraft gas turbine applications
p0003 A80-10310
Source book on materials for elevated-temperature
applications: A comprehensive collection of
.. outstanding articles from the periodical and
reference literature
p0209 A80-27622
Effects of thermally'induced porosity on an as-HIP
powder metallurgy snperalloy
p0269 A80-29990
•Aircraft gas turbine materials and processes
p0327 480-31631
Application of snperalloy powder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
p0507 A80-44240
HIP of Bene 95 Hot Isostatic Pressing
P0573 A80-49495
Haterials and structures technology
p0029.B80-10210
Application of snperalloy powder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
tBASA-TH-81466] p0310 B80-21488
Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior
of a powder metallurgy snperalloy
[HASA-TB-81448] p0310 B80-21493
Begnirements for materials for land vehicle gas
turbines
p0552 B80-29345
Low cost process for manufacturing of Oxide
Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) turbine nozzle
 |
components
[AD-A088019] p0636 B80-32399
HEAT SBXSLDIBG
BT BBEBTBT SHIELDIBG
BEAT TESTS
0 HIGH TEBPEBATOBE TESTS
BEAT TBAHSFBB
BT AEBODTBABIC BEAT TBABSFEB
BT COBDOCTIVE HEAT TBAHSFEB
BT COHVECTIVE HEAT TBABSFEB
HT LABIBAB HEAT TBABSFEB
Effect of flow swirling on heat transfer in the
cylindrical part of the prenozzle volume of a .
model chamber
p0002 480-10196
Blade trailing edge heat transfer
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-45] p0458 A80-42178
Heat transfer phenomena in gas turbines
tASBE PAPEB 80-GT-172] p0464 480-42280
Heat transfer at a breaking point of the leading
edge of a plate in hypersonic flight
p0467 480-42965
Protection against wing icing for airbus 4300 and
A310
[DGLB PAPEB 80-046] p0523 A80-46296
Calorimetric sensor for measuring temperature
fields generated by intense heat sources .
p0526 A80-47179
Influence of surface longitudinal curvature on
temperature of turbine blades with film cooling
p0566 A80-47444
Impact of new instrumentation on advanced turbine
research
CBASA-TB-79301] p0137 H80-15133
Heat, mass and momentum transfer through sprays
cross flow
p0229 B80-18327
Similarity tests of turbine vanes, effects of
ceramic thermal barrier coatings
[HASi-TB-81473] p0312 B80-21706
Hypersonic heat transfer test program in the VKI
longshot facility
[AD-A081467] p0359 B80-23257
Extension of similarity test procedures to cooled
engine components with insulating ceramic coatings
[BASA-TP-1615] p0425 B80-24577
Some experience in the design and evaluation of
ceramic combustion chambers
p0554 B80-29357
BEAT TRABSFBB COEFFICIENTS
Bonstationarity of heat transfer in axial turbine
blading during engine startup
pOOOO A80-10633
Honstationarity of heat transfer in axial turbine
blading during engine startup
p0021 B80-10089
HEAT TBABSHISSIOB
BT AEBODTBAHIC BEAT THAHSFEB
HT COHDDCTIVE HEAT TBABSFEB
HT COBVECTIVE HEAT TBABSFEH
BT HEAT TBAHSFEB
BT LABIBAB HEAT TBAHSFEB
HBATIBG
BT AEBODTHAHIC HEATIBG
BT BADIAHT BEATIHG
BT SOLAS HEATIBG
BT TBABSIBBT BEATIHG
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Spectrum resource assessment in the 2.7-2.9 GBz
band phase 2: Badar signal processing
[PB80-129323] p0425 N80-24547
Potential use of high frequency data transmission
for oceanic air traffic control improvement
[AD-A075810] .. p0490 880-27313
High power HF and noise cancellation system
[AD-A084016] pOSOO 880-27562
Theoretical feasibility of digital communication
over ocean areas by high frequency radio
[AD-A079424] pOSOO H80-27568
HIGH HELTI1G COHPOUIDS .
0 BBFBACTOBT HATEBIALS
HIGH PASS FILTEBS
The influence of simulator notion wash-out filters
on the performance of pilots when stabilizing
aircraft attitude in turbulence
[NLB-TB-78022-0] p0182 H80-1709U
HIGH PBBSSDBB
Botor blade cooling in high pressure turbines
p0380 A80-36998
Bange'of applicability and energetic
characteristics of small-scale
high-pressure-gradient birotational turbines
pOS26 A80-47177
CF6 jet engine performance improvement program:
High pressure turbine aerodynamic performance:
improvement
[HASA-CH-159832] p0480 880-26302
HIGH PBESSDHE OXYGEB , , -
10VGOI mechanical impact tester assessment
[HASA-TH-74106] p01<!4 H80-15179
HIGH BBSOLOTIOI
High-resolution intensified vidicon for low light
level applications in aircraft flight
simulators
p0508 A80-44630
Deformographics: High-resolution projection
display development for air traffic control
purposes . •
[AD-A078023] •'. p0177 H80-17051
HIGH SPEED . ,
Design of elastomer dampers for a high-speed
flexible rotor
[ASHE PAPEB 79-DET-88] p0057 A80-15736
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the "
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1107] p0397 A80r38917
Investigation of advanced thrust vectoring exhaust
systems for high speed propulsive lift
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1159] ' p0448 ASfl-41190
Plane stabilization by impinging jets in
high-speed flow • • '
. . , , • . -• p0566 A80-47437
Economic study of multipurpose advanced .high-speed
transport configurations
[HASA-CB-159126] p0086 H80-13986
High-speed, low-level flight survival on ejection
p0559 N80-30016
Hinimizing the seqnenced delay time for escape
from high-speed, low-level flight profiles
. , . p0559 H80-30017
The capabilities and operational roles of Boyal
Air Force Tornadoes
p0560 H80-30022
Combined linear theory/impact theory method for
analysis and design of high speed configurations
' [BASA-CH-3314] p0587 H80-30273
Effect of cage design on characteristics of .
.high-speed-jet-lubricated 35-millimeter-bore
ball bearing — turbojet-engines
[HASA-TP-1732] p0653 H80-33749
HIGH SPEED' FLIGHT
0 FLIGHT
0 HIGH SPEED
HIGH STBEHGTH
High modulus/high strength organic fibers
p0521 A80-46009
A review and analysis of fiber counting methods
[AD-A088240] p0637 H80-32148
HIGH STBEHGTH ALLOTS . • . .
NT ASTBOLOT (TBADEHABK)
NT HIGH STBEBGTH STEELS
Beview of snperalloy powder metallurgy processing
for aircraft gas turbine applications
p0003 A80-10310
Low cost process for manufacturing of Oxide
Dispersion Strengthened (CDS) turbine nozzle
components
[AD-A088019] p0636 N80-32399
HIGH STBEBGIH STEELS
Source book on materials for elevated-temperature
' applications: A comprehensive collection of
outstanding articles from the periodical and
reference literature
p0209 480-27622
HIGH IB1PEBATDBE
Development of a standard methodology for the
correlation and extrapolation of elevated
temperature creep and rupture data. Volume 2:
A state-of-the-art review
[EPBI-FP-1062-VOI-2] . p0172 B80-16152
Composite wall concept for high temperature
• turbine shrouds: Survey of low modulus strain
isolator materials
[NASA-TH-81443] p0295 1180-20398
High-temperature ceramic heat exchanger
[EPBI-FP-1127] p0426 H80-24588
High-temperature radial turbine demonstration'
[AD-A084120] p.0497 N80-27370
Autoignition characteristics of aircraft-type fuels
[NASA-CB-159886] p0592 N80-30535
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE ALLOTS
D HEAT BESISTANT ALLOTS •
HIGH TBHPEHATDBE EITMOIHEITS
High temperature radial turbine demonstration
[AIAA PAPEfi 80-0301] p0156 A80-22749
Source book on materials for elevated-temperature
applications: A coiprehensive collection of
. outstanding articles from the periodical and
reference literature
p0209 A80-27622
Qualification of cooling systems design for high
temperature on a turbine facility
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1980-15] p0344 A80-36156
Calorimetric sensor for measuring temperature
fields generated by intense heat sources
p0526 A80-47179
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine ,
[AD-A0717SO] pOODO H80-11090
High temperature turbine technology program.
Phase 2: Technology, test and support studies
[FE-2291-44A] p0638 NBO-32721
HIGH TEBPEBATOBB FLUIDS •
NT HIGH TEHPEBATOBE GASES .
HIGH TEHPEBATBBE GASES
Selection of optimal parameters of heat-pipe heat
exchanger for a gas turbine engine
p0004 A80-10613
Full coverage film-cooled blading in high
temperature gas turbines - Cooling
effectiveness, profile loss and thermal efficiency
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-37] ; p0457 A80-42170
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE LUBBICARS
Lubricants for the aircraft gas turbine
pOOOS A80-10866
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HIGH TBHPBBATOBB RATBBIALS
0 BEFBACTOBT H4TEBI41S
HIGH TBBPERATOBB PBOPBLLABTS
Development of a hot Hire initiated
pyrotechnic-propellent gas source for a
parachute ejection system
p0160 480-23461
HIGH TBBFEUTUBB TESTS
Elevated temperature structural testing of
• advanced missiles
[AIAA 80-0812] p0335 180-35093
Selection of assenbly clearances for gas-turbine
engine seals
p0563 480-17372
Brittle aaterials design, high temperature gas
turbine
, [AD-A071750] pOOOO H80-11090
Design and test of a boron - aluminum high
temperature ving
[AD-A075814] p0223 H80-18034
HIGH TOLTiGBS ,
Development of lightweight transformers for'
airborne high pover supplies
, [AD-A076215] p0185 H80-17366
High voltage spark carbon fiber detection systen
[HASA-CB-162995] p0355 B80-22367
HXGHHATS
Application of the design diagram for a layered
viscoelastic medium to the evaluation of the
stress-strain state of road and runway surfaces
for loving loads
p0012 A80-12537
Application of the calculation scheme for a
layered viscoelastic medium to the estination of
the stressed state,of highway airport pavements
with moving loads
p0395 A80-38775
Airport ground access[AD-A068974] p0294 B80-20284
BILLBB HILITABT AIBCBAP7
0 HILITABT AIBCBAFT
HILSCH TUBES
Boise emitted by vortez tubes during their
development
. p0621 480-52913
Study of conbined operation of self-evacuating
vortez tube with diffnser
p0021 B80-10085
HIHDBABCB
0 COBSTBAIBTS
HIKE SOBERS
0 TOBQOE
HIB6ED BOTOB BLADES
0 BINGES
0 BOTABT RIBGS
HZRGELESS BOTOBS
0 BIGID BOTOBS
HXHGBS
HT FL4PPIBG HIBGBS
Hinged vehicle equations of motion
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0364] . p0095 A80-18336
HXSTOBXBS
de Havilland - The changes ahead
p0159 A80-23304
On the historical development of apparatus and
techniques for snoke visualization of subsonic
and supersonic flows
[4144 80-0420] p0198 A80-26934
Airfoils - Significance and early development[AIAA 80-3033] . . p0275, A80-31003
Evolution of modern air transport wings[AIAA 80-3037] p0275 480-31006
Evolution of the P-86 '
[AIBA 80-3039] , , . . p0276 A80-31008
4FPDL ezperience in active control technology
p0141 H80-15159
HO-6 HELICOPTER
0 OH-6 HBLICOPTBB . '
BODOGBAPBS • ' > '
Variable-sweep optimization for
hodograph-vector-control concept in maneuvering
flight
pOOSI A80-14809
Reverse pseudo-unsteady aerodynamic calculation
methods
p0652 B80-33616
BOLDEBS
BT FLABE HOLDEBS
Project filter holder. Tests on 25 mm dust filter
holders
[IG-TBO-F-1638] ' p0371 B80-23887
BOLES
An analysis of residual stresses and displacements
due to radial ezpansion of fastener holes
[AD-A076370] p0252 B80-19569
study of the influence of hole quality on
composite materials
[HASA-CB-159257] p0423 H80-24367
HOLOGBABBETBT
Holographic flow visualization. Citations from
the BUS data base
[PB80-808199] p0501 B80-27681
HOLOGRAPHIC IITBBFBBOHBTBI
The use of holographic speckle interferometry to
study the stress-strain state of a gas turbine
engine disk near a scarf joint with a blade
p0409 A80-39916
Interferometric measurements 'in a turbine cascade
• using image-plane holography[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-91] p0461 A80-42217
Holographic interferometer for aerodynamic flow
analysis '[OHEBA, TP BO. 1980-107] p0623 480-53292
Holographic interferometry.of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic wingtips[BAE-TB-78105] p0176 B80-17041
HOLOGBAPHT
Hondestructive evaluation of graphite composite
aircraft structures
p0197 480-26891
Holographic flow visualization, citations froo
the HTIS data base[PB80-808199] p0501 H80-27681
Holographic flow visualization. Citations from
the Engineering Indez data base
[PB80-808207] p0501 B80-27682
HOHIBG DEVICES
On site determination of vertical beam location
and characteristics using statistical method
radar tracking antennas
p0058 A80-15864
HOBBTCOBB STRUCTURES
Composites in aircraft manufacturing - An
impressive rise in Western Europe
p0153 A80-21923
Evaluation of a new.concept for reducing
free-stream turbulence in wind tunnels[4144 80-0432] p0199 A80-26942
A comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence reduction from .screens, honeycomb and
honeycomb-screen combinations[AIAA 80-0433] p0199 480-26943
Honeycomb sandwich joints for primary structure
of aircraft[AIAA 80-0780] p0333 A80-35070
some considerations of the performance of two
honeycomb gas path seal material systems[HASA-TB-81398] p0172 H80-16143
BORI20HTAL FLIGHT
A comparison of first and second order techniques
for computing optimal horizontal gliding
trajectories for low level weapons delivery[AIAA PAPBB 80-0061] p0093 A80-18260
The influence of the thrust direction on the level
flight of light airplanes
p0445 480-40897
A glider in 2-dimensional gusts
p0449 480-41369
A new algorithm for horizontal capture trajectories[HASA-TB-81186] . p0347 B80-22297
HOBIZOHTAL SPACBCBAFT L1HDIBG
Experience with an adaptive stick-gain algorithm
to reduce pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies[AIAA 80-1571] p0516 A80-45870
BOBIZOBTAL STABILIZERS
0 STABILIZBBS (FLDID DYBARICS)
HOBIZOITAL TAIL SOBFACES
The influence of wing, fuselage and tail design on
rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained
beyond maximum lift with general aviation
configurations[AIAA 80-0455] p0200 A80-26955
Fundamentals of design. VI - Tallplanes, tailless
and canard design
P0210 A80-27728
Effects of wing and tail location on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an airplane for
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Bach numbers from 0.25 to 1.63
[AIAA 80-1623] p0519 480-45911
Experimental and analytical transonic flatter
characteristics of a geared-elevator configuration
[HASA-TP-1666] pOQ33 880-25321
HOBB ABTBBBAS
The analysis of an elliptic twist reflecting
Cassegrain antenna using GTD geometrical
theory of diffraction
p0058 A80-15847
HOT COBBOSIOB
Gas and steal turbines, general: Corrosion and
erosion. Citations from the engineering indei
data base
[PB80-806672] p0435 H80-25343
HOT GiS SISTEHS
0 HIGH TEHPEBATUBE GASES
HOt GASES
0 HIGH TEHPERATOBE GASES
HOI JET EXHAUST
0 HIGH TEBPEBATOBE GASES
0 JET EXHAUST
HOT JETS
0 JET FLOW
HOT PBESSIHG
Pratt and Whitney innovations turbomachine
blade casting and hot isostatic pressing of
turbine disks
p0191 A80-25448
Effects of thermally induced porosity on an as-BIP
povder metallurgy saperalloy
p0269 A80-29990
Experience in extending the life of gas turbine
blades
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-181] p0465 A80-42285
Application of saperalloy powder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
p0507 A80-44240
HIP of Bene 95 Hot Isostatic Pressing
p0573 A80-49495
Application of saperalloy powder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
[HASA-TH-81466] p0310 H80-21488
HIP silicon nitride
p0554 H80-29360
HOT-FIIB AHEBOHBTEBS
Flov measurements in a turbine scroll
p0211 A80-27738
Hot fill anenometry. A bibliography with abstracts
[HTIS/PS-79/0909/6] p0174 N80-16318
HOT-WIRE AHBHOBBTEBS
A directionally sensitive hot-wire probe for
detection of flow reversal in highly unsteady
flows
p0264 A80-29492
Measurement of the Beynolds stress tensor using a
single rotating slanting hot wire • !
p0523 A80-46366
HOOSIBGS
BT CORLIHGS
HT BADOHES
HOTEBCBAFT
0 GROUND EFFECT HACHINES
HOTEBIBG'
Jet decay rate effects on hover jet-induced loads
p0527 A80-47324
Prediction of helicopter rotor downwash in hover
and vertical flight
[AB1/AEBO-BEPT-150] p0035 H80-11032
Effect of tip planforn on blade loading
characteristics for a' two-bladed rotor in hover
[HASA-TH-78615] ' p0113 H80-14049
Development of VTOL flying qualities criteria for
low speed and hover
[AD-A079911] p0239 B80-19085
Preliminary investigation of notion regnireoents
for the simulation of helicopter hover tasks
[HASA-TH-81801] p0347 B80-22304
V/STOL propulsion-induced aerodynamics hover
calculation method
[AD-A082688] p0419 B80-24306
Works on theory of flapping wing considering
boundary layer
[HASA-TB-75750] p0478 H80-26275
Stability of nonuniform rotor blades in hover
using a mixed formulation
[HASA-TH-81226] p0653 H80-33777
HOVBBIBG SIABIIITI
Examination of the flap-lag stability of rigid
articulated rotor blades
.p0054 A80-15123
Larga scale node! tests of a new technology V/STOL
concept
C A I A A PAPER 80-0233] pOlOO 180-19303
Operational implications of some BACA/BASA rotary
wing induced velocity studies
p0209 480-27599
Bavy V/STOL hover and low-speed Flying finalities
Criteria Recent developments
[AIAA 80-1591] p0517 A80-45886
HBB-1 BBLICOPTBB
D CH-46 HELICOPTER
HSS-2 HELICOPTBB
D SB-3 HELICOPTER
HD-1 HELICOPTBB
0 OH-1 HELICOPTER
HUBS
Advanced composite rotor hub preliminary design
H-60 Helicopter
[AD-A081951] p0418 H80-24302
Evaluation of new materials for rotor hub journal
bearings self lubricating materials
[AD-A082444] p0441-H80-2S665
HDGHES AIRCRAFT
HT OH-6 BELICOPTEB
HUGHES BIIITABI AIHCBAFT
U BILITABY AIBCBAFT
HOLLS (STRUCTUBBS)
HT SHIP HULLS
BOHAH BEHAVIOR
Passenger behaviour and expectations at an airport
p0063 A80-17329
HUH1H EBGIBEBBIHG
U HUHAB FACTOBS EBGIBEBBIBG
HUHAB FACTOBS EB6I1BBHIBG
Recent and future engineering developments in
flight training simulators
pOOOS A80-10776
The interrelationships between engineering
development simulation and flight simulation •
aircraft design development simulator technology
transfer to flight simulator and training
program improvements
pOOOS A80-10777
Human factors in aircraft accidents
p0154 A80-21970
Aircraft collisions
p0163 A80-24027
High-angle-of-attack flying gualities - An
overview of current design considerations
[SAB PAPEB 791085] p0195 A80-26640
Wings for human-powered flight '
[AIAA 80-3035] p0275 A80-31004
Innovations in control and display of avionics and
firepower increase cockpit efficiency
p0389 A80-37764
Synthesis of piloting properties of training
simulators with allowance for the human factor
p0465 A80-42342
Safety and efficiency: The next 50 years;
Proceedings of the Symposium on Human Factors in
Civil Aviation, The Hague, Betherlands,
September 3-7,' 1979 ' i
p0624 A80-53554
The advanced flight deck
p0624 A80-53556
Warning systems onboard conmercial aircraft
. p0624 A80-53557
Approach procedures — human factor "
considerations for safe landing of aircraft
p0624 A80-53558
Chart design and flight procedures standardization
p0624 A80-53559
Human factors in incident investigation
p0625 A80-53566
Human factors in accident investigation
p0625 180-53567
Ejection seat for high G escape
[AD-A072444] p0037 H80-11054
HASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety
clear air turbulence detectors, fire
resistant materials, and crashworthiness
[BASA-TH-808S1] p0128 B80-15060
Ground run-up noise control facilities for civil
aircraft: A survey
[AD-A075348] p0171 B80-16067
NASA aviation safety reporting system
[BASA-TH-78608] p0221 B80-18010
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Feasibility testing of a Body Inflatable Bladder
(BIB) restraint device[40-4078681} p0222 H80-18013
Early flight test experience Kith Cockpit
Displayed Traffic Information (CDTI)
[BASA-TH-80221] p0224 H80-18037
Evaluation of a Central Data Entry System (CDES)
for transport aircraft
[DPVLB-PB-79-23] p0304 B80-21298
BASA aathorization, 1981
[GPO-59-528] . p0372 B80-24211
An investigation of factors affecting aircraft
passenger attention to safety information
presentations[AD-A082358] pOfl!6 H80-24286
A dynamic evaluation of the Integrated Avionics '
Control System (IACS)
[AD-A082203] p0420 B80-24311
Visoal problems and night landing guidance of the
CB-47 (Chinook) helicopter
[ABl/SYS-TH-50] ,pO«32 B80-25312
System, airspace, and capacity requirements for
future ATC-systems
p0491 B80-27328
An experimental evaluation of head-up display
formats
[HASA-TP-1550] p0533 H80-28349
Annoyance due to Multiple airplane noise exposure
[BASA-TP-1706] p0540 H80-28946
The strength of occupant restraint systei in light
aircraft: An experimental evaluation
[ABL-STBOC-8BPT-375] p0542 H80-29263
'The current role of alcohol as a factor in civil
aircraft accidents
[AD-A086261] ' p0542 B80-29266
Operational missions and conceptnal design of the
. Hitage 2000
p0560 H80-30021
Critical interfaces between environment and
organism in class A mishaps: A retrospective
analysis[AD-A087341] p0600 B80-31371
HOBAI PATBOLOGT
A systematic technique for the identification of
crash hazards in U.S. Army aircraft
p0579 A80-50113
Inadequate harnesses as a cause of death in two
light aircraft accidents
' p0580 480-50118
HOEAH PBBFOBH1HCB
BT OEEBATOB PEBFOBBABCB
BT PILOT PBBFOBflABCE ,
31 approach to the investigationj analysis, and
prevention of human-error aircraft accidents
p0579 A80-50112
The effect of viewing time, time to encounter, and
practice on perception of aircraft separation on
a cockpit display of traffic information .
[HASA-TH-81173] . p0224 B80-18038
Hunan factors in high-speed low-level accidents:
A 15 year review
, p0559 880-30013
BOHAB BBACTIOHS
The effect of intermittent aircraft noise on
sleep. Ill
p0057 A80-15632
The evaluation of annoyance provoked by aircraft
noise by means of opinion surveys
p0286 480-32597
Evaluation of annoyance due to Concorde noise in
the vicinity of Washington-Dulles International
Airport .
p0286 A80-32598
Annoyance caused by general aviation
p0286 A80-32601
Conmunity annoyance with transportation noise
p0386 480-37605
A unifying theory for determining human response
to sound aircraft noise
p0386 480-37606
Aircraft noise-induced building vibrations
human annoyance responses
.p0386 A80-37607
Effect of background levels on community responses
to aircraft noise
. p0514 A80-45845
On the noisiness of steady state and intermittent
noises
p0620 480-52820
Disturbance caused by aircraft noise
[BASA-TH-75474] . p0539'H80-28943
Beaction of the French population to the
supersonic bang
'[BASA-TH-75487] p0539 B80-28944
Annoyance due to multiple airplane noise exposure
[HASA-TP-1706] " P0540.H80-28946
BOUI TOLBBAHCKS
The nature of the annoyance and the
• noise-annoyance relation around airports
p0274 A80-30814
Community noise measures human reactions to
. ; noise pollution .
: p0386 480-37602
Aircraft noise annoyance contours - Importance of
overflight frequency and noise level
p0443 A80-40731
Effects of sound level fluctuations on annoyance
caused by aircraft-flyover noise
[BASA-TP-1576] p0085 B80-13880
Investigation of noise hazards in the engine test
cell, CFB Baden-Soellingen
[AD-A074391] ' p0123 H80-14147
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 2:
Aircraft crash environment and human tolerance.
[AD-A082512] p0432 H80-25307
Supporting statement for community study of human
response to aircraft noise . •
[H4S4-TB-81803] p0486 B80-26885
Disturbance caused by aircraft noise
[BASA-TH-75474] p0539 H80-28943
BOHIDITI
Aircraft hnmidification system development
[ASHE PAPEB 79-EHAS-8] . p0055 480-15233
The nuclear thermal effects on humidity saturated
composite materials
[AD-A077195] p0424 B80-24372
The diffusion of water vapour in humid air into
the adhesive layer of bonded metal joints
[BAE-LIB-TBABS-2038] p0539 S80-28497
BDEEICAHBS .
A 94/183 GBz multichannel radiometer for Convair
flights .
[HASA-CB-160032] p0639 B80-33047
BIBBID COHPOTEBS
A hybrid simulator for the BGB-34C multioission BPT
p0578 480-49828
Rodern controls and the hybrid computer revisited
simulation systems for aircraft development
and design
p0578 A80-49831
Bybrid computer errors in engineering flight
simulation
[AD-A081953] ' ' p0419 H80-24307
Processing of AIDS flight recorder data for a
quick-look with the aid of a hybrid system
p0430 H80-25290
BTBBID BAVIGATIOB STSTBBS . :
Bavigation systems for modern aircraft
p0153 480-21965
On the BBSS application research in Japan —-. Bavy
Bavigation Satellite System :
p0191 480-25164
Heji possibilities offered by a radio-inertial •
hybrid guidance system digital simulation study
p0255 H80-19836
BTBBID STBOCTDBES
The hybrid diffnser for gas turbine engines
(ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-136] p0462 A80-42249
HTDBAOLIC ACTOATOBS
U ACT04TOBS
0 BTDB4DLIC EQOIPHEBT
BIDBADLIC COBTB01
Improvement of control system dynamics of means of
additional hydraulic load feedback
p0149 A80-21260
Digital electrohydranlic control surface actuator,
positioned by means of guick-acting solenoid
valves
[DGLB PAPBB 80-050] p0523 480-46299
Besearch and development of control actuation
systems for aircraft, volume 1
[AD-A080133] p0310 B80-21357
BIDBAOLIC BQOTPBEBT
BT AIBCBAFT BIDBAOLIC SISTEHS
• The practical aircraft hydraulic test stand
[SAB PAPBB 791079] p0194 480-26636
The Eccentuator" - A new concept in actuation
for aerospace mechanisms
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[AIAA 80-0815] p0335 A80-35096
Coiputer simulation as a first step towards
computer-aided design of fluid power systems
p0373 A80-36467
Diagnostics of aircraft fuel and hydraulic units
Bnssian book
p0380 180-37102
in analytical and experimental study of aircraft
hydraulic lines including the effect of Dean flow
[AD-A079746] p0238 H80-19079
Hydraalic diagnostic monitoring systen
. .[AD-A077552] p0297 B80-20594
Research and development of control actuation
systems for aircraft, voluoe 1
[AD-A080133] p0310 H80-21357
Single-stage electrohydraolic servosystei for
actuating on airflow valve with frequencies to
500 hertz
[BASA-TP-1678] p0554 H80-29369
BTDB10LIC FLOIDS
Assessnent of the flammability of aircraft
hydraulic fluids
[AD-A076512] p0183 H80-17227
BYDBAHLIC HEATIIG SOOBCBS
'0 HTDBAOLIC BQOIPBEBT
HTDBAOLIC POHPS
0 HTDBADIIC EQOIPBBBT
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HTDHAOIIC STSTBBS
0 BIDBADLIC EQOIPHEHT
HTDBAOLIC TBSI TOIHBLS
Hater-tunnel and analytical investigation of the
effect of strake design variables on strake
vortex breakdown characteristics .
[HASA-TP-1676] p0529 H80-28304
HTDBAOLIC VALVES
0 HYDBAOLIC EQOIPBEBT
0 VALVES
BTDBAOLICS
Experimental and theoretical investigation of the
internal-duct hydraulics of stator and rotor
blades for a semiclosed-cycle air cooling systen
p0011 A80-12042
HYDRASIBB E1GIRBS
Bydrazine monopropellant reciprocating engine
development
[ASHE PAPEB 78-WA/ABBO-12] p052« A80-46548
BTDBOABBOBBCHAUCS
0 ABBODIHAHICS
HTDBOCABB01 COBBOSTIOB
Conceptual examination of gas phase particnlate
formation in gas turbine combustors
[ASBE PAPEB 79-GT/ISB-12] p0456 A80-42060
BTDBOCABBOI FOB! PBODDCTIOB
Production of synthetic hydrocarbon fuel,
environmental aspects and comparison to hydrogen
production from water
P0382 A80-37332
BTDBOCABBOI POBLS
BT DIESEL PDELS
HT FOSSIL PDELS
BT GASOLIRE
BT JET EBGIBE FDELS
BT JP-4 JET FOEL
BT JP-5 JBT FOEL
An engine fuel chemistry solution to the problem
of jet fnel supplies
p0002 A80-10199
Effect of naphthenic aromatic hydrocarbons on the
oxidizability of hydrogenated jet fuel jet
engine fuels
p0088 A80-17675
Comparative analysis of the basic combustion
characteristics of some heavy hydrocarbon fuels
in application to aircraft gas turbine engines
p0565 A80-47424
Fundamental characterization of alternate fnel
effects in continuous combustion systems
[SAB-15U3-12] p0043 B80-11244
Besearch on diamantane and other high density
hydrocarbon fuels
[AD-A080749] p0369 H80-23474
Fundamental characterization of alternative fnel
effects in continuous combustion systems
p0498 B80-27382
Study of methane fnel for subsonic transport
aircraft
[BASA-CB-159320] ' p0638 H80-32533
BTOBOCABBOBS
BT CETAHB
HT BETHABE
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[AIAA 80-0811] p0334 A80-35092
Airframe self-noise studies on the Lockheed L 1011
Tristar aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1061] p0341 A80-36000
Digital active controls for L-1011
p0524 A80-46680
The role of a flight management system in terminal
airspace
[SAB PAPEB 800748] p0576 480-49697
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft
[BASA-CB-162863] p0226 R80-18103
Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for 1-1011 aircraft[BASA-CB-162862] p0226 H80-18104
Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011
airplane at Boston-Logan Airport
A-256
SUBJECT IBDBI LABIBATES
[AD-A086977] p0589 H80-30303
Carbon/graphite fiber risk analysis and assessoent
study: Assessment of risk to tie Lockheed flodel
L-1011 commercial transport aircraft
[BASA-CB-159201 ] p0650 B80-33487
LABOBATOBIBS
HT EHGIBE TESTING LABOB1TOBIES
LAG (DBLAY)
0 TIBB LAG
LAGBAHGB BQOATIOBS OP HOT10B
D BOLES-LAGBARGE EQOATIOB
UK> ICE
Bicrowave radionetric aircraft observations of the
Fabry-Perot interference fringes of an ice-water
system
p0507 A80-44232
UBIBAB BOOBDABY LAIEB
Analysis of two-dimensional interactions between
shock waves and boundary layers
p0118 A80-21232
The laminar lightplane or the 'aircraft performance
revolution is upon ns
p0159 A80-23306
Laminar separation babble with transition /theory
and experiment/
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-20] p0201 480-27203
Three-dimensional self-similar laminar boundary
layer vith longitudinal and transverse pressure
gradient
p0376 A80-36786
Comparison of methods for prediction of transition
by stability analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1375] . p0452 A80-41588
Experimental studies of the laminar separation
babble on a two-dinensional airfoil at low
Reynolds nanbers
[AIAA FAPEB 80-1440] p0453 A80-41622
Laminar boundary layer on swept wings of infinite
span at an angle of attack
p0467 A80-42964
Laminar boundary layer calculation from
experimental pressure distribution
p0018 B80-1004S
Verification of the experimentally determined
laminar-turbulent transition on a swept wing
p0067 N80-12046
A theoretical analysis of simulated transonic
boundary layers in cryogenic-nitrogen wind tunnels
[HASA-TP-1631] •• p0245 B80-19131
Stability analysis for laminar flow control, part 2
laminar flow wings
[NASA-CB-3249] p0311 B80-21703
Exploratory study of a laminar-turbulent
transition process close to laminar boundary
layer separation
p0316 H80-22246
Feasibility study of applying laminar flow control
to an LTA vehicle
CAO-A088148] p0629 H80-32351
LABIBAB BOOBDABT LAYEB SEPABATIOB
D LABIBAB BOOBDABY LAYEB
LABIHiB PL4HES
0 FLABES
0 LAIIIBAB FLOB
LABIBAB FLOS
Reynolds number and compressibility effects on
dynamic stall of a HACA 0012 airfoil[AIAA PAPEB 80-0010] p0091 A80-18238
Local laminarization in turbulent diffusion flames
p0189 A80-24819
Increasing aircraft efficiency through laminar
flow control
p0189 A80-24899
The development of a self-streamlining flexible
vailed transonic test section
[AIAA 80-0440] p0202 A80-26964
Numerical solution of the Bavier-Stokes equations
for a family of three-dimensional corner
geometries
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1349] p0451 A80-41574-
A Navier-Stokes solution for laminar and turbulent
flow through a cascade of airfoils
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1426] p0452 A80-41616
Beat transfer of the critical air flov in a
' nozzle. IV - The flov and heat transfer
characteristics of an accelerated transonic air
flov in a divergent nozzle
p0566 A80-47463
An artificial viscosity method for the design of
supercritical airfoils
p0067 H80-12051
A study of the prediction of cruise noise and
laminar flov control noise criteria for subsonic
air transports
[BASA-CB-159104] p0075 H80-12818
Near-field noise prediction for aircraft in
cruising flight: Hethods manual laminar flow
control noise effects analysis
[BASA-CB-159105] p0075 B80-12819
Detection of the transitional layer betveen
laminar and turbulent flov areas on a ving surface
-— using an accelerometer to measure pressure
levels daring wind tunnel tests
.[BASA-CASE-LAB-12261-1] p0287 H80-20224
Design studies of Laminar Flow Control (LFC) ving
concepts using superplastics forming and
diffusion bonding (SPP/DB)
[NASA-CB-159220] p0479 'B80-26293
Evaluation of laminar flov control system concepts
for subsonic commercial transport aircraft
[BASA-CB-159254] p0602 B80-31384
A rapid implicit-explicit solution to the
tvo-dimensional time dependent incompressible
Havier-Stokes equations
[BASA-CB-3330] p0653 N80-33718
LABIBAB FLO! AXBFOIIS
Visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition
in the flow over an airfoil using the smoke-wire
technique[AIAA 80-0421] p0199 A80-26935
A parametric ving design study for a modern
laminar flov ving
[BASA-TS-80154] p0127 B80-15050
stability analysis for laminar flov control, part 2
laminar flow vings
[BASA-CB-3249] p0311 B80-21703
LA HI MR FLOB COHTBOl
D BOOBDABY LAYEB CONTBOL
0 LABIBAB BOOBDABY LAYEB
LABIBAB HEAT TBA1SFEB
Unsteady compressible 3-dimensional boundary-layer
flov near an asymmetric stagnation point vith
mass transfer
p0625 A80-53582
LABIBAB JETS
D JET FLOW
0 LABIBAB FLOW
LABIBAB RAKBS
Investigations on vortex frequencies in wakes of
cascade blades
p0261 A80-29139
LAHIBATED BATEBIALS
0 LABIBATES
LABIBATES
Determination of the stress intensity factor of
composite structural members
p0090 A80-17958
Advanced materials and the Canadair Challenger
[ S A N E PAPEB 1284] . p0104 A80-20632
Characterization of graphite/epoxy laminates for
aeroelastic tailoring
p0148 A80-21130
Failure mechanisms for,advanced composite sandwich
construction in hostile environments naval
aircraft structures*
p0197-A80-26884
Graphite-epoxy panel compression strength
reduction due to local impact
P0209 A80-27598
Composite center fuselage - Phase I
P0278 A80-32068
SDI policy and techniques for advanced composites
nondestructive inspection
p0328 A80-34765
A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade
employing pneumatic lift control
p0329 A80-34808
Belease-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials
for aircraft seats
[AIAA 80-0759] p0332 A80-35052
Bepair of advanced composite structures in
damaged aircraft
[ A I A A 80-0776] p0333 A80-35066
Aeroelastic tailoring of a forward swept wing and
comparisons with three equivalent aft-swept wings
[AIAA 80-0794] p0334 A80-35076
A-257
UBIBATIOHS SOBJBCT IHDEI
Technology of graphite-resin coaposite Materials
and their application in the aeronautical industry
p0336 A80-35771
Ben materials and helicopter certification
[AAAF PAPBB HT 79-26] p0379 480-36861
Optimal design studies on cooposite wings with
static and dynamic constraints
[AAAF PAPEB HT 79-29] p0379 A80-36863
Determining stress intensity factors in coaposite
structural elenents
p0382 180-37289
An investigation into the feasibility of producing
aircraft structural conponents using vet lay-np
of carbon fibre fabric
p0527 A80-17211
On determining the teapetatares at given points of
cooled turbine blades made from multilayer
perforated materials
p0616 ABO-51889
Sound transmission into a laminated composite
cylindrical shell
p0620 A80-52724
The influence of bending-torsional coupling on the
buckling load of general orthotropic, oidplane
symmetric and elastic plates
[HLB-TB-77126-D] p0357 H80-22753
The viscoelastic behavior of a composite in a
thermal environment
[HASA-CB-163187] p0423 H80-21369
High temperature resin matrix composites for
aerospace structures
p0538 H80-28111
1IHIHATIOHS
0 LABIHATES
I ASPS
0 LOHIH&IBES
LISPS PBO6BAH
0 LIGHT AIBBOBHE BOLTIPOBPOSB STSTEB
LAID OSB
Land use factors and airport operations safety
[SAE PAPEB 800751] p0576 A80-49699
LABDFOBBS
HT ALPS BOOHTAIHS (EOBOPE)
HT GBEAT BBITAIR
LAIDIIG
HT AIBCHiFT LANDING
HT CBASB LAHDIHG
HT DITCHING (LAHDIHG)
HT HOBIZOHTAL SPACECBAFT LAHDIHG
HT SKID L AH DINGS
HT SPACECBAFT LAHDIHG
HT TOnCBDOKH
HT VERTICAL LAHDIHG
Estimation of wind shear and thrust loss during
STOL aircraft landing approach
p0363 H80-23296
LAHDIHG AIDS
BT AIBPOBT BEACOHS
BT AIBPOBT LIGHTS
HT ALL-REATHEB LAHDIHG SYSTEMS
HT APPBO&CH IHDICATOBS
HT ABBESTIHG GEAB
HT AOTOBATIC LAHDIHG COHTBOL
RT IHSTBOBEHT LARDIRG SISTEBS
BT LABDIRG IHSTBOBEHTS
RT liSDIHG BADAB
HT BICBOWAVE LAHDIHG SISTEBS
HT BICBOBAVE SCARRIHG BEAB LAHDIHG STSTEH
RT BOR8AY LIGHTS
Follow-up and final-value control of a special
non-linear process - A study on optimal aircraft
guidance during the final landing phase
p0052 180-11826
The introduction of new systems in international
civil aviation
p0215 A80-28383
Visual problems and night landing guidance of the
CH-47 (Chinook) helicopter
[ABL/SIS-TH-50] p0132 H80-25312
Best Coast LOBAH-C flight test
[AD-A089039] p0188 R80-27307
The development and test of a tactical
self-contained landing system landing
military helicopters when the safe corridor is
unknown
. p0192 H80-27331
SIHTAC-C THA: Application of SIHTAC-C in the
terminal area, during landing and ground taxiing
integrated navigation, traffic control.
collision avoidance and communication system
p0493 H80-27338
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control, AB/SPB-41, revision
[AD-A081385] p0531 H80-28332
systems research and development service report of
B and D activity Rational aviation system
and air traffic control
[AD-A085629] - p0513 H80-29273
A simulator study of control and display
augmentations for helicopters
[HASA-CB-163151] p0605 H80-31408
Shuttle OFT level C navigation regnirements:
On-orbit
[RASA-TB-82205] p0630 H80-32363
LAHDIHG GEAB
Optimization of aircraft undercarriages
[ASHB PAPEB 79-DET-89] p0057 A80-15737
The loads at landing impact for aircraft
p0089 A80-17723
Have Bounce validation of computer simulations
of F-4 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs
p0208 A80-27382
Emergency landings on a carpet of foam
p0322 A80-33292
Conditions for exciting natural vibrations in a
tricycle rolling along a straight line
p0119 A80-11121
Investigation of Air Force BIL-H-5606 hydraulic
system malfunctions induced by chlorinated
solvent contamination
[ASLE PBEPBIHT 80-AB-5C-2] p0168 A80-43178
The linking of development problems with the
example of thrust reversal and landing gear loads
[DGLB PAPEB 80-015] p0523 A80-46295
Application of the factor interpolation oethod in
flight vehicle landing gear analytic design
p0019 R80-10058
Analytical investigation of the landing dynamics
of a large airplane with a load-control system
in the main landing gear
[BASi-TP-1555] p0078 H80-13025
Friction characteristic of steel skids equipped
with skegs on a lakebed surface landing gear
CSASA-TB-81347] p0078 H80-13027
High-speed T-38A landing gear extension loads
[HASA-TB-58226] p0132 H80-25319
Flightworthy active control landing gear for a
supersonic aircraft
[BASA-CB-3298] p0194 H80-27350
Evaluation of the impact of towing DC-9 transport
airplanes at Boston-Logan Airport
[AD-A086864] p0589 H80-30297
Calibration of mirage main undercarriage to
determine wheel loads from measured strains
[AD-A086721] p0589 H80-30300
Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011
airplane at Boston-Logan Airport
[AD-A086977] p0589 S80-30303
LABDIHG IHSTBUHBBTS
HT APPBOACB IHDICATOBS
Hew commntated Doppler microwave landing system
p0311 A80-36019
System for measurement of Category II ILS
p0371 A80-36764
LABDISS LOADS
The loads at landing impact for aircraft
p0089 A80-17723
Have Bounce validation of computer simulations
of F-1 dynamic response to multiple runway repairs
p0208 A80-27382
Besults from o'Hare pavement
demonstration-validation study
[SAE PAPEB 800763] p0577 480-09708
LAIDIBG BADAB
Primary radar in 4TC
P0215 A80-28381
LAHDIHG SIBDT.ATIOR
Flight through thunderstorm outflows
p O O l O 480-11618
Optimal washout for control of a moving .base
simulator vertical notion flight simulation
using linear filter
p0052 A80-14833
Design of an electronic model of a microwave
aircraft landing system
p0193 A80-26171
Pilot performance during simulated approaches and
landings made with various computer-generated
A-258
SUBJECT IHDBI USBBS
vlsoal glidepatb indicators
[AD-A066220] p0026 880-10151
A flight sinalation investigation on the
feasibility of curved approaches under ELS
guidance
P0256 B80-19844
Bodeling and flight simulation of an active
configured aircraft under B.L.S. guidance •
p0256 H80-198a5
Preliminary results of simulated vortex encounters
by a twin-engine, commercial aircraft daring
final landing approach
[HASA-TB-81782] p0478 H80-26285
Analytical methodology for determination of
helicopter IPB precision approach requirements
pilot workload and acceptance level
[HASA-CB-152367] p0531 B80-28330
A piloted siaalator analysis of the carrier
landing capability of the gniet short-haul
research aircraft
[HASA-TH-78508] p0532 B80-28338
UHOIB6 SPBBD
Design considerations for attaining 200-knot test
velocities at the aircraft landing loads and
traction facility
[HASA-TH-80096] p0172 H80-16071
LAHDISG STSIBHS
D LAHDIHG AIDS
LABDSCAPB
D TEBBAIH
LABGLET COHPLBI COOBDIBATOB
A review of propeller discrete frequency noise
prediction technology with eaphasis on two
current methods for tine domain calculations
p0567 480-47656
LAHGOAGES
BT ASSEBB1Y LARGDAGE
HT ERGLISB LAHGOAGB
BT FOBTBAH
BT PBOBBAHBIBG LABGOAGES
Structures in aeronautical phraseology: Prom
English to Spanish
p0257 H80-19978
UP JOIBTS
Endurance of riveted lap joints (aluminum alloy
sheet and rivets)
[BSDO-79031] , . p0356 H80-22723
LUGE SCALE IITKGBATIOH
Applications of LSI to digital systens - An
overview of expectations and reality signal
processing in avionics
p0280 480-32422
Single chip custom LSI microcomputers for avionics
applications
P0281 A80-32423
An LSI digital signal processor for airborne
applications onboard computer for radar
systems
p0281 A80-32424
LSI radar signal processor
P0281 A80-32125
. The modular snrvivable radar LSI and microwave
circuit technologies for military avionics
P0322 A80-34158
7LSI/VHSI device technology 7ery High Speed
Integration for lilitary signal processing
applications
p0323 A80-34175
USBB AIBBOHBTEBS
High-resolution LDA measurements of Beynolds
stress in boundary layers and Bakes
[AIAA 80-0436] p0202 A80-26967
A laser-tvo-focus /L2F/ velocimeter for autonatic
flow vector measareoents in the rotating
components of tnrbomachines
P0342 A80-36138
Optical advances in laser transit anenometry
p0342 480-36139
Laser anemometer measurements in a transonic axial
flow compressor rotor
p0342 480-361"41
Gravimetric investigation of the particle number
density distribution function in the high speed
cascade wind tunnel for laser-anemoaetry
measurements
[DF7LB-FB-79-12J p0356 H80-22374
Experimental investigation of the particle-number
concentration in the wind tunnel for use of the
laser anenometry
[DFVLB-FB-79-28] p0036 B80-25352
LASBB APPLICATION
HT LASEB PBOPOLSIOB
VSTOL test techniques utilizing laser tracking
P0205 A80-27234
Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement system
P0342 480-36137
Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement system
[HASA-TH-81376] p0120 H80-14128
Inviscid Flow Field Effects: Experimental results
optical distortions over airborne laser
turrets
p0438 B80-25599
Lear jet boundary layer/shear layer laser
propagation experiments
p0439 S80-25602
Summary of aerodynamic vibration effects on ALL
turret
p0439 B80-25607
Flow visualization techniques in the Airborne
Laser Laboratory program
p0440 H80-25608
Aero-optics overview laser applications '
p0440 B80-25612
LASBB COHHOHICATIOS
0 OPTICAL COSHOHIC4TIOH
LASBB OOPPLEB TBLOCIHETEBS
A Laser Doppler Velocimeter system to investigate
unsteady flow separation
p0014 A80-12634
A survey of laser Doppler velocineter applications
at the Arnold Bngineering Development Center •
p001« 480-12638
Photon correlation laser velocimeter measurements '
in highly turbulent flow fields . •
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0344] p0095 480-18328
High-resolution LDA measurements of Beynolds
stress in boundary layers and wakes
C A I A A 80-0436] p0202.A80-26967
Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a T63
combustor
p0210 A80-27737
A three-dimensional Laser Doppler Velocimeter
/LDV/ for use in wind tunnels
p0265 A80-29507
The development of passive Doppler techniques in
LBSL/ISL and their applications to ballistic and
aerodynamic measurements
p0072 H80-12210
Turbulence measurements in the boundary layer of a
low-speed wind tunnel using laser velocimetry
[HASA-TB-81165] p0174 H80-16300
Helicopter remote wind sensor system description
[AD-A076153] p0222 H80-18024
Velocity profiles in a long inlet duct employing a
photon correlating laser velocimeter without
seeding
[AD-A079878] p0293 H80-20278
LASBB GOTDABCB
The laser gyro and its application to an
helicopter navigation system
p0214 A80-28221
LASEB GIBOSCOPBS
Applications of advanced electric/electronic
technology to conventional aircraft
[HASA-CB-163576] . p0632 H80-32375
LASEB PBOPDLSIOI
A comparison of interstellar propulsion methods
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1229] p0400 A80-38978
LASEB BADAB
0 OPTICAL BADAB
LASEB BAB6BB/TBACKBB
Laser beacon system for aircraft collision hazard
determination
p0451 A80-41536
LASEB TABGET DESIGBATOBS
Laser Target Barker /designator/ and Banger
p0324 A80-34187
Design considerations for an active laser seeker
p0324 A80-34189
OH-58C helicopter mast mounted sight/designator
safety statement
[1D-A087673] p0635 H80-32390
LASBBS
HT ABGOH LASEBS
HT CABBOH DIOXIDE LASEBS
HT BEODTHIDH LASEBS
HT PDLSBD LASEBS
HT ras LASEBS
A-259
LASV SUBJECT IIDBX
Optimized laser turrets for minimum phase distortion
p0439 H80-25600
Cycle II.5 aircraft aero-optical turbulent
boundary-layer/shear-layer measurements
p0439 R80-25605
LJSf
0 F-111 AIBCBAPT
LATEBAL CORBOL
Application of existing roll response criteria to
transport aircraft with advanced flight control
systens
[AIAA 80-1572] p0516 A80-45871
Plying qualities research for highly augmented
aircraft
[BE-582] p0027 H80-10194
Aerodynamic interactions from reaction controls
for lateral control of the H2-F2 lifting-body
entry configuration at transonic and supersonic
and supersonic Bach numbers wind tunnel tests
[BASA-TH-78534] . p0035 B80-11033
Some vind tunnel measurements of the effectiveness
at lo» speeds of combined lift and roll controls
P0140 B80-15153
Boll control by digitally controlled segment
spoilers
p0140 H80-15156
Flaperon control: The versatile surface for
fighter aircraft
pOIQI H80-15158
Lateral rollover protection concepts
[AD-A081420] P0416 B80-24284
Boll control of an attitude-controlled aerodynamic
vehicle which has strong roll-yaw coupling
[SABD-79-1940] p0422 B80-24330
LATBBAL OSCILLATIOH
iind tunnel aeasurenent of lateral aerodynamic
derivatives using a ne> oscillatory rig, nith
• results and comparisons for the Gnat aircraft
[ABC-B/B-3847] pOSOO B80-31366
LATEBA1 STABILITY
Effects of the aerodynamic cross-coupling and
lateral acceleration derivatives on airplane
dynamic characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0170] p0089 i80-17699
Aircraft aerodynamics - Dynamics of longitudinal
and lateral notion Russian book
p0101 A80-19374
BCAIB design philosophy for fighter aircraft
departure and spin resistance
[SAE PAFEB 791081] p0194 A80-26637
Exploratory investigation of the effects of vortex
bursting on the high angle-of-attack
lateral-directional stability characteristics of
highly-swept vings[AIAA 80-0463] p0201 A80-26960
Comparison of stability and control paraneters for
a light, single-engine, high-winged aircraft
using different flight test and parameter
estination techniques
[HASA-TH-80163] p0030 H80-10225
AH-16 lateral flight performance test
[AD-A072868] p0070 B80-12088
Initial study of the response of an aircraft to
lateral gusts
[AAAF-BT-79-03] p0181 S80-17084
Digital computer solution of aircraft longitudinal
and lateral directional dynamic characteristics
[AD-A078672] p0236 B80-19068
UTBBAUTT
U LATEBAL STABILITY
LATBBALIXATIOI
D LATBBAL COSTSOL
LATTICES (BATBBHiTICS)
The qnasi-vortex-lattice method for wings with
edge vortex separation
[BASA-CB-162530] . p0114 B80-14052
LAOBCB ESCAPE STSTEBS
Prototype development passive, seat-mounted limb
retention system
[AD-A076331] p0234 880-19053
LAOBCB VEHICLES
BT ASIA BE LAOBCB VEHICLE
An integrated strapdown guidance and control
system for launch vehicle application
pOOBS A80-17559
IAOBCHBHS
BT AISCRIPT LAOBCHIB6 DEVICES
BT CATAPULTS
BT GOB LAOBCBEBS
BT SOCKET LAOHCBEBS
LAOBCBIIG
BT AIB LADBCBIBG
Bew remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery
concepts. Volume 1:. Analysis, preliminary
design and performance/cost trade.studies
CAO-A077475] p0236 H80-19066
LAVAL IDHBBB
Investigation of flows in Laval nozzles at small
Beynolds numbers
p0467 A80-42969
LAB (JOBISPBODBICB)
BT IBTEBBATIOBAL LAB
BT LEGAL LIABILITY
Evidence in aircraft accident investigation and
its evaluation
p0277 A80-31593
UBS
BT SCALIHG LABS
LEAD ACID BATT1BIBS
Sealed lead acid batteries for aircraft applications
p0571 A80-48482
LBADIBG EDGE SLATS
Performance improvement of delta wings at subsonic
speeds due to vortex flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1802] • p0469 A80-43285
Pull-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the
effects of wing leading-edge modifications on
the high anqle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a low-wing general aviation
airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1844] p0470 A80-43302
Airplane wing leading edge variable camber flap
p0369 B80-23514
LBADIB6 EDGE SBBBP
Steady flow over the pressure side of a
piecewise-flat delta wing with supersonic
leading edges
pOOIS A80-12908
Stationary flow past the lower surface of a
piecewise planar delta wing with supersonic
leading edges
p0328 A80-34708
Careful numerical study of flovfields about
asymmetric external conical corners
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1329] p0451 A80-41562
Supersonic wings with significant leading-edge
thrust at cruise
[HASA-TP-1632] p0302 B80-21279
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a highly
swept arrow wing configuration with several
deflected leading edge concepts[NASA-TB-80180] p0641 B80-33347
LBADII6 BD6BS
BT SBABP LEADIBG EDGES
Investigation of leading-edge devices for drag
reduction of a 60-deg. delta wing at high angles
of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0310] p0094 A80-18309
Studies of leading-edge thrust phenomena[AIAA PAPEB 80-0325] p0091 A80-18315
The effects of leading edge modifications on the
post-stall characteristics of wings[AIAA PAPEB 80-0199] p0097 A80-18375
Streamvise development of the flow over a delta wing[AIAA PAPEB 80-0200] p0097 A80-18376
Effects of forebody, wing and ving-body-LEI
flowfields on high angle of attack aerodynamics
Leading Edge extensions
[SAE PAPBB 791082] p0194 A80-26638
numerical modeling of supersonic flow near a thin
delta wing with discontinuous edge
p0203 A80-27147
Laminar separation babble with transition /theory
and experiment/
[OSESA, TP BO. 1980-20] p0204 A80-27203
Design of flat plate leading edges to avoid flow
separation
P0272 A80-30571
Conically cambered delta wings in supersonic flow.
I - Basic solutions
P0285 A80-32526
Beflex cambered delta wings with leading edge
separation
P0285 A80-32527
Beat transfer at a breaking point of the leading
edge of a plate in hypersonic flight
p0467 A80-42965
A-260
SUBJECT IBDBI LIFE CTC1B COSTS
Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge
modifications on the spinning characteristics of .
a low-wing general aviation airplane
[AIAi PAPBB 80-1843] . pOH70 A80-43301
Controlled supercritical crossflow on snpersonic
vings - An eiperiaental validation
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1421] p0507 A80-44158
Flo* studies of slender wing vortices
[ilii PIPEB 80-1423] p0507 A80-44159'
Validation of a wing leading edge stall prediction
technique
[ilii 80-1620] p0519 A80-45908
Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations
consisting of half-cones and flat delta vings
with supersonic leading edges
p0525 A80-46853
Impact damage on titaniaa leading edges from small
hard objects in compressor blades in jet
engines
p0618 A80-52297
Estimation of attainable leading-edge thrust for
vings at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[HASA-TP-1500] p0022 H80-1010S
Leading edge vortex-flap experiments on a 74 deg
delta wing
[HASA-CB-159161] ' p0036 880-11038
Beasnrements on a three-dimensional swept wing at
low speeds. Part 1: The flow around the leading
edge
[FFA-130-PT-1] p0036 HBO-11044
Impact damage on titanium leading edges from snail
soft bod; objects
[AD-A072705] p0071 H80-12095
Leading edge flutter of supercavitating hydrofoils
[AD-A073382] p0073 H80-12236
Exploratory study of the effects of
wing-leading-edge nodifications on the
stall/spin behavior of a light general aviation
airplane
[HASA-TP-1589] p0078 1180-13026
The quasi-vortex-lattice method for wings with
edge vortex separation
[BASA-CB-162530] p0114 880-14052
Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge
•odification for cruise drag reduction, volume 1.
[&D-i076610] p0178 B80-17063
Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge
•odification for cruise drag reduction, volume 2
[AD-A077688] p0238 B80-19081
& computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of low aspect-ratio wings with
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Investigation of the thermal state of
longitudinally cooled rotor blades
p0475 A80-43784
Control of particulate emissions from turbine
engine test cells by cooling water injection
[AD-A075947] p0231 B80-18587
LIQUID CBTSIALS
Development of a color alphanumeric liquid crystal
display suitable for aircraft command and
control
[AD-A079289] p0292 B80-20266
LIQUID DBOPS
U DBOPS (LIQUIDS)
LIQUID FLOB
Reasurement of liquid pump torque in the starting
regime
p0003 A80-10611
Analysis of experimental indicators of the
hydrodynamic force at a needle—type throttle
p0526 A80-47180
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LIQUID HIDBOGBB SUBJECT IIDBX
LIQUID HYDBOGEH
Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight testing
vitb liqnid hydrogen
pOOOl 180-10034
Durability of foan insulation for LH2 fuel tanks
of fotare subsonic transports
pOISS 180-22687
1 plan for active development of LB2 for. use in
aircraft
p0158 180-23204
Characteristics of liqnid hydrogen-fueled aircraft
p0383 180-37340
Safety of liquid hydrogen in air transportation
p0383 180-37341
Preliminary studies of a tnrbofan engine and fuel
system for use Kith liquid hydrogen
p0383 180-37342
Liqnid hydrogen engines
p0383 180-37343
Design concept for LH2 airport facilities
p0383 180-37344
1 proposed liqnid hydrogen development prograo for
aircraft
p0383 180-37345
analysis and design of insolation systems for
LH2-fueled aircraft
P0383 180-37347
Hydrogen liquefaction, storage and:transfer on an
airport site
' p0384 180-37349
Prospects for hydrogen aircraft
[SAE PAPER 800756] p0576 180-49704
Economics of hydrogen production and liquefaction
updated to 1980
[BIS1-CB-159163] . p0043 H80-11238
• < Safety of liquid hydrogen in air transportation
[Ll-OB-79-1416] p0173 H80-16236
LIQDID IBJECTIOB
HI ilTEB IBJECTIOH
LIQDID BBT1LS •
Liqnid netal slip ring aerospace environments
[BlSl-ClSE-LEW-12277-3] p0228 H80-18300
LIQUID BITBOGEB
Preliminary tests in a cryogenic wind tunnel
driven by induction
p0066 B80-12019
Modeling and control of transonic cryogenic «ind
. tunnels
[B1S1-CB-163588] p0637 B80-32403
LIQBID OIIGEB
LOX/GOX mechanical impact tester assessment
[B1S1-TH-74106] p0144 B80-.15179
LIQOID PBOPE111R SOCKET EHGIBBS
BT BTDB1ZIBE EBGIBES
Sockets for spin recovery
[H1S1-CB-159240] p0554 880^-29367
LIQDID SOCKET EROPELUHTS
BT HOHOPBOPBLL1HTS
BT SLOBBY PBOPBLLIHTS
Investigation of critical burning of fuel droplets
[B1S1-CB-159697] p0072 B80-12142
LIQOID-G1S BIZTOBES
BT 1EBOSOLS
BT FOG
LIQUIDS i . •
BT HYDB10LIC FLUIDS
BT LIQDID HYDBOGEH
BT LIQDID BET1LS
HI=LIQDID BITBOGEB
BT LIQDID OXIGBH
HT LIQOID SOCKET PBOPBLL1BTS
BT HOHOPBOPELL1HTS
BT SLOBBY PBOPBLL1BTS
LITEB1TOBE
ST PBOCEEDIHGS
L01D DISTBIBDTIOH (FOBCBS)
Extension of Prandtl's biplane theory to King-tail
conbinations
p0013 180-12599
Evaluation of strength safety factors under
nalticomponent loading with consideration of '
naterial properties scatter
p0060 180-16831
Prandtl's biplane theory applied to canard and
tanden aircraft
p0217 180-28852
Hnlticyclic control of a helicopter rotor '•
considering the influence of vibration, loads,
and control motion
[1111 80-0673] p0330 180-34998
Structural design loads for future airplanes
[AIAA 80-0813] p0335 180-35094
Influence of noneguilibrium on the aerodynaiic
characteristics of some wing profiles
p0525 180-46855
Jet decay rate effects on hover jet-induced loads
p0527 180-47324
Determination of loads applied to modern
high-performance gliders
p0618 180-52194
1-10 carriage loads test
[ID-1073442] ' p0079 B80-13034
The rapid prediction of aircraft store loading •
distribution at transonic speeds, part 2
[1D-1082005] p0419 B80-24308
LO1D F1CTOBS
0 LOADS (FOBCES)
L01D TESTS
Method of determining the load classification
number, LCB, of a semirigid composite runway
surface
p0002 180-10237
1 dynamic vibration generator for full-scale
structures
p0262 180-29218
On experimental versns theoretical incipient
buckling of narrow graphite/epoxy plates in
compression
[1111 80-0686] p0330 480-35007
Elevated temperature structural testing of
advanced nissiles
[1111 80-0812] p0335 180-35093
Effect of sone aircraft loading program
modifications on the fatigue life of open hole
specimens
p0341 180-36076
Current developments in aircraft fatigue
evaluation procedures
[111F PIPES BT 79-33] p0379 180-36867
Dynamic vibration exciter for full-scale structures
p0581 180-50473
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
evaluation of candidate lower wing skin
materials with particular consideration of
spectrum truncation[BLB-TB-77092-D] p0044 H80-11524
Loading tests of a wing structure for a hypersonic
aircraft
[B1S1-TP-1596] p0129 B80-15068
Fatigue testing of vampire wings
[1BL/STBOC-BBPT-378] p0646 B80-33399
L01DIB6 FORCES
0 LOADS (FOBCES)
L01DIBG BOBEHTS
' Comparison of calculated and measured blade loads
on a full-scale tilting proprotor in a wind tunnel
[B1S1-TH-81228] p0602 H80-31386
LO1DIBG OPBBATIOIS
Recent advances in control loading and motion
systems used in simulation
pOOOS 180-10766
Design and analysis of CH-47 external cargo
handling system (snubbed load)[10-1088057] p0634 B80-32384
LO1DIBG BITE
Impression fatigue load level effects on crack
propagation
p0016 180-13126
LOADIBG ilTBS
0 ELASTIC WIVES
0 LOADS (FOBCES)
LOADS (FOBCBS)
HT 1EBODYB1BIC L01DS
HT AXIAL COBPBESSIOB L01DS.
BT BL1ST L01DS
HT COHPBESSIOH L01DS
HT CYCLIC L01DS
HT DYB1HIC L01DS
HT EDGE LOADIBG
HT GOST L01DS
HT IHP1CT L01DS
HT L1BDIHG LO1DS
HT BAHDOH L01DS
HT BOLLIHG COHT1CT LO1DS
BT SHOCK L01DS
il STATIC L01DS
HT TB1BSIEBT L01DS
BT VIBB1TOBY L01DS
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SOBJBCT IHDEI LOienODIBU, STABILITY
HT SING LOADIBG .
Load specifications for the envelopes of a captive
balloon and flexible'airship <
' ' p0404 A80-39299
•' Determination of the loading capacity of wave
. transmissions,with a:slide generator
'•' . • ' p0563 480-17382
On the empennage snap-through problem
p0019 H80-10047
i literature search and review of the dynamics of
aircraft-surface interaction
[AD-A070940] p0027 H80-10199
Digital load control applied to fall-scale
airframe fatigue tests
5[AD-A073588] p0081 H80-13054
HIHITHST: A shortened version of T«IST •
[LBF-TB-146] p0230 H80-18438
Development of a normalized probability
distribution for lateral load factors due to
aircraft ground turning ;
[AD-A077047J p0237 H80-19070
Generation of a representative load sequence for
the fatigue testing of Hacchi HB 326B spar booms
[AD-A074155] p0348 H80-22309
Dynamic behavior of a. bean drag-force anemometer
[HASA-TP-1687] . . p0426 H80-24595
Equations for determining aircraft notions for
accident data
[HASA-TH-78609] . p0432 R80-25306
Aircraft dynamic response.to damaged runways ,
[AGABD-B-685] p0433 B80-25325
-UK approach to aircraft dynamic response on
damaged and repaired runways . ,
:
 • . . . . ; p043<I.H80-25327
Parameters affecting aircraft performance on .
runways in bad condition
p0434 B80-25328
Cold-air investigation of a 4 1/2 stage turbine
with stage-loading factor of 4.66 and high,
specific work output. 2: Stage group performance
[HASA-TP-1688] p0435 H80-25338
Hultilevel optimum design of wing box structures
with fiber composite'panel components
• p0494 B80-27349
A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part'2: User's'manual
[HASA-TH-81183]. ,p0529 B80-28297
Design, development, and flight demonstration of
the loads and stability characteristics of.a
bearingless main rotor
[AD-A086754] ' . . p0589 H80-30299
Calibration' of mirage main undercarriage to'
determine wheel loads from measured strains
[AD-A086721] p0589 B80-30300
Evaluation of the impact of towing the 1-10,11
airplane at Boston~Logan Airport
' . [AD-A086977] p0589 H80-30303
Analysis of ground calibration data from strain;
gauges attached to the airframe of CT4-A
airtrainer A19-031 ' '
[AD-A086970] p0593 B80-30719
LOCALI2ATIOH
0 POS1TIOB (LOCATIOB) , • . '•
LOCATIOI . ,
D POSITIOB (IOCATIOS)
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT .
HT C-5 AIBCBAFT'
HT C-130 AIBCBAFT
HT C-140 AIBCBAFT '
BT C-141 AIBCBAFT
HT F-104 AIBCBAFT . .
31 1-1011 AIBC8AFT . • • .
HT P-3 AIBCBAFT ,
Lockheed-Georgia's projects for. the 1980s
pOOS8 A80-15920
LOCKHEED C-5 AIBCBAFT - .
D C-5 AIBCBAFT ' '
LOGIC CIBCOITS
The logic of the electric flight control system
experiment on the Concorde achieving low .
speed longitudinal stability by active control
p0612 H80-32137
LOGIC DESIGI . .
Algorithms and logic for incorporating ILS HASA
TCV B-737 airplane area navigation system '
[HASA-TB-80167] p0026 H80-10152
Steady, oscillatory, and unsteady subsonic
Aerodynamics, production version 1.1
(SOUSSA-P1.1). Volume 2: Oser/programmer manual
[HASA-CH-159131] p0541 H80-29253
LOGIC BBTBOBKS
D LOGIC CIBCOITS
LOGISTICS
Aircraft operations and logistics simulation
p0410 A80-40342
Impact of aircraft vs logistics characteristics on
operational readiness
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1830] p0469 A80-93293
Computer simulation model of the logistic support
system for electrical engineering test equipment
p0252 H80-19560
Development of an effectiveness planning and
evaluation model for Air Force Maintenance
Organizations
.CAD-A088061] ' p0627 H80-32326
LOGISTICS HABAGBBER
HT IIVEITOBTIHAHAGEBBHT
Air Force Automatic Test Equipment /ATE/ life
cycle technical and logistics support
considerations
P0269 A80-30005
IBLS - An international approach to range
instrumentation support — Worldwide
Engineering and Logistics Support
p0277 A80-31249
Acquisition logistics management in naval aviation
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1827] ,p0513 A80-45741
Avionics logistics support including V/STOL,
LAHPS, and instrument repair
[AD-A077460] p0239 H80-19087
Synthesis of a theoretical approach for employing
adaptive configuration management in
aeronautical weapon system programs
P0358 H80-23196
Helicopter air traffic management systems with
civil/military interoperability
p0491 H80-27326
Logistics forecasting for achieving low life cycle
cost aircraft maintenance
' . p0598 H80-31347
Evaluating and selecting the preferred air
breathing weapon system
p0598 H80-31349
. Some civil engineering and management aspects of
conversion from JP-4 to JP-8 fuel by the United
States Air Force in the continental United states
[AD-A087221] p0607 H80-31626
Cargo Logistics Airlift Systems Study (CLASS) .
Volume 5: Summary!
[NASA-CB-158951] .p0644 H80-33382
LOB HELJCOPTEB
D OH-6 BELICOPTEB ' ' ". '
LOB6 BAHGB »AVIGATIO» .
D LOBAH '
LOIGITODIHAL COHTBOl • ' .
A new procedure for linear optimal flight control '
p0052 A80-14823
Analytic design of regulators for controlling
' , elastic flight'vehicle rotation; about the
longitudinal axis ,
p0018 H80-10035
Design of a nonlinear adaptive filter for :
suppression of shuttle pilot-induced oscillation,
tendencies
[HASA-TH-81349] p0309 R80-21355
The design, testing and evaluation of the HIT
individnal-blade-control system as applied to
gust alleviation for helicopters •
[HASA-CB-152352] p0354 H80-22357
The logic of the electric flight control system ;
experiment on the Concorde -r- achieving low
speed longitudinal stability by active control
p0612 H80-32137
A comparison of flight and simulation data for
three automatic landing system control laws for
the Augmentor wing jet STOL research airplane
[HASA-CB-152365] p0628 H80-O2338
LOHGITDDIHAL STABILITY :
Aircraft aerodynamics - Dynamics of longitudinal
and lateral motion Bussian book ' .
pOIOI A80-19374
HCAIB design philosophy for fighter aircraft
departure and spin resistance
[SAB PAPEB 791081] p0194 A80-26637
Fundamentals of design. VI - Tailplanes, tailless
and canard design
p0210 A80-27728
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LOOP ABTBBBAS SOBJECI IHDBX
The effect of the lav of control on the dynamics
of the longitudinal lotion of an aeroplane with
a variable-geometry wing
p0272 180-30504
On the stability of the longitndinal disturbed
motion of an airplane with lift force control
system
p0376 A80-36796
Force equilibria! and performance balance of
aircraft longitudinal lotion graphically
presented in the Korhainer diagram
pOQQO 480-40892
Comparison of stability and control parameters for
a light, single-engine, high-winged aircraft
using different flight test and parameter
estimation techniques
[HASA-TH-80163] pOOSO 880-10225
Effects of relaxed static longitndinal stability
on a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle design
[BASA-TP-1594] p0081 B80-13052
Simulator study of stall/post-stall
characteristics of a fighter airplane with
relaxed longitndinal static stability F-16
[BASA-TP-1538] . p0121 H80-14136
Effect of sweep and aspect ratio on the
longitndinal aerodynamics of a spanloader wing
in- and out-of-ground effect conducted in
Langley V/STOL wind tunnel
[BASA-TB-80199] p0220 H80-17993
Digital computer solution of aircraft longitudinal
and lateral directional dynamic characteristics
[AD-A078672] p0236 H80-19068
Handling quality requirements for advanced
. aircraft design longitndinal mode
[AD-A077858] p0245 B80-19128
The flying qualities .-of aircraft with augmented
longitndinal and directional stability
p0308 H80-21343
Effect of conventional and square stores on the
longitndinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter aircraft model at supersonic speeds
in the langley unitary plan wind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81791] p0413 B80-24266
Flight evaluation of nondimensional static
longitudinal stability test methods
' [&D-A082831] p0022 B80-24329
Longitndinal stability and control in wind shear
with energy height rate feedback
[BASA-TH-81828] p0619 H80-33416
LOOP AITEIHAS
Experimental loop antennas for 60 KHz to 200 KHz
[H4SA-CB-162729] ' p0128 B80-15063
LOBAI
BT LOBAS C
Loran digital phase-locked loop and HF front-end
system error analysis
[HASA-CB-162731] p0129 B80-15065
LOBAB C
A possible effect of atnospheric waves on 100 kHz
Loran-C signals
p0574 A80-49678 '
Experimental loop antennas for 60 KHz to 200 KHz
[BASA-CB-162729] p0128 H80-15063
Data reduction software for LOBAB-C flight test
evaluation
[BASA-CB-162730] • p0128 B80-15064
Besults of a Loran-c flight test using an absolute
data reference
[BASA-CB-162751 J p0169 B80-16051
Airborne evaluation of the production AB/1BB-133
loran-C navigator HH-3 and HH-52 aircraft
flights
[AD-A075484] p0177 B80-17057
Best Coast LOBAH-C flight test
[AD-A084039] • p0488 B80-27307
Interference and noise in and adjacent to the
LOBAB-C spectrum at airports
[AD-A086043] p0544 B80-29281
Loran-based buoy position auditing systems:
Analytical evaluation
[AD-A088266] p0631 B80-32369
LOST VAX PBOCBSS
0 IBVESTBBBT CASTIB6
LOODIBSS
A comparison between an existing propeller noise
theory and wind tnnnel data
[BASA-TB-81519] p0428 B80-25101
Reaction of the French population to the
supersonic bang
[BASA-TB-75487] p0539 B80-28944
LOB ALLOT STEELS
0 HIGH STBEB6TH STEELS
LOB ALflTODE
Aircraft icing during low-level flights
[AD-A078843] p0234 B80-19052
BF communication to snail low flying aircraft
p0248 B80-19374
Bodern HF communications for low flying aircraft
p0248 B80-19375
Data analysis methodology for day/night inflight
tactical navigation
[AD-A082731] . p0544 B80-29279
High-speed, low-level flight survival on ejection
pOS59 B80-30016
Hinimizing the seqnenced delay tine for escape
from high-speed, low-level flight profiles
p0559 B80-30017
The capabilities and operational roles of Eoyal
Air Force Tornadoes
p0560 B80-30022
LOB ASPECT BATIO
Low-aspect-ratio limit of the toroidal reactor -
The spherooak
p0090 A80-17876
Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor
blading
[ASHB PAPEB 80-GT-6] p0456 A80-42147
Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor
blading
{BASi-TH-79280] p0035 B80-11037
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.19 and 1.26 respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05
[BASA-TP-1659] . p0306 B80-21325
Hinimum mass sizing of a large low-aspect ratio .
airframe for flutter-free performance
[BASA-TH-81818] p0370 B80-23683
Study of blade aspect ratio on a compressor front
stage
[BASA-CB-159556] p0434 B80-25333
LOB ASPECT BATIO BIB6S
HI DELTA BIBGS
BT TB4PEZOIDAI, BIBGS
Application of the variational-difference method
of straight lines to the calculation of wing
middle surface deformation :
p0149 A80-21276
Analytical investigation of the nonlinear
characteristics of a small-aspect rectangular wing
p0151 A80-21317
• Influence of the leading-edge planform on the
hypersonic flow over a small-aspect-ratio wing
p0152 480-21319
Analysis of the nonnniqneness of solutions to the
problem of flow separation for small-aspect
delta wings
P0202 A80-27127
Improvement of the convergence of the method of
polynomials in designing snall-aspect-ratio wings
p0204 480-27183
The delta wing in oscillatory gusts
p0272 480-30564
Contribution to the theory of the •
small-aspect-ratio wing in hypersonic flow
p0573 480-49592
A computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of low aspect-ratio wings with
partial leading-edge separation
[HSSA-CE-145362] p0477 B80-26268
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of wings of
aspect ratios 3 and 4 equipped with high lift
systems
[AD-A087768] . p0628 B80-32347
Development of high lift devices for application
to advanced Bavy aircraft
[AD-A084226] p0633 B80-32382
LOB COST
Scalar update navigation algorithm for a low-cost
BAVSTAB GPS receiver in general aviation
aircraft avionics
p0281 A80-32429
A navigation algorithm for single channel low-cost
GPS receiver
P0284 480-32457
Built-up low-cost advanced titanina structures
/BLATS/
[AIAA 80-0745] p0331 480-35045
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SUBJECT IHDEX LUBBICATIB6 OIIS
The minimum cost approach to flatter clearance
p0139 H80-15148
Logistics forecasting for achieving lov life cycle
cost aircraft maintenance
p0598 B80-31347
LOR DEBSITT CASES
D BABEPIED CASES
101 DBHSKI BATEBIALS
Comparative evalntion of firefighting foal agents
extinguishing Jet A fuel fires
[AD-A07H490] p0083 H80-13253
Development of fire-resistant, lov smoke
generating, theraallj stable end items for
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic
polyimide resin
[Hisa-CK-160576] p0356 N80-22192
LOB GiAVITT
0 BEDDCED GBAVITY
LOi 6B&VITY HIBOFICTBBIBG
F-104 lovgravity calibration tests for materials
processing in space precursory experiments
[HASA-TH-78278] , p0436 H80-25355
LOB SPEED
Lov-speed vind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model
of an advanced arrov-ving supersonic-cruise
configuration designed for cruise at Bach 2.2
Langley Pull Scale Wind Tunnel
[HASA-TH-80152] p0024 H80-10135
Some «ind tnnnel measurements of the effectiveness
at lov speeds of combined lift and roll controls
p0140 H80-15153
Unsteady aerodynamics of tvo-dimensional spoilers
at lov speeds
p0142 B80-15170
Optimum subsonic, high-angle-of-attack nacelles
[BASA-TH-81491] p0293 B80-20275
Study of rotor wakes at very lov advance ratios
[AD-A080711] p0303 880-21291
BASA lov- and medium-speed airfoil development
[BASA-TM-78709] p0303 H80-21294
Lov-speed airspeed calibration data for a
single-engine research-support aircraft
[BASA-TB-81832] p0477 880-26264
LOB SPEED STUBIIITT
Bavy V/STOL hover and lov-speed Plying Qualities
Criteria Becent developments
[AIAA 80-1591] p0517 A80-45886
Summary of lov-speed longitudinal aerodynamics of
tvo povered close-coupled ving-canard fighter
configurations conducted in Langley C/STOL
tnnnel
[BASA-TP-1535] p0076 H80-12994
The logic of the electric flight control system
experiment on the Concorde --- achieving lov
speed longitudinal stability by active control
p0612 B80-32137
LOB SPEED BIBD TOBBELS
BT SOBSOHIC BIHD TOBBBLS
Beasurements of the dynamic performance of the
main drive fan of the BAB 5 metre pressurised
lov speed vind tnnnel
[AIAA 80-0456] p0200 480-26956
A nev rig for flight mechanics studies in the
OBBBA Aerothermodynamic Test Center of Hodane
[AIAA 80-0464] p0201 180-26961
A system for the measurement of the attitude of
vind tnnnel models
[AIAA 80-0465] p0201 180-26962.
Secondary flov and losses in straight turbine
cascade's
p0261 480-29138
Measurements on a three-dimensional svept ving at
lov speeds. Part 1: The flov around the leading
edge
[FPA-130-PT-1] p0036 B80-11044
Heasucements on a three-dimensional svept ving at
lov speeds. Part 2: The flov in the boundary
layer on the main ving
[FFA-131-PT-2] p0036 B80-11045
Effects of fuselage forebody geometry on lov-speed
lateral-directional characteristics of tvin-tail
fighter model at high angles of attack
[BASA-TP-1592-] p0076 B80-13002
Air flov measurements in a large irregularly
shaped tunnel using anemometer and pitot-static
tube traverse
[BEL-660] p0082 880-13061
Becent research on V/STOL test limits at the
University of Washington aeronautical laboratory
[HASA-CB-3237] p0171 B80-16068
lov speed test of the aft inlet designed for a
tandem fan V/STOL nacelle
[HASA-CB-159752] p0224 B80-18042
Possible methods for removing small airborne
particles from the flov in the 5 meter
pressurized lov-speed vind tnnnel
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1826] p0606 B80-31416
LOB TBBPBBATOBB
Lov temperature fuel behavior studies
pOSSO H80-29330
LOB TBBPBBATOBE BBVIBOHEBTS ,
Systems analysis of arctic fuels dispensing
equipment
[AD-A071815] p0042 B80-11106
LOB TEBPBBATDBB TESTS
Temperature and flow measurements on near-freezing
aviation fuels in a ving-tank model
[&SBE SaPBB BO-GI-63] p0459 180-42193
Systems analysis of arctic fuels dispensing
equipment
[•AD-A071815] p0042 H80-11106
Low-temperature solder for joining large cryogenic
structures cooling cools for the Rational
Transonic Facility
[HASA-TH-81836] p0637 B80-32490
LOB TBBDST PBOPOLSIOB
BT BAH OPEBATED PBOPDLSIOH SYSTBBS
HI SOLAB PBOPOLSIOB
LOB TELOCITY
0 LOB SPEED
LOB VISIBILITY
Inertially augmented approach couplers
[AD-A080488] p0290 B80-20248
LOX (OXI6BB)
D LIQUID OIYGEH
LSI
0 LABSE SCALE IBTBGBATIOB
LOBBICABT TESTS
Development of corrosion-inhibited lubricants for
gas turbine engines and helicopter transmissions
CABLE PBBPBIBT 80-AB-6C-3] p0467 480-43160
Hechanism of tnrbine engine lubricant deposition
[AD-A072557] p0030 B80-10223
Development of the full scale T63 test for •
specification MIL-L-23699 and IAS-2354 gas
turbine lubricants
[AD-A082919] p0424 B80-24455
LOBBICABTS
HI HIGH TEHPEBATDBE LOBBICAHTS
BT LOBBIC4TIB6 OILS
Dehydration of aircraft fuels and lubricants
Bnssian book
p0272 480-30442
Mechanism of turbine engine lubricant deposition
[4D-A0725S7] p0030 B80-10223
The physical and chemical characterization of ten
military turbine engine lubricants
[AD-A074073] p0144 S80-15265
Investigation of lubricant concepts applicable to
future Bavy aircraft propulsion systems
[AD-A079410] p0353 B80-22351
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Part 5: Dynamic analysis of incompressible
fluid bearings
[AD-A085106] p0539 B80-28725
LOBBIClTIiG OILS
Lubricants for the aircraft gas tnrbine
pOOOS 480-10866
Lubrication of aircraft gas-turbine engines
Bussian book
p0006 480-11057
Investigation of the vear debris content in oil by
measurements of the reluctance and eddy current
loss in an electric circuit
p0099 480-19053
Unification of oils for aircraft gas-turbine engines
p0106 480-20690
Aircraft tnrbine oils - Problems and future aspects
p0445 480-40972
Selection of parameters of axial power-driven
'centrifugal breathers for gas tnrbine engine oil
systems
p0566 480-47439
Diether-base lubricating oils for gas-tnrbine
aircraft engines
p0581 480-50349
Study of size distribution of oil drops forned in
6TB oil .
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LOBBXC1TIOB SUBJECT IBDEI
p0021 S80-10088
Oil whirl and critical instabilities in
rotor-bearing systems
p0074 B80-12412
Accuracy and repeatability indices for joint oil
analysis program data[AD-A078156] p0248 880-19266
Ferrographic and spectrograpbic analysis of oil
sampled before and after failure of a jet'engine[BASA-TB-81430] p0249 H80-19497
Development of the fall scale 163 test for
specification HI1-L-23699 and IAS-2354 gas
tarbine lubricants[AD-A082919] P0424 580-21555
Lubricating oil analysis for wear monitoring.
Citations from the BTIS data base
'[PB80-807688] p0592 B80-30531
LDBBICATIOB
BT BOOBDiBY LDBBICATIOH
Design criteria for dry lubricated flight control
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stiffened panels
p0623 180-53465
Parametric method of aircraft engine status
diagnostics based on limited information
p0017 B80-10003
Analytic representation" of turbine characteristics
in form convenient for computer calculation of
GTE parameters
p0017 H80-10024
Ipplication of the factor interpolation method in
flight vehicle landing gear analytic design
p0019 H80-10058'
1 study to develop optimization algorithms for
aircraft wing structures
[1D-A072668] p0027 H80-10196
coupled rotor and fnselage equations of motion
[HASA-TH-81153] p0033 H80-10516
Practical aspects of the calculation of structural
vibrations
p0065 B80-12007
Calculation of transonic flows around wings
p0066 B80-12014
A method for assessing the impact of wake vortices
of OSAF operations
[AD-A072967] p0069 B80-12072
Sea King Bk. 50 helicopter flight control system.
A mathematical model of the 1FCS
(antostabilizer/antopilot mode)
[1BL/ABBO-HOTE-387] p0072 H80-12099
Design of supercritical compressor and turbine
cascades with a numerical method considering
axial velocity density ratio numerical
analysis of mathematical models of velocity
distribution and cascade,flow for tnrbomachinery
compressors
p0073 H80-12368
Inclusion of unsteady aerodynamics in longitudinal
parameter estimation from flight data use of
vortices and mathematical models for
parameterization from flight characteristics
[NASA-TP-1536] p0076 H80-12995
Formulation of the equations of motion of a
deformable aircraft using Lagrange's equations
in an arbitrary non-inertial frame of reference
[BAE-TH-STBnCT-941] p0079 H80-13036
Avionics installation (AVSTALL) cost model for
user equipment of BAVSTAB global positioning
system
[AD-A073681] pOIIS H80-14106
Application of the multistage axial-flow
compressor time-dependent mathematical modeling
technique to the TF41-A-1 modified block 76
compressor
[AD-1074478] ' p0121 B80-14134
Pressure distribution on Jonkowski wings
[BACA-TH-336] p0126 B80-15036
A flutter-speed formula for wings of high aspect
ratio
p0139 H80-15147
Haximnm likelihood identification of aircraft
- parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
p0167 H80-16027
Cargo generation forecasting models
[AD-A076136] p0176 B80-17044
Beview and evaluation of national airspace system
models
[AD-A078050] p0176 B80-17047
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An analytical and experimental study of aircraft
hydraulic lines including the effect of Bean flow
[AD-A079746] p0238 B80-19079
Identification evaluation methods
p0240 B80-19096
Identification experience in extreme flight regimes
p0241 B80-19102
Hnltipath analysis of IIS glide path
p0248 B80-19354
Reliability growth nodels
p0250 H80-19522
Trends in reliability oodeling technology for
fault tolerant systems
p0250 880-19534
Modeling and simulation of avionics Systems and
Command, Control and Communications systems
conferences
[AGABD-CP-268] p0253 B80-19809
Verification and validation of avionic simulations
p0254 880-19814
The application of modeling and- sianlation to the
development of the E-3A
p02S4 B80-19823
Airborne aids for coping with low-level wind
shear. All-weather landing systems, engineering
services support project, task 2 the use of
aircraft instruments, flight simulation
techniques, and mathematical models to
understand wind shear effects during aircraft
approach and takeoff
[AD-A080589] p0289 H80-20242
Development.of wind shear models and determination
of wind shear hazards
[AD-A080588] p0289 880-20243
A study of two avionics life cycle cost models and
their applicability in the
commnnications-electronics-meteorological
environment
[AD-A076981] p0292 B80-20268
An operating and support cost model for avionics
automatic test equipment f-16 aircraft
[AD-A075586] p0292 R80-20269
Alternatives for jet engine control
[HASA-CB-162911] p0293 B80-20273
Mathematical modelling in military aircraft weapon
system design
p0301 H80-21272
A statistical model for mnltipath reflection
effects of antennas mounted on aircraft
[AD-A080369] . p0311 H80-21649
Lightning Technology: Proceedings of a technical
symposium
[HASA-CP-2128] p0312 B80-21927
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric
and magnetic fields above ground
p0312 B80-21929
Definition of a two level control system for
nonlinear aircraft motion
[OBEBA-BT-1979-7] p0355 B80-22364
Analysis of BASA JP-4 fire tests data and
development of a simple fire model
[SASA-CB-159209] . P0356 B80-22432
The verification of a computer model of internal
light reflections for helicopter canopy design
[AD-A080473] p0358 S80-23142
Definition of a two-level control, system for
nonlinear motion of an aircraft
[ESA-TT-614] p0367 B80-23330
Mathematical model for the separation of gust and
manoeuvre loads of civil aircraft
[FB-141 (1979) ] p0370 880-23674
Hinimnm mass sizing of a large low-aspect ratio
airframe for flutter-free performance
[BASA-TH-81818] . p0370 B80-23683
Simple turbulence models and. their application to
boundary layer separation
[HASA-CB-3283] p0414 B80-24269
V/STOL rotary propnlsor noise prediction model
update and evaluation
[AD-A082616] p0429 B80-2S106
viscons thin airfoil theory
CBASA-CR-163069] p0431 B80-25299
Aircraft dynamic response to damaged runways
[AGABD-B-685] . . p0433 B80-25325
A numerical and experimental study of the
turbulent wakes of tnrbomachinery rotor blades,
isolated airfoils, and a cascade of airfoils
p0486 B80-27277
Determination of the safety in a Borth Atlantic
organized track system with reduced lateral
separation statistical tests
p0492 B80-27332
Combustor Modelling conference
CAGABD-CP-275] . ' p0497 880-27371
Fundamental modelling of mixing, evaporation.and
kinetics in gas turbine combnstors
p0497 B80-27373
Mathematical modelling of gas-turbine combustion
chambers
p0498 H80-27374
Fundamental characterization of alternative fuel
effects in continuous combustion systems
p0498 H80-27382
Combustion modelling within gas turbine engines,
some applications and limitations
' p0498 880-27394
Aerodynamic study of a combustion chamber with a
view to its semi-empirical modelling
p0498 880-27395
Integrated Boise Model (IBM). Version 2. User's
guide
tAD-A079493] p0502 880-27840
Investigation into adaptive control of a
slip-cast, reaction-bonded silicon-nitride
process via adaptive learning network modeling
[AD-A083730] p0502 B80-28091
A comprehensive analytical model of rotoreraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 1: Analysis
development
[BASA-TM-81182] p0529 B80-28296
A piloted simulator analysis of the carrier
landing capability of the quiet short-haul
research aircraft
[BASA-TM-78508] ' p0532 880-28338
Parametric study of modern airship productivity
(BASA-TM-81151] p0532 H80-28340
A mathematical representation of an advanced
helicopter for piloted simulator investigations
of control system and display variations
, [BASA-TM-81203] P0536 B80-28371
Pollution by aircraft traffic. Pollution forecast
model in the vicinity of airports. Application
to various airports: Orly and Eoissy-en-France
p05»0 880-28952
Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft noise
propagation .
[HASA-CB-159325] p0540 880-29095
A proposal for aerodynamically actuated self
streamlining subsonic wind tunnel walls
[AEL/AEBO-HOTE-392] p0555 B80-29374
Statistical aspects.of carbon fiber risk
assessment modeling' fire accidents involving
aircraft
[MASA-CB-159318] p0555 880-29432
Atmospheric turbulence simulation techniques with
application to flight
p0559 880-29961
IBM Integrated Boise Model, version'2:
Programmer's guide
[AD-A079622] p0560 880-30156
Store separation trajectory analysis
[AD-A086704] ' p0587 880-30284
A plan for developing and validating a gun system
design trade-off methodology
[AD-A087239] p0590 B80-30304
Sea king Mk. 50 helicopter flight control system:
A mathematical model of the AFCS (ASH) mode
[AD-A086969] p0592 880-30318
Vessex modernization: A preliminary simulation
study
[AD-A087799] . . p0606 B80-31410
Models for assessing hazards due to lightning
p0609 880-31748
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Part 1: Flexible rotor dynamics
[AD-A087806] p0611 880-31802
Atmospheric turbulence simulation techniques with
application to flight analysis
[BASA-CB-3309] p0612 B80-32025
Advanced restraint system modeling
[AD-A088029] p0630 H80-32357
Bational Aviation Fuel scenario Analysis Program
(8AFSAP). Volume 1: Rodel description. Volume
2: Dser manual
[AD-A084235] p0638 B80r32537
Aerothermal analysis of a wing-elevon cove with
variable leakage
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[HASA-TP-1703] . p063S B80-32692
The problem of wind tunnel flow nonuniformity in
free-model aircraft dynamic stability
[CSIB-BIAST-79-60] p06«2 880^33352
Sea King Hk. 50 helicopter sonar dynamics study.
A simplified control systems mathematical nodel
[AB-001-607] p0646 H80-33395
Validation of the operating and support cost model
for avionics automatic test equipment (OSCATE)
[AD-A088725] p06«9 B80-33419
BlIHBBiTIC»L PBOGBABBIBG
HI DTHABIC FBOGBABBIBG
BT LIBEAB PBOGBABBIBG
BT QOADBATIC PBOGBABBIBG
HATH1CBS (CIBCDITS)
The array processor AP-120B/190L for simulation
applications
p0006 ABO-11154
HITBICBS (BATBEHATICS)
BT BIGBBVALOES
HI BIGEBVECTOBS
HI STIPFHESS HATBII
Singularities of the numerical solution of the
algebraic Biccati equation in matrix form by a
. modification of the Lax-Sendroff method — for
automatic aircraft control
p0202 A80-27134
B1TBII ABALYSIS
0 HATEICES (HATHEHATICS)
BltBIX BBTHODS
& matrix method for airport site evaluation
p0322 180-33293
Application of the integrating matrix method to
solution of boundary-value problems vith normal
form of the differential equations and
isoperiaetrie edge conditions for structural
analysis
p0376 A80-36790
On interfacing structural information and loading
data in aeroelastic analysis using computer
techniques
[ABC-H/B-3833] p0187 B80-17521
Bethods for determining undamped normal nodes and
transfer functions from receptance measurements
with possible application to helicopter
structures vibration testing
[BAE-TB-79071] pO«27 H80-2Q676
BATBII STRESS CALCOLATIOH
o BATBIX BETHODS
BAIIBOH LIKELIHOOD ESTIB1TBS
Deteroination of instrumentation errors from
measured data using naximnm likelihood method
[AIAA 80-1602] p0518 A80-45895
Low order equivalent models of highly augmented
aircraft determined from flight data using
naxinna likelihood estimation
[AIAA 80-1627] p0520 A80-45915
Haximam likelihood identification of aircraft
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
' p0167 H80-16027
Aircraft identification experience
p0241 B80-19100
Baximnm likelihood method for estimating airplane
stability and control parameters from flight
data in frequency dpnain
[HASA-TP-1637] pO«21 H80-24323
BCDOnELL UBCUFT
BT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
HT P-4 AIBCBAFT
BT P-101 AIBCBAFT
Digital Flight Control system /ores/ anltimode
development
p0285 A80-32469
BCDOIHELL DOOGLAS AIBCBAPT
HT DC 8 AIBCBAPT
HT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
HT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
HT DOOS1AS AIBCBAFT
HT P-4 AIBCBAFT
HT P-18 AIBCBAFT
HT P-101 AIBCBAFT
HT BCDOHBBLl AIBCBAFT
The development and operation of the BDC anechoic
acoustic test facility
[AIAA PAFEB 80-0982] p0392 A80-38633
BUB TiBE BBTBBBH FAILOBES
0 BTBF
BBAS0BE AID IBTE6UTIOB
HT BOHEBICAL IBTEGB4TIOB
HT BEIGBTIBG FOHCTIOHS
HBASOBIH6 IHSTBOBEHTS
HT ACCELBBOBBTEBS
HT ALTIHSTEBS
BT AHEHOBETEBS
HT APPBOACB IBDICATOBS
HT ATOBIC CLOCKS
HT ATTITUDE IBDICATOBS
HT BALLOOH-BOBHE IHSTBDBEHTS
ST CLOOD HEIGHT IHDICATOBS
HT COHPABATOBS
BT DISTAHCB BBASDBIBG EQOIPHEHT
HT EBGIBE ABALIZEBS
HT EHGIHE BORITOBIHG IHSTBOBEHTS
HT FIELD IHTEHSITI BETEBS
BT PLIGHT LOAD BECOBDEBS
BT FLIGHT BECOBDEBS
HT PLIB DETECTORS
BT PLOW DIBECTIOH IBDICATOBS
HT FLOBHETEBS
HT GIBO HOBIZOBS
BT GTBOCOBPASSES
HT BOT-FILH AHEBOBETEBS
BT HOT-BIBE ABEHOBETEBS
BT IBDICATIBG IHSTBDBEHTS
HT IHFBABED DETECTOBS
BT IBFBABED IHSTBOHEBTS
BT IBFBABBD SCAHBEBS
BT LASEB ABEHOBETEBS
BT LASEB DOPPLEB VELOCIBBTBBS
BT BAGBBTOBETEBS
HT BABOHETEBS
BT BETEOBOLOGICAL IHSTBOHEBTS
BT BICHELSOH IHTEBPEBOHETEBS
HT BICBOWAVE BADIOBETEBS
BT HEPHBLOHETEBS
HT OBEGA HAVIGATIOB SXSTEB
BT OPTICAL HEASOBIBG IHSTBDBEHTS
BT OPTICAL BABGE PIBDEBS
HT PIEZOELECTBIC GAGES
HT POSITIOB IBDICATOBS
BT PBOFILOHBTEBS . .
BT BADIATIOB DETECTOBS
BT BADIO ALTIHETEBS
BT BADIO DIBECTIOH FIHDEBS
HT BADIOHETEBS
BT BAHGE PIHDEBS
HT SATELLITE-BOBBE IBSTBOHEBTS
BT SPECTBOHETEBS
' BT SPEED IHDICATOBS
BT STBAIB GAGE BALABCES
HT STBAIH GAGES
BT TEBPEBATOBE PBOBES
BT TIHE HEASOBIBG IHSTBOBEHTS
HT BEIGHT IHDICATOBS
An improved sensing element for skin-friction
balance measurements supersonic drag
measuring instrument
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0049] p0092 A80-18251
Aircraft instruments and automatic systems /3rd
revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p0193 A80-26350
Evaluation of the crack gage concept for
monitoring aircraft flaw growth potential Volume
1. Technical discussion
[AD-A076421] p0186 HBO-17510
Lightning Technology: Proceedings of a technical
symposium
[BASA-CP-2128] p0312 H80-21927
Instrumentation for calibration and control of a
continuous-flow cryogenic tunnel
[BASA-TB-81825] p0413 B80-24265
Heasnrement of moments of inertia and principal
inertia axis of a gnat aircraft
[KAE-TB-79090] p0019 H80-24310
The P-4 service life tracking program crack growth
gages
[AD-A083978] pO<»95 H80-27353
Pressure and flow measurement flight testing
[AGABD-AG-160-VOL-11] p06»7 B80-33107
BECBAHICAL DEVICES
Beliability of aircraft mechanical systems and
egnipment; Proceedings of the Conference,
London, England, September 20, 1978
p0149 A80-21238
Bechanical fasteners dominating aerospace
aircraft and spacecraft structural joining
techniques
.p0159 A80-23335
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SUBJECT XHOEX HBSS1GB PBOCBSSIHG
BBCBinCU. DBlfIHGS
0 EBGIBBEBIHG DB1RIBGS
BBCHIHICIL DBITES
NT HELICOPTER PBOPELLEB DBI7B
HT PBOPBLLEB DBIVE
HT TB1HSBISSIOBS (BACHIHE ELEHEHTS)
Selection of parameters of axial power-driven
centrifugal breathers foe gas turbine engine oil
systems
p0566 180-47439
Bechanical components
p0029 H80-10213
Bechanical power system for aircraft intermittent
utility functions systems engineering of
using flywheels for aircraft control equipment[1D-1073297] p0079 HBO-13030
Investigation of advanced prognostic analysis
techniques failure analysis and vear tests
of mechanical drive gears
I1D-1073553] . p0079 H80-13032
Evaluation of a high performance fixed-ratio
traction drive[H1S1-TH-81425] . p0230 H80-18404
The application of reliability improvement
warranty to dynaaic systems[AD-A075520] p0230 B80-18419
Cost analysis of a helicopter transmission and
drive train[1D-A080518] p0305 H80-21322
BBCB1IIC1J. BBGIBEBBIHG
Some aspects of off-design testing of
tnrbocoapressors
p0260 180-29102
The present state in the axial-flow transonic
compressor design
p0260 A80-29103
Fabrication of double-curvature skins by rolling
for aircraft structures
p0376 180-36780
Demonstration of a unified approach to the
balancing of flexible rotors
[1SBE PIPES 80-GT-87] p0460 180-42213
High bypass tnrbofan component development. Phase
2: Detailed design
[ID-1082753] p0435 B80-25341
BECBUICtt IHPBD1HCB
Comment on 'Calculation of rotor impedance for
articulated-rotor helicopters in forward flight'
p0527 180-47325
BECH1BIC11 BB1SOHBBBHT
HT. DISPLACEMENT BE1SDBBBEHT
NT DB1G BEASDBEBBHT
HT FLOW BEiSOBEBEHT
HT FBICTIOH BEISOBEBEHT
HT PBESSBBE BE1SURBHEBTS
HT STBESS HE1SOBEBEHT
HT VELOCITY HEISBBEHEHT
HT TI6B1TIOH BEASDBEBEBT
HT HIHO BE1SOBEBEHT
HT IIHD VELOCITY BE1SOBEBEHT
1 fast method to control tackiness of fiber resin
prepregs[OHEB1, TP HO. 1980-37] p04«4 180-40805
HBCH1HCAL PBOFEBTIBS
HT 1BB1SIOH BESIST1HCE
HT 1EBOEL1STICITT
HT BBITTLEHESS
HT COHPBESSIBILITT
HT COBPBESSIVE STBEHGTB
HT CBEEP PBOPBBTIES .
 v
HT CBEEP BOPTOBB STBEHGTB
HT DINESSIOSAL STABILITY
HT DUCTILITY.
HT DYH1HIC BOOOLOS OF ELASTICITY
HT ELASTIC PBOPBBTIES
BT EL1STOPL1SIICITY
HT FiTIGOE LIFE
HT FIBBB STBBBGTH
HT FLEXIBILITY
HT FB1CIOBB STBEHGTB
HT B1BDHBSS
HT BIGH STBEHGTB
HT IBPICT STBEHGTB
HT BODOLOS OF ELASTICITY
HT BOTCH STBEHGTB
HT PBOTOEL1STICITY
HT PBOPOBTIOH1L LIBIT
HT STIFFBESS
HT STBESS CYCLES
HT STBESS BITIO
HT STBESS BEL1I1TIOB
HT STBOCTOB1L ST1BILITY
BT SOPEBPL1STICITY
HT TBHSILE STBEHGTB
BT TBBBB1L BESIST1HCB
HT VISCOBL1STICITY
HT BELD STBEHGTB .
Experimental investigation of the strength of
rotor materials in the presence of surface cracks
p0003 480-10482
Evaluation of strength safety factors under
mnlticomponent loading with consideration of
material properties scatter
pOOeO 180-16831
Composite materials: Testing and design;
Proceedings of the Fifth Conference, Hen
Orleans, La., Barch 20-22, 1978
p0147 180-21126
Besin matrices and their contribution to composite
properties
p0155 180-22262
Cast alnminnn primary aircraft structure
p0213 180-27875
Effects of thermally induced porosity on an as-BIP
powder metallurgy snperalloy
p0269 180-29990
Experimental investigation of the strength.of
rotor materials with surface cracks
p0278 180-32044
Engine environmental effects on composite behavior
moisture and temperature effects on
mechanical properties[1111 80-0695] p0335 180-35101
Technology of graphite-resin conposite materials
and their application in the aeronautical industry
p0336 180-35771
Load specifications for the envelopes of a captive
balloon and flexible airship
p0404 180-39299
Application of snperalloy povder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
p0507 180-44240
The physical and chemical characterization of ten
military turbine engine lubricants[ID-1074073] p0144 H80-15265
Composite structural materials aircraft
structures[HIS1-CB-163377] p0532 H80-28339
Bechanical behavior of airframe materials[1D-1085844] p0545 B80-29290
Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composite
materials for advanced supersonic technology
application, phase 1[H1SI-CB-159267] p0651 H80-33496
BBCB1BIC1L BESOHAHCB
0 BESOH1ST VIBBATIOB
BECB1BICAL SBOCE
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 12, no. 7
t10-1087855] p0607 H80-31662
BBCH1BIZ1TIOH
Bechanization architecture for enhancement of
avionics planning data base
[1D-1075572] P0292 H80-20267
BEDIC1L BQOIPBEBT
BT BHDOSCOPES
BBDIC1L SCIEHCE
BT BOHIB P1TBOLOGY
HBBTIH6S
0 COBFEBBHCES
BELTIH6
HT POSIOS (HELTIHG)
BEBBB1BE 1B1LO6Y
0 STBDCTOB1L 1H1LYSIS
BEBBB1HB STBOCTOBBS
BT SRIB (STBDCTDEAL HEBBEB)
HBBBB1BB TBEOBY
0 STBOCTOB1L ANALYSIS
BEBBB1BBS
BT SKIB (STBDCTDB1L HEHBEB)
Fiberglass-reinforced plastic surfacing for rapid
runway repair by naval construction[ID-1085357] P0555 B80-29375
BESB
Bigh voltage spark carbon fiber detection system[B1S1-CB-162995] P0355 H80-22367
HESS1GE PBOCESSIHG
Discrete Iddress Beacon System (DIBS) front end
processor en route central computer complex
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protocol
[AD-A085482] P0631 H80-32367
HEM I BOBDIIG
HT HETAL-HETAI BOHDIB6
Diffusion bonding * Aerospace applications
P0011 480-12081
Coaparison of surface treatments of aluminium and
their influence on long ten strength of metal
bonds
p0329 480-34805
Titaninn welding in aircraft maintenance
p0375 A80-36773
BETA! COATIHSS
HI ILDHIBOH COATIBGS
Evaluation of coatings for wear and corrosion -
Protection in air/fluid accumulators for
Navy aircraft carriers
p0329 A80-34819
Development and evaluation of processes for
deposition of Hi/Cr-AlY (HCrAlT) coatings for
gas turbine components
[AD-A085197]. p0535 H80-28362
Manufacturing process development for dast and
rain erosion resistant coated metallic clads for
helicopter rotors
[AD-A088440] p0634 880-32385
SBIAL COHBDSTI01
Titaniao combustion in tarbine engines
[AD-A075657] p0170 N80-16059
!BTAL CUTTMG
Profile catting with direct data allocation and
real-time operations planning
' [DGLB PAPEB 80-035] p0522 480-16286
. IETAL FATXGOE
A regression nodel of fatigue crack propagation
under flight simulation loading for aluminum
alloys
p0012 A80-12157
Impression fatigue load level effects on crack
propagation
p0016 A80-13126
Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum
aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPER 80-0303) p0094 480-18304
Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint
[AIAA P&PEE 80-0305] p0094 480-18306
Variations in crack growth rate behavior
p0160 480-23858
Crack-detectives foil aircraft failure
p0166 A80-24536
Evaluation of the effectiveness of case-hardening
gas-turbine-engine components on the basis of
fatigue-failure similarity equations
p0192 480-26193
Fatigue and microstrnctnre; Proceedings of the
Materials Science Seminar, St. Louis, Ho.,
October 14, 15, 1978
p0196 A80-26730
Fatigue in machines and structures - Aircraft
p0196 480-26731
Applying pressure ... Believing stress
Stress coining aircraft structures
p0207 A80-27257
Acceleration of multicycle fatigue testing on
aluminum structural alloys
p0209 A80-27479
The fatigue performance of service aircraft and
the relevance of laboratory data
P0212 A80-27789
Avoiding divergent stall in control configured
aircraft by using a canard arrangement
p0217 A80-28854
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
7010 and 7075 aluminium plate
P0273 A80-30771
Experimental methodology and application of
fracture mechanics concepts to metals
[444F PAPEB HT 79-35] p0379 480-36869
Corrosion fatigue behavior of coated 4340 steel
for blade retention bolts of the AB-1 helicopter
p0572 A80-48935
Baterial considerations for gas turbine engines
P0618 A80-52127
On turbine blade creep and fatigue analysis by
special kinematic assumptions
: [OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-108] p0623 A80-53293
Fracture mechanics in engineering application;
proceedings of the International Conference,
Bangalore, India, March 26-30, 1979
p0623 480-53426
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to
flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
p0623 A80-53439
Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior
of a powder metallurgy snperalloy
[HASA-TH-81448] p0310 B80-21493
Ultrasonic and acoustic emission detection of
fatigue damage aluminum alloy 7075-1651[AD-A079277] p0310 B80-21510
Cumulative damage fracture mechanics under engine
spectra
[AD-A084934] p0536 B80-28365
HETAL IILBS
Pulse compression results using metallic
reflective array lines
p0053 A80-14947
HIUL FOHGIIG
0 FOBGIBG
HETAL FOBBIBG
0 FOBBING TECHHIQOES
D HETAL BOBKING
HETAL BABDEIIIG
D H4BDEHIHG (RATEBIALS)
BETAL JOIHTS
BT SPOT BBLDS
HT RELDED JOIHTS
Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0305] p0094 A80-18306
Honeycomb sandwich joints for primary structure'
of aircraft
[AIAA 80-0780] p0333 A80-35070
The use of holographic speckle interferometry to
study the stress-strain state of a gas turbine
engine disk near a scarf joint with a blade
p0409 480-39916
Study of the relaxation of the tightning force of
bolted joints in supersonic transport aircraft
p0525 480-46860
The diffusion of water vapour in humid air into
the adhesive layer of bonded metal joints
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-2038] p0539 H80-28497
SBTAL BATBIZ COHPOSITES
FBS composites for advanced gas turbine engine
components
[AD-A074287] p0137 H80-15137
HBTAL OXIDE SBaTCOHDOCTOBS
HT CBABGE COUPLED DEVICES
HBTAL OXIDES
HT ALOHIHOH OXIDES
BT ZIRCOHIOH OXIDES
HETAL PABTICLES
BT RETAL POVDEB
HT POBDBBED ALOnTHOH
Investigation of the wear debris content in oil by
measurements of the reluctance and eddy current
loss in an electric circuit
p0099 A80-19053
HBTAl PLATES
HT BOILEB PLATE
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
7010 and 7075 aluminium plate
P0273 480-30771
Pattern shaping with a metal plate lens
microwave antenna design
pOSOS 480-44267
HBTAl POBDBB
HT POiDEBED ALDHIBOB
Application of snperalloy powder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
p0507 480-40240
HIP of Bene 95 Hot Isostatic Pressing
p0573 480-49495
HBTAL SHEETS
Efficient sheet metal forming methods in the
aircraft industry
p0280 480-32408
Axisynmetric dynamics of a sheet under large
deformation conditions
p0376 A80-36782
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
evaluation of candidate lower wing skin
materials with particular consideration of
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hypersonic aircraft with top-mounted ramjet
propulsion
[NASA-TH-81841] p0636 N80-32397
HAP-OF-TBB-BABTB NAVIGATION
A pilot's assessment of helicopter
handling-quality factors common to both agility
and instrument flying tasks
[NASA-TB-81217] p0532 N80-28341
NASA PBOGBABS
NT ATLIT PBOJECT
NT GLOBAL ATHOSPHEBIC BESEABCB PBOGBAB
NT QOIET ENGINE PBOGBAB
NT SKYLAB PBOGBAB
NT SOPEBSONIC CRUISE AIBCBAFT BESEABCH
NT TEBMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PBOGBAB
NT TILT BOTOR BESEABCB AIRCRAFT PBOGBAB
Beal-time data acquisition system for the NASA
Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
p0013 A80-12621
NASA gear research and its probable effect on
rotorcraft transmission design
p0016 A80-13068
Engine component improvement program - Performance
improvement
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0223] p0100 A80-19300
A comparison of computer architectures for the
NASA demonstration advanced avionics system
p0281 A80-32427
status of NASA full-scale engine aeroelasticity
research
p0336 A80-35906
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HASA STEDCTOBAL ANALYSIS PBOGBAH SOBJECT IIDBZ
An overview of NASA' s propeller and rotor noise
research
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0992] p0373 A80-36325
Experimental evaluation of exhaust mixers for an
Energy Efficient Engine
[AIAA PiPEB 80-1088] p0397 A80-38903
The Energy Efficient Engine /E3/ - Advancing the
state of the art
[ASHB PAPEB 80-GT-142] p0462 A80-42255
Putore trends in subsonic transport energy
efficient turbofan engines
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-177] p0464 A80-42283
HASA overview
p0022 H80-10109
Small transport aircraft technology. A report for
the committee on commerce, science, and
transportation, United States Senate
[HiSi-TB-80813] pOOUS H80-11953
HASA broad-specification fuels combustion
technology program: Status and description
[HASA-TH-79315] p0120 N80-14126
NASA technical advances in aircraft occupant safety
clear air turbulence detectors, fire
resistant materials, and crashworthiness
[NASA-TH-80851] p0128 N80-15060
Quiet povered-lift propulsion
[NASA-CP-2077] p0136 H80-15127
Composite components on commercial aircraft
[NASA-TH-80231] p0227 H80-18109
Ames Besearch Center publications: A continuing
bibliography, 1978
• [NASA-TH-81175] p0231 H80-18985
NASA authorization, 1981, program review, volume 2
[GPO-56-220] p0257 H80-19988
Overview of NASA battery technology program
p0297 N80-20821
NASA propeller technology program
p0352 N80-22341
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act, 1981
[S-96-719] p0372 N80-24210
NASA authorization, 1981
[GPO-59-528] p0372 N80-24211
4 summary of joint OS-Canadian angmentor ving
powered-lift STOL research programs at the Ames
Besearch Center, NASA, 1975-1980
[NASA-TH-81215] p0536 H80-28373
Analysis of general aviation single-pilot IFB
incident data obtained fron the NASA aviation
safety reporting system
[NASA-TB-80206] p0644 N80-33384
Experimental and analytical studies for the NASA
carbon fiber risk assessment
[NASA-CB-159214] p0651 H80-33490
NASA SIBOCTDBAI ANALYSIS PBOGBAH
n SASIBAB
HASTBAB
Angular vibration of aircraft. Volume 1:
Executive summary
[AD-A071895] p0027 N80-10197
Angular vibration of aircraft. Volume 2:
Prediction methods for angular vibration
[AD-A071749] p0027 N80-10198
Effect of time dependent flight loads on JT9D-7
performance deterioration
[NASA-CB-159681] p0033 N80-10515
Investigation of fan blades shroud mechanical
damping
[AD-A078439J p024<l N80-19120
Initial development for a flutter analysis of
damaged T-38 horizontal stabilators using HASTBAN
[AD-A082168] p0421 B80-24325
Eighth 8ASTBAH User's Colloquium
[NASA-CP-2131] p0426 N80-216II8
Development of the learjet 28/29 wing using
NASTBAN analysis
p0427 N80-24650
Applications of NASTBAN in gust response analysis
at Northrop
p0427 H80-24658
Development and analysis of the learjet 51/55
fuselage NASTBAN model using substructure
techniques
p0653 N80-33794
NATIONAL AIBSPACE OTILIZATIOB STSTBH
Besnlts of new initiatives process '• FAA's ATC
E5D policy evaluations
p0387 A80-37692
Beport of the PAA task force on aircraft
separation assurance. Volume 1: Executive
summary
CAD-A075352] . P0169 H80-16050
Bevie* and evaluation of national airspace system
models
[AD-A078050] p0176 B80-17047
Beport on the FAA task force on aircraft
separation assurance. Volume 2: Concept
description
[AD-A0778073 p0177 B80-17050
Beport on the task force on•aircraft separation
assurance, appendices systems analysis of
collision avoidance systems integration in the
air traffic control airspace utilization system
[AD-A077713] p0222 H80-18017
Analysis of expandability and modifiability of
computer configuration concepts for ATC. Volume
1: Distributed concept •
[AD-A084045] p0490 B80-27314
NATIONAL STTATION SISTEH
Systems research and development service report of
B and D activity National aviation system
and air traffic control
[AD-A0856293 p0503 B80-29273
Analysis of general aviation single-pilot IFB
incident data obtained from the NASA aviation
safety reporting system
[NASA-TH-80206] p0644 N80-33384
NATIONS
NT DEVELOPING NATIONS
IATUBAL FBEQDBHCIES
D BESONANT FBEQOENCIES
NATURAL GAS
Hydrogen from fossil fuels
p0382 A80-37333
1AVIBB-STOKES EQUATION
Improved numerical simulation of high speed inlets
using the Navier-Stokes equations
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0383] p0095 A80-18340
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the
Bavier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1107] p0397 A80-38917
numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for a family of three-dimensional corner
geometries
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1349] p0451 A80-41574
Prediction and measurement of turbulent
aerodynamic trailing edge flows
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1395] p0452 A80-41599
A Navier-Stokes solution for laminar and turbulent
f low through a cascade of airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1426] .- p0452 A80-41616
A Navier-Stokes scheme for the calculation of
three-dimensional impinging jet flows -
p0573 A80-49298
Velocity-split Navier-Stokes solution procedure
for incompressible high Beynolds number external
flows
[BASA-TP-1655] p0311 N80-21702
An approximate factorization solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations for transonic flow using
body-fitted coordinates with application to NACA
64A010 airfoils
[NASA-CB-163376] p0529 N80-28307
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the
Navier-Stokes equations, volume 2: User's and
programmer's guide
[AD-A084790] p0530 N80-28319
A rapid implicit-explicit solution to the
two-dimensional time dependent incompressible
Havier-Stokes equations
[SASA-CB-3330] p0653 B80-33718
NAVIGATION
ST AIB NAVIGATION
HI ALl-WEATHEB AIB NAVIGATION
HT ABBA NAVIGATION
HT CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
HT DECCA NAVIGATION
BT DIGITAL NAVIGATION
BT DOPPLEB NAVIGATION
NT HTBBID NAVIGATION STSTEHS
BT HYPEBBOLIC NAVIGATION
HT INEBTIAL NAVIGATION
HT LOBAN
BT LOBAB C
ST BAP-OF-TBE-EABTB NAVIGATION
BT OHEGA NAVIGATION STSTEH
BT BADAB NAVIGATION
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HT BADIO RAVIGATIOB
HI SPACE RAVIGATIOH
HT SDBFACE HAVIGATION
HT TACAN
NT VHF OHHIBAHGE RAVIGATIOH
navigation and meteorological error equations for
sone aerodynamic parameters
[BASA-TB-80804] p0026 H80-10150
Conpacison of the minilir location systeo and the
HLR inertia measuring system STALINS
[HLB-HP-78026-0] p03»7 H80-22303
Tactical night terrain flight navigation
[AD-A086U58] p0588 H80-30288
HAVIGATIOH AIDS
HT AIEPORT BEACONS
HT BEACOHS
HT GI50COHPASSES
HT LIGHT A I R B O R N E BOLTIPOBPOSE SYSTEH
HT HICB08AVE SCABBING BEAH LANDIHG STSTEB
ST HAVIGATIOH IHSTBDHEHTS
RT BADAB BEACOHS
RT BADIO BEACORS
RT BADIO DIBECTIOH FIHDEBS
RT TBRCOB
Theory of correlation-ertremua navigation systems
Russian book
p0060 ABO-16597
Performance evaluation of inage correlation
techniques for aircraft inertial navigation
systems
p0087 A80-17534
An induction gyrocompass
p0191 A80-25214
Kalaan-filter for terrain aided navigation
p0267 A80-29667
navigation for a group of aircraft /Autonation of
data processing and flight control procedures/
Russian book
p0321 A80-33177
Theoretical principles of long distance
navigation. IV
p0375 A80-36772
The HUD optoelectronic projection indicator
systems. II
p0569 A80-48124
Modern Doppler navigation systems
p0621 A80-52996
Algorithms and logic for incorporating ILS N A S A
TCV B-737 airplane area navigation system
[BASA-TH-80167] p0026 H80-10152
Integration of GPS vith inertial navigation systems
p0026 H80-10173
Inertial navigation and guidance. Citations froa
the international aerospace abstracts data base
[HTIS/PS-79/0825/4] p0038 R80-11064
In-service ioprovements and modernization of all
components of the instrument landing systems*
Volume 1: Sections 1-10
[AD-A074425] p0077 N80-13018
In-service improvements and modernization of all
components of the instrument landing systems.
Volume 2: Sections 11 and 12
[AD-A074426] p0077 H80-13019
Experimental determination of position-estimate
accuracy using back-azimuth signals from a
microwave landing system
[RASA-TP-1574] p0077 H80-13020
Results of a Loran-C flight test using an absolute
data reference
[HASA-CR-162751] p0169 880-16051
Airborne evaluation of the production AB/&BH-133
toran-c navigator HH-3 and Hfl-52 aircraft
flights
[AD-A075484] p0177 H80-17057
Global positioning system foe general aviation:
Joint FAA-BASA Seminar conferences
[NASA-TB-81017] p0304 H80-21299
Navigation, guidance, and control for helicopter
automatic landings
[BASA-TP-1649] p0366 H80-23326
Precision navigation for air traffic management
p0493 HBO-27342
JTIDS: An integrated communications navigation
and identification system, and its potential for
air traffic management
p0493 B80-27343
Systems research and development service report of
B and D activity Rational aviation system
and air traffic control
[AD-A085629] p0543 H80-29273
Helicopter electro-optical system display
requirements. 2: Perforaance of helicopter
pilots when using a low-light-level television
system during simulated nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A086855] p0590 B80-30308
Helicopter electro-optical system display
requirements. 3: The effects of CBT display
size and luminance on dark adaptation of
helicopter pilots
[AD-A088527] p0635 B80-32391
BAVIGATION IHSTBDHEHTS
HT ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
HT GTBO HOBIZOHS
HT GYBOCOHPASSES
HT BADIO ALTIHETEBS
RT BADIO DIRECTIOH FIHDEBS
Flight-vehicle equipment Russian book
pOOII A80-11869
operation of airborne equipment and flight safety
Russian book
p0011 A80-11875
The impact of GPS on CV mission effectiveness
p0191 A80-25165
The Federal Aviation Administration navigation
program
p0197 A80-26819
Tactical navigation system testing
p0206 A80-27237
Airport radio navigation systems Russian book
P0209 480-27716
Hen, aircraft and systems of navigation - An
evaluation for the 1980s
'' p0454 A80-41872
Han and navigation; proceedings of the
International Congress, University of Sussex,
Brighton, England, September 10-14, 1979.
Volumes 1 6 2
p0569 A80-48135
Flight test of navigation and guidance sensor
errors measured on STOL approaches
[NASA-TH-81154] pOOSO B80-13041
Checking of communications and radio navigation
systems
p0597 H80-31340
Omega navigation system. Citations from the HTIS
data base
[PB80-812712] p06i»5 H80-33390
BA7IGATIOH SATELLITES
BT HAVIGATIOH TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
BT BAVSTAH SATELLITES
BT TRAHSIT SATELLITES
Navigation error using rate of change of signal
time of arrival from space vehicles
p0107 A80-20904
Bavigation satellite users; Proceedings of' the
Rational Aerospace Symposium, Springfield, Va.,
Harch 6-8, 1979
p0190 A80-25141
NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
GPS BAVSTAB-4 and BTS-2 long term frequency
stability and time transfer analysis
[AD-A088092] p0631 B80-32370
•AVION AIECBAFT
Direct forces from flight testing
p0309 H80-21349
HAVSTAH SATELLITES
The Global Positioning System
p0109 A80-20992
An overview of the BAVSTAB Global Positioning
System and the Havy Bavigation Satellite System
[AAS 79-108] p0166 A80-24712
Bavigation satellite users; Proceedings of the
Rational Aerospace Symposium, Springfield, Va.,
aarch 6-8, 1979
p0190 A80-25141
Bavstar field test results
p0190 A80-25143
Shipboard antenna tests for GPS
p0190 A80-25144
The Navstar Global Positioning System and time
p0190 A80-251«6
A collision avoidance system using Bavstar/GPS and
ATCBBS
p0190 A80-25157
On-board precision approach system using BAVSTAB GPS
p0190 A80-25162
The impact of GPS on CV mission effectiveness
p0191 A80-25165
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The BATSTAB systea
[SEE PAPEB 79 1206] p0259 480-29004
Receivers for the Bavstar global positioning system
p0273 A80-30787
A sinple Havstar receiver
P0279 A80-32120
Satellite navigation for helicopters
p0279 480-32203
Scalar update navigation algorithm for a lov-cost
SAVSTAB GPS receiver in general aviation
aircraft avionics
P0281 A80-32U29
A navigation algorithm for single channel lov-cost
GPS receiver
p0284 A80-32457
Civil aviation and the BAVSTAB/GPS
p0388 A80-37695
Civil applications of HAVSTAB GPS
P0026 B80-10175
Continaed study of HAVSTAB/GPS for general aviation
(HASA-CB-159145] p0222 R80-18020
The inpact of global positioning systea on
guidance and controls systems design of nilitary
aircraft. Volume 2A: Specific application
study no. 1, close air support
[AGABD-AB-1U7-VOL-2A] p0363 B80-23303
Precision navigation for air traffic management
[BSBE-HBHO-3220] p04 17 H80-24292
GPS HAVSTAB-4 and UTS-2 long term frequency
stability and tine transfer analysis
[AD-A088092] p0631 H80-32370
•an
.Future requirements for environmental control
systems in naval aircraft
[ISHE PAPEB 79-EBAS-9] pOOSS A80-15234
Baval Airship Program for Sizing and Performance
/BAPSAP/
. [AIAA PAPEB 80-0817] p0373 480-36321
Advanced technology iapact on future Havy aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1865] p0471 A80-43311
An assessnent of Sea Based Air Raster Study
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1820] p0513 A80-45739
Acquisition logistics nanagenent in naval aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1827] p0513 A80-45741
Bavy combat Search and fiescne
p0580 A80-50224
Statistical review of counting acceleroneter data
for Bavy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A080580] p0348 H80-22308
HC-130 AIBCBAFT
0 C-130 AIBCBAFT
BEAB FIELDS
Botational noise of helicopter rotors
p0089 A80-17718
Bear-field pattern analysis of airborne antennas
p0402 480-39169
Research on near field pattern effects
[AD-A079325] p0311 H80-21640
Projectile/sabot discard aerodynamics
[AD-A080538] . p0346 B80-22269
BEAB VAXES
Bear-wake structure and unsteady pressures at
trailing edges of airfoils as aeroacoastic
sound generators
p0161 480-23900
Experimental investigation of the two-dimensional
asymmetrical turbulent wake behind a blade
p0322 480-33282
HECK (ABATOBT)
A general statistical approach for using auxiliary
information in the development of an impact
acceleration injury prediction nodel
[AD-A087810] p0601 B80-31374
•EODIHIOB LASBBS
Design considerations for an active laser seeker
p0324 A80-34189
BBPBE10HETEBS
Comparison of stack plume properties obtained, from
aircraft and spacecraft aeasarenents
p0402 480-39217
BETSOBK ABALTSIS
BT CBITICAL PATH HETHOD
The experimental strapdown systea of DFVLB for
inertial guidance and navigation of civil aircraft
p0214 A80-28218
HBTVOBK STHTBESIS
Hultivariable synthesis with inverses
p0164 480-21206
Theoretical-experimental synthesis of a
multicriterial ergatic control system
p0465 A80-42308
IBOTBOB BADIO6B1PBI
neutron radiography for nondestructive testing
p0443 A80-40793
1EH EEGLABD (OS)
Detection and assessment of secondary sonic booms
in Bew England
[AO-A088160] p0643 B80-33362
BICEBL AILOTS
BT ASTBOLOt (TBADEHABK)
BT B4SP4LOI
Beview of superalloy powder metallurgy processing
for aircraft gas tnrbine applications
p0003 480-10310
BIP of Bene 95 Bot Isostatic Pressing
p0573 A80-49495
Haterial considerations for gas tnrbine engines
p0618 A80-52127
Fatigue at high temperatures: Examination of the
behavior of gastnrbine casting materials also in
simultaneous temperature and strain cycles
[BHFT-FB-T-79-26] p0368 H80-23444
Shock wave thermomechanical processing of aircraft
gas turbine disk alloys
[AD-A082080] p0420 B80-24319
IICKBL CADSIOB BATTBBIES
Hew separator materials for nickel-cadmium
aircraft batteries
p0571 480-48089
Aircraft nickel-cadmium battery chargers and fault
warning systems
p0571 A80-48485
IICKBL ZIHC BATTEBIBS
Hickel-zinc batteries for aircraft and aerospace
applications
p0571 A80-48483
BIGHT FLIGHTS (AIBCBAFT)
Development and flight test of a two-place
night/adverse weather A-10 for the close-air
support and battlefield attack mission
[SAB PAPEB 791069] p0194 A80-26632
In-flight performance evaluation of experimental
information
[AD-A071701] p0040 H80-11084
Tactical night terrain .flight navigation
[AD-A086458] pOS88 H80-30288
BIGHT VISIOB
In-flight performance evaluation of experimental
information
C40-4071701] p0040 B80-11084
Simulation of a night vision system for low level
helicopter operations using helmet oounted
display device
p0255 HBO-19832
Visual problems and night landing guidance of the
CH-47 (Chinook) helicopter
[ABL/SYS-TS-50] " p0432 H80-25312
•IHPBB (EBGIIB)
D HIDBAZIHE SHGISBS
HIOBIOH AILOTS
Complex, precision cast colnmbinm alloy gas
tnrbine engine nozzles coated to resist oxidation
[AD-A086128] p0551 R80-29335
BITHATE BSTBBS
HI ISOPBOPTL HITBATE
•ITBZC OIIDE
Seduction of nitric oxide emissions from a coabnstor
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10814-2] p0479 H80-26298
BITBIDBS
HI OIIBITBIDES
HT SILICOH HITBIDBS
BITBOSBI
HT LIQUID HITROGEH
A theoretical analysis of simulated transonic
boundary layers in cryogenic-nitrogen wind tunnels
[HASA-TP-1631] p0245 H80-19131
•ITBOGBH COBPOOBDS
HT ISOPEOPYL HITBATE
BT HITBIC OIIDE
ST HITSOGEH OIIDES
HT OIIBITBIDES
HT SILICOH HITBIDES
Rechanisns of nitrogen heterocycle influence on
tnrbine fuel stability
p0550 H80-29327
BITBOGEI OilDBS
HT HITBIC OIIDE
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Pollutant emissions from 'partially' sized
turbulent flames
p0010 A80-11793
Low HO/i/ heavy fuel combnstor program
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-69] p0459 A80-42199
Summary of aircraft results for 1976 southeastern
Virginia urban plume measurement study of ozone,
nitrogen oxides, and nethane
[HASi-TH-801«6] p0174 H80-16575
Advanced combustion systeas foe stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 1: Beview and
prelininary evaluation
[PB80-1 75599] p0559 B80-29921
Advanced coabustion systeas for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 2: Bench scale
evaluation
[PB80-175607] p0559 B80-29922
Energy efficient engine
[BASA-CB-159685] p0648 880-33408
HUB
D BDCLEAB HAGBETIC BBSOBAHCB
BOCirUJCEBCB
0 LOHIBBSCEBCB
BOB BAVIGAIIOB
D BAP-OP-TBB-EABTH BAVIGATIOB . .
BOISE (SQUID)
HI AEBODTBABIC BOISE
BT AIBCBAFT BOISE
BT EB6IBE BOISE
BT JET AIBCBAFT HOISB
HT SOHIC BOOHS
Besearch on helicopter rotor noise
[AD-A075259] p0187 B80-17824
Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs available in
helicopter noise technology applications
[AD-A083955] p0495 B80-273S4
BOISE ATTBI01TIOB
D BOISE DEDUCTION
BOISE ELIBIBATIOB
D BOISE BBDUCTIOH
BOISE 6BBEBAIOHS
Sound generation in a flow near a compliant wall
p0103 A80-20153
Boise generation by a lifting wing/flap
conbination at Beynolds nunbers to 2.8 x 10 to
the 6th
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0035] p0156 A80-22729
Hodelling low Bach number noise
p0161 A80-23902
A study of production and stimulated emission of
sound by vortez flows
p0161 A80-23903
The problem of aeroacoustic interactions /Beview/
p0260 480-29070
An analysis of acoustic tone sources upstream of a
fan
p0274 A80-30809
A collection of formulas for calculation of
rotating blade noise - Compact and noncompact
source results
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0996] p0338 A80-359S9
Boise measurement, noise assessment
p0411 A80-40392
A linearised theory for swirling supersonic jets
and its application to shock-cell noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1449] p0453 A80-41628
Infrasonic emission of the BK 8-4 engine
p0567 A80-47780
Discrete frequency noise reduction modeling for
application to fanjet engines
p0580 ABO-50228
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets
p0066 B80-12025
An experimental study of the structure and
acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream
Ames 7-ft by 10-ft wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CB-162464] p0145 H80-15871
Identification of noise sources in FC centrifugal
fan rotors
p0229 B80-18395
Adaptive linear filtering in the presence of an
evolution noise of poorly known variance
p0315 B80-22225
BOISE HAZABDS t
0 HAZARDS
D BOISE (SOOBD)
BOISE ISIBHSITY
Experimental studies of helicopter flight
conditions and noise
p0049 A80-13699
The effect of intermittent aircraft noise on
sleep. Ill
p0057 A80-15632
Estination of noise source strengths in a gas
turbine combastor
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0034] p0092 A80-18245
Strouhal number influence on flight effects on jet
noise radiated from connecting goadrnpoles
p0215 A80-28418
A comparative nultidiagnostic study of model and
turbojet engine jets
p0274 A80-30808
Aircraft noise-induced building vibrations
human annoyance responses
. p0386 A80-37607
A model for broadband jet noise amplification •
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1004] p0392 A80-38635
Effect of background levels on community responses
to aircraft noise
p0514 A80-45845
Effects of sound level fluctuations on annoyance
caused by aircraft-flyover noise
[BASA-TP-1576] p0085 B80-13880
Aircraft noise monitoring at Baval Training Center
and Marine Corps Beerait Depot, San Diego,
California, in 1978 and 1979
[AD-A080261] p0314 B80-22049
some calculated effects of non-uniform inflow on
the radiated noise of a large wind turbine
[BASA-TB-81813] pO«29 H80-25104
Supporting statement for community study of human
response to aircraft noise . •
[BASA-Tg-81803] p0486 1180-26885
Predicted airframe noise levels
[BASA-TH-81849] p0655 B80-34218
BOISE aBASOBSaBHT
Estimation of noise source strengths in a gas
turbine combnstor
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0034] p0092 A80-18245
Aircraft noise assessment
p0154 A80-22147
Excess noise from supersonic underezpanded jets in
flight. I
p0162 A80-23923
Aeroport de Paris and aircraft noise - Trajectory
control and least nuisance procedures
p0274 A80-30816
Propeller light aircraft noise at discrete
. frequencies
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0997] p0338 A80-35960
Acoustic pressures on a prop-fan aircraft fuselage
surface
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1002] p0338 A80-35965
Boise from a vibrating propeller
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1011] p0339 A80-35969
Simulation of high bypass ratio engine jet noise
flight effects by model jet wind tunnel test
[AIAA PiPEB 80-1030] p0340 £80-35980
Upper surface blowing noise of the NASA-Ames quiet
short-haul research aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1064] p0341 A80-36002
Community noise; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Kansas City, Bo., Bay 24-26, 1978
p0386 A80-37601
Community noise measures human reactions to
noise pollution
p0386 A80-37602
Boise-reduction measurements of integrally
stiffened fuselage panels
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1033] p0394 A80-38644
Barrow-band spectrum analysis technignes for
processing airplane flyover noise data
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1053] p0394 A80-38647
Prediction of free-field noise levels from pole
microphone measurements
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1058] p0394 A80r38649
Location and propagation of shock associated noise
from supersonic jets
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0983] p0474 A80-43S99
Coannular jets - Are they really gniet and why
[ A I A A PAPEB 79-0632] p0620 A80-52821
Contribution to the study of nonstationary signals
emitted by moving jet engine - Application to
spectral analysis and imaging. I
p0621 A80-52918
Aero-acoustic tests of duct-burning torbofan
exhaust nozzles
[BASA-CB-162254] p0028 B80-10204
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Landing approach airframe noise measurements and
analysis
[BASA-TP-1602] p0125 B80-15028Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine(QCSEE). Core engine noise measurements
[BASA-CB-135160] p0132 H80-15093
1 study of partial coherence for identifying
interior noise sources and paths on general
aviation aircraft
[BASA-TB-80197] p01Q5 B80-15874
Status of carity noise phenomena measurement and
suppression on the B-1 aircraft
p0173 H80-16202
Aircraft noise nonitoring at Haval Training Center
and darine Corps Becrait Depot, San Diego.
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aircraft structures
p0197 A80-26891
Bon-destructive examination of fibre composite
structures by thermal field techniques
p0277 A80-31780
BDI policy and techniques for advanced composites
nondestructive inspection
p0328 A80-3476S
Airworthiness certification of composite
components for civil aircraft - The role of
non-destructive evaluation
p0328 A80-34766
A review of nondestructive inspection reliability
on aircraft structure
p0381 A80-37203
A nondestructive optical method for critical field
inspection of aircraft canopy acrylic panels
p0381 A80-37212
Acceptance limits of ultrasonic transducers for
nondestructive inspection
p0381 A80-37216
Antoscan-I ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector
for military aircraft fastener sites
p0381 A80-37221
Application of the method of exoelectron emission
to the quality control of gas-turbine engine
components
p0409 A80-39917
Beutron radiography for nondestructive testing
p0443 A80-40793
Application of electromagnetic methods and means
of nondestructive inspection in series
production of aircraft
p0521 A80-46064
Some recent advances in non-destructive testing
applied to aircraft in service
p0583 A80-50589
Reliability of nondestructive inspections
[AD-A072097] p0033 B80-10503
Improved capabilities to detect incipient bearing
failures
[AD-A073123J p0074 B80-12416
Optimization of computer automated ultrasonic
inspection system
[AD-A072677] p0074 B80-12423
Holographic interferometry of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic wingtips
[BAB-TB-78105] p0176 B80-17041
Aerostrncture nondestructive evaluation by thermal
field techniques
[AD-A076541] p0185 B80-17495
nondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 1: Program references
[AD-A078835J p0226 B80-18051
Bondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 2: Operational manual for .PAVBEB program
at TCC
[AD-A079495] p0245 B80-19130
I-ray radiography of gas turbine ceramics
[AD-A080440] p0307 B80-21335
Ultrasonic and acoustic emission detection of
fatigue damage aluminum alloy 7075-T651
[AD-A079277] p0310 B80-21510
La Becherche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-1
[ESA-TT-599] p0315 B80-22223
In-service inspection of advanced composite
aircraft structure ultrasonic flaw detection
[AD-A082331] pO«24 B80-24378
BDI survey of composite structures
[AD-A081801] p0426 B80-24636
First report of the HOD Aerospace Bon-Destructive
Testing (HOT) Snb-Coamittee
[BAE-TH-STBDCT-960] p0426 B80-24639
Evaluation of nondestructive inspection methods
for aircraft tires
[AD-A082523] p0441 B80-25681
Bondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 3: Operation manual for HLGPAV program
at TCC
[AD-A079591] p0483 B80-26331
Primacy Adhesive Bonded Structure Technology
(PABST). Phase 3: Tooling, fabrication and
quality assurance
[AD-A083228] p0499 B80-27486
Designing on-condition tasks for naval aircraft
preventive maintenance
•[AD-A085450] p0545 B80-29289
Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive
service inspection methods
[BLB-HP-79005-D] p0611 B80-31845
IOBEQDILIBBIOB DBAG
U FRICTION DBAG
IOBEQDILIBBIOH FLOW
Asymptotic integration of multicomponent
chemical-inegnilibriuB boundary layer equations
hypersonic gas flow analysis
p0386 A80-37552
Bon-equilibrium flow over delta wings with
detached shock waves
[AIAA PAPEfi 80-1424] p0452 480-41611
Correlation of thrust and discharge losses for
chemically nonegnilibrinm flows in jet-engine
nozzles
P0525 A80-46857
B2D2: A FOBTBAB program for two-dimensional
chemically reacting, hyperthermal, internal
flows. Volume 1: Method of analysis
[AD-A085225] p0537 B80-28380
BOngOILIBBIOH TBEBBODTBAalCS
Influence of noneqnilibrium on the aerodynamic
characteristics of some wing profiles
p0525 A80-46855
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SUBJECT IHDEX NOZZLE DESIGH
HOHFLABBABLE HATEBIALS
Materials for fire resistant passenger seats in
aircraft
p0572 A80-48757
Development of fire-resistant. Ion smoke
generating, thermally stable end items for
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic
polyimide resin
[NASA-CH-160576] p0356 B80-22492
Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down
[AD-A084624] p0637 B80-32406
HOILIBEAB EQUATIOIS
HI QDADBATIC EQUATIONS
HT QOABTIC EQOATIOHS
A nonlinear problem of static aeroelasticity
p0149 A80-21264
Analytical investigation of the nonlinear
characteristics of a snail-aspect rectangular wing
p0151 A80-21317
Flight control design based on nonlinear nodel
Kith uncertain parameters
p0214 A80-28018
Numerical derivation of linear perturbation model
fron nonlinear real-tine vehicle simulations - A
means of validation and increased credibility
computerized simulation for aircraft control
p0579 A80-49838
Theoretical prediction of nonlinear propagation
effects on noise signatures generated by
subsonic or supersonic propeller or rotor-blade
tips
[NASA-TP-1660] p0345 H80-22265
NONLIHEAB STStEBS
Follow-up and final-value control of a special
non-linear process - A study on optimal aircraft
guidance during the final landing phase
p0052 A80-14826
Factorial interpolational method of analyzing the
accuracy of nonlinear automatic control systems
in the presence of random effects
p0262 A80-29215
Output feedback non-linear decoupled control
synthesis and observer design for manoeuvring'
aircraft
p0374 A80-36645
Oscillations in aircraft engines Russian book
p0381 A80-37109
Non-linear dynamic analysis of rotors by finite
element method
POI1U3 A80-40730
Nonlinear aeroelastic vibration of interfering .
surfaces
p0449 A80-41366
Pseudosteady state analysis of nonlinear aircraft
maneuvers
[AIAA 80-1600] p0518 A80-45893
Development of stability methods for application
to nonlinear aeroelastic optimization
p0067 B80-12052
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CB-162911] p0293 H80-20273
On the nonlinear deformation geometry of
Euler-Bernonlli beams rotary vings
[HASA-TP-1566] p0297 N80-20619
Analysis of T-2C high angle of attack flight test
data with nonlinear system identification
methodology
[AD-A086327] p0589 N80-30298
iOBLIlEABITY
Nonlinear propagation of broadband jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1039] p0394 A80-38645
Flutter analysis of an airplane with multiple
structural nonlinearities in the control system
[NASA-TP-1620] p0421 N80-24324
Nonlinear transient analysis by energy
minimization: A theoretical basis for the
ACTION computer code predicting the response
of a lightweight aircraft during a crash
[NASA-CB-3287] p0486 880-26697
Effects of nonlinearities on ving-store flutter
p0596 N80-31328
HOSBIGIDITI
0 FLEXIBILITY.
BOHOHIFOBB FLOW
Effects of nonconstant enthalpy addition on
fan-nozzle combinations
p0054 A80-15124
Effect of wake-type nonnniform inlet velocity
profiles on first appreciable stall in
plane-vail diffusers
p0211 A80-27747
Influence of the heterogeneity of flow at the
rotor outlet on the performance of the diffuser
of a centrifugal compressor
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1980-40] p0444 A80-40808
Aerodynamics of wings in subsonic shear flow
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1418] p0452 480-41612
Forced vibrations of turbine discs under
nonuniform gas flow conditions
p0616 A80-51887
The problem of wind tunnel flow nonuniformity in
free-model aircraft dynamic stability
[CSIB-NIAST-79-60] p0642 N80-33352
BOBOHIFOBBTTY.
Nonstationarity of heat transfer in axial turbine
blading during engine startup
p0021 N80-10089
BOinSCOOS FLOB
D TDBBDLEHT FLOi
BOBBU. FOBCB DISTBIBUTIOH
0 FOBCE DISTEIBOTIOH
BOBTH AHEBICAB AIBCBAFT
HT B-1 AIBCBAFT
HI B-70 AIBCBAFT
NT F-86 AIBCBAFT
'NT F-100 AIBCBAFT
NT T-2 AIBCBAFT
NT T-28 AIBCHAFT
NT T-39 AIBCBAFT
BOBTB ATLANTIC TBEATI OBGAHIZATIOB (HAIO)
Air Traffic Hanagement: civil/Bilitary System and
Technologies conference
[ AGABD-CP-273] p0491 N80-27324
Air traffic in NATO Europe: Its characteristics
and its needs
p0491 H80-27325
BOBTBEBB HEBISPHEBE
BT ABCTIC BEGIONS
BOBTBBOP AIBCBAFT
BT F-5 AIBCBAFT
NT F-18 AIBCBAFT
HT T-38,AIBCBAFT
BOSE FIBS
Effects of non-planar strake-wing on the vortex
lift characteristics of a twin-jet fighter
configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0329] p0095 A80-18318
Water-tunnel and analytical investigation of the
effect of strake design variables on strake
vortex breakdown characteristics
[NASA-TP-1676] p0529 N80-28304
BOSE TIPS
Comparison of predicted and experimental real-gas
pressure distributions on space shuttle orbiter
nose for shuttle entry air data system
[HASA-TP-1627] p0302 H80-21280
Active control of asymmetric vortex effects
[AD-A081648] p0359 N80-23254
HOSE WHEELS
Evaluation of the impact of towing the L-1011
airplane at Boston-Logan Airport
[AD-A086977] p0589 N80-30303
•OSES (FOBEBODIES)
Control of forebody three-dimensional flow
separations
p0141 N80-15164
BOTCH STHEICTB .
Stress-intensity factors for two symmetric corner
• cracks
p0161 A80-23876
WOKLE COEFFICIENT
0 NOZZLE FLOW
NOZZLE DESIGN
Systematization of simple detail parts of
regulable nozzle of gas turbine engine
p0004 A80-10616
on axial turbine stage rotor blade twist with
tangential tilt of the stator vanes
p0004 A80-10630
Effects of nonconstant enthalpy addition on
fan-nozzle combinations
p0054 A80-15124
AV-8B Advanced Harrier
p0062 A80-16977
Acoustic considerations of flight effects on jet
noise suppressor nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0164] p0108 A80-20965
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HOX8LE BFFICIBHCY SUBJECT IBDBX
Flight and Kind tannel test results of the
mechanical jet noise snppressor nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0165] p0109 A80-20971
aiier nozzle noise characteristics tnrbofan
noise redaction
[AIAA PAPEB 80^0166] p0162 A80-23936
Installation trades for axisymmetric and
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-108«] p0447 A80-41178
A comparison of jet temperature effects on
afterbody drag with those from jet aolecalar
weight and nozzle area ratio variations
[AIAA PAPEH 80-1161] p0448 A80-41191
Develdpaent of the 'D' vented thrust deflecting '
nozzle
[AIAi PAPEB 80-1856] p0471 A80-13308
Calculation of the static characteristics of
two-hole swirl injectors
p056i| A80-47395
Study of clamshell reverser operation downstream
of nozzle
p0566 A80-47443
Systematization of sinple detail parts of
regulable nozzle of gas turbine engine
p0020 HBO-10071
Effect of several airframe/nozzle modifications on
the drag of a variable-sveep boober configuration
conducted in langley 16 foot transonic tannel
[HASA-TH-80129] p0022 H80-10106
Static calibration of a two-dimensional wedge
nozzle with thrust vectoring and spanwise blowing
[BASA-TH-81161] p0365 H80-23317
Development of ceramic nozzle section for small
radial gas turbine
p0553 H80-29354
Development of a nozzle to improve the turning of
supersonic coanda jets
[AD-A087709] • p0610 1180-31765
Aircraft engine nozzle[HASA-CASE-ABC-10977-1] p0635 H80-32392
study for conceptual design of TEO, VTOL exhaust
nozzle[ HASA-CH-152388] j>0646 H80-33397
HOZSIB EFFICIBICT
Investigation of infrared characteristics of three
generic nozzle concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1160] p0450 A80-41508
Development of the 'D' vented thrust deflecting
nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1856] p0471 A80-43308
BOS8LB FLOW
On axial turbine stage rotor blade twist with
tangential tilt of the stator vanes
p0004 A80-10630
Experimental and theoretical investigation of the
.internal-duct hydraulics of stator and rotor
blades for a seniclosed-cycle air cooling system
pOOII A80-12042
Burnerical investigation of the external flow over
the after-body and the flow within the nozzle
for different jet regimes
pOOSO A80-14520
Photon correlation laser velociieter measurements
in highly turbulent flow fields
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0344] ' p0095 A80-18328
Mixer nozzle noise characteristics tarbofan
noise reduction
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0166] pO.162 A80-23936
Becommendations for obtaining nozzle/afterbody
drag data based on a comparison of wind tunnel
and flight data
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1169] p0391 A80-38347
Characteristics of internal- and jet-noise
radiation from a multi-lobe, multi-tube
suppressor nozzle tested statically and under
flight simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1027] p0393 A80-38642
The annular jet technique for nozzle/afterbody
throttle dependent drag testing
:[AIAA PAPEB 80-1163] ' p0399 A80-38945
Influence of pressure driven secondary flows on
the behavior of tnrbofan forced mixers
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1198] p0451 A80-41515
Some effects of using water as a test fluid in
fuel nozzle spray analysis
[ASHE PAPEB 80-6T-90] p0461 A80-42216
The determination of deviation angles at exit from
the nozzles of an inward flow radial turbine
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-147] p0463 A80-42259
Investigation of flows in Laval nozzles at small
Beynolds numbers
p0467 A80-42969
Experimental and analytical evaluation of
3-dimensional exhaast plumes
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1399] p0507 A80-44152
Correlation of thrust and discharge losses for .
chemically nonequilibriui flows in jet-engine
nozzles
p0525 A80-46857
Application of spline approximations to the
calculation of wall pressures in
three-dimensional supersonic nozzles
p0526 A80-46873
Influence of swirl chamber dimensions on the jet
angle of an air nozzle
P0526 A80-47181
Influence of working-fluid issuance through a
nozzle on the rate of flame front propagation in
a pnlsating-type combustion chamber
p0564 A80-47394
Beat transfer of the critical air flow in a
nozzle. IV - The flow and heat transfer
characteristics of an accelerated transonic air
flow in a divergent nozzle
p0566 A80-47463
Workshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors
[BASA-CP-2093] p0022 B80-10107
Fuselage and nozzle pressure distributions on a
1/12-scale F-15 propulsion model at transonic
speeds conducted in langley 16 foot
transonic tunnel
[HASA-TP-1521] p0035 S80-11036
A time dependent difference theory for sound
propagation in ducts with flow
characteristic of inlet and exhaast ducts of
turbofan engines
[HASA-TS-79302] p0075 H80-12823
Computation of three-dimensional flow in turbofan
mixers and comparison with experimental data[HASA-TB-81410] p0144 H80-15364
Investigation of axisynaetric and nonaxisymmetric
nozzles installed on a 0.10 scale F-18 prototype
airplane model wind tunnel tests[HASA-TP-1638] pOUIB B80-24267
A preliminary assessment of the impact of 2-D
exhaust-nozzle geometry on the craise range of a
hypersonic aircraft with top-mounted ramjet
propulsion
[HASA-TB-81841] p0636 H80-32397
1OXZLE 6EOBETBI
Acoustic characteristics of jets issuing from
ring-and-needle nozzles
p0327 A80-34404
Noise suppression due to annnlus shaping of an
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial nozzle
p0336 A80-35498
Installation trades for axisymmetric and
nonaxisyametric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1084] p0447 A80-41178
study of clamshell reverser operation downstream
of nozzle
P0566 A80-47443
Systematization of simple detail parts of
regulable nozzle of gas turbine engine
. p0020 S80-10071
Static test-stand performance of the TF-102
tnrbofan engine with several exhaust
configurations for the Quiet short-Hani Research
Aircraft (QSBA)
[HASA-TP-1556] p0119 H80-14121
An improved prediction method for the noise
generated in flight by circular jets
[HASA-TH-81470] p0314 580-22048
Investigation of axisymmetric and nonaxisymiietric
nozzles installed on a 0.10 scale F-18 prototype
airplane model wind tunnel tests
[HASA-TP-1638] p0414 S80-24267
in experimental study of multiple jet mixing
[HASA-CB-163537] p0610 H80-31760
IOZSLE THSOST COEFFICIENTS
characteristics of a Laval nozzle with gasdynamic
regulation
p0056 A80-15425
Numerical method for predicting flow
characteristics and performance of
nonaxisymmetric nozzles. Part 2: Applications
[BASA-CB-3264] p0642 H80-33354
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SUBJECT IHDBI HOREBICAI. CORB01
HOZZLBS
Complex, precision cast colnmbinm alloy gas
turbine engine nozzles coated to resist oxidation
[AD-4086128] p0551 N80-29335
Some experience in the design and evaluation of
ceramic combustion chanbers
p0554 H80-29357
Low cost process for manufacturing of Oxide
Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) turbine nozzle
components
[AD-A088019] p0636 H80-32399
B«S
D BAVIGATIOB. TECHHOLOGT SATELLITES
HOCLBAB BXPLOSIOB EFFECT
Protective coatings for aircraft composites in
unclear environments
[AD-A074889] p0123 H80-11199
The nuclear thermal effects on humidity saturated
composite materials
. [AD-A077195] p0424 H80-24372
BOCLBAH EXPLOSIONS
Swedish EBP research
p0212 480-27766
Airblast vulnerability envelopes for supersonic
aerospace vehicles
[AD-A072247] . p0028 H80-10201
State-of-the-art methods for computing the
electromagnetic interaction of lightning with
aircraft
p0313 B80-21948
The VIBBA-8 subsonic aerodynamic nuclear gust .
vulnerability code
[AD-A081722] p0359 H80-23256
iOCLlAB BAGBETIC BBSOHAHCE
The 1H and 13C Fourier transform BBS
'characterization of jet fuels derived from
alternated energy sources
[AD-A084169] pOSOO H80-27513
BUCLEAR PBOPELLBD AIBCBAFT
The changing horizons for technical progress. II
p0207 A80-27270
HDCLBiB BEiCTOBS
HI TOKABAK DEVICES
Common Cause Failures - A dilemma in perspective
p0410 A80-40344
HOCLEAB SOCKET EBGIBES ,
A comparison of interstellar propulsion methods
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1229] pOUOO A80-38978
HDCLBiB SBIELDIHG
0 EADIiTlOH SHIELDIHG
BOHBIB TBEOBT
BT FLOATIHG POIHT ABITHBETIC
BOHBBICAL AHALTSIS
HI APPBOXIHATIOH
BT COBPUTATIOBAL FLUID DYNAMICS • . '
BT DIFFEBEBCE EQUATIONS
BT EBBOB ANALYSIS
BT FINITE DIFFEBEBCE TBEOBY
BT FIBITE EL1BEBT HETHOD
BT IHTEBPOLATIOB
BT ITEHATIOB
BT ITERATIVE SOLDTIOB
BT LEAST SQDABES HETBOD
BT BOBOGHAPBS '
BT BOBEBICAL IHTEGBATIOH
BT BELAXATION HETBOD (BATBEBATICS)
On supersonic flow with attached shock' waves over
delta wings
p0012 A80-12598
A comparison of first and second order techniques
for computing optimal horizontal gliding
trajectories for low level weapons delivery
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0061] p0093 A80-18260
Theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics of
double membrane sailwing airfoil sections i
p0322 A80-33276
The outside has to be bigger than the inside
volume requirements calculation and optimal
design of supersonic aircraft
[AIAA 80-0726] p0331 A80-35031
Calculation of the compressible turbulent boundary
layer of homogeneous gas
p0386 A80-37554
nonlinear propagation of broadband jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1039] p0394 480-38615
Sailwing Darriens rotors
p0446 A80-41033
Analysis of rotating stall in vaneless diffusers
of centrifugal compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-184] p0465 480-42286
Bathematical formulation of the problem of
selecting the tube diameters of aircraft deicing
systems
p0564 A80-47405
A numerical method of analysis of blade and
channel profile geometry
p0618 480-52197
Design of supercritical compressor and turbine
cascades with a numerical method considering
axial velocity density ratio numerical
analysis of mathematical models of velocity
distribution and cascade flow for turbomachinery
compressors
p0073 B80-12368
The minimum cost approach to flutter clearance
p0139 B80-15148
Investigation of numerical techniques for
predicting aerodynamic heating to flight vehicles
[AD-A078121] p0288 B80-20234
Bnmerical methods for design and analysis as an
aerodynamic design tool for modern aircraft
p0300 B80-21263
Analytical tools for active flutter suppression
p0309 B80-21350
State-of-the-art methods for computing the
electromagnetic interaction of lightning with
aircraft
p0313 B80-21948
Transonic kernel function method for unsteady flow
calculations using a unified linear pressure
panel procedure
[AD-A080227] p0345 B80-22267
A comparison of various numerical methods for
calculating supercritical inviscid isentropic
flow over two-dimensional aerofoils
[S/T-HEHO-4/75] p0346 B80-22278
Flutter analysis of an airplane with multiple
structural nonlinearities in the control system
[NASA-TP-1620] p0421 B80-24324
numerical calculation of transonic axial
turbomachinery flows
[HASA-TB-81544] p0496 B80-27363
A computer program for the design and analysis of
low-speed airfoils
[MASA-TB-80210] * p0541 B80-29254
Analysis of transonic swept wings using asymptotic
and other numerical methods
[BASA-TB-80762] .. p0541 B80-29255
Calculation of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows past helicopter blades
[HASA-TP-1721] p0642 B80-33356
An evaluation of a computer code based on linear
acoustic theory for predicting helicopter main
rotor noise CB-53A and S-76 helicopters
[BASA-CB-159339] '' p0655 B80-34217
BDBEBICAL C08TBOL
Organization of automatic control systems for
technological processes in aircraft mechanical
engineering Bussian book
p0001 480-10123
Command- and stability systems for aircraft - A
new digital adaptive approach
p0052 A80-14824
nodular strapdown guidance unit with1 embedded
microprocessors
[AIAA PAPEB 78-1239] p0097 A80-18534
The shapes of.things to come - An introduction to
the capabilities of the British Aerospace
Bnmerical Raster Geometry System
computer-aided design and manufacturing of
aerodynamic surfaces
p0159 A80-23351
CAD/CAH in packaging aerospace electronics
p0263 A80-29450
Controlling air traffic with a tonch sensitive
screen
p0273 A80-30800
Electronically steered antennas
p0323 480-31169
A microprocessor controlled system for determining
the height of clouds
p0324 A80-34188
Aircraft landing digital control system
p0384 A80-37464
Banagement of a stored program controlled ATC
communication system
p0387 A80-37694
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HOBBEIC4I FlOi VISO&LIZ1TIOB SUBJECT IHDBZ
Flexible formats - The controller controls the
conpater
p0388 480-37697
Air traffic control system measures and data
p0389 A80-37706
Foil authority microprocessor digital control
for advanced technology engine
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1149] p0398 A80-38938
Profile catting with direct data allocation and
real-time operations planning
[DGLB PAPEB 80-035] p0522 A80-46286
Digital electrohydraolic control surface actuator,
positioned by means of quick-acting solenoid
valves
[DGLB PAPEB 80-050] p0523 A80-46299
Digital active controls for L-1011
p0524 A80-46680
Integrated control techniques for advanced
aircraft electrical poser systems
p0570 A80-48216
Application of a nicroprocessor for aircraft
electrical generator control and protection
p0571 A80-48218
Development of a fall authority digital fuel
control for a gas turbine engine using a hybrid
conputer system as a design aid
p0579 A80-49839
Deficiencies in flight safety using
minicomputer control of extracted radar data
p0584 A80-50991
Optimal GTE regulation program design --- Gas
Turbine Engine
p0616 A80-51899
A unified digital approach to the control of a
diverse.range of engines
p0482 H80-26323
Advantages of the digital technology for the
realization of engine control systems
p0482 880-26324
The digital control system as part of an
integrated accessory fit for future engines
p0483 H80-26325
HOHBBICAl FLO! vTSDaLXSAXXOB
A numerical simulation of fog dissipation using
passive burner lines. I - Hodel development and
comparison vith observations. II - sensitivity
experiments • '
p0059 A80-16182
Beynolds number and compressibility effects on
dynamic stall of a HACA 0012 airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0010] p0091 A80-18238
Engine aerodynamic installation by numerical
simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0108] p0093 &80-18271
Improved numerical simulation of high speed inlets
using the Bavler-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0383] ' p0095 A80-18340
Burnerical simulation of supersonic inlets using a
three-dimensional viscous flo* analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0384] p0108 490-20969
An'experimental and numerical investigation of a
three-dimensional shock nave separated turbulent
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0002] p0156 A80-22727
Simulated transonic flows for aircraft Hith
nacelles, pylons, and winglets
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0130] p0162 A80-23933
Burnerical simulation of the wind tunnel
environment by a panel method
[AIAA 80-0419] p0198 A80-26933
numerical modeling of supersonic flow near a thin
delta ving vith discontinuous edge
p0203 480-27117
Transonic inlet flow calculations using a general
grid-generation scheme
p0211 A80-27744
Burnerical study of separated turbulent flow over
airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1441] p0453 480-11623
Hon-axisymmetric blade row interaction in axial
tnrbonachines
[ASHB PAPEB 80-61-133] p0461 480-12246
The determination of deviation angles at exit from.
the nozzles of an inward flo« radial turbine
[4S9E PAPEB 80-GT-147] p0163 480-42259
The status of theoretical methods for calculation
of detached flows
[BBB-FE122-S-PDB-12] p0467 480-42924
numerical simulation of three-dimensional boattail
afterbody flow fields
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1347]
 P0506 480-44132
Application of viscous analyses to the design of
jet exhaust powered lift installations
[ASSE PAPBB 79-GT/ISB-15] p0511 480-45666
Aerodynamic analysis of a supersonic cascade
vibrating in a complex mode
p0514 480-45841
Calculation of the supersonic flow past a slender
delta wing at angles of attack and sideslip
p0524 480-46826
Dse of advanced computers -for aerodynamic flow
simulation
p0299 H80-21257
Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator
designs operating with rotor having tip speed of
337 meters per second and pressure ratio of
1.54. Belation of analytical code calculations
to experimental performance
[HASA-TP-1614] p0306 B80-21324
Numerical flow field program for. aerodynamic
heating analysis. Volume 1: Eguations and
results
[AD-A081471] p0359 H80-23255
numerical flow field program for aerodynamic
heating analysis. Volume 2: Oser's manual
[AD-A081472] p0360 1180-23260
Airfoils at sonic velocity Tricomi eguation
p0486 B80-27278
Computational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store
interactions
[AD-A065619] p0633 B80-32383
BIBD: Computer program for calculation of three
dimensional potential compressible flow about
wind turbine rotor blades
[BASA-TP-1729] p0642 H80-33357
HDHBBICAl IBTBGBATIOB
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feature
[AD-A081752] p0484 H80-26335
PLBBOB CHABBEBS
Analysis and testing to improve the flov fron the
plennn of a subsonic cascade wind tunnel
[AD-A084471] p0537 H80-28378
Plenon response to sinolated disturbances of the
nodel and fan inlet guide vanes in a transonic
tunnel
[SASA-TB-81869] p0649 880-33418
PLEXIGLASS (TBADBBABK)
0 POLYHETHYl HETHACBYliTE
PLD6 HOZZLES
A unique coannnlar plug nozzle jet noise
prediction procedure
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1007] p0339 A80-35968
PLOBBS
The simulation and nodeling of jet plumes in wind
tunnel facilities
[AIAA 80-0430] p0199 A80-26941
Comparison of stack plume properties obtained from
aircraft and spacecraft neasnrenents
p0402 A80-39217
Experimental and analytical evaluation of
3-dimensional exhaust pluses
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1399] p0507 A80-44152
Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet
plumes on pressure distribution over a
cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds
[AD-A081647] p0359 H80-23259
Computational models for the viscous/inviscid
analysis of jet aircraft exhaust plumes
predicting afterbody drag |
[HASA-CB-3289] p0425 B80-24578
Effects of fuel additives on plane opacity of a
snbscale turbojet test cell with a ranjet type
dump combustor
[AD-A084516] p0534 B80-28356
Carbon fiber plume sampling for large scale fire
tests at Dngvay Proving Ground fiber release
during aircraft fires
[HASA-CB-159215] p0651 B80-33492
PLOVIOGBAPHS
D BECOBDIBG ISSTEDHEHTS
PBEDB&TIC COBTBOl
Pneumatic distributor for turbojet engine control
system
P0004 480-10635
A hybrid composite helicopter main rotor blade
employing pneumatic lift control •
p0329 180-3*808
Pneumatic distributor for turbojet engine control
system TO-154 aircraft
P0021 H80-10091
Advanced simulator for pilot training (ASPT):
G-seat optimization
[AD-A068475] p0031 N80-10233
PBEOHiTIC EQDIPBEHT
Experimental investigation of the characteristics
of pneumatic transfer lines
p0099 A80-19052
Investigation into the reliability and cost of
ownership of the Plessey air motor servo unit -
Type 306
p0149 A80-21241
Air supply system approach for the Boeing Rodel
767 Airplane
[SAE PA PEE 791068] p0194 A80-26631
Pneumatic components of regulators Bussian book
p0279 A80-3217S
Improved tire/wheel concept pneumatic aircraft
tire
[HASA-CASE-LAR-11695-2] p0230 880-18402
PBBOBATIC BBSBT
D PBBUBATIC COBTBOL
PBBOBATICS
On the dynamics of compressor surge
p0090 A80-17900
PODS (BITBBIAL STOBESJ
A light aircraft camera Pod - The Bnviro-Pod
p0103 880-20251
The design of azisymmetric cowls for podded
nacelles for high by-pass ratio tnrbofan engines
[ABC-B/R-3846] p0603 B80-31394
POUT BAICHIB6 BBTBOD (BATHBHAtlCS)
D BOD8DABT VALOE PBOBLEBS
POIBTIBG COBTBOL SISTEBS
HT AHBULAB SOSPEBSIOB ABD POIBTIBG SISTEB
Example of performance analysis using data
obtained concurrently in air-path, body and
Earth axes
[ESDO-79018] p0287 B80-20225
POISBOILLE FIO8
0 LABIBAB FLOR
POISOIS
HT OBETBABES
POISSOH BOOATIOH
A computer program to generate two-dimensional
grids about airfoils and other shapes by the use
of Poisson's equation
[BASA-TH-81198] p0477 B80-26266
POISSOB PBOCBSS
D STOCBASTIC PBOCESSES
POLAB CAP 4BSOBPTIOB
Initial data bank report: Fall 1978; winter,
spring,'summer, fall 1979, winter 1980
[AO-A088204] p0632 180-32372
POLAB CAPS
The role of satellite altimetry in climate studies
[SASA-TP-1570] p0174 B80-16676
POLAB BEGIOHS
BT ARCTIC BEGIOBS
EOLABIIATIOB (VAVZS)
BT CIBCOLAB POLABIZATIOS
POLABI2ATIOB CBABACTBBISTICS
The analysis of an elliptic twist reflecting
Cassegrain antenna using GTD geometrical
theory of diffraction
p0058 A80-15847
POLICIES
BT E H E B G Y POLICY
. POLISBIBG
Influence of burnishing on the structure and
durability of elements operating under variable
loads
p0062 A80-17142
POLLOTIOB
BT AIB POLLOTIOB
BT EB7IBOHBEBT POLLOTIOH
HT BOISE POLLOTIOB
POLLOTIOB COBTBOL
Limitation of the content of harmful substances in
aircraft engine exhaust gases - Hew requirements
on combustion chambers
p0053 A80-15085
Pollutant emission characteristics of future
aviation jet fuels
P0060 A80-16826
Toward more effective evaluation and control of
airport noise
p0387 A80-37609
Abatement of aircraft noise and related regulatory
actions
p0387 A80-37611
Emission reduction
p0028 B80-10207
Hoise reduction
p0029 B80-10208
Premixing quality and flame stability: A
theoretical and experimental study
[HASA-CB-3216] p0071 B80-12090
Quiet clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[HASA-CB-159473] p0135 B80-15120
Control of particnlate emissions from turbine
engine test cells by cooling water injection
[AD-A075947] p0231 B80-18587
Effect of water injection and off scheduling of
variable inlet guide vanes, gas generator speed
and power turbine nozzle angle on the
performance of an automotive gas turbine engine
[BASA-TB-81415] , p0292 B80-20272
Aerosol filter loading data for a simulated jet
engine test cell aerosol
[AD-A078779] p0295 B80-20287
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming
A-314
SOBJECT I1DEI POSITIOB (LOCATIOI)
0-320/IO-320-DIAD piston engine . .
[AD-4084933] . pOS35 B80-28364
Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 1: Beviev and
preliminary evaluation
[PB80-175599'] p0559 H80-29921
Advanced combustion sjstems for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 2: Bench scale
evaluation
[PB80-175607]
 P0559 F80-29922
Energy efficient engine
[HASA-CB-159685] p'0648 B80-33408
POLLOTIOB HOHItOBIHG
Indoor and outdoor carbon monoxide steasurements at
an airport
.p0268 A80-29942
Comparison of stack plnne properties obtained from
aircraft and spacecraft measurements
p0402 480-39217
Boise measurement, noise assessment
p0411 480-40392
Aircraft noise monitoring at airports
pOU45 480-40946
Probe effects in gas turbine combustor emission
measurements
[ASHE P4PBB 80-GT-71] p0460 480-42201
Gas turbine engine emissions measurement
technology - An overvie*
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-86] • p0460 480-02212
Summary of aircraft results for 1978 southeastern
Virginia urban plume aeasureaent study of ozone,
nitrogen oxides, and methane
[HASA-TB-80146] p0174 H80-16S75
Project filter holder. Tests on 25 mm dust filter
hoiders
[IG-TBO-F-1638] p0371 H80-23887
POLTABIDB HESIBS
HI KEVL4B (TB4DEB4BK)
POLIBSTBB BESIIS
Traffic testing of a fiberglass-reinforced
polyester resin surfacing for rapid runway repair
[AO-A085288] p0537 H80-28381
POLYBSTBBS
Boisture absorption of polyester-B glass composites
p0381 A80-37171
POLTETHBB BESIIS
HT P01YHETHYL BBTB4CBTL4TB
POLIIBIDB BESIIS
Binimnm-inass designs of stiffened
' graphite/polyimide compression panels
p0213 A80-27992
Quiet Clean short-Banl Experimental Engine (QCSEB)
Onder-The-ling (OTW) graphite/PBB cowl development
[BASA-CB-135279] p0119 H80-14119
Composite material application to the BK12A BV
midbay substructure
[AD-A076485] p0183 H80-17152
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke
generating, thermally stable end items for
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic
polyioide resin
[HASA-CB-160576] P0356 H80-22492
POLTBEB H4TBII COBPOSISE BAtBBIALS
Advanced materials and the Canadair Challenger
[SiBE PAPEB 1284] p0104 A80-20632
Besin matrices and their contribution to composite
• properties
P0155 A 80-22262
Development of a Kevlar/PBB-15 reduced drag DC-9
nacelle fairing
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1190] p0448 480-41193
Fabrication technignes for advanced reinforced
plastics; Proceedings of the Symposium,
University of Salford, Salford, Lanes., England,
' April 22, 23. 1980
P0527 A80-47200
The viscoelastic behavior of a conposite in a
thermal environment
[H4SA-CB-163187] ' P0423 H80-24369
Beinforced plastics: Fiberglass reinforcement,
volume 2. citations from the BUS data base
with polymer matrices
[PB80-804743] '• p0437 H80-25451
Reinforced plastics: Boron, carbon, and other
reinforcing materials, volume 3. Citations from
the HTIS data base polymer matrices
[PB80-804750] - p0437 H80-25452
Selected BASA research in composite flaterials and
structures'
[BASA-CP-2142] p0538 N80-28436
High temperature resin matrix composites for
. aerospace structures
p0538 H80-28441
Hybridized polymer matrix composites
[H4SA-CB-165146] p0650 H80-33489
POLTBEB PBISICS
Testimonial study of a novel machine element made
of prestressed plastic - A dynamically
insensitive wing made of aerated plastic
p0569 A80-47950
POIIBBBS
Influence of antimisting polymer on aviation fuel
breakup
[AIA& PAPEB 80-1287] p0151 480-11523
POLTBBTBIl BETHACBIL4TE
Noise reduction characteristics of general
aviation type dual-pane vindows
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1874] p0472 A80-43317
POLTBOBIAIS
BT BEBBITIAH POLYHOBI4L
Improvement of the convergence of the method of
polynomials in designing small-aspect-ratio wings .
p0204 480-27183
Selection of the characteristic polynomial of a"J'
closed-loop transfer function by minimizing
integral gnadratic estimates
p0262 480-29214
POLTDBETH4HE FOAB
Charging of jet fuel on polynrethane foams
p0159 480-23263
Investigation of rapidly deployable plastic foam
systems. Volume 1: System development
[AB-A076332] - p0183 H80-:17222
POLTOBBTHAIB BESIBS
Investigation of rapidly deployable plastic foam
systems. Volume 1: System development
[AD-A076332] . p0183 H80-17222
Investigation of application parameters and
testing of rain erosion coatings
[AD-A083578] - p0499 H80-27430
Advanced structures maintenance concepts
[4D-A087609] p0627 H80-32324
POBBS
0 POBOSITT
POBOSITI
Effects of thermally induced porosity on an as-BIP
povder metallurgy snperalloy
p0269 480-29990
Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior
of a povder metallurgy snperalloy
[HASA-TB-81448] p0310 H80-21493
POBOOS HATEBIALS
Influence of angle of attack on profile losses in
turbine cascade with porous cooling
p0615 A80-51884
POBOOS iALLS
An experiment of lift interference on
2-dimensional wings in a wind tunnel with
perforated walls
p0268 A80-29689
The nonlinear impedance of perforated walls in the
case of two-pure-tone excitation
p0274 A80-30810
Two dimensional aerodynamic interference effects
on oscillating airfoils with flaps in ventilated
subsonic wind tunnels computational fluid
dynamics
. [HASA-CB-3210] p0113 1180-14047
POBTABLE EQDIPIBIT
P4TEC - 4n Air Force approach to ATE calibration
Portable ATC Calibrator
P0270 A80-30016
Portable device for use in starting
air-start-units for aircraft and having cable
lead testing capability
[MASA-CASE-FBCT10113-1] p0485 B80-26599
POSITIOH (LOCATIOB)
Magnetic position and orientation tracking system
P0053 480-14950
Guidance system position update by multiple
snbarea correlation
p0087 480-17518
I The Transit system in radio navigation
[SEE P4PEB 79 1205], p0259 480-29043
Experimental determination of position-estimate
accuracy using back-azimuth signals from a
microwave landing system
[B4S4-TP-1574] . p0077 B80-13020
4-315
POSITIOB BBBOBS SUBJECT IHDB1
Positional error analysis, A-10 aircraft on
three-axis ground mount
[AD-A073600] P0083 H80-13336
Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement system
[BASA-TH-81376] p0120 H80-14128
Dipole broadside glide slope array for landing
systems '
[AD-A077042J ' ' p0168 880-16017
Fiber optic sensors for measuring angular position
and rotational speed air breathing engines
[BASA-TH-81454] p0229 B80-18368
Rinimna performance standards: Emergency locator
transmitters: Automatic Pized-BLT (AF),
Automatic Portable-ELT (AF). Aatomatic
Deployable-BLT (AD) operating on 121.5 and. 243.0
megahertz
CBTCA/DO-168] pO«38 1180-25511
Loran-based baoy position auditing systems:
Analytical evaluation
[AD-&088266] p0631 H80-32369
POSITIOH BBBOBS
Pitot-static system - Errors and calibrations
p0327 A80-30593
An extended Kalian filter for the estimation of
' transfer alignment errors to an airborne vehicle
CAIAA so-mo] posio A80-45522
Farther analyses of position errors in navigation
p0621 A80-52994
Determination of the repeatability of PEC —
flight tests for position error calibrating
. [ABTE-PB-79/36] p0118 880-14109
POSITIOH IBDICATOBS
ST BADIO DIBECTIOB FIBDEHS
Helicopter crash position indicator flight trials
p0206 A80-27240
Algorithms and logic for incorporating 113 BASA
' TCV B-737 airplane area navigation system
[HASA-TS.-80167] p0026 H80-10152
In-service improvements and modernization of all
components of the instrument landing systems.
Volume 1: sections 1-10
[AD-A074425] pO<m B80-13018
In-service improvements and modernization of all
•components of the instrument landing systems.
Volume 2: sections 11 and 12
[AD-A074426] p0077 H80-13019
A high accuracy flight profile determining system
systems analysis of inertial navigation
system for aircraft position determination
p0113 880-14002
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities of a general
aviation/air transport area navigation system
(BBAV)
[AD-A081646] p0362 B80-23288
POSITIOBI1G
Fuelling operations as a function of aircraft
positioning
p0581 A80-50272
POSITIOHIBG DBVICBS (BkCHXBBBl)
BT BOOHS (EQOIPBEBT)
Bavigation satellite users; Proceedings of-the
Rational Aerospace Symposium, Springfield, Va.,
Harch 6-8, 1979
p0190 A80-25141
POTBBTIAL BIZBSI
BT COHTACT POTEBTIALS
POTBHTIAL FLOB
The nonlinear supersonic poten .ial flow over delta
vings >
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0269] p0162 A80-23942
numerical prediction of compressible potential
flow for arbitrary geometries —- in airliner
air-intake systems
p0211 A80-27743
flethod of calculating the velocity at the surface
of an arbitrary King in an ideal fluid
p0262 A80-29208
Investigation of transonic flov in a cascade using
an adaptive mesh
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1430] • p0452 480-41617
Lift improvement of an aerofoil by periodic
deformations
p0474'A80-43379
A multi-grid code for 3-D transonic potential flov
about ailsymmetric inlets at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1365] p0506 A80-44141
Potential flow past a sing profile with a trailing
edge of finite thickness
p0524 A80-46827
Theoretical method for the analysis of airfoils in
viscous floss
P0571 A80-48624
method for calculating surface velocity of
arbitrary wing in ideal fluid
pOS81 A80-50463
notion of rectangular iring between parallel walls
p0019 S80-10050
General potential theory of arbitrary wing sections
[BACA-452] p0127 B80-15046
Ring design process by inverse potential flov
computer programs
p0300 B80-21259
Transonic data memorandum: Bumerical methods for
solving the potential flow equations for
two-dimensional aerofoils in subsonic and
transonic flows, brief details, test cases and
examples
[ZSDO-79009] p0302 B80-21278
Blade-to-blade flov of ideal fluid with wall
injection
p0315 H80-22228
Development and application of a subsonic
triangular vortex panel
[AD-A08559S] p0541 B80-29256
POTEITIAL TBEOBT
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system. Part 1:
Theory linearized potential theory
[HASA-CB-145284] p0076 1180-12998
General potential theory of arbitrary wing sections
[HACA-452] p0127 B80-15046
P01DBB (PARTICLES)
BT HETAL POHDBB
BT POIDEBED ALOHIBDB
POBDBB HETA1LOB6T
Beviev of superalloy powder metallurgy processing
for aircraft gas turbine applications
' ' p0003 A80-10310
Effects of thermally induced porosity on an as-HIP ,
powder metallurgy, superalloy
p0269 A80-29990
Application of superalloy powder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
p0507 A80-44240
HIP of Bane 95 Hot Isostatic Pressing
p0573 A80-49495
Advanced aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified
powers '
[AD-A077197] p0227 B80-18161
Development of advanced aluminum alloys from
rapidly solidified powders for aerospace
structural applications
[AD-A077800] P0227 880-18162
Consolidation of titanium powder to near net shapes
CAD-A078039] p0247 B80-19239
Bannfactare of low carbon astrology turbine disk
shapes by hot isostatic pressing, volume 2,
project 1 •
[BASA-CB-135410] . p0306 H80-21329
Application of superalloy powder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
CBASA-T8-81466] p0310 880-21488
Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior
of a powder metallurgy superalloy
[HASA-TH-81448] p0310 H80-21493
Baterials for advanced turbine engines. Volume 1:
Power metallurgy Bene 95 rotating turbine engine
parts
[BASA-CB-159802] p0539 B80-28499
POIDB11D UOBX1DB
Advanced aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified
powers
[AD-A077197] . p0227 880-18161
Development of advanced aluminum alloys from
rapidly solidified powders for aerospace
structural applications
[AD-A077800] p0227 880-18162
Application of rapidly solidified alloys
aluminum alloy fan blades and iron alloy bearings
[AD-A083496] p0485 B80-26431
POBDBBBD BBT1LS
D HBTAL POIDEB
POWBB COIDITIOBIHG
.Generating • innovation for Bavy's P-18
p0012 A80-12312
A rotary inverter system for a multiple-electrode
HBD generator
p0190 180-25093
A-316
SUBJECT IBDB1 FBBDICTIOI tlUISIS TBCHBIQDBS
High power density superconducting generator
p0571 180-48219
The 'challenge of designing reliable ECU transmitters
p0582 480-50525
POBBB BTFICIBBCY
Hind-turbine power improvement with modern airfoil
sections and 'multiple-speed generators
[1IM 60-0633] p0217 180-28819
Design stud; foe a fuel efficient torbofan engine
[1SBB PiPEE 80-GT-141] p0462 180-42254
lerodynamic design optimization of a fael
efficient high-performance, single-engine,
business airplane ,[mi P1PBB 80-1846] P0471 180-43304
Fael efficiency of small aircraft[1111 PAPBB 80-181)7] p0471 180-43305
Some aspects of the thermodynamics of dact jet flovs
in tnrbofan engines
p0525 180-46846
Range of applicability and energetic
characteristics of snail-scale
higo-pressure-gradient birotational turbines
I p0526 180-47177
Organizing multistage energy conversion systems
. p0526 180-47183
Influence of upper and lower overlap on efficiency
of partial-admission axial air microturbine
pOS66 180-47438
Speed control of electrical pumps in' aircraft and
military vehicle applications
p0583 180-50681
Effect of1 water injection and .off scheduling of
variable inlet guide vanes, gas generator speed
and power turbine nozzle angle on the
performance of an automotive gas turbine engine[H1SI-TH-81415] p0292 H80-20272
EOBEB GEHEB1TOBS
D ELECTHIC 6EHEEATOHS
POBBB PL1BTS
Simulating the shock protection performance of
large transit packs by means of small scale
laboratory models applicable to aircraft
engine power plant design
p0213 180-27790
COB8B PSOCESSIBG SISTEBS
0 POBBB COBDITIOBIHS
POBBB SOPPII CIHC01TS
In overvoltage safety system for direct current
aircraft generators
p0098 180-19051
Integrated control techniques for advanced
aircraft electrical power systems
. p0570 180-48216
PO1EBBD Lin 11BCB1PT
The structure-free thrust-doubling of insect-like
aircraft - The possibility of'using
insect-flight /thrust-flight/ on a large
technical scale
p0160 180-23371
Experimental study of flapping wing lift and
propulsion
p0273 180-30680QCSEE OTV engine powered-lift acoustic performanceQuiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
Under The Ring '[1111 P1PEB 80-1065] p0394 180-38651
• Application of viscous analyses to the design ofjet exhaust powered lift installations[8.SSE PAPEB 79-GT/ISB-15] , p0511 180-45666
Workshop on Thrust Augmenting Ejectors[H1S1-CP-2093] p0022 B80-10107Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)[H1S1-CB-159473] p0135 H80-15120Quiet powered-lift propulsion[HIS1-CP-2077] p0136 H80-15127
The YC-14 upper surface blown flap: 1 unique
control surface
pOt40 HBO-15157
Analysis of fuel-conservative carved decelerating
approach trajectories for powered-l^ft and CTOLjet aircraft[S1S1-TP-1650] p0231 880-19022
Flight evaluation of configuration management
system concepts during transition to the landing
approach for a powered-lift, StOl aircraft[SASA-TB-81146] p0245 880-19127QCSEE OTR engine powered-lift acoustic performance[H1S1-TH-81504] p0420 880-24315
PBlIDtL IOHBEB
Extension of Prandtl's biplane theory to wing-tail
combinations
p0013 180-12599
PBBC10TIOBS
0 ACCIDEBT PBEVBBTIOB
PBKIPIT1TIOB (BBTBOB0106T)
BT BAIL
BT B1IB
PBKXPXTinOB P1BTICLB BEtSOBBEBBT
Site distribution and surface area measurements of
gas turbine combustor smoke
p0060 &80-16949
PBBDICTIOH 1B1LTSIS TBCBBXQOBS
Predicted jet thickness effects on the lift of an
aagaentor ving
p0012 180-12597
1 pre-design code for predicting engine
acquisition costs[1111 PiPEB 80-0055] . p0099 180-19269
Aircraft store separation notion prediction via
grid data trajectories
. [1111 80-0462] p0201 180-26959
Avoiding divergent stall in control configured
aircraft by using a canard arrangement
p0217 880-28854
Discriminant analysis of purchasers of general
aviation aircraft avionics
p0271 180-30305
Comparison of methods for prediction of transition
by stability analysis[1111 P1PEB 80-1375] p0452 180-41588
Impact of aircraft vs logistics characteristics on
operational readiness[1111 PIPES 80-1830] p0469 180-43293
The relationship between reliability and
airworthiness flight risk and failure .
estimation for civil aviation
p0511 180-45694
Spin prediction techniques[1111 80-1564] pOSIS 180-45863
1 model-based technique for predicting pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports[1111 80-1573] p0516 180-45872
A new technique to evaluate performance of jet
fuel filtration equipment[S1E PIPEB 800771] p0577 180-49714
On turbine blade creep and fatigue analysis by
special kinematic assumptions[OBEB1, IP BO. 1980-108] p0623 180-53293
Estimation of attainable leading-edge thrust for
wings at subsonic and supersonic speeds[B1S1-TP-1500] p0022 880-10105
Prediction of helicopter rotor downwash in hover
and vertical flight[1BL/1EBO-BBPT-150] p0035 B80-11032
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects, phase 1 report, volume 2: Test data[1D-1072387] p0039 H80-11070
Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on fighter
aircraft at high angles of attack[10-1071893] ' p0039 B80-11073
1 method for evaluating aircraft take-off
performance[BEPT-1663] p0039 B80-1107S
Bemarks on the transonic flow past oscillating
airfoils
p0065 B80-12009
In adaptation and validation of a primitive
variable mathematical model for predicting the
flows in turbojet test cells and solid fuel
ramjets[10-1074187] p012T B80-14133
Prediction of dynamic properties of a rotor
supported by hydrodynamic bearings using the
finite element method '[CBTIB-1-41-29-0] p0185 B80-17482
Undercarriage drag prediction methods[ESDO-79015] p0232 B80-19028
Application of the Bstlmation-Before-Bodeling(EBB) system identification method to the high
. angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 2: simulation study
using r-2c wind tunnel model data[1D-1079923] p0235 B80-19061
Application of the Estiaation-Before-Hodeling(EBB) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 3: Identification of
*-317
PBBDICTIOHS SOBJECT IIDEX
T-2C aerodynamics stability and control
characteristics from actual flight test data
[AD-A079924] p0237 H80-19072
Advanced infrared signature prediction progran.
Spectral calculation of radiation from a turbine
propulsion system as intercepted by an observer
(SCOBPIOH). Volnne 3: Analysis
[AD-A078436] - p0244 880-19124
„Avionics Beliability, Its Techniques and Belated
Disciplines conferences
[AGABD-CP-261] P0250 H80-19519
The development of rapid predictive Methods for
three-dimensional transonic flow fields about
fighter bomber aircraft, part 1
.[AD-A078683] p0288 B80-20236
Analysis of uncertainties in turbine netal
temperature predictions
[BASA-TP-1593J p0306 880-21326
Comparison of theoretically predicted
lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics
with full-scale wind tunnel data on the ATIIT
airplane
[HASA-CB-163189] pOU17 880-24295
The rapid prediction of aircraft store loading
distribution at transonic speeds, part 2
[AD-A082005] p0419 B80-24308
A numerical and experimental study of the
turbulent wakes of tnrbomachinery rotor blades,
isolated airfoils, and a cascade of airfoils
P0486 H80-27277
Off-design correlation for losses due to part-span
dampers on transonic rotors
[HASA-TP-1693] p0534 H80-28352
wind-tunnel experiments on divergence of
forward-swept wings
[BASA-TP-1685] p054S 880-29287
A methodology for long-range prediction of air
. transportation
p0517 B80-29305
Influence of nistnning on blade torsional flatter
[HASA-CB-165137] p0599 B80-31351
PBEDICTIOIS
HT IHPACT PBEDICTIOB
HI BOISE PREDICTION (AIBCBAFT)
BT PEBFOBHAHCE PBEDICTIOB
A new approach to maintainability prediction
avionics, ground, and shipboard electronics
P0251 B80-19537
PBEDICTOBS
0 PBEDICTIOBS
PBEFLIGHT AHALYSIS
Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center. Volume 4:
Description of dynamic drop store separation
testing
[AD-A087490] . p0599 B80-31358
PBEPLI6BT OPEBA«OHS
BT AIBCBAFT BOHDP
Fuelling operations as a function of aircraft
positioning
... p0581 A80-50272
PBEBEATIBG
D HEATIHG . .
PBELAOICB TESTS
HT STATIC FIBIHG
PEBLOADIBG
D PBESTBESSIHG
PHEHIIBD PIAHES
Premizing guality and flame'stability: A
theoretical and experimental study
[BASA-CB-3216] p0071 H80-12090
PBEPABATIOB
BT PBBSTBESSIHG
PBBSIBIEBIBG
D SIHTEBIFG ,
PBESSIH6 (POBBIBG)
BT COIHIHG
Efficient sheet metal forming methods in the
aircraft industry
p0280 480-32408
PBESSDBE
HT ATBOSPBEBIC PBESSOBE
HT BASE PBESSDBE
HT DIPFEBEHTIAI PBESSOBE
HT DTRABIC PPESSDBE
HT GAS PBESSDBE
HT HIGH PBESSDBE
BT IHPiCT LOADS
HT IBIBT PBESSOBB
BT ISOSTATIC PBESSDBE
HI LOaiBOOS IBTZBS1TY .
BT OVEBPBESSOBE -
BT SODBD PBESSDBE
HT STATIC PBESSOBE
BT SDPEBCBITICAl PBESSDBES .
HI TBAHSIEBT PRESSURES
HI »ALX PBESSOBE
HI BIRD PBESSOBE
Pressure and velocity measurements in a
three-dimensional wall jet
• p0023 H80-10126
Surface conforming thermal/pressure seal for
control devices in space.vehicles
CHASA^CASB-HSC-18422-1] , p0124 H80-14400
PBESSOBE CABI1S
D PBBSSOBIZED CABIHS
PBESSOBE DISTBIBDTIOB
Onsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
p0193 A80-26269
Pressure distribution in rectangular wing /blade/
sections during curvilinear notion in an
incompressible medium
p0203 A80-27157
Bysteresis of aerodynamic characteristics for
wing models and segmented conical bodies of
revolution
p0204 A80-27167
Pressure rise of axial flow fans with whirling
outflow
p0260 A80-29096
Pressures inside a room subjected to simulated
sonic booms
p0278 A80-31809
System to measure the pressure distribution on fan
aerofoil surfaces during flutter conditions
p03«2 A80-36144
Calculation of pressure distribution on slender
wings in supersonic flow
. . . p0376 A80-36797
Separation pressure of a turbulent boundary layer
in transonic interactions
p0390 A80-38035
Transonic flow over airfoils with tangential
injection
p0391 A80-38263
An evaluation of statistical methods for the
prediction of maximum time-variant inlet total
pressure distortion
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1110] p0397 A80-38918
The influence of compressibility on the simulation
of the separation behavior of external stores
from a carrier
[DOLE PAPEB 79-094] p0454 A80-41899
On the pressure losses due to the tip clearance of
centrifugal blowers
[&SBE PAPEB 80-GT-139] . p0462 A80-42252
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamic
forces on a three-dimensional wing
[DGLB PAPEB 80-027] • p0522 "A80-46281
Theoretical method for the analysis of airfoils in
viscous flows •
p0571 A8Q-48624
Shockless airfoils for wings, compressors, and
turbines '
p0581 A80-50311
Laminar boundary layer calculation from
experimental pressure distribution
p0018 S80-10045
Fuselage and nozzle pressure distributions on ,a
1/12-scale F-15 propulsion model at transonic
speeds conducted in langley 16 foot
transonic tunnel
[HASA-TP-1521] p0035 H80-11036
The normal force on a cruciform missile at bank
angles of a deg and 45 deg
p0066 B80-12037
Rind tunnel force and pressure tests of a 21*
thick general aviation airfoil with 20* aileron,
2551 slotted flap and 10* slot-lip spoiler
[HASA-CB-3081] p0067 H80-12053
Onsteady pressure distortion in compressor
inflow
p0073 H80-12333
Evaluation of airjet distortion generator used to
produce steady-state, total-pressure distortion
at the inlet of a General Electric F101-GE-100
tnrbofan engine
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SUBJECT IBDBI PBBSSOBB OSCZUATIOIS
. [AD-A072743] pOOBI 880-13049
Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution
measurements in rotating systems
[BSA-TT-503-BEV] p0082 880-13059
Pressore distribution on Jonkowski wings
[8ACA-TB-336] p0126 H80-15036
The aerodynamic forces on airship halls
[BACA-184] p0126 H80-15039
A nsers gnide for A344: 1 program using a finite
difference method to analyze transonic flow over
oscillating airfoils '
[HASA-CB-159141] p0127 H80-15052
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blown configurations:
Eiperiaental prograi, high-speed pressure tests
[UASA-CB-159135] p0129 H80-15071
A comparison of calculated and experimental lift
and pressure distributions for several
helicopter rotor sections
[SASA-TH-81160] p0168 880-16036
Eiperiaental study of the aerodynamics of a
helicopter rotor blade nodel in an unsteady flow
regime during wind tunnel tests
[AAAF-HT-79-21] p0175 H80-17036
Unsteady effects with control surfaces —•
measured in a wind tunnel
[J11F-HT-79-01J p0225 H80-18049
Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by
aerofoils having a particular form of
supercritical upper-surface pressure
distribution that yields only snail wave drag
[BSDO-78010] p0302 H80-21277
A study of panel loads and centers of pressure of
three different cruciform aft-tail control
surfaces of a wingless missile from Hach 1.60 to
3.70
[BASA-TH-81787] p0358 H80-23251
Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet
plumes on pressure distribution over a
cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds
[AD-A081647] p0359 H80-23259
Pressure distribution measurements on wedges at
subsonic and transonic velocities in a
transonic wind tunnel
' [BSA-TT-554] p0360 H80-23267
Documentation of cascade unsteady pressure
difference program[AD-A083987] p0497 H80-27368
Combined linear theory/impact theory method for
analysis and design of high speed configurations
[HASA-CB-3314] p0587 H80-30273
An analytical solution of lift loss for a round
planform with a central lifting jet
[AD-A086669] p0587 880-30276
Jet interference on supercritical wings. Part 1:
Experiments on a two-dinensional wing. Part 2:
Experiments on a swept wing wind tunnel tests
[ABC-B/H-3845] pOSOO H80-31365
Pressure data for four analytically defined arrow
wings in supersonic flow : Langley Unitary
Plan Wind Tunnel tests
[SASA-TH-81835] p0628 H80-32332
PHBSSOBE DBAS
HT IBTEBFEBEHCE DBAG
IT SDPEBSOBIC DBAG
A comparison of jet temperature effects on
afterbody drag with those from jet molecular
weight and nozzle area ratio variations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1161] p0448 A80-41191
PBBSSOBB DBOP
Determination of start-up pressure losses for
gas-turbine engine compressors
p0147 A80-21052
Blade trailing edge heat transfer
[ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-45) p0458 A80-42178
PBBSSOBB EFFECTS
Class of shockfree airfoils producing the same
surface pressure
. ' p0218 A80-28857
Influence of swirl chamber dimensions on the jet
angle of an air nozzle
p0526 A80-471B1
Pressure in a liquid from a gas babble generated
by blasting a high-explosive in an inertially
sealed parabolic chamber for explosive forming
pOS64 A80-47407
PBBSSOBB FIELDS
0 PBESSOBE DISTFIBOTIOB
PBBSSOBE GAGBS
BT BABOBBTEBS
HT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES
PBBSSOBB 6BADIEITS
Pressure losses in the inlet and outlet channels
of high-pressure single- and two-stage
axial-flow fans
p0261 i80-29133
Three-dimensional self-similar laminar boundary
layer with longitudinal and transverse pressure
gradient
p0376 A80-36786
Ose of nose cap and fuselage pressure orifices for
determination of air data for space shuttle
orbiter below supersonic speeds
C»ASA-TP-1643] p063S B80-32389
PBESSOBE BEASOBEBBUS
Unsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
p0193 A80-26269
Pitot-static system - Errors and calibrations
p0327 480-31593
Unsteady pressure measurements and data analysis
techniques in axial-flow compressors
p0342 A80-36143
Temperature and pressure measurement techniques
for an advanced turbine test facility
p0344 A80-36157
Aerodynamic loss in a gas turbine stage with film
cooling
[ASHB PAPEB 80-GT-38J p0457 A80-42171
On the pressure losses due to the tip clearance of
centrifugal blowers
[ASBE PAPBB 80-GT-139] p0462 A80-42252
Time-dependent measurement of base pressure in a
blowdown tunnel with varying unit Beynolds number
p0617 A80-52014
Heasurenents on a three-dimensional swept wing at
low speeds. Part 1: The flow around the leading
edge
CFFA-130-PT-1] p0036 H80-11044
Beasoreoents on a three-dimensional swept wing at
low speeds. Part 2: The flow in the boundary
layer on the main wing
[FFA-131-PT-2] p0036 H80-11045
Aeroaconstic measuring techniques in or outside
turbulent flows
p0125 N80-14876
static pressure orifice system testing method and
apparatus '
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12269-1] . p0229 N80-18358
Detection of the transitional layer between
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface
using an accelerometer to measure pressure
levels during wind tunnel tests
.[HASA-CASB-LAB-12261-1] p0287 H80-20224
The. pressuremeter: Application of pavement design
airport runways
p0296 880-201)32
Surface pressure measurements at two tips of a
model helicopter rotor in hover
[ HASA-CB-3281 ] p0359 1180-23252
Hypersonic heat transfer test program in the VKI
longshot facility
[AD-A081467] p0359 B80-23257
Afterbody drag and base pressure measurements on a
body of revolution at angles of incidence up to
alpha = 25 deg at subsonic and transonic Bach
numbers transonic wind tunnel measurements
[BSA-TT-569] p0360 880-23268
wind tunnel investigation of an all flush orifice
air data system for a large subsonic aircraft
conducted in a Langley 8 foot transonic
pressure tunnel
[HASA-TP-1642] p0364 B80-23304
Flight test evaluation of airborne tire pressure
indicating systems
[AD-A081598] p0364 B80-23305
Pressure and flow measurement flight testing
[AGABD-AG-160-VOL-11] p0647 H80-33407
A digital unit for measuring unsteady pressure
coefficients in a wind tunnel
p0652 880-33619
PBESSDBB OSCllLiTIOHS
A velocity potential panel method for the
prediction of unsteady airloads on oscillating
wings.and bodies
p0275 A80-30859.
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PBESSOBE PBOBES SOBJECT IIDEI
Pressure fields generated by instability waves and
coherent structures in an impinging jet
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0980] p0392 A80-38632
in experimental investigation of pressure
oscillations in a side dump ramjet coebnstor
[AIAA PiPEB 80-1117] p0398 A80-38922
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing—edge controls at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-947] p0347 H80-22281
PBESSDBE PBOBES
D PBESSOBE SEHSOBS
PBESSOBE POISES
Statistical characteristics of pressure
fluctuations in the flow-separation zone on a
plate behind a spoiler
p0049 A80-13695
Base pressure fluctuations aircraft acoustic
loads
pOOSO 480-14510
Experimental and nnnerical results on a shear
layer excited by a sound pulse
[BASA-TB-80183] p0075 H80-12821
PBESSOBE BECO7BBY
Effect of the relative area of the flow core on
the perfornance of a hypersonic wind tunnel
p0088 A80-17673
Straight-walled, two-dimensional diffnsers -
Transitory stall and peak pressure recovery
p0211 A80-27746
The hybrid diffuser for gas turbine engines
• [ASHB PAPEB 80-GT-136] . p0462 A80-42249
An investigation of vane-island diffnsers at high
swirl
• [ASBE PAPEE 80-GT-148] p0463 A80-42260
PBESSOBE BEDOCIIOB
Secondary losses in axial compressor
p0260 A80-29108
Seduced bleed air extraction for DC-10 cabin air
conditioning
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1197] p0448 A80-41194
Engine bleed air reduction in DC-10
[HASA-CB-159846] p0633 H80-32378
PBBSSOBE SEHSOBS
Beasuring unsteady pressure on rotating coQpressor
blades' with semiconductor strain gages under
gas turbine engine operating conditions
p0013 A80-12630
Some dynamic and time-averaged flow measurements
in a turbine rig
p0147 A80-21120
System to measure the pressure distribution on fan
aerofoil surfaces during flutter conditions
p0342 A80-36144
Steady-state performance of J85-21 compressor at
100 percent of design speed with and without
interstage rake blockage
[HASA-TH-81451] p0307 880-21333
Data analysis of P sub T/P sub S noseboom probe
. testing on F100 engine P680072 at HASA Lewis
Besearch Center
[HASA-CB-159816] p0307 H80-21334
Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise:
Instrumentation, methodology and initial results
[ HASA-CB-1 63007] p0345 H80-22264
System for use in conducting wake investigation
for a wing in flight differential pressure
measurements for drag .investigations
[NASA-CASE-FBC-11024-1] p0529 S80-28300
PBESSOBB TBAHSDOCBBS
0 PBESSDBE SEHSOBS
PBESSDEE RATES
0 ELASTIC IAVES
PBESSOBE WELDIHG
HT DIFFUSION WELDING
NT OLTBASOBIC WELDIHG
PBBSSOBIZBD CABIHS
Helicopter environmental control - Commercial and
military solutions
[ASHE PAPEB 79-EHAS-35] p0056 A80-15259
Air supply system approach for the Boeing Bodel
767 Airplane
[SAE PAPEB 791068] p0194 A80-26631
PBESSOBIZI16
HT FUEL TAHK PBESSOBIZATIOH
Crack development in panels of a pressurized
fuselage under the combined effect of
pressurization-induced cyclic loads and
high-frequency vibrations
p0192 A80-26195
PBBSTOB TUBES
0 PITOT TOBES
B SPEED IHDICATOHS
PBESTBAIBIiG
0 PBESTBBSSIKG
PBBSTBBSSIHG
Prestressed pavements for airports
[SAE PAPBB 800764] p0577 A80-49709
Design study of prestressed rotor spar concept
[HASA-CB-159086] p0178 H80-17062
PBBTESTS
0 TESTS
PBBTBEATHBHT
HT PBESTBESSIHG
PBBTBISTIHG
0 PBESTBESSIBG
D TWISTIHG
PBB?BSTIOH
HT ACCIDENT PBEVEHTIOH
HT COBBOSIOS PBEYEHTIOH
HT FIBE PBEVEHTIOH
HT ICE PBEYBHTIOH
Designing on-condition tasks for naval aircraft
preventive maintenance
[AD-A085450] p0545 H80-29289
PBIBABY BATTERIES
BT HICKEL ZIHC BATTEBIES
PBIBCETOH SAILIIHGS
0 SAILRIHGS
PBIHTBD CIBCOIIS
NT LABGE SCALE INTEGBATIOH
PBIVATB AIBCBAFT
U GEHEBAL A7IATIOH AIBCBAFT
PBOBABILITI
D PBOBABILITI THBOBY
PBOBABILITI DISTBIBDTIOB FOHCTIOHS
Development of a normalized probability
distribution for lateral load factors due to
aircraft ground turning
[AD-A077047] p0237 H80-19070
Probabilities of vertical overlap: A sensitivity
analysis vertical separation standards for
aircraft
[PB80-161151] p0491 H80-27323
PBOBABILITY TBEOBT
Factorial interpolational method of analyzing the
accuracy of nonlinear automatic control systems
in the presence of random effects
p0262 A80-29215
Solution of the steady-state heat conduction
problem by a probability method temperature
calculation for gas turbine engine components
p0565 A80-47418
On determining the temperatures at given points of
cooled turbine blades made from multilayer
perforated materials
p0616 A80-51889
Statistical aspects of carbon fiber risk
assessment modeling fire accidents involving
aircraft
• [HASA-CB-159318] p0555 H80-29432
PBOBLBH SOLVIBG
HT ASIBPTOTIC HETHODS
BT ITEBATIVB SOLUTION
A computerized method for calculating flutter
characteristics of a system characterized by two
degrees of freedom
[BASA-TB-80153] p0114 H80-14055
PBOCBDOBES
HT FIHITE ELEBEHT BETBOD
. HT PABEL HETBOD (FLOID DIBAHICS)
PBOCBEDIBGS
Flying qualities design criteria
[AD-A088629] p0647 H80-33402
PBOCESS COHTBOL (IHDUSTBY)
Organization of automatic control systems for
technological processes in aircraft mechanical
engineering -. Russian book
pOOOl 480-10123
Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[FE-2315-43] p0425 H80-24482
Investigation into adaptive control of a
slip-cast, reaction-bonded silicon-nitride
process via adaptive learning network modeling
[AD-A083730] p0502 H80-28091
Befining and upgrading of synfnels from .coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
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SOBJEC* IHDBZ PHOFILOSBTEBS
[FE-2315-00] p0539 H80-28550
PBOCESSOHS (COBPOtBBS)
0 CBHTBAL PBOCBSSIBG OBITS
PBOCOBBBBHT
HI GOVBBHBEHT PBOCDSEBEBT
The integrated nanagement of reliability and
maintainability.in procurement
p0252 H80-19558
PBOCOBEBEHT BAHAGEHEBT
1TE system acquisition for B-3A sentry./ASACS/
p0271 180-30033
Aurora /cp-100/ aircraft operational software system
p032<t A80-34185
Cost analyses for avionics acquisition
pO«09 480-00311
Affordable automatic testing - A modular concept
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1828] p0513 A80-<I57I»2
PBODUCT DEVELOPBEHT
The interrelationships between engineering -
development simulation and flight simulation
aircraft design development simulator technology
transfer to flight simulator and training
program improvements
pOOOS A80-10777
RASA gear research and its probable effect on
rotorcraft transmission design
p0016 A80-13068
Development and flight test of a tvo-place
night/adverse weather A-10 for the close-air
support and battlefield attack mission
[ S A B PAPEB 791069] p0194 A80-26632
Crossing the Channel in the Gossamer Albatross
p0208 A80-27389
Flight recording in the OK. I - Evolution
p0212 A80-27751
Airbus family concept for the 1990s
p0216 A80-28189
The aerodynamics of future transport aircraft and
the role of the wind tunnel during development
P0216 A80-28494
Test program set development process used for P3
Orion avionics support
P0269 A80-29997
The anatomy of an avionics system development and
integration laboratory
P0284 A80-32455
The hovercraft cones of age
p0407 A80-39569
Planning technology development to achieve
consistent component technology and flexibility
of application for military airbreathing
propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1081] p0447 A80-41176
The development and application of improved
combustor vail cooling techniques
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-66] p0459 A80-42196
Development and field experience of a new 29000 HP
gas turbine
[ A S H E PAPEB 80-GT-152] p0463 A80-1(2261
Product performance enhancement in the Onited
States Air Force
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1816] p0512 A80-45738
Development of lightweight transformers for
airborne high power supplies
[AD-A07621S] P0185 880-17366
PBODOCTIOB EBGIBEERIBG
HT PBODOCTIOH PLASHING
Organization of automatic control systems for
technological processes in aircraft mechanical
engineering Russian book
pOOOl A80-10123
Diffusion bonding as a production process Book
P0011 A80-12076
Composites in aircraft manufacturing - An
impressive rise in Western Europe
P0153 A80-21923
The shapes of things to come - An introduction to
the capabilities of the British Aerospace
numerical Saster Geometry System
computer-aided design and manufacturing of
aerodynamic surfaces
P0159 A80-23351
H A V A I B pushes SPF/DB for structures in naval
aircraft design and construction
p0189 A80-24739
Fiberglass rotor produced
p0189 A80-21740
Pratt and Whitney innovations tnrbomachine
blade casting and hot isostatic pressing of
turbine disks
p0191 A80-25448
CADD on the F-18 program Computer Aided Design
and Drafting
p0193 A80-26345
Ben materials and methods for airframe construction
p0217 A80-28495
CAD/CAB in packaging aerospace electronics
p0263 A80-29450
Technological and commercial aspects of aircraft
production
[DGLB PAPEB 80-033] p0522 A80-46285
Profile cutting with direct data allocation and
real-time operations planning
[DG1B PAPEB 80-035] p0522 A80-46286
Cost effective series production on the basis of
new design and production principles, using a
light aircraft as an example
[DGLB PAPEB 80-038] p0523 A80-46289
Integration of CAD/CAB systems for production of
structural components
p0572 A80-48937
Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for 1-1011 aircraft
[HASA-CB-162862] p0226 H80-18104
Nanufactnre of low carbon astrology turbine disk
shapes by hot isostatic pressing. Volume 2,
project 1[NASA-CB-135010] p0306 S80-21329
Parametric study of helicopter aircraft systems
costs and weights
[HASA-CB-152315] p0347 N80-22305
OUST fiber reinforced plastic helicopter tail
rotor assembly (pnltruded spar)
[AD-A082352] p0418 H80-24298
Shock wave thermomechanical processing of aircraft
gas turbine disk alloys
[AD-A082080] p0420 N80-20319
Cost estimating relationships for airframes in the
development and production phases
[NASA-TB-80229] p0441 N80-26198
Some examples of procedures used in OR for
acceptance testing of aircraft produced by the
aircraft industry under government contract
p0596 H80-31332
PBODOCTIOB BAHAGEBBHT
F-16 co-production - An American point of view
p0012 A80-12315
Value analysis for the aircraft Airbus
[SHIAS-792-501-105] p0486 S80-27212
Costs and benefits of requiring new production of
older aircraft types to meet amended noise
standards
[AD-A080130] pO«95 H80-27356
The application of design to cost and life cycle
cost to aircraft engines
[AGABD-LS-107] p0597 B80-31342
Progress on the OS Air Force approach for the
practical management of engine life cycle costs
gas turbine engines
p0598 N80-31345
Bilitary engine programs with cost objectives
p0598 H80-31346
PBODOCTIOB BETBODS
0 PBODOCTIOH BBGIHEEBIHG
PBODOCTIOB PLAHHHG .
Planning technology development to achieve
consistent component technology and flexibility
of application for military airbreathing
propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1081] p0447 A80-41176
PBODOCTS
HT PETBOLEDB PBODOCTS
PBOFILE BETBOD (FOBECASTISG)
IFB aircraft handled forecast by air route traffic
control center, fiscal years 1979-1990
[AD-A070786] p0026 H80-10153
Application of modified profile analysis to
function testing of simulated CTOL transport
touchdown-performance data
[HASA-TP-1541] p0038 B80-11069
Technological forecasting-aircraft design.
Citations from the International Aerospace
Abstracts data base
[HTIS/PS-79/1017/7] p0170 H80-16057
Cargo generation forecasting models
[AD-A076136] p0176 H80-17044
PBOPILOBBTEBS
Discontinuous registration of industrial
A-321
PBOGBAB BASA6BBEBT SUBJECT IBDBZ
radiographs using profile analysis and piecenise
correlation techniques
p0087 480-17521
PBOGBAB BABAGBBBHT
O PBOJECT BAHAGBHBBT
PBO6BAH VBBIFICATIOB (COBPOTBBS)
DBAS - A flexible data handling system foe F-15
software perfocaance evaluation
p0284 480-32451
Software/Hardware Integrated Critical Path
Analysis /ICPi/
P0411 A80-40352
An assessnent of and approach to the validation of
digital flight control systems
p0112 H80-14036
Verification and validation of avionic simulations
p0254 H80-19811
PBOSBABBBD IHSTBOCTIOB
HT COBPOTEB ASSISTED IHSTBUCTIOS
PBOGBiHHIIS LAH60AGBS
HT ASSEMBLY LAHGUAGB
ST POBTBAH
Programs for the transonic wind tanoel data
processing installation. Part 7: Extended focal
[AD-A073414] p0226 RaQ-18054.
PB06UBS
HI AIIIT PBOJECT
ST DEPEBSE PSOGBAH
HI GLOBAL ATROSPBEBIC BESEAECH PBOGBAB
HI HASA PBOGBiBS
HI QDIET EBGIBE PBOGBAB
HT SKTLAB PBOGBAB
HI SQUID PBOJECT
HT SOPEBSOBIC CBOISE AIBCBAFT BESEABCB
NT TEBHIBAL CORPIGDBED VEHICLE PEOGBiH
HI TILT BOIOB BESEABCB AIBCBAFT PBOGBAH
PBOJBCT BAIAGEBBII
Acqoisition logistics management in naval aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1827] p0513 A80-45741
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard
at selected United Kingdom bases: BAF
Bildenhall, BAF Alconbnry, BAF Upper Beyford,
BAF Bentnaters, BAF Fairford, BAF Lakenheath,
and BAF Roodbridge
[AD-A073062] p0069 B80-12077
Technical and operational factors concerning the
licensing and introduction of a new microwave
landing systen for category 2
p0492 H80-27336
PROJECT PLABHII6
Systens analysis for planning of air fleets and
•aintenance facilities
p0153 A80-21935
Installation criteria for the Approach Lighting
System Improvement progran (ALSIP)
[AO-A070076] p0082 B80-13057
RASA/Army IV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
•ind-tnnnel test program plan Aees 40-ft by
80-ft Kind tunnel tests
[HASA-TB-78562] p0129 H80-15067
PBOJECTILES
HT HYPEBVELOCITY PBOJECTILES
HT SABOT PBOJECTILES
Bind tunnel and flight test drag comparisons for a
guided projectile with cruciforn tails
[AIAA 80-0426] p0202 480-26968
Bindtunnel tests of a tubular supersonic inlet for
projectiles
[DFVLB-FB-79-26] p0436 H80-25367
PBOJECIS
HT ATLII PBOJECT
HT SQUID PBOJECT
PBOPA6ATIOB (EITBBSIOS)
HT CRACK PBOPAGATIOR
HT FLABE PBOPAGATIOB
PROPAGATIOH BOOBS
Bigoroas solutions for sound radiation frou
circular ducts with hyperbolic horns or infinite
plane baffle
p0390 A80-37895
Theoretical prediction of nonlinear propagation
effects on noise signatures generated by
subsonic or supersonic propeller or rotor-blade
tips
[HASA-TP-1660] p0345 H80-22265
PBOPAGATIOB VELOCITY
Influence of sorting-fluid issuance through a
nozzle on the rate of flame front propagation in
a pnlsating-type coBbustion chaaber
p0564 A80-47394
PBOPELLABT COBBDSTIOI
A primitive variable computer model for coabnstion
within solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A081081] p0365 H80-23319
PBOPBLLAHT PBOPBBTIES
The iupact of fuels on aircraft technology through
the year 2000
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0896] . p0336 A80-35898
The monopropellant isopropyl nitrate - Its
characteristics -and uses, and possible future
applications
C A I A A PAPEB 80-1293] p0402 480-39008
PBOPBLLABT STOBAGB
Hodeling of water-fuel emulsions under laboratory
conditions aircraft foel storage
p0568 A80-47947
PBOPBLLAHTS
BT BIGB TEBPEBiTOBE PBOPELLAHTS
BT LIQUID SOCKET PBOPELLAHTS
HT BOHOPBOPELLAHTS
HT SLUBBY PBOPELLAHTS
BT SOLID PBOPELLAHTS
HT SOLID BOCEET PBOPELLABTS
PBOPBLLBB BLADBS
Construction of a nonstationary nonlinear
propeller theory
p0015 A80-12911
Parameter selection for aerodynamic design of
propellers
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BT BICBODAVE FBEQDEBCIES
BT OXTBAHIGH FREQUENCIES
BT VEBY HIGH FBEQDEHCIES
Aconsto-optic devices for ose in radio frequency
target simulators
p0508 A80-44514
A standard for BF nodalation factor -r- for
instroaent landing systems and VOB navigation
systems[PB80-109085] p0304 B80-21314
BADIO FBBQDBBCI IITBBFBBBBCB
HT BLECTHOBAGBETIC BOISE
Coaparison of measured data with IF-77 propagation
nodel predictions[AD-A076508] p0228 B80-18259
Suppression of electrostatic radioelectric
interference on aircraft
p0315 B.80-22234
Measurement of ,
interference-to-navigation/conmnnication
avionics from cable television (CATV) systems[AD-A081430] p0370 S80-23530
High power BF and noise cancellation system[AD-A084016] pOSOO B80-27562
Interference and noise in and adjacent to the
LOBAR-C spectrum at airports
[AD-A086043] i p0544 B80-29281
BADIO PBEQDEBCI HOISE
0 ELBCTBOBAGHETIC BOISE
BADIO IHIEBFEBEHCB
0 BADIO FBEQOEHCI IBTEBFEBEHCE
BADIO HATIGAIIOB ' .
BT DECCA BAVIGATIOH
BT BYPEBBOLIC- HAVIGATIOB
BT LOBAB
HT LOBAH C
BT TACAB
HT VHF OHBIBABGE HAVIGATIOH
The Onega radio navigation system Bassian book
p0101 A80-19413
The Federal Aviation Administration navigation
program
P0197 A80-26819
Airport radio navigation systems Bnssian book
P0209 A80-27716
The Transit system in radio navigation
[SEE PAPEB 79 1205]
 ; P?25? &80-29043Beceivers for the Bavstar global positioning system
p0273 A80-30787
Air safety navigation system reliability
. p0408 A80-39591
Optimal algorithms and secondary processing devices
'. for aircraft trajectory measurement
p0573 180-19635
Hew possibilities offered by a radio-inertial
hybrid guidance system digital simulation study
p0255 B80-19836
BADIO PBOPA6ATIOB
0 BADIO TBAHSRTSSIOH
BIDIO BAH6BS
0 BADIO BEACOHS
BADIO BBCBIVBBS
BT TBAHSBITTBB BECEIVEBS
Optimal receivers and discrete-signal processors
for hyperbolic radar navigation systems
p0011 A80-12030
Beceivers for the Bavstar global positioning system
p0273 A80-30787
A simple Bavstar receiver
p0279 A80-32120
Scalar update navigation algorithm for a low-cost
BATSTAB GPS receiver in general aviation
aircraft avionics
p0281 A80-32429
A navigation algorithm for single channel low-cost
GPS receiver
p0284 A80-32457
Advanced signal processing concepts for
multi-function radio systems in airborne
receiver design
p0284 A80-32461
Hilitary adaption of a commercial YOB/IIS airborne
radio vith a reliability improvement warranty
p0251 H80-19540
Interferonetric locating system[HASA-CASB-HPO-14173-1] p0630 H80-32359
Loran-based buoy position auditing systems:
Analytical evaluation[AD-A088266] p0631 B80-32369
BADIO BELAY SYSTBBS
HT TIDE DIVISIOB BOLTIPIE ACCESS
BADIO SIGBAl PBOPAGATIOB
0 BADIO TBABSHISSIOH
BADIO SIGBALS
Optimal evaluation of angular coordinates of
aircraft in multichannel radio direction finding
p0524 A80-46539
BADIO TBACUBG
The use of single-frequency Decca Hayigator
signals for remote position monitoring
p0407 A80-39562
BADIO TBAISHISSIOI
HT IOHOSPHEBIC PBOPA6ATIOB
HT BICBOBAYS TBiHSMISSIOB
BT HOLTIPATH TBAHSSISSIOB
BT SHOE! HATE BADIO TBABSHISSIOH
BT SIBGLE SIDEBAHD TBAHSBISSIOB .
BT SPBBAD SPECTBDB TBABSBISSIOB
The Omega radio navigation system Bussian book
pOIOI A80-19413
Present-day problems of air traffic control in
ground-to-air communications
p0192 A80-26221 .
The use of single-frequency Decca Bavigator
signals for remote position monitoring
p0407 A80-39562
Comparison of measured data with IF-77 propagation
model predictions[AD-A076508] . I p0228 H80-18259
Bodern BF communications for low flying aircraft
p0248 H80-19375
Features study: A study of BF .external
transmissions —- to determine configuration of
aircraft and spacecraft .[AD-A080604] p0311 B80-21627
BADIO TBABSBITTBBS
HT BADIO BEACOHS
BT TBAHSBITTEB BECEIVEBS
A sea-distress signal via satellites
p0049 A80-13998
The challenge of designing reliable ECB transmitters
p0582 A80-50525
BADIO BATES
BT HILLIBETEB BATES
BADIOGBAPBT
HT BEOTEOB BADIOGBAPBY
HT.TOHOGBAPHY
Discontinuous registration of industrial
radiographs using profile analysis and .piecewise
correlation techniques
p0087 A80-17521
Transparent engines at Bolls-Boyce - The
application of high energy X-ray technology to
•gas turbine development
p0191 A80-25447
A pulsed radiography technique for studying the
internal structure of fuel injection jets
p0327 A80-34588
A-331
BADIOHBT1BS SUBJECT IHDEI
X-ray radiography
 of gas turbine ceramics
[AD-A080440] p0307 B80-21335
BADIOBBTEBS
HT IHFBABBD DETECTORS
HT IBFHAEED SCAHHEBS
HT BICBOIAVE BADIOflETEBS
A 90/183 GHz aircraft radiometer system for
Project stora pury
[HASA-CB-16000Q] p0485 H80-26638
A 91/183 GHz multichannel radiometer for Convair
flights
[HASA-CB-160032] p0639 H80-33017
BADOBBS
Boresight errors induced by missile radomes
pOOSO A80-14483
P-5P Shark Hose radome lightning test
p0313 H80-21950
Bill TBAHSPOBTATIOH
Airports, railway stations and people
passenger acco«modations
p0062 A80-17327
Airport ground access
[AD-A068974]
 P0294 H80-20284
BAILBOADS
0 BAIL TBAHSPOBTATIOB
BAIB
A first look at the effect of severe rainfall npon
an aircraft
[HASA-CB-162569] p0128 H80-15058
BAIH EBOSIOH
Bain erosion of lightning protection coatings for
• carbon fibre composites
p0189 A80-25059
Investigation of application parameters and
testing of rain erosion coatings
[AD-A083578] p0499 H80-27430
BAIH IBPACT DAHA6B
Hanufacturing process development for dnst and
rain erosion resistant coated metallic clads for
helicopter rotors
[AD-A088440]
 P0634 H80-32385
BAIHSTOBBS '
HT THOBDEBSTOBSS
BAHAB EFFECT
0 BAHAH.SPECTBA
BABAH SCATTBBIB6
0 BABAH SPECTBA
BABAI SPECTBA
Laser'-Baman flow-field diagnostics of two large
hypersonic test facilities
[AD-A078289] p0246 H80-19135
BABJBT BH6I1ES
HT SOPEBSOHIC COHBDSTIOH BABJET EHGIHES
Test and analysis
 of the ASALB-PTY insolated
combustion chamber
[ASHE PAPEB 79-BHAS-21] p0055 A80-15245
Propulsion/airfrane integration considerations for
high altitude hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0111] . p0093 A80-18272
An experimental investigation of pressure
oscillations io a side damp ramjet combnstor[AIAA PAPEB 80-1117] p0398 A80-38922
The design and combustion performance of practical
• swirlers for integral rocket/ramjets
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1119] p0398 A80-38923
Elementary considerations for ramjet modelling
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1188] . p0399 A80-38961
Prospects for computer modeling in ramjet conbustors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1189] pOQOO 480-38962
Analysis of mixing and combustion in a scramjet
conbustor iiith
 a co-axial fuel jet[AIAA PAPEB 80-1256] p0449 A80-41207
Hodeling techniques for the analysis of ramjet
combustion processes
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1190] . pOQSO A80-41512
Experimental investigation of a solid fuel ramjet
[DFVLB-PB-78-27] p0084 H80-13485
Obligue detonation save ramjet
[HASA-CB-159192] p0121 H80-14131
An adaptation and validation of a primitive
variable mathematical model for predicting the
flows in turbojet test cells and solid fuel
ranjets
[AD-A07H187] p0121 H80-14133
Demonstration program for a flexible duct valve
for ramjet engine fuel controls '
[AD-A078529]
 P0244 H80-19123
Thermodynamics of organic compounds --- ramjet fuels
[AD-A080072]
 P0296 H80-20410
A primitive variable computer model for combustion
within solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A081081] p0365 H80-23319
Carbon slurry fuels for volume limited missiles
[AD-A084710] pOSOO H80-27S12
A comparison of solid fuel ramjet flow
characteristics and combnstion behavior
[AD-A08506I)] p0535 H80-28359
A preliminary assessment of the impact of 2-D
exhaust-nozzle geometry on the cruise range of a
hypersonic aircraft with top-mounted ramjet
.propulsion
[RASA-TB-81841] p0636 H80-32397
BABJBT BISSI1ES
Hew-generation ramjets - A promising future
p0385 A80-37481
OBEBA ramjet test facilities
p0621 A80-52915
BAHPS (STBDCTOBES)
Airplane skijump takeoff
p0376 A80-36788
Impact of ramp launch technology on a Havy support
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1878] p0472 A80-43319
BAHDOB DISTBIBOnOHS
D STATISTICAL DISTBIBOTIOHS
BABDOH LOADS
HT GUST LOADS
Variations in crack growth rate behavior
p0160 A80-23858
Calculation of aircraft wing reliability from
sadden failures
p0564 A80-47403
Besponse of nonlinear panels to random loads
p0639 H80-32766
BAIDOB BOISE
HT BAHDOB SI6BALS
Contribution to the study of nonstationary signals
emitted by moving jet engine - Application to
spectral analysis and imaging. I
p0621 A80-52918
BAHDOB PBOCBSSBS
Factorial interpolational method of analyzing the
accuracy of nonlinear automatic control systems
in the presence of random effects
p0262 A80-29215
Honstatidnary random response of structural
systems to aerodynamic wind forces
p0653 H80-33775
BAIDOB SI6HALS
Ose of sign statistics for segnential signal
detection in a pulse radar system
p0011 A80-12031
BAIDOB TIBBATIOH •
Flapping response of lifting rotor blades to
spanwise nonnniform random excitation
p0618 A80-52321
Application of random tine domain analysis to
dynamic flight measurements B-1 aircraft
p0173 B80-16226
Incandescent laap life under random vibration
p0228 H80-18221
Application of BIL-STD-810C dynamic regnirenents
to OSAF avionics procurements
p0240 H80-19091
BARGE (EITBEHBS)
HT PBOPOBTIOBAL IIBIT
A simple method for converting frequency domain
aerodynamics to the time domain
[RASA-Tfl-81844] p0643 H80-33358
BAI6E COHTBOL
0 TBAJECTOBI COHTBOL
BAIGB FIHDBBS
BT OPTICAL BAHGE FIHDEBS
Bon-contacting electro-optical contouring of
helicopter rotor blades
[AD-A070806] p0118 H80-14111
BAKE IBDICATOBS
D BAHGE FIHDEBS
BAIGBS (PACILITIBS)
HT TEST BAHGES
BAHKZHB CTCLB
Organic Bankine-cycl« turbine power plant
utilizing low temperature heat sources
•[ASBE PAPBB 80-GT-153] 480-12265
BAPCOH (COBTBOl)
0 BADAB APPBOACB COHTBOL
BABE BABTB COBPODHDS
HT LOTETIDB COBPOOHDS
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SUBJECT IHDBZ BECBIVBBS
BiHB GASES
HI HELIDH
BABBFACTIOH RAVES
0 ELASTIC BAVBS •
B&BBPIBD GASES
Aerodynamic characteristics of a concave
large-aspect-ratio trapezoidal profile in a
nonochronatic free-molecular rarefied-gas flow
in the case of specular-reflection interactions
p0275 480-30882
BATE HBTBBS
0 HEASUBIBG IBSTBDHEHTS
BATES (PEB CIHE)
NT ACCEIEB&TIOH (PHYSICS)
HT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
BT AIBSPEED
HT AHGULAB ACCELEBATIOB
BT ABGULAB VELOCITY
BT BOBHIHG BATE
HT CBITICAl VELOCITY
HT DECAY BATES
HT FLOW VELOCITY
HT GBOOHD SPEED
HT HEAT FL0J.
HT BIGB ACCBLEBATIOH
HT BIGB SPEED
HT IHPACT ACCBISBATIOB
HT LAHDIHG SPEED
HT LOADIHG BATB
BT LOR SPEED
HT LOHIKODS IHTEHSITY
HT BASS FLOS BATB
HT OBBITAL VELOCITY
HT PBOPAGATIOH VELOCITY
HT. BOTOB SPEED
HT SOBBD IHTESSITY
RT SPIH BEDOCTIOH
HT SDBSOHIC SPEED
BT SDPEBSOBIC SPEEDS
HT TIP SPEED
HT TBAHSOHIC SPEED
.HT 1IHD VELOCITY
BATIOS
HT ASPECT BATIO
BT POEL-AIH BATIO
HT HIGH ASPECT BATIO
HT LAVAL HDHBEB
HT LIFT DBAG BATIO
HT LOH ASPECT BATIO
HT BACH HDHBEB
HT HASS BATIOS
HT PAYLOAD HASS BATIO
HT PBAHOTL HDHBEB
HT BEYBOIDS HDHBEH
HT SCALE (BATIO)
HT SIGHAL TO BOISE BATIOS
HT STBESS BATIO
HT STBOOHAL HOHBEB
HT TBICKBBSS BATIO
HT THBOST-REIGBT BATIO
BAT TBACIBG
A ray-theory approach for high-frequency
engine-intake noise
p0161 A80-23916
An air traffic channel simulation by means of
ray-tracing techniques
P0117 H80-14088
BBACTARCB
Reactance-controlled short-backfire array
p0263 480-29443
BEACTIOH JETS
0 JET FLOB
0 JET TBRDST
BEACTOB DESI6B
Low-aspect-ratio liait of the toroidal reactor -
The spheromak
p0090 A80-17876
SEAL 6ASES
Fall scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic .
tunnels and status of the Bational Transonic
Facility
p0163 480-24090
Seal-gas effects on the aerodynamics of blunt
cones as measured in a hypervelocity range
[AD-A075526] p0289 H80-20241
An Investigation into the real gas effects of
cryogenic nitrogen in inviscid homentropic flow
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1805] p0311 H80-21611
SEAL TIHB OPBBATIOH
numerical computation of neighboring optimum ' '
feedback control schemes in real-tine
p0006 A80-10919
Seal-time data acquisition system for the HASA
Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
p0013 480-12621
fire obstacle warning system /BOBS/ - A real-time
airborne sensor for automatic detection and
recognition of nirelike objects
p0087 480-17002
Hybrid optical/digital processing for target
identification
p0197 A80-26867
First experience with telemetry and real time data
reduction at Gates Learjet
P0205 A80-27228
Controlling air traffic with a touch sensitive
screen
p0273 480-30800
Application of a ground based minicomputer system
for real tine, closed loop control of remotely
piloted aircraft models used in stall/spin
research
p0276 A80-31018
Educational aspects of nnlti-nicroprocessor design
used in flight simulation applications
[4144 PAPBB 80-1852] p0471 A80-43306
numerical derivation of linear perturbation model
from nonlinear real-time vehicle simulations - A
means of validation and increased credibility
computerized simulation for aircraft control
p0579 480-49838
Automation of flight on-line strategic control:
The case of speed control on pre-established
routes
p0115 B80-14070
Real-time simulation: An indispensable but
overused evaluation techigue >
p0254 880-19820
E-3A navigational computer system realrtime
environmental'simulator
p0254 B80-19824
simulation for whole life development
p0255 HBO-19839
A polymorphic reconfignranle emulator for parallel
simulation •
[H4S4-CR-163185] p0428 R80-25010
On-line real-time management information systems
and their impact upon user personnel and
organizational structure in aviation maintenance
activities
[AD-A085111] p0540 H80-29204
Intercommunications in real time, redundant,
distributed computer system
[HASA-CB-163604] p0652 H80-33642
BEAL VABIABLBS
HT DIFFEBBHTIAL EQOATIOBS
HT EXTBEHOH VALDES
HT GADSS EQDATIOH
HT GBEEN FDBCTIOH
HT KEBHEL FDHCTIOHS
HT LI8EB.B EQ04TIOSS
HT HOHLIHBAB EQOATIOHS
HT HDHBBICAL IHTBGBATIOH
HT PABTIAL DIFFEBEHTIAL EQOATIOBS
HT POISSOH EQOATIOH
BT QOADBATIC BQOATIOHS
HT QOABTIC EQOATIOBS
HT VECTOB AHALYSIS
BT VOBTICITY
HT HEIGHTIHG FDHCTIOHS
BEATTACHED FLOB
Experimental studies of the laminar separation
bubble on a two-dimensional airfoil at low
Beynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1440] p0453 A80-41622
BECBIVBBS
HT BADAB BECEIVEBS
RT BADIO BECEIVEBS
Hovel ceramic receiver for solar Brayton systems
[COO-4878-3] . pOOSS H80-13694
Results of a Loran-C flight test using an absolute
data reference
[HASA-CB-162751] p0169 B80-16051
Designing low cost receivers for general aviation
users
p0304 B80-21307
A-333
6BOSIVIBG SYSTEMS SDBJECT IIDEI
Design approaches for GPS receiTers/processors
p0304 B80-21308
Evolution and transition of today's military
landing system to compatibility with present and
future civil military systems mnltimode
receivers and the marine remote area approach
landing system
p0493 B80-27339
Alternate waveforms for a low-cost civil global
positioning systea receiver
[AD-A088345] p0632 B80-32371
BECBITIBG StSTEBS
0 BECEIVEBS
BECEPTIOB DIVBBSItl
Error rate performance of H-ary DPSK systems in'
satellite/aircraft communications
p0192 480-25995
BBCIPBOCATIB6 EIGIBBS
0 PISTOB BBGIBES
BBCIPBOCATIOi '
On the characteristics of
centrifugal-reciprocating machines cryogenic
coolers
[BASA-CB-162881] p0249 B80-19099
BBCIBCOlknOB
D CIECDIiTIOH
BECIBCOLATITE FLUID PLOI
Effect of swirl, wake parameter and rake Beynolds'
number on recircalation in combustion chambers
of jet engines
p.0617 180-52021
BBCOGlTTIOi
BT .SPEECH BECOGHITIOH
BT TABGBT BECOGBIT10B
BKOBBAZSSIBCE
BT AEBIAL BBCOBBAISSABCE
BECOBIAISSABCE AIBCBAPT
BT CL-84 AIBCBAFT
BT P-5 AIBCBAFT
BT BIBiGE AIBCBAFT
BT HIBAGE 3 A'IBCBAFT
BT iEATHEB BECOBBAISSABCE AIBCBiFT
In Soviet service. VII - Bikoyan Foxbat Soviet
giG-25 program
p0006 A80-10900
Preliminary design of an integrated redundant
digital flight control system for'the maritime
patrol aircraft
p0282 A80-32434,
Back-door surveillant - Bark Three Biarod heralds
immense AES boost OK surveillance aircraft
. . ' p0466 A80-4282U
Concept of a research aircraft for remote sensing,
nsing an integrated sensor/data system
[DGLB PAPEB 80-051] pOS23 A80-46300
A mission training simulator for the limrod HB UK
2 and some aspects of the derivation and
verification of its system models
p0254 B80-19826
Proceedings of the Association for Unmanned
Vehicle Systems ADVS '79: 6th Annual Convention
[AD-A077877] p0258 B80-20018
BBCO1STBBCTIOI
The reconstruction of flight paths from AIDS-data
with the aid of modern filtering methods
p0130 N80-25288
BBCOBDIBG
BT DATA BBCOBDIBG
BT DATA SHOOTBIBG
BT PBOTOGBiPHIC BECOBDIBG
Application of flight simulator record/playback
feature
[AD-A081752] p0484 B80-26335
BKCOBDIBG IBST1D1E1TS
BT FLIGHT LOAD BECOBDBBS
BT FLIGHT BECOBDEBS
Helicopter flight test instrumentation
[AGABD-AG-160-VOL-10] p0647 B80-33406
BBCOVBBABILITT
Hew remotely piloted vehicle launch and recovery
concepts. Volume 1: Analysis, preliminary
design and performance/cost trade studies
[AD-A077475] p0236 H80-19066
BBCOTEB1BLE SPACBCBiFT
BT ABBOSPACBPLABBS
BT BEOSABLE SPACBCBAFT
BT SPACE SHUTTLES
BECOVEBT
BPV recovery systems
p0266 A80-29658
BBCOTEBI PABACHOtBS .
Parachute recovery systems. I - Parachute
materials,'applications and design. II - The
recovery system as an integral part of vehicle
design
p0266 A80-29657
Becovery system prelimininary design. A
simplified approach to determining staging,
timing and altitude requirements for fast .
inflating parachutes
[AD-A077548] p0233 B80-19041
A spin-recovery parachute system for light
general-aviation airplanes
[HASA-TH-80237] . p0287 H80-20227
BECOVBBY. VEHICLES
Thanks, Coast Guard '... Be needed that short
Bange Becovery helicopter avionics
p0408 A80-39825
RECTABGOLAB PABELS
Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum
 :
aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0303] p0094 A80-18304
Propagation of edge cracks in laterally' excited
stiffened panels
p0623 A80-53465
BECTABGOLAB PIABFOBHS
BT BECTAHGDLAB PABELS
BT BECTABGOLAB 8IBGS
HECTAHGOLAB BTBGS
The effects of leading edge modifications on the
post-stall characteristics of Kings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0199] p0097 A80-18375
The relationship between the critical reversal and
divergence speeds for a straight wing
p0151 A80-21310
Analytical investigation of the nonlinear
characteristics, of a small-aspect rectangular wing
p0151 A80-21317
Calculation of the supersonic flow field with
vortices behind a slender rectangular wing
p0151 A80-21320
Pressure distribution in rectangular wing /blade/
sections during curvilinear motion in an
incompressible medium
p0203 A80-27157
Hajor results of the asymptotic theory of a
low-flying wing - Bethod of matched asymptotic
expansions '
p0453 A80-41708
notion of rectangular wing between parallel walls
p0019 H80-10050
Calculation of transonic flows around wings
p0066 H80-12014
Study of an edge vortex by means of ultrasound in
a close field behind a rectangular wing in a
wind tunnel
[HPIS-11/1979] . p0587 B80-30282
BBCOPEBATOBS
0 BEGEHEBATOBS
BEDOCBD GBATITT
F-104 low-gravity calibration tests for materials
processing in space precursory experiments
[BASA-TB-78278] p0436 B80-25355
BEDDCTIOB (CBEHISTBI)
HI HTDBOGEHATIOH
BEDDHDAICT
Bedundancy oanagement considerations for a
control-configured fighter aircraft triplex
digital fly-by-vire flight control system
p0111 H80-14026
Failure detection, isolation and indication in
highly integrated digital guidance and control
system
p0112 B80-14027
BEDOBDABCT EBCODIBG
Inherent error in asynchronous digital flight
controls
[AD-A082622] p0436 B80-25346
BEDDiDAIT COHPOBEBTS
Preliminary design of an integrated redundant
digital flight 'control system for the maritime
patrol aircraft
p0282 A80-32434
Fault-tolerant system optimization
p0410 480-1)0312
Backup flight control system for a highly
maneuverable remotely piloted research vehicle
[AIAA 80-1761] p0511 A80-45548
a-334
SUBJECT XHDBX BBIBFOBCED PLASTICS
Sedandancy concepts in fall authority electronic
engine control, particularly dual redundancy
pOQ82 H80-26320
Application of fully stressed design procedures to
redundant and non-isotropic structures
[BASA-TH-81842] p0558 H80-29767
BBDOBDABT STBUCTtJBBS
D BEDUHDIHT COBPQBEBTS
BBBBTBT BODIES
D BEEBTBT VEHICLES
BBBBTBT EFFECTS
Comparison of predicted and experimental real-gas
pressure distributions on space shuttle orbiter
nose for shuttle entry air data system
[BASA-TP-1627] p0302 S80-21280
Aerotheraal analysis of a ving-elevon cove with
variable leakage
[SASA-TP-1703] p0638 B80-32692
BBBBTBT S11DBBS
D LIPtlHG BEEBTBT VEHICLES
BBBBTBT SBI210II6
Preliminary design procedure for.insulated
structures subjected to transient heating
[BASA-TP-1534] -- p0074 B80-12438
BBBBIBT VEHICLES
BT ABBOSPACEPLABES
BT LIFTIHG BBBRTBT VEBICLSS
BT H-2P2 LIPTIHG BODT
BT BEOSABLE SPACECBAFT
Composite material application to the HK12A BT
•idbay substructure
[AD-A076485] p0183 B80-17152
lurbalent-bonndary-layer excitation and response
thereto for a high-performance conical vehicle
reentry
p0228 H80-18229
BBFBB1BCB SISTEBS . .
A description of a velocity-damped Schnler erected
AHBS system Attitude and Beading Beference
Systen
p0283 A80-32449
HBFBBBBCES (STABDABDS)
n STABD'ABDS
BBPIBIBG
Befining and upgrading of synfnels froa coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[?E-2315-37] p0296 N80-20a07
Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[PE-2315-<I8] p0607 H80-31629
BBFIBCTIOI
BT HACH BEPIECTIOH
BT OPTICAL BEPLECTIOB
BT SIGNAL BEFLECTIOB
BT 8ATE BEFLECTIOB
Shielding effects of a meteoroid surface by
reflecting and evaporating molecules. Ill - The
case of strong shielding - The overall picture
of the phenonenon
p0373 A80-36457
BBF1ECTOBS
Pulse compression results using metallic
reflective array lines
p0053 A80-1II9II7
BBFBACTED BAOIATIOB
D BEFBACTED RAVES
BBFBACTBD BATS
0 BEFBACTED RATES
BEFBACTED RATES
Befraction 'of sound by aircraft wing tip vortices
. [AIAA PAPEB 80-0975] p0392 A80-38631
BEFB1CTIVE IBDEI
0 BEFBACTITITT
BBFBACTIVITT
Gladstone-Dale constant for CF4 experimental
design
[BASA-TB-80228] p0372 B80-24151
BBFBACTOBT HATEBIALS
BT HIOBIOS ALLOTS
BT BEFBACTOBt BETAL ALLOTS
State-of-the-art of SiilOB materials
p0016 A80-13066
BBFBACTOBI BBTAl ALLOTS
BT BIOBIDB ALLOTS
Ben problems in materials and structures in
aircraft engine technology
[AAAF PAPBB BT 79-23] . p0378 A80-36858
BBFUBLIIG
Bydrants or airfield fuellers
pOOQS A80-13485
The Air Products/Prodair helium infrastructure at
airship bases
p0405 A80-39305
Centralized fueling of aircraft Bussian book
p0578 A80-49816
Fuelling operations as a function of aircraft
positioning
, p0581 A80-50272
BEGBBEBATOBS
Fuel conservation benefits and critical
technologies of recuperative and advanced
conventional cycle tnrboshaft engines
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0224] p0100 A80-19301
study of heat-pipe heat exchanger in the snail gas
turbine engine system
p0017 B80-10022
BEGIOB&L PLAHBIH6
BT OBBAB PLANBIBG
Organization of regional airports
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band. Phase 2: LSE deployment in the Los
Angeles and San Francisco areas
[PB80-194467] p0645 H80-33391
SEAS
HT BEBING SEA
SEASAT SATBIIITBS
HI SEASAT-i SATELLITE
SEASAT-A SATELLITE
The role of satellite altioetry in climate studies
[NASA-TP-1570] p0174 N80-16676
SEAT BELTS
Development and testing of an automatic lap belt
retraction and release system
[AD-A080950] p0415 H80-2I4282
The strength of occupant restraint system in light
aircraft: An experimental evaluation
[AHL-STBOC-BEPT-375] pOS12 N80-29263
. Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 4:
Aircraft seats, restraints, litters, and padding
[AD-A088441] p0630 H80-32358
SEATS
HT EJECTION SEATS
The interior design of wide bodied aircraft
p0063 A80-17332
Safety and comfort - The airliner cabin
p0160 480-23799
An inflatable troop seat
p0268 A80-29774
Belease-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials
for aircraft seats
p0325 A80-34223
Belease-rate calorimetry of mnltilayered materials
for aircraft seats
[AIAA 80-0759] p0332 A80-35052
Haterials for fire resistant passenger seats in
aircraft
p0572 A80-48757
Advanced simulator for pilot training (ASPT) :
G-seat optiaization
[AD-A068475] p0031 B80-10233
Evaluation of seating and restraint systems
conducted during fiscal year 1978
[AD-A074881] p0077 N80-13014
Fire-resistant materials for aircraft passenger
seat construction
fNASA-TH-78617] p0083 N80-13255
5ECOSDABT FLOW
Secondary losses in axial compressor
p0260 A80-29108
Secondary flow and losses in straight turbine
cascades
p0261 A80-29138
Influence of. pressure driven secondary flows on
the behavior of tnrbofan forced mixers
[4184 FAPEB 80-1198] p04S1 480-11515
Study of mass exchange between primary zone and
secondary air jets in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers
p0020 N80-10075
SBCOHDABI BADAB
Stochastic response secondary surveillance radar
p0017 A80-13212
Covariance simulation of BCAS - An aircraft
collision avoidance system
p0107 A80-20915
Evaluations of the performance of a defrniter for
an SSB monopnlse system Secondary
Surveillance Badar
p0395 A80-38830
Evaluation of the effect of asynchronous
interference on a aonopnlse radar in a network
of secondary sensors
p039S A80-38831
Statistical correlation models of SSB monopnlse
responses received during aircraft illumination
p0396 A80-38857
The suppression of reflected interrogation in
secondary surveillance radar
p0568 A80-47829
New radar-system at the Bhein-Bain airport
p0583 A80-50602
on radar in air traffic control conference.
Bone, Jul. 1979
[FOB-11-1979] p0115 H80-14065
Performance evaluation methods of a secondary
radar network
p0115 N80-14068
An air traffic channel simulation by means of
ray-tracing techniques
p0117 B80-14088
L-band measurements in the air traffic channel to
characterize secondary radar systems
p0117 B80-14092
Antireflection techniques for detecting false
tracks in air traffic surveillance with
secondary radar
p0117 B80-14100
Automatic systems for airport surface mobile media
surveillance based on the use of secondary media
p0117 H80-14104
The Aircraft Beply and Interference Environment
Simulator (ABIES). Volume 1: Principles of
operation
[AD-A0745U2] p0168 N80-16044
The Aircraft Heply and Interference Environment
Simulator (ABIES) . Volume 2: Appendices to the
principles of operation
[AD-A074482] p0168 N80-16045
Very lightweight air traffic management systen
using an electronic scan antenna
p0492 H80-27335
ADSEL: Selective address SSB, performance of the
evaluation station air traffic control
p0494 H80-27345
Surveillance performance measurements of the SSB
mode of the discrete address beacon system
p0494 S80-27346
SBCHBITT
NT COBPUTEB INFOBHATION SECOBITY
SEDIHENTABI BOCKS
NT COAL
SBBKEBS
0 BORING DEVICES
SELECTION
HT PEBSOBNEL SELECTION
Hethodology for the evaluation of a radar site
p0115 N80-14067
Evaluating and selecting the preferred air
breathing weapon system
p0598 880-31349
SELF ADAPTIVE COHTBOL SISTBBS
The development of active control and its
application to flutter suppressors wind
tunnel test results
[AAAP-BT-79-02] . p0082 N80-13056
Digital adaptive controllers for VIOL vehicles.
Volume 1: Concept evaluation
CNASA-CB-159151-VOL-1] p0171 880-16065
Digital adaptive controllers for VIOL vehicles.
Volume 2: Software documentation
[NASA-CB-159154-VOL-2] p0171 H80-16066
SELF INDUCED VIBBATIOB
NT PANEL FLDTTEB
NT SOBSONIC FLDTTEB
NT SDPEBSONIC FLOTTEB
NT THANSONIC FLDTTEB
SELF LOBBICATIN6 BATEBIALS
Evaluation of new materials for rotor hub journal
bearings —. self lubricating materials
[AD-A082444] p0441 N80-2566S
SELF OBGASIZIHG STSTEBS
Self-organizing bus control on avionics
modules and interfaces
p0280 A80-32419
SELF OSCILLATION
On the dynamics of compressor surge
p0090 A80-17900
Possibility of the onset of self-oscillations in
cylindrical bodies situated in longitudinal
liquid or gas flows in the case of crisis of drag
p0150 A80-21298
Measurement of dynamic direct and cross-coupling
derivatives due to oscillatory roll
p026» A80-29495
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SELF BB60I.ATIIG SOBJKCC IIDBI
Suppression of self-oscillations in combustion
chambers by Beans of resonance soand absorbers
p0326 £80-34400
SBIF BBGOLATIHG
0 AOTORATIC COHTEOL
SBLSTIS (TBADBSABK)
0 SEBVOROTOBS
SBHICOHDOCTOB DEVICES
HT CHABGE COOPLED DEVICES
Airborne semiconductor radioneters
p0049 A80-14196
Integrated circuit characteristics at 260 C for
aircraft engine-control applications
p0103 A80-20112
Aircraft radiometers based on seaiconductor devices
p0618 A80-52205
SB1DBBS
0 TBABSBITIEBS
SBISIIIVITT
HT IMPACT BBSISTABCE
SB1SOBI PBBCBPTIOB
HT ADDITOBT PBBCBPTIOH
HT SPACE PEBCEPTIOB
BT USUAL PEBCEPTIOB
SBPABATBD FlOB
HT BOOHDABT LATEB SEFABATIOB
A Laser Doppler Velocineter system to investigate
unsteady flow separation
p001<4 A80-12634
Statistical characteristics of pressure
fluctuations in the floe-separation zone on a
plate behind a spoiler
p0049 A80-13695
Certain types of separated flow over slotted Kings
p0056 A80-15475
.Analytical investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of highly swept kings with
separated flow
p0088 A80-17697
Experimental study of confluence with separation
on an afterbody of revelation
[OREBA, TP HO. 1979-151] p0103 A80-20088
Analysis of the nononiqneness of solutions to the
problem of flow separation for small-aspect
delta vings
p0202 A80-27127
Diagnosis of separated flov regions on wind-tunnel
models using an infrared camera
p0264 A80-29494
The delta King in oscillatory gusts
p0272 A80-30S64
Hoise due to tip vortex fornation on lifting rotors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1010] p0393 A80-38636
numerical study of separated turbulent flow over
airfoils
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1401] p0453 A80-41623
The status of theoretical nethods for calculation
of detached flows
[H8B-FE122-S-POB-12] p0467 A80-42924
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of the
nonsteady separated flow over delta wings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1803] p0469 A80-43286
An experimental investigation of a ving with
controlled mid-span flow separation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1804] p0469 480-03287
Structures of flow separations over swept wings
[OHEBA, TP 80. 1980-27] p0521 A80-46227
An investigation of corner separation within a
thrust angnenter having Coanda jets
[HADC-76153-30] p0023 B80-10122
The guasi-vortex-lattice method for wings with
edge vortex separation
[HASA-CB-162530] p0114 H80-14052
High angle of attack characteristics of different
fighter configurations
[BBB-OFB-1443(0) ] p0114 H80-14058
An analytical and experimental study of a short
s-shaped subsonic diffnser of a supersonic inlet
[HASA-TB-81406] p0137 H80-15134
Control of forebody three-dimensional flow
separations
p0141 H80-15164
Identification of noise sources in FC centrifugal
fan rotors
. p0229 H80-18395
Three-dimensional interactions and vortical flows
with emphasis on high speeds
[HASA-TB-81169] p0302 H80-21286
Leeward flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds[HASA-TB-81187] - p0358 H80-23250
Simple turbulence models and their application to
boundary layer separation
[HASA-CB-3283] p0414 880-29269
A computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of low aspect-ratio wings with
partial leading-edge separation
[HASA-CB-145362] p0477 H80-26268
The analytical prediction of the separation
behaviour of external stores after release from
the carrier aircraft. Part 2: Applications
[CSIB-BIAST-79/103-PT-2] p0479 H80-26292
An analysis method for multi-component airfoils in
separated flow
[HASA-CB-159300] p0530 880-28308
Concerning the separated flow about an inflating
parachute
[BAE-TBAHS-2031] p0628 B80-32336
SBPiBATOBS
BT AIB FILTBBS
HT FLBID FILTEBS
Hew separator materials for nickel-cadmium
aircraft batteries
p0571 A80-48484
SBQOBHCIHG
Badar data utilization in automating the
sequencing of aircrafts in terminal areas
p0116 H80-14071
SBQOBHTIAL AHALTSIS
Dse of sign statistics for seguential signal
detection in a pulse radar system
pOOII A80-12031
SEQHBHTIAL COHTBOL
A simulation model for aircraft sequencing in the
near terminal area
p0052 A80-14839
SBBIBS EXPAHSIOH
Solution of boundary layer equations vith the aid
of series for supersonic gas flow
p0376 A80-36791
SEEVICE LIFE
Life prediction of turbine blades under low-cycle
fatigue and creep
p0054 A80-15089
Beliability and life of aircraft gas turbine engines
p0054 A80-15090
Is the structural life of an aircraft wing limited
p0063 A80-17335
Handling problems through compressor deterioration
in-flight stalling
p0063 A80-17340
Technology of the Bolls-Boyce BB211 engine
p0098 i80-18864
Opportunistic maintenance policies for economic
replacement of internal life-limited components
in modular aircraft engines
[SAE PAPBB 791101] p0195 A80-26647
Advanced composites serviceability program -
status review T— inspection of aircraft
structures
p0197 480-26890
Determination of aircraft life factors according
to HGLS-2 requirements
p0279 A80-32224
Economic life criteria for metallic airframes
[AIAi 80-0748] p0331 A80-35046
High pressure turbine blade life sensitivity
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1112] . p0398 A80-38920
Life and utilization criteria in design for
balanced life and performance of aircraft
gas turbine engine
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1082] p0447 A80-41177
Effect of aircraft power plant usage on turbine
engine relative durability/life
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1115] p0448 A80-41183
Havy operational and support cost model of
aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1249] p04«9 A80-41205
Time between overhaul vs premature removal rates
as turbine design considerations
[ASSB PAPBB 80-GT-35] p0457 A80-42168
Fuel property effects on life characteristics of
aircraft turbine engine combnstors
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-55] p0458 A80-42186
Experience in extending the life of gas turbine
blades
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-181] .p0465 A80-42285
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SUBJECT IHDBI SBBAB STRESS
Structure and service life verification foe the
Tornado • .
p0508 A80-44520
Concerning the design of spherical bearings
p0511 A80-45695
Some applications of the nethods of failure
mechanics in analyzing the strength and service
life of aircraft structures
p0528 A80-47355
Influence of fitting jobs on the quality and prime
cost of aircraft assembly
p0563 480-17388
Long-life aircraft structures; Proceedings of the
Spring Convention, London, England, Say 14, 15,
1980
p0582 A80-50580
Living vith the ageing structure* aircraft
inspection and maintenance
p0582 A80-50581
Airline view of long life structures
p0582 480-50582
Routine maintenance of high life structures
p0582 A80-50583
. Continuing structural airworthiness of civil
transport aircraft
p0582 A80-50584
Designing for long-life aircraft structures
p0582 A80-50585
The relevance of service experience data in the
fatigue evaluation process of the F27
p0583 A80-50587
The inspect able aeroplane
pOS83 480-50590
Long-lift GTE operation based on technical condition
fatigue and service life monitoring of
turbine blades in aircraft engines
p0017 H80-10027
Factors affecting the retirement of commercial
transport jet aircraft
[HASA-CB-152308] p0025 H80-10148
JT9D-7A (SP) jet engine performance deterioration
trends
[HASA-TH-81459] p0293 H80-20274
Performance deterioration based on existing
(historical) data; JT9D jet engine diagnostics
program
[HASA-CB-135448] p0350 H80-22324
Performance deterioration based on in-service
engine data: JT9D jet engine diagnostics program
CH4SA-CH-159525] p0435 H80-25340
Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet
operation, inspection, maintenance, design and
certification
[HLB-HP-79021-0] . p0603 H80-31392
Reassessment of service life by comparative
specimen tests fighter aircraft strncutnres
[HLB-HP-79008-OJ p0611 H80-31807
Process modifications for improved carbon fiber
composites: Alleviation of the electrical
hazards problem
[HASA-CB-163631] p0651 H80-33494
SEHVICES
HT HBTEOBOLOGIC4L SEB7ICES
SBBTOCOITBOL
Improvement of control system dynamics of means of
additional hydraulic load feedback
p0149 480-21260
SBB70BECHAHISHS
HT SEBVOHOTOBS
4 hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
tHASA-CASE-LAB-12412-1] p0038 H80-11065
Electrical servo actuator bracket for jet
engine fuel control valves
[BASA-CASE-FBC-11044-1] p0306 H80-21327
The design, testing and evaluation of the HIT
individnal-blade-control system as applied to
gust alleviation for helicopters
. [HASA-CB-152352] p0354 H80-22357
Single-stage electrohydranlic servosystem for
actuating on airflow valve vith frequencies to
500 hertz
[HASi-TP-1678] p0554 H80-29369
The logic of the electric flight control system
experiment on the Concorde achieving low
speed longitudinal stability by active control
p0612 H80-32137
SEBfOHOTOHS
Aircraft torque motors Bassian book
: p0099 480-19199
SERVOS
0 SERVOHOTOBS
SEBTOST4BILITI COHTBOL
D SEBVOCOSTBOL
SES
0 SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS
SB-3 HBLICOPTEB
Sea King Hk. 50 helicopter flight control system.
A mathematical model of the AFCS
(antostabilizer/antopilot node)
[ABL/ABBO-HOTB-387] p0072 B80-12099
SBAD01GBAPB PBOTOGRAPHT
HT SCHLIBBBH PBOTOGBAPHT
Flow visualization study of the HiHAT RPBV
[BASA-CB-163094] p0602 H80-31381
SHADOBGBAPHS
D SH4DOWGB4PH PHOTOGBAPHT
SHAFTS (HACBIIB ELEBBITS)
NT TOBBOSBAFTS
Operating characteristics of high-speed,
jet-lubricated 35-millimeter-bore ball bearing
with a single-onter-land-gnided cage
[HASA-TP-1657] p0312 H80-21753
Stabilization of aerodynamically excited
turbomachinery with hydrodynanic journal
bearings and supports
p0558 H80-29731
Progress report 3 of cooperative program for
design, fabrication, and testing of high modulus
composite helicopter shafting
tHASA-TH-82272J p0602 S80-31387
Effect of cage design on characteristics of
high-speed-jet-lubricated 35-millimeter-bore
ball bearing turbojet engines
[BASA-TP-1732] • p0653 H80-33749
SB4LB OIL
Alternative jet aircraft fuels
p0029 B80-10209
Bicrobial deterioration of hydrocarbon fuels from
oil shale, coal, and petroleum. 1: Exploratory
experiments
[AD-A073761] p0123 880-14259
Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[FE-2315-37] . • p0296 H80-20407
Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[FE-2315-40] p0539 H80-28550
Military jet fuel from shale oil
p0548 B80-29308
SHABKS
D JOINTS (JOHCTIONS)
SHAPES
HT COHVEIITT
HT BLLIPTICITI
Consolidation of titaniao powder to near net shapes
[AD-4078039] p0247 H80-19239
SBABP LEADING EDGES
Euler solutions for wing and wing-body combination
at supersonic speeds vith leading—edge separation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0126] p0096 A80-18359
Optimal wing profile in the flow of an ideal
incompressible flnid
p0268 A80-29936
SHEAR FATIGUE
0 SHEAR STRESS
SBBAH FLOB
A study of production and stimulated emission of
sound by vortex flows
p0161 A80-23903
Aerodynamics of wings in subsonic shear flow
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1418] p0452 480-81612
SHEAB LAIEBS
Experimental and numerical results on a shear •
layer excited by a sound pulse
[HASA-TH-80183] p0075 H80-12821
Lear jet boundary layer/shear layer laser
propagation experiments
p0439 H80-25602
Summary of all cycle II.5 shear and boundary layer
measurements, aerodynamics
p0439 S80-25600
Cycle II.5 aircraft aero-optical turbulent
boundary-layer/shear-layer measurements
p0439 B80-25605
SHEAB STRESS
HT TOBSIOHAL STBESS
A-355
SHBABIHG STRESS SDBJBCT IB DEI
pOIOS 480-20639
Improvement of the convergence of the method of
polynomials in designing small-aspect-ratio wings
p0204 A80-27183
SHEABZIG STBESS
0 SHE1R STBESS
SHEET BBTA1
0 HETAL SHEETS
SHELLS (STBUCTOBAL FOBHS)
ST COBICAL SHELLS
HT CTLIHDBICAL SHELLS
HT HETAL SHELLS
HT PEBFOBATED SHELLS
HT B ADO RES
HT BBIHFOBCED SHELLS
HT THIN BILLED SHELLS
SHIBLDIBG
HT BLBCTBOHAGBETIC SHIELDIHG
HT B4DIATIOH SHIELDIHG
HT BEEHTBI SHIELDIHG
Shielding effects of a oeteoroid surface by
reflecting and evaporating molecules. Ill - The
case of strong shielding - The overall picture
of the phenomenon
p0373 A80-36457
Fan noise redaction by single- and double-vail
barriers for turbojet engine shielding
p0389 880-37809
SHIP amis
Hen approaches to sailing
P0193 A80-26344
SHIPS
HT AIBCBAFT CABEIEBS
HT- SOBBABIHBS
HT SOBFACE EFFECT SHIPS
Snail ship-based VTOL aircraft - A design exercise
[SASE PiPEB 1296}
Shipboard antenna tests for GPS
p0190 180-25144
The screw propeller marine and air propeller
hydrodynamics
p0386 180-37572
CTOL/VSTOL conparison - & view fron the deck
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1812] p0469 180-43289
Advanced circulation control wing systen for Havy
STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1825] p0469 A80-43292
Helicopter-ship gaalification testing
[HlB-HP-79027-O] p0603 H80-31391
Investigation of transient induced aerodvnanics in
a aoving deck environment
[1D-1088164] p0629 H80-323SO
SHOCK ABSOBBEBS
Shock absorption for rotating parts of aechanisas
p0395 A80-38678
Investigation of rapidly deployable plastic foam
systens. Volume 1: Systen development
.[AD-A076332] pOt83 H80-17222
SHOCK DIFFDSEBS
0 DIFFDSEBS
0 SHOCK HAVE ATTEROATIOH
SHOCK LilEBS
Hypersonic viscous shock layer on sweptback wings
of infinite span at different angles of attack
pOOOS A80-11208
Siailarity of the aerodynamic characteristics of
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0204 480-27168
Contribution to the theory of hypersonic flow past
three-diaensional wings
p0524 A80-46829
SHOCK LOADS
HT BLAST LOADS
Shock loading on reinforced splice joints of ultra
high modulus graphite/epozy cone froston
advanced interceptor structures
p0329 A80-34811
Beasureoent and correlation of structural response
to inlet hamershock phenonena on an F-11 airplane
p0330 A80-34975
The Shock and vibration Bulletin. Part 3:
Structure medium interaction, case studies in
dynamics
[HASA-CB-162473] p0184 H80-17293
SHOCK BBSISTAHCE
BT IRP1CT BESISTAHCE
Siaulating the shock protection performance of
large transit packs by Beans of saall scale
laboratory nodels — applicable to aircraft
engine power plant design
p0213 A80-27790
SHOCK TESTS
Shock loading on reinforced splice joints of ultra
high BOdulas graphite/epozy cone frusta*
advanced interceptor structures
p0329 180-34811
SHOCK 1ATB ATTEIOATIOB
Forward acoustic performance of .a shock-swallowing
high-tip-speed fan (QF-13)
[BASA-TP-1668] p03S7 HBO-23100
SHOCK BATE COBTBOl
inlet drag and stability considerations for a/0/ =
2.00 design
[AIAA FAPEB 80-1105] p0397 480-38916
Tnrbojet-exhanst-npzzle secondary-airflow pnaping
as an exit control of an inlet-stability bypass
system for a Bach 2.5 axisyBmetric
Bixed-coapression inlet — Lewis 10- by 10-ft.
supersonic wind tunnel test
[HASA-TP-1532] p0120 H80-14124
SHOCK HIVE IHTBBACTIO1
separation due to shock wave-turbulent boundary
layer interaction
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1979-146] p0102 180-20083
Analysis of two-dimensional interactions between
shock waves and boundary layers
p0148 180-21232
The interaction of three shock waves
pOISI 180-21313
Separation pressure of a turbulent bonndary layer
in transonic interactions
p0390 180-38035
A linearised theory for swirling supersonic jets
and its application to shock-cell noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1449] p0453 A80-41628
Sonic-boom wave-front shapes and curvatures
associated with saneuvering flight
[BASA-TP-1611] p0113 H80-14045
SHOCK ilVB PBOFILBS
Steady flow over the pressure side of a
piecewise-flat delta wing with supersonic
leading edges
p0015 480-12908
Stationary flow past the lower surface of a
piecewise planar delta wing with supersonic
leading edges
p0328 480-30708
Heasurement of shock waves around a delta-wing
semicone
p0390 180-38031
SHOCK nn PBOPAGATIOI
Approximate method of determining the wave drag of
.a profile in the presence of a local supersonic
region
p0151 180-21319
Experiments on the diffraction of weak blast waves
- The von Heumann paradox
p0165 A80-24360
numerical aethod for calculating supersonic flow
past a plane air intake with detached shock wave
p0203 480-27148
Steady-state entrainment of a body by a shock wave
p0373 A80-36437
A sioplifled shock-fitting solution to a
supersonic internal corner flowfield
[4144 PAPEB 80-1425] p0452 180-41615
Location and propagation of shock associated noise
from supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0983] p0474 180-43599
Influence of nonegnilibrinm on the aerodynamic
characteristics of some wing profiles
p0525 A80-46855
A theoretical investigation of the shock location
on an axisyaaetric body and on a two dimensional
airfoil in transonic flows affected by axial
pressure gradients and shifts in pressure level
[SBB-FB-124/S/POB/9] p0587 H80-30283
SHOCK SAVES
HT DBTOH1TIOH HAVES
HT BACH COBBS
HT OBLIQUE SHOCK RAVES
HT SOHIC BOOHS
On supersonic flow with attached shock waves over
delta wings
p0012 180-12598
An experimental and nuaerical investigation of a
three-diaensional shock wave separated turbulent
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPBH 80-0002] p0156 180-22727
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SUBJECT IHDBX SHOBT H&ut AIBCBAFT
Class of shocKfree airfoils producing the sane
surface pressure . .
• p0218 A80-28857
non-equilibrium flo« over delta wings vith
detached shock waves
[MIA PAPEB 80-1424] p0452 A80-41614
Low-frequency and snail perturbation equation for
transonic flow past wings
P0567 480-117768
Supersonic combustion, air dissociation through
shock naves and aerodynamics of chemically
reacting gases in a Planar converging - .
diverging nozzles supersonic combustion
ranjet engines
[AD-A073135] pOOTI H80-12097
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep
•ing
p0316 H80-22208
Shock wave thermomechanical processing of aircraft
gas turbine disk alloys
[AD-A082080] • pOU20 H80-24319
Calculation techniques for inviscid
two-dimensional supersonic airflow
[AD-A085327] p0542 H80-29257
SBOHT BA01 AIBCBAFT
HI i-300 AIBCBAFT
HT C-8A AOGHEHTOH BIBS 4IHCBAFT
BT EOBOPEAN AIBBDS
Short haul transport for the 1990s
p0154 A80-22046
de Havilland - The changes ahead
p0159 A80-23304
Improved SPG for the BAe 146 feeder-jet
p0192 A80r25449
The Quiet Short-Haul Besearch Aircraft /QSBA/
p0208 480-27380
Dpper surface blowing noise of the HASA-Ames quiet
short-haul research aircraft
[AHA PAPEB 80-1064] p0341 A80-36002
Short distance multipurpose aircraft An-28
p0374 A80-36766
QCSEE OTB engine.powered-lift acoustic performance
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
Under The Sing
[4144 PAPEB 80-1065] p0394 A80-38651
Potential benefits for propfan technology on
derivatives of future short- to medium-range
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1090] p0397 480-38905
An experimental aircraft to test new technologies
p0466 A80-42918
The CPH56 - High bypass technology for standard
body aircraft
[SAB PAPEB 800730] p0570 480-19682
The future of short-haul transport aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 800755] P0576 A80-49703
Small transport aircraft technology. A report for
the committee on commerce, science, and
transportation. United States Senate
[HASA-TB-80813] p0045 H80-11953
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document STOL
[HASA-TR-81149] p0118 N80-14108
Qoiet Clean Short-Banl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
aconstic and aerodynamic tests on a scale model
over-the-wing thrust reverser and forward thrust
nozzle
[NASA-CB-135254) p0118 S80-14115
Quiet Clean Short-Banl Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) . Dnder-tbe-wing (OTH) engine
boilerplate Nacelle test report. Volume 2:
Aerodynamics and performance
[HASA-CB-135250) • p0119 880-14116
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul, Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Onder-The-Sing (OTB) engine acoustic
design
[HASA-CB-135267] p0119 B80-14117
Quiet, Clean, short-Hani Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Over-The-ling (OTB) engine acoustic design
C HA Si-CB-135268] P0119 H80-14118
Quiet Clean short-Hani Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Dnder-The-Bing (OTB) graphite/PHB cowl development
[HASi-CB-135279] P0119 880-14119
Static test-stand performance of the YF-102
tnrbofan engine with several exhaust
configurations for the Quiet Short-Haul Besearch
Aircraft (QSB4)
tHASA-TP-1556] P0119 B80-14121
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm)
diameter fan, volume 1
[HASA-CB-134849] p0131 H80-15083
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (SO.8)
diameter fan, volume 2
CDASA-CB-134850] p0131 B80-15084
Demonstration of short haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm)
diameter fan, volume 3
CHASA-CB-134851] p0131 H80-15085
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Over The Bing (OTB) design report
[HASA-CB-134848] . p0131 H80-15086
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Aerodynamic and aeromechanical
performance of a 50.8 cm (20 inch) diameter 1.34
PB variable pitch fan with core flow
[HASA-CB-135017] p0131 B80-15087
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
preliminary under the wing flight propulsion •
system analysis report
[HASA-CB-134868] p0131 H80-15088
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). The aerodynamic and mechanical design
of the QCSEE over-the-wing fan
[HASA-CB-134915] p0132 H80-15089
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
under-the-wing engine digital control system
design report
[HASA-CB-134920] p0132 B80-15090
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSBE)
over-the-wing control system design report
[HASA-CB-135337] p0132 H80-15092
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Core engine noise measurements
[HASA-CB-135160] p0132 H80-15093
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Dnder-The-Bing (OTB) engine composite nacelle
test report. Volume 1: Summary, aerodynamic
and mechanical performance
[HASA-CB-159471] p0132 H80-15094
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
preliminary over-the-wing flight propulsion
system analysis report
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Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Onder-The-Wing (OTB) engine boilerplate
nacelle test report, volume 1
[NASA-CB-135249] p0132 H80-15096
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Onder-The-Ring (DTH) engine boilerplate
nacelle test report. Volume 3: Hechanical
performance
[HASA-CB-135251] p0132 880-15097
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Oader-The-sing (OTB) composite nacelle subsystem
test report to verify strength of selected
composite materials
[SASA-CB-135075] p0133 N80-15100
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Ball spline pitch change mechanism
design report
[HASA-CB-134873] p0133 H80-15101
Acoustic analysis of aft noise redaction
techniques measured on a subsonic tip speed 50.8
cm (twenty inch) diameter fan --- quiet engine
[HASA-CB-134891] p0133 H80-15102
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
main reduction gears test program
[HASA-CB-134669] p0133 R80-15103
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
clean combustor test report
[HASA-CB-134916] ' p0133 H80-15104
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
main reduction gears bearing development program
[HASA-CB-134890] p0134 H80-15105
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE): Hamilton Standard cam/harmonic drive
variable pitch fan actuation system detail
design report
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Qniet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
under-the-wing engine composite fan blade design
report
[HASA-CB-135046) p0134 H80-15108
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.Quiet Clean Short-haul'Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) : The aerodynamic and necbanical design
of the QCSEE nnder-the-wing fan
[HASA-CB-135009] p0134 H80-1S109
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEB)
composite fan frame design report
- [HASA-CB-135278] p0131 H80-15110
Qaiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
OT» fan preliminary design
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Qaiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine
(QCSEE): The aerodynamic, and preliainary .
nechanical design of the QCSEE OTB fan
[HASA-CB-13Q841] p0134 H80-15112
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSBB)
under—the—wing engine conposite fan blade design
[HASA-CB-134840] p0135 H80-15113
Quiet Clean Short-hanl- Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
over-the-wing engine and control simulation
results
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Qaiet Clean Short-Hani Experimental Engine (QCSBE)
ball spline pitch-change mechanism whirligig
test report
[HASA-CB-135354] p0135 H80-15115
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Onder-Tbe-Bing (DTI) boiler plate nacelle and
core exhaust nozzle design report
[HASA-CB-135008] p0135 S80-15116
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
whirl test of cam/harmonic pitch change
actuation system
.[HASA-CB-135140] p0135 H80-15117
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Over-The-Sing (OTB) propulsion systems test
report. Volume a: Acoustic performance
[HASA-CB-135326]
 P0135 H80-15118Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Dnder-The-sing (DTD) conposite nacelle
[HASA-CB-135352] - p0135 H80-15119
Quiet Clean Short-hanl Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[HASA-CB-159473] p0135 H80-15.120
Qaiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) . Doable-annular clean combnstor
technology development report
[HASA-CB-159083] p0136 H80-15121
Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE): Acoustic treatment development and
design
[HASA-CB-135266] p0136 H80-15122
Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine
(QSCEE). Preliminary analyses and design
report, volume 1
[HASA-CB-134838] . p0136 B80-15123
Qaiet Clean Short-Baal Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Preliminary analyses and design
report, volume 2
[BASA-CB-13*839] p0136 H80-15124
HASA quiet short-haul research aircraft
experimenters' handbook
[BASA-TH-81162] .. pO167 H80-16024
QCSEE OTR engine powered-lift acoustic performance
[HASA-TB-81504] p0420 H80-24315
Static and transient performance of IF-102 engine
with op to 14 percent core airbleed for the
quiet short-haul research aircraft
[BASA-TP-1692] p0435 H80-25339
A piloted simulator analysis of the carrier
landing capability of the quiet short-haul
research aircraft
[HASA-TH-78508] .p0532 B80-28338
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
under-the-wing engine-composite fan blade:
Preliminary design test report
[HASA-CB-1348II6] • . p0546 B80-29298
Beverse thrust performance of the QCSEE variable
pitch tnrbofan engine
[HASA-TH-81558] p0604 H80-31399
Large scale wind tunnel investigation for fatore
modifications to the quiet short-haul research
aircraft Ames 40- by 80-ft wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-152349] p0628 H80-32337
Application of advanced technologies to snail,
short-haul transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-152363] . p0629 H80-32353
Application of advanced technologies to snail,
short-haul air transports
[HASA-CB-152364] . p0646 H80-33396
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Assessment at fall scale of exhaust nozzle-to-wing
size on STOL-OTi acoustic characteristics
p0107 A80-209S2
An approach to the runway denial problem
[SAE PAPEB. 791107] . p0196 A80-26649
The Quiet Short-Baal Research Aircraft /QSBA/
p0208 A80-27384
Beat transfer to a plane wall from a heated,
ventilated plane jet in lift devices for
STOL aircraft
P0263 A80-29469
Badiation in a wall jet flow environment
mathematical models for noise reduction of STOL
airplanes
p0278 A80-31816
An Integrated Sensory Subsystem /I5S/ for advanced
V/STOL aircraft
p0285 A80-32471
Jet flap impingement noise from a full-scale STOI
EBF engine-wing system
p0327 A80-34594
Acoustic characteristics of the external upper
surface blowing propulsive-lift configuration
[AI&A PAPEB 80-1063] , p0341 A80-36001
Test of a high efficiency transverse fan
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1243] p0401 A80-38985
Consistent takeoff and landing criteria for Ratal
aircraft of various basing concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1813] p0469 A80-43290
Advanced circulation control wing system for Havy
STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1825] p0469 A80-43292
An analysis of thrust-induced effects on the
longitudinal aerodynamics of STOL fighter
configurations
[AIAA PAPES 80-1879] . p0473 A80-43320
The effects of turbine inlet temperature and
engine complexity on VCE/BALS powered supersonic
V/STOL aircraft variable-Cycle Engine/Bemote
Angmentor Lift System
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1853] p0513 A80-45744
Dornier planning new STOL flying boat
p0625 480-53824
Design and test of a prototype scale ejector wing
P0024 S80-10131
Fuel minimal take-off path of jet lift VTOL
aircraft, log no. C3558
P0038 H80-11066
He* aircraft technology: Beport on the
Farnboroagh International Air Show
[PB-298345/0] p0039 H80-11078
An exploratory investigation of the STOL landing
maneuver
[HASA-CB-3191] p0076 H80-12996
Flight test of navigation and guidance sensor
errors measured on STOL approaches
[HASA-TH-81154] pOOSO-H80-13041
Experimental study of acoustic loads on an
upper-sueface-blown STOL airplane configuration
Langley full-scale wind tunnel tests
[SASA-TP-1577] p0085 H80-13879
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle to wing
size on STOL-OTB acoustic characteristics
[HASA-TH-79279] pOOSS H80-13881
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document STOL
[HASA-TH-81149] _ p0118 B80-14108
JA-6A circulation control wing contractor flight
demonstration
[AD-A074888] ' p0130 B80-15080
Evaluation of approximate methods for the
prediction of noise shielding by airframe
components
[HASA-TP-1004] p0137 H80-15129
The TC-14 upper surface blown flap: A unique
control surface
p0140 B80-15157
Flight tests of the total automatic flight control
system (Tafcos) concept on a DBC-6 Twin Otter
aircraft
[BASA-TP-1513] p0180 880-17081
7/STOLAHD avionics system flight-test data on a
OH-IB helicopter
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[BASA-TH-78591 ] p0225 B80-18047
Flight evaluation of configuration management
system concepts daring transition to the landing
approach for a povered-lift STOL aircraft
CSASA-TB-81146] p0245 B80-19127
Developient of the A-6/circulation control wing
flight deaonstrator configuration[AD-A081241J p035S H80-22365
Estiaation of wind shear and thrust loss daring
STOL, aircraft landing approach
p0363 H80-23296
Large-scale wind-tunnel tests of inverting flaps
on a STOl utility aircraft Bodel[HASA-TP-1696] pOQ32 H80-25318
Phase 1 Bind tunnel tests of the J-97 powered,
external aogaentor V/STOL model
[HiSA-CB-152255] P0529 B80-28303
A piloted sinulator analysis of the carrier
landing capability of the guiet short-haul
research aircraft[BASA-TH-78508] p0532 H80-28338
A summary of joint OS-Canadian aagmentor «ing
powered-lift STOL research programs at the Anes
Hesearch Center, BASA, 1975-1980
[HASA-TB-81215] p0536 H80-28373
Design of an adaptive control system for the
EB?/STOL aircraft with provisions for eigenvalue
and eigenvector selection
p0605 N80-31405
V/STOL egnivalent systems analysis[AD-A087283] p0606 580-31414
Development of a nozzle to improve the turning of
supersonic Coanda jets
[AD-A087709] p0610 H80-31765
A comparison of flight and siinlation data for
three automatic landing systen control lavs for
the Angmentor wing jet STOL research airplane
[HASA-CB-152365] p0628 B80-32338
Development of high lift devices for application
to advanced Bavy aircraft
[AD-A084226] p0633 H80-32382
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A floppier technique for measuring an aircraft's
velocity from the spectrum of its BF transmissions
pOOSO A80-14495
SHBIBKAGB
Shrinkage-compensating cement for airport
pavement, phase 2
[AD-A075739] . p0173 B80-16197
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On the influence of short shroud platforms on
turbine stage operation
pOOOt A80-10627
Dynamic analysis of rotating asymmetric
cross-section blade packet
[ASBE PAPEB 79-DET-93] p0057 A80-15741
Gas path seal
[BASA-CASE-BPO-12131-3] p0230 H80-18400
Thermal response turbine shroud study
[AD-A080620] p0353 (180-22352
Composite seal for turbomachinery
[SASA-CASE-LB»-12131-2] p0485 B80-26658
The response of turbine engine rotors to
interference rubs[HASA-TB-81518] p0501 B80-27696
SHBODDS
On the pressure losses due to the tip clearance of
centrifugal blowers
CASHB PAPEB so-GT-139] P0462 xeo-42252
On the influence.of short shroud platforms on
'turbine stage operation performance tests
for shrouded rotor blades on gas turbine engines
p0020 B80-10083
Investigation of fan blades shroud mechanical
damping
[AD-A078439] p0244 B80-19120
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SIDE-LOOKIBG BADAB
HT BADAB IBAGEBT
Tradeoff between picture element dimensions and
noncoherent averaging.in side-looking airborne
radar
p0053 A80-14949
SIDELOBE BBDOCTIOB
Frequency independent sidelobe suppression and
lobesharpening using broad beam antennas
p0323 A80-34178
Adaptive main-beam nulling for narrow-bean antenna
arrays
p0521 A80-46136
SIDBSLIP
Comment on 'Handling quality criterion for heading
control'
p0089 A80-17698
Bote on the yawing moment due to side slip for
swept-back wings
p0322 A80-33280
Calculation of the supersonic flow past a slender
delta wing at angles of attack and sideslip
p0524 A80-46826
Ring-body yawing moment and sideforce derivatives
due to sideslip: Sv and TV
[ESDU-79006] p0021 B80-10097
Application of the Estimation-Before-Bodeling(EBB) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 2: Simulation study
using T-2C wind tunnel model data
[AD-A079923] p0235 B80-19061
Application of the Bstiaation-Before-Hodeling(EBB) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 3: Identification of
T-2C aerodynamics stability and control
characteristics from actual flight test data[AD-A079924] p0237 B80-19072
Application of the SstiBation-Before-modeling(EBB) system identification method to the high
angle of attack/sideslip flight of the T-2C jet
trainer aircraft. Volume 1: Executive summary
CAD-A080025] p0237 H80-19073
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SIGNAL ABALTSIS
Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise:
: Instrumentation, methodology and initial results
tSASA-CB-163007] p0345 B80-22264
SIGBAL DETECTIOB
BT COBBBLATIOB DETECTIOB
SIGIAL BEASDBEBEBT
Design of a Kind shear detection radar for airports
p0152 A80-21429
SIGBAL PBOCBSSIBG
Antennas /Current status and problems/ Russian
book
p0011 480-11890
Optimal receivers and discrete-signal processors
for hyperbolic radar navigation- systems
p0011 A80-12030
Controlling adaptive antenna arrays with the
sample matrix inversion algorithm
p0159 A80-23283
The duration of false alans in surveillance radar
p0213 A80-27902
Digital processing of unsteady periodic signals
with application to the turbulence structure
around oscillating airfoils
P0265 A80-29505
Beceivers for the Bavstar global positioning system.
p0273 A80-30787
A simple Havstar receiver
p0279 A80-32120
Applications of LSI to digital systems - An
overview of expectations and reality signal
processing in avionics
p0280 A80-32422
An LSI digital signal processor for airborne
applications onboard computer for radar
systems
p0281 A80-32424
LSI radar signal processor
P0281 A80-32425
TIES - An integrated CHI system in hardware
feasibility demonstration Communication,
Bavigation and Identification
p0283 A80-32451
Advanced signal processing concepts for
multi-function radio systems -— in airborne
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receiver design
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VLSI/VHSI device technology Very High Speed
Integration for military signal processing
applications
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Frequency independent sidelobe suppression and
lobesharpening using broad beaa antennas
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Walking-gate spatial signal averaging signal
processing for fatigue crack ultrasonic
inspection systei
p0381 180-37206
Survey of radar data-processing techniques in
air-traffic-control and surveillance systens
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Icousto-optic devices for use in radio frequency
target simulators
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and accident data
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Deternination of instrumentation errors from
Qeasnred data using nazinnB likelihood method
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The EBB systen identification technique and its
application to high alpha/beta modeling of
aircraft
[AIAA 80-1631] . p0520 180-45919
Optimal evaluation of angular coordinates of
aircraft in multichannel radio direction finding
p0524 A80-46S39
Spectrum resource assessment in the 2.7-2.9 GBz
band phase 2: Badar signal processing
[PB80-129323] p0425 N80-24547
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Navigation error using rate of change of signal
time of arrival from space vehicles
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Analysis of the effect of tine selection of a
signal reflected from a surface on the accuracy
with which ground speed can be measured
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The suppression of reflected interrogation in
secondary surveillance radar
p0568 A80-47829
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Ose of sign statistics for sequential signal
detection in a pulse radar system
p0011 &80-12031
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 1: Pseudotones
[AD-A081962] p0503 B80-28157
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 2: Background noise considerations
[1D-A082011] p0503 S80-28158
Initial data bank report: Pall 1978; winter,
spring, summer, fall 1979, winter 1980
[AD-A088204] p0632 H80-32372
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A sea-distress signal via satellites
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Design of an electronic model of a microwave
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Air safety navigation system reliability
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Omega navigation system. Citations from the NTIS
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Propeller signatures and their use aircraft
noise and vibration measurements and analysis
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Statistical techniques for automating the
detection of anomalous performance in rotating
oachinery
[COBF-790435-2] p0084 H80-13481
Idvanced infrared signature prediction program.
Spectral calculation of radiation fron a turbine
propulsion system as intercepted by an observer
(SCOBPION). Volune 3: Analysis
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Bemote sensing of turbine engine gases • •
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Determining the optimal fan silencer design of
aircraft engines
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Experimental study of fan-noise silencers of
aircraft turbojet engines
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GE-SI supersonic FLIB window
[AD-A078371] p0257 H80-19948
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High-temperature ceramic heat exchanger
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The fabrication and properties of BEFEL silicon
carbide in relation to gas turbine components
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State-of-the-art SiAlOH materials
p0554 H80-29358
SILICON HITBIDES
State-of-the-art of SiAlOH materials
p0016 A80-13066
Comparative resistance of Beta-Si3H4 solid
solutions to molten silicon attack
p0091 A80-18062
Operation of an all-ceramic mainshaft roller
bearing in a J-402 gas-turbine engine
(ISLE PBEPBIBT 80-AH-3C-1] p0467 A80-43166
Investigation into adaptive control of a
slip-cast, reaction-bonded silicon-nitride
process via adaptive learning network modeling
[AD-A083730] p0502 N80-28091
Silicon nitride turbine blade development
p0553 H80-29347
Duo-density ceramic turbine rotor: Concepts,
materials processes and test results
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Investigations of a hot-pressed silicon nitride
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Ceramics in rolling element bearings
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HIP silicon nitride
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Extension of similarity test procedures to cooled
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Simulated Mission Endurance Test (SHET) for an
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avoidance system, Knoxville simulation
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fessex modernization: A preliminary simulation
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environmental simulator
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HIP silicon nitride
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A matrix method for airport site evaluation
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Hethodology for the evaluation of a radar site
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Technology requirements and readiness for very
large aircraft
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Subsonic aircraft: Evolution and the matching of
size to performance
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Stndy of rolling element dynamic interactions with
separator and raceway paths. Boiler skewing
measurements in roller bearings
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SKID LABDIHGS
Friction characteristic of steel skids equipped
with skegs on a lakebed surface landing gear
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by discriminant analysis
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propagation of edge cracks in laterally excited
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in acceleration
p0319 A80-32682
STELLAS DOPPLBB SHIFT
D DOPPLEB EFFECT :
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Flying qualities research for highly augmented
aircraft
[BB-582] p0027 H80-10194
STBBEOGBAPBT , •
D STEBEOPBOTOGBAPBT
STBBEOPBOTOGBAPHI
Study of a stereo electro-optical tracker system
for the measurement of model deformations at the
national transonic facility
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STBBEOSCOPIC PBOTOGBAPHT
D STEBEOPBOTOGBAPBT
STBBEOSCOPI
BT STEBEOPBOTOGBAPBT
STBBILIZATIOI EFFECTS
HT CBEHICAL EFFECTS
NT TBEBHAL DEGBADATIOR
STBBIS
0 AFTEBBODIES
STIFF STBOCTOBBS
0 RIGID STBOCTOBBS
STIFFBBSS
Calculation of ainiana-veight and maximum-rigidity
structures in the presence of design constraints
p0204 A80-27165
On thin-«all bean effective stiffness
p0019 H80-10057
The influence of bending-torsional coupling on the
buckling load of general orthotropic, aidplane
symmetric and elastic plates
[HLB-TB-77126-0] p0357 H80-22753
Botor-bearing dynanics technology design guide.
Part 4: Cylindrical roller bearings
[AD-A082355] . p0440 H80-25662
STZFFBESS HATBIX
Construction of stiffness matrices of thin-wall
systens using sliding interpolation
p0376 A80-36783
STIBOLATED BRISSIOH
A study of production and stimulated emission of
sound by vortex flows
p0161 A80-23903
STIBOLATED BHISSIOI DEVICES
BT ABGOH LASBBS
BT CABBOB DIOXIDE LASERS
BT LASEBS
BT BEODTBTDH LASEBS
BT POLSED LASEBS
BT TAG LASEBS
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
BT BABDOH PBOCESSES
Stochastic response secondary surveillance radar
p0047 A80-13212
Application of stochastic optimal reduced state
feedback gain computation procedures to the
design of aircraft gust alleviation controllers
pOOSI A80-14822
A survey of the stochastic filtering techniques
for data processing in air-traffic control and
surveillance systems
p0106 A80-20867
Baximum likelihood identification of linear
discrete stochastic systems estimating and
parameter identification in stochastic processes
[AD-A072147] p0031 B80-10229
STOL AIRCRAFT
0 SBOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
STOPPIHS
HT TBBDST TEBHIBATIOB
STOBABLB PEOPBLLAHTS
BT AIBCBAFT FOELS
STOBAGB BATTERIES
BT LEAD ACID BATTBBIES
BT HICKEL CADBIOB BATTEBIES.
BT HICKEL ZIBC BATTEBIES
STOBAGE STABILITT
stability survey of hydrocarbon fuels
[BBTC-1778-4] p0296 H80-20424
STOBBS
BT BOBBICAHES
BT STOBBS (BETEOBOLOGT)
BT TBOBDEBSTOBHS
A 94/183 GBz aircraft radiometer system for
Project Storm Fury
[HASA-CB-160000] p0485 H80-26638
STOBBS (BBTEOBOLOGT)
BT BOBHICABES
BT THONDEBSTOBHS
Howcast and short-range (0-2 hour) forecasts of
thunderstorms and severe convective weather for
use in air traffic control
[AD-A080426] p0290 B80-20247
STHAIGBT RTBGS -
0 BECTABGOLAB BIBGS
STBAIB DISTBZB0TIOB
0 STBESS COBCEBTBATIOH
STRAIB EBEBGT BETBODS
Investigation of vibration reduction through
structural optimization
[AD-A088917] p0647 H80-33403
STRAIB FATIGOE .
0 FATIGOE (BATEBIALS)
STBAIB GAGE BALANCES
An experimental method for investigating the
mutual aerodynamic interference of aircraft
components at supersonic velocities
p0056 A80-15476
STBAIJ 6AGES
Beasnring unsteady pressure on rotating compressor
blades with semicondnctor strain gages nnder
gas turbine engine operating conditions
p0013 A80-12630
Low profile strain gage applications telemetered
from rotating machinery
p0343 A80-36153
Determination of strain fields near concentrators •
from strain gage indicators
p0019 B80-10054
Specification for the installation of electrical
resistance strain gauges on strain pairs counter
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aircraft to nonitor fatigne damage
[AD-A071363] ' p0229 B80-18369
Fatigue damage estimation for the BAeA aircraft
fatigue data analysis system
[AD-A086070] p0589 H80-30301
Loads calibrations of strain gage bridges on the
DASI project Aeroelastic Be search ling (AHi-1)
CHASA-TB-81889] p0605 880-33393
STRAIi SOFTBBIHG
0 PLASTIC DEFOBHATIOB
SIBAKES
Effects of forebody, ving and wing-body-LBX
flovfields on high angle of attack aerodynamics
Leading Edge extensions
[SAE PAPER 791082] p019Q A80-26638
STBAPDOiB IIEBTIAL GDIDAHCE
Design of a strapdovn navigator aided by position
measurements
p0007 A80-11187
Calibration of a low cost strapdovn .inertial
guidance system
p0014 A80-12642
Instrumentation for the determination of aircraft
performance from dynamic maneuvers
pOOII A'80-12647
Development aspects of a dynamically tuned gyro
for strapdovn - ABBS —- Attitude and Heading
Beference System
p0088 180-17553
A strapdovn inertial reference system for
commercial airline use in navigation and flight
control .' .
p0088 180-17558
An integrated strapdovn guidance and control
system for launch vehicle application
p0088 A80-17559
Modular strapdovn guidance unit with embedded
microprocessors
[AIAA FAPEB 78-1239] p0097 A80-18534
The experimental strapdovn system of DPVLB —— for
inertial guidance and navigation of civil aircraft
p0214 A80-28218
The laser gyro and its application to an
helicopter navigation system
p0214 A80-28221
A description of a velocity-damped Schnler erected
ABBS system Attitude and Heading Beference
System
p0283 A80-32449
Development of aiding GPS/strapdovn inertial
navigation system
p0112 H80-14031
Hethods for strap-down attitude estimation and
navigation vith accelerometers
p0112 H80-14034
Optimal estimation applied to redundant strapped
dovn inertial sensors for navigation and flight
control
p03«7 H80-22295
Inertial navigation and guidance. Citations from
the HTIS data base
[PB80-812415] p0645 H80-33389
STBATOFOBfBBSS AIBCBAFT
D B-52 AIBCBAFT
STBATOSPEEBE
Superpressurized balloons - A nev type of
.superpressnrized balloon conceived in large
scale for stratospheric flight
p0405 A80-39308
Potential environmental effects of aircraft
emissions
[OCBL-52861] p0427 H80-24887
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Technical options for flexible dirigibles
p0404 A80-39294
Hydrodynamic visualization on streamlined bodies
of vortex flovs particular to high angles of
attack
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-106] p0623 A80-53291
STBEAHLIHIIG
A proposal for aerodynamically actuated self
streamlining subsonic wind tunnel vails
[ABL/AEHO-HOTB-392] p0555 H80-29374
selected data from a transonic flexible walled
test section
[HASA-CH-159360] . p0637 N80-32404
STBEH6TB Or BATBBIALS
0 BECHASICAL PBOPSBTIES
STBESS (PBISIOLO6T) ^
Human factors in high-speed low-level accidents:
A 15 year review
p0559'H80-30013
SIBESS AHALISIS
Fatigue life prediction of a bonded splice joint
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0305] p0094 A80-18306
Effects of idealizing three-dimensional geometry
vith two-dimensional models in temperature and
stress analysis of engine components
p0165 A80-24310
Influence of interface on composite failure
p0198 A80-26895
Numerical strain and stress analysis of radial
compressor impellers vith riveted cover disks •
. p0261 A80-29114
The investigation of transient loads in gas
turbine engine blades using spectral analysis
methods
p0277 A80-31217
Structural design loads .for future airplanes
[AIAA 80-0813] . p0335 A80-35094
The influence of prior engine usage data on the
selection of structural design criteria
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1191] p0392 A80-38348
Calculation of radial-axial turbine wheel thermal
and stress states
p0565 A80-47420
Green's functions in fracture mechanics
p0573 A80-49466
Prestressed pavements for airports
[SAE PAPEB 800764] p0577 A80-49709
Design of blade attachment in compressor rotor
annular slot ' .
p0615 A80-51879
Fracture mechanics in engineering application;
Proceedings of the International Conference,
Bangalore, India, Harch 26-30, 1979
. p0623 ABO-53426
A study of alternating stresses in gas-turbine
- engine blades by spectral analysis
P0625 A80-53644
Contact stress analysis of ceramic-to-metal
interfaces in gas turbine engines
[AD-A074491] p012« H80-14417
Thermo-mechanical stress analysis of advanced
turbine blade cooling configuration
[AD-A074098] p0137 1180-15136
Additional information about FA1STAFF fighter
aircraft loading standard for fatigne evaluation
[HLB-TB-79056-0] ' p0186 H80-17508
Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional
stress analysis of hollow fan blades for
aircraft jet engines
[SASA-TH-75718] p0242 H80-19111
An analysis of residual stresses and displacements
due to radial expansion of fastener holes -
[AD-A076370] p0252 H80-19569
La Becherche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-3
[ESA-TT-609] . p0316 H80-22239
Analysis of ground calibration data from strain
gauges attached to the airframe of CT4-A
airtrainer A19-031
[AD-A086970] p0593 H80-30719
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STBESS COHCEHTBATIOH
Determination of the stress intensity factor of
composite structural members
P0090 A80-17958
Variations in crack growth rate behavior
p0160 A80-23858
Stress-intensity factors for two symmetric 'corner
cracks
p0161 A80-23876
Beasnrement of stress distribution in sandwich
beams under four-point bending
1p0192 A80-25498
Distribution of forces and stresses along rows of
bolted connections
,p0203 A80-27143
Investigation of the stress distribution in the.
surface layer of aircraft engine components
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Deterlining stress intensity factors in composite
stractaral elements
p0382 180-37289
Determination of strain fields near concentrators
from strain gage indicators
p0019 §80-10051
Collection and analysis of in service flight
histories of the initiation of fatigue damage
[BHVG-FBHT-79-10] p0186 H80-17518
On the fatigue life evaluation of jointed
specimens undergoing load transfer with regard
to stress concentration
[BHVG-PBBT-79-11] p0186 S80-17519
In investigation of residual stresses in simulated
wing panels of 7075-T6 alniinum
[1D-1080863] p0370 B80-23693
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lircraft carrier exposure tests of aloninui alloys
[10-1081060] p0368 H80-23433
STBESS COBBOSIOB CBACKIBG
Experimental methodology and application of
fracture mechanics concepts to netals
[11AF PiPEB ST 79-35] p0379 180-36869
STBBSS CYCLES
Lov cycle fatigue life aodel for gas turbine
engine disks
p0164 180-24140
Applying pressure ... Believing stress
stress coining aircraft structures
p0207 180-27257
Lo'v cycle fatigue testing, a necessary part of
advanced developaent for military fighter
aircraft gas turbine engines
[1111 PIPEB 80-1153] p0399 180-38940
STBBSS D1STHIBOTI01
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STBBSS IBTEISITT. PkCTOBS
Green's functions in fracture nechanics
pOS73 180-49466
Propagation of edge cracks in laterally excited
stiffened panels
p0623 180-53465
STBBSS HEISOBEHBST
Heasnrement of the Beynolds stress tensor using a
single rotating slanting hot wire
p0523 180-46366
STBBSS B1TIO
1 special crack tip element for three-diaensional
crack problens
[1BL/STBOC-BOTE-374] p0074 B80-12436
STBBSS BEL1Z1TIOB
Study of the relaxation of the tigbtning force of
bolted joints in supersonic transport aircraft
p0525 180-46860
STBBSS BOPTDBB STBBHGTB
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STBBSS TEBSOBS
Heasnrement of the Beynolds stress tensor using a
single rotating slanting hot wire
p0523 180-46366
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Review of investigations into aeronautics related
fatigue Federal Bepoblic of Germany
[LBP-S-142] p0124 H80-14422
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Application of the design diagram for a layered
viscoelastic medium to the evaluation of the
stress-strain state of road and runway surfaces
for moving loads
p0012 180-12537
Application of the variational-difference aethod
of straight lines to the calculation of wing
middle surface deformation
p0149 180-21276
1 study of the stress-strain state of shaped
hollow blades for radial superchargers
p0326 180-34351
Application of the calculation scheme for a
layered viscoelastic medium to the estination of
the stressed state of highway airport pavements
with moving loads
PQ395 180-38775
The use of holographic speckle interferometry to
study the stress-strain state of a gas turbine
engine disk near a scarf joint with a blade
p0409 180-39916
Comparison of elastic and elastic-plastic '
structural analyses for cooled turbine blade
airfoils
[B1S1-TP-1679] p0501 H80-27719
Dynaoic evaluation of experimental integral
fuel-tank sealants, part 1
[1D-1088573] p0651 B80-33573
STBBSS-STBAIB-TIHE BBLATIOHS
The viscoelastic behavior of a coaposite in a
thermal environment
[B1SI-CB-163187] p0423 HBO-24369
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On sound transmission into a stiffened cylindrical
shell with rings and stringers treated as
discrete elements
p0620 180-52723
STBOOB1L BOHBEB
Strouhal number influence on flight effects on jet
noise radiated from convecting qnadrnpoles
p0215 180-28418
STBDCTDBAL 1B1LISIS
BT DIBASIC STBUCTOB1L 1B1LTSIS
HT EHEBGT HETBODS
HT.PLDTTEB 1B1LTSIS
BT H1TBIZ HETHODS
BT STB1IH EBEBGT HETBODS
1 regression model of fatigue crack propagation
under flight simulation loading for aluminum
alloys
P0012 180-12157
Test and analysis of the ASALB-PT7 insulated
combustion chamber
[1SHE PIPES 79-EH1S-21] p0055 180-15245
Thermostructnral analyses of structural concepts
for hypersonic cruise vehicles
[1111 PIPEB 80-0407] p0162 180-23950
A study of the stress-strain state of shaped
hollow blades for radial superchargers
p0326 .180-34351
The outside has to be bigger than the inside —-
volume requirements calculation and optimal
design of supersonic aircraft
[1111 80-0726] p0331 180-35031
Fluid and structural measurements to advance gas
tnrbine technology
p0343 180-36145
Besh definition by the conversational topological
method and optimization in finite element
structural calculations
[HAP PIPEB BT 79-30] p0379 180-36864
Investigation of structural strength of ceramics
nsed for circulating section components of gas
tnrbine engines
p0382 180-37307
Structural analysis of variable-sweep wings
p0019 H80-10053
Effect of time dependent flight loads on JT9D-7
performance deterioration
[B1S1-CB-159681] p0033 B80-1051S
Bew methods for ground tests of aeronautical
structures
p0065 H80-12006
Design assessment of advanced technology
lightweight, low-cost mission-configured gondola
modules
[1D-1073554] p0078 B80-13029
Application of the SIBS concept to Bavy helicopters
systems analysis of flight data recorders of
flight conditons of helicopters for structural
analysis
[1D-1074801] p0126 B80-15030
Computer simulation of engine systems
[HlSl-TH-79290] p0137 B80-15132
lerodynanic-structnral analysis of dual bladed
helicopter systems
[BlSl-CB-162754] p0178 H80-17061
The Shock and vibration Bulletin. Part 3:
Structure medium interaction, case studies in
dynamics
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[HiSl-CB-162a73] p0184 B80-17293
Structural analysis of hollo* blades: Torslonal
stress analysis of hollos fan blades for
aircraft Jet engines
[HlSl-TH-75718] p0242 H80-19111
The history of static test and lir Force
structures testing
[AD-1077029] p0246 H80-19136
1 computer based system for structural design,
analysis and optimization
p0300 B80-21265
An aeroelastic analysis of the Sheriff wing
[BO-234] p0361 B80-23274
Improved packaging for the 1H-31 inertial
measurement unit (F-15 aircraft)[1D-1081745] p0362 H80-23293
Decision analysis of Advanced scout Helicopter
candidates[1D-1081483] p0363 B80-23298
Honlinear transient analysis by energy
minimization: I theoretical basis for the
•1CTIOB computer code predicting the response
of a lightweight aircraft daring a crash
[HASA-CB-3287] . p0086 H80-26697
Flightworthy active control landing gear for a
supersonic aircraft
[BASA-CB-3298] p0494 B80-27350
Comparison of elastic and elastic-plastic
structural analyses for cooled turbine blade
airfoils
[BlSl-TP-1679] p0501 H80-27719
Hathematical modeling of linear and non-linear
aircraft structures
[AGABD-B-687] p0595 H80-31326
Response of nonlinear panels to random loads
p0639 880-32766
Development and analysis of the learjet 54/55
fuselage HASTBAH model using substructure
techniques
p0653 H80-33794
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Hathematics for computer graphics : Book 'on
numerical design engineering of aerospace systems
pOOSO 180-14598
Design of damping systems and their application
p0059 180-16272
Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum
aircraft structures
[1111 PAPEB 80-0303] p0094 180-18304
Assessment of analytic methods for the prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary
bodies at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0071] p0101 180-19308
Some parametric relations for designing
large-aspect wings
pOISO 180-21294
Principles of design of a carbon fibre composite
aircraft wing
p0155 180-22270
Calculation of minimum-weight and maximum-rigidity
structures in the presence of design constraints
p0204 180-27165
767 - 1 Boeing for the 'eighties
p0210 180-27726
Structural design of transport airplanes for
transient environments
p0213 180-27898
ainimnm-mass designs of stiffened
graphite/polyiaide compression panels
p0213 180-27992
Selection of a rational structure diagram for a
large-aspect-ratio wing
p0263 180-29227
Development of a structural overload warning
system for modern high performance aircraft
p0330 180-34974
CAD produced aircraft drawings
[1111 80-0732] p0331 180-35036
Preliminary design of composite wing-box
structures for global damage tolerance
[1111 80-0755] p0332 180-35049
Structural design loads for future airplanes
[1111 80-0813] p0335 180-35094
Integrated thermal-structural finite element
analysis for applications to hypersonic
transport design
[1111 80-0717] p0335 180-35098
Optimal design studies on composite wings with
static and dynamic constraints
[1A1F PAPBB BT 79-29] p0379 180-36863
1 new type of flap valve for generating sonic .
booms in a pyramidal horn .
p0390 180-38100
Low cycle fatigue testing, a necessary part of
advanced development for military fighter
aircraft gas turbine engines
• [1111 PAPBB 80-1153] p0399 180-38940
Design, manufacturing, and operational behaviour
of helicopter composite blades
p0411 180-40465
Gas turbine combnstor design challenges for the
1980's
[1111 PAPEB 80-1285] p0449 180-41213
The economic impact of materials technology on
supersonic transport selection
[1111 PIPES 80-1842] • p0470 180-43300
The objective necessity of the fail-safe design
philosophy
pOSII 180-45697
Forward swept wing flight demonstrator
[1111 PAPEB 80-1882] p0514 180-45750
Optimal designing of shells and plates with
discrete stiffeners
p0526 180-47184
Construction of cyclic and ruled surfaces by the
method of generalized inversion
p0527 180-47187
. 1 'three-dimensional* concept for Haiti-form hangars
p0581 180-50274
Selecting rational high-aspect-ratio wing
structural stiffening scheme
p0582 180-50482
Designing for long-life aircraft structures
p0582 180-50585
lirport studies and designs: Handbook
p0617 180-51925
Considerations of some critical ejector problems
for the 7/STOL aircraft
p0023 1180-10127
Dse of wagner functions in airfoil design
optimization
[1D-A072634] p0025 B80-10139
Aeroelasticity from the viewpoint of the designer
p0065 B80-12002
Aerodynamic design of an extended-range guided bomb
. [LOS-C3719] p0078 H80-13023Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine(QCSEE). The aerodynamic and mechanical design
of the QCSEE over-the-wing fan
[S1SA-CH-134915] p0132 B80-15089Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
Over-The-Ring (OTW) boilerplate nacelle design
report
[B1S1-CB-135168] p0133 B80-15099
Materials and structures research scientific
report, 1978
p0182 H80-17143
The aerodynamic design of an advanced rotor airfoil
[BASA-CB-2961] p0220 B80-17989
Design and test of a boron - aluminum high
temperature wing
[1D-1075814] p0223 B80-18034
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft
[H1S1-CB-162863] p0226 B80-18103
Design considerations for attaining 250-knot test
velocities at the aircraft landing dynamics
facility
[B1SA-TB-80222] p0245 HBO-19132
Standard engineering installation package
A8/TSO-117, aircraft control central
[1D-1079776] p0290 B80-20254
Finite elements and the optimization of
aeronautical structures
p0301 B80-21268
Tarbopropnlsion combustion technology assessment
[1D-1080748] P0366 B80-23323
1 general panel method for the analysis and design
of arbitrary configurations in incompressible
flows boundary value problem
[B1SA-CB-3079] p0414 B80-24268
Bigh-temperatnre ceramic heat exchanger
[EPBI-FP-1127] p0426 B80-24588
Development of the learjet 28/29 wing using
B1STBAH analysis
p0427 B80-24650
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Thermal-structural design study of an
airframe-integrated Scraajet
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Design and analytical study of a rotor airfoil
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The development of the zepplin dirigible for long
distance transportation
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Multilevel option* design of wing box structures
with fiber composite panel components
pOQ9Q B80-27349
Measures for iaproving the zeppelin airships for
long distance transportation
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A computer program for the design and analysis of
low-speed airfoils
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Optimization of the mathematical model of a
structure
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Wing profile design of the world championship sail
plane SB 11
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. Advanced structures maintenance concepts
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Application of advanced technologies to small,
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[BASA-CB-152363] p0629 B80-32353
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 3:
Aircraft structural crashworthiness
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Characterization of graphite/epozy laminates for
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Design for continuing structural integrity of
commercial aircraft
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Structures, Dynamics and Materials
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Analysis of aircraft inpact problems
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The influence of prior engine usage data on the
selection of structural design criteria
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Foilborne hydrodynamic performance of Jetfoil
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Determination of requirements placed on airframe
components from a dimensional analysis of the
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A numerical method of analysis of blade and
channel profile geometry
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The aconstic characteristics of the BAB 1.5m wind
tunnel modifications and test results
[BAE-TB-79002] p0082 B80-13062
Computer simulation of engine systems
[BASA-TH-79290] p0137 B80-15132
Low cost aircraft flutter clearance conference
[AGABD-CP-278] p0138 1180-15141
The analysis of measured surface loads as a basis
for the derivation of acceptable load limits for
military aircraft components
[BBVG-FBWT-79-9] p0175 B80-17038
Design study of prestressed rotor spar concept
[BASA-CB-159086] p0178 B80-17062
Preliminary design of graphite composite wing
panels for commercial transport aircraft
[BASA-CB-159150] p0183 B80-17148
On the fatigue life evaluation of jointed
specimens undergoing load transfer with regard
. to stress concentration
[BHVG-FBWT-79-11] p0186 H80-17519
The aerodynamic design of an advanced rotor airfoil
[BASA-CB-2961] p0220 880-17989
A computer based system for structural design,
analysis and optimization
p0300 B80-21265
Structural optimization with static and
aeroelastic constraints
p0300 H80-21266
Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology(PABST). Design handbook for adhesive bonding
[AD-A082078] p0418 B80-24299
Advanced composite rotor hub preliminary design
H-60 Belicopter
CAD-A081951] p0418 B80-24302
Study of the influence of hole quality on
composite materials
[SASA-CB-159257] p0423 B80-24367
Composite structural materials aircraft
structures
[BASA-CB-163377] p0532 B80-28339
Application of fully stressed design procedures to
redundant and non-isotropic structures
[BASA-TH-81842] p0558 H80-29767
The Quiet short-haul Research Aircraft (QSBA)
p0594 B80-31313
Aircraft Assessment and Acceptance Testing
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DSAF development test and evaluation
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Improvement of the convergence of the method of
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p0204 A80-27183
Composite wing/fuselage integral concept
[AIAA 80-0744] p0331 A80-35044
Built-up low-cost advanced titanium structures
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Fracture mechanics in engineering application;
Proceedings of the International Conference,
Bangalore, India, Harch 26-30, 1979
p0623 A80-53426
Systematization of simple detail parts of
regulable nozzle of gas turbine engine
p0020 B80-10071
Design and performance evaluation of supercritical
airfoils for axial flow compressors
[AD-A071206] p0041 B80-11093
Preliminary tests in a cryogenic wind tunnel
driven by induction
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Composite structural materials
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Structural fatigue experiments
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Sonic fatigue design data for bonded aluminum
aircraft structures
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Crack-detectives foil aircraft failure
p0166 A80-24536
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fuselage under the combined effect of
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Influence of interface on composite failure
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Some applications of the methods of failure
mechanics in analyzing the strength and service
life of aircraft structures
p0528 A80-47355
Calculation of aircraft wing reliability from
sudden failures
p0564 A80-47403
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view
p0583 A80-50591
Impact daaage on titanium leading edges from small
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engines
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significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet
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method
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Is the structural life of an aircraft King limited
p0063 A80-17335
Design for continuing structural integrity of
commercial aircraft
p0164 A80-24138
Fatigue in machines and structures - Aircraft
p0196 A80-26731
Technical diagnosis and operation of engines
according to technical condition
p0370 A80-36763
Application of fracture mechanics to OSAF aircraft
structural integrity requirements
C A A A F PAPEB HT 79-25] P0378 A80-36860
Limits of application of the damage tolerance
concept to combat aircraft
[AAAF PAPEB HT 79-32] p0379 A80-36866
Current developments in aircraft fatigue
evaluation procedures
[ A A A F PAPEB HT 79-33] p«379 A80-36867
The objective necessity of the fail-safe design
philosophy
p0511 A80-45697
Beliability assurance of aircraft structures
p0573 A80-48938
Long-life aircraft structures; Proceedings of the
Spring Convention, London, England, Hay 14, 15,
1980
P0582 A80-50580
Airline view of long life structures
p0582 A80-50582
Continuing structural airworthiness of civil
transport aircraft
p0582 A80-50584
Airworthiness of long-life jet transport structures
p0582 A80-S0586
Build 2 of an accelerated mission test of a TF-41
with block 76 hardware investigation of
structural reliability of engine parts of a
tnrbofau engine
[AD-A073436] pOOSi H80-13050
Fatigue damage estimation for the BAeA aircraft
fatigue data analysis system
[AD-A086470] p0589 B80-30301
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assessments helicopter airfrane
maintainability and life cycle costs
[AD-A077373] p0632 H80-32374
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Transient, nearly periodic rotor oscillations
Bussian book
pOOOl A80-10124
Experimental investigation of the strength of
rotor materials in the presence of surface cracks
p0003 180-10482
Seminar on vibration Control, Pennsylvania State
Dniversity, Dniversity Park, Pa., October 8-12,
1979, Proceedings
p0059 A80-16271
Evaluation of strength safety factors under
malticomponent loading with consideration of
material properties scatter
p0060 A80-16831
An analytical method of testing pavement strength
p0091 A80-17998
Some parametric relations for designing
large-aspect wings
p0150 A80-21294
The reliability of the mechanical components of
flight vehicles Bussian book
p0158 A80-23086
Minimum-weight wing in the presence of lift
constraints
p0203 »80-27136
Application of geometrical, programming to problems
of optimal design
p0203 A80-27137
Distribution of forces and stresses along rows of
bolted connections
p0203 .80-27143
Selection of a rational structure diagram for a
large-aspect-ratio wing
p0263 A80-29227
Experimental investigation of the strength of
rotor materials with surface cracks
p0278 A80-32044
Active flutter suppression control law definition
via least sgnares synthesis
[AIAA 80-0765] p0332 A80-35057
F-16 flutter suppression systea investigation
[AIAA 80-0768] p0333 A80-35060
Elevated temperature structural testing of
advanced missiles
[AIAA 80-0812] p0335 A80-35093
Application of the integrating matrix method to
solution of boundary-value problems with normal
form of the differential equations and
isoperimetric edge conditions •*— for structural
analysis
p0376 A80-36790
A review of nondestructive inspection reliability
on aircraft structure
P0381 A80-37203
Effect of adding structural damping on a
. wing/nacelle hump type flutter mode
p0447 A80-41159
Study of the relaxation of the tightning force of
bolted joints in supersonic transport aircraft
p0525 A80-46860
Experience in correcting dynamic designs on the
basis of resonance test data aircraft
structures
p0526 A80-46872
Selecting rational high-aspect-ratio wing
structural stiffening scheme
p0582 A80-50482
On the empennage snap-through problem
p0019 H80-10047
An empirical approach for checking flutter
stability of gliders and light aircraft
p0139 H80-15144
On interfacing structural information and loading
data in aeroelastic analysis using computer
techniques
[ABC-B/H-3833] p0187 H80-17521
Aircraft sonic boom: Effects on buildings.
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Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Part 1: Flexible rotor dynamics
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A review of Australian investigations on
aeronautical fatigue during the period April
1977 to Harch 1979 structural strain and
fatigue life studies on aircraft structures and
construction materials
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Transient, nearly periodic rotor oscillations
Russian book
pOOOl A80-10124
Rind tunnel nodel deflection systen
p0013 A80-12620
Stability derivatives of blunt slender cones at
high Hach numbers
p0048 A80-13571
Active maltivariable isolation for an helicopter
by decoupling and frequency domain Bethods
p0052 A80-1482S
Helicopter vibrations
p0056 A80-15630
Vibration characteristics of asymmetric
cross-section bladed disX under rotation
•[ASHE PAPBB 79-DET-94] p0057 A80-15742
Seminar on Vibration Control, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pa., October 8-12,
1979, Proceedings
p0059 A80-16271
Design of damping systems and their application
p0059 ABO-16272
Gas turbine carcase and accessory vibration -
Problems of measurement and analysis
p0090 A80-17730
Evaluation of the intensity of beat-induced
vibrations
p0090 A80-17965
.Vibrations of a rotating deformable disk
p0147 A80-21096
A panel method for calculating the loads acting on
a King that performs harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
p0149 A80-21272
Vibrational modes of an aircraft simulator motion
system
p0163 A80-23988
A scientific approach to defeating helicopter
vibration
p0191 A80-25446
A dynamic vibration generator for full-scale
structures
p0262 A80-29218
Computer/experiment integration for unsteady
aerodynamic research
p0264 A80-29501
The influence of test equipment during resonance
tests of light structures aircraft
aeroelastic model
p0280 »80-32228
Vibration reduction with higher harmonic blade
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teetering and four-bladed hingeless rotors
[AIAA 80-0670] p0330 A80-34996
Hnlticyclic control for helicopters - Besearch in
progress at Ames Besearch Center
[AIAA 80-0671] p0330 A80-34997
Conditions for exciting natural vibrations in a
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p0449 A80-41421
Bedesign of structural vibration modes by
finite-element inverse perturbation
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-167] p0464 A80-42276
A nev approach to active control of rotorcraft
vibration
[AIAA 80-1778] p0511 A80-45556
Experience in correcting dynamic designs on the
basis of resonance test data aircraft
structures
p0526 A80-46872
Influence of the profile geometry on the
eigenfreqnency and normal modes of
high-pressure-turbine blades vith allowance for
conditions characteristic of aircraft gas turbines
p0566 A80-47605
Dynamic vibration exciter for fall-scale structures-
p0581 A80-50473
Practical aspects of the calculation of structural
vibrations
p0065 H80-12007
Dynamic analysis of complex multi-level flexible
rotor systems vibration calculations
p0084 B80-13509
Theoretical analysis of the transient response of
a wing to non-stationary buffet loads
[AD-A073702] p0180 H80-17083
vibrations of a compressor blade with slip at the
root
p0183 880-17263
Turbulent-boundary-layer excitation and response
thereto for a high-performance conical vehicle
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p0228 H80-18229
Symmetric variational formulation of harmonic
vibrations problem by coupling primal and dual
principles. Application to fluid-structure
coupled systems
p0316 H80-22245
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Part 1: Flexible rotor dynamics
[AD-A087806] p0611 B80-31802
Evaluation of Aero Commander sidewall vibration
and interior acoustic data: Static operations
[BASA-CB-159290] p0645 B80-33392
Investigation of vibration redaction through
structural optimization
[AD-A088917] p0647 B80-33403
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Application of finite element analysis to
derivation of structural weight
[SAHE PAPEB 1271] p0104 A80-20627
A method of simplifying weight and balance for
snail aircraft
[SAVE PAPEB 1278] p0104 A80-20630
Application of parametric weight and cost
estimating relationships to future transport
aircraft
[SAHE PAPEB 1292] p0105 A80-20637
A simple design synthesis method used to estimate
aircraft gross weight
[SABE PAPEB 1313] p0105 A80-20647
Height impact of VTOL
[SABE PAPER 1326] p0106 A80-20656
Height minimization for a wing in the presence of
constraints on the divergence speed
p0151 A80-21329
A single-step method of optimizing statically
indeterminate minimum-volume systems
p0202 A80-27135
Analytical study of interior noise control by
fuselage design techniques on high-speed
propeller-driven aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1001] p0338 A80-35964
Preliminary design of a very advanced technology
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[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1862] p0471 A80-43309
The weight-minimization problem for a
forward-swept wing with constraints on the rate
of wing divergence
p0525 A80-46870
Determination of aircraft take-off weight in the
preliminary design stage
P0527 A80-47186
Multilevel optimum design of wing box structures
with fiber composite panel components
p0494 B80-27349
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Analytical modeling of the dynamics of aircraft
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A comparison of underwater helicopter-escape lights
p0455 A80-42009
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. Digital adaptive controllers foe VIOL vehicles.
Volume 2: Software documentation
[HASA-CB-159154-VOL-2] p0171 H80-16066
SESAHE: A system of equations foe the simulation
of aircraft in a aodnlar environment
[BAE-TB-79008] p0179 H80-17069
Gas; iCLS dynamic analysis, volume 2. Fart 2:
Coaponent computer programs
[AD-A079803] p0237 H80-19076
The VIBEA-8 subsonic aerodynamic 'nuclear gust
vulnerability code
[AD-A081722] p0359 H80-23256
Bifilar analysis users manual, volume 2
[HASA-CB-159228-VOL-2] . p0602 H80-31383
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The case of subsonic Jet aircraft noise
reduction near airports
p0153 A80-21961
Durability of foam insulation for LH2 fuel tanks
of future subsonic transports
pOISS A80-22687
Advanced high speed commercial aircraft - 2000
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0937] p0320 A80-32898
Subsonic transport noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0858] p0373 A80-36322
Rultivariate optimum design of subsonic jet
passenger airplane
p0380 A80-36999
Hydrogen fueled high bypass tnrbofans in subsonic
aircraft
p0384 A80-37348
Experimental study of the interaction between a
rapid subsonic aircraft wing and an engine
nacelle at high dilation rate[OBEBA, TP HO. 1980-35] p0443 A80-40803
Zero-length, slotted-lip inlet for subsonic
military aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1215] p0449 A80-41203
Future trends in subsonic transport energy
efficient tnrbofan engines
[ASBE PAPEB 80-6T-177] p0464 A80-42283
Development of the 'D' vented thrust deflecting
nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1856] p0471 A80-43308
Sensitivity of the optimal preliminary design of a
transport to operational constraints and
performance index
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1895] p0473 A80-43328
A survey of the literature on surface roughness
effects on the drag of subsonic aircraft
CFFA-AO-1224] p0036 H80-11049
Rind tunnel investigation of an all flush orifice
air data system for a large subsonic aircraft
conducted in a Langley 8 foot transonic
pressure tunnel
[HASA-TP-1642] p0364 H80-23304
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Calculations of inviscid supercritical subsonic
flow past a lifting profile of arbitrary thickness
German thesis
p0048 A80-13456
Statistical characteristics of pressure
fluctuations in the flow-separation zone on a
plate behind a spoiler
p0049 A80-13695
A numerical approach to subsonic viscons-inviscid
. interaction
•p0099 A80-19070
Summary of advanced methods for predicting high
speed propeller performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0225] pOIOS A80-20966
A panel method for calculating the loads acting oa
a wing that performs harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flov
p0149 A80-21272
Evaluation of the kernel of an integral equation
for a wing performing harmonic oscillations in
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p0150 A80-21296
Airfoil with min imum relaxation drag
p0157 A80-22914
Effect of non-rotating passages on performance of
centrifugal pumps and subsonic compressors
p0210 A80-27733
Experimental results on axial flow compressor
stages with high subsonic Bach numbers
p0260 A80-29097
Stability aspects of diverging subsonic flow
p0272 A80-30567
A velocity potential panel method for the
prediction of unsteady airloads on oscillating
vings and bodies
p0275 A80-30859
Influence of s-shaped air intake inlet section
ellipticity on outlet flow uniformity for
aircraft engines
P0376 A80-36778
Optimization of the relaxation drag of slender
profile arrangements in steady subsonic flow. I
- Single profile
P0444 A80-40895
Aerodynamics of wings in subsonic shear flow
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1418] p0452 A80-41612
Perturbing influence of the probe on the
characteristics of a subsonic wake behind a
two-dimensional model
P0475 A80-43787
Asymmetric trailing-edge flows at high Beynolds
number
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1396] p0506 A80-44151
visualization of the acoustic excitation of a
subsonic jet
P0620 A80-52717-
Entrainment characteristics of unsteady subsonicjets for V/STOL aircraft
P0023 N80-10124
Two dimensional aerodynamic interference effects
on oscillating airfoils with flaps in ventilated
subsonic wind tunnels computational fluid
dynamics
[HASA-CB-3210] p0113 H80-14047
Summary of advanced methods for predicting high
speed propeller performance
[HASA-TH-81U09] p0127 N80-15051
Onsteady effects of a control surface in two
dimensional, subsonic and transonic flow
P0142 S80-15168
Average gust frequencies subsonic transport aircraft
[ESDD-69023-A-B-C] p0167 K80-16029
Development of panel methods for subsonic analysis
and design
[HASA-CB-3234] p0167 H80-16033
Onsteady effects with control surfaces
measured in a wind tunnel
[AAAF-HT-79-01] p0225 H80-18049
Transonic data memorandum: numerical methods for
solving the potential flov equations for
two-dimensional aerofoils in subsonic and
transonic flows, brief details, test cases and
examples
[ESDO-79009] p0302 H80-21278
Blade-to-blade flow of ideal fluid with wall
injection
p0315 880-22228
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep
wing
p0316 H80-22248
The harmonically oscillating body in subsonic
flow: Effect of compressibility
[ESA-TT-584] p0360 K80-23270
Steady, Oscillatory, and Onsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version
(SOOSSA-p 1.1). Volume 1: Theoretical manual
Green function
[HASA-CB-159130] p0477 N80-26269
A brief investigation of the two-dimensionality of
the flow over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6 foot
transonic wind tunnel
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Bet hod for inviscid subsonic flows about aircraft
configurations
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The development of active control and its
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tunnel test results
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Optimized aerodynamic design process for snbsonic
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The aconstic characteristics of the BAB 1.5m wind
tnnnel modifications and test results
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Turbulence measurements in•the boundary layer of a
low-speed wind tunnel using laser velocimetry
[HASA-TH-81165] p0174 H80-16300
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on a snbsonic
rectilinear cascade of blades
[PHB-90007] p0360 880-23266
Analysis and testing to improve the flow from the
plenum of a snbsonic cascade wind tnnnel
[AD-4084471] . p0537 B80-28378
A proposal for aerodynamically actuated self
streamlining snbsonic wind tunnel walls
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Development and analysis of the learjet 54/55
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Improving the suction capability of vane pumps
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Boundary layer control by means of suction
[BASA-TH-75502] p0219 B80-17987
Design studies of Laninar Flow Control (LFC) wing
concepts using superplastics forming and
diffusion bonding (SPF/DB)
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Permanent magnet and superconducting generators in
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Program for the development of a superconducting
generator, phase 2 and 3
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Experimental feasibility study of the application
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[HASA-CB-146761] p0042 B80-11102
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Controlled supercritical crossflow on supersonic
wings - An experimental validation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1421] p0507 A80-44158
Supercritical wing design studies for transport
aircraft. Volume 1: Bing design and wind
tunnel measurements
[BHFT-FB-H-79-06-VOL-1] p0346 B80-22275
A comparison of varions numerical methods for
calculating supercritical inviscid isentropic
flow over two-dimensional aerofoils ..
[S/T-BEBO-4/75] p03«6 H80-22278
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Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by
aerofoils having a particular form of
supercritical upper-surface pressure
distribution that yields only small wave drag
[ESDO-78010] ' p0302 B80-21277
SOPBBCBITICAL BIHGS
Calculations of inviscid supercritical snbsonic
flow past a lifting profile of arbitrary thickness
German thesis
P0048 A80-13456
AV-8B Advanced Barrier •
p0062 180-16977
Transonic swept-wing analysis using asymptotic and
other numerical methods
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0342] p0156 A80-22751
Computational transonic analysis for a
supercritical transport wing-body configuration
[AIAA P1PEB 80-0129] p0162 A80-23932
AV-8B - A second generation v/STOL
[SAE PAPEB 791070] p0194 A80-26633
Unsteady aerodynamics of conventional and
supercritical airfoils
[ A I A A 80-0734] p0331 A80-35038
Computational methods for the design of adaptive
airfoils and wings
P0391 A80-38276
Development of a mission adaptive wing system for
a tactical aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1886] p0473 A80-43321
Active flutter suppression using Linear Quadratic
Gaussian theory
[AIAA 80-1758] pOSIO A80-45546
The Forward Swept fling - A unique design challenge
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1885] p0514 A80-45751
Shock-free wing design
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1557] p0615 A80-51416
Design and performance evaluation of supercritical
airfoils for axial flow compressors
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An artificial viscosity method for the design of
supercritical airfoils
p0067 B80-12051
Two-dimensional wind-tnnnel tests of a BASA
supercritical airfoil with varions high-lift
systeas. Volume 1: Data analysis
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Two-dimensional wind-tnnnel tests of a HASA
supercritical airfoil with various high-lift
systems. Volume 2: Test data
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compressor
[AD-A074478] ' p0121 B80-14134
A time response approach to equivalent aircraft
dynamics[AD-A085873] p0546 H80-29291
An integral-representation approach for
time-dependent viscous flows
P0557 H80-29613
A rapid implicit-explicit solution to the
two-dimensional time dependent incompressible
Bavier-Stokes equations
[BASA-CB-3330] p0653 H80-33718
TIBB DIVISIOB HOLTIPLB ACCESS
A JTIDS performance model for the E-3A
p0254 H80-19825
TIBB LAG
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time lag
in acceleration
p0319 A80-32682
A sumner of an in-flight evaluation of control
system pore time delays daring landing using the
F-8 DFBi airplane
[ A I A A 80-1626] p0520 A80-45914
TIBB LAPSE PHOTOGBAPHI
0 CBBOBOPBOTOGBAPBI
TIBB BBASORBHEHT
Becovery system preliniminary design. A
simplified approach to determining staging.
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SUBJECT IBDBI TOOCHDOIH
tilling and altitude requirenents for fast
inflating parachutes
[AD-A077548] p0233 880-19041
TIHB BEASUBIH6 IHSIHOHESTS
HI ATOBIC CLOCKS
Investigations of the optimal configuration of .
high-stability guartz oscillators for aircraft
and missiles
[OKEBA. IP HO. 1979-163] p0102 A80-19990
HUB OPTIBAL CONTROL
Binimnm time turns iiith thrust reversal high
performance aircraft trajectory control
[AIAA 80-1595] p0517 A80-45888
Optimization of tactical aircraft maneuvers
utilizing high angles of attack
[AIAA 80-1596] p0517 A80-45889
An approximate feedback solution of a variable
speed non-linear pursuit-evasion game between
two airplanes in a horizontal plane
[AIAA 80-1597] . p0517 A80-45890
Preliminary analysis of minimum time and minimum
noise landing approach trajectories
[AIAA 80-1598] p0517 A80-II5891
A singular perturbation analysis of minimum time
long range intercept
[HASA-CB-162895] p0291 H80-20261
TIBB SBBIES ANALYSIS
Excitation and analysis technique for flight
flutter tests
[HBB-DFE-1446(0) ] p0122 N80-14140
TIHB SHABIHG
A time-shared monopulse approach to air/surface
radar ranging
p0196 A80-26791
TIBE SIGNALS
Hova satellite tine experiment global time
synchronization nsing Cs clock transfer
p0002 A80- 10268
The Navstar Global Positioning System and tine
p0190 A80-25146
Applications of the spread-spectram signals from
the HOVA satellites
p0190 A80-25149
GPS HAVSTAB-4 and HTS-2 long tern fregnency
stability and time transfer analysis
[AD-A088092] p0631 N80-32370
TIHIHG
0 TIHB BEASOBEHENT
TIP SPEED
On the acoustic power emitted by helicopter rotor
blades at Ion tip speeds
p0012 A80-12375
.Hodel rotor low frequency broadband noise at
moderate tip speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1013] p0339 A80-35971
A flight investigation of•performance and loads
for a helicopter with 10-64C main rotor blade
sections
[NASA-TH-81871.] p0641 N80-33348
TIPS
NT BLADE TIPS
HI HOSE TIPS
HT 1IHG TIPS
IIBES
HT AIBCBAPT TIBES
Evaluation of nondestructive inspection methods
for aircraft tires
[AD-A082523] p0441 N80-25681
TITAHIOH
Built-up Ion-cost advanced titanium structures
/BLATS/
[AIAA 80-0745] p0331 A80-35045
Titaninn welding in aircraft maintenance
p0375 A80-36773
Impact damage on titanium leading edges from small
soft body objects
[AD-A072705] p0071 H80-12095
TITAHIOH ALLOYS
Series EB welding of high-loaded titanium structures
p0061 A80-16963
HAVAIH pushes SPP/DB for structures in naval
aircraft design and construction
p0189 A80-24739
New problems in materials and structures in
aircraft engine technology
[AAAF PAPEB NT 79-23] p0378 A80-36858
Baterial considerations for gas turbine engines
p0618 A80-52127
Impact damage on titanium leading edges from small
hard objects in compressor blades in jet
engines
p0618 A80-52297
Titanium combustion in turbine engines
[AD-A075657] p0170 N80-16059
Consolidation of titanium powder to near net shapes
[AD-A078039] p0247 N80-19239
Hechanical behavior of airframe materials
[AD-A085844] p0545 N80-29290
TOKABAE DEVICES
Low-aspect-ratio limit of the toroidal reactor -
The spheromak
p0090 A80-17876
TOLEBABCES (BECHANICS)
Discontinuous registration of industrial
radiographs using profile analysis and piecewise
correlation techniques
p0087 A80-17521
OSAF damage tolerant design handbook: Guidelines
for the analysis and design of damage tolerant
aircraft structures, revision A
[AD-A078216] p0236 N80-19065
TOLBBANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT ACCELEBATIOH TOLEBANCE
NT H D H A H TOLEBANCES
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 2:
Aircraft crash environment and human tolerance
[AD-A082512] p0432 H80-25307
TOHAHABK HISSILES
Environmental control system design for the '
Tomahawk Cruise Bissile
[ASHE PAPEB 79-ENAS-7] p0055 A80-15232
TOHO6BAPBY
X-ray radiography of gas turbine ceramics
[AD-A080440] p0307 H80-21335
TOBOBBTBY
U PBESSOBE HEASOBEBENTS
TOOLING
Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for 1-1011 aircraft
[HASA-CB-162862] p0226 N80-18104
TOPOGBAPHY
NT TEBBAIN
TOPOLOGY '
Hesh definition by the conversational topological
method and optimization in finite element
structural calculations
[ A A A F PAPEB NT 79-30] p0379 A80-36864
TOBHADO AIBCBAFT
0 HBCA AIBCBAFT
TOBOIDAL PLASHAS
Low-aspect-ratio limit of the toroidal reactor -
The spheromak
p0090 A80-17876
TOBOIDS
Airship morphology - The toroidal solution
p0404 A80-39295
TOBQDE
Measurement of liquid pump torque in the starting
regime
p0003 A80-10611
Beduction of unsteady wind torques on an open port
airborne optical turret
p04«0 H80-25609
Beasurement of external forces and torques on a
large pointing system
p04<IO H80-25610
TOBQDE HOTOBS
Aircraft torque motors Russian book
p0099 A80-19199
TOBSIOHAl STBESS
CH-46 composite rotor blade flight stress survey
• data. Volume 3: Plotted forward rotor blade
chord, torsion and absolute loads
[AD-A075612] p0130 H80-15077
Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional
stress analysis of hollow fan blades for
aircraft jet engines
[NASA-TH-75718] p0242 N80-19111
TOBSIOHAL VIBBATIOH
Flexural torsional vibrations of a wing ,
p0525 A80-46851
Influence of mistnning on blade torsional flutter
[NASA-CB-165137] p0599 N80-31351
TOOCHDOiN
Development and flight evaluation of automatic
flare laws with improved touchdown dispersion
[AIAA 80-1757] p0510 A80-45545
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TOVBD BODIES SUBJECT IBDBX
Application of modified profile analysis to
function testing of simulated CTOL transport
touchdown-performance data
[BASA-TP-1541] p0038 H80-11069
TO1ED BODIES
Aircraft wingtip coupling ezperiaents
p059S H80-31319
Determination of the character of the
lateral-directional lotion of an airborne toved
vehicle
.[AD-A087445] p0603 H80-31389
TOBBD TAB6BTS
0 TOWED BODIES
TO BEES
HT AIBPOBT TOSEBS
Dynamics of a flexible rotor-tower systen
[ASBL-TB-194-1] p0371 H80-23862
TORIBG
Evaluation of the inpact of towing DC-9 transport
airplanes at Boston-Logan Airport
[AD-A086864] . p0589 B80-30297
Evaluation of the iipact of towing the 1-1011
airplane at Boston-Logan Airport
[AD-A086977] p0589 H80-30303
TOXIC BAZABDS
Fall-scale flammability tests with experiments on
animals in the Aeronautical Test Center of
Ionloose
p0047 A80-13321
Limitation of the content of harmful substances in
aircraft engine exhaust gases - Hew regnirements
on combustion chanbers
pOOS3 A80-15085
TOUCOLOSI
Bedical and toxicological factors in aircraft
accidents
[AD-A087690] p0601 B80-31373
TBACKIBG (EOSZTIOH)
BT IBFBABED TBACKIBG
BT BISSILE TBACKIBG
BT OPTICAL TBACKIHG
BT PDBSOIT TBACKIBG
BT BADAB TBACKIBG
BT BADIO TBACKIBG
BT SATELLITE TBACKIBG
BT STAB TBACKEBS
Ragnetic position and orientation tracking system
p0053 A80-14950
Sone practical aspects of the calibration of air
data systems
p0098 A80-18865
A nonlinear observer/command generator tracker
approach to the IH-97 helicopter gun turret
control law design
p0107 A80-20879
The use of single-frequency Decca Bavigator
signals for remote position monitoring
p0107 A80-39562
Avionics oaster plan data base mechanization
architecture
[AD-A071545] p0040 B80-11083
Precision controllability of the IF-17 airplane
[HASA-TP-1677] p0366 B80-23327
; Detection and assessnent of secondary sonic booms
in Ben England
[AD-A088160] . p0643 B80-33362
TBACKIBG FILTEBS
A survey of the stochastic filtering techniques
for data processing in air-traffic control and
surveillance systems
p0106 A80-20867
TBACKIBG BETTOBKS
BT BADAB BETIOBKS
Stndy of a stereo electro-optical tracker system
for the measurement of model deformations at the
national transonic facility
[HASA-CB-159146] p0033 880-10476
Design and simulation of a C3 system for
surveillance purpose
p0254 880-19821
TBACKIBG BADAB
WELS - An international approach to range
.instrumentation support Worldwide
Engineering and Logistics Support
p0277 A80-31249
Cooperative estimation of targets by multiple
aircraft
[AD-A085799] p0631 B80-32366
Airborne radar approach flight test evaluating
various track orientation techniques
[AD-A088426] p0631 B80-32368
TBACKIBG STATIOBS
Beasnrement of radiation patterns of aircraft
antennas in non-steady flight
[HLB-TB-78018-U] p0184 B80-17348
TBACKIBG STUDIES
0 TBACKIBG (POSITIOB)
TBACTIOB
Evaluation of a high performance fixed-ratio
traction drive
[BASA-TH-81425] p0230 B80-18404
IBACTS
0 SITES
TRADEOFFS
The application of design to cost and life cycle
cost to aircraft engines
[AGABD-LS-107] p0597 H80-31342
TBAFFIC
BT AIB TBAFFIC
TBAFFIC COBTBOL
BT AIB TBAFFIC COBTBOL
BT BADAB APPBOACB COBTBOL
Badar beacon trilateration sensor tests at Logan
International Airport
p0389 A80-37705
TBAILIBG BDGBS
Experimental study of confluence with separation
on an afterbody of revolution
0' [OBEBA, IP BO. 1979-151] p0103 A80-20088
Flow over a plate in the presence of a vortex sink
p0150 A80-21295
Bear-wake structure and unsteady pressures at
trailing edges of airfoils as aeroaconstic
sound generators
p0161 A80-23900
Investigation of trailing-edge noise
p0161 A80-23901
Prediction and measurement of turbulent
aerodynamic trailing edge flows
[ A I A A P A P E H 80-1395] p0452 A80-41599
Blade trailing edge heat transfer
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-45] p0458 A80-42178
Computational transonic inverse procedure for wing
design with automatic trailing edge closure
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1390] p0506 A80-44149
Asymmetric trailing-edge flows at high Beynolds
number
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1396] p0506 A80-44151
Potential flow past a wing profile with a trailing
edge of finite thickness
P0524 A80-46827
The gnasi-vortex-lattice method for wings with
edge vortex separation
[HASA-CB-162530] p0114 B80-14052
Viscous flow in the region of a rounded trailing
edge
[AD-A078588] p0233 B80-19045
Experimental study of airfoil trailing edge noise:
Instrumentation, methodology and initial results
[HASA-CB-163007] p0345 B80-22264
Bind tunnel measurements of the mean flow in the
turbulent boundary layer and wake in the region
of the trailing edge of a swept wing at subsonic
speeds
[BAE-TB-79062] p0415 B80-24278
Stndy of an edge vortex by means of ultrasound in
a close field behind a rectangular wing in a
wind tunnel
[HPIS-11/1979] p0587 B80-30282
Circulation Control Ring (CCB) Flight Tests
p0640 080-33339
TEAILIBG-EDGE FLAPS
Predicted jet thickness.effects on the lift of an
augmentor wing
p0012 A80-12597
On approximating the aerodynamic characteristics
of a wing with two-element trailing flap
p0376 A80-36779
Variable camber airfoils
p0453 A80-41780
Pressure and velocity measurements in a
three-dimensional wall jet
p0023 H80-10126
On a smooth approximation method and its
application to mathematical description of wing
aerodynamic characteristics
p0034 B80-11011
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SUBJECT IBDBI TBAJBCTOBY OPTIHIZATIOH
Influence of wing deformation on trailing-edge
flap deflections
p0034 880-11012
Unsteady effects of a control surface in t«o
dimensional, subsonic and transonic f los
p01<)2 H80-15168
Aerodynamic characteristics of loving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic
speeds
p0142 R80-15169
Unsteady effects with control surfaces
measured in a wind tunnel
[AAAF-HT-79-01] p0225 H80-18049
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[BAE-TH-STHUCT-947] p0347 080-22281
TBAIHBBS
0 TBAIHIHG DEVICES
IBilBIHG AIBCBAFT
HT ALPHA JET AIBCBAFT
HT T-2 AIBCBAFT
HT T-28 AIBCBAFT
HT T-37 AIBCBAFT
HT T-38 AIBCBAFT '
HT T-39 AIBCBAFT
The rational design of an airfoil for a high
performance jet trainer
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0328] p0095 tso-18317
Developnent and application concepts for trainer
and combat-trainer versions of combat jet aircraft
p0335 A80-35183
Forebody vortex bloving: A novel control concept
. to enhance departure/spin recovery
characteristics of fighter and trainer aircraft
p0143 H80-15172
High bypass turbofan component development. Phase
1: Fan detail design
[AD-A082821] p0435 H80-25336
. High bypass turbofan component development. Phase
2: Detailed design
[AD-A082753] p0435 H80-25341
TBAIHIHG AR4LYSIS
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): Life
cycle cost impact modeling system Beliability,
Maintainability, and Cost Hodel (BHCH) : User's
guide
[AD-A089045] p0647 H80-33405
TBAIHIHG DEVICES
Cost-effectiveness of flight simulators for
military training
P0255 H80-19830
Development of simulator instructional feature
design guides
[AD-A084428] p0537 H80-28379
The use of simulators for training in-flight and
emergency procedures
[AGABD-AG-248] . p0606 H80-31IH2
TBAIHIHG BVALOATIOI
Airliner simulator census
p0166 A80-24472
TBAIHIHG SIH01ATOBS
HT COCKPIT SIHDLATOBS
HT FLIGHT SIHDLATOBS
The development and use of large-motion simulator
systems in aeronautical research and development
pOOOl A80-10765
Becent advances in control loading and motion
systems used in simulation
pOOOS A80-10766
The capability of CGI in flight simulation
computer generated imagery
pOOOS A80-10768
Synthesis of piloting properties of training
simulators with allowance for the human factor
p0465 A80-42342
High-resolution intensified vidicon for lo» light
level applications in aircraft flight
simulators
p0508 A80-44630
A digital system for panoramic video display in
flight training simulators
pOS84 A80-50990
A mission training simulator for the Himrod MB HE
2 and some aspects of the derivation and
verification of its system models
p0254 H80-19826
Effects of criteria on flight simulation study 1:
Heading deviation tolerance
[AD-A088908] p0650 H80-33423
TBAJECTOBIBS
HT BALLISTIC TBAJECTOBIES '
HT DESCEHT TBAJECTOBIES
RT HIDCOOBSB TBAJECTOBIES
HT BISSILE TBAJECTOBIES
HT PABTICLE TBAJECTOBISS
TEAJECTOBt AHALTSIS
Method for calculating wing loading during
maneuvering flight along a three-dimensional
curved path
p0009 A80-11647
Development of a program for controlling the angle
of bank of an orbital aircraft during entry into
the atmosphere
p0150 A80-21279 •
Aircraft store separation motion prediction via
grid data trajectories
[AIAA 80-0462] . ' p0201 A80-26959
Objective control of pilotage accuracy Russian
book
p0381 480-37110
wind tunnel study of flight trajectories after
separation of airborne stores in flight
[OHEB4, TP HO. 1980-80] p0411 480-10450
Theoretical investigations of the release and .
trajectories.of aircraft stores
(DGLB PAPEB 79-093] p0455 A80-41902
Aircraft model store trajectory testing at 4.B.4.
[DGLB PAPEB 79-099] p0455 A80-41907
Trajectory behaviour of a control configurated
aircraft subjected to random disturbances
p0142 F80-15171
Full scale visualization of the ving tip vortices
generated by a typical agricultural aircraft[HASA-CB-162796] p0220 B80-17992'
Analysis of fuel-conservative curved decelerating
approach trajectories for povered-lift and CTOLjet aircraft[HASA-TP-1650] • p0231 H80-19022
A new algorithm for horizontal capture trajectories
[HASA-TM-81186] . p0347 H80-22297
Theory for computing the size and shape of a
region of influence associated with a
maneuvering vehicle
[HASA-TP-1648] • p0413 H80-24261
Equations for determining aircraft motions for
accident data
[HASA-TH-78609] p0432 H80-25306
Store separation trajectory analysis
[AD-A086704] p0587 H80-30284
Store separation testing techniques at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center. Volume 4:
Description of dynamic drop store separation
testing
[AD-A087490] p0599 N80-31358
TBAJECTOBI COHTBOL
HT TBAJECTOBI OPTINIZATIOH
Fuzzy controls for maintenance scheduling in
transportation systems aircraft flight
trajectory regulation
p0052 A80-14838
Presentation of the STRADA trajectory system
/landing trajectography system/
p0057 A80-15631
A singular perturbation analysis of minimum time
long range intercept ,
[HASA-CB-162895] p0291 H80-20261
Feasibility study for integrated flight trajectory
control fighter
[AD-A084784] p0591 H80-30314
TBAJBCTOBT BB4SDBBHBHT
A survey of the stochastic filtering techniques.
for data processing in air-traffic control and
surveillance systems
p0106 A80-20867
Optimal algorithms and secondary processing devices
for aircraft trajectory measurement
p0573 A80-49635
Cooperative estimation of targets by multiple
aircraft
[AD-A08S799] p0631 H80-32366
TBAJECTOBI OPTIMIZATIOH
A comparison of first and second order techniques
for computing optimal horizontal gliding
trajectories for loi level weapons delivery[AIAA PAPER 30-0061] p0093 480-18260
Constrained optimum trajectories with specified
range
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TBAHSCBITBBS . SUBJECT IIDBI
p0097 A80-18538
Airplane skijump takeoff
p0376 A60-36788
Hi.ni.BUB tine tarns with thrust reversal high
performance aircraft trajectory control
[AIAA 80-1595] P0517 A80-45888
Bew tasks and progressive integration in the area
of flight and po«er plant control
[DGLB PSPEB 80-048] p0523 A80-46298
Optimal algorithms and secondary processing devices
for aircraft trajectory measurement
P0573 A80-49635
Aircraft trajectory optimization using singular
perturbation methods
p0584 A80-51065
Navigation and meteorological error equations for
some aerodynamic parameters
[BASA-TH-80804] p0026 H80-10150
Concepts for generating optimum vertical flight
profiles
[BASA-CB-159181] p0223 H80-18031
Trajectories optimization in hypersonic flight
[HASA-CB-162846] p0232 H80-19026
A singular perturbation analysis of mininum time
long range intercept
[HiSA-CB-162895] p0291 B80-20261
•ind factor simulation model: Hodel description
[AD-A085733] p0544 HBO-29274
TBAHSCBITBBS
0 TBAHSHITTEB BECEIVEBS
TBAHSDOCBBS
NT- IHAGE TBAHSDDCEBS
HI HICBOPHOBES
ST PIEZOELECTBIC GAGES
HT FBESSDBE SENSOBS
HT OLTBASOHIC RAVE. TBAHSDDCEBS
Perturbing influence of the probe on the
characteristics of a subsonic vake behind a
two-dimensional nodel .
p0475 A80-43787
Application of electromagnetic methods and means
of nondestructive inspection in series
production of aircraft
P0521 A80-46064
Transducers for engine control systeBs
p0481 N80-26312
TBAHSFBB FDHCTIOHS
A Multiple transfer function model for air traffic
control systems
p0153 A80-21887
Selection of the characteristic polynomial of a
closed-loop transfer function by minimizing
integral quadratic estimates
p0262 A80-29214
Eiperimental and theoretical determination of the
transfer function of a compressor
[OHBBA, IP HO. 1980-100] p0622 A80-53285
The transfer of carbon fibers through a commercial
aircraft water separator and air cleaner
[HASA-CB-159183] p0124 H80-14359
Digital coopater solution of aircraft longitudinal
and lateral directional dynamic characteristics
[AD-A078672] ' p0236 B80-19068
Hethods for determining undamped normal modes and
transfer functions froa receptance measurements
with possible application to helicopter
structures vibration testing
[BAE-TB-79071 ] p0427 H80-24676
A simple method for converting frequency domain
aerodynamics to the time domain
[BASA-TH-81844] p0643 R80-33358
TBAISPBB OF TBAHIBG
Platform motion contributions to simulator
training effectiveness. Study 3: Interaction
of motion vith fields-of-view
[AD-A078426] p0367 H80-23334
TBAHSPEHB1H6
HT DBOP TBAHSFEB
TBAISFOBB IBTE6BA1S
0 IBTEGBAL TBAHSPOBHATIOHS
TBAHSFOBBATIOBS (BATBBBATICS)
BT IBTEGBAL TBABSFOBBATIOHS
TBAHSPOBBEBS ,
~Development of lightweight transformers for
airborne high power supplies
[AD-A076215] p0185 H80-17366
TBASSIEHT HBATHG
Becent developments in aerothermody'namic test
techniques at the ABDC von Karman gas dynamics
facility
p0263 480-29177
Hethod of studying the working-medium temperature
of aircraft gas-turbine engines for transient
modes
p0563 A80-47370
Preliminary design procedure for'insulated
structures subjected to transient heating '
[HASA-TP-1534] p0074 B80-12438
TBASSIBBT LOADS
BT BLAST LOADS
BT GOST LOADS
BT IBPACT LOADS
BT LABDIBG LOADS
BT SHOCK-LOADS • .
The investigation of transient loads in gas
turbine engine blades using spectral analysis
methods
p0277 A80-31217
A study of alternating stresses in gas-turbine
engine blades by spectral analysis
p0625 A80-53644
TBAHS1BBT PBBSSDBBS
Beasnring unsteady pressure on rotating compressor
blades with semiconductor strain gages under
gas turbine engine operating conditions
p0013 A80-12630
IBAHSIBIT BESPOBSB
Structural design of transport airplanes for
transient environments
p0213 A80-27898
Evaluation of finite element formulations for
transient conduction forced-convection analysis
of heat transfer for active cooling of
hypersonic airframe and engine structures
p0215 A80-28284
Enhancing dynamic model fidelity, for improved
prediction of turbofan engine transient
performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1083] p0397 A80-38900
Compressor response to spatially repetitive and
non-repetitive transients
[ASHE PAPEB 79-GT/ISB-14] p0455 A80-42054
Account for working fluid compressibility in the
gas turbine engine transient operating regimes
p0616 A80-51892
Theoretical analysis of the transient response of
a wing to non-stationary buffet loads
[AD-A073702] p0180 B80-17083
Transient effects on a stalled airfoil in a
pulsating flow: Comparison with results from a
similar airfoil undergoing horizontal shaking
during wind tunnel tests
[AAAF-ST-79-13] p0221 B80-18003
Two-dimensional finite-element analyses of
simulated rotor-fragment impacts against rings
and beams compared with experiments
[BASA-CB-159645] p0350 B80-22323
Static and transient performance of TF-102 engine
with up to 14 percent core airbleed for the
quiet short-haul research aircraft
[RASA-TP-1692] p0435 H80-25339
Honlinear transient analysis by energy
minimization: A theoretical basis for the
ACTIOH computer code -— predicting the response
of a lightweight aircraft during a crash
[HASA-CB-3287] p0486 B80-26697
Calculation of the transient motion of "elastic
airfoils forced by control surface motion and
gusts
[BASA-TH-81351] ' p0627 B80-32329
TBAHSIBBTS (SOB6BS)
0 SOBGES
TBABSIT SATELLITES
An overview of the BAVSTAB Global Positioning
System and the Bavy Bavigation Satellite System
[AAS 79-108] p0166 A80-24712
Applications of the spread-spectrum signals from
the HOVA satellites
p0190 A80-25149
The Transit system in radio navigation
• [SEE PAPEB 79 1205] p0259 A80-29043
TBABSITIOI FLO!
visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition
in the flow over an airfoil using the smoke-wire
technique
[AIAA 80-0421] p0199 A80-2693S
TBABSITJOH HBTALS
BT TITAHIDH
1-404
SOBJBCT IHDBI TBiHsonc not
HT VA8ADIOB
TBABSHIOB POIRS
Verification of the experimentally determined
laminar-turbulent transition on a swept wing
p0067 H80-12016
TB1HSLATIOH1L BOTIOI
ST SECONDABY FLOS
HT THBEE DiaSHSIOSAL PLOg
HI THBEE DIBEBSIOBAL BOTIOB
The development and use of large-notion simulator
systems in aeronautical research and development
p0004 A80-10765
TBAHSBISSIOB
ST iCOOSIIC PBOPAGATIOB
. NT AEBODYHABIC BEIT TBAHSPEH
HT COHDOCTIVB HEAT TBANSFBB
HT COHVBCTIVB HEAT TBAHSFEB
NT DATA TB1NSHISSIOH '
BT DIFFBACTION PBOP1GATIOB
HT ELECT8IC POHEB TB1NSBISSIOH
HT BLECTBOHAGHETIC HAVE TBABSBISSIOB
HT HEAT TBAHSFEB
NT IOHOSPHEBIC PBOPAGATIOH
HT LARINAB HEAT TBAHSFEB
HT LIGHT SCATTEBIH6
HT LIGHT TBABSBISSIOB
HT BICBOKAVE TBABSBISSIOB
HT BULTIPATB TBABSBISSIOB
HT HOLTIPLEXING
HT BADAB TBAHSBISSIOH
NT BADIO TBABSBISSIOB
BT SATELLITE TBABSBISSIOB
NT SHOCK HAVE PBOP1&1TION
NT SBOBT HAVE BADIO TBAHSHISSION
NT SIGNAL TBABSBISSIOB
NT SINGLE SIDEBAND TBANSHISSIOH
NT SOOHD TBANSRISSIOB
BT SPEEAD SPECTBOB TBABSBISSIOB
NT RAVE PBOPAGATIOB
nilSUSSIOH EFFICIENCY
Error rate performance of .H-ary DPSK systems in
satellite/aircraft communications
p0192 180-25945
Coamaaicatlon to BPVs data lick design for
information transfer from ground terminal or
other BPV
p0267 180-29674
A simple Navstar receiver
p0279 A80-32120
Assessment of HF communications reliability
p0249 N80-19377
tBAHSBISSIOH LINES
NT COBBOHICATIOB CABLES
tBANSHISSION LOSS
Tunable millimeter-wave communications
p0566 180-47580
Analysis of tactical communications jamming problems
p0626 ASO-53912
TBANSHISSIOBS (HACHIHB ELBBEHS)
NASA gear research and its probable effect on
rotorcraft transmission design
p0016 A80-13068
Development of corrosion-inhibited lubricants for
gas tnrbine engines and helicopter transmissions
[ASLE PBEPBIBT 80-AH-6C-3] p0467 A80-43160
Inertia and electron beam voided tnrbine engine
power shaft
P0579 A80-50048
Evaluation of a high performance fixed-ratio
traction drive
[NASA-TH-81425] p0230 H80-18404
Cost analysis of a helicopter transmission and
drive train
[AD-A080518] p0305 N80-21322
AH-1S high-snrvivable transmission system
[AD-10805.68] p0348 N80-22311
TBANSBITTKB BBCEIVEBS
Very lightweight air traffic management system
using an electronic scan antenna
pO«92 N80-27335
TBANSHITTBBS
NT BADAB TBANSHITTBBS
HT BADIO BEACONS
NT BADIO TBANSBITTEBS
HT TBAHSHITTEB BECEIVEBS
Binimnm performance standards: Emergency locator
transmitters: Automatic Fized-ELT (AF) ,
Automatic Portable-ELT (AP), Automatic
Deployable-ELT (AD) operating on 121.5 and 243.0
megahertz
[BTCA/DO-168] ' p0438 B80-25511
TBANSOCBABIC COBHDHICATIOH
Theoretical feasibility of digital communication
over ocean areas by high freguency radio
[1D-1079424] pOSOO H80-27568
TBANSOCBANIC SISTEBS
NT TBA8SOCBAHIC COBBOHICITION
TBAHSOHIC AIBCBAFT
0 SDPEBSONIC AIBCBAFT
TBAHSOBIC COBPBESSOBS
Flow in transonic compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0124] p0096 A80-18357
Calibration of a two probe synchronized sampling
technique for measuring flows behind rotors
P0263 A80-29481
Preliminary measurements of aerodynamic damping of
a transonic compressor rotor
p03«3 A80-36152
Comparison between optical measurements and a
numerical solution of the flow field within a
transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[AIAA P1PBB 80-1078] p0396 A80-38897
Shockless airfoils for wings, compressors, and
turbines
P0581 180-50311
Experimental study of low aspect ratio compressor
blading
[HlSi-TS-79280] p0035 B80-11037
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.19 and 1.26 respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05
[NASA-TP-1659] . p0306 N80-21325
TBABSOHIC FLIGHT
The variable-geometry wing
• p0002 A80-10235
Computational transonic analysis for a
supercritical transport wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0129] p0162 180-23932
Rodern fluid dynamics of subsonic and transonic
flight
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0861] p0321 A80-33274
The rapid prediction of aircraft store loading
distribution at transonic speeds, part 2
[AD-A082005] p0419 H80-24308
Transonic pitch damping of a delta ving aircraft
determined from flight measurements
[1D-A087771] p0633 N80-32381
TBAHSOBIC FLOW
Blow-down and sled-run simulation of transonic flow
p0012 A80-12423
A survey of laser Doppler velocimeter applications
at the Arnold Engineering Development Center
p0014 A80-12638
Experimental and computational study of transonic
flow about swept wings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0005] p0091 A80-18235
Engine aerodynamic installation by numerical
siHalation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0108] p0093 A80-18271
An inverse transonic wing design method
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0330] p0095 A80-18319
Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and wings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0149] p0097 180-18367
A computer code to model swept wings in an
adaptive wall transonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0156] p0100 180-19287
Separation due to shock wave-turbulent boundary
layer interaction
[OHBBA, TP 80. 1979-146] p0102 A80-20083
Transonic flow past oscillating airfoils
p0148 180-21233
1 nonlinear problem of static aeroelasticity
p0149 180-21264
Drag calculations for profiles at transonic speeds
p0151 180-21303
Approximate method of determining the wave drag of
a profile in the presence of a local supersonic
region
p0151 A80-21319
Propeller slipstream/King interaction in the
transonic regime
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0125] p0156 A80-22733
Transonic svept-wing analysis using asymptotic and
other numerical methods
[AIAl PAPEB 80-0342] p0156 180-22751
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Simulated transonic flovs for aircraft vith
nacelles, pylons, and winglets
[AIAA PAPER 80-0130] p0162 A80-23933
Stationary movement of vings in the transonic regime
Spanish thesis
p0209 480-27723
Transonic inlet flow calculations using a general
grid-generation scheme
p0211 A80-27744
Flatter analysis of a HACK 64A006 airfoil in small
disturbance transonic flov
P0217 480-28851
Class of shockfree airfoils producing the same
surface pressure
p0218 480-28857
Direct coaputation of transonic solution for
Bienvland aerofoils
p0259 480-29023
Computation of steady inviscid transonic flovs
using pseudo-unsteady methods
[OBBBA, TP BO. 1979-156] p0260 480-29083
The present state in the axial-flow transonic
compressor design
p0260 480-29103
Laser anemometer measurements in a transonic axial
flov compressor rotor
p0342 A80-36141
Experimental study of transonic flovs in an air
intake at high angle of attack
[AAAF PAPEB HI 80-17] p0377 A80-36848
Separation pressure of a turbulent boundary layer
in transonic interactions
p0390 A80-38035
Evaluation of a minimum principle for transonic
flov computations by finite elements
p0391 A80-38260
Transonic flov over airfoils vith tangential
injection
p0391 480-38263
Computational methods for the design of adaptive
airfoils and vings
p0391 480-38276
Experimental study of the interaction betveen a
rapid subsonic aircraft ving and an engine
nacelle at high dilution rate
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-35] p0443 A80-40803
Calculation of transonic viscous flovs past ving
profiles
p0445 A80-40909
Analysis of nonlifting and lifting airfoils in
transonic flov by parametric differentiation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1394] pO»52 A80-41598
Investigation of transonic flov in a cascade using
an adaptive mesh
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1430] p0452 480-11617
Besults from tests on a high vork transonic
turbine for an energy efficient engine
[ASSE PAPEB 80-GT-146] p0463 A80-42258
A multi-grid code for 3-D transonic potential flov
about axisymmetric inlets at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1365] p0506 A80-44141
Calculations of transonic flov about an airfoil in
a vind tnnnel
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1366] p0506 A80-44142
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flov over svept vings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1369] p0506 A80-44143
Computational transonic inverse procedure for ving
design vith automatic trailing edge closure
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1390], p0506 A80-44149
Grid generation and transonic flov calculations
for three-dimensional configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1391] p0506 A80-44150
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamic
forces on a three-dimensional ving
[DGLB PAPEB 80-027] p0522 480-16281
Heat transfer of the critical air flov in a
nozzle. IV - The flov and heat transfer
characteristics of an accelerated transonic air
flov in a divergent nozzle
p0566 A80-47463
Lou-frequency and saall perturbation equation for
transonic flov past vings
p0567 A80-47768
The aerodynamic interaction betveen a
close-coupled canard and a sveptback ving in
transonic flov
[OSEBA, TP BO. 1980-34] p0573 A80-49145
shockless airfoils for vings, compressors, and
turbines
p0581 A80-50311
Allovance for unsteady boundary layer effects in
tvo-dimensional transonic calculations
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1980-109] p0623 A80-53294
Bemarks on the transonic flov past oscillating
airfoils
p0065 H80-12009
Calculation of transonic flovs around vings
p0066 B80-12014
Aeroelastic response analysis of tvo dimensional,
single and tvo degree of freedom airfoils in
lov-freguency, small-disturbance unsteady
transonic flov
[AD-A073379] . p0069 B80-12073
An investigation of several factors involved in a
finite difference procedure for analyzing the
transonic flov about harmonically oscillating
airfoils and vings
[BASA-CB-159143] p011» B80-14056
A users guide for A344: A prograo using a finite
difference method to analyze transonic flov over
oscillating airfoils
[BASA-CB-159141] p0127 B80-15052
Unsteady effects of a control surface in tvo
dimensional, subsonic and transonic flov
p0142 B80-15168
Unsteady transonic flovs in a tvo-dimensional
diffuser air breathing engines
[AD-A075261] p0175 H80-17033
Formulation of the three dimensional transonic
unsteady aerodynamic problem
[1D-A075403] p0175 B80-17034
.Interaction of a tvo-dimensional strip boundary
layer vith a three-dimensional transonic
svept-ving code
[BASA-TB-78640] p0220 B80-17988
Data report for a test program to study transonic
flov fields about ving-body/pylon/store
combinations. Volume 1: Tunnel empty flov
survey data, ving body force/moment/surface
pressure data, and pressure store
force/moment/snrface pressure data
[AD-A077182] p0221 B80-18001
Data report for a test program to study transonic
flov fields about ving-body/pylon/store
combinations. Volume 2: Flov field survey data
for configurations 21 and 22
[AD-A077183] p0221 B80-18002
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Bach numbers vith emphasis on
support system interference
[AD-A078693] p0225 B80-18046
Unsteady effects vith control surfaces —r-
measured in a vind tnnnel
[AAAF-BT-79-01] p0225 B80-18049
The development of rapid predictive methods for
three-dimensional transonic flov fields about
fighter bomber aircraft, part 1
[AD-A078683] p0288 B80-20236
Transonic data memorandum: A framevork relating
the drag-rise characteristics of a finite
ving/body combination to those of its basic
aerofoil
[ESDO-78009] p0301 B80-21276
Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable by
aerofoils having a particular form of
supercritical upper-surface pressure
distribution that yields only small vave drag
[ESDO-78010] p0302 B80-21277
Transonic data memorandum: Bnmerical methods for
solving the potential flov eguations for
tvo-dimensional aerofoils in subsonic and
transonic flovs, brief details, test cases and
examples
[ESD0-79009] p0302 B80-21278
Subsonic and transonic flovs on a variable sveep
ving
p0316 H80-22248
Transonic ving DFVLB-F4 as European test model
[BASA-TH-75752] p0345 H80-22260
Transonic kernel function method for unsteady flov
calculations using a nnified linear pressure
panel procedure
[AD-A080227] p0345 B80-22267
Summary of data regnired for the AGABD SUP
activity standard aeroelastic configurations -
tvo-dimensional configurations
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[BLB-BP-79015-0] p0361 B80-23273
Farther investigation of a finite difference
procedure for analyzing the transonic flow about
harmonically oscillating airfoils and wings
[BASA-CB-3195] p0414 B80-24271
Transonic flow field analysis for wing-fuselage
configurations
[8ASA-CB-3243] p0431 B80-25295
Experimental studies of scale effects on
oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds
[BASA-TB-81216] p0487 B80-27287
Bataal interference of multiple bodies in the flow
field of the F-4C aircraft in the transonic
' speed range vind tunnel tests
[AD-A084704] p0488 B80-27296
numerical calculation of transonic axial
turbomachinery flows
[BASA-TB-81544] p0496 B80-27363
An approximate factorization solution of the
Havier-StoXes equations for transonic flow using
body-fitted coordinates with application to HACA
64A010 airfoils
[HASA-CB-163376] p0529 S80-28307
Acquisition and application of transonic wing and
far-field test data for three-dimensional
computational method evaluation, volume 1
[AD-A085258] p0530 880-28316
Towards complete configurations using an embedded
grid approach
[BiSA-CB-3030] p0541 B80-29249
Analysis of transonic swept vings using asymptotic
and other numerical methods
[B&SA-TB-80762] p0541 H80-29255
An investigation of scale effects on the transonic
flow over swept wings. Part 1: Beasnrements on
a nodel of a transport-aircraft configuration
[ABC-B/H-3842-PT-1] pOSOO H80-31364
Computational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store
interactions
[AD-J085619] p0633 S80-32383
Unsteady transonic flows in a two-dimensional
diffuser
[AD-A088231] p0636 B80-32400
Experimental unsteady aerodynamics of conventional
and supercritical airfoils conducted in the
Ames 11 foot transonic wind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81221] p0641 B80-33345
Calculation of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flows past helicopter blades
[BASA-TP-1721] p06U2 B80-33356
A compendium of computational fluid dynamics at
the Langley Research Center
[BASA-TH-81877] p0652 B80-33716
TBABSOBIC FLDITEB
Active flutter control in transonic conditions
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1979-100] p0015 A80-13052
Preliminary measurements of aerodynamic damping of
a transonic compressor rotor
p0343 A80-36152
Experimental and analytical transonic flutter
characteristics of a geared-elevator configuration
[BASA-TP-1666] pO*33 B80-25321
TBABSOBIC ZBLETS
D SDPESSOBIC ISLETS
TBABSOBIC SPEED
Evaluation of an ejector powered engine simulator
at transonic Bach numbers
[AD-A071607J pOOlll H80-11094
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic
speeds
p01U2 B80-15169
Transonic unsteady airloads on ao energy efficient
transport wing with oscillating control surfaces
[BASA-TB-81788] p0287 B80-20228
.Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet
plumes on pressure distribution over a
cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds
[AD-A081647] . p0359 B80-23259
Use of nose cap and fuselage pressure orifices for
determination of air data for space shuttle
orbiter below supersonic speeds
[SASA-TP-1643] p0635 880-32389
tBABSOHIC TOBBIHES
0 SOPEBSOBIC TDKBINES
TBAISOBIC VIBD TOHBELS
Real-time data acquisition system for the BASA
Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
p0013 A80-12621
A computer code to model swept wings in an
adaptive wall transonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0156] p0100 A80-19287
Full scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic
tunnels and status of the National Transonic
Facility
p0163 A80-2D090
Progress report on a cryogenic pilot transonic
wind tunnel driven by induction
P0163 A80-24092
The Rational Transonic Facility - Status and
operational planning
C A I A A 80-0415] p0198 A80-26930
Automatic control of NASA Langley1s 0.3-meter
cryogenic test facility
[AIAA 80-0416] p0198 480-26931
A comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence reduction from screens, honeycomb and
honeycomb-screen combinations
[AIAA 80-0433] p0199 A80-26913
Additional flow quality measurements in the
Langley Research Center 8-Foot Transonic
Pressure Tunnel
[AIAA 80-0434] p0199 &80-26944
Selected wind tunnel testing developments at the
Boeing Aerodynamics Laboratory
[AIAA 80-0458] p0201 A80-26958
The development of a self-streamlining flexible
walled transonic test section
[AIAA 80-0440] p0202 180-26964
Design and verification of an automatic Bach
number control system
P0264 A80-29500
An experiment of lift interference on
2-dimensional wings in a wind tunnel with
perforated walls
P0268 A80-29689
Design of slotted transonic wind tunnels for
supersonic flow development
P0275 A80-30976
Experiments with transonic profiles
P0446 A80-40973
Experimental feasibility study of the application.
of magnetic suspension techniques to large-scale
aerodynamic test facilities cryogenic
traonics wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-146761] p0042 B80-11102
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
supersonic cruise aircraft research model with
the engines suspended above the wing
[HASA-TB-80145] p0076 B80-12997
Experiments for the reduction of wind tunnel wall
interference by adaptive-wall technology
[AD-A076555] p0181 B80-17088
A perturbation theory of two-dimensional transonic
. wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A071167] p0182 880-17092
Programs for the transonic vind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 7: Extended focal
[AD-A073414] p0226 B80-1805H
A theoretical analysis of simulated transonic
boundary layers in cryogenic-nitrogen wind tunnels
[SASA-TP-1631] p02«5 B80-19131
Toward new transonic windtunnels
[AGABD-AG-240] . p0246 H80-19137
An investigation 'of the quality of the flow
generated by three types of wind tunnel (Ludwieg
tube, Evans clean tunnel and injector driven
tunnel)
p0246 N80-19138
Development of the cryogenic tunnel concept and
application to the DS Rational Transonic Facility
p0246 880-19139
The cryogenic wind tunnel: another option for the
European Transonic Facility
p0246 B80-19140
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[BAE-IB-STBDCT-947] p0347 B80-22281
THINTAH: A program for transonic wall
interference assessment in two-dimensional wind
tunnels
[BASA-TB-81819] p0367 B80-23332
Instrumentation for calibration and control of a
continuous-flow cryogenic tunnel
[BASA-TB-81825] p0413 H80-24265
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An assessment, of the fatare roles of the Hational
Transonic Facility and the Langley Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel in aeroelastic and unsteady
aerodynamic testing
[BASA-TH-81839] p0537 H80-28377
A theoretical investigation of the shock location
on an axisymmetric body and on a two dinensional
airfoil in transonic flows affected by axial
pressure gradients and shifts in pressure level
[HBB-FE-124/S/POB/9] p0587 1180-30283
A brief investigation of the two-dimensionality of
the flow over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6 foot
transonic Hind tnnnel
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1828] p0600 H80-31368
Hodeling and control of transonic cryogenic wind
tunnels
[BASA-CB-163588] p0637 H80-32303
Plenum response to simulated disturbances of the
nodel and fan inlet guide vanes in a transonic
tnnnel
[BASA-TH-81869] p0649 880-331(18
TBABSOHICS
0 TBAHSOHIC FLOW
IBAHSPABEBCE
Lexicon of aircraft transparency terns
[AD-A071319] p0028 B80-10200
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost
analysis: Suppleoental study
[AD-A075500] p0223 B80-18033
Transparent materials for civil aircraft
[SSIAS-792-111-108] p0533 880-28346
TBASSPARBHT HATEHIALS _
D-TBAHSPABEBCE
TBAHSPOBDBHS
Transponders in civil aviation
p0374 A80-36747
Evaluation of transponder antenna coverage/ATCBBS
during simulated flights of aircraft
[AD-A073547] p0043 B80-11275
Transponder Performance Analyzer (TPA)
[AD-A075783] p0168 H80-16048
Summary of transponder data performance tests
of transponders and altimeters during flight
operations
[ AD-IA075486] p0177 B80-17048
TRABSPOBT AIBCBAPT
HT A-300 AIRCRAFT
NT AB-24 AIBCHAFT
BT BOBIH6 737 AIBCHAFT
BT BOEIBG 747 AIBCBAFT
HT BOEIBS 757 AlfiCBAFT
BT BOEIBG 767 AIBCBiFT
BT C-5 AIBCBAFT
BT C-130 AIECBAFT
BT C-135 AIBCRAPT
HT C-1IIO AIBCBAFT
BT C-141 AIBCBAFT
BT CABGO AIBCBAFT
HT CH-46 HE1ICOPTEB
BT CH-II7 HELICOPTEB
BT CH-54 HELICOPTEB
MT CL-8U AIBCBAPT
BT COHCOBDE AIBCBAFT
BT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
HT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
BT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
BT EOHOPEAB AIHBDS
BT F-27 AIBCBAFT
BT B-53 BELICOPTEB
BT HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
BT L-1011 AIBCBAFT
BT LIGHT TBABSPOBT AIBCBAFT
BT SB-3 BELICOPTEB
BT SHOBT HADL AIBCBAFT
BT SPABLOADEB AIBCBAFT
BT TAHKEB AIBCBAFT
BT TD-15<( AIBCBAFT
BT DH-60A HELICOPTEB
BT YC-14 AIRCBAFT
Lockheed-Georgia's projects for the 1980s
pOOSS A80-15920
Application of parametric weight and cost
estimating relationships to future transport
aircraft
[SASE PAPEB 1292] pOIOS A80-20637
Durability of foam insulation for LH2 fuel tanks
of future subsonic transports
pOISS A80-22687
Production of wide-body aircraft Russian book
p0158 A80-23083
Computational transonic analysis for a
supercritical transport wing-body configuration
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0129] p0162 A80-23932
Local ground noise generated by supersonic
transport planes
p0192 A80-26206
Future multi-mission transport aircraft -
acquirements and design possibilities
[SAE PAPER 791097] p0195 A80-26646
Structural design of transport airplanes for
transient environments
p0213 A80-27898
Evolntion in the vertical landing plane of
transport aircraft
[SEE PAPEB 79 1177] p0259 A80-29040
Evolntion of modern air transport wings
[AIAA 80-3037] p0275 A80-31006
Evolntion of transport wings from C-130, C-141,
C-5 to C-XX
[AIAA 80-3038] p0276 A80-31007
Long range very large aircraft supply system for
civil/military application with special emphasis
oa water-based aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0903] p0320 A80-32882
Boise characteristics of supersonic passenger planes
p0326 A80-34387
Integrated thermal-structural finite element
analysis for applications to hypersonic
transport design
[ A I A A 80-0717] p0335 A80-3S098
Composites in future transports. I - Bon-metallics
p0374 A80-36547
A proposed liquid hydrogen development program for
aircraft
p0383 A80-37345
Potential benefits for propfan technology on
derivatives of future short- to aedinm-range
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1090] p0397 A80-38905
Application prospects for the airship
p0405 A80-39311
The heavy load airship - Besponse to the
development of international transports
p0406 A80-39315
The economics and technology of LTA
p0406 A80-39321
The maintenance of transport aircraft at Air France
p0407 A80-39583
Front office for the new technology transport - 1990
pilot-all electric aircraft systems
p0410 A80-40339
Future trends in subsonic transport energy
efficient tnrbofan engines
[ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-177] p0464 A80-42283
Educational aspects of mnlti-aicroprocessor design
used in flight simulation applications
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1852] • pO«71 A80-43306
Sensitivity of the optimal preliminary design of a
transport to operational constraints and
performance index
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1895] p0473 A80-43328
Airport desires and needs concerning noise levels
and handling of Dew transport aircraft
pOSOS A80-44113
Advanced transport aircraft technology
pOSOS A80-44114
Influence of aircraft architecture on onboard
systems
p0509 A80-45149
The objective necessity of the fail-safe design
philosophy
p0511 A80-45697
Stability of asymmetric equilibrium flight states
[ A I A A 80-1567] ' p0515 A80-45866
Impact of longitudinal flying qualities upon the
design of a transport with active controls
[AIAA 80-1570] p0516 ABO-45869
Application of existing roll response criteria to
transport aircraft with advanced flight control
systems
[AIAA 80-1572] p0516 A80-45871
Technological advances in the light of operational
cost policies
[DGLB PAPER 80-025] p0522 A80-46280
aoderh oaintenance of transport aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 80-057] p0523 A80-46303
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Calculation of the interaction between an exhaust
jet and a high-lift Ming
p0525 £80*46862
Dynamics of the braking system of transport aircraft
pOS63 A80-47368
Significance of the factors in a method for
calculating the direct operating costs for
commercial aircraft
p0568 480-17786
Paver systea design for an all electric airplane
p0570 A80-48217
Advanced Olympus for the next generation
. snpersonic transport aircraft
[SAB PAPEB 800732] p0574 A80-49684
Outlook for advanced concepts in transport aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 800744] p0575 A80-4969*
The future of short-haul transport aircraft
tSAE PAPEB 800755] p0576 A80-49703
Prospects for hydrogen aircraft
[SAB PAPER 800756] p0576 A80-49704
Simulated vortex encounters by a twin-engine
commercial transport aircraft'during final
approach
[SAE PAPEB 800775] p0578 A80-49717
Safety priorities for new transport aircraft
p0580 A80-50223
Continuing structural airworthiness of civil
' transport aircraft
p0582 A80-50584
Airworthiness of long-life jet transport structures
p0582 A80-50586
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 6: stability characteristics
for a full-span model at subsonic speeds
conducted in Langley 8 foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[SASi-TP-1330] p0021 N80-10101
Factors affecting the retirement of commercial
transport jet aircraft
[BASA-CB-152308] p0025 H80-10148
Evaluation of dais technology applied to the
integrated navigation system of a tactical
transport
[AD-A073068] p0037 H80-11061
Propulsion and energetics panel working group 2 on
aircraft fire safety. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AGABD-AB-132-VOL-1] p0069 B80-12079
A study of the prediction of cruise noise and
laminar flow control noise criteria for subsonic
air transports
[BASA-CB-159104] p0075 H80-12818
Optimized aerodynamic design process for subsonic
transport wing fitted with winglets wind
tunnel model
[NASA-CH-159180] p0114 N80-14054
Accident investigation
p0124 B80-14636
Average gust frequencies subsonic transport aircraft
[ESDB-69023-A-B-C] p0167 H80-16029
Preliminary design of graphite composite wing
panels for commercial transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-159150] p0183 B80-17148
HISIT8IST: A shortened version of TBIST
[LBF-TB-146] p0230 H80-18438
propulsion and energetics panel Working Group 11
on aircraft fire safety. Volume 2: Main report
[AGABD-AB-132-VOL-2] p0234 880-19047
Some fundamental aspects of transport aircraft
conceptual design* optimization
p0299 1180-21248
A model-based technique for predicting.pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports
[HASA-CB-3257] p0309 N80-21354
Calculation of the interference effects between
the engine wing and the base wing of a civil and
military transport aircraft by the vortex
lattice method
[ESA-TT-493] p0346 N80-22272
Supercritical wing .design studies for transport
aircraft. Volume 1: Ring design and wind
tunnel measurements
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internal flows in turbomachinery ducts
p0211 A80-27712
Optimal twisting of blades in axial turbomachines
p0213 A80-27797
Wind-turbine power improvement with modern airfoil
sections and multiple-speed generators
[ A I A A 80-0633] . p0217 480-28819
Optical advances in laser transit anemometry
p03t2 A80-36139
Unsteady aerodynaoic neasarenent techniques for
turbomachinery research
p03«2 A80-361f2
Low profile strain gage applications telemetered
from rotating machinery
p03U3 A80-36153
Inlet flow distortion in turbomachinery. I -
Comparison of theory and experiment in a
transonic fan stage. II - A parameter study
[4IA4 PAPEB 80-1076] p0396 480-38895
A-417
tDBBOPBOP AIBCBAFT SUBJECT I8DEX
Turboaachinery technology
p0029 H80-10212
Fracture and fatigue properties of ICr-Ho-V
bainitic turbine rotor steels
CBPBI-HP-1023] p0043 N80-11201 .
Design of supercritical compressor and turbine
cascades with a numerical aethod considering
axial velocity density ratio nunerical
analysis of aatheaatical lodels of velocity
distribution and cascade flow for tnrbonachinery
conpressors
p0073 S80-12368
Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator
designs operating with rotor having tip speed of
337 neters per second and pressure ratio of
1.54. 1: Experimental perforaance
[BASA-TP-1610] p0179 H80-17071
A new fuel supply control system for saall
tnrbomachines
p0481 H80-26311
Documentation of cascade unsteady pressure
difference progran
[AD-A083987] p0497 H80-27368
Hatnre of inlet turbulence and strut flow
disturbances and their effect on turbonachinery
noise
[AD-A08435S] p0497 S80-27369
Aerodynaaic study of a combustion cbaaber with a
view to its seal-empirical modelling
p0498 B80-27395
the paraaeters and measnreaents of the
destabilizing actions of rotating machines, and
the assumptions of the 1950's .
p0557 H80-29712
Plow induced spring coefficients of labyrinth
seals for application in rotor dynaaics
p0557 H80-29117
Development of flexible rotor balancing criteria
[HASA-CB-159506] p0638 H80-32720
Unsteady aerodynamics in tnrbomachinery
p0643 880-33369
TOBBOPBOP AIBCBAFT
ST AB-24 AIBCE&FT
HI C-130.AIBCBAFT
HT CL-84 AIBCBAFT
HI F-27 AIBCBAFT
Acoustic pressures on a prop-fan aircraft fuselage
surface
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1002] p0338 A80-35965
Hoise transaission and attenuation by stiffened
panels
[AIAA PAPBE 80-103«] p0340 480-35982
Short distance multipurpose aircraft An-28
p0374 A80-36766
Feasibility tests of use of the tri turbo-3
aircraft for arctic AIBT drops
[AD-A073159] p0039 B80-11074
Advanced turbo-prop airplane interior noise
reduction-source definition
[BAS&-CB-159668] p0085 880-13882
High speed tnrboprops for executive aircraft,
potential and recent test results
tBASA-TH-81482] p0302 B80-21285
Advanced turboprop potential for high speed
p0352 B80-22343
Acoustic test and analyses of three advanced
turboprop Bodels
[HASA-CB-159667] p036<l 880-23311
Performance estimation for highly loaded six and
ten blade propellers combined with an advanced
technology tnrboshaft engine
[BASA-TH-81840] p0534 B80-28353
Evaluation of Aero Commander sidevall vibration
and interior acoustic data: static operations
[BASA-CH-159290] p0645 H80-33392
T0BBOPBOP EI6IHKS
Acoustic measurements of three Prop-Fan models
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0995] p0337 A80-35958
Stndy of turboprop systeas reliability and
oaintenance costs
[BAS»-CB-135192J p0120 880-14129
PreliBinary study of advanced turboprop and
tnrboshaft engines for light aircraft cost
effectiveness
[SASA-TH-81467] p0353 880-22350
Perforaance estimation for highly loaded six and
ten blade propellers combined with an advanced
technology tnrboshaft engine
! [BASA-TH-818110] p0534 B80-28353
The 8ASA high-speed turboprop program
[HASA-TB-81561] p0604 B80-31401
Application of advanced technologies to saall,
short-haul transport aircraft
CHASA-CB-152363] p0629 B80-32353
TDBBOPOBPS
0 TOBBIBE POHPS
TOHBOBOTOBS
o TDSBiHE WHEELS
TOBBOSHAFTS
Development of an aircraft-derivative gas turbine
with high perforaance and large output
pOOOS A80-10823
Fuel conservation benefits and critical
technologies of recuperative and advanced
conventional cycle tnrboshaft engines
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0224] p0100 A80-19301
The Bolls-Boyce Gea
P0514 A80-45824
Bange of applicability and energetic
characteristics of snail-scale
high-pressure-gradient birotational turbines
p0526 A80-47177
Inertia and electron beau welded turbine engine
power shaft
p0579 A80-50048
Preliminary study of advanced turboprop and
tnrboshaft engines for light aircraft cost
effectiveness
[BASA-TH-81467] p0353 B80-22350
TOBBOLIHCB
BT ATBOSPBBBIC TOBBDLEBCE
BT CLBAB AIB TOEBULEHCE
BT GOSTS
BT ISOTBOPIC TDBBOLEBCB
Telocity profiles in a long inlet duct employing a
photon correlating laser velocimeter without
seeding
[AD-A079878] p0293 B80-20278
Analysis of BASA JP*4 fire tests data and
development of a siaple fire aodel
[BASA-CB-159209] p0356 B80-22432
TUBBOLBBCE EFFECTS
Evaluation of a new concept for reducing
free-streaa turbulence in wind tunnels
[AIAA 80-0432] p0199 A80-26942
A comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence redaction froa screens, honeycoab and
honeycomb-screen combinations
[AIAA 80-0433] p0199 A80-26943
Study on the dynamics of small flight vehicles
under gust loading
p0327 A80-34653
Review of nonstationary gust-responses of flight
vehicles
[AIAA 80-0703] p0335 A80-35097
Fan noise caused by the ingestion of anisotropic
turbulence - A model based on axisynmetric
turbulence theory
[AIAA P1PEB 80-1021] p0339 A80-35977
Analytical study of the effects of wind tunnel
turbulence on turbofan rotor noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1022) - p0339 A80-35978
On the stability of the longitudinal disturbed
motion of an airplane with lift force control
system
p0376 A80-36796
The effects of inhoaogeneities in atmospheric
turbulence on the dynamic response of an aircraft
[AIAA 80-1614] p0518 A80-45904
Time-doaain coapntation of aircraft gust
covarlance natrices
[AIAA 80-1615] p0518 A80-45905
Effects of free-streaa turbulence on diffaser
perforaance
[BASA-CB-163194] p0413 B80-24264
TDBBDLEBf BODBDABI IATBB
Separation due to shock wave-turbulent boundary
layer interaction
[OBBBA, TP BO. 1979-146] . p0102 A80-20083
Analysis of two-di»ensional interactions between
shock naves and boundary layers
p0148 A80-21232
iind tunnel design and performance for rough wall
turbulent boundary layer
p0154 A80-21980
An experimental and numerical investigation of a
three-dimensional shock wave separated turbulent
boundary layer
A-418
SUBJECT IHDEZ JOEBOLEBT BIXIBG
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0002] p0156 A80-22727
High-resolution LDA measurements of Beynolds
stress in boundary layers and wakes
[ilii 80-0436] p0202 180-26967
Determination of the profile losses on the turbine
blades
P0261 A80-29136
Digital processing of unsteady periodic signals
with application to the turbulence structure
around oscillating airfoils
p0265 180-29505
Calculation of the coapressible turbulent boundary
layer of homogeneous gas
p0386 180-37554
Separation pressure of a turbulent boundary layer
in transonic interactions
p0390 i80-38035
Transonic flow over airfoils vith tangential
injection
p0391 180-38263
Verification of the experimentally determined
laminar-turbulent transition on a swept wing
p0067 B80-12046
Turbulent boundary layers on an airfoil in several
adverse pressure gradients
[1D-1072839] p0068 H80-12070
Applications of aodern hydrodynamics to
aeronautics. Part 1: Fundamental concepts and
the most important theorems. Part 2:
Applications
[BlCl-116] p0126 H80-15031
Turbulence measurements in the boundary layer of a
low-speed wind tunnel using laser velocimetry
[BlSl-TH-81165] p017i| H80-16300
Separated and nonseparated turbulent flows about
axisymmetric nozzle afterbodies. Part 1:
Detailed surface measurements
[1D-A077144] p0175 B80-T7032
Turbulent-boundary-layer excitation and response
thereto for a high-performance conical vehicle
reentry
p0228 B80-18229
A theoretical analysis of simulated transonic
boundary layers in cryogenic-nitrogen wind tunnels
[BASA-TP-1631] p0245 H80-19131
Boise generated aerodynamically
p0316 B80-22238
Calculation of the turbulent boundary layer on an
infinite swept wing using a three-dimensional
mixing length model
[BSA-TT-534] p0346 B80-22273
Simple turbulence models and their application to
boundary layer separation
[BASt-CH-3283] p0414 B80-24269
Lear jet boundary layer/shear layer laser
propagation experiments
pO<139 B80-25602
Optical measurements of degradation in aircraft
boundary layers
p0439 880^25603
Cycle II.5 aircraft aero-optical turbulent
boundary-layer/shear-layer measurements
p0439 H80-25605
TOBBOLBBT DIFFOSIOH
Sub-cloud eddy fluxes and scales of vertical
motion in a cumulus environment
p0152 A80-21630
Local laminarization in turbulent diffusion flames
p0189 A80-24819
The structure of eddies in turbulent flames,
volume 1
[AD-A078625] p0295 880-20341
Pollution by aircraft traffic. Pollution forecast
model in the vicinity of airports. Application
to various airports: Orly and Boissy-en-France
P0540 880-28952
TDBBDLEBI FlOB
BT CAVITATIOB FLOW
Effect of flow swirling on heat transfer in the
cylindrical part of the prenozzle volume of a
model chamber
p0002 A80-10196
Statistical characteristics of pressure
fluctuations in the flow-separation, zone on a
plate behind a spoiler
P0049 480-13695
Transport phenomena in labyrinth seals of
tnrbomachines French thesis
P0160 A80-23374
Some analytical consideration in jet noise
prediction
P0161 A80-23910
Visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition
in the flow over an airfoil using the smoke-wire
technique
[AIAA 80-0421] p0199 480-26935
Evaluation of a new concept for reducing
free-stream turbulence in wind tunnels
[ A I A A 80-0432] p0199 A80-26942
Computational aerodynamics on large computers
p0208 180-27415
Evaluation of an analysis for axisynmetric
internal flows in turbomachinery ducts'
p0211 A80-27742
Prospects for computer modeling in ramjet conbustors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1189] p0400 A80-38962
Prediction and measurement of turbulent
aerodynamic trailing edge flows
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1395] p0452 A80-41599
A Bavier-Stokes solution for laminar and turbulent
flow through a cascade of airfoils
[AIAA P1PEB 80-1426] p0452 180-41616
Bnmerical study of separated turbulent flow over
airfoils
[AIAA P1PEB 80-1441] p0453 180-41623
The effect of finite turbulence spatial scale on
the amplification of turbulence by a contracting
stream
p0509 180-14862
neasnrements and calculations of the isothermal
flow in axisymmetric models of combustor
geometries
p0619 A80-52549
Dynamics of diesel fuel combustion in turbulent flow
p0020 B80-10074
leroacbnstic measuring techniques in or outside
turbulent flows
p0125 H80-14876
On the effect of wing wake on tail characteristics
p0143 B80-15174
Detection of the transitional layer between
laminar and turbulent flov areas on a wing surface
using an acceleroneter to measure pressure
levels during wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CAS1-LAB-12261-1] p0287 B80-20224,
La Becherche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-1
[ESA-TT-599] p0315 B80-22223
Boise generated aerodynamically
p0315 B80-22224
Application of a laminar lighting device to the
smoke visualization of flows in a wind tunnel
p0316 B80-22242
La Becberche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-4
[ES1-TT-612] p0316 B80-22247
Boise generated by an eddy
p0316 B80-22253
Bature of inlet turbulence and strut flow
disturbances and their effect on turbomacbinery
noise
[1D-A084355] p0497 S80-27369
Bodelling requirements for the calculation of the
turbulent flow around airfoils, wings and bodies
of revolution
p0501 B80-27663
Effects of axisymmetric contractions on turbulence
of various scales
[H1SA-CB-165136] p0627 880-32328
On the swelling of rolled up vortex surfaces and
the breakdown of the vortex core for slender wings
[HASA-TH-75862] p0641 B80-33346
I0EBOLEBI JETS
Photon correlation laser velociieter measurements
in highly turbulent flow fields
[1I1A PIPES 80-0344] p0095 180-18328
Studies of turbulent confined jet mixing
p0390 180-38257
TOBBOLEBI BIXIBG
Pollutant emissions from 'partially' mixed
turbulent flames
p0010 180-11793
Studies of turbulent confined jet mixing
p0390 180-38257
analysis of mixing and combustion in a ecramjet
combustor with a co-axial fuel jet
[1111 PAPEB 80-1256] p0449 A80-41207
»-419
TUBSDIBIT BAKES SOBJBCt I5DBI
Influence of pressure driven secondary flows on
the behavior of turbofan forced sixers
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1198] p0451 A80-41515
Asymmetric ttailing-edge flows at high Reynolds
number
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1396] p0506 A80-44151
Considerations of some critical ejector problems
for the V/STOL aircraft
p0023 H80-10127
Computation of three-dimensional flow in tnrbofan
mixers and comparison with experimental data
[HASA-TB-81410] p0144 H80-1536a
An experimental stndy of multiple jet mixing
[HASA-CE-163537] p0610 H80-31760
TUBE DIBIT BAKES
HT PBOPELLEB SLIPSTBEABS
Bear-Bake stractare and unsteady pressores at
trailing edges of airfoils as aeroacoustic
soand generators
p0161 480-23900
High-resolution LDA measurements of Beynolds
stress in boundary layers and wakes
. [AIAA 80-0436] p0202 480-26967
Experimental investigation of the two-dimensional
asymmetrical turbulent wake behind a blade
p0322 480-33282
Torticity nodelling of blade wakes behind isolated
annular blade-rows - Induced disturbances in
swirling flows
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-140] p0462 A80-42253
Perturbing influence of the probe on the
. characteristics of a subsonic wake behind a
two-dimensional nodel
p0475 A80-43787
Asymmetric trailing-edge flows at high Beynolds
number
.[AIA& PAPEB 80-1396] p0506 A80-44151
Effect of swirl, wake parameter and wake Beynolds'
nnnber on recircalation in combustion chambers
of jet engines
p0617 480-52021
A note on an instability mechanism for the core of
a rolled-up vortex sheet
p0315 H80-22233
Rind tunnel measurements of the mean flow in the
turbulent boundary layer and wake in the region
of the trailing edge of a swept wing at subsonic
speeds
[BAB-TB-79062] p0415 B80-24278
A numerical and experimental stndy of the
turbulent wakes of turbomachinery rotor blades,
isolated airfoils, and a cascade of airfoils
p0486 B80-27277
TQBHIHG FLIGHT
Development of a program for controlling the angle
of bank of an orbital aircraft during entry into
the atmosphere
pOISO A80-21279
Fundamentals of design. V - Fin design.for combat
aircraft
P0210 A80-27725
Effect of winglets on performance and handling
qualities of general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1870] p0472 A80-43314
A model for helicopter guidance on spiral
trajectories
[AIAA 80-1721] P0510 A80-45523
Binimum time turns with thrust reversal high
performance aircraft trajectory control
[AIAA 80-1595] p0517 480-15888
Flying-gualities criteria for wings-level-turn
maneuvering during an air-to—ground weapon
delivery task
[AIAA 80-1628] p0520 A80-45916
Binimun time turns with thrust reversal using
control theory
[AD-A079851] p0238 H80-19078
TVC (COBTBOL)
D THBOSI VECTOB COSTBOL
TvTSTIRG
on axial turbine stage rotor blade twist with
tangential tilt of the stator vanes
p O O O Q 480-10630
optimal twisting of blades in axial tnrbomachines
p0213 180-27797
Beans for controlling aerodynamically induced twist
egnipnent to control twisting of slender
wings due to aerodynamic loads
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0169 B80-16055
TWO DIBBBSXOBAL BODIES
An experiment of lift interference on
2-dimensional wings in a wind tunnel with
perforated walls
p0268 480-29689
AGABD two-dimensional aeroelastic configurations
[AGABD-AB-156] p0028 H80-10202
Transonic data memorandum: numerical methods for
solving the potential flow equations for
two-dimensional aerofoils in subsonic and
transonic flows, brief details, test cases and
.examples
[ESDO-79009] ' p0302 H80-21278
Stndy for conceptual design of VEO, VIOL exhaust
nozzle
[HASA-CB-152388] p0646 B80-33397
NO DIB8SSIOIAL BOUIDABT LIT KB
An experimental and numerical investigation of a
three-dimensional.shock wave separated turbulent
boundary layer
[AIAA PAFEB 80-0002] p0156 A80-22727
Allowance for unsteady boundary layer effects in
two-dimensional transonic calculations
[OHEBA, IP BO. 1980-109] p0623 A80-53294
Interaction of a two-dimensional strip boundary
layer with a three-dimensional transonic
swept-wing code
[BASA-TB-78640] p0220 H80-17988
TBO DIHBBSIOJAL HOW
Engine aerodynamic installation by numerical
simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0108] p0093 480-18271
Improved numerical simulation of high speed inlets
using the Havier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0383] p0095 480-18340
Separation due to shock wave-turbulent boundary
layer interaction
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1979-146] p0102 480-20083
Analysis of two-dimensional interactions between
shock waves and boundary layers
p0148 A80-21232
Flow of a compressible fluid over an isolated
airfoil and through a cascade
p0151 A80-21302
Bodelling low Bach number noise
p0161 A80-23902
Straight-vailed, two-dimensional diffusers -
Transitory stall and peak pressure recovery
P0211 A80-27746
Botating stall and surge
p0271 480-30282
stability aspects of diverging subsonic flow
p0272 A80-30567
Design of slotted transonic wind tunnels for
supersonic flow development
P0275 A80-30976
Effect of initial value on the behaviour of flow
calculations for blade-to-blade flow .through a
tnrbomachine
p0286 A80-32528
Experimental investigation of the two-dimensional
asymmetrical turbulent wake behind a blade
p0322 A80-33282
Computation of vortex flows by panel methods
P0382 A80-37238
Plane unsteady flow of inviscid and incompressible
fluid around a system of profiles
P0391 A80-38273
Pressure fields generated by instability waves and
coherent structures in an impinging jet
[AIAA PAFEB 80-0980] p0392 A80-38632
Analysis of nonlifting and lifting airfoils in
transonic flow by parametric differentiation
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1394] . p0452 A80-41598
Perturbing influence of the probe on the
characteristics of a subsonic wake behind a
two-dimensional model
p0475 ABO-43787
Shockless airfoils for wings, compressors, and
turbines
p0581 A80-50311
.Lifting and nonlifting kernel functions for
cascade and isolated airfoils
p0615 A80-51H20
General potential theory of arbitrary wing sections
[SACA-452] p0127 B80-15046
Unsteady effects of a control surface in two
dimensional, subsonic and transonic flow
P0142 H80-15168
A-420
SUBJECT IBDBT OHHASBBD SPACECRAFT
Onsteady transonic flows In a two-dimensional
diffnser air breathing engines
[AD-A075261] p0175 N80-17033
& perturbation theory of two-dimensional transonic
»ind tannel vail interference
[AD-A071167] p0182 H80-17092
In experimental study of tvo-diaensional
supersonic jet impingement on a flat plate
[AD-A076536] p0220 B80-17996
Blade-to-blade flow of ideal fluid with nail
injection
p0315 S80-22228
La Becherche Aerospatiale, Biaonthly Bulletin no.
1979-5
[ESA-TT-613]
 P0a37 N80-25485
Calcalation techniques foe inviscid
tvo-dinensional snpersoaic airflov
[AD-A085327] - - p0542 N80-29257
A brief investigation of the two-dimensionality of
the flow over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6 foot
transonic wind tunnel
[BAE-TB-AEBO-1828] p0600 H80-31368
(Instead; transonic flows in a two-dimensional
diffnser
[AD-A088231] p0636 B80-32400
Reverse pseudo-unsteady aerodynamic calculation
nethods
p0652 H80-33616
A rapid implicit-explicit solution to the
two-dimensional time-dependent incompressible
Bavier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CB-3330] p0653 B80-33718
ISO PHASE FLOW
Some aspect of aerodynamic erosion in fans
p0260 A80-29106
TBO STAGE TOHB1BES
Bange of applicability and energetic
characteristics of small-scale
high-pressnre-gradient birotational turbines
p0526 A80-47177
T2J AIRCRAFT
0 T-2 AIBCBAPT
T3J AIBCBAFT
0 T-39 AIBCBAPT
u
0 TOBBS
0 BAFOBETEBS
UH-1 BELICOPTEB
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling
qualities data. Volume 1: Data compilation
[NASA-CB-3144] p0041 H80-11097
V/STOLAND avionics system flight-test data on a
DH-1H helicopter
[HASA-TH-78591] p0225 180-18047
Navigation systems for' approach and landing of
VIOL aircraft
[HASA-CB-152335] p0235 H80-19055
Frelininary Airworthiness Evaluation DH-1B
helicopter equipped with Bnltiple Target
Electronic Warfare System (BOLTESS)
[AD-A078476] p0236 N80-19067
The fabrication and testing of prototype DH-1
aircraft windshields manufactured with a sheet
interlayer
[AD-A077711] • p0238 H80-19080
Hicrophysical properties of artificial and natural
clouds and their effects on UB-1H helicopter icing
[AD-A084633] p0530 H80-28324
OH-60A HELICOPTER
The D.S. Army Digital Avionics Technology program
p0284 A80-324S2
01 IBA SHORT BAVB HADID EQDIPBEIT
0 VBBY HIGH FHBQOBHCY BADIO EQUIPMENT '
OLTBABIGB FREQUENCIES
OHP coplanar-slot antenna for
aircraft-to-satellite data communications
p0015 A80-13064
The effect of equatorial ionospheric disturbance
.on aircraft-to-satellite communications
p0154 A80-22103
Present-day problems of air traffic control in
ground-to-air communications
p0192 A80-26221
I-band measurements in the air traffic channel to
characterize secondary radar systems
p0117 N80-14092
Combined vibration/tenperatnre/sideload
environmental testing of DBF blade antennas
p0184 H80-17301
Precision 1-band DOE tests
[AD-A089053] p0645 B80-33388
ULTBASOHIC FLA1 DETECTI01
Nondestructive evalnation of graphite composite
aircraft structures
p0197 A80-26891
Walking-gate spatial signal averaging signal
processing for fatigne crack ultrasonic
inspection system
p0381 A80-37206
Acceptance limits of ultrasonic transducers for
nondestructive inspection
p0381 A80-37216
Optimization of computer automated ultrasonic
inspection system
[AD-A072677] p0074 H80-12423
Oltrasonic and acoustic emission detection of
fatigne damage aluminum alloy 7075-T651
[AD-A079277] p0310 B80-21510
In-service inspection of advanced composite
aircraft structure ultrasonic flaw detection
JAD-A082331] p0424 H80-24378
OLTBASOBIC TESTS
HDI policy and techniques for advanced composites
nondestructive inspection
p0328 A80-34765
Antoscan-I ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector
for military aircraft fastener sites
p0381 A80-37221
HLTBASOBIC 1AYE TBABSDOCEBS
Acceptance limits of ultrasonic transducers for
nondestructive inspection
p0381 A80-37216
Antoscan-I ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector
for military aircraft fastener sites
p0381 A80-37221
DLTBASOHIC WELDING
Developments in ultrasonic welding for aircraft
p0328 A80-34797
ULTRASONICS
Study of an edge vortex by means of ultrasound in
a close field behind a rectangular wing in a
wind tunnel
[BPIS-11/1979] p0587 B80-30282
01CABBEBBD WINGS
HT RING WINGS
ONDBBCABBIA6BS
Optimization of aircraft undercarriages
[ASBE PAPEB 79-DBT-89) p0057 A80-15737
Undercarriage drag prediction methods
[ESDO-79015] p0232 H80-19028
Aircraft dynamic response to damaged runways
[ AGABD-B-685] p0433 H80-25325
Parameters affecting aircraft performance on
runways in bad condition
p0434 N80-25328
Calibration of mirage main undercarriage to
determine wheel loads from measured strains
[AD-A086721] p0589 B80-30300
OSDBBWATBB 7BHICLBS
NT SDBBABINES
OHIAIIAL STBAIB
0 AXIAL STBAIB
DHIPOBB FLO*
Some calculated effects of non-uniform inflow on
the radiated noise of a large wind turbine
[HASA-TB-81813] p0429 N80-25104
OBITED KINGDOB
Airport equipment and know-how frog England - An
airport forum survey
p0506 A80-44117
Computer graphics and related design processes in
the OK
p0299 N80-21252
UNITED STATES OF ABBBICA
NT VIB8INIA
Airport ground traffic services in the Vest German
Republic and the OS open-air policy - Critical
remarks concerning Article 9 of the
supplementary agreement of Nov. 1, 1978 to the
German-American Air Traffic Agreement of 1955
p0062 A80-17289
The FAA satellite airport program
[SAE PAPBB 800758J p0576 A80-49705
OHBABNBD SPACECBAPT
NT GEOS 3 SATELLITE
A-421
OHSTEIDI PLOi SUBJECT IHDEI
HI JUPITEB PBOBES ' .
SI HAVIGATIOH SATELLITES
81 HAVSTAB SATELLITES
HT THAHSIT SATELLITES
Proceedings of the Association for Unmanned
Vehicle Systems AOVS '79: 6th Annual Convention
[AD-A077877] p0258 H80-20018
UISTBADT FLOW
HT OSCIILATIHG FLOW
Installation for investigating the effect of
non-steady-state supersonic gas flow on the
blades of a plane cascade
pOOOS A80-11255
A Laser Doppler Velocimeter system to investigate
unsteady flow separation
p0014 A80-12634
Coapatations of the pitching oscillation of a RACA
64A-010 airfoil in the small disturbance limit
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0128] p0157 A80-23012
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to rotary
wings
p0217 A80-28856
A directionally sensitive hot-wire probe for
detection of flow reversal in highly unsteady
flo.s
p0264 A80-29492
Unsteady aerodynamic measurement techniques for
tnrbomachinery research •
p03«2 480-36112
Unsteady wake behind a profile at variable incidence
[AAAF PAPEB NT 80-10] p0377 A80-36841
A mixed compact Bernitian method for the numerical
study of unsteady viscous flow around an
oscillating airfoil
p0391 A80-38258
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Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep
wing-
p0316 H80-22248
VABIASCE (STATISTICS)
HT COVAHIAHCE
BT HOLTIVABIATE STATISTICAL AHALISIS
ST BEGBESSIOB ARALTSIS
VARIATIOHAL PBIHCIPLBS
Evaluation of a minimum principle for transonic
flow computations by finite elements
p0391 A80-38260
4 variational technique for smoothing flight-test
and accident data
[4IAA 80-1601] p0518 480-45894
V4BIATIOHS
HI PEBIODIC VABIATIOHS
BT BIND VABIATIOHS
Effects of sound level fluctuations on annoyance
caused by aircraft-flyover noise
[SASA-TP-1576] p0085 B80-13880
TATOL AIBCBAPT
in Integrated Sensory Subsystem /ISS/ for advanced
v/STOL aircraft
p0285 480-32471
& case for VATOL flight demonstration
[4D-A082179] p0418 H80-24300
YCE
D VARIABLE CYCLE EHGIHES
VECtOB ANALYSIS
BT VOBTICITY
numerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
[OTHSBDC-80/060] ' p0477 H80-26271
VBCTOB CALCOLOS
0 VECTOB SPACES
VECTOB COBTBOL
0 DIRECTIONAL COBTBOL
VECTOB SPACES
BT EIGESVALOBS
ST EIGEHVECTOBS
BT MATRICES (BATHEH4TICS)
BT ST4TE VECTOBS
BT STIFFBESS B4TBIX
BT VECTOBS (HATHEHATICS)
BT VOBTICITY
4 new weighting coefficient for adaptive state
estimation
p0083 H80-13347
VECTOBS (BATBBHATICS)
ST EIGEHVECTOBS
HI STATE VECTOBS
BT VOBTICITY
Control system design using vector-valued
performance criteria with application to the
control rate reduction in parameter insensitive
control systems
[ES4-TT-512-BEV] p0355 B80-22363
Siaulation development and evaluation of an
improved longitudinal velocity vector control
wheel steering mode and electronic display format
[NASA-TP-1664] pOS90 B80-30305
VEHICLE BBBBLS
BT BOSE BHEELS
Improved tire/wheel concept pneumatic aircraft
tire
[S4S4-C4SE-L4B-11695-2] p0230 B80-18402
VELOCITY
BT 4COOSTIC VELOCITY
HT AIBSPBBD
BT 4BGOL4B VELOCITY
BT CRITICAL VELOCITY
HT FLOB VELOCITY
BT GBOOBD SPEED
BT HIGH SPEED
NT LANDING SPEED
BT LOB SPEED
BT OBBITAL VELOCITY
HT PBOP4G4TIOB VELOCITY
HT BOTOB SPEED
NT SDBSOBIC SPEED
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
HT TIP SPEED
NT TBANSOHIC SPEED
HT BIND VELOCITY
sianlation development and evaluation of an
improved longitudinal velocity vector control
wheel steering mode and electronic display format
tHJSA-TP-1664] p0590 S80-30305
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Three-dimensional velocity distribution between
stator blades and unsteady force on a blade due
to passing wakes
p0001 480-10011
Large-amplitude fluctuations of velocity and
incidence of an oscillating airfoil
p0009 480-11432
Operational implications of some HACA/BASA rotary
wing induced velocity studies
. p0209 A80-27599
Flow in primary, non-rotating passages in
tnrbomachines; Proceedings of the Sinter Annual
fleeting. Hew York, H.Y., December 2-7, 1979
p0210 480-27732
Flow measurements in a turbine scroll
p0211 480-27738
Unsteady wake of a plunging airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 80-1446] p04S3 480-41626
The effect of the axial velocity density ratio on
the aerodynamic coefficients of compressor
cascades
[ASHB P4PEB 80-ST-134] p0461 480-12247
The combined effect of axial velocity density
ratio and aspect ratio on compressor cascade
performance
[4SBB PAPER 80-GT-138] p0462 480-12251
4 method for predicting the noise levels of
coannular jets with inverted velocity profiles
[BASA-CB-3176] pOOIS K80-11868
Design of supercritical compressor and turbine
cascades with a numerical method considering
axial velocity density ratio numerical
analysis of mathematical models of velocity
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SDBJBCT ISDBJ. VBBTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
distribution and cascade flow for tnrbomachinery
compressors
p0073 -N80-12368
Effect of tip planforn oo blade loading
characteristics for a tHo-bladed rotor in hover
[HASA-TH-78615] p0113 B80-14049
Velocity profiles in a long' inlet dnct employing a
photon correlating laser velocimeter without
seeding
[AD-A079878J p0293 N80-20278
Analysis of HASA JP-4 fire tests data and
development of a simple fire model
[BASA-CB-159209] p0356 B80-22432
• Beverse pseudo-unsteady aerodynamic calculation
methods
p0652 H80-33616
VELOCITY FIELDS
0 VELOCITY DISTBIBOTI08
VBJ.OCHI HBASOBBBBHT
BT «IBD VELOCITY HEASOBBBEBT
A Doppler technique for measuring an aircraft's
velocity fron the spectrum of its BF transmissions
P0050.A80-14495
Analysis of the effect of time selection of a
signal reflected fron a surface on the accuracy
with which ground speed can be measured
•p0391 A80-38296
Air speed and attitude probe
[HASA-CASE-FBC-11009-1] p0223 H80-18036
Dynamic behavior of a beam drag-force anemometer
[HASA-TP-1687J p0426 N80-24595
Summary of all cycle II.5 shear and boundary layer
measurements, aerodynamics
pOU39 H80-25604
A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 2: User's manual
[HASA-TH-81183] p0529 H80-28297
Phase 2 and 3 Kind tunnel tests of the J-97
powered, external angmentor V/STOL model at
Ames 40 by 80 wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-163578] p0598 H80-31350
Analytic and experimental studies of a true
airspeed sensor
p0604 N80-31396
VELOCITY PBOFI1BS
0 VELOCITY DISIBIBOTION • • .'
7BHBZOEL4
Aeropuerto de Caracas - An unusual new general
aviation facility near the city
p0204 A80-27222
VEITILATIOI ,
Fuselage ventilation due to wind flow about a
postcrash aircraft
[NASA-CB-163273] p0478 880-2628*
VBHTILATIOB FMS .
A study of the stress-strain state of shaped
bo!16w blades for radial superchargers
: p0326 A80-34351
TEBBAL COHHONICATIOI
Structures in aeronautical phraseology: From
English to Spanish
p0257 B80-19978
VEBTBBBATBS • .
NT BIBDS
VEBTICAL AIB COBBEIIS
Sub-cloud eddy fluxes and scales of vertical
motion in a cuanlus environment
p0152 480-21630
A glider in 2-dioensioaal gusts
p0449 A80-41369
VEBTICAL ATIITDDB TAKEOF-LABDIHS AIBCBAFT
0 VATOL AIBCBAPT
TBBIICAL FIIS
D FIBS
VEBTICAL FLIGHT
Approximate determination of helicopter vertical
rate of climb
p0564 A80-47404
VEfiflCAL LAIDIIG
Optimal washout for control of a moving base
simulator vertical motion flight simulation
using linear filter
p0052 A80-14833
gvolution in the vertical landing plane —- of
transport aircraft
[SEE PAPEB 79 1177] p0259 480-29040
Consistent takeoff and landing criteria for Baval
aircraft of various basing concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1813] p0469 480-43290
The effect of cross-shafting on engine-out
vertical landing reliability of 'V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1858] p0513 480-45746
Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) propulsion
technology
P0029 S80-10218
TEBTICAl BOTIOI
Feasibility and concept study to convert- tbe
H4S4/4HES vertical motion simulator to a
helicopter simulator
[NASA-CB-152193] p0171 B80-16070
Operations manual: Vertical notion Simulator
(1HS) S.08
[HASA-TH-81180] p0362 H80-23295
VBBTICAL OBIBNTATION
Vertical axis wind turbine development: Executive
summary
[OBO-5135-77-5-S0HH] , p0371 H80-23845
Vertical axis wind, turbine development
[OBO-5135-77-5] p0371 S80-23846
VEBTICAL STABILIZEBS
0 STABILIZEBS (FLUID DTHABICS)
VEBTICAL TAILS
0 STABILIZEBS (FLOID DY BASICS)
0 TAIL ASSBHBLIES
VEBTICAL TAKEOFF
Prelininary study of TTO thrust requirements for a
V/SIOL aircraft with lift plus lift/cruise
' propulsion
[NASA-TH-81429] p0242 H80-19110
Investigation of transient induced aerodynamics in
a moving deck environment
[AD-A088164] p0629 S80-32350
TBBTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCIAFT
NT FLUNG PLATFOBHS
Small ship-based VTOL aircraft - A design exercise
[SiBE PAPEB 1296] p0105 A80-20639
Height impact of VTOL
[SHE PAPBB 1326] p0106 480-20656
Synthesis of an adaptive flight control system
with an observer
p0155 A80-22578
Parameter sensitivity in time varying linear
systems, with an application to the dynamics of
VTOL aircraft
p0164 A80-24257
Minimum sensitivity controllers with application
to VTOL aircraft
p0319 A80-32759
Consistent takeoff and landing criteria for Naval
aircraft of various basing concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1813] p0469 480-43290
A tilt rotor design that provides economical
extended range VTOL transportation to offshore
oil platforms
. [AIAA PAPEB 80-1822] p0513 A80-45740
The effects of turbine inlet temperature and
engine complexity on VCE/BALS powered supersonic
V/STOL aircraft Variable-Cycle Engine/Bemote
Augmentor Lift System ,
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1853] p0513 480-45744
Hodel development for autoaatic guidance of a VTOL
aircraft to a small aviation ship
[AIAA 80-1617] . p0519 A80-45907
An experimental investigation of VTOL flying
qualities requirements in shipboard landings
[AIAA 80-1625] p0519 A80-45913
VTOL in-ground effect flows for closely spaced jets
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1860] p0524 A80-46693
A Savier-Stokes scheme for the calculation of
three-dimensional impinging jet flows
p0573 A80-49298
Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) propulsion
technology
p0029 H80-10218
Fuel minimal take-off path of jet lift VTOL
aircraft, log no. C3558
p0038 B80-11066
The aerodynamics of a jet in a crossflow
[AD-A076375] p0167 R80-16034
Digital adaptive controllers for VTOL vehicles.
Volume 1: Concept evaluation
[HASA-CB-1S9154-VOL-1] p0171 B80-16065
Digital adaptive controllers for VTOL vehicles.
Volume 2: Software documentation
[NASA-CB-159154-VOL-2] p0171 N80-16066
Flight tests of the total automatic flight control
system (Tafcos) concept on a DHC-6 Twin Otter
aircraft
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VEBTICAL TAKEOFF 1BD LABDIBG SUBJECT IIDBZ
[BASA-TP-1513] pOISO H80-17081
Viscons flowfields induced by two- and
three-dimensional lift jets in ground effect
[AD-A078782] p0229 880-18343
navigation systems for approach and landing of
VT01 aircraft
[HA Si-CB-1523353 p0235 B80-19055
Development of TTOL flying qualities criteria for
low speed and hover
[AD-A079911] p0239 B80-19085
7orticity associated with multiple jets in a
crossflow vertical takeoff aircraft
[BASA-CB-162855] p0249 880-19454
Theoretical performance for non-static ejector
thrust aagaentors
[AD-A083246] p0480 H80-26303
Systen description and analysis. Part 1:
Feasibility study for helicopter/YTOL Hide-angle
simulation inage generation display system
[HASA-CB-152376] p0499 880-27397
Phase 1 wind tunnel tests of the J-97 powered,
external angmentor V/STO1 model
•[HASA-CB-152255] p0529 B80-28303
The effects of ground vall-jet characteristics on
fountain upwash flow formation and development
[AD-A086127] p05«6 H80-29292
An analytical solution of lift loss for a round
planform'vith a central lifting jet
[AD-A086669] p0587 B80-30276
VASCOBP 2. The V/STOL aircraft sizing and
performance computer program. Volume 6: User's
manual, revision 3
[BASA-CB-163639] . p0646 B80-33401
VBBTICAL TAKEOFF ABD LAHDIBG
0 VEBTICAL LABDIBG
0 VEBTICAL TAKEOFF
TBBT01 BILITABI HELICOPTBBS
0 BOBIBG AIBCBAFT
VEBI HIGH FBBQOBHCIBS
Present-day problems of air traffic control in
ground-to-air communications
p0192 A80-26221
VHP air-ground technology and spectrno utilization
[BTCA-155-79/SC140-17-BBV] p0438 H80-25513
VBBI BIGB FBBQOBBCY B10IO EQUTPHESI
The Omega radio navigation system Bussian book
p0101 A80-19413
First experience with telemetry and real time data
reduction at Gates Learjet
p0205 A80-27228
Buoyant module VBF antenna design for submerged
systems/aircraft communications
p0214 A80-28254
VBSTIB01AB TESTS
Perception and performance in flight simulators:
The contribution of vestibular, 'visual, and
auditory information
[BASA-CB-162129] p0042 B80-11103
VBSTS
Feasibility testing of a Body Inflatable Bladder
(BIB) restraint device
[AD-A078681] p0222 880-18013
OS Army survey of•aircrew survival kits/vests
[40-1081153] p041S 880-21283
VFB (BOLES)
O VISOA I, FLIGHT BOIES
VBF OHHXBABGE BAVIGiTIOB
Besnlts of a Loran-C flight test using an absolute
data reference
[BASA-CB-162751 ] p0169 B80-16051
A standard for BF modulation factor for
instrument landing systems and VOB navigation
systems
[PB80-109085] p0301 B80-21314
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities of a general
aviation/air transport area navigation system
(BBAV)
[AD-A081646] p0362 B80-23288
Bavaids calibration evaluation with a
computer-controlled avionics-data acquisition
system
p0430 B80-25287
TIBBAIIOB
BT B28DIBG VIBBATIOB
BT FLOTTBB
BT POBCBD VIBBATIOB
BT FBBE VIBBATIOB
BT PABB1 PLOTTEB
IT BASDOB VIBBATIOB
BT BESOBABT VIBBATIOB
BT STBOCTOBAL VIBBATIOB
BT SOBSOBIC FLOTTBB
BT'SOPEBSOBIC FLOTTEB
BT TOBSIOBAL VIBBATIOB
BT TBABSOBIC FLOTTEB
Dynamic analysis of rotating asymmetric
cross-section blade packet
[ASHB PAPEB 79-DBT-93] p0057 A80-15741
Angular vibration of aircraft. Volume 1:
Executive summary
[AD-A071895] ' p0027 B80-10197
Angular vibration of aircraft. Volume 2:
Prediction methods for angular vibration
[AD-A071749] p0027 B80-10198
The effect of interblade phase angle and solidity
on the time variant aerodynamic response of a
compressor stator
[AD-A071878] p0041 B80-11092
The prediction of mass loaded natural frequencies
and forced response of complex, rib-stiffened
structures
[AD-A079856J p0297 B80-20625
Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems
as a contributor to aircraft interior noise
helicopter cabin noise
[BASA-CB-159088] . p0428 880-25100
Summary of aerodynamic vibration effects on ALL
turret .
p0439 B80-25607
A comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics. Part 3: Program
manual
[BASA-TH-81184] p0529 B80-28298
Vibrations of a compressor blade with slip at the
root
[AD-A086852] p0591. B80-30312
VIBBATIOB DAHPEBS
0 VIBBATIO8 ISOL4TOES
VIBBATIOB DABPIB6
Seminar on Vibration Control, Pennsylvania State
Oniversity, Bniversity Park, Pa., October 8-12,
1979, Proceedings
p0059 A80-16271
Design of damping systems and their application
p0059 A80-16272
Damping capacity of plastic compressor blades
p0102 A80-19868
A scientific approach to defeating helicopter
vibration
p0191 A80-25446
Effect of damping on impact response of a two
degrees of freedom system
p0278 A80-31817
Active control of rotor blade pitch for vibration
reduction - A wind tunnel demonstration •
p0321 A80-33121
The promise of multicyclic control for
helicopter vibration reduction
p0321 A80-33123
Vibration reduction with higher harmonic blade
feathering for helicopters with two-bladed
teetering and fonr-bladed hingeless rotors
[AIAA 80-0670] p0330 A80-34996
Preliminary 'measurements of aerodynamic damping of
a transonic compressor rotor
p0343 480-36152
Shock absorption for rotating parts of mechanisms
p039S A80-38678
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PUPBE 79-0792] p0443 A80-40746
Effect of adding structural damping on a
wing/nacelle hump type flutter node
p0447 480-41159
Active flutter suppression using Linear Quadratic
Gaussian theory
[AIAA 80-1758] p0510 A80-45546
A new approach to active control of rotorcraft
vibration
[AIAA 80-1778] . p0511 A80-45556
A direct method for synthesizing low-order optimal
feedback control laws with application to
flutter suppression
[AIAA 80-1613] p0518 A80-45903
Damping capacity of compressor blades of
composition materials
p0566 A80-47512
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SUBJECT IHDBX VIBBATIOB TESTS
Passive control of wing/store flatter
p0579 480-50100
On the ase of vibration self-damping materials in
the manufacture of pacts for rotating machinery
p0121 S80-14135
Vibrations of a conpressor blade with slip at the
coot
p0183 H80-17263
Danping of an engine exhaust stack
p0184 H80-17265
Investigation of fan blades shroud mechanical
damping >
[AD-A078439] p02<|l! B80-19120
Some cecent measurements,of stcoctacal dynamic
damping in aicccaft structures
p0253 H80-19576
Damping pcoblems in acoustic fatigue
p0253 H80-19580
Viscoelastic damping in DSAF applications
p0253 N80-19582
Damping effects in joints and experimental tests
on civeted specimens
p0253 B80-19584
Analytical design and evaluation of an active
contcol system for helicopter vibration
reduction and gust response alleviation
[HASA-CB-152377] p0536 H80-28369
Stability problems of rotor systems
p0608 H80-31663
TIBBATIOB EFFECTS
Ccack development in panels of a pressurized
fuselage under the coabined effect of
pressnrization-indnced cyclic loads and
high-frequency vibrations
p0192 A80-26195
Bnlticyclic contcol of a helicopter rotor
considering the influence of vibration, loads,
and control motion
[AIAA 80-0673] p0330 480-34998
Aircraft noise-induced building vibcations
human annoyance responses
p0386 A80-37607
Interferometer design and data handling in a
high-vibration environment. I - Interferometer
design
p0466 480-42831
Interferometer design and data handling in a
high-vibration environment. II - Data handling
p0466 480-42832
Dynamics of the braking system of transport aircraft
p0563 A80-47368
Contained vi bcation/tempecatnce/sideload
environmental testing of DBF blade antennas
p0184 B80-17301
Aircraft sonic boom: Effects on buildings.
Citations from the BTIs data base
[PB80-806334] p0431 B80-25304
Snbsynchronons instability of a geared centrifugal
compcessoc of overhung design
p0557 B80-29711
Asynchronous vibration problem of centrifugal
compressor >
p0557 S80-29713
VIBBWIOB ISOLMOBS
Active mnltivariable isolation foe an helicopter
by decoupling and frequency domain methods
P0052 480-14825
Design of elastomer dampers foe a high-speed
flexible cotor
[4SBE PAPEB 79-DBT-88] p0057 A80-15736
Viscoelastic damping in DSAF applications
p0253 H80-19582
Investigations of an active vibration isolation
system for helicopters
[B4E-LIB-TB4HS-1993] p0305 B80-21315
Investigations into an active vibration isolation
systen for helicopters with rigid and elastic
airframe modeling
[ESA-TT-531] . p0349 B80-22315
Decoupler pylon: Ring/store flutter suppressor
. [HASA-CASE-L4B-12468-1] p03S4 080-22359
Investigations of the design of active vibration
isolation systems for helicopters vith rigid and
elastic modeling of the fuselage
[ESA-TT-556] p0363 B80-23300
Bifilar analysis study, volume 1
[BASA-CB-159227] p0602 B80-31382
?IBBATIOH HEASOBEHEHT
Application of the discrete-phase method /DPB/ to
the study and control of aircraft turbine engine
blade vibrations. I
p0002 A80-10234
Processing noise and vibration data foe gas
. tucbine engine development
p0013 ABO-12612
Gas turbine carcase and accessory vibration -
Problems of measurement and analysis
p0090 A80-17730
Application of the discrete-phase method /DPH/ to
the investigation and monitoring of aircraft
turbine engine blade vibcations. II
p0155 480-22724
vibration measurements on tncbomachine rotor
blades Hith optical probes
p0343 480-36146
Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade
displacement measurements
p0343 A80-36151
Measurement and prediction of the aerodynamic
' damping of compressor blades
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-99] p0622 480-53284
Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade
displacement measurements
[BAS&-TH-81382] p0118 B80-1tt113
Angular vibration measurement techniques
airborne electro-optical package disturbances
p0228 H80-18222
Hethods for determining undamped normal modes and
transfer functions from receptance measurements
with possible application to helicopter
structures vibration testing
[BAE-TB-79071 ] p0427 880-24676
VIBBATIOB SODB
Vibration characteristics of asymmetric
.cross-section bladed disk under rotation
[ASHE PIPES 79-DET-94] p0057 480-15742
Vibrational modes of an .aircraft simulator notion
system
p0163 480-23988
An optimization method for the determination of"
the important flutter:nodes
[AIAA 80-0790] p0334 480-35074
The effect of aerodynamic phase lag on the twin
vibration node model of aeroengine fan flutter
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-166] p0464 A80-42275
Bedesign of structural vibration modes by
finite-element inverse perturbation
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-167] p0464 A80-42276
Aerodynamic analysis of a supersonic cascade
vibrating in a complex mode
p0514 A80-45841
Pleiural tocsional vibrations of a wing
P0525 480-46851
Influence of the profile geometry on the
eigenfrequency and normal modes of
high-pressnre-tnrbine blades with allowance for '
conditions characteristic of aircraft gas turbines
p0566 A80-47605
Application of random time domain analysis to
dynamic flight measurements —- B-1 aircraft
p0173 B80-16226
Calculation of natural frequencies and mode shapes
of mass loaded aircraft structures
p0180 B80-17278
Hethods for determining undamped normal modes and
transfer functions from receptance measurements
with possible application to helicopter
structures vibration testing
[BAE-TB-79071] p0427 B80-24676
The shock and Vibration Digest, volume 12, no. 7
[AD-A087855] p0607 B80-31662
VIBBATIOI PBOTECTIOH
D VIBBATIOB ISOLATOBS
VIBBATIOi SIRDLATOBS
A dynamic vibration genecatoc foe full-scale
structures
p0262 A80-29218
Dynamic vibration exciter for full-scale structures
p0581 480-50473
fIBBATIOI TBSTIBG BACHIIBS
0 VIBBATIOH SIHDLATOBS
VIBBATIOS TESTS
BT D4HPIBG TESTS
Installation foe investigating the effect of
non-steady-state supersonic gas flow on the
blades of a plane cascade
p0008 480-11255
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TIBBATIOIAl PBEQOEBCIES SOBJECI IHDEX
Experimental evaluation of the predicted behavior
of sgueeze-f ilm-bearing-support'ed rigid rotors
p0272 480-30592
The influence of test equipment during resonance
tests of light structures aircraft
aeroelastic model
P0280 A80-32228
An application of system identification to flatter
testing
p0622 180-53242
Excitation and analysis technique for flight
flatter tests
[HBB-BFE-1446(O) ] p0122 S80-14140
Plight testing of the buffeting behavior of combat
aircraft
[ESA-TT-523] p0122 H80-14143
A simplified ground vibration test procedure for
sailplanes and light aircraft
p0139 B80-15146
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin. Part 3:
Structure medium interaction, case studies in
dynamics
[HASA-CB-162473] p0184 H80-17293
Dynamic Environnental Qualification Tecbnignes
[AGAED-B-682] p0239 H80-19090
Application of HL-STD-810C dynamic requirements
to OSAF avionics procurements
p0240 S80-19091
Civil aircraft eqnipnent environment qualification
techniques
p0240 H80-19093
Analysis and identification of sabsynchronous
• vibration for a high pressure parallel flow
centrifugal compressor
p0557 H80-29710
Pavement evaluation and overlay design using
vibratory nondestructive testing and layered
elastic theory, volume 1: Development procedure
[AD-A087186] p0593 880-30808
TiBBAtiouL PBBQOBHCIBS
0 VIBBATIOHAL SPECTBA
TIBBATIOBiL BEUIiTIOB
0 HOLBCOLAB BELAXiTIOB
nBBlTIOBAL SPKCTBA
Propeller signatures and their use —- aircraft
noise and vibration measurements and analysis
[ A I A A PAPBB 80-1035] p0340 A80-35983
VIBBATIOBAt SIBBSS
The investigation of transient loads in gas
turbine engine blades using spectral analysis
methods
' p0277 A80-31217
A study of alternating stresses in gas-turbine
engine blades by spectral analysis
p0625 A80-53644
Bifilar analysis study, volume 1
[BASA-CB-159227] . p0602 1180-31382
Bifilar analysis users manual, volume 2
[BASA-CB-159228-VOI-2] p0602 H80-31383
Investigation of vibration reduction through
structural optimization
[AD-A088917] . p0647 H80-33403
VIBBAIOHT LOADS
Analysis and correlation of test data from an
advanced technology rotor system helicopter
performance prediction
[BASA-CB-152366] p0642 H80-33351
TIDBO COHBDHICATIO1
The duration of false alarms in surveillance radar
p0213 A80-27902
The airport video information system of Interflng
p0568 480-17790
fIDEO DATA
Airborne video instrumentation/data reduction
p0205 A80-27232
VIDEO EQOIPBB1T
Airborne video instrumentation/data redaction
p020S A80-27232
Experiences of a 50 HBPS video recording and
processing system for PLIB images
p0323 A80-34163
A digital system for panoramic video display in
flight training simulators
p0584 A80-50990
OS Army Test and Evaluation Command test
operations procedures: Photographic and video
image support aviation materiel
[AD-A074883] p0124 B80-14377
VTDICOIS
Bigh-resolntion intensified vidicon for low light
level applications in aircraft flight
simulators
p0508 A80-44630
flBt 8PPECIS • ' • '
The HOD optoelectronic projection indicator
systems. I
p0466 A80-42798
VIBSJBIA
Summary of aircraft results for 1978 southeastern
Virginia urban plume measurement study of ozone,
nitrogen oxides, and methane
[BASA-TB-80146] p0174 H80-16575
VISCOK1ASTIC DABPIHG
Shock absorption for rotating parts of mechanisms
p0395 A80-38678
Viscoelastic damping in OSAF applications
p0253 H80r19582
TISCOBLiSTIC FIOI
0 VISCOELASTICITY •
TISCOELiSTICITI
Application of the design diagram* for a layered
Viscoelastic medium to the evaluation of the
stress-strain state of road and ranvay surfaces
for moving loads
p0012 A80-12537
Application of the calculation scheme for a
layered Viscoelastic medium to the estimation of
the stressed state of highway airport pavements
with moving loads
p0395 A80-38775
The Viscoelastic behavior of a composite in a
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Large scale model tests of a new technology V/STOL
concept
. [AIAA PAPEB 80-0233] pOlOO A80-19303
Flight and wind tunnel test results of the
mechanical ijet noise suppressor nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0165] p0109 A80-20971
Noise generation by a lifting wing/flap
combination at Reynolds numbers to 2.8 x 10 to
the 6th
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0035] p0156 480-22729
Onsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
P0193 480-26269
Effects of forebody, wing and wing-body-LEX
flowfields on high angle of attack aerodynamics
Leading Edge extensions
[S4E P4PEB 791082] p0194 480-26638
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 11th, Colorado
Springs, Colo., March 18-20, 1980, Technical
Papers
p0198 A80-26929
The National Transonic Facility - Status and
operational planning
[4144 80-0415] p0198 480-26930
Automatic control of NASA Langley's 0.3-meter
cryogenic test facility
[AIAA 80-0416] p0198 A80-26931
Numerical simulation of the wind tunnel
environment by a panel method
[4144 80-0419] p0198 480-26933
On the historical development of apparatus and
techniques for smoke visualization of subsonic
and supersonic flows
[4144 80-0420] p0198 480-26934
Local skin friction and static pressure on a swept
wing in flight
[AIAA 80-0423] p0199 A80-26937
The simulation and modeling of jet plumes in wind
tunnel facilities
[AIAA 80-0430] , p0199 480-26941
Additional flow quality measurements in the
Langley Besearch Center 8-Foot Transonic
Pressure Tunnel
[4144 80-0434] p0199 480-26944
New requirements, test techniques, and development
methods for high fidelity flight simulation of
commercial transports
[AIAA 80-0445] p0200 A80-26949
Selected wind tunnel testing developments at the
Boeing Aerodynamics Laboratory
[4144 80-0458] p0201 480-26958
4 new rig for flight mechanics studies in the
ONEBA Aerothermodynamic Test Center of Hodane
[AI4A 80-0464] p0201 A80-26961
A system for the measurement of the attitude of
wind tunnel models
[4144 80-0465] p0201 480-26962
The development of a self-streamlining flexible
walled transonic test section
[ A I A A 80-0410] p0202 480-26961
wind tunnel and flight test drag comparisons for a
guided projectile with cruciform tails
[4144 80-0426] p0202 480-26968
Operational implications of some N4C4/B4S4 rotary
wing induced velocity studies
p0209 480-27599
The aerodynamics of future transport aircraft and
the role of the wind tunnel during development
p0216 480-28494
Experimental results on axial flow compressor
stages with high subsonic Hach numbers
p0260 480-29097
The determination of aerodynamic coefficients of a
straight cascade whose blades have a small
curvature and are very much inclined against the
cascade axis
p0261 480-29137
Recent developments in aerothermodynamic test
techniques at the 4EDC von Karman gas dynamics
facility
p0263 480-29477
Diagnosis of separated flow regions on wind-tunnel
models using an infrared camera
p026» 480-2949«
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fleasnreaent of dynamic direct and cross-coupling
derivatives doe to oscillatory roll
p0264 A8fr-29495
Instrumentation and techniques for parachute wind
tunnel testing
p0264 480-29198
A second generation instrumentation system for
neasaring cross coupling derivatives fron
wind tunnel data
p0265 A80-29502
A three-dinensional Laser Doppler Velocineter
/LDV/ for nse in Bind tunnels
p0265 ABO-29507
Ames to begin V/STOL nodel tests fall scale
wind tunnel tests of Grumman aircraft
p0275 A80-30952
Design of slotted transonic vind tunnels for
supersonic flov development
p0275 A80-30976
Active control of rotor blade pitch for vibration
reduction - A vind tunnel demonstration
p0321 A80-33121
Experimental investigation of the two-dimensional
asymmetrical turbulent wake behind a blade
p0322 A80-33282
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching wing
with external store
C A I A A 80-0733 ] P0331 ABO-35037
Rind tunnel investigation of active controls
technology applied to a DC-10 derivative
[AIAA 80-0771] p0333 A80-35062
Wing/store flutter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
•[AIAA 80-0792] p0330 A80-35075
A wind tunnel demonstration of the principle of
aeroelastic tailoring applied to forward swept
wings
[ A I A A 80-0796] p0334 A80-35078
Analytical study of the effects of wind tunnel
turbulence on turbofan rotor noise
[ A I A A PAPER 80-1022] p0339 A80-35978
Simulation of high bypass ratio engine jet noise
flight effects by model jet wind tunnel test
[ A I A A PAEEB 80-1030] p0340 A80-35980
Becommendations for obtaining nozzle/afterbody
drag data based on a comparison of wind tunnel
and flight data
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1169] p0391 A80-38347
A measurement of forward-flight effects on the
noise from a JT15D-1 turbofan engine in the
NASA-Ames HO- by 80-Foot Hind Tunnel
[AIAA FAEEB 80-1026] p0393 A80-38641
The annular jet technique for nozzle/afterbody
throttle dependent drag testing
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1163] p0399 A80O8945
The captive balloon - Wind tunnel tests - Stability
p0405 A80-39307
Wind tunnel study of flight trajectories after
separation of airborne stores in flight
[OHEBA, TF KO. 1980-80] p0411 A80-40450
Expected improvements from wind tunnel model
testing at high angle of attack
[OHEBA, TF HO. 1980-36] p0444 A80-40804
Experiments with transonic profiles
p0446 480-40973
A comparison of jet temperature effects on
afterbody drag with those from jet molecular
weight and nozzle area ratio variations • *
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1161] p0448 A80-41191
Wind tunnel investigations of the release behavior
of aircraft stores at low and high velocities
[D6LB PAPEB 79-096] p0455 A80-41903
Belease experiments in DFV1B wind tunnels
external store separation
[DG1B PAPEB 79-097] . p0455 A80-41904
External stores technology in subsonic wind tunnels
for separation characteristics testing
[DG1B PAPEB 79-098] p0455 A80-41905
Aircraft model store trajectory testing at A.B. f t .
[DGLB PAPEB 79-099] p0455 A80-41907
Boundary layer studies on highly loaded cascades
using heated thin films and a traversing probe
[ASHE FAPEB 80-GT-137] p0462 A80-42250
A theoretical and experimental investigation of
propeller performance methodologies
[AIAA FAPEB 80-1240] p0468 480-43283
Performance improvement of delta wings at subsonic
speeds due to vortex flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1802] p0469 A80-43285
Effects of discontinuous drooped wing leading-edge
modifications on the spinning characteristics of
a low-wing general aviation airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1843] p0470 A80-43301
Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the
effects of wing leading-edge modifications on
the high angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics of a low-wing general aviation
airplane
[AIAA FAPEB 80-1844] . p0470 A80-43302
Determination of an angle of attack sensor
correction for a general aviation airplane at
large angles of attack as determined from wind
tunnel and flight tests
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1845] p0470 A80-43303
Full scale test of a stall proof device
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1899] p0473 A80-43330
Controlled supercritical crossflow on supersonic
wings - An experimental validation
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1421] p0507 A80-44158
Hoving surface boundary layer control for aircraft
operation at high incidence
[AIAA 80-1621] p0519 A80-45909
Effects of wing and tail location on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an airplane for
Bach numbers from 0.25 to 4.63
[AIAA 80-1623] p0519 A80-45911
Determination of an oblique wing aircraft's
aerodynamic characteristics
[AIAA 80-1630] p0520 A80-45918
Flame stabilization by impinging jets in
high-speed flow
p0566 A80-47437
The canard configuration and the conventional
airplane aerodynamic characteristics of wings
p0569 A80-48122
Definition of a new airfoil family for helicopter
blades
[OHEBA TP HO. 1980-79] p0569 A80-48126
Passive control of wing/store flutter
p0579 A80-50100
Aeroelastic testing in a straight cascade
wind-tunnel
[ O H E B A , TF HO. 1980-98] p0622 A80-53283
Holographic interferometer for aerodynamic flow
analysis
[ O H E B A , TP HO. 1980-107] p0623 A80-53292
Selecting the geometric parameters and position of
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing
using tunnel test data, part 2
p0018 H80-10044
Rind-tunnel investigation of the validity of a
sonic-boom-rminimization concept Langley
Unitary Plan Hind Tunnel tests for supersonic
transport design
[HASA-TP-1421] p0022 H80-10102
low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model
of an advanced arrow-wing supersonic cruise
configuration designed for cruise at Hach 2.2
Langley Full Scale Rind Tunnel
[HASA-TB-80152] p0024 1180-10135
Aerodynamic interactions from reaction controls
for lateral control of the H2-P2 lifting-body
entry configuration at transonic 'and supersonic
and supersonic Bach numbers wind tunnel tests
[HASA-TH-78534] p0035 H80-11033
Hind-tunnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane CiB-70-1). 1:
Hind-tunnel tests of a 0.03-scale model at Hach
numbers from 0.6 to 2.53
[BASA-TP-1514] p0038 H80-11068
wind tunnel flutter investigations
p0065 H80-12011
normal force derivative and center of pressure
movement due to Hach number on sing-body
combinations with triangular wings of the same
span and different aspect ratios at supersonic
speeds
p0066 H80-12039
Rind tunnel force and pressure tests of a 21%
thick general aviation airfoil with 20% aileron,
25* slotted flap and 10* slot-lip spoiler
[HASA-CB-3081] p0067 H80-12053
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of a HASA
supercritical airfoil with various high-lift
systems. Volume 1: Data analysis
[HASA-CB-2214] p0067 H80-12054
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Two-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of a 8454
supercritical airfoil with various high-lift
systems. Volume 2: Test data
[HASA-CB-2215] p0067 H80-120S5
Bind tunnel investigation of an oblique wing
transport model at mach numbers "between 0.6 and
1.0
[NASA-CB-137697] p0068 H80-12059
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 degrees to 35 degrees, 3. Effect of
wing leading-edge nodifications, model A
[BASA-CB-3102] p0068 B80-12060
aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a -70 deg svept
double-delta ving at Bach nuabers from 0.80 to
1.20, with summary of data from 0.20 to 6.0
Langley 8-ft transonic wind tunnel
[BASA-TP-1552] p0068 H80-12064
Trestle wind tunnel study
CAD-A072791] p0068 S80-12069
Determination in ground facilities of aerodynamic
stability parameters of aircraft
[A6ABD-4G-2K2] p0072 H80-12102
Force and moment data from a wind-tnnnel test of a
tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system with an
attitude control vane conducted in Ames to
by 80 foot wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-81157] . p0077 H80-13003
A-10 carriage loads test
[AD-A073442] p0079 H80-13034
Some measurements of buffeting on an aeroelastic
model of a slender wing aircraft
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-902] p0081 1180-13055
The development of active control and its
application to flutter suppressors wind
tunnel test results
[AAAF-NT-79-02] p0082 H80-13056
Experimental study of acoustic loads on an
tipper-surface-blown STOL airplane configuration
Langley fall-scale wind tunnel tests
[BASA-TP-1577] p0085 S80-13879
Two dimensional aerodynamic interference effects
on oscillating airfoils with flaps in ventilated
subsonic wind tunnels computational fluid
dynamics
[HASA-CB-3210] p0113 H80-14047
Turbojet-exhaust-nozzle secondary-airflow pumping
as an exit control of an inlet-stability bypass
system for a Hach 2.5 axisymmetric
mixed-compression inlet Lewis 10- by 10-ft.
supersonic wind tunnel test
[HASA-TP-1532] pO.120 H80-14124
HASA/Army IV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
wind-tunnel test program plan Ames ftO-ft by
80-ft wind tunnel tests
[HASA-TB-78562] p0129 H80-15067
Correlation of F-15 flight and wind tunnel test
control effectiveness
p0110 H80-15152
Some wind tunnel measurements of the effectiveness
at low speeds of combined lift and roll controls
p0140 H80-15153
Fin design with ACT in the presence of strakes
p0141 N80-15161
An experimental study of the structure and
acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream
Ames 7-ft by 10-ft wind tunnel tests .
[BASA-CB-162464 ] p0145 H80-15871
wind-tunnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane (KB-701) 2:
Extrapolation of wind-tunnel data to full-scale
conditions
[SASA-TP-1515] • p0167 S80-16032
Becent research on v/STOL test limits at the
University of Washington aeronautical laboratory
[SASA-CH-3237] p0171 1180-16068
Experimental study of the aerodynamics of a
helicopter rotor blade model in an unsteady flow
regime during wind tunnel tests
[AAAF-HT-79-21] p0175 H80-17036
Initial study of the response of an aircraft to
lateral gusts
[AAAF-ST-79-03] p0181 S80-17084
Wind-tunnel/flight correlation study of
aerodynamic characteristics of a large flexible
supersonic cruise airplane (XB-70-1) . 3: A
comparison between characteristics predicted
from wind-tunnel measurements and those measured
in flight
[NASA-TP-1516] p0219 H80-17986
Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients obtained
from theoretical calculations wind tunnel tests
and flight tests data reduction for the alpha
jet aircraft
[NASA-TH-75237] p0220 B80-17991
Data report for a test program to study transonic
flow fields about wing-body/pylon/store
combinations. Volume 2: Flov field survey data
for configurations 21 and 22
[AD-A077183] p0221 H80-18002
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 7: Extended focal
[AD-A07311I1] p0226 S80-1805U
Aeroacoustic wind-tunnel tests of a light
twin-boom general-aviation airplane with free or
shrouded-pusher propellers in the Langley
full-scale tunnel
[NASA-TS-80203] p0232 H80-19023
Experimental investigation of a circulation
control aileron
[40-4078825} p0233 B80-19046
The cryogenic wind tunnel: another option for the
European Transonic Facility
p0246 H80-19140
Hind-tunnel results for an improved
21-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section
[HASA-TB-78650] p0303 H80-21295
Dynamics stability derivatives of space shuttle
orbiter obtained from wind-tunnel and approach
and landing flight tests
[BASA-IP-1631] p0307 H80-21336
Application of a laminar lighting device to the
smoke visualization of flows in a wind tunnel
p0316 N80-222U2
La Becherche Aerospatiale Bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1979-1
[ESA-TT-612] p0316 B80^22247
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep
wing
p0316 H80-22248
Transonic wing DFVLB-F4 as European test model
[HASi-TB-75752] p0345 N80-22260
Full-scale wind tunnel-investigation of the
Advanced Technology Light Twin-Engine airplane
(ATLIT) Langley full scale tunnel
[BASA-TP-1591] . p0345 H80-22266
Supercritical wing design studies for transport
aircraft. Volume 1: Wing design and wind
tunnel measurements
[BHFT-FB-S-79-06-VOL-1] p0346 H80-22275
A comment on the origin of endvall interference in
wind tunnel tests of aerofoils
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1816] p0346 1180-22280
High-speed-propeller wind-tunnel aeroacoustic
results
p0352 N80-22344
Application o£ two design methods for active
flutter suppression and wind-tnnnel test results
[HASA-TP-1653] p0357 H80-22737
Summary of data required for the AG4BD SHP
activity standard aeroelastic configurations -
two-dimensional configurations
[BLB-BP-79015-0] p0361 N80-23273
wind tunnel tests on the Sheriff twin-engined
light aircraft
[BO-241] p0361 H80-23277
Flight safety of Bogallo hang gliders.
Theoretical and experimental study of the flight
envelope
[OHEBA-BT-1979-8] p0363 N80-23301
Development of test methods for scale model
simulation of aerial applications in the NASA
Langley Vortex Research Facility
agricultural aircraft
[BASA-TB-81805] p0413 N80-24260
Investigation of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric
nozzles installed on a 0.10 scale F-18 prototype
airplane model wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TP-1638] p041« H80-21267
Wind tunnel measurements of the mean flow in the
turbulent boundary layer and wake in the region
of the trailing edge of a swept wing at subsonic
speeds
[BAE-TB-79062] pO»15 880-24278
Hind-tunnel tests of the XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft
[NASA-TH-81177] pO<H7 B80-24294
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Comparison of theoretically predicted
lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics
with fall-scale Bind tunnel data on the ATLIT
airplane
[BASA-CB-163189] p0417 B80-24295
A comparison between an existing propeller noise
theory and vind tunnel data
[HASi-TH-81519] p0428 H80-25101
Development and validation of a combined rotor
fuselage induced flow field computational method
Langley V/STOL tunnel
[HASi-TP-1656] pOa31 H80-25296
Large-scale wind-tunnel tests of inverting flaps
.on a STOL utility aircraft nodel
[HASA-TP-1696] p0432 H80-25318
Unsteady pressure measurements on oscillating
•odels in European wind tannels
[AD-A083248] p0478 H80-26277
Exploratory studies of the cruise performance of
upper surface blown configurations wind
tunnel tests
[BASA-CB-3193] p0487 H80-27281
Experimental studies of scale effects on
oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds
[BASA-TH-81216] p0487 H80-27287
Sutual interference of multiple bodies in the flow
field of the F-1C aircraft in the transonic
speed range wind tunnel tests
[AD-A084704] p0488 H80-27296
phase 1 wind tunnel tests of the J-97 powered.
external angmentor V/STOL model
•[BASA-CB-152255] p0529 B80-28303
Acquisition and application of transonic wing and
far-field test data for three-dimensional
computational method evaluation, volume 1
[AD-A0.85258] p0530 H80-28316
Exploratory piloted simulator study of the effects
of winglets on handling qualities of a
representative agricultural airplane
[HASA-TH-81817] p0536 H80-28370
Transonic airfoils: The design of a supercritical
wing for transport aircraft A310 wing model
wind tunnel tests . '
[BSFT-FB-R-79-11] p0542 N80-29262
Wind-tunnel experiments on divergence of
forward-swept wings
[BASA-TP-1685] p0545 H80-29287
Study of an edge vortex by means of ultrasound in
a close field behind a rectangular wing in a
wind tunnel
[t!PIS-11/1979] p0587 H80-30282
Bight/adverse weather A-10 evaluator program (A-10B)
p0594 B80-31307
AS investigation of scale effects on the transonic
flow over swept wings. Part 1: Beasnrements on
a model of a transport-aircraft configuration
[ABC-B/B-3842-PT-1] p0600 B80-31364
jet interference on supercritical wings. Part 1:
Experiments on a two-dimensional wing. Part 2:
Experiments on a swept wing wind tunnel tests
[ABC-B/H-3845] p0600 B80-31365
Hind tunnel measurement of lateral aerodynamic
derivatives using a new oscillatory rig, with
results and comparisons for the Gnat aircraft
[ABC-B/B-3847] p0600 B80-31366
A brief investigation of the two-dimensionality of
the flow over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6 foot
transonic wind tunnel
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1828] p0600 H80-31368
pressure data for four analytically defined arrow
wings in supersonic flow Langley Unitary
Plan Wind Tunnel tests
[BASA-TB-81835] p0628 B80-32332
Aerodynamic characteristics of three helicopter
rotor airfoil sections at Reynolds number from
model scale to full scale at Bach numbers from
0.35 to 0.90 conducted in Langley 6 by 28
inch transonic tunnel
[HASA-TP-1701] p0628 S80-32333
BOtary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: Bigh-wing model C
[BASA-CB-3201] P0628 H80-32335
Large scale wind.tunnel investigation for future
modifications to the quiet short-haul research
aircraft Ames 10- by 80-ft wind tunnel
[BASA-CB-152349] p0628 B80-32337
Use of nose cap and fuselage pressure orifices for
determination of air data for space shuttle
orbiter below supersonic speeds
[BASA-TP-1643] p0635 880-32389
Investigation of performance, noise, and
detectability characteristics of Bemotely
Piloted Vehicle .(BPV) propellers
[AD-A08832S] p0636 B80-32398
Selected data from a transonic flexible walled
test section
[BASA-CB-159360] p0637 B80-32404
A comprehensive investigation into the supersonic
viscous flow about a slender cone at high angle
of attack: Experimental and theoretical results
p0640 B80-33344
Flow visualization study of the F-14 fighter
aircraft configuration
[BASA-CB-163098] p0641 880-33350
Analysis and correlation of test data from an
advanced technology rotor system helicopter
performance prediction
[HASA-CB-152366] p0642 B80-33351
The problem of wind tunnel flow nonuniformity in
free-model aircraft dynamic stability
[CSIB-HIAST-79-60] p06»2 880-33352
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle of attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: Low wing model C
wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CB-3200] p0642 B80-33355
A digital unit for measuring unsteady pressure
coefficients in a wind tunnel
p0652 B80-33619
BIBD TDiBEl HALLS
Rind tunnel design and performance for rough wall
turbulent boundary layer
p0154 A80-21980
Experimental investigation of the
interference-free flow field around a lifting
wing-body model to establish cross flow
characteristics for ventilated wind tunnel walls
at low supersonic Bach numbers
[ A I A A 80-0444] p0200 A80-26948
The development of a self-streamlining flexible
walled transonic test section
[ A I A A 80-0440] p0202 A80-26964
An experiment of lift interference on
2-dimensional wings in a wind tunnel with
perforated walls
p0268 480-29689
Expected improvements from wind tunnel model
testing at high angle of attack
[ONEBA, TP BO. 1980-36] p0444 A80-40804
Calculations of transonic flow about an airfoil in
a wind tunnel
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1366] p0506 A80-44142
Botion of rectangular wing between parallel walls
p0019 B80-10050
Investigation of the boundary condition at a wind
tunnel test section wall for a lifting wing-body
midel at low supersonic speed
[AD-A072098] p0025 B80-10143
Experiments for the reduction of wind tunnel wall
interference by adaptive-wall technology
[AD-A076555] p0181 B80-17088
A perturbation theory of two-dimensional transonic
wind tunnel wall interference
[AD-A071167] p0182 B80-17092
The redaction of dynamic interference by
sound-absorbing walls in the BAE 3 foot wind
tunnel
[ABC-B/H-3837] p0182 B80-17093
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic
interference in wind tunnels
[ABC-B/B-3831] ' p0182 B80-17096
TilSTiH: A program for transonic wall
interference assessment in two-dimensional wind
tunnels
[BASA-TB-81819] p0367 H80-23332
Acquisition and application of transonic wing and
far-field test data for three-dimensional
computational method evaluation, volume 1
[AO-A085258] . p0530 H80-28316
A proposal for aerodynamically actuated self
streamlining subsonic wind tunnel walls
[ABL/ABBO-HOTE-392] p0555 B80-29374
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; Static pressure orifice system testing method and
apparatus
[HISA-CiSB-LAB-12269-1] p0229 BSD-18358
Laser-Baman flow-field diagnostics of two large
hypersonic test facilities
[AD-A078289] p0246 B80-19135
Hagnetic suspension and balance system: A
selective annotated bibliography :
[BASA-TB-80225] p0355 B80-22368
trio VABIATIOIS
Bepresentativeness of wind observations at airports
p0584 A80-50685
•IBD VBLOCITI
Wind factor simulation model: User's manual
[AD-A085486] p0543 B80-29272
HBD VBLOCITI HEaSDBBHBR
A three-dinensional Laser Doppler Velocimeter
/LDV/ for use in wind tunnels
p0265 A80-29507
Air flov measurements in a large irregularly
shaped tunnel using anemometer and pitot-static
tube traverse
[NBL-660] p0082 H80-13061
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Dynamics of a flexible rotor-tover system
[ASBL-T8-191-1] p0371 B80-23862
fTlBD: Computer program for calculation of three
dimensional potential compressible flov about
wind turbine rotor blades
[HASA-TP-1729] p0642 H80-33357
The aerodynamics of contra-rotating axial flov
wind power turbines
[CSIB-HB-1638] ' p0651 H80-33868
BIBDOIS (APEBTDBBS) ; i - .
Boise reduction characteristics of general
aviation type dual-pane windows
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1874] p0472 A80-43317
Design study for ATA vacuum system aperture
[OCBl-15050] . p014« B80-15182
Conceptual design and performance estimates for a
supersonic aerodynamic window for the ATA vacuum
system aperture
[DCBL-15051] p0144 880-15183
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost
analysis: Supplemental study
[AD-A075500] p0223 B80-18033
Transparent materials for civil aircraft
[SHIAS-792-111-108] p0533 B80-28346
8TBDPOREB UTILIZATION
Comparative performance aeasnrements on a Savonins
rotor with ancillary surfaces
p0059 A80-16085
Bew approaches to sailing
p0193 A80-26344
Composite rotor blades for large wind energy
installations
[BASA-TH-75822] p0611 N80-318°1
BIBDPOWEBED GEIBBATOBS
The Kirsten rotor as a wind turbine
p0056 A80-15330
Comparative performance measurements on a Savonius
rotor with ancillary surfaces
pOd'59 A80-16085
Wind-turbine power improvement with modern airfoil
sections and multiple-speed generators
[ A I A A 80-0633] p0217 480-28819
Sailwing Darrieus rotors
p0446 180-11033
The aerodynamics of axial flow wind power turbines
[CSIR-IIB-1619] p0371 H80-23781
Vertical axis wind turbine development: Executive
' summary
tOHO-5t35-77-5-SOa«] p0371 S80-23845
Vertical axis wind turbine development
[OBO-5135-77-5] p0371 H80-23846
Some calculated effects of noo-nniform inflow on
the radiated noise of a large wind turbine '
[HASA-TH-81813] p0429 B80-25104
The aerodynamics of contra-rotating axial flow
wind power turbines
[CSIB-HB-1638] p0654'N80-33868
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Lexicon of aircraft transparency terms
[AD-A071319] . p0028 H80-10200
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost
analysis: Supplemental study
[AD-A075500] p0223 B80-18033
The fabrication and testing of prototype OB-1
aircraft windshields manufactured with a sheet
interlayer
[AD-A077711] p0238 H80-19080
Evaluation of aircraft windshield materials in a
simulated supersonic flight environment
[AD-A078673] p0238 B80-19082
Development of a visual inspection technique
(optical assessment* of aircraft transparencies)
[AD-A079369] p0239 B80-19086
WIHG CA8BEB
Development of a vortex-lift-design method and
application to a slender maneuver-wing
configuration
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0327] p0094 A80-18316
BIB6 FLAPS .
BT LBADIBG EDGE SLATS
NT TBAILIBG-EDGE FLAPS
Certain types of separated flow over slotted wings
p0056 A80-15475
Electron beam and diffusion welding as an economic
procedure for building Airbus-flap tracks
p0061 A80-16970
Boise generation by a lifting wing/flap
combination at Beynolds numbers to 2.8 x 10 to
the 6th •
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0035] p0156 A80-22729
Boise radiation from the side edges of flaps
p0272 A80-30568
Jet flap impingement noise from a full-scale STOL
EBF engine-wing system
p0327 A80-34594
Flaperon control: The versatile surface for
fighter aircraft
p0141 H80-1515B
Boundary layer measurements on a two-dimensional
wing with flap and a comparison with calculations
p0501 B80-27665
wing profile design of the world championship sail
. plane SB 11
[NASA-TB-75829] p0602 B80-31385
BIBG FLOW HETBOD TESTS
Experimental and computational study of transonic
flow about swept wings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0005] p0091 A80-18235
The effects of leading edge modifications on the
post-stall characteristics of vings
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0199] p0097 A80-18375
Streamwise development of the flow over a delta wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0200] p0097 A80-18376
Visualization of the laminar-turbulent transition
in the flow over an airfoil using the smoke-wire
technique
i [AIAA 80-0421] p0199 A80-26935
Development of test methods for scale model
simulation of aerial applications in the NASA
Langley Vortex Facility
[AIAA 80-0427] p0199 A80-26939
- The development of a self-streamlining flexible
walled transonic test section
[AIAA 80-0440] p0202 A80-26964
The aerodynamics of future transport aircraft and
the role of the wind tunnel during development
p0216 A80-28494
Experimental investigation of the flow past a wing
of finite width
p0262 A80-29222
An experiment of lift interference on
2-dimensional wings in a wind tunnel with
perforated walls
p0268 A80-29689
Experiments with transonic profiles
p0446 A80-40973
Calculations of transonic flow about an airfoil in
a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1366] p0506 A80-44142
Hoving surface boundary layer control for aircraft
operation at high incidence
[ A I A A 80-1621] p0519 A80-45909
Structures of flow separations over swept wings
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-27] . . p0521 A80-46227
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Barmonic oscillations of annular wing in stead;
ideal fluid flow
p0034 H80-11019
Dynamic stall on oscillating airfoils in
oscillating free-streams
p0219 B80-17983
Experimental unsteady aerodynamics of conventional
and supercritical airfoils —- conducted.in the
ABBS 11 foot transonic *ind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81221] p0641 B80-33345
HI 86 LOiDIBG
Hethod for calculating wing loading daring
maneuvering flight along a three-diaensional
carved path
p0009 A80-11647
Solution of linear problems of flov about finite
span wing
pOOIS A80-12912
Application of finite element analysis to
derivation of structural weight
[SA WE PAPEB 1271] pOlOa 180-20627
A panel method for calculating the loads acting on
a wing that performs harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
p0149 A80-21272
Application of the variational-difference method
of straight lines to the calculation of wing
middle surface deformation
p0149 A80-21276
The relationship between the critical reversal and
divergence speeds for a straight wing
p0151 A80-21310
Pressure distribution in rectangular wing /blade/
sections during curvilinear lotion in an
incompressible nedinm
p0203 &80-27157
Direct and inverse problems of flow over a wing of
finite span in the linear formulation
p0328 A80-34712
Calculation of pressure distribution on slender
wings in supersonic flow
p0376 180-36797
The method of matched asymptotic expansions in the
hydrodynamics of wings Russian book I
p0380 ASO-37104
Instationary air forces on wings with an
oscillating rudder
[DGLB PAPBB 80-031] p0522 A80-46283
Scatter of.fatigue-life data for elements of
full-scale light-aircraft wings under steady loads
p0525 i 8 0-46 869
Calculation of aircraft wing reliability from
sudden failures
p0564 A80r47403
the application of a parameteric method of fatigue
load measurement to wings based on flight
measurements on a Lightning Hk T5 ,
[ABC-B/B-3836] . p0179 B80-17068
additional information about FALSTAFP fighter
aircraft loading standard for fatigue evaluation
[HLB-TB-79056-0] p0186 H80-17508
Effect of sweep and aspect ratio on the
longitudinal aerodynamics of a spanloader wing
in- and out-of-ground effect — conducted in
Langley V/STOl wind tunnel
[BASA-TB-80199] p0220 B80-17993
estimation of the endurance of civil aircraft wing
structures life estimate method for wing
loading on general aviation aircraft
[BSDD-79024] p0235 B80-19060
Parametric study of variation in cargo-airplane
performance related to progression from current
to spanloader designs
[HASA-TP-1625] p0305 B80-21318
Active control technology for gust alleviation
p0308 880-21345
sockets for spin recovery
[HASA-CB-159240] p0554 880-29367
Coopntation of spanwise distribution of
circulation and lift coefficient for flapped
wings' of arbitrary planform
[HASA-CB-159329] p0599 880-31353
Fatigue testing of vampire wings
[ABL/STBDC-BBPT-378] p0646 B80-33399
BIBG BACELLB COIFIGOBUIOIS
Hodel tests demonstrating under-wing installation
effects on engine exhaust noise
CAIAA PAPEB so-1048] posoo Aao-35992
Experimental study of the interaction between a
rapid subsonic aircraft wing and an engine
nacelle at high dilution rate
[OHBBA, TP BO. 1980-35] p0443 A80-40803
. Investigation of the influence of the parameters
of a wing/engine combination on the critical
flatter speed
p0525 A80-46871
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle to wing
size on STOl-OTB acoustic characteristics
[BASA-TH-79279] . p0085 B80-13881
Quiet Clean Short-Hani Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Dnder-the-wing (OTB) engine
boilerplate Bacelle test report. Volume 2:
Aerodynamics and performance
[HASA-CB-135250] p0119 R80-14116
IIB6 OSCILLATZOBS
Large-amplitude fluctuations of velocity and
incidence of an oscillating airfoil
p0009 A80-11432
Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and wings
 ;
CAIAA PAPEB 80-0149] p0097 A80-18367
A panel method for calculating the loads acting on
a wing that performs harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
p0149 A80-21272
Evaluation of the kernel of an integral equation
for a wing performing harmonic oscillations in
subsonic flow
pOISO A80-21296
Computations of the pitching oscillation of a BACA
64A-010 airfoil in the small disturbance limit
[Alii PAPEB 80-0128] p0157 480-23012
Stationary movement of wings in the transonic regime
Spanish thesis
p0209 A80-27723
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to rotary
wings
p0217 A80-28856
Digital processing of unsteady periodic signals
with application to the turbulence structure
around oscillating airfoils
p0265 A80-29505
A velocity potential panel method for the
prediction of unsteady airloads on oscillating
wings and bodies
p0275 A80-30859
Active control of rotor blade pitch for vibration
reduction - A wind tunnel demonstration
p0321 A80-33121
Future of helicopter rotor control
p0321 A80-33122
The promise of multicyclic control for
, helicopter vibration reduction
p0321 A80-33123
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching wing
with external store
[AIAA 80-0733] p0331 A80-35037
Investigation of internal control laws for
wing/store flutter suppression
[AIAA 80-0764] p0332 A80-35056
Active flutter suppression control law definition
via least squares synthesis
[AIAA 80-0765] p0332 A80-35057
Aerodynamic coefficients in generalized unsteady
thin airfoil theory
p0390 A80-38034
A mixed compact Bermitian method for the numerical
study of unsteady viscous flow around an
oscillating airfoil
p0391 i80-38258
Effect of adding structural damping on a
wing/nacelle hump type flutter mode
p04«7 A8O-41159
Instationary air forces on wings with,an
oscillating rudder
[DGLB PAPEB 80-031] p0522 A80-46283
Flexnral torsional vibrations of a wing
p0525 A80-46851
A comparison of the pitching and plunging response
of an oscillating airfoil
[BASA-CB-3172] ' p0034 H80-11030
An investigation of several factors involved in a
finite difference procedure for analyzing the
transonic flow about harmonically oscillating
airfoils and wings
[BASA-CB-159143] p0114 B80-14056
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The application of output predictive digital
control to wing flatter suppression and terrain
following problems
[AD-A080419] p0354 B80-22361
Farther investigation of a finite difference
procedure for analyzing the transonic flow about
haraonically oscillating airfoils and wings
[HASA-CB-3195] ' pO«14 880-24271
BTB6 P1BBLS ' '
Application of finite element analysis to
derivation of structural weight
[SABS PIPEB 1271] poioa tso-20627
Principles of design of a carbon fibre composite
aircraft wing
pOISS 160-22270
Calculation of minimum-weight and maximum-rigidity
structures in the presence of design constraints
p020Q 180-27165
Hinimum-mass designs of stiffened
graphite/polyinide coapression panels
P0213 180-27992
Preliminary design of composite wing-boz
structures for global damage tolerance
£1IA1 80-0755] p0332 180-35049
Bepair of advanced composite structures in
damaged aircraft
[1111 80-0776] p0333 180-35066
•ing/store flatter with nonlinear pylon stiffness
[1111 80-0792] • p033Q 180-35075
Fabrication of double-curvature skins by rolling
for aircraft structures
p0376 180-36780
Constrnction of stiffness matrices of thin-wall
systems using sliding interpolation
p0376 180-36783
latoscan-I ultrasonic fatigue-crack detector
for military aircraft fastener sites
p0381 180-37221
Protection against wing icing for airbus A300 and
1310
[D6LB P1PBB 80-046] . p0523 180-46296
Calculation of the interaction between an exhaust
jet and a high-lift wing
p0525 180-46862
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
evaluation of candidate lower wing skin
materials with particular consideration of
spectram truncation
CHLB-TB-77092-0] p0044 H80-11524
Elements of the wing section theory and of the
wing theory
[B1C1-191] p0126 B80-15040
Loading tests of a wing structure for a hypersonic
aircraft
[HAS1-TP-1596] . p0129 B80-15068
Preliminary design of graphite composite wing
panels for commercial transport aircraft
[BASl-CB-159150] p0183 880-17148
in investigation of residual stresses in simalated
wing panels of 7075-T6 aluminam
[10-1080863] • p0370 B80-23693
Design studies of Laminar Flow Control (LFC) wing
concepts using saperplastics forming and
diffusion bonding (SPF/DB)
[H1SI-CB-159220] ' p0479lR80-26293
Hnltilevel optimum design of wing box structures
with fiber composite panel components
p0494 B80-27349
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The effects of leading edge modifications on the
post-stall characteristics of wings
[1111 PIPES 80-0199] p0097 180-18375
some parametric relations for designing
large-aspect wings
p0150 180-21294
Evolution of the hybrid wing - YF-17/P-18 type
[1111 80-3045] p0276 180-31013
Aircraft configuration optimization for ground
attack mission
p0447 180-41158
Development of a mission adaptive wing system for
a tactical aircraft
[1111 PIPES 80-1886] p0473 180-43321
Supersonic wings with significant leading-edge
thrust at cruise
[B1S1-IP-1632] p0302 B80-21279
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The variable-geometry wing
p0002 180-10235
Predicted jet thickness effects on the lift of an
augmentor wing
p0012 18.0-12597
Wing profile design of the world championship
sailplane SB 11
p0047 180-13181
1 nonlinear problem of static aeroelasticity
p0149 180-21264
Some parametric relations for designing
large-aspect wings
pOISO 180-21294
Selecting the optimal geometrical twist of an
aircraft wing
p0150 180-21301
Drag calculations for profiles at transonic speeds
p0151 180-21303
Height minimization for a wing in the presence of
constraints on the divergence speed
P0151 180-21329
The Hitsubishi Diamond I - What are its chances on
the current market
P0157 A80-22984
1 study of nonadiabatic boundary-layer
• stabilization time in a cryogenic tunnel for
typical wing and fuselage models
[1111 80-0417] . p0198 A80-26932
The influence of wing, fuselage and tail design on
rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained
beyond maximum lift with general aviation
configurations
[1111 80-0455] P0200 180-26955
Optimal wing profile in the flow of an ideal
incompressible fluid
P0268 180-29936
Aerodynamic characteristics of a concave
large-aspect-ratio trapezoidal profile in a
monochromatic free-molecular rarefied-gas flow
in the case of specular-reflection interactions
P0275 180-30882
Steady-state entrainment of a body by a shock wave
P0373 180-36437
Application of aerodynamic characteristics of
certain circular plane-convex configurations to
hybrid airships
,p0404 180-39300
Calculation of transonic viscous flows past wing
profiles
p0445 180-40909
Experiments with transonic profiles
' p0446 180-40973
lircraft configuration optimization for ground
attack mission
P0447 180-41158
Dynamics of flying egnipment elements made from
composite materials
p0512 180-45718
Validation of a wing leading edge stall prediction
technigne
[1111 80-1620] p0519 180-45908
Airbus airfoils cut fuel bun - High aspect ratio,
thickness, low sweep contribute
p0524 180-46682
Potential flow past a' wing profile with a trailing
edge of finite thickness
p0524 180-46827
Influence of noneguilibrium on the aerodynamic
characteristics of sons wing profiles
p0525 180-46855
Some applications of the methods of failure.
mechanics in analyzing the strength and service
life of aircraft structures
p0528 180-47355
• The canard configuration and the conventional
airplane — aerodynaiic characteristics of wings
P0569 180-48122
Shock-free wing design
[1111 PIPBE 79-1557] p0615 180-51416
Selecting the geometric parameters and position of
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing
using tunnel test data, part 2
p0018 B80-10044
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Laminar boundary layer calculation from
experimental pressure distribution
p0018 880-10045
Analytic fornnlas for wing profile aerodynamic
characteristics in incompressible flow
p0034 H80-11010
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady
ideal fluid flov
p0034 H80-11019
Exploratory study of the effects of
ving*leading-edge oodifications on the
stall/spin behavior of a light general aviation
airplane
[HASA-TP-1589] p0078 H80-13026
Theoretical study of aerodynamic characteristics
of wings having vortex flov
tBASA-CB-15918H] p0114 B80-14053
General potential theory of arbitrary ving sections
[HACA-452] . p0127 H80-15016
General theory of aerodynamic instability and the
mechanist of flatter
[BACA-496] P0127 H80-15047
A brief investigation of the tvo-diBensionality of
the flow over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6 foot
transonic wind tunnel
[HAE-TB-AEBO-1828] • ' pOSOO H80-31368
Fatigue testing of vampire wings
[ABL/STBDC-BEPT-378] p0646 H80-33399
BIHG BOOIS
selecting the geonetric parameters and position of
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing
using tunnel test data, part 2
' p0018 H80-10044
iing flapping with minimum energy minimize the
drag for a bending moment at the wing root
[HASA-TH-81174] p0167 880-16035
HINITSIST: A shortened version of TBIST
[LBF-TB-mei • p0230 H80-18438
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Certain types of separated flow over slotted wings
p0056 A80-15475
Some investigations concerning the effects of gaps
and vortex generators on elevator efficiency and
of landing flap sweep on aerodynamic
characteristics
p01«3 H80-15178
BIHG SPAB
Steady flow over the pressure side of a
piecewise-flat delta wing with supersonic
leading edges
pOOIS A80-12908
Solution of linear problems of flow about finite
span wing
p0015 A80-12912
• Height minimization for a wing in the presence of
constraints on the divergence speed
p0151 A80-21329
Development of a metric half-span model for
interference free testing
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0460] p0268 i80-29950
Stationary flow past the lower surface of a
piecewise planar delta wing with supersonic '•
leading edges
p0328 A80-34708
Direct and inverse problems of flow over a wing of
finite span in the linear formulation
p0328 A80-34712
An experimental investigation of a wing with
controlled mid-span flow separation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1804] p0469 A80-43287
WIHG TABES
Temperature and flow measurements on near-freezing
aviation fuels in a wing-tank model
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-63] p0459 A80-42193
Temperature and flow measurements on near-freezing
aviation fuels in a wing-tank model
[HASA-TH-79285] p0083 H80-13268
Effects of nonlinearities on wing-store flutter
p0596 H80-31328
BIHG TIP VOBTICKS
Test study of the vortex regime of highly
sveptback wings by extrapolation of the Jones
method
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-25] p0378 A80-36853
Befraction of soand by aircraft ving tip vortices
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0975] p0392 A80-38631
Boise due to tip vortex formation on lifting rotors
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1010] .p0393 A80-38636
Effect of tip vortex structure on'helicopter noise
due to blade-vortex interaction . '
• p0619 A80-52645
Full scale visualization of the wing tip vortices
generated by a typical agricultural aircraft
[HASA-CB-162796] p0220 H80-17992
BIHG TIPS
The significance of wing end configuration in
airfoil design for civil aviation aircraft
[HASA-TB-75711] p0022 880-10104
Holographic interferometry of- carbon fiber
reinforced plastic wingtips
[BAE-TB-78105] p0176 880-17041
Airflow effects on riming measurements by a wing
tip-mounted ice detector on the HC130E research
airplane
[AD-A077019] p0289 880-20244
Aircraft wingtip coupling experiments
p0595 H80-31319
Development of high lift devices for application
to advanced Navy aircraft
[AD-A084226] p0633 B80-32382
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Computational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store
interactions
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0127] p0157 A80-23013
Dnsteady pressure measurements on wing-store
combinations in incompressible flow
p0193 A80-26269
Investigation of internal control laws for
wing/store flutter suppression
[AIAA 80-0764] p0332 A80-35056
F-16 flutter suppression system investigation
[ A I A A 80-0768] p0333 A80-35060
Becent development of the TF-17 active flutter
suppression system
[ A I A A 80-0769] p0333 A80-35061
Passive control of wing/store flutter
p0579 A80-50100
Computational and simplified analytical treatment
of transonic wing-fuselage-pylon-store
interactions
. [AD-A085619] p0633 H80-32383
BIB61BIS
simulated transonic flows for aircraft with
nacelles, pylons, and Kinglets
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0130] p0162 A80-23933
Effect of winglets on performance and handling
qualities of general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1870] p0472 A80-43314
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 6: Stability characteristics
for a full-span model at subsonic speeds
conducted in Langley 8 foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[SASA-TP-1330] p0021 B80-10101
Optimized aerodynamic design process for subsonic
transport wing fitted with winglets wind
tunnel model
[8ASA-CB-159180] • p0114 H80-14054
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Parameters of spatial flov past a hydrofoil near
the free surface of a ponderable liquid
pOOOT A80-11205
Propulsion characteristics of flapping wings
pOOSO A80-14415
Data and analysis procedures for improved aerial
applications mission performance
agricultural aircraft ving geometry
[ASAB PAPEB AA 79-001] p0055 A80-15220
Is the structural life of an aircraft wing limited
p0063 480-17335
In inverse transonic ving design method
[AIAA PAPER 80-0330] p009S A80-18319
Roise generation by a lifting King/flap
combination at Reynolds numbers to 2.8 x 10 to
the 6th
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0035] p0156 A80-22729
Hysteresis of aerodynamic characteristics for
ving models and segmented conical bodies of
revolution
p0204 ABO-27167
Method of calculating the velocity at the surface
of an arbitrary ving in an ideal fluid
p0262 A80-29208
The evolution of aircraft ving design; Proceedings
of the Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, oarch 18, 19, 1980
p0275 A80-31001
Dings in aircraft design
[AIAA 80-3031] p0275 A80-31002
Rings for human-powered flight
[AIAA 80-3035] p0275 A80-31004
Evolution of modern air transport vings
[AIAA 80-3037] p0275 A80-31006
Evolution of transport vings from C-130, C-141,
C-5 to C-XX
[AIAA 80-3038] p0276 A80-31007
Some observations on supersonic ving design
[AIAA 80-3040] p0276 £80-31009
Seven iings the P-4 has flovn
[AIAA 80-3042] p0276 A80-31010
The F-15 ving development program
[AIAi 80-3044] p0276 A80-31012
Aeroelastically tailored ving design
[AIAA 80-3046] p0276 A80-31014
Current and projected use of carbon composites in
onited States aircraft
p0329 480-34840
Composite ving/fnselage integral concept
[AIAA 80-0744] . . p0331 A80-35044
On the stability of the longitudinal disturbed
motion of an airplane vith lift force control
system •
p0376 480-36796
Optimal design studies on composite vings vith
static and dynamic constraints
[AAAF PAPBB HT 79-29] p0379 A80-36863
sing effect on jet noise propagation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1047] p0394 A80-38646
The basic models of mechanics of liquids and gases
in the theory of the ving
p0411 A80-40442
Aerodynamics of vings in subsonic shear flov
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1418] p0452 A80-41612
Computational transonic inverse procedure for ving
design vith automatic trailing edge closure
[AIAA PAPEB 60-1390] p0506 A80-44149
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamic
forces on a three-dinensional ving
[DGLB PAPEB 80-027] p0522 A80-46281
Calculation of aircraft ving reliability from
sudden failures
p0564 A80-D7403
Testimonial study of a novel machine element made
of prestressed plastic -. A dynamically
insensitive ving made of aerated plastic
p0569 A80-47950
Hethod for calculating surface velocity of
arbitrary ving in ideal fluid
p0581 A80-50463
Analog modeling in studying supersonic flov around
a ving and its governing analog-criteria
p0018 880-10038
Effect of vinglets on a first-generation jet
transport ving. 6: Stability characteristics
for a fall-span model at subsonic speeds
conducted in Langley 8 foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[HASA-TP-1330] p0021 H80-10101
Estimation of attainable leading-edge thrust for
vings at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[HASA-TP-1500] p0022 H80-10105
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
fighter vings at high lift
[AD-A072630] p0025 N80-10140
A study to develop optimization algorithms for
aircraft ving structures
[AD-A072668] p0027 H80-10196
On a smooth approximation method and its
application to mathematical description of ving
aerodynamic characteristics
p0034 H80-11011
Influence of ving deformation on trailing-edge
flap deflections
p0034 H80-11012
Optimized aerodynamic design process for subsonic
transport ving fitted vith vinglets vind
tunnel model
[HASA-CB-159180] p0114 B80-14054
Elements of the ving section theory and of the
ving theory
[BACA-191] p0126 H80-15040
A parametric ving design study for a modern
laminar flov ving
[HASA-TB-80154] p0127 B80-15050
JA-6A circulation control ving contractor flight
demonstration
[AD-A074888] • p0130 B80-15080
Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled canard
ving configuration •
p0143 B80-15175
Average gust freguencies subsonic transport aircraft
[BSDO-69023-A-B-C] p0167 H80-16029
Theoretical analysis of the transient response of
a ving to non-stationary buffet loads
[AD-A073702] p0180 H80-17083
Design and test of a boron - aluminum high
temperature ving
[AD-A075814] p0223 H80-18034
Detection of the transitional layer betveen
laminar and turbulent flov areas on a ving surface
using an accelerometer to measure pressure
levels during vind tunnel tests
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12261-1] p0287 H80-20224
.On vings of circular design
[NASA-TB-75505] p0287 B80-20229
Ground plane effects on a contoured surface at low
subsonic velocities[AD-A079877] p0288 B80-20237
Wing design process by inverse potential flov
computer programs
p0300 H80-21259
Transonic ving DFVZ.B-F4 as European test model
[BASA-TH-75752] p0345 B80-22260
Calculation of the interference effects betveen
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[OCBL-15050] pOf44 S80-15182
AVCO LTCOHIBG DIV., STBATFOBD, COHH.
QCGiT aircraft/engine design for redaced noise
and emissions
p0351 B80-22331
Avco lycoming QCGAT program design cycle,
demonstrated performance and emissions
p0351 H80-22332
Avco Lycoaing gaiet clean general aviation
turbofan engine
p0351 H80-22333
AVCO LTCOHIHG DIV., BILLIAHSPOBT, PI.
Exhaust emission redaction for intermittent
combustion aircraft engines
[HASi-CB-159757] p0121 H80-11130
AVCO STSTBBS DIY., BILHBGTOB, USS.
Protective coatings for aircraft composites in
nnclear environments
[AD-A074889] p0123 H80-14199
Hypersonic heat transfer test program in the VKI
longshot facility
[AD-A081467] p0359 B80-23257
AVIOHS HABCEL DASSAULT, SAIBT-CLO0D (FBABCB) .
Practical aspects of the calculation of
structural vibrations
p0065 N80-12007
AVIOBS HABCBL D1SSAOLT-BBEGOET AVIATIOH.
SAIHT-CLOOD (FBABCE) .
The use of the computer in the design of
aerodynamic configurations
p0299 H80-21258
Finite elements and the optimization of
aeronautical structures
p0301 H80-21268
The development of the world's first triengine
business jet, the Hystere Falcon 50
p0594 H80-31316
B
BALLISTIC RESEARCH UBS., ABBBDBES PBOVIBG GBOOHD,
HD.
Computer description of Black Hawk helicopter
[AD-A073444] p0079 B80-13031
Huzzle blast overpressure levels on the AH~1S
helicopter tow sight unit
[AD-A084027] p0495 H80-27352
BATTBLLE COLOHBOS LABS., HOOHTAIB VIES. CALIF.
HASA aviation safety reporting system
CSASA-TM-78608] p0221 S80-18010
NASA aviation safety reporting system
[HASA-TH-81197] p0629 S80-32352
BATTELIE COL00BOS LABS.. OHIO.
Comparative resistance of Beta-Si3H4 solid
solutions to molten silicon attack
p0091 A80-18062
F-111 A/E digital bomb-nav system software
analysis
CAD-A072826] p0071 S80-12089
Avionics evaluation program: Simulation models
for the effectiveness analysis of avionics
p0255 H80-19838
The general aviation dynamic model. Volume 2:
Technical report
[AD-A073544] pfll|86 H80-27274
Evaluation of safety programs with respect to
the causes of air carrier accidents
[AD-A085347] p05«2 H80-29265
Analytical technigues for aromatic components in
aircraft
[AD-A086343] p0592 B80-30536
Evaluation of safety programs with respect to
the causes of general aviation accidents:
Volume 1: Technical report
[AD-A087685] p0629 B80-32355
BOH COUP., HCLEAB, 7A.
Infrared runway collision avoidance system
analysis
[AD-A078131] p0171 H80-16069
BBAH BBGIBEEBIBG, IIC., SOBBYVALB, CALIF.
Simple turbulence models and their application
to boundary layer separation
[NASA-CB-3283] p041<t B80-24269
BBECB AIBCHAFT COBP., WICHITA, KAHS.
The state-of-the-art of flutter substantiation
procedures among US general aviation
manufacturers
p0138 B80-15143
BELL HELICOPTER CO., FOB! »OHTH, TEX.
. Botocraft flight simulation, computer program
C81. Volume 3: Programmer's manual
[AD-A077345] p0291 H80-20262
Investigation of vibration reduction through
structural optimization
[AD-A088917] p0647 S80-33403
Validation of the rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) using operational loads survey
flight test data
['AD-AOSgOOS] p0650 880-33422
BEBDIX COBP., DBTBOIT, HICB.
Very lightweight air traffic management system
using an electronic scan antenna
p0492 H80-27335
BEBTLY HEVADA COBP., HIBDEH.
The parameters and measurements of the
destabilizing actions of rotating machines,
and the assumptions of the 1950fls
p0557 H80-29712
BIBBLE APPLIED RESEARCH. IBC., JEBICHO, H. T.
The influence of wing, fuselage and tail design
on rotational flow aerodynamics data obtained
beyond maximum lift with general aviation
configurations
[ A I A A 80-0155] p0200 480-26955
spin prediction techniques
[ A I A A 80-1564] p0515 A80-45863
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 degrees to 35 degrees, 3. Effect
of wing leading-edge modifications, model A
[NASA-CB-3102] p0068 N80-12060
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg tQ 90 deg. 1: Low-wing model A
[NASA-CR-3100] p0232 H80-19030
Influence of pitching moment characteristics on
departure and uncoordinated roll reversal
boundaries for fighter configurations
[AD-A082335] p0422 H80-24328
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: Sigh-wing model C
[8ASA-CB-3201] p0628 S80-32335
Botary balance data for a typical single-engine
general aviation design for an angle of attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: Low wing model C
[NASA-CB-3200] p06«2 B80-33355
BIOBETICS COBP., HAHPTOB. VA.
The transfer of carbon fibers through a
commercial aircraft water separator and air
cleaner
[SASA-CB-159183] p0124 B80-14359
Evaluation of equipment vulnerability and
potential shock hazards
p0247 H80-19197
Surveys of facilities for the potential effects
from the fallout of airborne graphite fibers
p0247 H80-19199
The vulnerability of commercial aircraft
avionics to carbon fibers
CHASA-CB-159213] P0295 H80-20317
Experimental and analytical studies for the HASA
carbon fiber risk assessment
[HASA-CB-159214] p0651 H80-33490
BOABO OF TBADB, LOHDOB (BHGLABD).
Air traffic in SATO Europe: Its characteristics
and its needs
P0491 B80-27325
BODEHSBEBEBK GEBABTETBCHBIK 6.H.B.H.. OEBBBLIBGBH
(BEST GEBHABT) .
Advantages of the digital technology for the
realization of engine control systems
P0482 H80-2632U
BOBIBG ABBOSPACB CO., SEATTLE, BASE.
Bybrid composites that retain graphite fibers on
burning
p0278 A80-32064
Evaluation of dais technology applied to the
integrated navigation system of a tactical
transport
£AD-A073068] p0037 H80-11061
Fleet hardness variation
[AD-A074849] p0126 B80-15029
An extension of engine weight estimation
technigues to compute engine production cost
[AD-A074454] p0137 H80-15135
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BORIHG CO., SEATTLE, HASH. COBPOBATE SODECE ISDEI
The YC-14 appet surface blown flap: A unique
control surface
pOIIO N80-15157
Rev remotely piloted vehicle launch and recover;
concepts: Computer progran listings
[AD-A076611] p0223 H80-18035
Incandescent lanp life under random vibration
p0228 H80-18221
New remotely piloted vehicle launch and recover;
concepts. Volume 1: Analysis, preliminary
design and performance/cost trade studies
[AD-A077175] ' p0236 H80-19066
A JTIDS performance model for the E-3A
p025<! N80-19825
PIPSI/Havy rapid evaluation of propulsion system
effects for the Navy gas turbine engine code
HEPCOHP
[AD-A083172] pOISO H80-26301
An improved panel method for the solution of
three-dimensional leading edge vortex flows
Volume 2: User's guide and programmer's
document
[NASA-CH-3279] p0486 N80-27280
An improved panel method for the solution of
three-dimensional leading-edge vortex flows.
Volume 1: Theory document
[HASA-CH-3278] . p0487 H80-27282
Evaluating and selecting the preferred air
breathing weapon system
p0598 N80-313I49
Hybridized polymer matrix composites
[NASA-CB-165116] p0650 N80-33489
BOEIHG CO.. SEATTLE, BASH.
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of a NASA
supercritical airfoil with various high-lift
systems. Volume 1: Data analysis
[NA5A-CB-2211] p0067 N80-12051
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel tests of a NASA
supercritical airfoil with various high-lift
systems. Volume 2: Test data
[HASA-CB-2215] p0067 H80-12055
Computer code for estimating installed
performance of aircraft gas turbine engines.
Volume 1: Final report
[NASA-CB-159691] pOOSO N80-13013
Computer code for estimating installed
performance of aircraft gas turbine engines.
Volume 2: Users manual
[NASA-CB-159692] ' pOOSO B80-13011
Computer code for estimating installed
performance of aircraft gas turbine engines.
Volume 3: Library of maps
[NASA-CB-159693] pOOBO N80-13045
BOEIHG CO., HICBITA. KAHS.
Jet engine demountable test cell exhaust system
phase: Coanda/refraction noise suppression
concept, advanced development
[AD-A076253] p0181 H80-17090
Jet engine class C test cell exhaust system
phase. Coanda/refraction noise suppression
concept-advanced development
[AD-A075277] p0182 H80-17091
Evaluation of the crack gage concept for
monitoring aicraft flaw growth potential.
Volume 2
[AD-A076320] p0186 H80-17509
Evaluation of the crack gage concept for
monitoring aircraft flaw growth potential
Volume 1. Technical discussion
[AD'A076421] p0186 H80-17510
Developing, mechanizing and testing of a digital
active flutter suppression system for a
modified B-52 wind-tunnel model
[NASA-CB-159155] p0252 H80-19566
BOEIHG COHHEBCIAL AIBPLAHE CO., BEHTOS, WASB.
Development and flight evaluation of automatic
flare laws with improved touchdown dispersion
[AIAA 80-1757] p O S I O A80-45545
BOEIHG COBBEBCIAL AIBPLASB CO., SEATTLE, WASB.
Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and wings
[AI»A PAPEB 80-0119] p0097 A80-18367
Upper surface blowing noise of the NASA-Ames
quiet short-haul research aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1061] p03«1 A80-36002
Fault-tolerant system optiaization
pOUO A80-10312
A multi-grid code for 3-D transonic potential
floB about axisymmetric inlets at angle of
attack
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1365] p0506 A80-441U1
Economic study of multipurpose advanced
high-speed transport configurations
[NASA-CB-159126] p0086 K80-13986
An investigation of several factors involved in
a finite difference procedure for analyzing
the transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and wings
[NASA-CB-159113] p011« N80-11056
Linear systems analysis program, L224 (QB) .
Volume 1: Engineering and usage
[NASA-CB-2861] p0122 H80-14137
A users guide for A341: A program using a
finite difference method to analyze transonic
flow over oscillating airfoils
[NASA-CB-159111] . p0127 N80-15052
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
. [HASA-CH-15909II ] p0182 H80-17147
Preliminary design of graphite cooposite wing
panels for commercial transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-159150] p0183 N80-171U8
Improved tire/wheel concept
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11695-2] p0230 N80-18102
The role of computational aerodynamics in
airplane configuration development
p0300 B80-21260
Airplane wing leading edge variable camber flap
p0369 N80-23511
A general panel method for the analysis and
design of arbitrary configurations in
incompressible flows
[HASA-CB-3079] p001» N80-21268
Further investigation of a finite difference
procedure for analyzing the transonic flow
about harmonically oscillating airfoils and
wings
[NASA-CB-3195] p0411 N80-21271
Aviation fuels outlook
p0517 N80-29304
Analytical investigation of fan tone noise due
to ingested atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-CB-3302] p0560 N80-30155
Large scale wind tunnel investigation for future
modifications to the guiet short-haul research
aircraft
[NASA-CB-152319] p0628 N80-32337
Aircraft noise prediction program validation
[NASA-CB-159333] p0655 B80-34219
BOEIHG COHPDTEB SEBVICES, IHC., SEATTLE, WASH.
Analysis of transonic flow about harmonically
oscillating airfoils and wings
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0119] p0097 A80-18367
BOEIHG BILITABI AIBPLAHE DEVELOPHEHT, SEATTLE, WASB.
Flight control and configuration design
considerations for highly oanenverable aircraft
pOUO N80-15154
Formulation of the three dimensional transonic
unsteady aerodynamic problem
[AD-A075103] p0175 H80-17031
Easy ACLS dynamic analysis, volume 2. Part 2:
Component computer programs
[AD-A079803] p0237 N80-19076
Easy-ACIS dynamic analysis. User's manual
[AD-A081160] p0359 N80-23258
Design options study
[AD-A082941] p0119 N80-21309
High-freezing-point fuel studies
p0550 N80-29329
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology (CAST).
Phase 5: Structural test and evaluation. Part
1: Full scale test
[AD-A087807] p0607 H80-31535
BOEIHG VEBTOL CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Helicopter canopy internal reflection
investigation
[AD-A073084] p0076 N80-12867
Analysis and correlation with theory of rotor
lift-limit test data
[HASA-CB-159139] p0078 N80-13028
CH-16 composite rotor blade flight stress survey
data. Volume 3: Plotted forward rotor blade
chord, torsion and absolute loads
[AD-A075612] p0130 N80-15077
Synthesis of rotor test data for real-time
simulation
[NASA-CB-152311] p0222 H80-18029
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COHPOHATB SOOBCB IBDEI CALIFOBBIA DIIV..
• A hingeless rotor XT-15 design integration
feasibility study. Volume 1: Engineering
design studies
[BASA-CB-152310] p0223 B80-18030
Design and analytical stndy of a rotor airfoil
[BASA-CB-2988] p0477 B80-26267
Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs available in
helicopter noise technology applications
tAD-A083955] pO«95 B80-27354
Heavy lift helicopter: Prototype technical
summary
[AD-A085290] P0532 B80-28343
Design, development, and flight demonstration of
the loads and stability characteristics of a
bearingless nain rotor
[AD-A086754] P0589 N30-30299
Evaluation of forged helicopter components
processed with controlled solidification and
thermal mechanical treatments
[AD-A086818] p0589 B80-30302
Design and analysis of CH-47 external cargo
handling system (snubbed load)
[AD-A088057] p0634 B80-32384
TASCOMP 2. The V/STOL aircraft sizing and
performance computer program. Volume 6:
User's manual, revision 3
[BASA-CB-163639] p06«6 B80-33401
BOLT, BBBABEK, AMD HEBHAB, IBC., CAHBBIBGE, SASS.
A model-based technique for predicting pilot
opinion ratings for large commercial transports
[AIAA 80-1573] p0516 A80-U5872
Closed loop models for analyzing engineering
requirements for simulators
[BASA-CH-2965] p0235 H80-19063
A model-based technique for predicting pilot
opinion'ratings for large commercial transports[8ASA-CB-3257] p0309 B80-21354
Analysis of vibratory excitation of gear systems
as a contributor to aircraft interior noise
[HASA-CB-159088] p0428 S80-25100
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visnal and
motion cue requirements in flight simulation
[BASA-CH-3312] p0646 H80-33398
BOLT, BEBABEK, AHD BESHAH, IRC., CABO6A PABK, CALIF.
Prediction of the interior noise levels of
high-speed propeller-driven aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0998] p0338 A80-35961
Boise control prediction for high-speed,
propeller-driven aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0999] p0338 A80-35962
Interior noise control prediction stndy for
high-speed propeller-driven aircraft
[BASA-CH-159200] p0428 N80-25102
Cost/benefit tradeoffs available in aircraft
noise technology applications in the 1980's
[AD-A082028] p0495 H80-27357
Development of noisecheck technology for
measuring aircraft noise exposure
[AD-A088033] p0639 B80-33182
Study of lateral excess sound attenuation as
determined from far part 36 aircraft noise
certification measurements
[AD-A088285] p0639 B80-33183
Evaluation of Aero Commander sidewall vibration
and interior acoustic data: Static operations
[BASA-CB-159290] p0615 B80-33392
BOSIOH OBIV.. BASS.
Modeling and flight simulation.of an active
configured aircraft under H.L.S. guidance
p0256 B80-19845
BBASLAD (DAVID) ASSOCIATES, IBC., HIIBEAPOLIS, BIBB.
Ground run-up noise control facilities for civil
aircraft: A survey
[AD-A0753U8] p0171 H80-16067
BBIST01 OBIV. (ESG1ABD).
An aeroelastic analysis of the Sheriff wing
[BD-23«] p0361 H80-23274
An assessment of the stability and opening
characteristics of cruciform parachutes
[BO-238] p0361 H80-23276
Wind tunnel tests on the Sheriff twin-engined
' light aircraft
[BO-241] p0361 B80-23277
Investigation of a foam supported glass fiber
D-box for a rigid ving hang glider
[BO-240] p0363 B80-23302
BRITISH AEROSPACE AIHCBAFT GBOOP, BRISTOL (EBGLABD).
Civil aircraft equipment environment
qualification techniques
p0240 H80-19093
Linearised methods in supersonic flow
p06<H! B80-33380
BBITISH AEBOSPACE AIBCBAPT GRODP. BBO06H (EBGLABD).
Fin design with ACT in the presence of strakes
p01»1 B80-15161
some recent measurements of structural dynamic
damping in aircraft structures
p0253 H80-19576
The role of the aircraft model in avionic
systems simulation
p0255 B80-19837
BBITISH AEROSPACE AIRCBAFT GBOOP, DOBSFOLD (EBGLABD).
Some examples of procedures used in OK for
acceptance testing of aircraft produced by the
aircraft industry under government contract
p0596 B80-31332
Evaluation of longitudinal characteristics
including stability handling and CG range
p0597 B80-31335
Evaluation of lateral and directional
characteristics and spinning behaviour
p0597 H80-31336
BBITISH ABBOSPACE AIBCBATT 6BODP, PB2STOB (EBGLABD).
Mathematical modelling in military aircraft
weapon system design
p0301 H80-21272
BACTAC: A combat-worthy computerized opponent
p0301 B80-21273
An approach to the derivation and validation of
requirements
p0612 B80-32126
BBITISH ABBOSPACE AIBCRAFT GBOOP, BAWOB (EHGLABD) .
Computer graphics and related design processes
in the OK
p0299 H80-21252.
Active controls for combat aircraft
p0308 B80-21339
Gust load alleviation
p0308 N80-213U6
BBITISB ABBOSPACE AIBCBAFT GBOOP, BEIBBIDSS
(EBGLAHD) .
The minimum cost approach to flutter clearance
p0139 H80-15118
OK approach to aircraft dynamic response on
damaged and repaired runways
p01»3t B80-25327
BBITISB AEBOSPACE CTBABICS GBOOP, BBIS9OL (EBGLABD).
Simulation for whole life development
p0255 B80-19839
BBOHS8ICK COBP., DELABD, FLA.
Development of improved abradable compressor gas
path seal
[AD-A072171] pOOHI B80-1147U
BDBKEB-BABO COBP., WBIGHT-PATTERSOH AFB, OHIO.
Flight path displays
[AD-A077181] p0241 B80-19107
BDBEAO Ot HEDICIBE ASD SOB6EBT (BA77). BAS3IHSTOB.
D.C.
Naval aviation vater survival program
p0559 B80-30015
CACI, IBC. - FEDERAL, ABLIBGTOB, VA.
Aviation component repair program analysis,
volume 1
[AD-A086060] p0511 H80-292146
CALGABT OBIV. (ALBBBTA).
A simple apparatus for the experimental study of
non-steady flow thrust-augmenter ejector
configurations
p0023 B80-10125
CALIFOBBIA IHST. OF TECH.. PASADEHA.
Leading edge flutter of supercavitating hydrofoils
[AD-A073382] p0073 B80-12236
CA LI FOB SI A POLTTBCHHC STATE OSIV. , SAB LOIS OBZSPO.
Effects of free-stream turbulence on diffnser
performance
[BASA-CB-163191] p0113 H80-2«26«
CALIFOBBIA STATE OBIT., HOBTHBIDGE.
Study of rolling element dynamic interactions
with separator and raceway paths. Boiler
skewing measurements in roller bearings[NASA-CB-163186] p0426 H80-24622
CALIFOBBIA OBIT., BEHKELEY.
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades with
applications to fan and compressor blades
pO»98 B80-27396
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CAIIFOBBIA OBIT., BBBKBLBT.. LABBBBCB COBPOBATB SOOBCE IBDBI
CALIFOBBIA DHIV., BEBKBLBY. LABBBBCB BEBKE1EI LAB.
Overlay coatings for gas turbine airfoils
p0438 880-25506
CALIFOBHIA OBIT., LITEBBOBS. LABBBBCB LIVEBHOBB LAB.
Behavior of lightly confined high explosives in
a Jet-fuel fire
[OCBL-52659] pOO»3 880-11247
Potential environnental effects of aircraft
emissions
[DCHL-52861 ] p0027 B80-24887
CALIFOBBIA OBIT.. LOS iHSBLES.
Formulation of coopled rotor/fuselage egoations
of Dot ion
p0089 480-17717
A methodology for long range prediction of air
transportation
CSAE PAPEB 800768] p0577 A80-49712
Bethod of conjugate gradients for optimal
control problems with state variable constraints
[AD-A072258] p0031 B80-10227
Maximum likelihood identification of linear
discrete stochastic systems
[AD-A072147] p0031 B80-10229
Entrophy analysis of feedback flight dynamic
control systems
[AD-A072259] p0042 B80-11100
Airfoils at sonic velocity
p0486 B80-27278
A dynamic model of the air transport industry
pO«88 N80-27301
Hultllevel optinna design of King box structures
with fiber composite panel components
p0494 H80-27309
CitlFOBBIA DBIV. AT LOS iBGElES.
A nethodology for long-range prediction of air
transportation
pOSt 7 B80-29305
CALSPAH ADVABCED TECHBOLOGY CBBTBB, BDFFALO. I.I.
Implicit model following and parameter
identification of unstable aircraft
p0214 A80-28019
Identification of flexible aircraft from flight
data
[AIAA 80-1633] p0521 A80-45921
Trestle wind tunnel study
[AD-A072791]
 P0068 H80-12069
Design criteria for optimal flight control systems
[AD-A074092J . p0138 B80-15139
Tests of an improved rotating stall control
system on a 3-85 turbojet engine
[AD-A077704] p0242 B80-19109
Basic studies of rotating stall in .axial flow
compressors
[AD-A077690] p0243 B80-19115
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigations of axial
flow fan and compressor blade rows, including
three-dimensional effects
[AD-A077712] p0243 B80-19116
Analysis of experiments on the effects of jet
plumes on pressure distribution over a
cylindrical afterbody at transonic speeds
[AD-A081647]
 P0359 B80-23259
Advanced restraint system modeling
[AD-A088029] p0630 B80-32357
CALSPAB COEP., BDFFALO, B. T.
Direct force control and testing
p0308 B80-21348
CiHBBIDSE HY.UBODY.BAHICS, IBC., BASS.
Stability analysis for laminar flow control,
part 2
C8ASA-CB-3249] p0311 B80-21703
CABBBIDGE OBIT. (BBGLABD).
The effect of finite turbulence spatial scale on
the amplification of turbulence by a
contracting stream
p0509 A80-44862
Unsteady aerodynamics in tnrbomachinery
P0643 H80-33369
CABADAIB LTD., HOBTBEAL (QUEBEC).
CL-600 challenger
p0594 B80-31317
CABTOB BESEABCH GBOOP, IBC., RBSTLAKB VILLAGE, CALIF.
Air combat maneuvering performance measurement
[AD-A077429] p0368 B80-23336
CEBTEB FOB BATAl MALYSBS, A1BIAHDBIA, »A.
The accelerometer methods of obtaining aircraft
performance from flight test data dynamic
performance testing
[AD-A075226] ' p0178 H80-17066
CEBTBE D'ESSAIS BB TOL, BBBIIGBT-SOB-OB6E (FBABCE).
Some comments on the problems involved in
aircraft assessment and acceptance testing
p0596 B80-31330
CEBTBE D'BSSAIS BB TOL, ISTBES (FBABCE).
Flight testing of several control laws of a
fly-by-wire system
p0309 B80-21353
CEBIBE D-ETUDES FT OB BECBEBCHES, TODLOOSE (FBABCE).
Determining the optimal control laws for setting
the rpm's of a turbojet engine
p0482 B80-26318
CBBTBS TECHBIQOE DBS IBDDSTBIES HECABIQOBS, SEBLIS
(FBABCB) .
Prediction of dynamic properties of a rotor
supported by hydrodynamic bearings using the
finite element method
[CBTIB-1-4A-29-0] p0185 B80-17482
CESSBA AIBCBAFT CO., WICHITA, KABS.
Low speed propellers: Impact of advanced
technologies
P0352 B80-22342
CHABPLAIB TBCHBOLOGI IBDOSTBIES, PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Airborne evaluation of the production AB/ABB-133
loran-c navigator
[AD-A075484] p0177 H80-17057
CHETBOB BBSBABCB CO., BICHHOBD. CALIF.
Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[FE-2315-37] . p0296 B80-20407
Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[FE-2315-43] p0425 B80-24482
Befining and upgrading of synfuels froa coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
CFE-2315-40] p0539 B80-28550
Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[FE-2315-48J p0607 B80-31629
CIBCIBBATI OBIT., OHIO.
Flow measurements in a turbine scroll
p0211 A80-27738
A model for helicopter guidance on spiral
trajectories
[AIAA 80-1721] p0510 A80-45523
Baximum likelihood identification of aircraft
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
p0167 B80-16027
Parameter identification of flexible flight
vehicles assuming a low-reduced-frequency
aerodynamic representation
p0169 880-16054
CITI OBIT. , LOBDOB (BBGLABD) .
Becent advances in helicopter vibration control
p048S B80-26687
CITIL AEBOBBDICAL IBST., OKLABOBA CITT, OKLA.
Pilot performance during simulated approaches
and landings .made with various
computer-generated visual glidepath indicators
[AD-A066220] p0026 B80-10151
Evaluation of seating and restraint systems
conducted during fiscal year 1978 .
[AD-A074881] p0077 B80-13014
Air traffic .control a-utomation: Its impact and
use in the selection and screening of air
traffic controllers
p0491 B80-27329
CITIL ABBOBAOTICS BOABD, 8ASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Airport activity statistics of certificated
route air carriers
[AD-A076194] ' pOISI B80-17089
CITIL AHD EBTIBOBBEBTAL EBGIBEBBIBG DEVELOPSBIT
OFFICE, TIBDALL AFB, FLA.
A literature search and review of the dynamics
of aircraft-surface interaction
[AD-A070940] p0027 880-10199
CITIL A7IATIOH AOTBOBITT, BBOBILL (BBGLABD).
Description of the British Civil Aviation
airworthiness data recording program
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computers
p0256 R80-19812
ELEKTBOHIK-SISTEB G.H.B.B.. HDHICH (BEST 6EBBABY).
A simulation program for the determination of
system reliability of complex avionic'systems
•p0250 H80-19523
Design and simulation of a C3 system for
surveillance purpose '
. p025« B80-19821
Technical and operational factors concerning the
licensing and introduction of a new microwave
landing system for category 2 '
p0492 B80-27336
ELLIOTT-AOTOBATIOB SPACE ARD ADVABCED BILITABI
SYSTEBS LTD., CAHBEBLEY (EHGLABD).
Reliability management of the avionic system -of
a military strike aircraft
PQ251 B80-19546
Software development for TOEN4DO: A case
history from the reliability and
maintainability aspect
' p0252'R80-1955«
EHGELHABD BIBBRALS ARO CBEBICALS COBP., BDISOB, B. 3.
Durability testing at 5 atmospheres of advanced
catalysts and catalyst supports for gas
turbine engine combustors
[BASA-CB-159839] pO»27 H80-217II8
ERGIBEEBIR6 SCIEBCES DATA DHIT, LORDOR (EBGLASD).
Sing-body yawing moment and sideforce
derivatives due to sideslip: Hv and Yv
[ESDD-790063 ' p0021 H80-10097
Average gust fregnencies subsonic transport .
aircraft
[ESDO-69023-A-B-C] p0167 R80-16029
Undercarriage drag prediction methods
IESDD-79015] ' p0232 R80-19028
Estimation of the endurance of civil aircraft
wing structures
[ESDn-7902t] ' . ' p0235 B80-19060
Example of performance analysis using data ,*.
obtained concurrently in air-path, body and
Earth axes
[ESDO-79018] . p0287 B80-20225
Transonic data memorandum: A framework relating
the drag-rise characteristics of a finite
wing/body combination to those of its basic
' aerofoil
[ESDO-78009] p0301 H80-21276
Transonic data memorandum: The lift achievable
by aerofoils having a particular form of
supercritical upper-surface pressure
distribution that yields only small nave drag
[ESDO-78010J p0302 H80-21277
Transonic data memorandum: Rumerical methods
for solving the potential flow equations for
two-dimensional aerofoils in subsonic and
transonic flows, brief details, test cases .and
examples
CESDO-79009] p0302 H80-21278
A comparison of various numerical methods for
calculating supercritical inviscid isentropic
flow over two-dimensional aerofoils
[S/T-BEHO-»/75] .p03<!6 H80-22278
Endurance of riveted lap joints (aluminum alloy '
sheet and rivets)
• ' fESDD-79031] p0356 B80-22723
EBTIBOBBEBTAL EHGIHBBBIBG OOHSDLTAHTS, IBC.,
GJIHBSVILLE, FLA.
aerosol filter loading data for a simulated jet
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EvalaatioD of 8C (hydrocarbon) control
strategies for general aviation piston engines
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BOBOCOBTBOL AGEBCT., BRUSSELS (B8L6IOB).
Data link: The key to improvements in
civil/Bilitary air traffic management?
pO«91 B80-27330
EOBOPEAB SPACE AGEBCT, PARIS (FBABCS) .
The normal force on a cruciform missile at bank
angles of a deg and 45 aeg
p0066 H80-12037
Bormal force derivative and center of pressure
movenent due to Hacfa nnmbec on wing-body
combinations with triangular sings of the sane
span and different aspect ratios at supersonic
speeds
p0066 H80-12039
Verification of the experimentally determined
laminar-turbulent transition on a swept wing
p0067 B80-12046
Construction problems for high Beynolds number
wind tunnel models
[ESA-TT-56U] P0072 B80-12101
The superposition of two-dimensional error
fields and its influence on flight safety of
air traffic
[ESA-TT-527-BEV] p0078 B80-13022
Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution
measurements in rotating systems
[ESA-TT-503-HEV] p0082 H80-13059
Plight testing of the buffeting behavior of
combat aircraft
[BSA-TT-523] P0122 H80-14143
In flight tests of a parameter insensitive
controller
[ESA-TT-565] p0310 H80-21358
Calculation of the interference effects between
the engine wing and the base wing of a civil
and military transport aircraft by the vortex
lattice method
[ESA-TT-493] p0346 S80-22272
Calculation of the turbulent boundary layer on
an infinite swept wing using a
three-dimensional mixing length model
[ESA-TT-534] .p0346 H80-22273
Investigations into an active vibration
isolation system for helicopters with rigid
and elastic airframe modeling
[ESA-TT-531] p0349 H80-22315
Civil component prograa wing section.
Predimensioning of a supercritical wing
[ESA-TT-542] p0349 H80-22317
Control system design using vector-valued
performance criteria vith application to the
control rate reduction in parameter
insensitive control systems
[ESA-TT-512-BEV] . p0355 H80-22363
Hoise generation by jet-engine exhaust deflection
[ESA-TT-553] p0358 B80-23104
Pressure distribution measurements on wedges at
subsonic and transonic velocities
[ESA-TT-554] . p0360 B80-23267
Afterbody drag and base pressure measurements on
a body of revolution at angles of incidence up
to alpha = 25 deg at subsonic and transonic
Bach numbers
[ESA-TT-569] p0360 1180-23268
On disturbance fields of moving singularities in
aerodynamics and aeroaconstics
[ESA-TT-570] p0360 B80-23269
The harmonically oscillating body in subsonic
flow: Effect of compressibility
[ESA-TT-584] p0360 H80-23270
Investigations of the design of active vibration
isolation systems for helicopters with rigid
and elastic modeling of the fuselage
[ESA-TT-556] p0363 880-23300
Definition of a two-level control system for
nonlinear motion of an aircraft
[ESA-TT-614] p0367 H80-23330
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TBE PBBSIDEBT, HiSHIBGTOH, D. C.
Carbon/graphite composite material study
[PB80-175235] p0555 B80-29442
BXXOB BESEABCH ABO EBGIBEEBIBG CO.. LIBDEB, I.J.
Fundamental characterization of alternate fuel
effects in continuous combustion systems
[SAB-1543-12] p0043 880-112111
Carbon slurry foeIs for volume limited missiles
[AD-A084710J pOSOO B80-27512
Effect of refining variables on the properties
and composition of JP-5
p0547 N80-29306
Fuel property effects in stirred conbnstors
p05«9 H80-29321
FACILITY. CBECKIBS SQOAOBOB (1866TH) (AFCS) , SCOTT
iPB, ILL.
SSILS initial evaluation report. Davis-Honthan
AFB, Arizona, 16-20 November 1979
[AD-A08463S] p0490 B80-27320
FAILOBE ABALISIS ASSOCIATES, PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Fracture and fatigue properties of ICr-Bo-v
bainitic turbine rotor steels
[EPBI-BP-1023] p0043 H80-11201
FAIBCBILD REPUBLIC CO., FABHIBGDALB, B. T.
Surface conforming thermal/pressure seal
[BASA-CASE-BSC-18422-1] p0124 B80-14400
Bigbt/adverse weather A-10 evalnator program
(A-10B)
p0594'B80-31307
FEDBBAL ATIATIOB ADHIHISTRATIOB, ATLABTIC CTTT, B.J.
Initial data bank report: Fall 1978; winter,
spring, summer, fall 1979, winter 1980
[AD-A088204] p0632 B80-32372
System description for the airborne-Omega Data
Bank
tAD-A087606] . p0632 B80-32373
The effect of the Western Onion Heather Data
System on the preflight briefing position at
the Chicago Flight Service Station
[AD-A088415] p0639 B80-33065
Precision 1-band DUE tests
[AD-A089053] p06Q5 H80-33388
FEDEBAL ATIATIOB ADBIBISTBATIOB, BASBIBGTOB, D.C.
IFB aircraft handled forecast by air route
traffic control center, fiscal years 1979-1990
[AD-A070786] p0026 S80-10153
Rind shear hazard definition for a wide body jet
[FAi-BD-79-90] pOO»» B80-11715
Installation criteria for the Approach Lighting
System Improvement Program (ALSIP)
[AD-A070076] p0082 B80-13057
Comparative evalntion of firefighting foam agents
[AD-A074490] p0083 H80-13253
Reflection cracking of bitomisous overlays for
airport pavements: A state of the art
[AD-A073181] p0122 H80-141I|«
Review and evaluation of national airspace
system models
[AD-A078050] p0176 B80-17047
Eeport on the PAA task force on aircraft
separation assurance. Volume 2: Concept
description
[AD-A077807] pom B80-17050
Airport activity statistics of certificated '
route air carriers
[AD-A076194] p0181 H80-17089
Field impact evaluation report on the Electronic
Tabular Display Subsystem (ETABS)
[AD-A078848] p0185 B80-173S7
Beport on the task force on aircraft separation
assurance, appendices
[AD-A077713] p0222 H80-18017
Airborne radar approach system flight test
experiment
[AD-A077900] p0234 B80-19054
Nondestructive evaluation of airport pavements.
Volume 2: Operational manual for PAVBER
program at TCC
[AD-A079495] p0245 B80-19130
Global positioning system for general aviation:
Joint FAA-BASA Seminar
[BASA-TB-81017] p030« B80-21299
Engineering and development program plan: En
Boute control. Program 12
IAD-A082471J p0416 B80-24287
Discrete address beacon system
p0494 B80-27344
Energy conservation potential of general
aviation activity
[AD-A081182] p049S B80-27355
Integrated Boise 8odel (ISO). Version 2.
Oser's guide
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The current role of alcohol as a factor in civil
aircraft accidents
[AD-A086261] p0542 B80-29266
Active BCAS performance in a garble environoent
[AD-A086046] p0542 B80-29267
• Systems research and developnent service report
of B and D activity
[AD-A085629] p05<13 N80-29273
Interference and noise in and adjacent to the
LORAN~C spectrum at airports
[AD-A086043] p0544 B80-29281
Visual confirmation of voice takeoff clearance
(TICOH) alternative study
[AD-A086080] p0545 H80-29282
A method for administrative assignment of runway
slots
[AD-A086118] p0545 B80-29285
IBB Integrated Noise Hodel, version 2:
Programmer's guide
[AD-A079622] p0560 H80-30156
Medical and toxicological factors in aircraft
accidents
[AD-A087690] p0601 H80-31373
General aviation activity and avionics survey,
1978
[AD-A087653] p0627 N80-32325
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) front end
processor en route central computer complex
protocol
[AD-A085a82] P0631 H80-32367
National Aviation Fuel Scenario Analysis Program(NAFSAP). Volume 1: Hodel description.
Volume 2: Oser manual
[AD-A084235] p0638 N80-32537
Detection and assessment of secondary sonic
booms in New England
[&D-A088160] p0643 S80-33362
Washington National Airport flight extension
test. Noise monitoring data report
[AD-A089111] P0651 N80-33966
FBDEEAL AVIATION AGENCY, OKLABOH1 CITY, OKLA.
Aircraft crashuortbiness studies: Findings in
accidents involving an aerial application
aircraft
[AD-A084619] p0629 N80-32356
FEDEBAt AflATIOB AGENCY, BASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Beport of the FAA task force on aircraft
separation assurance. Volume 1: Executive
summary
[AD-A075352] p0169 880-16050
FEBBABTI LTD., BBACKIELL (ENGLAND).
Applications of microprocessors in air traffic
p0493 H80-27341
FLIGBT DIHAHICS BBSBABCH COSP., TAN HOTS, CALIF.
Becent development of a jet-diffuser ejector
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0231] p0093 A80-18277
Considerations of some critical ejector problems
p0023 H80-10127
High speed, ejectors
[AD-A073378] p0081 H80-13051
FLIGBT TBANSPOBTATIOH ASSOCIATES, CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
The allocation of runvay slots by auction.
Volume 2: The airline management game and
slot auction testing
[AD-A085438] p05«3 N80-29270
FLOBIDA OBIT., GAINESVILLE.
Vorticity associated with multiple jets in a
crossflow
[NASA-CH-162855] p0249 880-19454
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric
and magnetic fields above ground
p0312 N80-21929
FLOB BESBABCB, IRC., KENT, BASH.
Propeller slipstream/King interaction in the
transonic regime
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0125] p0156 A80-22733
FONDAZIOHE DGO BOBDOBI, BOBB (ITA1Y).
Surveillance and communication systems using
mobile media on the airport surface
[FDB-13-1978] p0042 880-11110
On radar in air traffic control
[FDB-11-1979] p0115 880-14065
FOBD AEROSPACE ADD COBHOBICATIOHS COBP., PALO ALTO,
CALIF.
Heasnrement of external forces and torques on a
large pointing system
p0440 N80-25610
FOBD BOTOB CO., DBABBOBB, HICH.
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine
[AD-A071750] p0040 N80-11090
X-ray radiography of gas turbine ceramics
[AD-A080440] p0307 H80-21335
Duo-density ceramic turbine rotor: Concepts,
materials processes and test results
p0553 H80-29348
FOBSCBOBGSIBSTIT0T FOEB FOBK OND BATBEBATIK,
BEBTBOTBH (BEST GEBBABT).
Target tracking using Doppler-information in
sensor oriented coordinates with a three
dimensional array radar
[BEPT-270] p0123 B80-14325
FOSTEB-HILLBB ASSOCIATES, INC., BALTBAB, BASS.
Analysis of trunk flutter in an air cushion
landing system
[AD-A079008] p0237 880-19075
FBABKLIN INST. BESEABCH LABS., PBILADBLPBIA, PA.
Feasibility and concept study to convert the
NASA/ABES vertical motion simulator to a
helicopter simulator
[BASA-CB-152193] p0171 N80-16070
FBEBCB AIB FOBCE, PABIS.
Operational missions and conceptual design of
the Mirage 2000
p0560 H80-30021
FBG ASSOCIATES, INC., TDLLAHOBA, TEHB.
Flight through thunderstorm outflows
p O O l O A80-11648
Pilot-aircraft system response to wind shear
[ A I A A 80-1569] p0516 A80-45868
Fog dispersion
[BASA-CB-3255] p0253 S80-19703
GABD, ISC., BILES. ILL.
Energy conservation and management study of
aircraft hangars at selected Air Force Bases
[AD-A089075] p0649 880-33420
GATES LEABJET COBP., WICHITA, KABS.
Development of the Learjet 28/29 wing using
NASTBAN analysis
p0427 N80-24650
Engine inlet anti-icing system evaluation
procedure
[AD-A08S179] p0535 N80-28363
GEBEBAL ACCODNTIBG OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Aircraft delays at major DS airports can be
reduced
[PB-299442/4] p0128 N80-15061
Increased standardization would reduce costs of
ground support equipment for military aircraft
[PB80-139546] . p0423 N80-24336
Is the joint Air Force/Navy alternate engine
program workable? GAO thinks not, as
presently structured
[AD-A084709] p0534 N80-28354
GEBEBAL APPLIED SCIEBCB LABS., IBC.. BBSTBOBT, B. I.
Conceptual design and performance estimates for
a supersonic aerodynamic window for the ATA
vacuum system aperture
[OCBL-15051] p0144 N80-15183
B2D2: A FOBTBAN program for two-dimensional
chemically reacting, hyperthermal, internal
flows. Volume 1: flethod of analysis
[JD-A085225] p0537 N80-28380
GEBEBAL DTNABICS/COBTAIB, SAB DIEGO. CALIF.
Bind tunnel investigation of an obligue wing
transport model at mach cumbers between 0.6
and 1.4
[NASA-CB-137697] p0068 N80-12059
Composite material application to the HK12A BV
midbay substructure
[AD-A076485] p0183 N80-17152
Application of advanced technologies to small,
short-haul air transports
[NASA-CB-152364] p0646 H80-33396
Time-temperature-stress capabilities of
composite materials for advanced supersonic
technology application, phase 1
[NASA-CB-159267] p0651 B80-33496
GEBEBAL DYBABICS COBP., FOBT BOBTH, TEI.
Development of a vortex-lift-design method and
application to a slender maneuver-wing
configuration •
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Optimization of computer automated ultrasonic
inspection system
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Fastener hole quality, volume 1
[AD-A077859] p0252 B80-19567
V/STOL propulsion-induced aerodynamics hover
calculation method
[AD-A082688] pO»19 H80-2<1306
In-service inspection of advanced composite
aircraft strnctnre
- [AD-A082331] p0424 B80-24378
Advanced design concepts and practices in the
F-16 mission computer software
p0612 H80-32135
GE8EBAL DY.HABICS COBP., GBOXOB, COBS.
Study for conceptual design of VEO, VTOl exhaust
nozzle
[BASA-CB-152388] p0646 1180-33397
GEHEBAL DIBiBICS/FOBT HOHTH, TEX.
Redundancy management considerations for a
control-configured fighter aircraft triplex
digital fly-by-wire flight control system
p0111 N80-14026
Experimental investigation of a 0.15 scale model
of a conformal variable-ramp inlet for the
P-16 airplane
[HASA-CR-159640] p0413 B80-24263
GENERAL BLEC5BIC CO., BOBLIBGTOH, »T.
Air to air helicopter fire control equations and
software generation
[AD-A084115] p0496 B80-27359
GENERAL ELECTBIC CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Scale model performance test investigation of
exhaust system mixers for an Energy Efficient
Engine /E3/ propulsion system *
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0229] pOIOS A80-20968
Analytical study of the effects of wind tunnel
turbulence on turbofan rotor noise
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1022] p0339 A80-35978
Airbreathing propulsion component technologies
P0385 A80-37482
CF6-50 Short Core.Exhaust Nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1196] p0450 A86-41514
A model for helicopter guidance on spiral
trajectories
[AliA 80-1721] pOSIO A80-45523
Advanced catalytic combustors for low pollutant
emissions, phase 1
[HJSA-CB-159535] pOOSO H80-13048
Quiet Clean Short-Baul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) acoustic and aerodynamic tests on a
scale model over-the-wing thrust reverser and
forward thrust nozzle
[NASA-CB-135254] p0118 H80-14115
Quiet Clean short-Haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Under-the-wing (OTH) engine
boilerplate Nacelle test report. Volume 2:
Aerodynamics and performance
[NASA-CB-135250] p0119 B80-14116
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haal, Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Dnder-The-Hing (0TH) engine acoustic
design
[NASA-CB-135267] p0119 N80-14117
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Over-The-Hing (OTW) engine acoustic
des ign
[NASA-CB-135268] p0119 H80-14118
Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Onder-The-Hing (UTS) graphite/P»B cowl
development
[BASA-CB-135279] p0119 H80-14119
Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Over-The-Hing (OTH) propulsion system
test report. Volume 2: Aerodynamics and
performance
[BASA-CB-135324] p0119 H80-14120
The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Hew
front mount
[HASA-CH-159639] p0120 N80-14127
Demonstration of short haul aircraft aft noise
reduction technigues on a twenty inch (50.8
cm) diameter fan, volume 3
[BASA-CB-134851] p0131 H80-15085
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Over The Ding (OTH) design report
[ BASA-CB-134848] p0131 880-15086
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) . Aerodynamic and aeronechanical
performance of a 50.8 cm (20 inch) diameter
1.34 PB variable pitch fan with core flow
[NASA-CR-135017] p0131 H80-15087Quiet clean short-haul Experiaental Engine(QCSEE) preliminary under the wing flight
propulsion system analysis report
[.HASA-CB-134868] p0131 080-15088
Quiet Clean short-haul Experiaental Engine
(QCSEE). The aerodynamic and mechanical
design of the QCSEE over-the-wing fan
[NASA-CB-134915] p0132 H80-15089
Quiet Clean' Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) onder-the-wing engine digital control
system design report
[HASA-CH-134920] p0132 B80-15090
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) under-the-wing engine simulation report
[NASA-CB-13IS914] p0132 H80-15091
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) over-the-wing control system design
report
[HASA-CB-135337] ' p0132 B80-15092
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine(QCSBE). Core engine noise measureaents
[NASA-CB-135160] p0132 H80-15093
Quiet clean short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Bnder-The-Hing (OTH) engine composite
nacelle test report. Volume 1: Summary,
aerodynamic and mechanical performance
[NASA-CB-159471] p0132 B80-15094
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) preliminary over-the-wing flight
propulsion system analysis report
[BASA-CB-135296] p0132 K80-15095
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) . Under-The-Hing (OTH) engine
boilerplate nacelle test report, volume 1
[NASA-CB-135249] p0132 B80-15096
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
. (QCSEE) . Dnder-The-Hing (OTH) engine
boilerplate nacelle test report. Volume 3:
Mechanical performance
[HASA-CR-135251] p0132 N80-15097
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Composite fan frame subsystem test
report
[NASA-CB-135010] p0133 H80-15098
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Over-The-Hing (OTH) boilerplate
nacelle design report
[NASR-CB-135168] p0133 N80-15099.
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) Dnder-The-Hing (DTH) composite nacelle
subsystem test report
[NASA-CR-135075] p0133 N80-15100
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE). Ball spline pitch change mechanism
design report
[NASA-CB-134873;) p0133 H80-15101
Acoustic analysis of aft noise reduction.
technigues measured on a subsonic tip speed .
50.8 cm (twenty inch) diameter fan
[MASA-CB-134891] p0133 H80-15102
Quiet clean short-haul Experimental Engine
{QCSEE) clean combustor test report
[NASA-CB-134916] p0133 B80-15104
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine(QCSEE) under-the-wing engine composite fan
blade design report
[NASA-CB-13501(6] p0134 S80-15108
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE): The aerodynamic and mechanical
design of the QCSEE under-the-wing fan
[SASA-CH-135009] p0134 H80-15109
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) composite fan frame design report
[NASA-CB-135278] p0134 B80-15110
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) DTH fan preliminary design
[HASA-CB-134842] p0134 N80-15111
Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE): The aerodynamic and preliminary
mechanical design of the QCSEE OTH fan
[BASA-CB-134841] p0134 N80-15112
Quiet clean short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE) under-the-wing engine composite fan
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design
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Core noise investigation of the CF6-50 turbofan
engine
[HASA-CB-159598] p0170 H80-16061
Core noise investigation of the CF6-50 tnrbofan
engine
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Hethod and apparatus for rapid thrust increases
in a tnrbofan engine
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Bovel ceramic turbine rotor concepts
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engine combustion systea
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Advanced infrared signature prediction prograo.
Spectral calculation of radiation from a
turbine propulsion system as intercepted by an
observer (SCOBPIOB). Volume 3: Analysis
[AD-A078436] p0244 H80-19124
Evaluation of fuel character effects on the F101
engine combustion system
[AD-A077860] p0296 H80-20405
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Hew fan
[HASA-CB-159699] p0364 B80-23309
CF6-6D engine short-term performance deterioration
[HASA-CB-159830] p0365 B80-23316
CF6 jet engine performance improvement program:
High pressure turbine aerodynamic performance
improvement
[HASA-CB-159832] p0480 880-26302
CF6-6D engine performance deterioration
[BASA-CB-159786] p0496 H80-27364
flaterials for advanced turbine engines. Volume
1: Power metallurgy Bene 95 rotating turbine
engine parts
[HASA-CB-159802] p0539 H80-28499
Quiet Clean Short-haul Ezperimental Engine(QCSEE) Onder-The-Bing (OTB) composite Bacelle
test report. Volume 2: Acoustic performance
[HASA-CB-159472] p0546 H80-29297
Quiet Clean Short-haul Bzperimental Engine
(QCSEE) nnder-the-wing engine composite fan
blade: Preliminary design test report
[HASA-CB-134846] p0546 H80-29298
Acoustic performance of a 50.8-cm (20-inch)
diameter variable-pitch fan and inlet. Volume
2: Acoustic data
[HASA-CB-135118] p0547 H80-29299
HASA/General Electric broad-specification fuels
combustion technology program, phase 1
p0549 H80-29316
F101 central integrated test subsystem evaluation
[AD-A086130] p0551 H80-29336
Low cost process for manufacturing of Ozide
Dispersion strengthened (ODS) turbine nozzle
components[AD-A088019] p0636 H80-32399
Energy efficient engine
[HASA-CB-159685] p0648 H80-33408
Determination of pollutant emissions
characteristics of General Electric CF6-6 and
CF6-50 model engines
[AD-A088927] p0648 H80-33412
GEIBBAL BLBCTBIC CO., BTERDALE, OHIO.
A unique coannular plug nozzle jet noise
prediction procedure
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1007] p0339 A80-35968
Fan noise caused by the ingestion of anisotropic
turbulence - A model based on azisymmetric
turbulence theory
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1021] p0339 A80-35977
Investigation of advanced thrust vectoring
exhaust systems for high speed propulsive lift
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1159] p0448 A80-41190
Fuel conservation through active control of
rotor clearances
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1087] p0450 A80-41506
CF6 fan perfornance improvement
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-178] . p0465 A80-42284
GBHBBA1 ELECTRIC CO., FAIBFIELD, CORH.
• Ezperimental combustor study program
p0548 H80-29311
GBHEBAL ELBCTBIC CO.. LTHH, BASS.
High bypass tnrbofan component development.
Phase 2: Detailed design
[AD-A082753] p0435 H80-25341
Benefits of ceramics to gas turbines
p0552 H80-29343
Logistics forecasting for achieving low life
cycle cost
p0598 H80-31347
High bypass turbofan component development.
Amendment 1: Small fan redesign
[AD-A089067] p06«8 H80-33413
GBBBBAL ELBCTBIC CO., SCHEHECTADY, H. I.
Fan noise caused by the ingestion of anisotropic
turbulence - A model based on azisyametric
turbulence theory
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Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8)
diameter fan, volume 2
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GEHEBAL HOTOBS COBP., DETBOIT, BICH.
Aerodynamic analysis of a supersonic cascade
vibrating in a complex mode
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6EBEBAL HOTOBS COBP., IHDIABAPOLIS, IHD.
The effect of interblade phase angle and
solidity on the time variant aerodynamic
response of a compressor stator
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GEBBBit BESEABCB COBP., SAHTA BABBABA, CALIF.
Verification and validation of avionic simulations
p0254 H80-19814
GEOBGB BASHIHGTOB OBIT., BASHIHGTOB, D.C.
A new weighting coefficient for adaptive state
estimation
p0083 H80-13347
Research on helicopter rotor noise
[AD-A075259] p0187 880-17824
Synthesis of a theoretical approach for
employing adaptive configuration management in
aeronautical weapon system programs
p0358 B80-.23196
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COBPOBATB SODBCB IBOEX I1LIBOIS IBST. OF TECH.,
Statistical aspects of carbon fiber risk
assessment modeling
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GBOBGIA IBST. OF TECH.. ATLAHTA.
Surface pressure measurements at tvo tips of a
aodel helicopter rotor in hover
[HASA-CB-3281] p0359 880-23252
A 94/183 GHz aircraft radiometer system for
Project Storm Fury
[MiSi-CB-160000] p0485 H80-26638
Hoise suppression in jet inlets
[AD-A085403] p0551 880-29334
An integral-representation approach for
time-dependent viscous flows
p0557 880-29613
Gust response analysis by modal decomposition of
the gust impingement distribution
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A 94/183 GHz multichannel radiometer for Convair
flights
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civil applications of HAVSTAB GPS
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eOODBICH (B. F.) CO., BBECKSVILLE, OHIO.
Evaluation of nondestructive inspection methods
for aircraft tires
[AD-A082523] p0441 880-25681
GOODTEAB ABBOSPACB COBP., LITCBFIELD PABK, ABIZ.
The fabrication and testing of prototype DR-1
aircraft windshields manufactured Kith a sheet
interlayer
[AD-4077711] ' p0238 B80-19080
6BOHHAB ABBOSPACB COBP., BEIHPAGE, B.T.
Characterization of graphite/epoxy laminates for
aeroelastic tailoring
p0148 A80^21130
Transonic swept-wing analysis using asymptotic
and other numerical methods
[AIAA PiPEB 80-0342] p0156 A80-22751
simulated transonic flows for aircraft with
nacelles, pylons, and Kinglets
[1IAA PAPEB 80-0130] p0162 A80-23933
Controlled supercritical crossflow on supersonic
vings - An experimental validation
' [AIAA PAPEB 80-1421] p0507 A80-44158
VTOI in-ground effect flows for closely spaced
jets
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1880] p0524 A80-46693
Flying qualities research for highly augmented
aircraft
[BE-582] . p0027 880-10194
Crev station design facility feasibility study
[AD-A078131] " p0235 H80-19064
Hydraulic diagnostic monitoring system
[AD-A077552] p0297 B86-20594
Integrated rack concept study for V/STOL type
aircraft
, .[AD-A081864] p0418 H80-24303
Transonic flow field analysis for wing-fuselage
configurations
[SASA-CB-3243] pO»31 H80-25295
Towards complete configurations using an
embedded grid approach
[BASA-CH-3030] • p0541 H80-29249
Sockets for spin recovery
[BASA-CB-159240] p055» H80-29367
Circulation Control Wing (CCW) Flight Tests
p06»0 880-33339
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HAHILTOB STAHDABD, ilHDSOB LOCKS, COBB.
Advanced turbo-prop airplane interior noise
reduction-source definition
[HASA-CB-159668] p0085 B80-13882Quiet Clean short-haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE): Hamilton standard cam/harmonic drive
variable pitch fan actuation system detail
design report[BASA-CB-134852] p0134 880-15107
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine(QCSEE) whirl test of can/haraonic pitch
change actuation system
[BASA-CH-135140] P0135 N80-15117
Advanced turboprop potential for high speed
P0352 H80-22343
Acoustic test and analyses of three advanced
turboprop models
[HASA-CB-159667] 'p0364 880-23311
V/STOL rotary propulsor noise prediction model
update and evaluation
[AD-A082616] p0429 H80-25106
UHILTOB STABDABD DIV. , OBIT ED AIBCBAFT COBP.,
RIIDSOB LOCKS, COBB.
Acoustic measurements of three Prop-Fan models
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0995] - p0337 A80-35958
Acoustic pressures on a prop-fan aircraft
fuselage surface
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1002} p0338 A80-35965
HA8KEB SIDDBLBT DTBAHICS LTD.. HAIFIEID (EBGLABD).
, The design concept and experimental results
using the INTEL 8080/8085 microprocessor
p0481 880-26315
HEBCDLES, IBC., WILHIBGTOB, DEL.
tUnimnm-mass designs of stiffened
graphite/polyimide compression panels
p0213 A80-27992
HOLLABDSE SIGBAALAPPABATEB B. V., BEBGBLO
(BETBEBLABDS) .
Introduction on LOBADS and ASDB
pO»93 B80-27340
HOBEIHELL, IBC., HIBBEAPOLIS, BIBB.
A comparison of computer architectures for the
BASA demonstration advanced avionics system
p0281 A80-32427
Digital adaptive controllers for VIOL vehicles.
Volume 1: Concept evaluation
[HASA-CB-159154-VOL-1] p0171 N80-16065
Digital adaptive controllers for VTOL vehicles.
Volume 2: software documentation
[HASA-CB-159154-VOL-2] * p0171 B80-16066
HOBBIflELL STSTEBS ABD BESEABCH CEBTEB, HIBBEAPOLIS,
BIBB.
Active flutter suppression using LinearQuadratic Gaussian theory
[AIAA 80-1758] p0510 A80-15546
Digital flight control software validation study
[AD-A076021] ' p0180 B80-17082
HOGHES AIBCBAFT CO., CDLVEB CITI. CALIF.
Nonoperating failure rates for avionics study
[AD-A087048] p0590 B80-30309
Capacitors for aircraft high power '
[AD-A087427] . p0608 B80-31734
HUGHES AIBCBAFT CO., LOS ABGELES, CALIF.
Development of a color alphanumeric liquid
crystal display
[AD-A079289] p0292 880-20266
HOGHES BELICOPTBBS, CDLVEB CITX, CALIF.
Practical design considerations for a
flightworthy higher harmonic control system
[AIAA 80-0668] . p0335 A80-35100
HtTBAB BSGISEEEIBG LABS., ABEBDEEB PHOCIBG GBOOBD, BD.
A study of the canopy design for the advanced
attack helicopter by use of computer graphics
[AD-A078291] p0236 H80-19069
The verification of a computer model of internal
light reflections for helicopter canopy design
[AD-A080473] p0358 880-23142
A dynamic evaluation of the Integrated Avionics
Control System (IACS)
[AD-A082203] p0420 B80-24311
HOBAB BESOOBCBS BESEABCB OBGABIZATIOB, ALBZABDBIA,
?A. ' .
Civil helicopter wire strike assessment study.
Volume 1: Findings and recommendations
[BASA-CB-152389] p0614 B80-33381
HTDBADLIC BESEABCB TEXTBOB, VALEBCIA, CALIF.
Flightworthy active control landing gear for a
supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-3298] p0494 B80-27350
IIT BBSEABCH IBST., ASHAPOLIS, BD.
Evaluation of transponder antenna.
coverage/ATCBBS daring simulated flights of
aircraft
[AD-A073547] p0043 B80-11275
IIT BESEABCH IBST., CBICAGO. ILL.
Property screening and evaluation of ceramic
turbine engine materials
[AD-A080963] p0366 B80-23322
ILLIBOIS IBST. OF TECH.. CHICAGO.
Evaluation of a new concept for reducing
free-stream turbulence in wind tunnels
[ A I A A 80-0432] p0199 A80-26942
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ILLIBOIS OBIT.. COBPOBATE SOOBCB IIOEZ
Preliminary design of coaposite wing-box
structures for global'damage tolerance
[AIAA 80-0755] • p0332 480-350*9
Dynamic stall on oscillating airfoils in
oscillating free-streams
p0219 B80-17983
Heat, mass and momentum transfer through sprays
p0229 H80-18327
Effects of axisymaetric contractions on
turbulence of various scales
[BASA-CB-165136] . p0627 B80-32328
ILLIHOIS OBIT., OBBABA.
Adaptive allocation of decisionmaking
responsibility between human and computer in
multitask situations
p0091 480-18022
Scaling wake-particle interactions for aerial
applications research
[AIAA PAPBB 80-18733 p0472 480-1)3316
IHPEBIAl COLL. OF SCIEBCE ABO TECBBOLOGY, LOIDOB
(BB6LABD).
Description and report on the calibration of an
unsteady flow wind tunnel, part 1. The
unsteady lift generated on an airfoil at
moderate incidence to a flow containing
streaming oscillations, part 2
[IC-AEBO-79-04-PT-1/2] p0176 B80-17040
Bathenatical modelling of gas-turbine combustion
chambers - -
P0498 880-27374
IBDIAB IBST. OF TECH., KA8POB.
Some recent trends in aircraft flutter research
p0083 B80-13307
IBDOSTBIBABLAGEB-BETBIEBSGBSBLLSCBAFT B.B.B.,
OTTOBBOBB (WEST 6BBBABT) .
Bemarks on simulation. Objectives/areas of
use/possibilities/limitations: An overview
p0253 B80-19812
Sir-to-air engagement simulation . *
p0255 B80-19834
Fire control for air-to-air gunnery in high
performance fighter aircraft
p0256 H80-19841
The ose of computer aided design methods in
airborne systens evalnation
p0298 B80-21244
IBGEBSOLL-BABD CO., EASTOB, PI. ,
Analysis and identification of subsynchronons
vibration for a high pressure parallel flow
centrifugal compressor
P0557 N80-29710
IBSTITOT DE BECABIQOB DBS FLOIDES DE BABSBILLE
(FBABCB) .
Transient effects on a stalled airfoil in a
pulsating flow: Comparison with results from
a similar airfoil undergoing horizontal shaking
[&AAF-HT-79-13] p0221 880-18003
1BSTITDT OE BBCABIQOE DBS FLOIDBS DB LILLE (FBABCB).
Bind tunnel and free flight model identification
experience
p0241 B80-19103
IBSTITOT DB BECBEBCBB DBS TBABSPOBIS, ABCOBIL
(FBABCB) .
Assessment of operational automated gnideway
systems-AIBTBAHS, phase 2
[PB80-182538] p0613 B80-32302
IBSTITOT DB BBCBBBCBB DB THABSPOBTS, BBOB (FBABCE).
Pollution by aircraft traffic. Pollution
forecast model in the vicinity of airports.
Application to various airports: Orly and
Boissy-en-France
p0540 H80-28952
IBSTITOT PBABCO-ALLEBABD DB BBCBBBCBBS, SI. LODIS
(FBABCB) .
The development of passive Doppler techniques in
LBSL/ISL and their applications to ballistic
and aerodynaaic measurements
p0072 B80-12210
IBSTITOT FOEB AB6BBABDIB GBODABSIE, FBABKFOBt AB
BAIB (BEST GEBBABT).
Airport obstacle maps
p0297 S80-20673
IBSTITOT BATIOBAL DBS SCIBBCES APPLIQOBBS, LTOB
(FBABCB) .
On the use of vibration self-damping materials
in the manufacture of parts for rotating
machinery
p0121 B80-14135
IBSTITOTB FOB DBFEBSB ABALYSBS, AELIBGTOB, TA.
Cost-effectiveness of flight simulators for.
military training v . • .
p0255 B80-19830
IBSTITOTB FOB TELBCOBBOBICATIOB SCIEBCBS, BOOLDEB.
COLO.
Comparison of measured data with If-71
propagation model predictions
[AD-A076508] p0228 B80-18259
IBSTITOTB OF ATTATIOB BBDICIBB, FABBBOB006B
(BBGLABD) .
Seal-time simulation: An indispensable but-
overused evalnation techigne
. p0254 B80-19820
IBSTITOTB OF 6AS TECBBOLOGT, CBICA60, ILL.
Development of gas turbine fuels and combustion;
An overview
[COBF-790337-4] p0032 B80-10391
IBTEBACTIOB BESEABCB COBP., STABTOB, CALIF.
An investigation of factors affecting aircraft
passenger attention to safety information
presentations
[AD-A082358] p0416 H80-24286
IBTBBBETBICS, IBC., DATTOB, OHIO.
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS):
Mission software
[AD-A085136] p0534 B80-28350
IBTBBBBTBICS. IBC., HOBTSTILLB. ALA.
SSSC-2 operating system design regnirements
specification
[BASA-CB-161396] p0257 H80-19861
IOBA STATE OBIT. OF SCIEBCB ABO TECBBOLOGT. ABES.
Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow tnrbomachinery
[AD-A079617] p0293 B80-20277
ISXITOTO DI TECBOLOGIA AEBOSPAZIALB, BOBE (ITALT).
Damping effects in joints and experimental tests
on riveted specimens
p0253 B80-19581
ITT AEBOSPACE/OPTICAL DIV., POST BilBE, IBD.
Study of a stereo electro-optical tracker system
for the measurement of aodel deformations at
the national transonic facility
[HASA-CB-159146] p0033 H80-10476
JET PBOPDLSIOB LAB., CALIPOBBIA IBST. OF TECH.,
PASADEBA.
Aerobraking and aerocaptnre for planetary missions
p0148 A80-21228
Boise generation by a lifting wing/flap
combination at Beynolds numbers to 2.8 x 10 to
the 6th
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0035] p015S A80-22729
Excess noise from supersonic nnderexpanded jets
in flight. I
P0162 A80-23923
Transmission of high fregnency sound waves
throngh a slug flow jet
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0969] p0337 180-35941
Future production of hydrogen from solar energy
and water - A summary and assessment of o.S.
developments
p0382 A80-37336
Influence of antimisting polymer on aviation
fuel breakup
[AIAA PAPBB 80-1287] p04S1 A80-41523
Bovel approaches for alleviation of electrical
hazards of graphite-fiber composites
[BASA-CB-162683J p0172 B80-16100
Frequency-scanning particle size spectrometer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13606-2] p0229 B30-18364
On the characteristics of
centrifugal-reciprocating machines
[BASA-CB-162881]
 P0249 BBO-19499
High voltage spark carbon fiber detection system
[BASA-CB-162995] p0355 B80-22367
Oltralean conbustion in general aviation piston
engines
[BASA-CH-163001] p0356 B80-22430
Fuselage ventilation due to wind flow about a
postcrash aircraft
[-BASA-CB-163273] p0478 B80-26284
Interferoaetric locating systea
[BASA-CASE-BPO-14173-1] p0630 B80-32359
Process modifications for improved carbon fiber
composites: Alleviation of the electrical
hazards problem
[RASA-CB-163631] p0651 B80-33494
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CCBPOB4TB SOOBCB IHDEX LEIB SIE6LER, IIC.,
JOHHS BOPKIHS OHIV., BALTIBOBB, HD.
Ultrasonic and acoustic emission detection of
fatigue damage
[AD-A079277J p0310 880-21510
Biniaizing the cost of operating aircraft oo
mnltistop toars
p0593 880-31140
JOHBS HOPKIHS OHIV., LAOBBL, HO.
Advanced missile technology. A review of
technology improvement areas for cruise missiles
[HiSA-CB-3187] p0022 880-10103
JOBHS-HAHVILLB SALES COBS.. DEBTBB, COLO.
Heat reclamation from flight simulators
[AD-A081754] p0484 B80-26334
Beat reclamation from flight simulators: summary
[AD-A087295] p0606 H80-31415
JOIHT IBST. FOB ADVAHCBBBBT OF FLIGHT SCIBBCBS,
BABPTOH. VA.
Noise from a vibrating propeller
I AIAA PAPEB 80-1011] p0339 A80-35969
A review of propeller discrete frequency noise
prediction technology with emphasis on two
current methods for time domain calculations
p0567 A80-47656
Effect of a flexibly mounted store on the
flatter speed of a wing
[HASA-CB-159245] p0353 B80-22356
Bazimua likelihood method for'estimating
airplane stability and control parameters from
flight data in frequency domain -
[BASA-TP-1637] p0421 B80-2U323
K
KABAB AEBOSPACE COBP., BLOOHPIELD, COSH.
Design criteria for dry lubricated flight
control bearings
[AD-A071322] , p0031 H80-10228
Design assessment of advanced technology
lightweight, low-cost mission-configured
gondola modules '
[AD-A073554] - p0078 880-13029
KAHAB AVIDYBE, BOBlUGTOH, BASS.
An evaluation of the ADINA finite element
program for application to aircraft
overpressure vulnerability
[AD-A074261] p0169 B80-16056
The VIBBA-8 subsonic aerodynamic nuclear gust
vulnerability code
[AD-A081722] P0359 H80-23256
KAHSAS OBIT., LAWBEHCB.
Tradeoff between picture element dimensions and
noncoherent averaging in side-looking airborne
radar
p0053 A80-14949
Structural parameters that influence the noise
reduction characteristics of typical general
aviation materials
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0038] p0092 A80-18248
Effect of winglets on performance and handling
qualities of general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1870] p0472 A80-43314
Boise reduction characteristics of general
aviation type dual-pane windows
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1874] p0472 A80-43317
The development of the DAST 1 remotely piloted
research vehicle for flight testing an active
flutter suppression control system
p0070 S80-12083
KAHSAS OHIV. CEHTEB FOB BBSEABCH, IBC., LAiBEHCE.
The quasi-vqrtex-lattice method for wings with
edge vortex separation
tBAS8-CB-162530] p011« S80-14052
Comparison of theoretically predicted
lateral-directional aerodynamic
characteristics with full-scale wind tunnel
data on the ATLIT airplane
[BASA-CB-163189] p0417 880-24295
An analytical study of effects on aeroelasticity
on control effectiveness
[BASA-CB-163197] p0421 880-24322
A computer program for calculating aerodynamic
characteristics of low aspect-ratio wings with
partial leading-edge separation
. [HASA-CB-145362] p0477 880-26268
KABLSHOBB DBIV. (WEST GBBBAHI).
Classification of operating conditions of
tarboaachines froa solid borne sound
p0430 880-25282
KIT ABO ASSOCIATES, IBC., BOOST PBOSPBCT, ILL.
Avionics logistics support including V/STOL,
LAHPS, and instrument repair
[AD-A077460] p0239 B80-19087
KEBTBOB ISTBB8ATIOH4L, IIC., BlflCTOB, Tl.
Thermostructnral analyses of structural concepts
for hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0407] p0162 A80-23950
Aircraft control by propeller cyclic blades
[BASA-CB-3212] p0035 H80-11031
A method for predicting the noise levels of
coannular jets with inverted velocity profiles
[BASA-CB-3176] p0045 K80-11868
Aerodynamic design and analysis of the AST-204,
AST-205, and AST-206 blended wing-fuse large
supersonic transport configuration concepts
[BASA-CB-159223] p0288 H80-20232
RESTOCKI OBIT.. LEZIBGTOH.
Thermo-mechanical stress analysis of advanced
turbine blade cooling configuration
[AD-A074098] p0137 B80-15136
The SEN description of interaction of a
transient electromagnetic wave with an object
p0313 880-21941
Assessment of the environmental compatibility of
differing helicopter noise certification
standards
[AD-A080525] p0503 880-28153
KLH BOTAL DOTCH AIBLIBES, ABSTEBDAB (BBTHEBLAHDS).
The use of AIDS data at KLH
p0430 N80-25286
KLOBCKIEB-HOBBOLDT-DBUTZ A.6., OBEBDBSEL (IBST
GBBBABT).
Fatigue at high temperatures: Examination of
the behavior of gastnrbine casting materials
also in simultaneous temperature and strain
cycles
[BHFT-FB-T-79-26] p0368 H80-23444
KOBE STEEL LID. (JAPA8).
Asynchronous vibration problem of centrifugal
compressor
p0557 880-29713
KOBE OBIT. (JAPA8).
Evaluation of instability forces of labyrinth
seals in turbines or compressors
p0557 880-29715
Stability problems of rotor systens
p0608 880-31663
KOBB (BICBABD B.), BEIPOBT HEIS, VA.
Height of spray produced by vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL) aircraft
[AD-A073099] p0039 880-11075
Conceptual study of modifying an existing
fighter for T/STOL capability and combat
maneuvering enhancement
[AD-A087657] p0633 880-32380
LABOBATOBIOH FOEB BETBIEBSFESTISKBIT. DABBSTADT
(REST GBBBAHI).
Beview of investigations into aeronautics
related fatigue Federal Bepnblic of Germany
[LBF-S-142] p0124 H80-14422
The analysis of measured surface loads as a
basis for the derivation of acceptable load
limits for military aircraft components
[ BHVG-FBWT-79-9] p0175 H80-17038
On the fatigue life evaluation of jointed
specimens undergoing load transfer with regard
to stress concentration
[BHVG-FBIT-79-11] p0186 880-17519
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[LBF-TB-146] p0230 880-18438
Hathematical model for the separation of gust
and manoeuvre loads of civil aircraft
[FB-141 (1979) ] p0370 880-23674
LE HATEBI2L TBLBPBOBIQDE, TRAPP2S (FBASCB) .
Using a language developed for aircraft simulators
p0255 880-19831
LEAB SIBGLEE, IBC., GBAHO BAPIDS, BICB.
Feasibility study for integrated flight
trajectory control fighter
[AD-A084784] p0591 880-30314
LEAB SIEGLEB, IHC., SABTA HOHICA, CALIF.
A comparison of flight and simulation data for
three automatic landing system control laws
for the Augoentor ring jet STOL research
airplane
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LBBIGB OHZT., COBPOBATB SOOBCB IB DEI
[BASA-CB-152365] p0628 H80-32338
LBBIGB OBIV., BBTB1BBEB. PA. •
' Influence of interface on composite failure
p0198 A80-26895
LIEGE OBIV. (BBL6IOH). •
Aircraft flatter and dynamic response
< p0065 B80-12010
Analytical tools for active flatter suppression
• p0309 H80-21350
LIGHTHIHG ABD TBABSIBHTS BESBABCH IHST.,,
BIBBBAPOLIS, BIBB.
Analysis and measurements of'lov frequency
lightning component penetration through
aerospace vehicle metal and graphite skins
• ' . . . p0314 B80-21951
LI6BTBIHG TECBBOLOGIES. IIC., PITTSFIBLD, BASS.
Susceptibility of avionics to lightning indirect
effects
. '• .. • ' p0609 B80-31747
''' Protection.of aircraft avionics fton lightning
indirect effects ' ' '
• p0609 H80-31752
Lightning effects on aircraft: A cockpit
perspective
• ' p0609 H80-31753
Iaproved-test methods for determining
lightning-induced voltages in aircraft
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[BASA-TB-81803] p0486 H80-26885
Effect of Reynolds nunber on stability
characteristics of a cruciform wing-body
[BASA-TP-1683] p0487 S80-27283
Flight investigation of cockpit-displayed
traffic information ntilizing coded synbology
in an advanced operational environment
[BASA-TP-1684] pOQ96 880-27360
•ater-tnnnel and analytical investigation of the
effect of strake design variables on straile
vortex breakdown characteristics
[HASA-TP-1676] . p0529 880-28304
Perforaance estimation for highly loaded six and
ten blade propellers combined with an advanced
technology tnrboshaft engine
[BASA-TH-81840] p0534 880-28353
Exploratory piloted simulator study of the
effects of singlets on handling qualities of a
representative agricultural airplane
[BASA-TB-81817J pOS36 B80-28370
An assessment of the future roles of the
Rational Transonic Facility and the Langley
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel in aeroelastic and
unsteady aerodynamic testing
[BASA-TB-81839] p0537 S80-28377
Selected B»SA research in composite Materials
and structures
CBASA-CP-2142J p0538 880-28436
Buckling and postbnckling research on flat and
curved composite panels
p0538 1180-28438
High temperature resin matrix composites for
aerospace structures
p0538 H80-28441
An investigation of possible electrical hazards
of carbon fiber composites
p0538 880-28442
Carbon fiber counting
[HASA-TH-80117] p0538 880-28446
Annoyance due to multiple airplane noise exposure
[BASA-TP-1706] ' p0540 880-28946
Control-system techniques for improved
departure/spin resistance for fighter aircraft
. [BASA-TP-1689] p0540 880-29244
Subsonic aircraft: Evolution and the matching
of size to performance[BASl-BP-1060] p0540 880-29245
A computer program for the design and analysis
of low-speed airfoils[BASA-TH-80210] . p0541 H80-29254
Bind-tnnnel experiments on divergence of
forward-swept wings
CBASA-TP-1685] p0545 880-29287
Simulator results of an F-14A airplane ntilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect during carrier
approaches and landings
[BASA-TB-81833] p0554 S80-29368
Application of fully stressed design procedures
to redundant and non-isotropic structures
[BASA-TB-81842] p0558 880-29767
Effects of conversation interference on
annoyance due to-aircraft noise
[BASA-TP-1712] p0558 880-29911
Crash tests of four identical high-wing
single-engine airplanes
[BASA-TP-1699] p0588 880-30296
Simulation development and evaluation of an
improved longitudinal velocity vector control
wheel steering mode and electronic display
format
[BASA-TP-1664] p0590 B80-30305
A carbon fiber exposure test facility and
instrumentation
[BASA-TH-80220] p0607 880-31482
Pressure data for four analytically defined
arrow wings in supersonic flow
[BASA-TB-81835] p0628 880-32332
Aerodynamic characteristics of three helicopter
rotor airfoil sections at. Reynolds number from
model scale to full scale at Bach numbers from
0.35 to 0.90
[BASA-TP-1701] . p0628 B80-32333
A new theory for rapid calculation of the ground
pattern of the incident sound intensity
produced by a maneuvering jet airplane
[BASA-TP-1733] p0628 B80-32334
Flight performance of-the TCV B-737 airplane at
Bontreal/Dorval International Airport,
Bontreal, Canada, using TBSB/BLS guidance[BASA-TB-81885] p0630 H80-32361
Preliminary evaluation of time and distance
spacing cues using a cockpit displayed target
[BASA-TB-81794] p0630 H80-32362
Some aerodynamic considerations related to wind
tunnel model surface definition
[BASA-TH-81820] p0633 B80-32376
A preliminary assessment of the impact of 2-D
exhaust-nozzle geometry on the cruise range of
a hypersonic aircraft with top-counted ramjet
propulsion
[BASA-TB-81841] p0636 B80-32397
Low-temperature solder for joining large
cryogenic structures
[BASA-TB-81836] p0637 B80-32490
Aerotheroal analysis of a wing-elevon cove with
variable leakage
[SASA-TP-1703] p0638 B80-32692
8ASA general aviation stall/spin flight testing
p0640 H80-33340
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
highly swept arrow wing configuration with
several deflected leading edge concepts
[BASi-TS-80180] p0641 B80-33347
A flight investigation of performance and loads
for a helicopter with 10-64C main rotor blade
sections
[BASA-TH-81871] p0641 B80-33348
A simple method for converting fregnency domain
aerodynamics to the time domain
[BASA-TB-81844] p0643 B80-33358
Analysis of general aviation single-pilot IFB
incident data obtained from the BASA aviation
safety reporting system
[BASA-TB-80206] p0644 B80-33384
,Loads calibrations of strain gage bridges on the
DAST project Aeroelastic Besearch Bing (ABw-1)
CSASA-TH-81889] p06«5 H80-33393
Development and test results of a flight
management algorithm for fuel conservative
descents in a time-based metered traffic
environment
[BASA-TP-1717] p0647 B80-33404
Conceptual model of turbulent flameholding for
scramjet combustors
tBASA-TP-1543] p0648 880-33409
Longitudinal stability and control in wind shear
with energy height rate feedback.
[BASA-TB-81828] p0649 880-33416
Plenum response to simulated disturbances of the
model and fan inlet guide vanes in a transonic
tunnel
[BASA-TB-81869] p0649 B80-33418
Electronic equipment vulnerability to fire
released carbon fibers
[BASA-TB-80219] p0651 880-33491
A compendium of computational fluid dynamics at
the Langley Besearch Center[BASA-TB-81877] p0652 B80-33716
Predicted airframe noise levels
[BASA-TB-81849] p0655 880-34218
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Identification and dual adaptive control of a
turbojet engine
p0001 480-10033
Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight
testing with liquid hydrogen
pOOOt A80-10034
Computerized systems analysis and optimization
of aircraft engine performance, weight, and
life cycle costs
pOOOl A80-10035
Beasnring unsteady pressure on rotating
compressor blades
p0013 A80-12630
DBF coplanar-slot antenna for
aircraft-to-satellite data communications
p0015 A80-13064
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State-of-the-art of SiAlQH materials
p0016 A80-13066
HASA gear research and its probable effect on
rotorcraft transmission design
p0016 A80-13068
Ezaaination of the flap-lag stability of rigid
articulated rotor blades
p0054 A80-15123
Design of elastomer dampers for a high-speed
flexible rotor
[ASHE PAPEB 79-DET-88] p0057 A80-15736
Preparing aircraft propulsion for a new era in
energy and the environment
p0090 A80-17737
Computer simulation of engine systems
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0051] p0092 A80-18253
Thermal barrier coatings for aircraft gas turbines[AIAA PAPEB 80-0302] p0094 A80-18303
Engine component improvement program -
Performance improvement
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0223] pOlOO A80-19300
Assessment at full scale of exhaust
nozzle-to-wing size on STOL-OT» acoustic
characteristics
p0107 480-20952
Dispersion of sound in a combustion duct by fuel
droplets and soot particles
.. p0108 A80-20953
Comparison of inlet suppressor data with
approximate theory based on cutoff ratio
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0100] p0108 A80-20964
Acoustic considerations of flight effects on jet
noise suppressor nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0164] p0108 A80-20965
Summary of advanced methods for predicting high
speed propeller performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0225] p0108 A80-20966
Scale model performance test investigation of
exhaust system mixers for an Energy Efficient
.Engine /E3/ propulsion system
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0229] p0108 A80-20968
Numerical simulation of supersonic inlets using
a three-dimensional viscous flow analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 80-03811] p0108 A80-20969
An analytical and experimental study of a short
S-shaped subsonic diffnser of a supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0386] p0108 A80-20970
Some dynamic and time-averaged flow measurements
in a turbine rig
p0147 A80-21120
Rear of seal materials used in aircraft
propulsion systems
p0213 A80-28010
Effect of temperature on surface noise
p0216 A80-28419
Heasnrements of cabin and ambient ozone on B747
airplanes
p0217 A80-28853
Effects of thermally induced porosity on an
as-HIP povder metallurgy superalloy
p0269 A80-29990
Aeropropulsion in year 2000
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-0914] p0320 480-32887
Engine environmental effects on composite behavior
[AIAA 80-0695] p0335 A80-35101
Noise suppression due to annnlns shaping of an
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial nozzle
p0336 480-35498
The impact of fuels ,on aircraft technology
through the year 2000
[AIAA PAPSB 80-0896] p0336 480-35898
Status of HASA full-scale engine aeroelasticity
research
p0336 480-35906
QCSEE fan exhaust bulk absorber treatment '
evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0987] p0337 480-35952
Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement
system
p0342 480-36137
Laser anemometer measurements in a transonic
axial flow compressor cotor
p0342 480-36141
Fluid and structural measurements to advance gas
turbine technology
p0343 A80-36145
Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade
displacement measurements
p0343 480-36151
Impact of new instrumentation on advanced
turbine research
p0343 A80-36155
Temperature and pressure measurement techniques-
for an advanced turbine -test facility
p034« 180-36157
Airbreathing propulsion component technologies
p0385 A80-37482
Bigorous solutions for sound radiation from
circular ducts with hyperbolic horns or
infinite plane baffle
p0390 A80-3789S
Comparison of several inflow control devices for
flight simulation of fan tone noise using a
JT15D-1 engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1025] . p0393 A80-38640
QCSEE DTI engine powered-lift acoustic performance
[ A I A A PAPER 80-1065] p0394 480-38651.
Inlet flow distortion in turbomachinery. I -
Comparison of theory and experiment in a
transonic fan stage. II - A parameter study
[ A I A A - P A P E B 80-1076] p0396 A80-38895
Comparison between optical measurements and a
numerical solution of the flow field .within a
transonic axial-flow compressor rotor
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1078] . p0396 480-38897
Advanced component technologies for
energy-efficient tnrbofan engines*
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1086] p0397 A8.0-38902
Experimental evaluation of exhaust mixers for an
Energy Efficient-Engine
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1088] p0397 480-38903
An experimental investigation of endwall
profiling in a turbine vane cascade
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1089] p0397 480-38904
Development of improved-durability plasma
sprayed ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1193] -, pOUOO A80-38963
Significance of thermal contact resistance in
two-layer, thermal-barrier-coated turbine-vanes
p0408 480-39635
Far-field radiation of AFT tnrbofan noise
p0408 A80-39638
Development of a Kevlat/PBE-15 reduced drag DC-9
nacelle fairing
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1194] p0448 A80-41193
Seduced bleed air extraction for,DC-10.cabin air
conditioning
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1197] . p0448 480-41194
Zero-length, slotted-lip inlet for subsonic .
military aircraft • . ••
[AIAA PAPEB 80-'1245] , _• . . pO«49 A80-11203
CF6-50 Short Core Exhaust Nozzle
[ A I A A PAPEB 80-1196] p0450 480-41514
Influence of pressure driven secondary flows on
the behavior of turbofan forced mixers
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1198] pO«51 180-41515
Analytical and experimental evaluations of the
effect.of broad property fuels on combnstors
for commercial aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1204] p0451 480-41516
Experimental study of low aspect ratio
compressor blading \
[ A S H E PAPEB 80-GT-6] p0456 A80-42147
Performance of annular prediffuser-combuster
systems ' • ' . -
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT715] p0456 480-42154
Atomizing characteristics of swirl can combnstor
modules with swirl blast fuel injectors
[ASHB PAPEB 80-6T-30] „ p0457 A80-42164
Temperature and flow measurements on
near-freezing aviation fuels in a wing-tank
model . .
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-63] p0459 480-42193
HASA Broad-Specification Fuels Combustion
Technology Program - Status and description
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-65] • p0459 480-42195
Low HO/i/ heavy fuel combnstor program
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-69] • p0459 480-42199
Besnlts from tests on a high work transonic
turbine for an energy efficient engine
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-146] p0463 480-42258
CF6 fan performance improvement . "
[ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-178] pOI|65 480-42284
A theoretical and experimental investigation of
propeller performance methodologies
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1240] p0468 480-43283
JT9D-7A /SP/ jet engine performance
deterioration trends
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P0507 A80-44230
Application of superalloy powder metallurgy for
aiecraft engines
P0507 A80-44240
Prediction of nnsnppressed jet engine eihaast
noise in flight fron static data
[AtAA PAPEB 80-1008] p0508 A80-44491
The effect of finite tarbnlence spatial scale on
the aaplification of turbulence by a
contracting streaa
P0509 A80-44862
Endurance and failure characteristics of
modified Vasco 1-2, CBS 600 and AISI 9310 spar
gears
P0524 A80-46411
Siailarity tests of turbine vanes - Effects of
ceramic thermal barrier coatings
C A S B B PAPEH 80-BT-24] p0569 A80-48013
Uncertainties in predicting turbine blade metal
temperatures
[ASBE PAPEB 80-HT-25] pOS69 A80-18014
Aeropropnlsion 1979
[HASA-CP-2092] p0028 H80-10205
Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) statns report
p0028 180-10206
Emission redaction
P0028 H80-10207
Boise redaction
p0029 H80-10208
Alternative jet aircraft fuels
P0029 H80-10209
Satetials and structures technology
p0029 H80-10210
Computational fluid mechanics of internal flow
P0029 H80-10211
Tnrbomachinery technology
p0029 S80-10212
Mechanical cooponents
i>0029.H80-10213
Control technology ,
p0029 B80-10215
Supersonic propulsion technology
P0029 B80-10216
Hypersonic propulsion
P0029 H80-10217
Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) propulsion
technology
p0029 H80-10218
High-performance-vehicle technology
P0029 B80-10219
Analysis of the response of a thermal barrier
coating to sodium and vanadium doped
conbustion gases
[BASA-TB-79205] p0032 H80-10344
Experimental study of low aspect ratio
compressor blading
[HASA-TB-79280] . p0035 H80-11037
Engine component improvement program:
Performance improvement
[HASA-TB-79304] p0071 B80-12092
A time dependent difference theory for sound
propagation in ducts with flow
[BASA-TB-79302] p0075 B80-12823
Temperature and flow measurements on
near-freezing aviation fuels in a sing-tank
model
[BASA-TH-79285] . p0083 B80-13268
Assessment at full scale of exhaust nozzle to
wing size on STOL-OTS acoustic characteristics
[H4SA-TH-79279] pOOBS B80-13881
Hodification of axial compressor streamline
program for analysis of engine test data
[BASi-TB-79312] p0113 B80-14051
Digital system for dynamic turbine engine blade
displacement measurements
[BiSA-TH-81382] p0118 S80-14113
Static test-stand performance of the IF-102
turbofan engine with several exhaust
configurations for the Quiet Short-Baal
Research Aircraft (QSBA)
[HASA-TP-1556] p0119 880-14121
Dynamic response of a Bach 2.5 axisyametric
inlet and turbojet engine with a poppet-value
controlled inlet stability bypass system when
subjected to internal and external airflow
transients
[H4SA-TP-1531] p0120 B80-10123
Turbojet-exhanst-npzzle secondary-airflow
pumping as an exit control of an
inlet-stability bypass system for a Bach 2.5
axisymmetric mixed-compression, inlet
[BASA-TP-1532] p0120 B80-14124
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon
emissions for a premixed partially vaporized
combustion system
[BASi-TP-1582] - pO.120 B80-14125
BASA broad-specification fuels combustion
technology program: statns and description
[BASA-TB-79315] p0120 B80-14126
Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement .
system
[BASA-TB-81376] p0120 B80-14128
Summary of advanced methods for predicting high
speed propeller performance
[HASA-TB-81409] p0127 B80-15051
simultaneous cabin and ambient' ozone
measurements on two Boeing 747 airplanes,
volume 1
[BASA-TB-79166] ' p0128 B80-15059
Quiet powered-lift propulsion
[BASA-CP-2077] p0136 H80-15127
Direct integration of transient rotor dynamics
[BASA-TP-1597] . p0136 B80-15128
Computer simulation of engine systems
[HASA-TS-79290] p0137 B80-15132
Impact of new instrumentation on advanced
turbine research
[HASA-TB-79301] p0137 H80r15133
An analytical and experimental study of a short
s-shaped subsonic diffnser of a supersonic inlet
[BASArTB-81406] p0137 B80-15134
Computation of three-dimensional flow in
turbofan mixers and comparison with
experimental data
[BASA-TB-81410] p0144 B80-15364
Some considerations of the performance of two
honeycomb gas path seal material systems
[BASA-TB-81398] p0172 880-16143
Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator
designs operating with rotor having tip speed
of 337 meters per second and pressure ratio of
1.54. 1: Experimental performance
[HASA-TP-1610] p0179 B80-17071
Effects of a ceramic coating on metal
temperatures of an air-cooled turbine vane
[BASA-TP-1598] p0185 B80-17397 ,
Fatigue strength testing employed for evaluation
and acceptance of jet-engine instrumentation
probes
[HASA-TB-81402] p0185 B80-17422
Bethod and apparatus for rapid thrust increases
in a turbofan engine
[HASA-CASE-LEI-12971-1] p0224 B80-18039
Aeropropalsion in year 2000
[NASA-TB-81416] p0225 B80-18043'
Application of composite materials to turbofan
engine fan exit guide vanes
[BASA-TB-81432] . - p0227 B80-18106
Initial characterization of an Experimental
Beferee Broadened-Specification (EBBS)
aviation turbine fuel
. [BASA-TB-81440] p0228 B80-18205
Liquid metal slip ring
[BASA-CASE-LBI-12277-3] p0228 B80-18300
Fiber optic sensors for measuring angular
position and rotational speed
[NASA-TB-81454] p0229 080-18368
Gas path seal
CHASA-CASE-BPO-12131-3] p0230 B80-18400
Evaluation of a high performance fired-ratio
traction drive
[HASA-TS-81425] p0230 B80-18404
Preliminary study of VTO thrust requirements for
a v/STOL aircraft with lift plus lift/cruise
propulsion
[HASA-TB-81429] p0242 H80-19110
Damping in tapered annular seals for an
incompressible floid
[HASA-TP-1646] p0249 B80-19495
Ferrographic and spectrographic analysis of oil
sampled before and after failure of a jet engine
[HASA-TB-81430] p0249 B80-19497
Algorithm for calculating turbine cooling flow
and the resulting decrease in turbine efficiency
[BASA-IB-81453] p0257 B80-19863
Effect of water injection and off scheduling of
variable inlet guide vanes, gas generator
speed and power turbine nozzle angle on the
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pertomance of an automotive gas turbine engine
[BASA-TB-81415J p0292 B80-20272
JT9D-7A (SP) jet .engine performance
deterioration trends
[BASA-TH-81459] . p0293 B80-20274
Optimum subsonic, high-angle-of-attack nacelles
[BASA-TB-81491J ' p0293 H80-2027S
Composite vail concept for high tenperatnre
turbine shrouds: Survey of low modulus strain
isolator materials
tBASA-TB-81403] p0295 880-20398
Computerized systems analysis and optimization
of aircraft engine performance. Height, and
life cycle costs
p0301 B80-21271
High speed turboprops for executive aircraft,
potential and recent test results
[HASA-TH-81482] p0302 H80-21285
Experimental evaluation of a spinning-mode
acoustic-treatment design concept for aircraft
inlets
[HASA-TP-1613] ' p0306 H80-21323
Aerodynamic performances of three fan stator
•designs operating with rotor having- tip speed
of 337 meters per second and pressure ratio of
1.54. Belation of analytical code calculations
to ezperinental performance
[HASA-TP-1614] p0306 180-21324
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.19 and 1.26 respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05
[HASA-TP-1659] p0306 H80-21325
Analysis of uncertainties in turbine metal
temperature predictions
[SASA-TP-1593] p0306 H80-21326
Steady-state performance of J85-21 compressor at
100 percent of design speed Kith and without
interstage rake blockage
[BASA-TH-81U51] p0307 B80-21333
Application of snperalloy ponder metallurgy for
aircraft engines
[HASA-TH-81U66] p0310 H80-21488
Effects of fine porosity on the fatigue behavior
of a povder metallurgy snperalloy
[HASA-TB-81448] p0310 B80-21493
Similarity tests of turbine vanes, effects of
ceramic thermal barrier coatings
[B1SA-TB-81U73] p0312 B80-21706
Operating characteristics of high-speed,jet-lubricated 35-oillimeter-bore ball bearing
vith a single-outer-land-guided cage
[HASA-TP-1657] p0312 B80-21753
Boise suppression due to annnlns shaping of
conventional coaxial nozzle
[BASA-TB-81461] p0314 N80-22041
An improved prediction method for the noise
generated in flight by circular jets
[BASA-TH-81470] p0314 B80-22048
General Aviation Propulsion
[BASA-CP-2126] p0350 B80-22321
Bev opportunities for future, small,
General-Aviation Turbine Engines (GATE)
p0351 B80-22335
An overview of BASA research on positive
displacement general-aviation engines
p0351 B80-22336
Positive displacement type general-aviation
engines: Summary and concluding remarks
p0352 B80-22340
BASA propeller technology program
p0352 B80-22341
High-speed-propeller wind-tunnel aeroacoustic
results
p0352 880-223114
Advanced propeller aerodynamic analysis
p0352 B80-22345
Preliminary study of advanced turboprop and
tarboshaft engines for light,aircraft
£HASA-TB-81467] p0353 B80-22350
Bonlinear, three-dimensional finite-element
analysis of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[BASA-TP-1669] p0356 B80-22734
Forward acoustic performance of a
shock-swallowing high-tip-speed fan (QP-13)
[BASA-TP-1668] ' p0357 H80-23100
Development of improved-durability plasma
.sprayed ceramic coatings for gas turbine engines
[BASA-IB-81512] p0365 B80-23313
OSCEE fan exhaust bulk absorber treatment
evaluation
[BASA-TB-81498] p0365 B80-23314
Engine environmental effects on composite behavior
tBASA-TH-81508] ' p0368 B80-23370
The impact of fuels on aircraft technology
through the year 2000
[B&SA-TB-81492] p0369 B80-23472
Status of 'BASA full-scale engine aeroelasticity
research
[BASA-TH-81500] p0370 B80-23678 .
QCSEE OTB engine powered-lift acoustic performance
[BASA-TB-81504] p0420 N80-24315
Advanced component technologies for
energy-efficient torbofan engines
CS4SA-TH-81507] p0420 H80-24316
Extension of similarity test procedures to
cooled engine components with insulating
ceramic coatings
[BASA-TP-1615] p0425 B80-24577
Dynamic behavior of a beam drag-force anemometer
[BASA-TP-1687] " p0426 B80-24595
A comparison 'between an existing propeller noise
theory and wind tunnel data
[BASA-TB-81519] p0428 B80-25101
Cold-air investigation of a 4 1/2 stage turbine
with stage-loading factor of 4.66 and high
specific work output. 2: stage group
performance
[BASA-TP-1688] . p0435 B80-25338
Static and transient performance of U-102
engine with up to 14 percent core airbleed for
the quiet short-haul research aircraft
[BASA-IP-1692] p0435 880-25339
Analytical and experimental evaluations of the
effect of broad property fuels on combnstors •
for commercial aircraft gas turbine engines
[HASA-TH-81496] p0437 B80-25454
Composite seal for turbomachinery *
[HASA-CASB-LEI-12131-2] p0485 B80-26658
Bumerical calculation of transonic axial
tnrbomachinery flows
[HASA-TH-81544] p0496 B80-27363
Loss model for off-design performance analysis
of radial turbines with pivoting-vane,
variable-area stators
[BASA-TB-81532] p0496 B80-27365
Advanced fuel system technology for utilizing
broadened property aircraft fuels
[BASA-TB-81538] pOSOO B80-27510
The response of turbine engine rotors to
interference rubs
[BASA-TB-81518] ' p0501 B80-27696 •
Comparison-of elastic and elastic-plastic
structural analyses for cooled turbine blade
airfoils
[BASA-TP-1679] p0501 B80-27719
Off-design correlation for losses due to
part-span dampers on transonic rotors
[BASA-TP-1693] p0534 B80-28352
Aircraft Research and Technology for Future Fuels
[BASA-CP-2146] p0547 B80-29300
Future aviation fuels overview
p0547 B80-29301
Fuels characterization studies
p05«8 K80-29309
Combustion technology overview •
p0548 B80-29310
BASA broadened-specification fuels combustion
technology program
p05«8 B80-29313
Fuels research: Combustion effects overview
pOS49 H80-29317
Antimisting kerosene
p0549 B80-29319
Preliminary studies of combustor sensitivity to
alternative fuels
pOSSO B80-29323
Fuels research: Fuel thermal stability overview
pOSSO B80-29324
Fuel system technology overview
pOSSO B80-29328
Investigation of performance deterioration of
the CF6/JT9D, high-bypass ratio tnrbofan engines
[BASA-TB-81552] p0551 B80-29332
Description of the warm core turbine facility
recently installed at His* Lewis Research Center
[BASA-TB-81562] pOSSI B80-29333
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State-of-the-art SiAlOB materials
p0554 B80-29358
Single-stage electrohydraolic servosystem for
actuating on airflow valve with frequencies to
500 hertz
[BASA-TP-1678] p055« B80-29369
Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas
. turbine
[BASA-TB-81559] p0556 B80-29502
Damping in ring seals for compressible fluids
p0557 H80-29716
Beverse thrust performance of the QCSEE variable
pitch tnrbofan engine
[HASA-TH-81558] p0604 B80-31399
An experimental evaluation of the performance
deficit of an aircraft engine starter turbine
[BASA-TB-81571] . p0604 B80-31400
The BASA high-speed turboprop program
[HASA-TB-81561 ] p0604 B80-31I101
Improved components for engine fuel savings
[BASA-TB-81577] p0604 B80-31402
Performance deterioration of commercial
high-bypass ratio turbofan engines
[BASA-TB-81552-BEV] p0635 B80-32394
The energy efficient engine project
[BASA-TH-81566] p0635 H80-32395
Low-pressure performance of annular,
"high-pressure (40 atm) high-temperature (2480
K) combustion system
[HASA-TP-1713] . p0636 B80-32396
SIHD: Computer program for calculation of three
' .• dimensional potential compressible flow about
wind turbine rotor blades
[BASA-TP-1729] p0642 H80-33357
Experimental performance and analysis of
15.0»-centimeter-tip-dianeter, radial-inflow
• turbine with work factor of 1.126 and thick
blading •
[HASl-TP-1730] p0648 B80-33410
Effect of cage design on characteristics of
high-speed-jet-lubricated 35-millimeter-bore
ball bearing
[SASA-TP-1732] p0653 H80-33749
BATIOBAL 4BBOH40TICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTB4TIOH.
BABSBALL SPACE FLIGHT .CEBTEB, HOBTSvTLLB, ALA. .
Flight through thunderstorm outflows
: p0010 A80-11648
Pilot-aircraft system response to wind shear
• [ A I A A 80-1569] p0516 A80-45868
Fiscal year 1979 scientific and technical
reports, articles, papers and presentations
[BASA-TB-78250] • p0174 B80-17014
F-104 low-gravity calibration tests for
materials processing in space precursory
• experiments
[B4SA-TB-78278] p0436 B80-25355
BATIOBAL AEBOBAOTICS ABD SPACE iDBIHISTBATIOB.
PASADEBA OFFICE, CALIF.
Freguency-scanning particle size spectrometer
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13606-2] • p0229 B80-18364
, Interferometric locating system
[BASA-C4SE-BPO-14173-1] p0630 B80-32359
BATIOBAL AEROBAOTICS ABD SPACE ADUISISTE11IOH.
HALLOPS FLIGHT CEBTBB, WALLOPS ISIABD, VA.
The Surface Contour Badar, a unigue remote
sensing instrument
• . p0192 A80-26085
The role of satellite altimetry in climate studies
tB4SA-TP-1570] p0174 N8Q-16676
BATIOBAL AEBOSPACE LAB., ABSTEBDAH (HETBEBLiSDS) .
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation
evaluation of candidate lower wing skin
materials with particular consideration of
spectrum truncation
[BLB-TB-77092-D] p0044 B80-11524
Bemarks on the transonic flow past oscillating
airfoils
p0065 B80-12009"
The influence of simulator motion wash-out
filters on the performance of pilots when
• stabilizing aircraft attitude in turbulence
[BLB-TB-78022-D] • - p0182 B80-17094
Beasnrement of radiation patterns of aircraft
antennas in non-steady flight
[BLB-TB-78018-0] • p0184 B80-17348
• Additional.information about FALSTAFF
[HLE-TE-79056-D] p0186 880-17508
Aspects of flight test instrumentation
. p0240 B80-19098
Analysis of aircraft performance stability and
control measures
p0240 B80-19099
The cryogenic wind tunnel: another option for
the European Transonic Facility • ,
p0246 H80-19140
4 flight simulation investigation on the
. feasibility of curved approaches under BLS
guidance
p0256 H80-19844
Comparison of the minilir location system and
the BLB inertia measuring system STALIBS
. [BLB-SP-78026-D] . p0347 B80-22303
Fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy
sheet materials under maneuver spectrum and
constant amplitude loading
[HLB-BP-78025-D] p0357- B80-22749
The influence of bending-torsional coupling "on
the buckling load of general orthotropic,
midplane symmetric and elastic plates
[HLB-TB-77126-0] p0357 K80-22753
On the sound field generated by a fan in a
hard-walled baffled duct with uniform flow
[HLB-TB-78024-D] p0358 H80-23106
Summary of data required for the AG4BD SBP
activity standard aeroelastic configurations -
two-dimensional configurations
I;8LB-BP-79015-0] p0361 N80-23273
Failure analysis in aviation
[BLB-HP-78028-0] p0362 H80-23284
The failure of aircraft structures
[BLB-BP-78040-0] p0362 H80-23285
Gust severity effects on fatigue crack
propagation in aluminum alloy sheet materials
[BLBTBP-78041-D] p0369 N80-23449
Bavaids calibration evaluation with a
computer-controlled avionics-data acguisition
system
p0430 H80-25287
Determination of the safety in. a Borth Atlantic
organized track system with reduced lateral
separation
p0492 B80-27332
Boundary layer measurements on a two-dimensional
' wing with flap and a comparison with
calculations - '
p0501 1180-27665
Ranges and critical values of advance ratio for
blade/vortex intersection patterns of a
helicopter—rotor
[HPL-SP-79030-0] .. p0599 N80-31360
4 simulation investigation on the feasibility of
curved approaches under Microwave Landing
System (BLS) guidance
[NLB-TB-78035-0] p0601 N80-31380
Helicopter-ship qualification testing
[HLB-BP-79027-0] p0603 B80-31391
Significance of a rotor blade failure for fleet
operation, inspection, maintenance, design and
certification
[NLB-BP-79021-B] p0603 B80-31392
Banenver spectrum fatigue crack propagation in
aluminum alloy sheet materials
[BLB-TB-78091-0] p0603 H80-31393
Environmental testing of coatings for gas turbines
[BLB-BP-79028-0] p0605 H80-31404
Reassessment of service life by comparative
specimen tests
[BLB-HP-79008-0] p0611 H80-31807
Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive
service inspection methods
[BLB-BP-79005-0] p0611 N80-31845
Flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in
7010 and 7075 aluminum alloy plate
[SLB-BP-79019-0] pOSII B80-31847
BATIOBAL AEBOSPACB LAB., TOKYO (JAPAB).
Fuel minimal take-off path of jet lift TTOL
aircraft, log no. C3558
p0038 B80-11066
BATIOBAL ATIATIOB FACILITIES EZPEBIBEBTAL CEBTEB,
ATLABTIC CITY, B. J.
Cabin hazards from a large external fuel fire
adjacent to an aircraft fuselage
CAD-A073494] p0036 B80-11050
Voice data entry in air traffic control
[AD-A073670] ' p0043 B80-11273
DABS single sensor performance test plan
[AD-A072695] p0069 H80-12080
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COBPOB1TB SOOBCB IBDBZ BATIOBAL TBCHBICAL IHPOHHATIOB SEBVICB,
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental
Rotors 6-285-B piston engine
[AD-A074338] pOOBO H80-13042
Air traffic control/fall beacon collision
avoidance system, Knoiville sioulation
CAD-A074555] p0168 B80-16043
Transponder Ferfornance Analyzer (TPA)[AD-A075783] p0168 B80-16048
Accident data systems study requirements
analysis for a FAA accident data system
[AD-A075611] p0176 H80-170<13
summary of transponder data
[AD-A075486] p0177 H80-17018
Computer study of Tulsa International Airport
runway 17B glide slope sites[AD-A075521] p0177 H80-170<(9
Deforoographics: High-resolution projection
display development for air traffic control
purposes
CAD-A078023] p0177 H80-17051
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming
TIO-540-J2BD piston engine
[AD-A075355] p0179 H80-17070
Ezhaast emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Teledyne Continental
Motors (TCH) 6TSIO-520-K piston engine
[AD-A080433] p0292 H80-20270
A flight investigation of system accuracies and
operational capabilities of a general
aviation/air transport area navigation system
(HHAV)
[AD-i0816«6] p0362 S80-2328
Heasarement of
'interference-to-navigation/communication
avionics from cable television (CATV) systems
[AD-A081430] p0370 H80-23530
Postcrash fuel fire hazard measurements in a
wide-body aircraft cabin
[AD-A079548] p0415 B80-24280
Advanced concept in aircraft crash firefighting
using carbon tetrafluoride
[AD-A082936] p0415 B80-24281
Design of an improved weather contouring device
[AD-A082750] p0428 H80-24945
Evaluation of existing flammability test methods
by comparison of the flammability
characteristics of interior materials[AD-A083137] pO«37 B80-25393
Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technigue
[AD-A083027] p0438 H80-25519
ATABS/ATC simulation tests with site adaptation
logic in the Philadelphia terminal area[AD-A083718] p0489 H80-27308
Flight evaluation of a radar cursor technigue as
an aid to airborne radar approaches
[AD-A084015] p0531 B80-28331
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming
0-320/IO-320-DIAD piston engine
[AD-A084933] : p0535 B80-28364
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) baseline
test and evaluation
[AD-A085585] p0544 1180-29276
Test and evaluation of the Airport Surveillance
Badar (ASB)-8 wind shear detection system,
phase 2
[AD-A086045] p0544 B80-29280
Active beacon collision avoidance system test
bed for 1978 Los Angeles flights
[SD-A086241] pOS45 N80-29284
Evaluation of the Aviation Heather And HOTiS
System (AWABS)
[AD-A086167] pOS56 880-29568
Test and evaluation of Texas instruments small
community microwave landing system
[AD-A088852] p0645 580-33387
SAIIOBAL BOBEAO OF STABDABDS. BOOLDBB, COLO.
Titanium combustion in turbine engines
C»D-i075657] p0170 H80-16059
A standard for BF modulation factor
[PB80-109085] p0304 880-21314
HITIOHAL BOBEAD OF STABDAfiDS, RASHI86TO8. D.C.
Probabilities of vertical overlap: A
sensitivity analysis
[PB80-161151 ] pO«91 880-27323
HATIOHAL EBGIBBEBIBG LAB., BAST KILBHIDE (SCOTLABD) .
Air flow measurements in a large irregularly
shaped tunnel using anemometer and
pitot-static tube traverse
[HEI-660] p0082 B80-13061
BATIOBAL GAS TOBBIBB BSTABUSBBEBT, PTBSTOCK
(EHGLABD).
A review of the research at BGTE concerning the
effects of flight on engine exhaust noise
[BGTE-B-78007] p0086 880-13887
BATIOBAL IBSI. FOB ABBOBAOTICS ABD SYStEHS
TECHBOLOGT, PBETOBIA (SOOTH AFBICA).
The analytical prediction of the separation
behaviour of external stores after release
from the carrier aircraft. Part 2:
Applications[CSIB-HIAST-79/103-PT-2] p0479 B80-26292
The problem of wind tunnel flow nonnniformity in
free-model aircraft dynamic stability
tCSIB-BIAST-79-60] p0642 H80-33352
BATIOBAL BATEBIALS ADVISOBY BO&BD, V1SHIBGTOB, D. C.
Haterials for helicopter gears
[BASA-CB-163068] p0433 B80-25323
Reliability of ceramics for heat engine
applications
[BASA-CB-163435] p0552 B80-29341
BATIOBAL HECfliHICiL BBGIIBEBIBG BESBABCH IBST.,
PBEIOBIA (SODTB AFBICA).
The aerodynamics of axial flow wind power turbines
[CSIB-HE-1619] p0371 880-23781
The aerodynamics of contra-rotating axial flow
wind power turbines
CCSIB-BE-1638] p065« B80-33868
BATIOBAL BBSEABCH CODHCIL OF CABADi, OTTAWA
(OBTAB10) . '
The influence of blade profile and slots on the
performance of a centrifugal impeller
[AD-A082728] p0425 B80-24581
BATIOBAL TKCBHICAL IBFOBBATIOB SEBVICE,
SPBIBGFIELO, VA.
Collision avoidance systems. A bibliography
with abstracts
[BTIS/PS-79/0960/9] p0169 B80-16053
Hot film anemometry. A bibliography with
abstracts • '
[BTIS/PS-79/0909/6] p0174 B80-16318
Carbon and graphite. Part 2. Carbon and
graphite composites - excluding carbon fiber
composites. A bibliography with abstracts
. [PB80-802374] p0227 B80-18144
Carbon and graphite. Part 1: Carbon and
graphite fibers and fiber composites, volume
U. A bibliography with abstracts
[PB80-802366] p0227 B80-1814S
Seals and gaskets. A bibliography with abstracts[PB80-802010] p0230 B80-18417
Remotely piloted vehicles, volume 2. A
bibliography with abstracts
[PB80-802119] p0239 R80-19089
Airfield pavement evaluation, volume 4. A
bibliography with abstracts[BTIS/PS-79/0754/6] p0295 880-20288
Aircraft wake vortices. Citations from the BTIS
data base[ PB80-805666] p0431 B80-2S303
Aircraft sonic boom: Effects on buildings.
Citations from the HTIS data base[PB80-806334] p0431 B80-25304
Gas and steam turbines, general: Corrosion and •
erosion, citations from the engineering index
data base[PB80-806672] p0435 B80-25343
Beinforced plastics: Fiberglass reinforcement,
volume 2. Citations from the NTIS data base
[PB80-804743] p0437 B80-25451
Beinforced plastics: Boron, carbon, and other
reinforcing materials, volume 3. Citations
from the BTIS data base[PB80-804750] p0437 B80-2S452
Holographic flow visualization. Citations from
the BTIS data base[PB80-808199] p0501 B80-27681
Holographic flow visualization. Citations froa
the Engineering Index data base[PB80-808207] p0501 S80-27682
Aerospace computer systems: Avionics
applications. Citations from the BTIS data base
[PB80-810179] p0540 B80-29065
Air.traffic congestion and capacity. Citations
from the BTIS data base[PB80-811052] p0588 B80-30294
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Lubricating oil.analysis for wear monitoring.
Citations fron the BUS data base
[PB80-807688] p0592 H80-30531
Inertial navigation and gaidance. Citations
froa the HTIS data base
[PB80-812415] p06U5 880-33389
Onega navigation system. Citations fron the
HTIS data base
[PB80-812712] p06«5 H80-33390
Hydrogen nse as a fuel. Citations from the HTIS
data base
[PB80-813090] p0652 B80-33607
BATIOHAL TELECOHBOBICATI01S AHD IHFOBBATIOB
iDHIHISTBiTIOH. AHBAPOIIS, BD.
Spectraa resource assessment in the 2.7-2.9 GHz
band phase 2: Badar signal processing
.[PB80-1 29323] p0425 H80-24547
Spectrum resource assessment in the 2.7 to 2.9
GHZ band. Phase 2: LSB deployment in the Los
Angeles and San Francisco areas
[P880-194467] p0645 880-33391
NATIOHAt TELECOBBOHICATIOHS AID IBFOBBATIOI
ADBIHISTBATIOH, BOOLDEB, COLO.
Potential use of high frequency data
transmission for oceanic air traffic control
improvement
[AD-A075810] pO«90 H80-27313
Theoretical feasibility of digital communication
over ocean areas by high frequency radio
[AD-A079424] pOSOO H80-27568
HATIOHAt TBAHSPOBTATIOH POLICY STUDY COBBISSIOB,
BASHIHGTOH, D. C.
Hen aircraft technology: Beport on the
Farnborough International Air Shov
[PB-298345/0] p0039 B80-11078
Dtilization concerns of potential transportation
fuels
[P880-138498] p0425 H80-24503
HATIOBAJ. TBABSPOBTAIIOI SAFETI BOABD, BASBIIGTOM,
D. C.
Aircraft accident report - United Airlines,
Inc., BcDonnell-Douglas DC-8-61, H80820,
Portland, Oregon, December 28, 1978
[HTSB-AAE-79-7] p0036 H80-11051
Accident investigation
p0124 H80-14636
Aircraft accident report: Thurman L. Hnnson,
Cessna Citation 501, H15HY, near Canton, Ohio,
August 2, 1979
[HTSB-AAB-80-2] p0415 H80-24279
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, OS
civil aviation issue cumber 8, 1979 accidents
[HTSB-BA-80-5] p0478 H80-26286
Aircraft accident report: CODAIB, Inc., Piper
PA-31-310, Havajo, B6642L, Greater Cincinnati
Airport, Covington, Kentucky, 8 October 1979
[HTSB-AAB-80-8] p0178 N80-26287
Light twin-engine aircraft accidents following
engine failures
[PB80-177306] p0588 N80-30287
General aviation accidents: Postcrash fires and
hov to prevent or control them
[HISB-AAS-80-2] p0629 H80-32354
BATIOH&I. BEAtHEB SERVICE, SILVEB SPBIHG, BD.
Howcast and short-range (0-2 hour) forecasts of
thunderstorms and severe convective veather
for use in air traffic control
[AD-A080I426] p0290 H80-20247
RATAL ACADEHY, AHIAPOLIS, BD.
Microprocessor control of low speed V/STOL flight
[AD-A077661] p0245 H80-19129
HA7AL ABBOSPACE HBDICAL BESEABCB LIB., PBBSACOLA,
FLA.
Comparison of specifications for Head-Op
Displays in the Havy A-4B, A-7E, AV-8A, and
F-14A aircraft
[AD-A080047] p02l»1 H80-19106
HATAL AIB DEVBLOPBEHT CEBTEB, BAHBIHSTBB, PA.
A computerized VSTOL/small platform landing
dynamics investigation model
[AD-A073587] p0079 H80-13033
Visual accommodation responses in a virtual
image environment
[AD-A074415] p0131 B80-15082
The aerodynamics of a jet in a crossflow
[AD-A076375] p0167 B80-16034
Feasibility testing of a Body Inflatable Bladder
(BIB) restraint device
[AD-A078681] p0222 B80-18013
Design and test of a boron - aluminum high
temperature wing
[AD-A075814] p0223 H80-18034
Proceedings of a Workshop on V/STOL Aircraft
Aerodynamics, volume 1
[AD-A079115] p0237 H80-19074
E-3A navigational computer system real-time
environmental simulator
p0254 H80-19824
Bodeling the human operator: Applications to
system cost effectiveness
p0256 H80-19846
Predicting field of view requirements for VSTOt
aircraft approach and landing
p0257 B80-19847
Estimation of dynamic windblast pressure on
aircrewaan ejection systems
[AD-A080575] p0304 H80-21297
Statistical review of counting accelerooeter
data for Bavy and Barine fleet aircraft
[AD-&080580] p03<»8 S80-22308
HAVAIBDEVCEB dynamic flight simulator design and
multipurpose crew station concept design and
development plan
[AD-&081982] p0368 H80-23335
Aircraft carrier exposure tests of aluminum alloys
[AD-A081060] p0368 1180-23433
Development and testing of an automatic lap belt
retraction and release system
[AD-A080950] p041S H80-20282
A time response approach to equivalent aircraft
dynamics
[AD-A085873] p0546 B80-29291
An analytical solution of lift loss for a round
planforo with a central lifting jet
[AD-A086669] p0587 H80-30276
Quantitative measurements of the effects of
variations in panel method computer programs
[AD-A086358] p0587 H80-30279
Determination of the character of the
lateral-directional motion of an airborne
towed vehicle
[AD-A087445] p0603 B80-31389
Effect of oxidizing fuels on aircraft fuel
system elastomers and sealants
[AD-A087267] p0607 880-31554
Investigation of transient induced aerodynamics
in a moving deck environment
[AD-A088164] p0629 H80-32350
Design concept for fuel fire facility scale-down
[AD-A084624] p0637 H80-32406
B17AL AIB EB6IBEEBIBG CEBTEB, LAKEHDBST, B.J.
Compilation of data covering aircraft servicing
facilities aboard aviation and amphibious
aviation ships
[AD-A076443] p0175 H80-17022
HAVAL AIB PBOPDLSIOH TEST CEBTEB, TBEBTOH, H.J.
Investigation of lubricant concepts applicable
to future Havy aircraft propulsion systems
[AD-A079410] p0353 H80-22351
Development of the full scale T63 test for
specification BIL-L-23699 and XAS-2354 gas
turbine lubricants
[AD-A082919] p0424 H80-244S5
Turbine flowmeters and their applications at the
Haval Air Propulsion Center
[AD-A084181] p0501 H80-27680
Determination of jet fuel thermal deposit rate
using a modified JFTOT
pOSSO H80-29326
HAVAL AIB SISTEBS COBBAHD, BASHIBGTOB, D. C.
Current and projected nse of carbon composites
in Onited States aircraft
p0329 A80-34840
The ZFV-12A Thrust-Augmented Sing (TAB)
prototype aircraft
p0024 B80-10133
Designing on-condition tasks for naval aircraft
[AD-A085450] p0545 H80-29289
Ceramics in rolling element bearings
J0553 H80-29351
HAVAL AIB TEST CBBTEB, PATOIEHT BIVEB, BD.
Simulated Bission Endurance Test (SBET) for an
aircraft engine to be used in a fighter/attack
role
[AD-A071907] p0040 H80-11089
JA-6A circulation control wing contractor flight
demonstration
[AD-A074888] p0130 H80-15080
C01POB4TB SOOBCB IBDEI BB1LSEB EBGIiEEBIIG ABD BBSEiBCH, IHC.,
A comprehensive approach in-flight thrust
deteraination
[iD-A081511] pO«80 H80-26305
BAVAL CIVIL BHGIBEEBIBG LIB., POBT HOBBBBB. CALIF.
Traffic testing of a fiberglass-reinforced
polyester resin surfacing .for rapid runvay
repair
[AD-A085288] p0537 H80-28381
Fiberglass-reinforced plastic surfacing for
rapid runway repair by naval construction
[AD-A085357) p0555 H80-29375
BAVAL COBSTBOCTIOB B&TTALIOB CBHTEB. POBT BOBBERS,
CALIF.
Shrinkage-compensating cement for airport
pavement, phase 2
[AD-A075739] p0173 880-16197
HAVAL ELECTBOBIC STS9EHS EBSIBEEBIB6 ACTIflTT, ST.
IBIGOBS, DO.
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control, AB/SPB-U1, revision
[AD-A084385] P0531 880-28332
BAVAL OCBAB SYSTESS CEBTEB, SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
Aircraft noise monitoring at Haval Training
Center and flarine Corps Eecroit Depot, San
Diego, California, in 1978 and 1979
[AD-A080261] p0314 H80-22049
EBP hardening of airborne systems through
electro-optical techniques design guidelines
[AD-A080650] P0358 880-231U.6
BA.VAL OCBABOGBAPHIC OFFICE, BAT ST. LOOIS, HISS.
Air deployment of satellite-tracked drifters
p0344 A80-36291
BAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, BOHTEREY. CALIF.
Bntrainment characteristics of unsteady subsonic
jets
p0023 880-10124
An adaptation and validation of a primitive
variable mathematical model for predicting the
flows in turbojet test cells and solid fuel
ramjets
[AD-A074187] P0121 880-14133
Measurements of jet dispersions simulated in an
aeronautical wind tunnel
[AD-A076578] . p0185 880-17101
Proceedings of a Rorkshop on v/STOL Aircraft
Aerodynamics, volume 2
[AD-A078909] p0233 880-19042
Accuracy and repeatability indices for joint oil
analysis program data
[AD-1078156] P0248 R80-19266
An analysis of the evolution of the reliability
and maintainability disciplines
P0250 H80-19520
Reliability growth models
P0250 880-19522
A primitive variable computer model for
combustion within solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A081081] p0365 H80-23319
Atmospheric dispersion of high velocity jets
[AD-A081612] P0365 H80-23321
An investigation of residual stresses in
simulated wing panels of 7075-T6 aluminum
[AD-A080863] p0370 B80-23693
Effects of fuel additives on plume opacity of a
snbscale turbojet test cell with a ramjet type
dump conbustor
[AD-A084516] p0534 H80-28356
A comparison of solid fuel ramjet flow
characteristics and combustion behavior
[AD-A085064] p0535 880-28359
Analysis and testing to improve the flow from
the plenum of a subsonic cascade wind tunnel
[AD-1084471] p0537 H80-28378
On-line real-time management information systems
and their impact upon user personnel and
organizational structure in aviation
maintenance activities
[AD-A085111] pOSIO 880-29204
BAVAL BBSEABCB LAB.. IASBIBGTOH, D. C.
The Surface Contour Badar, a unique remote
sensing instrument
p0192 A80-26085
Hicrobial deterioration of hydrocarbon fuels
from oil shale, coal, and petroleum. 1:
Exploratory experiments
[AD-A073761] p0123 880-14259
GPS BAVSTAB-4 and BTS-2 long term frequency
stability and time transfer analysis
[AD-A088092] p0631 H80-32370
BAVAL SHIP BBSBABCB ABD DBVBLOPRBBT CEBTEB,
ABBAPOLIS, HD.
Bumerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
fDTHSBDC-80/060] . p0477 B80-26271
BAVAL SHIP BBSEABCH ABD DEVBLOIMBBT CBBTBB.
BBTHBSDA, HD.
Prediction of drag coefficients of a supersonic
v/STOl configuration with various store
arrangements
[AD-A072999] p0070 880-12085
The performance of a conceptual vertical
attitude takeoff and landing fighter aircraft
[AD-A073100] p0070 B80-12086
Accuracy of hydrofoil loading predictions
obtained from a lifting-surface computer program
[AD-A074702] p0173 880-16233
Experimental investigation of a circulation
control aileron
[AD-A078825] p0233 880-19046
Feasibility study of an isolated reverse-turbine
system for gas turbine engines
[AD-A077898] p0293 880-20276
The effect of shaft angle on performance of a
circulation control high-speed rotor at an
advance ratio of 0.7
tAD-A080953] p0349 880-22314
Development of the A-6/circulation control wing
flight demonstrator configuration
[AD-A081241] p0355 880-22365
Capture of an axisymmetric free jet in a pipe
with application to power-augmented-ram wing
theory
[AD-A082241 ] . . p0415 880-24276
A case for VATOL flight demonstration
[AD-A082179] p0418 880-24300
Bumerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
[AD-A084129] p0488 B80-27293
Bemotely piloted seaplane for antisubmarine
warfare
[AD-A086932] p0603 880-31388
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of Kings
of aspect ratios 3 and 4 equipped with high
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Some considerations of the performance of two
honeycomb gas path seal material systems
. [BASA-TH-81398] . p0172 B80-16143
Core compressor exit stage study. 1:
Aerodynamic and mechanical design
[HASA-CB-159714] p0242 B80-19113
JI9D-7A (SP) jet engine performance
deterioration trends[BASA-TH-81459] p0293 B80-20274
. flannfactnre of low carbon astrology turbine disk
shapes by hot isostatic pressing. Volume 2,
project 1[SASArCB-135410] p0306 B80-21329
Development of improved high pressure turbine
outer gas path seal components
[HASA-CB-159801] p0307 N80-21332
Performance deterioration based on existing(historical) data; JT9D jet engine diagnostics
program[BASA-CB-135448] p0350 B80-22324
Core compressor exit stage study, 2[HASA-CB-159812] p0364 H80-23312
Engine component improvement: Performance •
improvement, JT9D-7 3.8 AB fan[HASA-CB-159806] p0434 B80-25332
Performance deterioration based on in-service
engine data: JT9D jet engine diagnostics
program[HASA-CB-159525] pO»35 B80-25340
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (TCE)
testbed coannular exhaust nozzle system
[HASA-CB-159710] . p0480 B80-26300
Experimental aerodynamic and acoustic model
testing of the Variable Cycle Engine (TCE)
testbed coannular exhaust nozzle system:
comprehensive data report • .•[HASA-CB-159711] p0480 H80-26301
The broadened-specification fuels combustion
technology program at Pratt and Rhitney Aircraft
p0549 H80-29315
PBATT AHD RBITBBY AIBCBAFT 8BOOP, BEST PALB BBACB,
PL*'- . : '. .
Laser-optical blade tip clearance measurement
system
p0342 480-36137
Improved capabilities to detect incipient
bearing failures
C-«7
PHIHCETOB OBIT., 8. J. CORPORATE SOURCE IHDBT
CAD-A07-3123] ' p007i| H80-12416
Development of aainshaft high-speed cylindrical
roller bearings for gas turbine engines
[AD-A073381] ' p0084 H80-13475
Distribution analysis for F100(3) engine
[HASA-CB-159754] ' p0179 H8IH17073
Investigation of fan blades shroud nechanical
damping ' •
[AD-A078439] p0244 H80-19120
Data analysis of p sub T/P sub S noseboom probe
•testing on F100 engine P680072 at BASA Lewis
Research Center '
[BASA-CB-159816] p0307. B80-21334
Thermal response turbine shroud study
[AD-A080620] . p0353 H80-22352
Application of rapidly solidified alloys
[AD-A083496] p0485 B80-26431
Cumulative damage fracture mechanics under '
engine spectra
[AD-A084934] . p0536 H80-28365
Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 1: Review and
preliminary- evaluation
[PB80-175599] ' p0559 B80-29921
Advanced combustion systems for stationary gas
turbine engines. Volume 2: Bench scale"
evaluation
[PB80-175607] . . p0559 H80-29922
High energy x-ray study
[AD-A086279] p0591 H80-30311
PBIHCBTOB UBIV., S. J.
Aerodynamic coefficients in generalized unsteady
thin airfoil theory
p0390 A80-38034
An exploratory investigation of the•STOL landing
maneuver
[NASA-CB-3191] . p0076 H80-12996
An analytical study of tilt proprotor aircraft
dynamics in airplane cruise configuration
including the effects .of fuselage longitudinal
rigid body motion
' . ' p0363 880-23297
A simulator study of control and display
augmentations for helicopters
[HASA-CB-163451 ] p0605 B80-31408
Digital flight control•research using
microprocessor technology
[AD-A089147]- • p0649 H80-33417
PORDOB ONIV., LAFAYETTE, IHD.
Aeroelastic response analysis of two
dimensional, single and two degree of freedom
airfoils in low-frequency, small-disturbance
unsteady transonic flow
tAD-A0733791 " ' p0069 S80-12073
The structure of eddies in turbulent flames,
. volume 1
' [AD-A078625] . p0295 N80-20341
Semi-empirical correlations for gas turbine
emissions, ignition, and flame stabilization
p0498 H80-27393
Atomization of broad specification aircraft fuels
1
 p0549 H80-29318
Project SQ.OID
[AD-A088006] •• p0636 H80-32401
PORDUB OHIV. SCHOOL OF SCIEBCB AT IBDIA8APOLIS, IID.
Investigation of transonic flow in a cascade
using an adaptive mesh
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1430] p0452 A80-41617
QOABTA SYSTEBS COHP.,•BOCKVILLB, HD.
Optimum intensity setting of approach and runway
light systems
[AD-A075485] . p0168 H80-16046
QOEBB BABY COLL., 1OBDOS (EHSIABD) .
Onsteady aerodynamics of two-dimensional
spoilers at low speeds
p0142 B80-15170
On the effects of gaps on control surface
characteristics
p0143 H80-15176
Some intoductory concepts based on the unsteady
flow about circular cylinders
P0643 H80-33364
Bole of unsteady aerodynamics in aircraft response
P0644 880-33371
QDEEBSBOBOOGB COH80HIIY COLLEGE. BATSIDE. 8. I.
Intercommunications in real time, redundant.
distributed computer system
'[HASA-CB-163604] . p0652'.B80-33642
BADIO IBCHHICit COHBISSIOB FOB ABBOBAUTICS.
BASHI8GTOB, D. C. ' • . '•
Hinimnm performance standards: Emergency
locator transmitters: Automatic Fixed-ELT
(»F), Automatic Portable-ELT (AP) , Automatic
' Deployable-ELT (AD) operating on 121.5 and
243.0 megahertz , '.
[BTCA/DO-168]' < - .p0438 B80-25511
VBF air-ground technology and spectrum utilization
[BTCA-155-79/SC140-17-BEV] p0438 N80-25513
Audio systems characteristics and minimum .
. performance standards. Aircraft microphones
(except carbon), aircraft headsets and
speakers and aircraft audio selector panels
and amplifiers
[BTCA-305-79/SC132-54-BEV-2] p0438 H80-25514
EABD COBP.. SABTA BOBICA. CALIF. ' , '
Estimating the time required to transition
aircraft fleets to new scheduled maintenance
intervals ' '•
[AD-A078606] ' p0232 B80-19027
Aircraft icing,during low-level flights
[AD-A078843], p0234 U80-19052
Heasnring technological change in jet fighter
aircraft
[AD-A077393] p0239 H80-19084
The redundancy of'scheduled and unscheduled •
maintenance
[AD-A076962] p0298 880-21242
Future V/STOL airplanes: Guidelines and '
techniques for acquisition program analysis
and- evaluation, executive summary
•[1D-&081922] . p0418 H80-24301
An approach to the life-cycle analysis of
aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A080930] p0420 H80-24318
Bilitary weather'calculations for the SATO
theater: Heather and Rarplanes 8
[AD-A088549] -p0654 H80-34033
BAID COBP., BASBIBGTOH, D. C. . .
An approach to the life cycle analysis of
aircraft turbine engines
p0598 H80-31303
EAYTHEOB CO., BEDFOHD, BASS.
Guidance subsystems with position neasureaent
for gliding airdrop systems
[AD-A080730] ' p0414 N80-24274
BAZAK (KBBBETH). 8ICBITA. KABS.
Computation of spanwise distribution of *.
circulation and lift coefficient for.flapped
wings of arbitrary planform
[HASA-CB-159329] p0599 H80-31353
BCA GOVBfiBBEHT COBBDBICATIOBS SYSTEMS, CABDEB. B. J.
Solid state power controllers (ISEB-2A)
[AD-A080482] p0311 H80-21679
BEHTECB, IHC.,' HOBTSVIL1E, ALA.
lake flowfields for Jovian probe
[HASA-CB-159235] p0287 B80-20230
BEBSSELAEB POLITECHBIC IBST., TBOI, H. Y.
Application of stochastic optimal reduced state
feedback gain computation procedures to the
design of aircraft gust alleviation controllers
pOOSI A80-14822
composite structural materials
[KASA-CB-162578] p0130 H80-.15076
composite structural saterials
[BASA-CB-163377] • • p0532 N80-28339
EESEAECH IBST. FOB BHVIBOBBEBtAL BIGIEBE, ISO,
DELFT (BEIHEBLABDS) . ' .
Project filter holder. Tests on 25 mm dust
filter holders
[IG-TBO-F-1638] . - p 0 3 7 1 B80-23887
BESEABCB TRIAHGLE IBST., DOBBAB, H. C. •.
Continued study of HAVSTAB/GPS for general
aviation
[BASA-CB-159145] p0222 B80-18020
BESEABCB TBIAI6LE IBST.. RESEABCB TBIABGLE PABK, H.
C. ' ' . '
Application of a ground based minicomputer
system for real time, closed loop control of
remotely piloted aircraft models used-in
stall/spin-research
p0276 A80-31018
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COHPOBilE SOOBCE IHDEI BOTAL AIRCRAFT BSTABIISHBBBT,
BOCBESTBB IIST. OF TECH., I. I.
Development of flexible rotor balancing criteria
[SASA-CB-159506] p0638 H80-32720
BOCKSBLL IBTBBHATIOBAL CORP.. AHABBIB, CALIF.
Use of computers in the aerodynamic design of
the HiBAT fighter
p0300 880-21262
Feasibility study B-1 pover controller
[AD-A086166] . p0555 B80-29371
Bulticolor electrochronic dot-matrix display
investigation
[AD-A085453] pOSSS H80-29165
BOCK8ELL IBTBBBATIOBAL COBP., C01DHBOS, OHIO.
to.investigation of corner separation within a
thrust angmenter having Coanda jets
[SADC-76153-30] p0023 H80-10122
Design and test of a prototype scale ejector wing
p0024 880-1.0131
Flight verification of direct digital drive for
an Advanced Flight Control Actuation system
(AFCAS) in the T-2C aircraft
[AD-A081925] p0422 880-24327
Development of a nozzle to improve the taming
of supersonic Coanda jets
[AD-A087709] p0610 H80-31765
OB-53C helicopter oast mounted sight/designator
safety stateaent
[AD-A087673] p0635 H80-32390
BOCKWKU IBTEBHATIOBAL COBP.. DOBHBT. CALIF.
Complementary cross-slot phased array antenna
[NAS»-CASE-HSC-18532r1] p0556 880-29543
BOCKIELL IBTBBBATIOBAL CORP., EL SEGOSDO, CALIF.
Exploratory development of aircrew windblast
protection concepts
• [AD-A072013] p0037 H80-11055
Improved nethods for predicting spectrum loading
effects, phase 1 report, volume 2: Test data
[AD-A072387] p0039 880-11070
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects, phase 1 report. Volume 1: Besnlts
and discussion
[AD-A072386] p0039 B80-11071
Mechanical pover system for aircraft
intermittent utility functions
. [AD-A073297] p0079 H80-13030
Analyses and tests of the B-1 aircraft
structural mode control system
[BASA-CB-114887] p0130 B80-15073
Status of cavity noise phenomena measurement and
suppression on the B-1 aircraft
p0173 H60-16202
The nuclear thermal effects on humidity
saturated composite materials
[AD-A077195] , . pO«24 880-24372
BOCKBLL IHTEBBATI09AI COBP., LOS AHGB1BS, CALIF.
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system. Part
1: Theory
[8ASA-CB-1«S28«] p0076 880-12998
Selected topics from the structural acoustics
program for the B-1 aircraft
p0184 H80-17299
B-1 ride control system design development and
test
p0308 880-21347
Design studies of Laminar Flow Control (IFC)
wing concepts using snperplastics forming and
diffusion bonding (SPF/DB)
[B4SA-CB-159220] p0479 B80-26293
BOCKVELL IREBBATIOBAL COBP., PIYTSBOBGB, PA.
Sabreliner 65
p0594 H80-31315
BOCKVBU IBTEBBATIOBAL COBP., TBODSABD OAKS, CALIF.
Bechanical behavior of airframe materials
[AD-A085844] p0545 880-29290
Computational and simplified analytical
treatment of transonic
•ing-fuselage-pylon-store interactions
[AD-A08S619] p0633 880-32383
BODDES (HILLIAB P.) , LA CAHADA, CALIF.
Aero-servo-elastic stability analysis
[AD-A072797] p0042 880-11101
BOLLS-BOICB LTD., BBISTOL (EBGLABD).
Results from flight noise tests on a Viper
turbojet fitted with ejector/suppressor nozzle
systems
[AIAA PAPEB 80-1028] p0393 A80-38643
The Engine Usage Ronitoring System (EOBS): An
heuristic approach to cost effective flight
data monitoring and analysis
p0430 880-25280
Experimental fnil-authority digital engine
control on Concorde
p0481 880-26308
BOiLS-BOICE LTD., DBBBI (BHG1ABD) .
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on a subsonic
rectilinear cascade of blades
[PNB-90007] p0360 880-23266
Investigation into compressor aeroelastic
instabilities in a wind tunnel for a
rectilinear cascade of blades
[PBB-90011] p0368 880-23337
BOLLS-BOICE LTD.. LEAVESDEB (BHGLA8D).
The digital control system as part of an
integrated accessory fit 'for future engines
p0483 880-26325
BOSE AIB OBVBLOPflEBT CEBTBB, GBIPFISS AFB, 8.T.
Beaispherical coverage of 'four-faced aircraft
arrays
[AD-A073079] p0044 880-11309
Positional error analysis, A-10 aircraft on
three-axis ground mount
[AD-A073600] p0083 880-13336
FAA lightning protection study: Beport of
investigations relative to providing lightning
protection for the Bemote Center Air-to-Ground
(BCAG)
[AD-A076943] p0173 880-16259
Spread-spectrum data link test facility
[AD-A075098] p0184 880-17337
A new approach to maintainability prediction
p0251 880-19537
in analysis of software reliability prediction
models
p0252 880-19551
BOBE OBIT. (HALT).
Trajectory behaviour of a control configurated
aircraft subjected to random disturbances
p0142 880-15171
Hodeling and flight simulation of an active
. configured aircraft under B.L.S. guidance
p0256 880-19845
BOTAL AIB FOBCB, LOSDOB (EBGLABD).
The capabilities and operational roles of Boyal
Air Force Tornadoes
p0560 880-30022
BOTAL AIBCBAFT ESTABLISHHEBT. BEDFORD (EBGLABD).
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and
transonic speeds
p0142 880-15169
The reduction of dynamic interference by
sound-absorbing walls in the BAE 3 foot wind
tunnel
[ABC-B/B-3837] p0182 880-17093
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce
dynamic interference in wind tunnels
[ABC-fi/H-3831] p0182 880-17096
An investigation of the gnality of the flow
generated by three types of wind tunnel
(Lndwieg tube, Evans clean tunnel and injector
driven tunnel)
p0246 880-19138
The flying qualities of aircraft vith augmented
longitudinal and directional stability
p0308 880-21343
Rind tunnel measurement of lateral aerodynamic
derivatives using a new oscillatory rig, with
results and comparisons for the Gnat aircraft
[ABC-B/H-3847J p0600 880-31366
Experimental techniques in unsteady aerodynamics
. • p0644 880-33373
BOTAL AIBCBAFT ESTABLISHBEBT, FAHBBOBOOGH (BBGLABO).
The use of strip theory in the dynamics of
deformable aircraft
[BAE-TB-STBDCT-933] p0079 880-13035
Formulation of the equations of motion of a
deformable aircraft using Lagrange's equations
in an arbitrary non-inertial frame of reference
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-941] ' p0079 H80-13036
The equations of motion of an aircraft embracing
its whole-body and deforoational degrees of
freedom
[BAE-TB-79010] . p0079 880-13037
A suggestion as to a general derivation of the
equations of motion of a deformable aircraft
for small perturbations which will be most
generally acceptable
[BAE-TB-79011] pOOSO 880-13038
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BOIit IHST. OF TECH., CORPO8ATB SOUBCE IBDEX
Some measurements of buffeting on an aeroelastic
model of a slender uing aircraft
CBAE-TS-STBUCT-9423 p0081 B80-13055
Tbe aconstic characteristics of the BAE 1.5o
vind tannel
[BAE-TB-79002] p0082 H80-13062
The implementation and practical verification of
a superposition method for the solution of
elastic crack problens
[BAE-T8-STBDCT-940] p0084 H80-13527
Trends in digital data processing and systen
architecture
p0111 B80-14020
A flatter-speed formula for sings of high aspect
ratio
p0139 880-15147
A survey of ezperinental data on the
aerodynamics of controls, in the light of
future needs
p0139 H80-15151
Some wind tunnel measurements of the
effectiveness at low speeds of combined lift
and roll controls
p0140 H80-15153
Holographic interferometry of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic wingtips
[BAE-TB-78105] p0176 B80-17041
The application of a parameteric method of
fatigue load measurement to vings based on
flight measurements on a Lightning Hk T5
[ABC-B/H-3836] p0179 B80-17068
SESANE: A system of equations for the
simulation of aircraft in a modular environment
[BAE-TB-79008] p0179 H80-17069
The identification of the flatter mechanism from
a large-order flutter calculation
[ARC-B/S-3832] p0181 N80-17085
On interfacing structural information and
loading data in aeroelastic analysis
[ABC-B/8-3833] p0187 1180-17521
Identification experience in extreme flight
regimes
p0241 H80-19102
Contribution of photoelastic analysis to the
study of turbo-engine components
[BB71985] p0242 H80-19112
The role of HF in air-ground commanications: An
overview
p0248 B80-19373
HP communication to small low flying aircraft
p02«8 N80-1937Q
Assessment of HF communications reliability
p02«9 U80-19377
Simulation of a night vision system for low
level helicopter operations
P0255 B80-19832
The use of computer based optimization methods
in aircraft studies
p0299 B80-21247
A computer based system for structural design,
analysis and optimization
pO.300 B80-21265
Investigations of an active vibration isolation
system for helicopters
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1993] p0305 B80-21315
Engineering of control systems and implications
on control lav design
p0308 H80-21341
An investigation into the real gas effects of
cryogenic nitrogen in inviscid homentropic flow
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1805] p0311 H80-21611
A comment on the origin of endwall interference
in wind tunnel tests of aerofoils
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1816] . p03«6 H80-22280
Aerodynamic characteristics of moving
trailing-edge controls at subsonic and
transonic speeds
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-947] p03«7 H80-22281
Wind tunnel measurements of the mean flow in the
turbulent boundary layer and wake in the
region of the trailing edge of a swept wing at
subsonic speeds
[BAE-TB-79062] pO«15 N80-20278
Performance of Omega H-field antennas recessed
into airfoils
[BAE-TB-79048] p0416 H80-24290
Rind-shear encounters daring visual approaches
at night. A piloted simulator study
[BAE-TB-79126] p0417 B80-24291
Heasurement of moments of inertia and principal
inertia axis of a gnat aircraft
[BAE-TB-79090] p0419 B80-24310
The design of aircraft automatic ride-smoothing
systems using direct-lift control
[BAE-TB-79045] p0422 B80-24332
On the use in stability analysis of the
relationships between the- coefficients of a
gnartic equation and those of quadratic factor
[BAE-TB-79065] p0422 H80-24333
First report of the HOD Aerospace
Hon-Destructive Testing (SOT) Sub-Committee
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-960] p0426 B80-24639
Methods for determining undamped normal modes
and transfer functions from receptance
measurements
[BAE-TB-79071] p0427 H80-24676
The diffusion of water vapour in humid air into '
the adhesive layer of bonded metal joints
[BAE-LIB-TBABS-2038] p0539 H80-28497
An investigation of scale effects on the
transonic flow over swept wings. Part 1:
Measurements on a model of a
transport-aircraft configuration
[ABC-B/H-3812-PT-1] p0600 1180-31364
Jet interference on supercritical wings. Part
1: Experiments on a two-dimensional wing.
Part 2: Experiments on a swept wing
[ABC-B/8-3845] p0600 H80-31365
A brief investigation of the two-dimensionality
of the flow over an airfoil in the 8 foot by 6
foot transonic wind tunnel
[BAE-TM-AEBO-1828] p0600 B80-31368
A study of the use of blocking masses in
reducing helicopter cabin noise
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1838] p0604 N80-31395
Possible methods for removing small airborne
particles f rom the flow in the 5 meter
pressurized low-speed wind tunnel
[BAE-TB-AEBO-1826] p0606 H80-31416
Exploratory studies on the design of acoustic
splitters for wind tunnels
[BAB-TH-AEBO-1829] p0607 H80-31417
Concerning the separated flow about an inflating
parachute
[BAE-THAHS-2031] p0628 N80-32336
BOYAL IBST. OF TECH., STOCKBOLH (SBBDEB).
Steady state spurious 'errors in shock-capturing
numerical schemes
[KTH-AEBO-TH-60] p0642 H80-33353
BOTAL SIGBALS ABD BADAB BSTABLISBHENT, I1ALVEBB
(ENGLAND) .
Difficulties in predicting avionics reliability
p0250 H80-19521
Precision navigation for air traffic management
[BSBE-BEMO-3220:) p0417 N80-24292
Precision navigation for air traffic management
[AD-A083947] p0490 B80-27317
Precision navigation for air traffic management
p0493 N80-27342
ADSEL: Selective address SSB, performance of
the evaluation station
p0494 K80-27345
BDBB OBIT.. BOCBOH (BEST GEBBaBT).
On the effect of wing wake on tail characteristics
p0143 H80-15174
BOTGEBS - TBE STATE OSIV., BBB BBDHSWICK, B. J.
Calculation of high speed inlet flows using the
Navier-Stokes equations, volume 2: User's
and programmer's guide
[AD-A084790] p0530 H80-28319
SAIBT CLOUD STATE COLL., BIBB.
Meteorological input to general aviation pilot
training
p0124 B80-14634
SALFOBD DBIV. (EB6LABD).
flultivaciable digital control systems
CAD-AQ71662] p0030 B80-10226
SAB DIEGO ilECBAFT EBGIBBEBIBG, I8C-. CALIF.
Conceptual point design study of a new CTOL
SETOLS CAS aircraft for 1995 IOC
[AD-A088351] p0646 B80-33400
SAB JOSE STATE DBIV., CALIF.
Heteorological and air pollution modeling for an
urban airport
p0466 A80-42659
C-50
COBPOBATE SOUBCS IHDBX SISOLA, IHC., TEBPE. ABIZ.
Perception and performance in flight simulators:
The contribution of vestibular, visual, and
auditory information
[BASA-CB-162129] p0002 H80-11103
The effect of viewing time, tine to encounter,
and practice on perception of aircraft
separation on a cockpit display of traffic
infornation
[BASA-TH-81173] p0221 B80-18038
S1BDIA LABS., AIBOQUBBQ.DB, H. HEX.
•Aerodynamic design of an extended-range guided
bomb
[LOG-C3719] p0078 H80-13023
Boll control of an attitude-controlled
aerodynamic vehicle which has strong toll-yaw
coupling
[SABD-79-1900] p0422 H80-24330
SAHTA CAIiBIHA IJglV. , FLOBIABOPOLIS (BEAZIL) .
Output feedback non-linear decoupled control
synthesis and observer design for manoeuvring
aircraft
p0374 A80-366IJ5
SCHOOL OF ABBOSPACE BEDICIHE, BBOORS AFB, TBX.
Critical interfaces between environment and
organism in class A mishaps: A retrospective
analysis
[AD-A0873II1] pOSOO B80-31371
SCIBHCE APPLICATIOHS, IHC., CAHOGA FABK, CAIIF.
&POSE Contractors fleeting on Air-Breathing
Combustion Dynamics and Kinetics, 1979 Abstracts
[AD-A083651] p0497 H80-27367
SCIEBCE APPtlCATIOHS, IHC., IBVIHB, CALIF.
Hypersonic interference flow flight experiment
design
[AD-A078861] p0233 B80-19044
SCIEBCE APPLICATIOBS, IHC., LOS AHGBLBS, CALIF.
Application of parametric weight and cost
estimating relationships to future transport
aircraft
[SAVE PAPER 1292] pOIOS A80-20637
Parametric study of helicopter aircraft systems
costs and weights
[HASA-CB-152315] p03i!7 H80-22305
SCIBBCE iPPLICATIOBS, IHC., IOODLA1D HILLS, CALIF.
Fundamental characterization of alternative fuel
effects in continuous combustion systems
p0498 B80-27382
SCIEBTIFIC BBSEABCH ASSOCIATES, IHC., GLASTOHBOBI,
COHS.
Viscous flow in the region of a rounded trailing
edge
[AD-A078588] p0233 H80-19045
SCIEBTIFIC SYSTEMS, IHC., CAHBBIDGB, BASS.
Aircraft trajectory optimization using singular
perturbation methods
p058« A80-51065
Global stability and control analysis of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AD-A084938] p0536 H80-28374
SE6HALAHEHTO BiBITTIHO ED AEBBO S.P.A., FLOBEHCB
(HALT) .
Development trends of airport surface traffic
control radar
p0117 H80-14087
SBLEBIA S.P.A., BOHE (ITALY).
Hethodology for the evaluation of a radar site
p0115 H80-ia067
Performance evaluation methods of a secondary
radar network
p0115 H80-14068
Tracking algorithms for mono and mnltiradar
p0116 H80-1<I07«
A distributed processing system for radar data
presentation
p0116 B80-14075
Filtering of synthetic radar data
p0116 H80-14076
Visual displays for air traffic control data
p0116 H80-1U077
Implementation of air traffic control radar
receivers with fast Fourier transform processors
p0116 880-14086
Antireflection techniques for detecting false
tracks in air traffic surveillance with
secondary radar
p0117 H80-14100
A study for development of methods for air
traffic management
p0491 B80-27327
SBHCOB. IHC., HOOBBSTOiH, H. 0.
Avionic system architecture investigation (AVSAB
II)
[AD-A071743] p0040 H80-11080
SEBV-AIB, IHC.. BDBABDS, CALIF.
Portable device for use in starting
air-start-units for aircraft and having cable
lead testing capability
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10113-1] p0485 B80-26599
SEVILLE BBSEABCH CORP.. PEHSACOLA, FLA.
Development of simulator instructional feature
design guides
[AD-A084428] p0537 H80-28379
SBAKEB RESEARCH CORP., BALLSTOB LAKE, B. I.
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Part 4: Cylindrical roller bearings
[AD-A082355] p0440 H80-25662
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Part 5: Dynamic analysis of incompressible
fluid bearings
[AD-A085106] p0539 H80-28725
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
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p0195 480-26640
F33615-78-C-3605
p0180 080-17082
F33615-78-C-3608
p0419 080-24307
'F33615-78-C-3614
p0241 080-19107
P33615-78-C-5098
p0651 080-33573
P33615-78-C-5105.
p0257 080-19948
P33615-78-C-5203
p0227 080-18161
p0227 080-18162
F33615-79-C-0501
p0639 080-33183
P33615-79-C-0503
p0290 080-20255
P33615-79-C-2022
p0551 H80-29336
F33615-79-C-3026
p0610 080-31765
F33615-79-C-3029
p0533 080-28344
p0533 H80-28345
F33615-79-C-3217
p0197 480-26888
F33615-79-C-3224
p0334 480-35077
P33615-79-C-3412
p0312 080-21929
p0313 080-21948
P33657-71-C-0567
p0241 080-19105
P33657-76-C-0355
pOOSS 480-15245
F33657-78-C-0473
p0256 080-19843
P33657-78-C-0484
p0324 480-34190
P33657-79-C-0475
p0040 080-11083
P33657-79-C-0567
p0292 080-20267
F33657-79-C-0717
p0420 N80-24312
F40600-78-C-0001
p0591 080-30311
F40600-79-C-001
p0100 480-19287
P41608-76-D-4005
p0033 080-10503
F41608-77-C-1381
p0381 480-37216
F41608-77-D-4021
p0033 080-10503
F42600-78-D-0014
p0495 080-27353
F44620-75-C-0047
p0221 080-18001
p0221 S80-18002
p0288 080-20236
p0419 080-24308
P44620-76-C-0025
p0545 080-29290
F44620-76-C-0081
p0310 080-21510
F44620-76-C-0094
p0294 080-20281
P49620-77-C-0023
p0232 H80-19027
p0234 080-19052
p0239 080-19084
p0298 080-21242
p0654 080-34033
F49620-77-C-0031
p0068 080-12070
F49620-77-C-0044
p0450 480-41512
p0497 H80-27367
F49620-77-C-0066
p0093 480-18268
pOSSI 080-29334
F49620-77-C-0082
P0175 080-17033
p0636 080-32400
P49620-77-C-0112
p0537 080-28379
F49620-78-C-0017
p0411 480-40455
F49620-78-C-0045
p0593 080-30697
P49620-78-C-0060
p0392'480-38632
P49620-78-C-0067
p0234 080-19051
F49620-78-C-0068
p0530 S80-28316
F49620-78-C-0070
p0041 080-11092
F49620-78-C-0084
p0462 480-42253
P4 9620-79-00002
p0293 080-20277
F49620-79-C-0013
p0359 080-23257
P49620-79-C-0135
p0517 480-45890
P49620-79-C-0169
p0639 080-32766
JP1-954169
p0053 A80-14949
K/A72C/259/CB/A72C
p0346 B80-22278
HDA903-77-C-0107
p0418 080-24301
BD4903-78-C-0038
p0433 B80-25323
p0552 080-29341
HDA903-79-C-0186
p0502 080-28091-
HIPH-FY-1455-76-00623
p0084 080-13475
HIPB-FI-1456-78-00006
p0183 080-17222
HIPB-PI-1456-79-00002
p0183 080-17222
0461-5 p0332 480-35049
B4G2-2 p0649 080-33415
04S-20630
p0408 480-39636
BAS4 OBOEB A-50807-B
p0653 080-33718
B4S4 OBDEB C-4952-1
p0171 080-16070
OASA OBDEB L-75242-4
p0022 080-10103
OASB-2691
p0111 080-14018
BASS-2797
p0529 B80-28303
p0598 080-31350
OASB-2961
p0263 A80-29449
OASi-3079
p0264 A80-29495
OASW-3158
p0483 080-26327
OASfl-3198
p0348 080-22306
p0356 080-22412
p0359 080-23253
p0602 080-31385
p0611 080-31881
p0641 080-33346
04SB-3199
p0022 B80-10104
p0172 080-16101
p0219 080-17987
P0220 080-17991
p0242 080-19111
p0245 080-19133
p0287 080-20229
p0345 080-22260
p0478 080-26275
p0488> 080-27303
p0495 B80-27351
p0539 080-28943
p0539 08,0-28944
04S1-10824
p0067 080-12054
p0067 B80-12055
04S1-11621
p0368 080-23371
OAS1-11668
p0182 080-17147
OAS1-12308
p0651 080-33496
OAS1-12900
p0302 080-21282
04S1-13175
p0619 480-52646'
04S1-13175-16
' p0094 480-18308
04S1-13500
p0035 B80-11031
p0045 080-11868
BAS1-13792
p0252 080-19549
p0593 080-30645
B4S1-13816
p0178 080-17062
OAS1-13871
p0129 080-15070
p0129 H80-15071
P0129 080-15072
. p0431 080-25297
P0487 080-27281 .
D-4
COBTBACT BDBBEB HDEX
BAS1-13984
p0434 N80-25334
BAS1-14000
p0226 B80-18104
p0433 H80-25320
HAS1-14012
p0034 080-11030
BAS1-14031
p0252 H80- 19566
BAS1-14193
p0114 880-14053
p0144 H80-15299
BAS1-14193-40
_, p0527 480-17321
8AS1-14193-48
p0088 A80-17697
H&S1-11238
p0037 880-11058
BAS1-14317
p0078 880-13028
BAS1-14392
p0314 N80-22000
BAS1-14449
p0235 H80- 19063
BAS1-14503
p0161 180-23903
BAS1-14552
p0335 A80-35100
NAS1-14597
p0220 880-17989
BAS1-14601
p0393 480-38613
HAS1-14605-13 :
p0339 480-35969
BAS1-14611
p0428 N80-25100
p0645 880-33392
HAS1-14614
1
 p0383 A80-37347
BAS1-14623
p0086 N80-13986
HAS1-14625 '
p0512 A80-45734
NAS1-14631
p0602 H80-31384
p0646 H80-33394
BAS1-14659
p0477 880-26267
HAS1-14686
p0076 N80-12998
BAS1-14698
p0043 880-11238
HAS1-14719
p0222 880-18020
BAS1-14732
p0162 A80-23933
p0431 ,H80- 25295
p0541 H80-29249
HAS1 -14759
p0148 A80-21130
HAS1 -14794
p0425 S80-24578
NAS1-14849
p0515 A80-45863
pooea BQo-12060
p0232 H80- 19030
p0628 880-32335
p0642 880-33355
NAS1 -14855
p0452 A80-41599
HAS1-11900
p0414 N80-24270
HAS1-14907
p0311 H80-21703
HAS1-14921
p0171 B80-16065
p0171 H80-16066
BAS1-14946
p0075 B80-12818
p0075 H80-12819
BAS1-14948
p0026 B80-10149
p0644 880-33382
BAS1-14977
p0477 H80-26269
p0541 H80-29253
HAS1-15018
p0620 A80-52821
BAS1-15033
p0161 A80-23903
BAS1-15057
p0130 880-15071
p0130 S80-15075
HAS1-15069
p0226 880-18103
BAS1-15080
p0486 H80-26697
HAS1-15081
p0642 H80-33354
HAS1-15085
p0560 H80-30155
HAS1-15094
p0038 B80-11067
HAS1-15105
p0152 A80-41599
BAS1-15107
p0183 880-17148
HAS1-15113
p0584 A80-51065
BAS1-15128
p0097 A80-18367
p0114 B80-14056
p0127 B80-15052
p0414 B80-24271
BAS1-15154
p0337 A80-35957
p0567 A80-47656
BAS1-15158
p0359 B80-23252
HAS1-15169
p0486 B80-27280
p0487 H80-27282
HAS1-15238
p0124 H80-14359
p0295 880-20317
p0651 B80-33490
BAS1-15239
p0638 B80-32533
NAS1r15249
p0599 H80-31353
HAS1-15275
p0486 N80-27280
p0487 H80- 27282
HAS1-15321
pOSIO H80-29095
HAS1-15327-02
p0333 A80-35062
HAS1-15337
p0174 N80-16839
HAS1-15343
p0128 N80-15062
BAS1-15344
p0121 H80-14131
BAS1-15346
p0122 B80-14137
HAS1-15348
p0554 B80-29367
BAS1-15351
p0507 A80-44158
HAS1-15369
p0167 N80-16033
BAS1-15379
p0247 N80-19200
p0484 K80-26393
HAS1-15380
P0356 H80-22H32
p0484 N80-26391
p0484 N80-26392
p0484 B80-26394
BAS 1-1 5426
p0338 A80-35961
p0338 A80-35962
p0428 B80-25102
HAS1-15427
p0429 B80-25105
HAS1-15455
p0191 B80-27350
HAS1-15465
p0234 B80-19048 .
p0310 B80-21454
p0651 B80-33492
HAS1-15486
p0510 A80-45546
BAS1-15488
p0479 H80- 26293
BAS1-15497
p0223 B80- 18031
HAS1-15S06
pOUO A80-40312
HAS1-15508
p0650 880-33488
BAS1-15509
p0650 B80-33487
BAS1-15511
p0538 880-28443
BAS1-15526
p0655 B80-34219
BAS1-15529-
p0516 A80-45872
. p0309 880-21354
BAS1-15535
p0587 B80-30273
BAS1-15539
p0639 B80-33176
BAS1-15546
p0601 880-31375
BAS1-15599
p0423 B80-24367
BAS1-15604
p0452 A80-41588
BAS1-15612
p0602 B80-31382
p0602 880-31383
NAS1-15624
p0027 B80-10195
HAS1-15629
p0033 880-10476
H&S1-15819
p0287 880-20230
BAS1-15867
p0633 880-32377
NAS1-15894
p0152 A80-41588
HAS1-15936
p0431 880-25299
8AS1-15949
p0611 880-31820
BAS1-16000
p0288 880-20232.
BAS1-25729 •
p0530 B80-28308
NAS2-6107
p0646 880-33401
BAS2-7350
p0076 B80-12996
HAS2-7729
p0414 880-24268
BAS2-8127 '
p0068 880-12059
BAS2-8703
p0347' 880-22305
SAS2-9015
p0222 880-18029
p0223 880-18030
NAS2-9196
p0628 H80-32337
NAS2-9344
p0041 880-11097
' BAS2-9351
p0499 880-27397
BAS2-9430 •
p0235 H80-19055
BAS2-9437
p0605 B80-31408
NAS2-9610
p0572 A80-48757
BAS2-9690
p0167 880-16030
8AS2-9884
p0171 880-16070
BAS2-9913
p0156 A80-22733
BAS2-9946
p0367 B80-23328
BAS2-10002
p0339 A80-35977
p0339 A80-35978
8AS2-10021
p0281 A80-32427
BAS2-10093 -
p0111 880-24269
BAS2-10097
p0524 A80-46693
HAS2-10121
p0536 N80-28369
BAS2-10127
p0646 880-33397
HAS2-1014S . •
p0646 H80-33398
BAS2-10211
p0642 880-33351
• BAS2-10264
p0629 B80-32353
BAS2-.10267
p0646 B80-33396
HAS2-10288
p0519 A80-45907
BAS2-10291
p0531 B80-28330
BAS2-10324
p0628 B80-32338
BAS2-10505
p0611 880-33381
BAS2-10584
p0512 A80-45735
BA 53-17866
p0028 880-10204
p0030 880-10220
BAS3-18021
p0118 880-14115
p0119 880-14116
p0119 880-14117
p0119 880-14118
p0119 880-14119
p0119 B80-1«120
p0131 880-15083
p0131 880-15084
p0131 B80-15085
p0131 B80-15086
p0131 880-15087
p0131 B80- 15088
1
 p0132 880-15089
p0132 880-15090
p0132 880-15091
p0132 H80-15092
p0132 880-15093
p0132 880-15094
p0132 880-15095
p0132 880-15096
p0132 B80-15097
p0133 880-15098
1
 'p0133 880-15099
p0133 H80-15100
p0133 880-15101
p0133 880-15102
p0133 B80-15103
P0133 B80- 15104
p0134 880-15105
• p0134 880-15106
p0134 880-15107
p0134 B80-15108
p0134 880-15109
P0134 880-15110
p0134 B80-15111
p0134 B80-15112
p0135 B80-15113
p0135 880-15114
p0135 880-15115
p0135 B80r15116
p0135 880-15117
p0135 B80-15118
p0135 B80-15119
p0135 H80-15120
p0136 880-15121
p0136 H80-15122
p0136 880-15123
p0136 H80-15124
p0136 B80-15125-
p0136 880-15126
p0546 B80-29297
p0546 880-29298
BAS3-19416
p0427 H80-24748
HAS3-19442
p0307 880-21334
BAS3-19754
p0121 880-14130
BAS3-20055
p051<* A80-45841
p0434 880-25335
BAS3-20057
p0120 880-14129
HAS3-20061
pOISO B80-26300
pOISO 880-26301
BAS 3-20066
p0592 880-30535
SAS3-20072
p0306 880-21329
BAS3-20074
p0539 B80-28499
D-5
COBTBACT IOHBEB IIDBI
BAS3-
BAS3
H1S3
BAS3
BASS
HAS3
HiS3
BAS3
BAS3
BAS3-
BAS3-
HAS3-
BAS3-:
BAS3
BAS3
HAS3:
BAS3
BAS3
BAS3
BAS3
BASS-
BASS-
BASS-;
BAS3
BASS
Hi S3
BASS
BAS3
BASS
BASS-
BASS
BASS-
BASS-
BASS-
BASS-
BASS-
BAS4-
20578
p02U2
p0364
20565
p0306
-20590
p0307
•20602
p0180
•20614
p0337
p0338
p0085
p0364
•20619 •
p0339
20629
p0120
p0364
p0480
20630
p0434
20631..
p0365
p0496
20632
P0033
p0170
p0350
p0435
20683
p0450
p0648
20606
P0397
p0463
20797
p0393
p0045
•20808
p0496
•20809
p0434
•20814
pOSSO
20820
pOOSO
•20830
p0292
P0350
20835
p0179
•21037
p0071
21135
p0024
21238
pOOBO
pOOSO
pOOBO
21260
,p0170
p0170
21267
p0210
21272
p0351
•21285
pOlOO
•21383
p0278
•21389
p0030
21461
p0449<
•21468
p0224
•21593 ,
pOSSO
21603
P0599
21719
pOSSO
21763
p0633
21971
p0437
21980
p0224
2472
p0627
BBO-19113
B80-23312
B80-21331
H80-21332
B80-17074
A80-35958
A80-35965
B80-13882
B80-23311
A80-35968
H80-14127
B80-23309
B80-26302
B80-25332
B80-23316
B80-27364
B80-10515
B80-16063
B80-22324
B80-25340
A80-41506
B80-33408
A80-38904
A80-42258
A80-38642
B80-11870
H80-27361
B80-25333
B80-29330
B80-13048
H80-20271
H80-22326
H80-17073
B80-12091
B80-10134
B80-13043
B80-13044
H80-13045
B80-16061
B80-16062
A80-27737
'H80-22337
A80-38982
ABO-32064
N80-10222
A 80-11203
B80-18042
B80-29325
B80-31351
A80-50191
B80-32378
B80-25453
B80-18040
B80-32329
BAS4-2519
p0130 B80-15073
BAS4-2571
p0511 A80-45547
BAS4-2613
p0633 B80-32379
BAS4-2616
p0602 B80-31381
p0641 B80-33350
BAS4-2682
p0520 A80-45918
BAS5-23710
p0485 B80-26638
BAS5-24480
p0639 B80-33047
BAS7-100
p0091 A80-18062
p0148 A80-21228
p0162 A80-23923
p0337 A80-35944
p0451 A80-41523
' p0172 B80-16100
p0229 B80-18364
p0249 B80-19499
p035S B80-22367
p03S6 B80-22430
p0478 B80-26284
p0651 B80-33494
BAS8-31377
p0085 B80-13742
BAS8-32357
p0427 B80-24940
BAS8-32692
p0125 B80-14651
.-p0612 B80-32025
BAS8-33095
p0253 B80-19703
BAS8-33382
p0257 B80-19861
BAS8-33458
p0516 A80-45868
BAS9-14952
pOOSO H80-10224
BAS9-15484
p0356 B80-22492
BAS9-15863
p0632 B80-32375
BATO-1264
p0265 A80-29505
BC12-OH-130-801
p0510 A80-45523
BCA2-OB-730-601
p0156 A80-22751
BCC1-29
p0518 A80-45895
BG1-05-020-243
p0332 A80-35058
B6L-05-020-526
p0145 H80-15871
BGl-33-018-003
p0130 B80-15076
• p0532 B80-28339
BGL-48-002-035
p0171 B80-16068
BGH-09-010-085
p0390 A80-37895
BGB-22-009-339
p0350 B80-22323
BGB-22-009-378
p0071 H80-12090
p0170 B80-16060
BGB-25-001-055
p0529 B80-28307
BGB-33-016-201
p0581 A80-50311
BGB-36-009-017
p0128 B80-15063
p0128 B80-15064
p0169 B80-16051
BGB-36-010-024
p0001 A80-10033
BGB-39-009-017
p0129 B80-15065
HGB-39-009-077
p0072 B80-12142
BGB-47-004-114 .
p0486 B80-26697
BGB-47-005-029
p0042 H80-11102
BGIK47-005-110
p0042 B80-11102
HGB-47-005-112
p0042 B80-11102
HGB-47-005-219
p0023 B80-10126
BGB-50-007-001 x
• p0123 B80-14355
BG0921-77-C-A294 '
p0468 A80-43284
BG2269-73-C-0713 '
p0468 A80-43284
BIVB-1773'
p0358 B80-23106
BIVB-1806
'p0044 B80-11524
HIVB-1808
p0357 H80-22753
BIVH-1821
p0358 880-23106
BB PBOJ. 061-192 _
p0541 B80-29255
BB PBOJ. 094-363
p0171 B80-16064
BB PBOJ. 098-038
p0636 B80-32401
BB PBOJ. 212-257
P0633.B80-32383
BB PBOJ. 215-237
p0606 H80-31411
BB PBOJ. 215-246
p0229 B80-18343
BB PBOJECT 083-004
p0344 A80-36291
BB PBOJECT 212-257 '
p0157 A80-23013
BBC A-3322
p0319 A80-32759
BBC A-4310
p0263 A80-29469
BBC A-5562
p0012 A80-12597
BBC A-7429
p0465 A80-42286
HBC A-8927
p0578 A80-49775
BSEBC-A-2181'
p0519 A80-45909
BSEBC-A-9259
p0618 A80-52321
BSF AIH-76-01454
p0312 H80-21929
BSF ATH-78-27018
p0584 A80-50686
BSF BCS-79-18246
p0511 A80-45555
BSF OIP-74-21450
p0322-480-33282
KSF 75-22488
p0023 H80-10126
BSG-1010
p0042 H80-11102
BSG-1046
.pO»21 H80-24322
p0477 B80-26268
BSG-1050 • '
p0620 A80-52723
p0620 A80-52724
BSG-1143 :
p0434 H80-25330
BSG-1165
p0067 H80-12053
BSG-1177
p0479 B80-26297
BSG-1188
P0051 A80-14822
BSG-1219
p0452 A80-41598
BSG-1249
' ' p0514 A80-45861
SSG-1306 • •
p0390 A80-38043
BSG-1308
•p0220 B80-17994
p0353 B80-22348
BSG-1315
p0036 B80-11038
BSG-1321
p0215 A80-28284
BSG-1357
p0114 B80-14054
BSG-1374
p0284 A80-32457
BSG-1377
••P0161
p0345
BSG-1384
' p0051
BSG-1419
p0199
p0453
BSG-1434
p0472
BSG-1438
p0353
BSG-1448' :
P0232
BSG-1450
'• ' ' p0340
BSG-1451
p0199
HSG-1459
p0173
BSG-1474
;
 p0567
BSG-1488
p0213
BSG-1496
p0291
BSG-1503
p0637
BSG-1509
p0371
SSG-1511
p0220
SSG-1517
p0074
BSG-1519
p0164
BSG-1537
p0114
HSG-1541
p0298
BSG-1546
p0486
BSG-1556
P0555
BSG-1560
p0100
SSG-1570
p0096
P0097
p0515
BSG-1574
• p0417
BSG-1578
p0089
BSG-1579
P0581
BSG-1580
P0392
BSG-1583
P0339
BSG-1599
p0428
BSG-1616
•p017<l
BSG-1635 .
p0506
BSG-1638
p0560
BSG-1645
p0173
BSG-2007
p0145
p0610
BSG-2038
p0423
BSG-2119
• p0091
BSG-2140
p0113
BSG-2142
' p0619
BSG-2149
p0025
BSG-2178
p0052
BSG-2194
p0390
BSG-2233
v p0610
BSG-2266 ••
p0354
A80-23901
B80-22264
A80-14822
ABO-26935
A80-41622
A80-43316
B80-22356
B80-19026
A80-35982
A80-26942
S80-16226
&80-47656
A80-27992
B80-20261
B80-32403
B80-23874
B80-17992
H80-12372
A80-24244
B80r14052
B80-21100
B80-26697
H80-29432
' i
A80-19307
180-18351
A80-18375
A80-45864
B80-24295
A80-17717
A80-50311
A80-38635
A80-35971
B80-25010
B80-16577
A80-44141
B80-30061
H80-16296
^80^15871
H80-31760
B80-24369
A80-18022
N80-14047
A80-52645
B80-10148
A80-14833
A80-38034
•H80-31760
B80-22357
D-6
COITUCT 101BBB IBDBI
HSG-2269
poo42 H80-iii03
p022a H80-18038
pOSOa B80-31397
BSG-2288
p0249 B80-19454
HSG-2375
p0178 H80-17061
BS6-2391
p0413 B80-24264
HSS-3012
p003S 880-11034
HSG-3oae
p0164 180-24242
p0293 B80-20273
HSG-3065
p0426 880-24622
HSG-3066
p0211 ABO-27738
HS6-3072
p0638 880-32720
BSS-3079
p0343 180-36152
HSS-3105
p0558 H80-29731
HSS-3122
p0550 B80-29327
BSG-3138
p0152 180-21460
HSG-3165
p0401 180-39006
HSG-3179
p0198 180-26895
BSG-3189
p0396 180-38895
BSG-3208
p0446 180-41146
HSG-3220
p0627 880-32328
BSG-3245
p0295 880-20340
HSG-3247
p0468 180-43283
p0352 B80-22346
HSG-3294
p04S2 180-41617
BSG-3304
p0353 880-22348
8SG-4018
p0436 B80-25344
p0637 N80-32402
NSG-6026
p0128 B80-15058
BSG-7172
p0202 180-26964
p0637 B80-32404
HSG-7373
P0443 180-40746
HSB-09-051-001
p0103 180-20192
B0019-79-C-0156
p0514 180-45749
H00014-67-1-0226
p0636 880-32401
H00014-72-C-0328
p0589 H80-30298
B00014-74-C-0050
p0143 880-15173
B00014-74-C-0091
p0168 B80-16037
B00014-74-C-0262
p0344 180-36291
B00014-74-C-0344
p0039 B80-11073
B00014-75-C-0143
p0312 B80-21929
B00014-75-C-0144
pOOIS 180-12716
B00014-75-C-0379
p0073 H80-12236
B00014-75-C-0432
p0606 H80-31411
B00014-75-C-0520
p0156 180-22751
p0541 H80-292S5
B00014-75-C-1143
p0295 B80-20341
p0636 B80-32401
B00014-76-C-0182
p0615 180-51416
B00014-76-C-0225
p0384 180-37409
B00014-76-C-0494
p0573 180-49298
p0229 B80-18343
B00014-76-C-0540
p0171 B80-16064
B00014-76-C-0780
p0536 B80-28374
B00014-76-C-1229
p0181 B80-17090
B00014-76-0246
p0457 180-42171
B00014-77-C-0062
p0257 B80-19880
B00014-77-C-0326
p0253 B80-19693
H00014-77-C-0616
p0431 H80-25299
S00014-77-C-0643
.p0483 B80-26332
H00014-77-G-0069
p0242 H80-19114
H00014-78-C-0128
p0025 B80-10140
H00014-78-C-0155
p0138 880-15139
H00014-78-C-0257
p0649 H80-33417
B00014-78-C-0384
p0071 B80-12093
B00014-78-C-0441
p0173 B80-16234
H00014-78-C-0477
p0157 180-23013
p0633 880-32383
HOOD14-78-C-0490
p0599 B80-31355
H00014-78-C-0547
p0124 B80-14417
B00014-78-C-0692
p0123 B80-14303
H00014-78-C-0714
p0307 B80-21335
N00014-78-C-0855
p0485 B80-26585
B00014-79-C-0002
p0039 H80-11074
B00014-79-C-0128
p0601 B80-31374
B00014-79-C-0130
p0546 H80-29292
S00014-79-C-0434
p0555 S80-29465
S00014-79-C-0598
p0384 180-37409
B00014-80-C-0097
p0541 H80-29246
B00019-75-C-0396
p0130 B80-15077
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p0420 880-24319
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p0250 880-19509
B00019-78-C-0470
p0233 R80-19045
H00019-78-C-0524
p0311 H80-21640
B00019-78-C-0543
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505-09-43-01
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505-10-12
p0432 1180-25318
505-10-13-06
p0628 B80-32335
p0642 B80-33355
505-10-13-07
p0068 B80-12060
p0232 H80-19030
505-10-23-03
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p0223 B80-18030
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AD-A082471 p0416 B80-24287
AD-A082512 p0432 880-25307
AD-A082513 p0432 880-25308
AI>-A082523 p0441 H80-25681
AD-A082536 p0433 880-25322
AD-A082616 p0429 B80-25106
AD-A082622 p0436 880-25346
AD-A082628 p0416 880-24288
AD-A082688 p0419 B80-24306
AD-A082728 p0425 880-24581
AD-A082731 p0544 880-29279
AD-A082744 p0431 B80-25299*
AD-A082750 p0428 880-24945
AD-A082753 p0435 880-25341
AD-A082770 p0420 880-24313
AD-A082821 p0435 880-25336
AD-A082831 p0422 880-24329
AD-A082919 p0424 880-24455
AD-A082936 p0415 880-24281
AD-A082941 p0419 B80-24309
AB-A083027 p0438 880-25519
AD-A083075 p0560 880-30157
AD-A083137 p0437 B80-25393
AD-A083172 : p0480 B80-26304
AD-A083226 p0485 B80-26585
AD-A083228 p0499 880-27486
AO-A083246 p0480 880-26303
AD-A083248 p0478 B80-26277
AD-A083496 p0485 880-26431
8D-A083552 p0478 B80-26288
AD-1083553 p0484 B80-26336
AD-»083578 p0499 B80-27430
AD-A083651 p0497 880-27367
AD-A083665 p0501 B80-27816
AD-A083701 p0502 B80-27837
AD-A083718 p0489 B80-27308
AD-A083730 p0502 B80-28091
AD-6083737 p0499 B80-27456
AD-A083766 p0487 B80-27289
AD-A083848 p0487 B80-27290
AD-A083897 p0489 B80-27311
AD-A083947 p0490 B80-27317
AD-A083955 p0495 B80-27354
AD-A083978 p0495 880-27353
AD-A083986 p0489 B80-27310
AD-A083987 p0497 B80-27368
AD-A084015 p0531 B80-28331
AD-A084016 pOSOO B80-27562
AD-A084027 p0495 S80-27352
AO-A084039 p0488 B80-27307
AD-A084044 p0489 880-27309
AD-A084045 p0490 880-27314
AD-A084115 p0496 B80-27359
AD-A084120 p0497 880-27370
AD-A084129 p0488 S80-27293
AD-A084169 pOSOO H80-27513
AD-A084181 p0501 H80-27680
AD-A084226 p0633 880-32382
A0-A084235 p0638 B80-32537
AD-A084345 pOSOO H80-27573
AD-A084355 p0497 S80-27369
AD-A084385 p0531 B80-28332
&D-A084428 p0537 880-28379
AD-A084471 p0537 B80-28378
AD-A084516 p0534 NBO-28356
AD-A084544 p0534 B80-28355
AD-A084619 p0629 880-32356
AD-A084624 p0637 H80-32406
AD-A084633 p0530 H80-28324
AD-A084635 p0490 880-27320
A0-A084704 p0488 H80-27296
AD-A084709 p0534 880-28354
AD-A084710 pOSOO 880-27512
AD-A084740 p0638 H80-32592
AD-A0847ail p0591 880-30314
AD-A084790 p0530 B80-28319
AD-A084858 p0535 B80-28358
AD-A084933 p0535 B80-28364
AD-A084934 p0536 B80-28365
AD-A084938 p0536 B80-28374
AD-A084960 p0539 880-28539
AD-A085064 p0535 H80-28359
AD-A085085 p0537 880-28375
AD-A085106 p0539 B80-28725
AD-A085111 p0540 B80-29204
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HOHBBB IBDEX
AD-A085117 p0533 H80-28345
&D-i085129 p0531 880-28331
AD~A085132 p0532 880-28342
AD-A085135 p0534 S80-283S1
4D-4085136 p0534 H80-28350
A&-&085169 p0531 B80-28336
AD-A085176 p0535 H80-28361
AD-A085178 p0531 H80-28335
AD-A085179 p0535 B80-28363
AD-A085180 P0532 B80-28337
AD-A085197 p0535 H80-28362
AD-A085203 p0533 B80-28344
AD-A085225 p0537 H80-28380
AD-A085258 p0530 H80-2B316
AD-A085288 p0537 H80-28381
AD-A085290 p0532 B80-28343
AD-A085309 p0590 H80-30306
AD-4085310 p0590 B80-30307
AD-A085327 p0542 B80-29257
AD-A085347 i.- p0542 B80-29265
AD-A085357 p0555 B80-29375
AD-A085103 p0551 B80-29334
AD-A085438 p0543 H80-29270
AD-A085450 p0545 B80-29289
AD-AOB5453 p0555 B80-29465
AD-A085455 p0543 M80-29271
AD-A085482 p0631 B80-32367
AD-A085486 p0543 H80-29272
AD-A085585 . p0544 H80-29276
AIHA085587 ; p0541 B80-29255»
AD-A085595 pOSII H80-29256
AD-A085619 .:. p0633 B80-32383
AD-A085628 p0542 880-29264
AD-A085629 ..' p0543 H80-29273
AD-A085647 p0542 S80-29259
AD-A085733 p0544 S80-29274
&0-A085739 p0543 H80-29269
AD-A085799 i. p0631 B80-32366
AD-A085809 p0541 H80-29252
AB-A085812 p055il B80-29370
AD-A085818 p05H3 B80-29268
AD-A085819 p0546 880-29294
AD-AOB5820 p0546 B80-29293
AI>-A085844 pOSIS B80-29290
AD-A0858a7 P0606 880-31409
AD-A085854 J1-. p0541 B80-29247
AD-A085873 p0546 B80-29291
AD-A086020 p0556 H80-29565
AD-A086043 p054« H80-29281
AD-A086045 p0544 H80-29280
AD-A086046 p0542 B80-29267
AD-A086049 p0552 H80-29339
AD-A086060 p0541 B80-29246
AD-A086080 p0545 B80-29282
AD-A086084 pOSSI B80-29338
AD-A086118 p0545 B80-29285
AD-A086127 p0546 H80-29292
AD-A086128 p0551 B80-29335
AD-A086130 p0551 N80-29336
AD-A086166 pOS55 B80-29371
AD-A086167 p0556 H80-29568
AD-A086170 : p0552 B80-29340
AD-A086241 p0545 M80-29284
AD-A086261 p0542 N80-29266
AD-A086279 i p0591 B80-30311
AD-A086327 p0589 B80-30298
AD-A086331 p0592 H80-30591
JD-A086343 p0592 B80-30536
AD-A086358 p0587 B80-30279
AD-A086458 p0588 B80-30288
AD-A086470 p0589 H80-30301
AD-A086557 p0591 B80-30315
A.D-A086558 p0592 B80-30316
AD-A086559 p0592 B80-30317
AD-A086669 p0587 B80-30276
Al>-A08670't p0587 H80-30284
AD-A086721 p0589 H80-30300
1D-A086754 p0589 B80-30299
AD-A086765 p0593 B80-30697
AO-A086818 p0589 B80-30302
AD-A086849 p0602 B80-31387*
AD-A086852 p0591 B80-30312
A.D-A086855 p0590 S80-30308
AD-A086857 pOSSS H80-30285
AD-i086861 p0589 B80-30297
AD-A086932 p0603 B80-31388
(ID-A086962 p0608 H80-31687
AD-A086969 pOS92 B80-30318
iD-A086970 p0593 B80-30719
AD-A086977 p0589 B80-30303
AD-A086982 p0588 B80-30286
AD-A087048 p0590 B80-30309
AD-A087070 p0612 B80-32030
AO-A087094 p0600 B80-31370
AD-A087095 p0595 H80-31323
AD-A087134 p0599 H80-31355
AD-A087186 pOS93 B80-30808
AD-A087201 p0605 B80-31408*
AD-A087221 p0607 880-31626
AD-A087237 p0587 B80-30281
AD-A087239 p0590 880-30304
AD-A087267 p0607 B80-31554
AD-A087275 p0601 B80-31372
AD-A087283 p0606 H80-31414
AD-A087295 p0606 B80-31415
AD-A087341 p0600 B80-31371
AD-A087426 p0601 B80-31376
AD-A087427 p0608 880-31734
AD-A087445 p0603 B80-31389
AD-A087490 p0599 B80-31358
AD-A087516 .: p0595 B80-31325
AD-A087524 p0601 H80-31379
AD-A087606 p0632 B80-32373
AD-A087609 p0627 B80-32324
AD-A087621 p0606 B80-31411
AD-A087653 p0627 B80-3232S
AD-A087657 p0633 B80-32380
AD-A087673 p0635 B80-32390
AD-A087685 p0629 B80-32355
AD-A087690 p0601 880-31373
AD-A087709 p0610 B80-31765
AD-A087739 p0607 B80-31558
AD-A087768 p0628 B80-32347
AD-A087771 p0633 B80-32381
AD-A087799 p0606 S80-31410
AD-&087806 p0611 B80-31802
AD-A087807 „ p0607 H80-31535
AD-A087810 p0601 B80-31374
AD-A087838 p0605 B80-31403
AD-A087844 p0595 880-31324
AD-A087855 p0607 880-31662
AD-A087953 p0640 880-33184
AD-A088006 p0636 880-32401
AO-A088019 p0636 880-32399
AD-A088029 p0630 H80-32357
AD-A088033 p0639 B80-33182
AD-A088046 p0638 880-32540
AD-A088057 p0634 880-32384
AD-A088061 p0627 B80-32326
AD-A088092 p0631 B80-32370
AD-A088148 p0629 S80-32351
AD-A088160 p0643 880-33362
AD-A088164 p0629 880-32350
AD-A088168 p0634 B80-32388
AD-A088177 p0637 880-32408
AD-A088188 p0637 B80-32407
AO-A08820K p0632 B80-32372
AD-A088231 p0636 880-32400
AD-A088210 p0637 B80-32448
AD-A088266 p0631 880-32369
AD-A088285 p0639 B80-33183
AD-A088318 p0634 B80-32387
AD-A088325 p0636 H80-.32398
AD-A088345 p0632 B80-32371
AD-A088351 p0646 880-33400
AO-A088415 p0639 B80-3306S
AD-A088426 p0631 N80-32368
AD-A088440 p0634 880-32385
AD-A088441 ' p0630 B80-32358
AD-A088474 p0634 B80-32386
AD-A088527 pO.635 B80-32391
AD-A088549 p0654 880-31033
AD-A088573 p0651 B80-33573
AD-A088577 p0654 880-33967
AD-A088629 p0647 880-33402
AD-A088706 p0648 880-33414
AD-A088708 p0652 B80-33650
AD-A088725 p0649 880-33419
AD-A088741 p0651 B80-33499
AD-A088774 p0640 B80-33343
AD-A088833 p0646 880-33401*
AD-A088852 p0645 B80-33387
AD-A088854 p0654 H80-34156
AD-A088855 p0649 880-33421
AD-A088898 p0648 880-33411
AD-A088908 p0650 B80-33423
AD-A088917 p0647 B80-33403
AD-A088927 p0648 H80-33412
B-5
BBPOBT/ACCESSIO« BOBBER IBDEI
AD-A089008 p0650 B80-33422
AD-A089045 p0647 B80-33405
AD-A089053 p0645 H80-33388
AD-4089067 p0648 B80-33413
AD-A089075 p0649 B80-33q20
AD-A089101 p0652 H80-33599
AD-A089104 p0645 B80-33385
AD-A089111 pOSSD B80-33966
AD-A089137 -.. p0654 H80-33801
AD-A089147 p0649 B80-33417
AD-E000316 ... p0123 B80-14259
AD-E200312 p0028 H80-10201
AD-E200340 p0068 H80-12069
AD-E200458 p0370 S80-23536
AD-E300579 p0169 H80-16056
AD-E300S88 p0126 N80-15029
AD-E300594 p0123 B80-14199
AD-E300616 p042« B80-24372
AD-E300679 p0359 B80-23256
AD-E400432 p0590 N80-30304
AD-E400434 p0602 880-31387*
AD-E430285 p0079 H80-13031
• AD-B430367 p0346 B80-22269
AD-E430410 p0495 H80-27352
AD-E950018 p0637 B80-32408
ADI-BEF-542 p0502 H80-28091
ADL-80260-18 pOOil2 H80-11106
ADL-83381-2 p0224 B80-18040*
AEDC-TB-78-49-PT-1 p0175 880-17032
AEDC-TH-78-66 p0127 B80-15055
AEDC-TH-78-69 p0041 H80-1109U
AEDC-TB-78-73 p0081 B80-13049
AEDC-TB-79-1-VOL-4 p0599 S80-31358
AEDC-TB-79-9 p0587 M80-30281
AEDC-TB-79-11 p0294 S80-20283
AEDC-TB-79-33 ; p0289 B80-20241
AEDC-TB-79-39 '. p0121 B80-14134
AEDC-TB-79-51 p0181 H80-17088
AEDC-TB-79-53 p0591 B80-30311
AEDC-TB-79-56 p0225 B80-18046
AEDC-TB-79-78 p0552 H80-29340
AEDC-TB-79-83 p0551 B80-29338
AEDC-TB-79-88 p0246 H80-19135
ABDC-TB-80-21 p0648 H80-33414
AEDC-TSB-78-P9 .. p0079 B80-13034
AEDC-TSB-79-P27 p0233 H80-19040
AEDC-TSB-79-P48 p0288 B80-20235
AEDC-TSB-79-P79 p0488 B80-27296
AEDC-TSB-79-V29 p0295 B80-20399
AEH-2 . p0222 B80-18017
AEH-2-VOL-1 p0169 B80-16050
AEBO-1262 p0349 B80-22314
AEBO-1265 p0477 N80-26271
AETE-PB-79/36 p0118 B80-14109
AFAL-TB-79-1043 p0071 S80-12089
AFAL-TB-79-1061 p0037 H80-11061
AFAL-TB-79-1092 '. p0291 H80-20263
AFAL-TH-79-1195 p0296 B80-20459
AFAL-TB-79-2086 p0239 B80-19088
AFM1BL-TB-75-SO-VOL-119 p0640 H80-33184
AFABHL-TB-80-14 p0630 1180-32357
AFAHBL-TB-80-65 p0639 B80-33183
AFAPL-TH-78-6-PT-1 p0611 B80-31802
AFAPL-TB-78-6-PT-4 p0440 S80-25662
AFHPL-TB-78-6-PT-5 p0539 S80-28725
AFAPI-TB-79-2010 p0180 B80-17075
AFAPl-^TB-79-2011 p0225 B80-18044
AF1P1-TB-79-2012 p0032 H80-10439
AFAPJ.-TB-79-2015 p0243 B80-19119
AFAP1-TB-79-2018 p0296 B80-20405
AFAPL-TB-79-2023 p0542 B80-29257
AFAPI-TB-79-2028 p0079 B80-13030
AFAP1-TB-79-2029 p0249 B80-19429
AFAPt-TB-79-2037 p0030 H8Q-10223
AFAP1-TB-79-2043 p0243 B80-19117
AFAPL-TB-79-2009 p018S B80-17366
AFiPL-TB-79-2050 p007« H80-12416
AFAPI-TB-79-2054 p0244 B80-19120
AFAPL-TB-79-2055 p0183 B80-17227
AFAPt-TB-79-2060 p0242 B80-19109
AFAPL-TB-79-2061 p0243 H80-19116
AFAPL-TB-79-2063 p0081 B80-13050
AFAPI-TB-79-2064 p0435 B80-2S341
AFAPL-TB-79-2073 p0228 S80-18311
AFAPI-TB-79-2074 p0243 B80-19118
AFAPL-TB-79-2079 p0183 H80-17242
AFAPL-TB-79-2080 p0369 H80-23474
AFAPL-TB-79-2083 p0243 H80-19115
AFiPl-TB-79-2084 p0244 B80-19125
AFAPL-TB-79-2087 p0353 S80-22352
AFAPL-TB-79-2093 p0592 S80-30536
AFAPL-TB-79-2099 p0225 H80-18046
AFAPL-TB-79-2103 p0435 S80-25336
AFiPL-TB-79-2104 p0238 H80-19079
AFAPL-TB-79-2106 p0605 B80-31403
AFAPL-TB-79-2107 p0426 B80-2a582
AFAPL-TB-79-2115 p0366 B80-23323
AFAPL-TB-79-2118 p0535 B80-28358
AFAPL-TB-79-2120 p0480 N80-26303
AFAPL-TB-79-2122 pOSOO M80-27512
AFAPL-TB-79-2992 p0634 B80-32388
4FATL-TB-78-103 p0127 B80-15055
AFESC-TM-2-79 p0115 B80-1JI063
AFESC-TB-3-79 p0069 B80-12077
AFESC/ESL-TE-79-19 p0231 B80-18587
AFESC/ES1-TB-79-26 p0423 B80-21338
AFESC/ESI-TE-79-27-VOL-1 p0637 B80-32407
AFESC/ESL-TB-80-09 p0534 B80-28355
AFESC/ESL-TB-80-15 p0649 B80-33420
AFFDL-TB-76-45-VOL-1 p0591 H80-30315
AFFDL-TB-76-45-VOL-2 p0592 N80-30316
JFFDL-TB-77-107 p0248 N80-19268
AFFDL-TB-78-84 p0031 B80-10229
AFFDL-TB-78-85 p0031 B80-10227
AFFDL-TB-78-123 p0042 H80-11100
AFFDL-TB-78-151 p0245 H80-19128
AFFDL-TB-78-175-VOL-1 ;..... p0044 H80-11513
AFFD1-TB-78-181 p0258 S80-20020
AFFDL-TB-78-192-PT-1 p0031 H80-10235
AFFDL-TB-78-192-PT-2 pOO«2 B80-11105
AFFDL-TB-78-203 p0236 B80-19068
AFFDL-TB-78-206-VOL-1 p0252 B80-19567
AFFDL-TB-79-3001 p0288 H80-20234
AFFDJ.-TB-79-3007 p0233 H80-19041
AFFDL-TB-79-3011 p0081 B80-13054
AFFD1-TB-79-3021-BEV-A p0236 H80-19065
SFFDL-TB-79-3025 p0360 B80-23260
4FFDL-TB-79-3030 p0175 B80-1703U
AFFD1-TB-79-3032-V01.-1 p0591 B80-30315
AFFDL-TB-79-3032-TOL-2 p0592 B80-30316
AFFDL-7B-79-3032-VOL-3 p0592 B80-30317
&FFD1-TB-79-3036--V01-1 p0039 B80-11071
AFFDL-TB-79-3036-VOL-2 p0039 B80-11070
AFFDl-TB-79-3037 p0235 B80-19064
AFFD1-TB-79-3042 p0176 B80-17045
AFFDL-TB-79-3044 p0037 B80-11054
AFFDL-1B-79-3045-VOL-1 p0027 B80-10197
A?FDL-TB-79-30»5-'»OL-2 p0027 S80-10198
AFFDL-TB-79-3046 p0289 B80-20239
AFFDL-TB-79-3048 pOOSI B80-13051
AFPDL-TB-79-3058 p0238 S80-19082
AFFDL-TE-79-3059-VOI-1 p0178 B80-17063
AFFD1-TB-79-3059-VOL-2 p0238 B80-19081
AFFDL-TB-79-3060 p0069 H80-12072
AFFDI-TB-79-3063 p0125 B80-14853
AFFDL-TB-79-3065 p0233 B80-19044
AFFDL-TH-79-3069-VOL-1 p0236 H80-19066
AFFDI-TB-79-3069-VOL-2 p0223 H80-18035
SFFD1-TB-79-3071 p0246 B80-19136
AFFDL-TB-79-3072 p0178 B80-17064
AFFDL-TB-79-3075 p0241 B80-19107
AFFDL-TB-79-3076 pOISO B80-17082
AFFDL-TB-79-3077 p0069 H80-12073
AFFDL-TB-79-3079 p0423 B80-24337
AFFD1-TB-79-3083 p0223 S80-18033
AFFDL-TB-79-3085 p0345 B80-22267
AFFDL-TB-79-3091 p0419 B80-24307
AFFDL-TB-79-3102 i p0237 B80-1907S
&FFDL-TB-79-3105-VOL-2-PT-2 p0237 S80-19076
AFFDL-TB-79-3106 - p0359 B80-232S8
AFFD1-TB-79-3107 p0601 B80-31379
AFFDL-TB-79-3114 p0294 H80-Z0282
AFFDl-TB-79-3117-?OL-1 p0310 H80-21357
E-6
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOI IORBBB IHDEI
AFFDL^-TB-79-3120 pOH21 880-24326
''APFDL-TR-79-3123 p0591 N80-30314
HFFDL-TB-79-3126 p0537 S80-28375
AFFDL-TB-79-3128-VOL-1 p0359 H80-23255
AFFDL-TB-79-3128-VOL-2 p0360 H80-23260
-AFFDL-TB-79-3129 p0418 880-24299
AFFDL-TB-79-3130 p0487 880-27290
AFFDL-TB-79-3133 ".. p0258 1180-20020
APFDL-TB-79-3138-VOL-2 p0530 880-26319
AFFDL-TB-79-3148 p0495 B80-27353
AFFDL-TB-79-3150 p0601 880-31372
'AFFDL^TB-79-3152-VOL-1 p0533 880-28344
APPDL-TS-79-31S2-70L-2 p0533 H80-28345
•AFFDL-TB-79-3154 p0499 880-27486
•AFFDL-TB-79-3155 p0654 880-34156
"AFPDL-TB-79-3157 p0422 880-24328
>:AFFDL-TB-79-3162-VOL-1 p0537 880-28380
'AFGL-IP-276 p0253 880-19706
AFGL-IP-281 p0428 880-24953
•AFGL-IP-285 p0612 880-32030
AFGL-TB-79-0137 p0253 H80-19706
APGL-TB-79-0139 p0231 880-18624
AFGL-TB-79-0193 p0417 N80-24297
APGL-TB-79-0194 p0289 880-20244
AFGL-TB-79-0209 p0428 880-24953
APGL-TB-80-0087 p0612 880-32030
AFHBL-TB-78-92 p0031 H80-10233
AFHBL-TB-79-3 p0368 880-23336
AFHBL-TB-79-17 p0144 H80-15180
'AFHBL-TB-79-18 p0032 N80-10237
AFHBL-TH-79-25 p0367 880-23334
AFHBL-TB-79-52 p0484 H80-26335
AFBBL-TB-79-57 p0649 880-33421
AFHBL-TB-79-65 p0647 880-33405
AFIT-LSSB-5-80 p0607 880-31626
AFIT-LSSB-10-79B p0290 880-20246
APIT-LSSB-19-79A pOOAl S80-11095
AFIT-1SSH-21-79B p0292 N80-20269
APIT-1SSB-23-79A p0027 B80-10196
AFIT-LSSB-27-79B p02«« K80-19122
AFIT-LSSB-35-80 p0600 H80-31370
: AFIT-LSSB-37-80 pOSIO H80-33313
AFIT-LSSB-16-80 p0619 N80-33119
AFIT-LSSB-52-80 p0595 H80-31323
APIT/GA/&A/80M-3 p0288 H80-20237
APIT/GAE/AA/79D-5 p0297 H80-20625
AFIT/GAE/AA/79D-6 p0238 H80-19078
AFIT/GAE/4A/79D-7 p029« N80-20279
AFIT/GAE/AA/79D-9 p0237 N80-19077
AFIT/GAE/AA/79D-16 p0293 S80-20278
AFIT/GAE/AA/80H-2 pO«21 N80-2U325
APIT/GAE/AE/80J-1 .; p05U1 H80-29256
APIT/GCS/ES/79-13 p03«5 N80-22268
APIT/GCS/MA/79D-1 p0303 N80-21288
APIT/GE/EE/79-9 p035» H80-22361
AFlr/GE/EE/79-11 p0311 880-21649
APIT/GE/EE/79-22 p0309 K80-213S6
APIT/GE/EE/79-27 p035« H80-22362
AFIT/GE/EE/80-5 p0631 H80-32366
APIT/GGC/EE/79-5 p0354 N80-22360
APIT/GSH/SH/79S-5 p0292 H80-20268
APLC/XBS-79-137-1 pOOtO B80-11088
APLBL-115 pOltil B80-15265
AP1BL-119 p0228 880-18206
AFHI-
AFBL-
AFML-
AFHL-
AFHL-
AFHL-
AFBL-
AFH1-
AFBL-
APSL-
AFHL-
AFHL-
A F M L -
AFBL-
AFML-
AFHL-
•TR-78-4 1
-TB-78-101
•TB-79-4 016
-TB-79-4019
•TB-79-U037-
•TB-79-4037
•TB-79-4 048
•TB-79-4 085
•TB-79-4 087
•TB-79-4097
•TB-79-4159
TB-79-4163
•TB-79-4169
•TB-79-4188
TB-79-4193
TB-79-4215
•VOL-1 p0186
•VOL-2 p0186
i-PT-1
p0247 H80-19239
p0044 880-1HI7K
p0074 1180-12423
p0071 H80-12095
N80-17510
B80-17509
p0252 B80-19569
p0257 H80-19948
p0424 B80-24378
p0535 H80-28362
p0536 880-28365
p0636 H80-32399
p0552 1180-29339
p0366 H80-23322
p0651 H80-33573
p0424 B80-24450
AFOSB-78-1450TB p0068 N80-12070
AFOSB-79-0853TB pOOfl1 N80-11092
AFOSB-79-0868TB p0025 B80-10143
AFOSB-79-0903TB p0025 K80-10139
AFOSB-79-0953TB p0137 B80-15136
SFOSB-79-0990TB p0175 H80-17033
SFOSB-79-1070TB p0221 H80-18001
AFOSB-79-1071TB p0221 1180-18002
AFOSB-79-1173TB pO«97 B80-27367
AFOSB-79-1175TB p0234 B80-19051
4FOSB-79-1266TB p0294 N80-20281
&FOSB-79-1281TB p0288 B80-20236
AFOSB-79-1282TB-PT-2 p0419 N80-24308
AFOSB-79-1287TB p0310 B80-21510
AFOSB-79-1325TB p0293 H80-20277
APOSB-80-0076TB p0296 H80-20410
AFOSB-80-0124TB p0359 880-23257
AFOSB-80-0220TB p0433 880-25322
AFOSB-80-0256TB p0436 880-25346
JFOSB-80-0302TB p0499 B80-27456
AFOSB-80-0345TB p0537 880-28379
AFOSB-80-0421TB p0530 S80-28316
AFOSB-80-0451TB p0545 B80-29290
AFOSB-80-0452TB pOSSI 880-29334
AFOSB-80-0509TB p0593 1180-30697
AFOSB-80-0598TB p0627 B80-32326
AFOSB-80-0628TB p0636 880-32400
AFSB-6 p0368 880-23371*
AFHAL-TH-80-1-PIBB p0478 H80-26277
A F W A L
AFVAL
AFUAL
AFSAL-
APKAL-
AFWAL
AFHAL-
AFSAL
AFSAL
AFBA1
AFWA1
AFHAL-
AFHAL-
AFdAL-
AFIAL-
-TB-80-1003
-TB-80-2002
-TB-80-2011
-TB-80-2012
•TB-80-2034
-TB-80-2037
•TB-80-2051
-TB-80-3012
-TB-80-3021-
-TB-80-3022
-TB-80-3024
•TB-80-3027
-TB-80-3045
•TB-80-3067
-TB-80-4003
p0534 880-28350
pOSSI 880-29336
p0648 880-33413
p0652 880-33599
p0648 H80-33411
p0608 B80-31734
p0638 880-32540
p0651 880-33499
PT-1 p0607 880-31535
p0601 N80-31376
p0606 880-31409
p0610 880-31765
p0654 880-33801
p0647 880-33402
P0591 880-30312
AFHL-TB-78-184 p0068 880-12069
AFSL-TB-78-187 p0028 880-10201
AFHL-TH-79-115 p0370 N80-23536
AGABD-4G-160-TOL-10 p0647 H80-33406
AGABD-AG-160-VOL-11 p0647 880-33407
AGABD-AG-240 p0246
AGABD-AG-242 p0072
880-19137
880-12102
AGABD-AG-248 p0606 880-31412
AGABD-AG-258 p0612 880-32125
AGABD-AB-132-701-1 p0069 H80-12079
AGABD-AB-132-VOL-2 p0234 880-19047
AGABD-AB-144 p0032 H80-10238
AGABD-AB-145 p0025 1180-10147
AGABD-AB-147-70L-1 p0070 H80-12082
AGABD-AB-147-VOL-2A p0363 880-23303
AGABD-AB-148 p0138 880-15140
AGABD-AB-149 p0479 880-26291
AGABD-AB-152 p0436 880-25347
AGABD-AB-155A p0028 880-10203
AGABD-AB-156 p0028 880-10202
AGABD-AB-157 p0483 H80-26330
AGABD-AB-158 p0533 880-28348
AGABD-CP-187 p0220 H80-17991*
AGABD-CP-211 p0348 880-22306*
AGABD-CP-261 p0250 880-19519
AGABD-CP-262 p0139 880-15149
AGABD-CP-268 p0253 880-19809
AGABD-CP-272 p0111 880-14017
AGABD-CP-273 p0491 S80-27324
AGABD-CP-275 '. p0497 880-27371
AGABD-CP-276 P0552 H80-29342
AGABD-CP-278 p0138 880-15141
AGABD-CP-280 P0298 880-21243
AGABD-LS-104 p0240 880-19094
AGABD-LS-106 pO«37 880-25499
AGABD-LS-107 P0597 H80-31342
E-7
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AGABD-LS-10B
AGABD-1S-110
AGABD-H-679
AGABD-B-682
AGABD-H-685
AGABD-B-687
AHS PAPEB 80-65
AHS PAPEB 80-67
AHS PAPEB 80-70
AHS PAPEfi 80-72
AIA-78-1
AIAi PAPEB 78-1239
AIAA PAPEB 79-0271
AIAA PAPEB 79-0632
AIAA PAPEB 79-0792
AIAA PAPEB 79-1158
AIAA PAPEB 79-1169
AIAi PAPEB 79-1191
»IAi PAPEB 79-1201
AIAA PAPEB 79-1557
AIAA PAPEB 80-0002
AIAA PAPEB 80-0005
AIA& PAPEB 80-0010
AIAA PAPEB 80-0034
AIAA PAPEB 80- 0059
AIAA PAPEB 80-0050
AIAA PAPEB 80-0051
AIAA PAPEB 80-0052
AIAA PAPEB 80-0053
AIAA PAPEB 80-0055
AIAA PAPEB 80-0061
AIAA PAPEB 80-0069
AIAA PAPEB 80-0070
AIAA PAPEB 80-0071
AIAA PAPER 80-0097
AIAA PAPEB 80-0100 .......
AIAA PAPEB 80-0106
AIAA PAPEB 80-0111
AIAA PAPEB 80-0124
AIAA PAPEB 80-0125
AIAA PAPEB 80-0126
AIAA PAPEB 80-0127
AIAA PAPEB 80-0128
AIAA PAPEB 80-0129
AIAA PAPEB 80-0130
AIAA PAPEB 80-0149 ........
AIAA PAPEB 80-0156
AIAA PAPEB 80-0165
AIAA PAPEB 80-0166 .......
AIAA PAPEB 80-0169
AIAA PAPEB 80-0170
AIAA PAPEB 80-0171
AIAA PAPEB 80-0172
AIAA PAPEB 80-0173
AIAA PAPEfi 80-0186
AIAA PAPEB 80-0188
AIAA PAPEB 80-0189
AIAA PAPEB 80-0190
AIAA PAPEB 80-0199
AIAA PAPEB 80-0223
AIAA PAPEB 80-0224
AIAA PAPEB 80-0225
AIAA PAPEB 80-0229
AIAA PAPEB 80-0230 ........
AIAA PAPEB 80-0231
AIAA PAPEB 80-0269
AIAA PAPEB 80-0280
AIAA PAPEB 80-0299
AIAA PAPEB 80-0300
AIAA PAPEB 80-0301
AIAA PAPEB 80-0303
AIAA PAFEB 80-0309
AIAA PAPEB 80-0325
p0596 H80-31329
p0643 H80-33363
p0239 H80-19090
p0367 880-23331
p0433 H80-25325
p0595 H80-31326
p0330 A80-34997*
p0330 A80-34998*
p0039 R80-11076
p0097 A80-18534
p0088 A80-17696
p0620 A80-52821*
p0391 A80-38346
p0391 A80-38347
p0392 A80-38348
p0392 A80-38349
p0615 A80-51416
p0156 A80-22727*
p0091 A80-18235*
p0091 A80-18238
p0156 A80-22729*
p0092 A80-18248*
p0092 A80-18251»
p0092 A80-18252
p0092 A80-18253«
p0092 A80-18254
p0092 A80-182S5
p0099 A80-19269
p0093 A80-18260
p0093 A80-18261
p0100 A80-19307*
p0101 480-19308*
p0093 A80-18268
p0108 A80-20964*
p0099 A80-19280
p0093 A80-18272*
p0096 A80-18357
p0156 A80-22733*
p0096 A80-18359
p0157 A80-23013
p0157 A80-23012
p0162 A80-23932
p0162 A80-23933*
p0097 480-18367*
pOlOO A80-19287
p0109 A80-20971
p0162 A80-23936
p0096 A80-18351*
p0089 A80-17699
p0089 A80-17700«
pOSSO A80-50195
p0096 A80-18356
p0162 A80-23940
p0096 A80-18358
P0156 A80-22740
p0097 A80-18375*
p0100 480-19300*
p0100 A80-19301
pOIOS A80-20966*
p0100 A80-19302
p0093 A80-18276
p0093 A80-18277*
p0100 A80-19303*
p0162 A80-23942
p0101 480-19311
p0101 A80-19316
p0156 A80-22748
p0156 A80-22749
p0094 A80-18304
p0094 A80-18306
P0094 A80-18308*t
p0094 A80-18309 *
P0094 480-18315**
AIAA PAPEB 80-0327
AIAA PAPEB 80-0328
AIAA PAPEB 80-0329
AIAA PAPEB 80-0330
AIAA PAPEB 80-0342
AIAA PAPEB 80-0344
AIAA PAPEB 80-0364
AIAA PAPEB 80-0383
AIAA PAPEB 80-0384
AIAA PAPEB 80-0386
AIAA PAPEB 80-0405
AIAA PAPEB 80-0407
AIAA PAPEB 80-0460
AIAA PAPEB 80-0817
AIAA PAPEB 80-0818
AIAA PAPEB 80-0856 .
AIAA PAPEB 80-0857
AIAA PAPEB 80-0858
AIAA PAPEB 80-0859
AIAA PAPEB 80-0862
AIAA PAPEB 80-0893
AIAA PAPEB 80-0896
AIAA PAPEB 80-0914
AIAA PAPEB 80-0923
AIAA PAPEB 80-0935
AIAA PAPEB 80-0937
AIAA PAPEB 80-0969
AIAA PAPEB 80-0980
AIAA PAPEB 80-0982
AIAA PAPEB 80-0987
AIAA PAPEB 80-0994
AIAA PAPEB 80-0995
AIAA PAPEB 80-0997
AIAA PAPEB 80-0998
AIAA PAPEB 80-1000
AIAA PAPEB 80-1001
AIAA PAPEB 80-1004
AIAA PAPEB 80-1005
AIAA PAPEB 80-1007
AIAA PAPEB 80-1008
AIAA PAPEB 80-1010
AIAA PAPEB 80-1011
AIAA PAPEB 80-1013
AIAA PAPEB 80-1022
AIAA PAPEB 80-1023
AIAA PAPEB 80-1024
AIAA PAPEB 80-1025
AIAA PAPEB 80-1026
AIAA PAPEB 80-1027
AIAA PAPEB 80-1031
AIAA PAPBB 80-1033
AIAA PIPES 80-1034
AIAA PAPEB 80-1039
AIAA PAPEB 80-1048
AIAA PAPEB 80-1054
AIAA PAPEB 80-1056
AIAA PAPEB 80-1057
AIAA PAPEB 80-1061
AIAA PAPEB 80-1063
AIAA PAPBB 80-1064 ...'
AIAA PAPEB 80-1065
AIAA PAPEB 80-1078
p0094 A80-18316*
p0095 A80-18317
p0095 A80-18318
p0095 A80-18319
p0156 A80-22751*
p0095 A80-18328
p0095 A80-18336
p0095 A80-18340
pOIOS A80-20969*
pOIOS A80-20970*
p0095 A80-18346
p0162 A80- 23950*
p0268 A80-29950*
p0373 A80-36321
P0373 A80-36320
p0337 A80-35907
p0319 480-32860
p0373 A80-36322
p0319 A80-32861*
p0321 A80-33274*
p0321 A80-33275*
p0319 A80-32876
p0336 A80-35898*
p0320 A80-32887*
p0320 A80-32890
p0380 A80-37001
p0320 A80-32897*
p0320 A80-32898
p0320 A80-32899
p0337 A80-35944*
p0392 A80-38631
p0392 480-38632
p0392 480-38633
p0337 A80-35952*
p0337 A80-35953
p0373 A80-36325*
p0337 A80-35957*
p0337 A80-35958*
p0338 A80-35959*
p0338 A80-35960
... p0338 A80-35961*
p0338 A80-35963 t
p0338 A80-35964 1
p0392 A80-38635**
p0339 A80-35967 *
p0339 A80-35968*t
pOSOS A80-44491**
p0393 480-38636**
p0339 A80-35969»t
p0339 A80-35970 *
p0339 A80-35971**
p0339 A80-35977**
p0339 A80-35978*t
p0393 480-38638 *
p0393 A80-38639 «
p0393 480-38600**
p0393 A80-38641**
p0393 A80-38642»*
p0393 A80-386«3*l
p0339 A80-35979 i
p0340 A80-35980 *
p0340 A80-35981 t
p0394 A80-38644 *
p0340 A80-35982**
p0340 A80-35983 *
p0340 A80-35984**
p0394 A80-38645 »
p0340 A80-35991 t
p0340 A80-35992 *
p0394 A80-38648 *
p0340 480-35996**
p0341 A80-35997 f
pO 34 T 480-35998 *
p0394 A80-38649 t
p0394 A80-38650 t
p0341 A80-36000 t
p0341 480-36001 *
p0394 480-38651**
p0396 A80-38895**
p0396 A80-38896 t
p0396 480-38897**
B-8
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Alii PAPBB
AIAA PAPEB
ilAA P4PEB
AIAA. PAPBB
Alii PiPEB
»IAA PiPBB
ilii PAPEB
AIAi PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
A'lAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
Alii PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
A I A A PAPEB
A I A A .PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAi PIPES
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
Alii PS PEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
A I A A . PAPEB
AIAA PiPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
Alii PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
A I A A - PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PA PEE
AIAA PAFEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
80-1081
80-1082
80-1083
80-1085
80-1086
80-1088
80-1089
80-1090
80-1105
80S1106
80-1107
80-1108
80-1109
80-1110
80-1112 ..'
80-1113
80^1115
80-1119
80-11U5
80-1147
80-1118
80-1149
80-M50
80-1152
80-1153
80-1155
80-1156
80-.1157 ...
80-1158
80-1159 ...
8^-1160
80-1161
80-1163
80-1190
80-1193
80-1194
80-1195
80-1196
80-1197
80-1198
80-1199
80-1200
80-1201
80-1202
80-1201
80-1229
80-1237
80-1238
80-1210
80-1211
80-1212
80-1213
80-1211
80-1215
80-1216
80-1218
80-1219
80-1252
80-1256
80-1285
80-1286
80-1290
80-1293
80-1329
80-1317
80-.1319
80-1351
80-1365
80-1369
80-1375
80-1390
80-1391
80-1395
80-1396
80-1399
80-1118
80-1121
80-1123
80-1121
p0117
p0397
p0117
p0397
p0397
pOISO
p0397
p0397
p0397
P0397
p0117
p0397
pO»17
p0118
P0397
p0398
p0398
p0118
p0398
p0398
p0398
p01«8
pOIIB
p0398
pOIIS
p0399
P0399
p0399
p0399
p0399
p0399
pOUUS
pOISO
pOIIS
P0399
p0399
pOlOO
pOISO
pOlOO
p0118
pOISO
pOISO
p0118
p0151
pOlOO
pOlOO
pOlOO
p0151
pOlOO
pOlOO
pOlOO
p0168
p0505
p0101
p0101
p0101
p0149
p0149
p0101
p0419
P0401
p0119
p0119
p0101
p0151
pOIOI
pOIOI
p0402
p0506
p0151
p0451
p0506
p0506
p0152
pOS06
p0506
p0452
p0452
p0506
p0507
p0452
p0507
pOS07
p0152
p0452
A80-11176 *
A80-11177
A80-38900
A80-11178
A80-38901
A80-38902*
A80-41506*
A80-38903*
A80-38901*
A80-38905*
A80-38916
A80-41180
A80-38917
A80-41181
A80-41182
A80-38918
A80-38920
A80-38921
A80-41183
A80-38922
A80-38923
A80-38937
A80-41187
A80-41188
A80-38938
A80-41189
A80-38939
A80-38940
A80-38941
A80-38942
A80-38943
A80-38941
A80-41190*
A80-41508
A80-41191
A80-38915
A80-38961
A80-38962
A80-41512
A80-38963»
A80-41193*
A80-41513
A80-41514*
A80-41194*
A80-41515*
A80-38964
A80-38965
A80-38966
A80-38967
A80-41516*
A80-38978
A80-38982*
A80-38983
A80-43283*
A80-44109
A80-38984*
A80-38985
A80-38986
A80-41203*
A80-41204
A80-38987
A80-11205
A80-38989
A80-41207
A80-41213
A80-39004
A80-41523*
A80-39005
A80-39006*
A80-39008
A80-44132*
A80-41574*
A80-41576*
A80-44141*
A80-14143
A80-41588*
A80-41149
A80-44150
A80-41598*
.A80-41599*
A80-14151*
A80-41152
A80-11612
A80-41158*
A80-44159
A80-11614
A80-41615**
AIAA PAPEB 80-1426 p0452 A80-11616 t
AIAA PAPEB 80-1130 p0452 A80-11617**
A I A A PAPER 80-1110 p0153 A80-41622*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1441 pO»53 A80-41623
AIAA PAPEB 80-1444 p0453 A80-41625
AIAA PAPEB 80-1446 p0453 A80-41626
AIAA PAPEB 80-1449 p0453 A80-41628
AIAA PAPEB 80-1511 pOISO A80-41474
AIAA PAPEB 80-1580 p0579 A80-S0099*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1582 p0579 A80-50098*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1660 p0509 A80-15035
AIAA PAPEB 80-1661 p0509 A80-15036
AIAA PAPEB 80-1801 p0468 A80-13281
AIAA PAPEB 80-1802 p0469 A80-43285*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1803 pO«69 A80-43286*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1804 p0469 A80-13287
AIAA PAPER 80-1807 p0512 A80-45734*
AIAA PAPER 80-1809 p0512 A80-15735*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1812 p0169 A80-13289
AIAA PAPER 80-1813 p0469 A80-13290
AIAA PAPEB 80-1816 p0512 A80-45738
AIAA PAPER 80-1820 p0513 A80-15739
AIAA PAPER 80-1821 p0567 A80-17672
AIAA PAPEB 80-1822 p0513 A80-45740
AIAA PAPEB 80-1825 p0469 A80-13292
AIAA PAPEB 80-1827 p0513 A80-45741
AIAA PAPEE 80-1828 p0513 A80-45742
AIAA PAPEB 80-1830 p0169 A80-43293
AIAA PAPEB 80-1835 p0469 A80-13295
AIAA PAPEB 80-1838 p0170 A80-13297
A I A A PAPEB 80-1839 „; p0170 A80-13298
AIAA PAPER 80-1811 p0170 A80-43299
AIAA PAPER 80-1842 p0470 A80-43300
AIAA PAPEB 80-1843 p0470 A80-43301*
AIAA PAPER 80-1844 p0470 A80-43302*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1845 p0170 A80-43303*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1846 p0471 A80-43304*
AIAA PAPZB 80-1847 p0471 A80-43305
AIAA PAPER 80-1848 p0513 A80-45743
AIAA PAPER 80-1852 p0471 A80-43306
AIAA PAPER 80-1853 p0513 A80-45711
AIAA PAPEB 80-1854 p0513 A80-45745
AIAA PAPER 80-1855 p0471 A80-43307
AIAA PAPEB 80-1856 p0171 A80-13308
AIAA PAPER 80-1858 p0513 A80-45746
AIAA PAPER 80-1860 p0513 A80-15717
AIAA PAPEB 80-1862 p0171 A80-43309
A I A A PAPEB 80-1863 p0471 A80-43310
AIAA PAPEB 80-1865 p0471 A80-13311
AIAA PAPEB 80-1867 p0171 A80-13312
AIAA.PAPER 80-1868 p0472 A80-43313
AIAA PAPER 80-1869 ' p0514 A80-45748*
AIAA PAPEB 80-1870 p0472 A80-43314*f
AIAA PAPER 80-1871 p0580 A80-50191*t
AIAA PAPEB 80-1872 p0472 A80-43315**
AIAA PAPER 80-1873 p0472 A80-13316*!
AIAA PAPEB 80-1874 p0172 A80-43317**
AIAA PAPEB 80-1875 p0172 A80-43318 t
AIAA PAPEB 80-1877 p0514 A80-15719 *
AIAA PAPEB 80-1878 p0172 A80-13319 t
AIAA PAPEB 80-1879 p0173 A80-43320*t
AIAA PAPEB 80-1880 p0524 A80-46693**
AIAA PAPEB 80-1882 p0511 A80-15750 t
AIAA PAPEB 80-1885 p0514 A80-.45751 t
AIAA PAPEB 80-1886 p0473 A80-43321 *
AIAA PAPEB 80-1887 p0473 A80-43322 *
AIAA PAPER 80-1888 p0473 A80-43323 *
AIAA PAPEB 80-1892 p0173 A80-13327 t
AIAA PAPER 80-1895 p0473 A80-13328**
AIAA PAPEB 80-1898 p0173 A80-43329 f
AIAA PAPEB 80-1899 p0473 A80-43330 t
AIAA 79-0810 p0619 A80-52647 *
AIAA 79-1042 p0395 A80-38714*t
AIAA 80-0415 p0198 A80-26930*f
AIAA 80-0416 p0198 A80-26931*t
AIAA 80-0417 p0198 A80-26932**
AIAA 80-0419 p0198 A80-26933 *
AIAA 80-0420 p0198 A80-26934 *
AIAA 80-0421 p0199 A80-26935**
AIAA 80-0123 p0199 A80-26937 *
AIAA 80-0126 p0202 A80-26968 *
AIAA 80-0127 p0199 A80-26939**
AIAA 80-0430 p0199 A80-26941 *
AIAA 80-0432 p0199 A80-26912**
AIAA 80-0133 p0199 A80-26913*f
AIAA 80-0434 p0199 A80-26944»t
AIAA 80-0436 p0202 A80-26967**
AIAA 80-0440 p0202 A80-26964*t
AIAA 80-0444 p0200 A80-26948 *
E-9
BEPOBT/ACCBSSI01 IDBBEB IBDEZ
AIAA 80-0455 .............
AIAA 80-0157
AHA 80-0463
AIAA 80-0465 .............
AIAA 80-0633 .............
AIAA 80-0666 .............
AI&A 80-0668 .............
AIAA 80-0670 .............
AIAA 80-0673 .............
AIAA 80-0686 .............
AIAA 80-0695 .............
&IAA 80-0703 .............
AIAA 80-0717 .............
AIAA 80-0732 .............
AIAA 80-0733 .............
AIAA 80-0734 ...........'..
AIAA' 80-0745
AIAA 80-0752 '.............
AIAA 80-0753 '.....'........
AIAA 80-0755 .............
AIAA 80-0764
AIAA 80-0766 .............
AIAA 80-0769
&IAA 80-0771 .............
AIAA 80-0776 .............
AIAA 80-0780 .............
AIAA 80-0784
AIAA 80-0792 .............
AIAA 80-0795 .............
AIAA 80-0796 .............
AIAA 80-0811 .............
AIAA 80-0812 .............
AIAA 80-1562
AIAA 80-1565 .............
AIAA 80-1566 .............
AIAA 80-1571 .............
AIAA 80-1572 .............
AIAA 80-1613
AIAA 80-1620
AIAA 80-1623 .............
AIAA 80-1626
......... p0200 A80-26950
......... p0200 A80-26957*
......... p0330 A80-34995*
......... p0330 A80-34998*
......... p0335 A80-35101*
......... p0331 A80-35037
p0331 A80-35045
......... p0332 A80-35047
......... p0332 A80-35056
p0332 A80-35058*
......... p0333 A80-35061
......... p0333 A80-35062*
......... p0333 A80-35066
p0333 A80-35070
......... p0334 A80-35077
......... p0334 ASO-SSOTS
......... p0334 A80-35092
......... p0335 A80-35093
......... p0514 A80-45861*!
......... p0515 A80-45864*<
......... p0516 A80-45870»
......... p0516 A80-45871
........ p0518 A80-45903*
........ p0519 A80-45911*
P0520 A80-45914*
\
1
t
I
'
AIAA 80 1633 .... .......
AIAA 80-1635 ...... .......
AIAA 80-1721
AIAA 80-1760
AIAA 80-1761 ...... .... ..
AIAA 80-1777 •••
AIAA 80-3031 ...
AIAA 80-3035
A I A A 80-3040
AIAA 80-3042
AIAA 80-3043 ..... .
AIAA 80-3045
AIAA-PAPEB-80-0724CP ...
AIBESEABCH-21-3071 ' .... .
AIEESEAHCH-78-15442-2 • .
AHA-79-15
AHHEC-TB-79-39 ...
AHBL-TB-75-50-VOI.-117 .. .
AHBL-TB-78-125 .. .. ..
AMBL— TB-79-92 ...... ......
AHA-180 ... .. . ..
AB-1
AB-2 ... . . ' .
AH-5 ...
AB-001-319 ... .
AB-001-335 . •
AB-001-593 ......... ....
AB— 001-603 .. .. .
AB-001-605 .
AB-001-607 ...............
AR-OQ 1-7*42 .
AB-001-745
AB-001-781 ... .... .
ABA-54 .......... ....
1B&P-019
........ p0520 A80-45916*
... p0520 A80-45917
p0520 A 80-4 59 18*
p0520 A80-45919
. p0520 480-05920'
p052 1 A80-4592 1 *
p0521 A8 0-459 22
... .... p0521 A80-45923
p0510 A8 0—45520
p0510 A80-45521
p05*io A80-45522
p0510 A80-45523*
.. :.... p0510 A80-45545*
p0510 A80— 45546*
p0511 A80-45547*
.  ...» p051 1 A 80— 45548*
p0511 A80- 45555
p0275 A 8 0-3 1002
p0275 A80-31004
p0276 A80-31009*
p0276 A80-31010
.. . p0276 A8 0-31011
p0276 A80-31012
. . . • p0370 B80-23683**
.. .* p0306 N80- 21331**
p0124 B80-14417 f
p0357 B 80- 22778*
p0434 H80-25334*
pQ235 H60-19055*
p0072 H80-12123
p0238 B00- 19080
p0502 B80-27837
. . . p0314 H8 0-220 51
. . . . . p0639 H80-33182
p0037 N8 0-1 1055
* p0304 H80- 21296
. . p0176 H80-17046
. p0239 N80-19086
........ p0290 H80-20255
..• ... p0168 H80-16048
pOS55 B 80-29442
* p0074 B80-12436
. p0432 B80-25312
. . * p0603 B80-31394
B-10
BSPOBT/ACCBSSIOI HUHBEB IHDH
ABBBL-CB-00410 p0346 H80-22269 t
ABBBL-ISB-605 p0079 B80-13031
AfiBBI-IHB-620 pO»95 880-27352
ABBBL-BB-02997 p0495 B80-27352
ABBBt-TB-02172 p0079 880-13031
'ABC-B/H-3829 p0180 B80-17077
ABC-B/H-3831 p0182 B80-17096
ABC-B/H-3832 p0181 880-17085
ABC-B/H-3833 p0187 H80-17521
ABC-B/H-3836 p0179 880-17068
ABC-B/B-3837 p0182 880-17093
ABC-B/H-3842-PT-1 p0600 880-31364
ABC-B/H-3845 p0600 B80-31365
ABC-B/H-3846 p0603 880-31394
ABC-B/H-3847 p0600 1)80-31366
ABC-37279 p0600 880-31365
ABC-37281 p0600 B80-31365
ABC-37359 ...I pOIBO H80-17077
ABC-37436 p0182 880-17096
ABC-37486 p0600 880-31364
ABC-37618 p0182 H80-17093
&BC-37619 p0187 880-17521
ABC-37708 P0179 H80-17068
ABC-37724 p0600 H80-31366
ABC-37871 p0181 880-17085
ABC-38204- p0603 880-31394
ABD-410 P0171 880-16067
ABO-430 p0122 S80-14144
&BDE-J/S-41005 , p0178 880-17062*
ABI-BB-1209 p0031 H80-10236
ABI-BB-1226 p0588 H80-30288
ABI-TB-411 ... p0544 H80-29279
ABI-TB-442 p0590 880-30308
ABI-TB-443 p0635 880-32391
ABL-AEBO-BBPT-152 1.... p06«6 H80-33395
ABL-STBOC-BBPT-375 pOS12 B80-29263
ABL/ABSO-SOTE-385 p0545 S80-29288
ABL/AEBO-HOTE-387 p0072 880-12099
A1L/AERO-NOTE-391 p0606 880-31410
ABL/AEBO-BOTE-392 p0555 880-29374
ABl/AEBO-BOTE-393 p0592 880-30318
A8L/AEBO-BOTB-395 p0608 880-31668
ABL/AEBO-BEPT-150 p0035 H80-11032
ABL/AEBO-TN-153 p0633 B80-32381
ABL/AEBO-TH-314 p0226 880-18054
ABL/PSD-TH-80-10 p0497 880-27368
ABL/PSO-TB-80-20 p0497 880-27369
ABL/STBOC-BOTE-374 p0074 880-12436
ABL/STBOC-BOTB-450 p0348 880-22309
iBL/STBDC-BBPT-376 p0654 880-33798
ABl/STBUC-BEPT-378 p0646 880-33399
ASl/STHOC-TH-296 p0593 880-30719
A8L/STBOC-TH-297 p0589 880-30301
ABl/STBOC-TH-300 p0589 880-30300
ABt/STBOC-TH-301 p0229 B80-18369
ABL/STBOC-TH-303 p0230 H80-18449
AHL/STS-SOTB-61 p0226 880-18053
ABL/SYS-TH-50 p0432 B80-25312
ABLCD-TB-79028 p0602 B80-31387*
ABO-13517.3-BX p0187 880-17824
ABO-13797.1-E p0359 880-23259
ABO-14142.1-EX p0303 880-21291
'ABO-14966.1-A-B p0036 880-11040
ABSCD-CB-80008 pOS90 880-30304
ASAB PAPBB AA 79-001 :.. pOOSS A80-15220'
ASD-TB-78-21 p0114 880-14061
ASD-IB-79-5002 p0071 880-12097
1SD-TB-79-5004 p0070 880-12087
ASD-TB-79-5037 p0237 880-19070
ASD-TB-79-5038 p0114 880-14061
ASD-TB-79-5038 p0478 H80-262B8
ASD-TB-79-5039 p0484 880-26336 *
ASD-TB-79-SOQO p0225 880-18045 *
ASD-IB-80-5010 p0478 880-26288 t
ASD-TB-BO-5011 p0484 880-26336 t
liSI-TB-78-45-VOI.-1 p0477 H80-26269*1
ASLE PBEPBIBT 79-AB-5B-1 p0011 480-12110
ASLE PBBPBIBT 79-IC-3B-1 p0051 A80-14726
ASLE PBSPBIHI 80-AH-3C-1 p0467 480-43166
ASLE PBEPRIHT 80-AH-5C-2 p0468 A80-43178
ISLE PBBPRIBT 80-AH-6C-3 p0467 A80-43160
ASBE PAPEB 78-SA/AEBO-12 ....
ASBE PAPEB 79-DBT-89
AS8E PAPER 79-OET-94
ASHE PAPEB 79-DET-95
4SHE PAPBB 79-EBAS-2
ASME PAPEB 79-EBAS-7
ASHE PAPEB. 79-EBAS-8
ASflB PAPBB 79-HHAS-9
ASMS PAPBB 79-EBAS-21
ASBE PAPEB 79-B8AS-35
ASHE PAPBB 79-GT/ISB-3
ASHE PAPEB 79-GI/ISB-5
ASSB PAPEB- 79-ST/ISB-9
ASIJB PAPEB 79-GT/XSB-14
ASHE PAPEB 79-6T/ISB-18
ASflB PAPB8 79-1DB-7
ASHE PAPEB 80-EBAS-5 .
ASHE PAPEB 80-B8AS-6
ASRB PAPEB 80-BHAS-28
ASHB PAPBB 80-E8AS-47
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-6
ASHE PAPEB 80-6T-15
ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-17
ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-30
ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-31
ASHB PAPEB 80-Gt-35
ASSB FAPBB 80-GT-37
ASHE PAPEB 80-G1-39
ASHE PAPEB 80-GI-41
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-49
ASBE PAPEB 80-GI-50
ASBB PAPBB 80-GT-55
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-56
ASSB PAPEB 80-GT-57
ASBE PAPBB 80-GT-63
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-65
ASBE PAPEB 80-GI-67
ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-69
ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-70
ASBB PAPBB '80-GT-71
ASHB PAPEB 80-GI-73
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-87
ASHE PAPEB' 80-GT-88
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-91
ASRB PAPBB 80-GT-118
ASHB PAPEB 80-GT-119
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-133 ........
ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-134
ASHB PAPEB 80-GT-136
ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-137
ASHE PAPBB 80-GT-138
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-139
ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-140
ASBE PAPBB 80-GT-141
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-142
ASBE PAPEB 80-GI-146
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-147
ASHE' PAPBB 80-GT-148
ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-152
p0057 A80-15736**
p0057 A80-15737
p0057 A80-15742
p0057 A80-15743
pOOSS A80-15227
p0055 A80-15229
...... pOOSS A80-15230
pOOSS A80-15232
p0055 A80-15233
p0055 A80- 15234
pOOSS A80-15245
p0056 A80-152S9
...... p0456 A80-42056
p0456 A80-42057
p0456 A80-42058
p0456 A80-42060
p0455 A80-42054
p0511 A80-45666
p0456 A80- 42055
p0051 A80- 14742
p0468 A80-43181
p0468 A80-43182
p0468 A80-43183
p0468 A80-43204
p0468 A80-43221
p0474 A80-43333-
p0456 A80-42147*
p0456 A80-42154*
p0456 A80-42155
p0457 A80-42163
p0457 A80-42164*
p0457 A80-42165
p0457 A80-42166
p0457 A80-42168
p0457 A80-42170
p0457 A80-42171
p0458 A80-42172
p0458 A80-42174
p0458 A80-42178
p0458 A80-42179
p0458 A80-42181
p0458 A80-42182
p0458 A80-42186
p0459 A80-42187
p0459 A80-42188
p0459 A80-42193*
p0459 A80-42195*
p0459 A80-42196
P0459 A80-42197,
p0459 A80-42199*
p0460 A80-42200
P0460 A80-42201
p0460 A80-42203
P0460 480-42212
p0460 A80-42213
p0460 A80-42214
p0461 A80-42216
P0461 A80-42217
p0461 480-42231
p0461 A80-4223S
P0461 A80-42246
p0461 A80-42247
P0462 A80-42249
p0462 A80-42250
P0462 A80-42251
p0462 A80-42252
p0462 A80-42253
P0462 A80-42254
P0462 A80-42255*
P0463 A80-42258*
p0463 A80-42259
...... p0463 A80-42260
p0463 A80-42264
B-11
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOf BOBBEB IBDBI
ASBB .PAPER 80-6T-153 A80-42265 *
ASBB-PAPEB 80-GT-154 pOU63 A80-42266 *
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-157 p0463 A80-42268 *
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-160 p0463 480-42270 *
ASBE PAPER 80-GT-16I1 p0464 A80-42274 *
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-166 p0464 A80-42275 t
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-167 p0464 A80-42276 *
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-168 p0464 &80-42277 '«
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-171 p0464 A80-42279 *
ASHB PAPER 80-GT-172 p0464 A80-42280 t
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-177 p0164 A80-42283 t
ASHE PAPER 80-GT-178 p0465 A80-42284*!
ASHB PAPER 80-GT-181 p0465 A80-42285 t
ASHB PAPER 80-GT-184 p0465 A80-42286 I
ASHB PAPER 80-HT-24 p0569 A80-48013*f
ASHB PAPER 80-HT-25 p0569 A80-48014**
ASHL-TR-154-13 p0350 H80-22323*«
ASBL-TR-194-1 p0371 B80-23862 »
ASRL-TR-196-1 p0354 880-22357**
ASD-ERC-H-80016 p0627 B80-32326 t
ATC-42A • p0531 880-28336 *
ATC-80 p0115 S80-14064 t
ATC-86 p0632 H80-32371 *
ATC-87-70L-1 p0168 H80-16044 t
ATC-87-70L-2 p0168 B80-16045 *
ATC-87-TOL-3 p0077 S80-13017 *
ATB-1 p06»9 880-33417 *
ATB-3 p0536 880-28374 t
ATB-79(7590)-2 i P0314 H80-22000*»
A7P-80-3-70L-3 p0543 B80-29271 t
A7BADCOB-TH-80-A-1 p0432 B80-25318**
A7HADCOH-TH-80-A-02 p0536 B80-28371**
A7BADCOH-TH-80-B-2 p0641 880-33348**
A?HADCOH-TR-79-7-AH p0129 H80-15067*f
A7RADCOH-TR-79-33 p0172 B80-16143**
AVRADCOH-TB-79-40 p0219 S80-17984*t
AVRADCOH-TH-79-42 p0136 N80-15128*t
AVRADCOH-TR-79-44 p0303 B80-21287*t
AVBADCOH-TH-80-A-1 p0297 B80-20619**
A7BADCOH-TR-80-A-3 p0417 H80-24294*t
AVRADCOH-TH-80-A-4 p0413 880-24262**
AVR&DCOH-TR-80-A-5-PT-1 p0529 B80-28296*»
AVBADCOH-TR-80-A-6-PT-2 p0529 B80-28297**
A7BADCOH-TB-80-A-7 4... p0529 880-28298*1
AVSADCOH-TB-80-A-10 p0653 B80-33777**
AVBADCOH-TR-80-A-11 p0641 880-33349*1
A7BADCOH-TB-80-B-2 p0224 1180-18037*1
A7BADCOH-TB-80-B-2 p0232 B80-19033*t
A7BADCOH-TB-80-B-3 p0431 B80-25296**
A7BADCOB-TB-80-B-4 p0496 B80-27360**
A7BADCOB-TB-80-B-5 p0628 880-32333**
AVBADCOH-TB-80-C-7 p0295 B80-20398**
A7BADCOH-TB-80-C-14 p0501 B80-27696*»
AVBADCQH-TE-80-C-15 p0496 H80-27365**
A7BAOCOH-TB-80-09 p0648 880-33410**
AVSD-0082-78-BH p0123 H80-14199 t
AVSD-0335-79-CB p0359 880-23257 I
BBH-3856 p0495 B80-27357 *
BBH-3862 p0639 N80-33182 t
'BBB-4016 p0645 B80-33392**
BBB-4026 p0428 880-25102**
BBH-4225 P0639 H80-33183 *
BDH/B-79-099-TB p0171 B80-16069 *
BETC-1778-4 p0296 B80-20424 t
BFD-0-79-001 p0022 B80-10103**
BHT-699-099-006 p0650 880-33422 *
BHT-699-099-062-VOL-1 p0348
BHT-699-099-062-VOL-2 ; p0348
880-22312
880-22313
BHT-699-099-062-V01-3 p0291 B80-20262 *
BHT-699-099-103 p0130 880-15079 *
BHT-699-099-122. p0647 880-33403 *
BHFT-PB-T-79-09 p0366 B80-23324 *
BHFT-FB-T-79-26 p0368 880-23444 *
BHM-FB-S-77-38 p0349 B80-22317 *
BHFT-FB-B-78-07 p0082 880-13060
BBFT-FB-i-79-06-70L-1 p0346 B80-22275
BHFT-FB-W-79-07-VOL-2 p0346 B80-22276
BHFT-FB-B-79-10 ' pOSSS 880-29373
BBFT-FB-H-79-11 p0542 BBO-29262
BBVG-FBBT-79-5 p0122 B80-14142
BHVG-FB8T-79-9 .' p0175 B80-17038
BBVG-FBBT-79-10 p0186 B80-17518
BHVG-FBBT-79-11 p0186 880-17519
BB-10606 p0414 880-24274
BB47382 p0346 880-22278
BB65126 p0086 880-13887
BB66435 ^ p0084 880-13527
BB66481 . p0079 B80-13035
BB66754 .• p0079 B80-13036
BB66853 p0081 B80-13055
BB67362 p0079 880-13037
BB67500 p0041 880-11096
BB67657 pOOSO B80-13038
BR67864 .' p0082 880-13062
BR68659 p0179 B80-17069
BB68663 p0176 880-17041
BR68824 p0187 B80-17521
BR68895 p0311 880-21611
BB69023 p0179 880-17068
BB69024 p0182 B80-17093
BB69932 p0347 B80-22281
BB70063 p0422 B80-24332
BB70158 p0427 880-24676
BR70172 p0346 880-22280
BH70237 p0422 N80-24333
BB70238 • p0416 880-24290
BB70258 p0423 880-24339
BE70262 p0355 S80-22371
BB70263 p0355 880-22372.
BB70264 p0349 B80-22318
BB70938 p0426 B80-24639
BB70939 p0419 880-24310
BB71526 p0415 880-24278
BB71911 p0417 880-24291
BB71985 p0242 880-19112
BB72353 p0607 880-3141'7
BB72384 p0600 880-31368
BB72506 p0417 880-24292
BR73047 p0305 880-21315
BB73588 p0604 B80-31395
BB73802 p0606 N80-31416
BH74032 p0600 B80-31365
BB74033 p0600 B80-31364
BB74569 p0600 880-31366
BR74570 p0603 880-31394
BB74940 p0539 880-28497
BH75806 i p0628 B80-32336
BD-234 p0361 880-23274
BO-238 p0361 880-23276
BD-240 p0363 880-23302
BU-241 p0361 880-23277
BDL1-49-PT-3 p0184 B80-17293**
C-81857 p0484 880-26392**
CALSPA8-AA-4017-B-16 p0359 880-23259 *
CALSPAB-IE-5933-A-103 p0243 B80-19116 *
C&LSPAB-IE-5933-A-104 p0242 880-19109 *
CAISPAB-XE-5933-A-105 p0243 880-19115 *
CALSPAB-6171-A-2 '. p0068 880-12069 *
CA1SPAB-6248-F-1 p0138 880-15139 *
CiLSPAB-6306-7-1 p0630 B80-32357 *
CASD-ASC-76-OOU p0183 B80-17152 *
CE-BEl-210 p0415 B80-24283 *
CED-79-102 .". p0128 B80-15061 *
CEEDO-TB-78-39 p0027 B80-'10199 *
CEEDO-TB-79-03 pOOSO 880-13048**
CEEDO-TH-79-06 p0243 880-19119 *
CEEDO-TB-79-07 p0296 880-20405 *
CEl-TB-1563 p0555 B80-29375 *
CEl-tB-1572 p0537 B80-28381 *
B-12
BEPOBT/1CCESSI01 BUBBBB IB DEI
CEBL-TB:-B-272-VOL-1 ............... p0183 H80-17222 •
CETIH-1-4A-29-0 ................... p0185 B80-17482 »
cp-5 • .; ............................ poiis B80-14109 *
CBi-PP-245 ........................ p<M78 B80-17066 *
COS-74-11527 .......... .... ....... . p0227 B80-18144 *
COB-74-11527 ............ . ......... p0227 B80-18145 »
COBF- 790305- 7 ...... ..... .......... p0085 B80-13694 *
COBF-790337-4 .. ...... . ............ p0032 H80-10391 *
COBF-790435-2 ..................... p0084 B80-13481 *
COBF-790942-1 ....... . ............. p0173 B80-16236 *
COO-4878-3 ........................ pOOSS 880-13694 *
CHIHC-PBL-266-2 ..... ...' ........... p0477 880-26268**
CBISC-FBL-385-1 ____ ............... p0114 880-14052**
CSIB-SE-1619 ...................... p0371 B80-23781 t
CSIB-HB-1638 ..... .. ............... p0654 B80-33868 t
CSIB-BIAST-79-60' .................. p0642 B80-33352 *
CSIB-BIAST-79/103-PT-2 ............ pfll|79 B80-26292 *
CB-BB-76-02-0-44A ........... . ..... p0638 880-32721 t
CI-BB-76-028.3 • .... ................ p0496 B80-27361M
Ci-SB-77-008 . ... ................... p013'3 B80-15103**
CS-BB-77-024 ..... . ................ p0134 B80-15106*t
C79-85/201 ........................ p0249 880-19129 t
C79-951/201 .:. ..................... p0249 B80-19I135 t
C80-325/501 ....................... p0555 880-29465 *
C80-1337/034C ..................... p0635 B80-32390 *
D-48851 . .......................... p0414 B80-24271**
DCIBS-TB-79-X-23 ... .......... . ..... p0123 B80-14147 *
DCIEB-79-B-35 ..................... p0221 BBO-18012 *
DDA-EDB-100 ....................... pOU35 B80-25336 *
DDA-BDB-9930 ...... w ............... p0041 B80-11092 I
DDA-EDB-9990 ...................... p0497 B80-27370 t
DDA-EDB-10192 ..................... p0487 B80-27289 8
DFB-1472-PAA ........... _____ ...... p0654 880-33967 t
DFVLB-FB-IB-151-78/6 .............. p0122 880-14143 *
DFVLB-FB-78-04 .................... p0363 B80-23300 *
BFTLB-FB-78-07 ............... *..... p0310 880-21358 *
DFVLB-FB-78-14 .................... p0360 B80-23268 t
DFVLB-FB-78-16 ............ . ....... p0360 H80-23269 *
DFVLB-F3-78-21 .................... p0358 B80-23104 t
DFVLB-FB-78-22 .................... p0360 B80-23267 t
DFVLB-FB-78-24 .................... p0360 880-23270 #
DFVLB-FB-78-27 .................... p0084 880-13485 *
DFVLB-FB-79-12 .................... p0356 B80-22374 *
OFVLB-FB-79-14 .. .................. p0371 S80-23759 #
DF71B-FB-79-15 .................... p0360 D80-23265 I
DF?LB-FB-79-17 .................... p0353 880-22353 *
DFVLB-FB-79-18 .......... . ......... p03M9 B80-22319 *
DFVLB-FB-79-20 .................... p0363 B80-23299 *
DF7LB-FB-79-23 .................... p0304 B80-21298 *
DFVLB-PB-79-26 ................ i... p0436 B80-25367 t
DFVLB-FB-79-28 .................... p0436 B80-25352 *
DFVLB-HITT-78-01 .................. pOOSO B80-13039 *
DFVLB-HITT-79-03 ............ . ..... p0429 B80-25275 f
DFVLB-HITT-79-09 .................. p0431 B80-25300 *
D61B P1PBB 79-091 ......... . ....... pO»54 480-41900 *
DGLR PiPEB 79-093 ................. p0455 180-41902 t
DGLB PiPEB 79-094 . .. ....... ....... p0454 A80-41899 *
D6LB PAPEB 79-096 ................. p0455 A80-41903 *
DGIB PAPEB 79-097 ................. p0455 A80-41904 *
DG1B PiPEB 79-098 ................. pO»55 A80-41905 »
DGLB PAPEB 79-099 ................. p0455 A80-41907 *
DGLB PAPBB 79-100 ... .............. p0455 A80-41906 *
DGLB PAPEB 79-101 .... ............. p0455 A80-41901 <
DGLB PAPEB 80-020 ............... .. p0522 A80-46277 »
DGLB PAPEB 80-022 ............. . ---- p0522 A80-46278 *
DGLB PAPEB 80-025 ................. p0522 A80-46280 *
DGLB PAPEB 80-027 ................. p0522 A80-46281 t
DGLB PAPEB 80-031 ................. p0522 £80-46283 *
DGLB PAPEB 80-032 ................. p0522 A80-46284
DGLB PAPEB 80-033 ................. p0522 &80-46285
DGLB PAPEB 80-035 ................. p0522 A80-46286
DGLB PAPEB 80-037 ................. pOS22 A80-46288
DGLB PAPEB 80-038 ................. pOS23 A80-46289
DGIB PAPEB 80-045 ................. p0523 A80-46295
DGLB PAPEB 80-046 ................ . p0523 A80-46296
DGLB PAPEB 80-047 ... .............. p0523 A80-46297
DGLB PAPEB 80-048 ................. pOS23 480-46298
DGLB PAPEB 80-050 ................. p0523 6.80-46299
DGLB PAPEB 80-051 ................. p0523 A80-46300
DGLB PAPEB 80-057 ................. p0523 A80-46303
DGLB-78-190 ....................... p0172 B80-16104*
DHC-D8D-79-4 ...................... p0529 B80-28303*
DHC-DBD-80-1 ............... . ...... p0598 880-31350*
DIA-DST-1860S-522-78-CHG-1 ...... '. . p0501 880- 27816
DLB-FB-77-43 ...................... p0082 880-13059
DLB-FB-77-55-BBT ............. ..... p0355 B80-22363
DLB-FB-77-64 ....... . .............. p0078
DLB-FB-77-73 .. ............... ----- p0346
B80-13022
B80-22273
DLB-IB-151-77/19 ...... . ........... p0346 B80-22272
DLB-IB-552/78-6 ................... p0349 B80-22315
DLB-003 ........................... p0226 B80-18103»*
DLB-003 ....... . ......... .......... p0226 B80-18104*«
DBB-BE-248 ........................ p0425 B80-24581 t
DBA-4735F ......................... p0123 880- 14199 *
DBA-4860F ... ......... . ............ p0424 B80-24372 *
DBA-4876F .................... ..... p0169 B80-16056 t
DBA-4966F ..................... ____ . p0359 880-23256 f
DO-147 ................. . .......... pO«38 880-25511
DO-166 ..... . ..... ................. p0278 A80-32001 t
DOC-80APB509 ...................... p0496 H80-27359 *
DOE/BETC-PPS-80/2 ................. P0607 B80-31627 t
DOE/ET-13151/T5 ................... p0639 B80-32725 t
DOE/BASA/0069-79/1 ................ p0357 B80-22778**
DOE/BASA/1040-80/10 ............... p0292 N80-20272**
DOE/BASA/2593-79/7 ................ p0032 880-10344*#
DOE/BASA/9416-80/2 ................ p0427 880-24748**
DOT-HS-805078 ....... . ............. p0258 B80-19991 *
DOT-HS-805079 ..................... p0298 K80-21219 *
DOT-BSPA-DPA-79-15 ............ .... p0291 B80-20258 *
DOT-BSPA-DPB-50-78-24 ............. p0075 880-12635 *
DOT-TSC-FAA-79-8 .................. p0176 880-17047 *
DOT-TSC-OSTA-79-19 ................ p0613 H80-32302 »
DBDBI-T-78-75 ..................... p0069 B80-12075 t.
DBDMI-T-79-62 ........ ............. p0145 B80-15983 »
DBIC-BB72506 ............. ... ...... p0490 880-27317 *
DBIC-TBAHS-5429 ' ................... p0041 B80-11096 *
DBSBI/BG-80-11 .................... p0367 B80-23329
 ;*
DBSBI/BL-CB-80-3 .............. . ... p0637 B80-32408 '»
DT-7909-14 ........................ p0629 880-32351 *
DTBSBDC-79/033 .................... p0293 B80-20276 *
DTBSBDC-79/039 .................... p0173 880-16233 «
DTHSBDC-79/074 .................... p0070 B80-12085 *
DTBSBDC-80/012-BEV-1 .............. p0638 B80-32592 »
DTBSBDC-80/015 .................... p0349 880-22314 f
DTBSBDC-80/018 .................... p0418 880-24300 *
DTBSBDC-80/058 .................... p0633 880-32382 *
DTSSBDC-80/060 .................... p0477 S80-26271 t
DTBSBDC-80/060 .................... p0488 S80-27293 *
DTSSBDC-80/078 .................... p0603 B80-31388 »
DTBSBDC-80/088 .... ......... ....... p0633 B80-32380 t
DTHSBDC/AEBO-1260 ................. p0070 B80-12085 #
DTBSBDC/AEBO-1264 ................. p0418 B80-24300 *
DTBSBDC/AEBO-1265 ................. p0488 B80-27293 t
DTBSBDC/AEBO-1266 ................. p0633 K80-32382 *
B-13
BEPOBT/1CCESSIOH BOBBEB IBDEX
DTBSBDC/AEBO-1267 p0603 H80-31388 *
DTBSBDC/ASBD-ABBO-1269 p0633 N80-32380 *
DTHSBDC/ASED-76/06 p0070 880-12086 *
DTHSBDC/ASED-79/01 pQ355 880-22365 t
DT8SBDC/ASED-79/04 p0039 880-11075 *
DTBSBDC/ASED-79/08 ; p0233 B80-190U6 *
DT8SBDC/ASED-79/12 pO»15 886-24276 f
DTBSBDC/ASED-80/09 p0628 B80-32347 I
DYTEC-7924 p0540 H80-29095*t
DTTEC-7936 p0535 880-28361 t
D3-1168-1 p0252 B80-19566*»
D3-11500-1 p0182 H80-17091 t
D3-11527-1 p0181 B80-17090 *
D6-41063-1-VOL-1 p0067 880-12051**
D6-41063-2-VOL-2 p0067 880-12055**
D6-113808 p0414 B80-24268**
D6-48725 p0086 N80-13986**
D6-48727 p0655 B80-34219**
D6-48837 p0127 880-15052**
D6-48852 p0114 B80-14056**
D8-0375-V01-6-BEV-3 p0646 H80-33401**
D180-24258-3 p0419 H80-2<I309 *
D180-25481-1-VOI-1 pOOSO 880-13043**
D180-25481-2-VOL-2 pOOSO 880-13044**
D180-25481-3-VOL-3 pOOSO 880-13045**
D180-25724-1 p0607 B80-31535 t
D180-26163-1 p0650 B80-33489**
D210-11168-3-VOL-3 p0130 H80-15077 *
D210-11239-1 pOI»77 H80-26267*»
D210-11360-1-VOL-1 p0223 B80-18030*
0210-11491-1 p0076 H80-12867
D210-11505-1 p0222 H80-18029*
D210-11524-1 p0589 H80-30302
D210-11555-1 p063A H80-32384
D301-10323-1 p0532 H80-28343
E-010 p0120 880-14125**
E-019 p0119 880-14121**
E-032 p0172 880-16143**
E-074 p0356 880-22734**
E-079 p0028 H80-10205**
E-090 p0032 H80-10344*t
E-101 p0136 S80-15128**
E-124 p0249 880-19495**
E-136 p0179 H80-17071**
E-137 p0306 880-21324*1
E-138 p0306 N80-21325**
E-156 p0083 880-13268**
E-167 p0185 880-17397**
E-185 p0306 H80-21323**
E-196 p0128 N80-15059**
E-202 p0357 S80-23100**
E-206 p0228 H80-18205**
E-215 p0085 880-13881**
E-217 p0035 880-11037**
E-220 p0312 N80-21753**
E-228 p0306 H80-21326**
E-234 p0137 B80-15132**
E-241 p0501 H80-27719**
E-251 p0137 H80-15133**
E-252 p0554 B80-29369**
E-254 p0075 B80-12823**
E-256 p0071 880-12092**
E-268 p0113 880-14051**
E-272 p0120 B80-14126**
E-288 p0118 B80-14113**
E-289 p0653 880-33749**
E-309 p0534 860-28352**
E-310 p0350 H80-22327**
E-313 P0185 B80-17422**
E-315 p0435 880-25338**
E-320 p0137 880-15134**
E-324 p014« H80-15364**
B-333 p0292 880-20272**
E-335 p0225 B80-18043**
E-337 i.. p0425 B80-24577**
E-340 p0426 N80-24595**
E-349 p0230 880-18404**
E-351 p0242 880-19110**
E-353 p0249 B80-19497*,*
E-356 p0227 880-18106**
E-363 P0295 880-20398**
E-367 p0310 880-21493**
E-372 p0636 B80-32396**
E-377 p0307 880-21333**
E-381 p0229 B80-18368**
E-384 p0257 880-19863**
E-388 p0293 B80-20274**
E-390 p0314 B80-22047**
E-391 p0648 B80-33410**
E-395 p0310 H80-21488**
E-397 p0353 N80-22350**
E-398 p0547 880-29300**
E-403 p0314 N80-22048**
E-406 p0293 B80-20275**
E-407 p0312 880-21706**
E-419 p0302 B80-21285**
E-429 p0369 N80-23472**
E-433 p0437 880-25454**
E-435 p0365 B80-23314**
E-437 p0370 880-23678**
E-442 p0420 B80-24315**
E-445 p0420 880-24316**
E-446 p0368 N80-23370**
E-451 p0365 880-23313**
E-452 p0604 N80-31401**
E-455 p0496 B80-27365**'
E-462 p0501 HdO-27696**
B-464 pO»28 B80-25101**
E-474 p0642 880-33357**
E-492 pOSOO B80-27510**
E-500 p0496 N80-27363**
E-506 p0604 880-31402**
E-511 p0551 H80-29332**
E-511-BEV '. p0635 880-32394**
E-519 p0604 B80-31399**
E-520 p0556 880-29502**
E-524 p0551 B80-29333**
E-531 p0635 880-32395**
E-539 p0604 880-31400**
E-9467 p0120 B80-14123**
E-9468 p0120 880-14124**
E-9906 p0136 B80-15127**
ECkc-PB-76-019 p0043 M80-11275 »
EDH-9132 p0120 880-14129**'
EDB-10119-VOL-1 p0434 880-25335**
EEB-35-1-VOL-1 p0077 N80-13018 *
EEE-35-1-V01-2 p0077 880-13019 *
EER-UO-1 p0489 B80-27312 *
E6/A6-1394 p0370 M80-23536 #
EHG-216-1 .I p0073 H80-12236 *
EPA-AA-SDSB-79-17 p0486 H80-26971 *
EPA-600/7-80-017A-VOI-1 p0559 N80-29921 *
EP1-600/7-80-017B-VOL-2J p0559 S80-29922 *
EPBI-EL-1330 p0556 N80-29594 *
EPBI-PP-1062-VOL-2 p0172 880-16152 *
EPEI-PP-1127 p0426 N80-24588 *
EPEI-NP-1023 p0013 B80-11201 *
EB-382 p0044 H80-11474 *
EB-7969-F p0137 880-15137 *
EB4DCOB/ASL-TB-0040 p0222 880-18024 *
EEADCOB/iSl-TB-0051 p0420 B80-24313 *
EBG-029 p0538 880-28383 *
EBB-FS-2014 p0413 H80-24263**
ESA-TT-493 p0346 880-22272 «
ESA-TT-503-BEV p0082 880-13059 *
ESA-TT-512-BEV • p0355 880-22363 *
ESA-TT-523 p0122 880-14143 *
ESA-TT-527-BB7 p007B B80-13022 »
ESA-TT-531 p0349' 880-22315 *
ESA-TT-531J p0346 880-22273 »
ESA-TT-542 p0349 880-22317 *
ESA-TT-553 p0358 H80-23104 *
ESA-TT-554 p0360 880-23267 ^
ESA-TT-556 p0363 880-23300 *
ESA-TT-564 p0072 B80-12101 *
ESA-TT-56S ." p0310 880-21358 *
ESA-TT-569 p0360 B80-23268 *
ESA-TT-570 p0360 880-23269 f
ESA-TT-584 p0360 880-23270 *
ESA-TT-599 p0315 880-22223 «
B-14
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HDBBEB IHDBI
BSA-TT-609
ESA-TT-613 ... .. .......*
ESA-TT-614 . .
ESA-TT-641 . . . . . .
ESA-TT-645 ................ .
ESA-TT-647 ..................
ESD-TB-79-31 9 ......... .....
ESDU-69023-A-B-C . . .
ES 00-79006 ...... .. . .
ESDO-79024
ESL-TR-79-40 *
ESL- 71 13 05-4 .. ..
ESL-711559-2
ESL- 71 15 88-2 ................
ESL-7846U1-2 ... .. . . .
FAA-AAF-420
FAA-AEE-79-0 9 ...............
FA A- ABE- 79-1 8
FAA-AF-79-1
FAA-AH-TSC-79-9
FAA-AH-79-17
FAA-AB-80-3 ..... . .
FAA-AM-80-4
FAA-ASP-78-7 ................
FAA-&SP-80-2-V01-1 ..........
FAA-AVP— 79-1 ......... ..
FAA-AVP-79-8-VOL-2 ..........
FA A- A VP- 80-3- VOL- 1
FAA-CT-79-55
FAA-ED-12-2B ,.
FAA-BE-79-05 ................
FAA-EB-80-1-VOI-1 ,
FAA-EE-80-5
FAA-EE-80-25
FAA-EE-80-27 ................
FAA-EH-78- 19-VOL-2 ..........
FAA-EH-78-19-VOL-3-APP ......
PAA-EH-78-19-1-BEV-VOL-1 ....
FAA-EB-78-20
p03 16 H80-22239
p0316 880-22247
p0437 880-25485
p0367 880-23330
p0431 H80-25300
p0436 H80-25367
...... p0436 H80-25352
, p0534 H 80- 2 83 55 #
... p0167 H80-16029
p0167 N80-16029
p0301 H80-21276
. p0302 H80-21277
p0021 N80- 10097
.. .. p0302 N80-21278
...... p0232 N80-19028
...... p0235 N80-19060
. . . . p0356 B80-22723
...... p0415 880-24281 #
p0485 H80-26585 i
pOSOO 880—27573 #
... , pOSOO N80-27512 #
...... p0489 N80-27312 #
...... p0502 H80-27839 #
...... p0502 880-27840 #
p0560 880-30156 #
. , . p0503 B80-28153 #
...... p0497 H80-27366 #
...... p0643 H80-33362 *
...... p0226 H80-18052 i
p0490 H80-27313 *
...... p0077 880-13014 S
p0629 880-32356 #
p0542 H80-29266 *
...... p0077 N80-13016 *
..".... p0629 880-32355 #
p0026 880-10153 4
p0486 880-27274 #
..... p0495 H80-27354 f
...... p0654 H80-33966 #
p0177 H80- 17050 #
..... p0222 H80-18017 *
p0169 H80-16050- t
pOSOO H80-27568 i
FAA-EH-79-12
FAA-EH-79-17
FA A- HA— 79— 7 ............
FAA-SA-79-13 ................
FAA-8A-79-20 . ..... . .
FAA-SA-79-24 ........ .. ....
FAA-BA-79-25
FAA-NA-79-30
FA A -HA -79- 40 ..............
FAA-8A-79-42
FAA-NA-79-52 .... . . ,
FAA-NA-79-151
FAA-B-6750.2
FAA-BD-77-186-VOL-1
FAA-BD-78-45 ....... .. .
FAA-BD-78-96
FAA-BD-78-96 . . . .
FAA-BD-78-112-VOL-2 . . . . . .
FAA-RD-78-120-BEV
FAA-BD-78- 134-2 . .
FAA-BD-78-154-VOL-1 .........
FAA-BD-79-1 1 .... . .
FAA-BD-79-17 .
FAA-BD-79-25
FAA-BD-79-27 . . . .
FAA-BD-79-32
FAA-BD-79-36 ....... .. .. ..
FAA-HD-79-46 . . w . .
FAA-BD-79-51 . . .
FAA-BD-79-52
FAA-BD-79-54
FAA-BD-79-56 . . .
FAA-BD-79-57
FAA-BD-79-62 . . .
FA A -BD- 79-67 ,
FAA-BD-79-69 .
FAA-BD-79-73
FAA-BD-79-87 ... ... . .....
FAA-BD-79-89 ..... . .
FAA-BD-79-94 ......... ... .
FAA-BD-79-97
FAA-BD-79-98
FAA-BD-79-99 ...... .. . ...
FAA-fiD-79-101 . . .
FAA-BD-79-1 02 ... .
FAA-BD-79- 1 03- 1 .
p0294 H80- 20284
p0169 S80-16049
p0361 H80-23281
p0362 H80-23287
...... p0416 N80-24288
p0542 N80-29267
p0560 H80-30156
.... . p0083 B80-13253
p0370 K8 0-23530
p0177 N80-17049
, p0556 K80- 29568
p0043 H8 0-1 1273
. p0177 N80-17051
p0362 N80-23288
pOOSO N80- 13042
p0645 N80-33387
, . p0292 N80-20270
p0415 B80-24280
...... p0415 H80-24281
p0544 N80-29276
p0069 N80-12080
p0531 N80-28331
, . . . p0544 880-29280
p0589 N80-30303
p0489 880-27312
p0593 N80-30808
p0176 N8 0-17042
. pOH5 N8 0-14064
p0077 N80- 13017
p0168 H8 0-1 6045
p0077 H80-13018
. p0077 S8Q- 13019
p0221 880-18008
p0364 H80-23305
p0226 N80-18051
p0245 880-19130
p0433 N80-26331
p0173 H80-16197-
p0171 N80- 16067
p0168 N80-16043
pOl77 H8 0-1 70 49
...... p0171 H80- 16069
..... p0179 B80-17070
. p0556 N80— 29568
. p0170 N8 0-1 6059
... . p0123 N80-14256
pOl68 N80-16048
p0177 H80-17048
. p0425 B8 0-24463
pOOSO N8 0-1304 2
p0179 N80- 17070
p0168 N 80- 16 04 7
p0490 H 80- 273 19
p0180 880-17080
... pOl68 N8 0—16046
* p0423 N8 0-24335
p0044 880- 11715
... , p0304 H80-21314
p0490 880-2731 5
p0290 N80-20247
...... p0234 H80- 19054
p0185 H80-17357
p0173 H80-16259
p0488 N80-27306
B-15
BEPOBT/1CCESSIOB IUHBEB ISDEI
FAA-BD-79-104 p0370 B80-23530 t
FAA-BD-79-106 p0489 H80-27309 *
FAA-HD-79-107 p0429 880-25106 *
FAA-BD-79-110 p0298 H80-20987 «
FAA-BD-79-116 p0489 H80-27308 *
FAA-BD-79-117 p0289 B80-20242 I
FAA-BD-79-118 .. p0290 R80-20248 t
FAA-BD-79-119 p0289 880-20243 *
FAA-BD-79-124-1 pO«89 H80-27310 *
FAA-BD-79-124-2 p0489 H80-27311 *
FAA-HD-79-7023 pOSOq S80-29275 *
FAA-BD-80-6 p0428 B80-24945 I
FAA-BD-80-10 pO«<H 880-25681 *
FAA-BD-80-13 p0542 H80-29259 *
FAA-BD-80-16 p0535 080-28361 t
FAA-BD-80-18 p0438 N80-2S519 «
FAA-BD-80-18 p0531 H80-28331 *
FAA-BIH80-21 p0544 H80-29280 *
FAA-BD-80-23 p0639 S80-33065 *
FAA-BD-80-28 pO<188 880-27307 *
FAA-BD-80-29 p0608 H80-31687 *
FAA-BD-80-30 P0312 H80-21927**
FAA-BD-80-36 pOS44 H80-29276 *
FAA-BD-80-37 p0631 880-32367 *
FAA-BD-80-39 p0531 H80-28334 f
FAA-BD-80-40 p0531 880-28335 *
FAi-HD-80-42 p0532 B80-28337 *
FAA-BD-80-44 p0545 880-29282 *
FAA-BD-80-49 p0645 880-33387 t
FAA-BD-80-50 p0535 880-28363 *
FAA-BD-80-53 p0544 H80-29281 f
FAA-RD-80-54 p0543 880-29273 *
FAA-BD-80-60 p0631 H80-32368 *
FAA-BD-80-62-1-VOL-1 p0588 880-30286 t
FAA-BD-80-33 p0632 880-32372 t
FAA-BD-80-84 p0632 B80-32373 f
FAA-BO-80-74 p0645 B80-33388 »
FB-1I|1(1979) p0370 880-23674 *
FDBC-3160-12-78 pOOSI H80-13051 t
FE-2291-44A p0638 880-32721 *
FB-2315-37 p0296 H80-20407 *
FE-2315-40 P0539 880-28550 *
FE-2315-43 . p0425 N80-20482 *
FE-2315-48 p0607 H80-31629 #
FFA-AO-1224 P0036 880-11049 *
FFA-AD-1370 p0347 880-22282 t
FFA-AO-1413 p0349 880-22316 *
FFA-AO-1456 p0350 H80-22320 t
FFA-AO-1499 P0371 880-23862 *
FFA-TH-AU-810 p0599 880-31362 *
FPA-130-PT-1 .
FFA-131-PT-2
p0036
p0036
FJSBL-TB-79-0010 p0176
FJSBL-TB-80-0001 p0650
FB-11405-VOL-1 p0559
PB-11405-VOL-2 p0559
FB-11453 p0084
FB-11509 p0074
PR-11992 p0420
FB-12087 p0179
FOB-11-1979 p0115
FOB-13-1978 pOO«2
FZH-6809-VOt-l p0252
FZH-6816 p0424
GAC-3392-3403-13 . pOSOO
GAO/PSAD-80-40 p0534'
6ASL-TB-254-VOL-1 p0537
GDC-HAP-80-001 p0651
GBBA-2378 p0238
SPO-38-212 p0086
GPO-HO-611 p0631
GPO-54-572 p0644
880-11044 t
B80-11045 t
880-17044 *
B80-33423 t
B80-29921 *
N80-29922 *
880-13475 t
B80-12416 t
B80-24319 «
S80-17073**
880-14065 *
880-11110 *
880-19567 *
H80-24378 t
H80-27562 *
880-28354 t
880-28380 *
B80-33496**
H80-19080 t
B80-13988 f
880-32365 t
880-33383 t
6PO-56-220 p0257 880-19988 t
GPO-59-528 p0372 883-24211 *
GT/PDL-144 p0180 880-17075 t
B-1046 p0129 B80-15068**
H-1066 p0035 B80-11035*t
H-1079 p0219 B80-17986*i
H-1085 p0364 B80-23304*f
H-1089 p0366 F80-23327»f
H-1090 p0483 B80-26328*«
H-1096 p0635 880-32389**
B-1109 p0130 H80-15073**
H-1111 p0078 880-13027**
H-1119 p0309 B80-21355**
H-1125 p0627 880-32329**
H-1135 p0641 B80-33350**
BAC-E0122 p0292 880-20266 *
HAC-PB-79-70-1190B p0590 880-30309 t
HAC-P90440 p0292 N80-20266 *
HEL-TS-2-80 p0420 880-24311 *
BBl-TB-13-79 p0236 B80-19069 *
HEl-TB-21-79 p0358 H80-23142 *
BOHET»EIt-79SBC18 p0180 B80-17082 *
HOBEYBELI.-282S-41592-701-1 p0171 880-16065**
BOHEY»Etl-2825-41592-VOL-2 p0171 880-16066**
HSEB-7001 p0134 B80-15107**
HSEB-7002 p0135 880-15117**
HST-TB-344-0 p0068 880-12059**
HDHBBO-PB-BTD(CA)-80-13 p0644 880-33381**
IC-AEBO-79-04-PT-1/2 p0176 H80-17040 *
ICAF-COBF-1979 p0124 880-14422 *
ICAF-1133 p0186 880-17508 *
ICAF-1135 p0370 H80-23674 *
ID-02B-0679 p0591 S80-30314 #
IG-TBO-F-1638 p0371 B80-23887 *
ILH-23 p0359 B80-23253**
IB-2 p0489 H80-27309 *
IB-432 p0257 880-19861**
IBC-79-1 p0416 880-24286 #
ISBB-0-11-47116-8 p0181 B80-17085 *
ISBB-0-11-471162-3 p0180 B80-17077 *
ISB8-0-11-471166-6 p0187 B80-17521 «
ISBB-0-11-471169-0 p0179 880-17068 *
ISBB-0-11-471170-4 p0182 B80-17093 *
ISBH-0-039-02987-2 p0477 B80-26265 *
ISBH-0-114-71164 p0182 880-17096 *
ISBS-0-7988-1463-2 p0371 H80-23781 *
ISBB-0-7988-1467-5 p0654 B80-33868 *
ISBB-0-7988-1650-3 p0479 B80-26292 «
ISBS-0-8330-0166-3 p0418 H80-24301 *
ISBB-0-85679-251-9 • p0021 H80-10097
ISBB-0-85679-259-4 p0167 H80-16029
ISBB-0-85679-260-8 p0232 H80-19028
ISBB-0-85679-263-2 p0287 N80-20225
ISBB-0-85679-269-1 p0301 H80-21276
ISBB-0-85679-270-5 p0302 B80-21277
ISBB-0-85679-271-3 p0302 B80-21278
ISBB-0-85679-272-1 p0235 H80-19060
ISBB-0-85679-279-0 p0356 B80-22723
ISBB-2-7170-0528-5 p0225 B80-18049
ISBB-2-7170-0529-3 p0082 H80-13056
ISBB-2-7170-0540-4 p0221 B80-18003
ISBB-2-7170-0546-3 p0175 B80-17035
ISB8-2-7170-^0547-1 p0226 B80-18050
ISBB-2-7170-05U8-I p0175 B80-17036
ISBB-92-835-0245-0 p0138 B80-15141
ISBB-92-835-0246-9 p0069 880-12079
ISBB-92-835i0247-7 p O I I I 880-14017
ISBB-92-835-0252-3 p0139 880-15149
ISBB-92-835-0254-I p0250 B80-19519
ISBB-92-835-0255-8 p0253 180-19809
B-16
BEPOBT/1CCESSIO1 IDBBEB IHDKI
ISB8-92-835-0256-6 p0298 B80-21243
ISBB-92-835-0260-4 p0197 B80-27371
ISBB-92-a35-0261-2 p0552 880-29342
ISBH'-92-835-0265-5 p0597 H80-31342
ISBH-92-835-0266-3 p0596 B80-31329
ISBH-92-835-0267-1 p0612 880-32125
ISBB-92-835-1314-1 p0138 B80-15140
ISBB-92-835-1334-7 p0025 880-10117
ISBB-92-835-1336-3 p0028 B80-10203
ISBB-92-835-1338-I p0032 S80-10238
ISBB-92-835-1339-8 ' p0070 B80-12082
ISBH-92-835-1310-1 p0210 880-19091
ISBB-92-835-.1312-8 p0239 N80-19090
ISBB-92-835-1313-6 p0216 B80-19137
ISBS-92-835-1344-4 p023« B80-19017
ISBB-92-835-1317-9 p0191 B80-27321
ISBB-92-835-1318 p0367 B80-23331
ISBB-92-835-1349-5 p0363 B80-23303
ISBS-92-835-1351-7 p0183 880-26330
ISBH-92-835-1353-3 p0136 B80-25317
ISBS-92-835-1353-3 P0533 S80-28348
ISBN-92-835-1351-1 p0133' 880-25325
ISBH-92-835-1356-8 p0179 B80-26291
ISBH-92-835-1357-6 p0437 H80-25199
ISBH-92-835-1361-4 p0608 B80-31743
ISBH-92-835-1363-0 .-. p0606 H80-31112
ISBB-92-835-1364-9 p0643 H80-33363
ISBH-92-835-1365-7 . p0595 B80-3T326
ISBB-92-835-1368-1 p0617 H80-33407
ISBH-92-835-2106-4 p0072 B80-12102
ISS8-0078-379JC p0366 H80-23325
ISSS-0078-3781 p0355 B80-22364
ISSB-0082-5255: p0219 B80-17985
ISSB-0140-9751 •' p0219 H80-17982
ISSB-0141-391-397X P0232 B80-19028
ISSH-0141-3971 p0021 H80-10097
ISSB-0141-3996 p0235 B80-19060
ISSB-0141-3996 p0356 B80-22723
ISS8-0141-4356 p0301 B80-21276
ISSS-0141r4356 p0302 B80-21277
ISSB-0141-4356 p0302 B80-21278
ISSH-0118-7191 p0128 880-15060*1
ISSB-0308-7247 p0176 B80-17010 *
ISSB-0361-1981 p0477 B80-26265 f
ISSB-0136-1199 p0587 H80-30282 «
ISO-EBI-SHES-80060 p0293 880-20277 *
JHB/AP1/FP8-T-041 p0608 880-31687 *
JP1-PUB-79-63 p0172 880-16100**
JP1-POB-79-75 p0356 880-22430**
JP1-PDB-79-108 p0249 H80-19499**
JPi-POB-80-30 p0355
OP1-POB-80-36 p0478
B80-22367»*
B80-26281**
OP1-PDB-80-56 p0651 H80-33491**
JBI-HC»-OB625-001 p0652 880-33612**
JSC-14713 p0630 880-32363**
JSC-16074 p0026 H80-10150**
JSC-16202 p0172 880-16091**
JSC-16248 p0082 880-13118**
JSC-16497 p0432 880-25319**
JSC-16790 p0631 B80-32364**
JTC6/4S-76-T-006 p0083 880-13196 »
KA-TB-162 p0169 880-16056 *
Ki-TB-161 p0359 H80-23256 *
KTH-&EBO-TB-60 .. p0612 880-33353**
KO-FBl-399-2 p0117 880-24295**
K500-79-VD-32 p0359 B80-23257 *
1-11608 p0126 B80-15031**
L-11760 p0070 B80-12081**
L-11970 ;... p0303 B80-21295**
L-12232 p0302 B80-21283**
L-12261 p0303 880-21291**
1-12194 p0351 880-22358**
L-12514 p0021 880-10101**
1-12610 p0417 880-24296**
L-12661 p0022 880-10102**
t-12688 p0167 880-16032**
1-12778 p0033 B80-10512**
1-12811 p0076 H80-12997**
L-128S4 p0121 880-11136**
1-12937 pOSII 880-29254**
1-129(8 . p0035 880-11036**
L-12981 p0171 880-16575**
L-13009 p0076 B80-12995**
L-13028 p0078 880-13024**
1-13030 p0027 880-10193**
1-13032 p0022 880-10105**
1-13043 p0022 880-10106**
1-13054 p0136 880-25345**
1-13074 p0077 880-13020**
1-13076 p0588 880-30296**
1-13091 p0038 880-11069**
1-13130 p0649 880-33416**
1-13135 p0345 H80-22266**
1-13136 p0350 H80-22321**
1-13139 p0628 880-32333**
1-13142 p0068 880-12065**
1-13113 p0078 B80-13026**
1-13144 p0074 B80-12438**
1-13157 p0076 880-12994**
1-13158 p0068 880-12064**
1-13167 pOOSS 880-13879**
1-13177 p0357 880-22737**
1-13181 p0085 880-13880**
1-13196 p0355 880-22368**
1-13208 p0305 H80-21318**
1-13228 p0177 B80-17060**
1-13243 pOOSI 880-13052**
1-13250. p0078 880-13025**
1-13254 ' p0529 H80-28304**
1-13270 p0076 880-13002**
1-13297 p0441 880-26198**
1-13316 p0302 B80-21279**
1-13339 p0113 880-11015**
1-13341 p0302 B80-21280**
1-13343 p0311 B80-21702**
1-13350 p0440 880-25614**
1-13356 p0421 880-24324**
1-13363 p0431 880-25296**
1-13364 .;. P0245 880-19131**
1-13367 p0540 B80-29245**
1-13371 p0232 880-19023**
1-13383 ; p0421 880-24323**
1-13388 p0345 880-22265**
1-13401 p0414 880-24267**
1-13402 p0413 S80-24266**
1-13419 p0113 S80-24261.**
1-13427 p0307 K80-21336"**
1-13435 p0590 880-30305**
1-13436 p0075 H80-12711**
1-13153 pOSIO H80-29244**
1-13154 p0366 880-23326**
1-13501 p0358 B80-23251**
1-13503 p0246 880-19193**
1-13518 p0636 880-32397**
1-13530 i p0187 H80-27283**
1-13544 p0433 S80-25321**
1-13548 p0641 880-33384**
1-13549 p0545 880-29287**
1-13551 p0372 880-24151**
1-13584 p0496 880-27360**
1-13585 p0287 880-20227**
1-13600 p0648 880-33409**
1-13615 p0303 880-21293**
1-13629 p0628 880-32334**
1-13666 p0312 B80-21927**
1-13703 p0628 880-32332**
1-13709 p0558 880-29911**
1-13710 pOSIO 880-28946**
1-13712 p0637 880-32490**
1-13716 p0357 880-23008**
1-13751 p0638 B80-32692**
1-13789 p0643 B80-33358**
1-13848 p0649 880-33418**
1-13915 p0538 880-28436**
ll-OB-79-1416 p0173 H80-16236 #
1BF-S-142 p0124 880-14422 t
1BF-TB-146 p0230 880-18438 *
IC-79-22274 p0418 880-24301 *
1C-80-11905 p0477 B80-26265 *
1CD-80-30 ..; p0423 B80-24336 *
B-17
BEPOBT/4CCBSSIOI BOBBEB IHDBI
LG77EB0028 ................
LG77EB0208 ................
LG78EB0218
LG78EB0219 ................
LS78EB0233-VOL-1 ..........
LG79EB0011
L679EB0177-VOL-2 ..........
L679EB0178-VOL-1 ..........
LG80EB0012-VOI-1 ..........
LG80EB0085 ................
LBSC-D67793IJ ..............
LOS-C3719 .................
IOG-C3797 .................
LB-23683 .................
LB-28307-VOL-2-BEV ........
IB-28390 ..................
IB-28559 ..................
LB-28573
LB-28651-VOL-T ............
I.B-28651-70L-2 ............
IB-29157
LB-29190 ..................
1B-29252
IB-29326
LB-29338 ..................
18-29382
IB-29450
LB-29520
LT-80-59
LTB-PB-75
H-298
g-302
HAE-1125
BAE-1428 ..................
HBB-FE-224/S/POB/29
HBB-FEl-S-POB-30 ..........
HBB-OPE- 11*3(0) ...........
HCB- 79-632 ................
BDC-A5702
BDC-J6065A
HDC-J7733 .................
BB-BT-79004
SED105 .. .................
........ p0129 B80-15071*t
........ p0129 H80-1S072*i
........ p0487 H80-27281*»
........ p0220 H80-17989*t
........ p0075 B80-12818*f
........ p0075 H80-12819*t
........ p0178 H80-17063 »
. . p0238 B80-19081 *
........ p0033 B80-10S03 (
.... .. p0533 B80-28344 t
........ p0533 880-28345 t
........ p0045 B80-11870**
p0530 H80-28316 f
.... ... p0633 H80-32377*i
....... p0611 H80-31820**
p0227 B80-18161 t
........ p0078 B80-13023 *
........ p0179 H80-17072 »
pfl176 880-17042 *
..... .. p0226 H80-18103**
........ p0226 880-16104**
p0130 B80-15074**
........ p0130 B80-15075**
p0638 B80-32533**
........ p0589 B80-30303 *
p0429 HBO-25105**
p0601 B80-31375»t
........ p0650 880-33487**
..... .. p0429 880-25105**
........ p0629 H80-32353**
........ p0632 880-32375**
........ p0536 880-28373**
........ p0427 880-24940**
........ p0612 H80-32025**
P0649 880-33417 *
........ p0605 H80-31108**
p0523 480-<I6295
pQ483 B80-26329 t
p0579 A80-49850 '
........ p0114 880-14058 *
........ p0121 880-14132 *
. p0167 H80-16030**
........ p0248 H80-19268 *
p0418 B80-24299 *
........ p0238 B80-19082 »
........ p0024 B80-10134**
. p0037 H80-11054 »
........ p0171 880-16064 »
........ p0425 H80-21463 *
........ p0068 B80-12070 »
. .... p0587 S80-30282 t
P0183 H80-17227 t
BTP-7-3-521
BTR-79B ..................
BTB-79W00073
BTB-79W00263 .............
BTB-79100280 ... .
BTB-79B00436 .............
Bl-78-491-3- VOL-1
HA-78-491-3-VOL-2 ........
HA-79-237 . .
HA-79-405 ................
HACA-TH— 336 .
BACA-116
HiCA-121
BACA-184
HACA-191
HACA-496 ..... . . .
BADC-TB-79081-60 .........
BADC-TB-76389-30 . . . .
BADC-13920-2 .
H6DC-76097-30-VOL-1 ......
HADC-76097-30-VOL-2 .
HADC-76097— 30-70L-3
HADC-76153-30
BADC-77015-30 ....... ..
HADC-77024-30
BADC-77051-30
SADC-77052-30
HADC-77136-60 . . .
HADC-77212-30 ............
HADC-77336-60
HADC-78080-60-VOL-1 ......
BADC-78080-60-TOL-2
BADC-78094-60
RADC -78103-60 . ..... .
HADC-781 13-60
BADC -78155-20 ............
HADC -78193-60
giDC-78242-80
HADC-78291-60 ............
HADC-79094-60
BADC-79134-60
BADC-791 45-60
BADC-79201-60
HADC-792 13-60
NADC-79227-60 ............
BADC-79231-60
BiDC-79251-60
BADC-79270-60 ..
HADC-80019-50 .. .
BiDC-80029-60
HADC-80032-60 .. . ...
BiDC-80037-60
BiDC-80057-60 .. .. ......
HADC-80076-60 ...... .
BADC-8 0096-30
BADC-801 14-60
HiE-LB-597
BAE-LB-598 ...............
HAEC-EBG-6703-BEV— 15 .. .
BAEC-92-112 ... .
BAEC-92-113
BiEC-92-131 ..............
BA1— TB-533 ....... .
BAHBL-SB-76-6 . .
BAPC-BS-34
.- p0634 B80-32388 *
......... p0220 B80-17992**
......... p0144 H80-15181 t
......... pOS02 880-27842
p0361 H80-23281
.. .... p0362 H80-23287
......... p0416 B80-24288
.. . . p0169 880-16049
......... p0532 B80-28337
......... p0039 H80-11071
p0039 B80- 11070
. p0223 B80-18033
p0130 B80-15073*
p0126 B80— 15036*
......... p0126 B80-15034*
p01 26 B80- 15038*
p0126 B80-15039*
......... p0126 B80-15040*
p0127 B80-15046*
. . p0127 880-15047*
......... p0480 B80-26301
p0348 B80-22308
. .. .. p0237 B80-19073
. p0235 B80- 19061
. p0237 B80- 19072
...... .. p0023 B80-10122*
.. . p0137 B80-15137
p0079 B80-13033
. ... p0239 H80-19085
. . p0241 H80-19123
..... .. p0249 -B80-19435
......... p0590 B80-30306
p0590 B80-30307
. • p0137 H80-15135
poll 8 B80-24303
......... p0419 B80-24306
......... p0167 B80-16034
p0311 B80-21679
......... p0555 B80-29371
p0234 B80- 19053
......... p0131 B80-15082
p0637 B80-32406
p0546 B80- 29291
p0368 B80-23433
. • p0368 B80- 23335
......... p0587 B80-30279
• p0426 H80- 24636
.... . p0587 B80-30276
p0607 B80-31554
. p0629 B80-32351
pOISO B80-17083
p0182 B80-17092
• . p0175 H80- 17022
p0181 B80-17090
p0185 B80-17495
. p0242 H80~19111*t
p0241 H80"19106 9
P0501 B80-27680 *
E-18
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOI IDIBBB IHDBI
HAPC-PE-29 .' P0353 B80-22351 »
B4PC-PE-31 p0424 B80-24455 t
BASA-CASE-ABC-10814-2 P0479 H80-26298*
BASA-CASE-ABC-10977-1 P0635 H80-32392*
BASA-CASE-ABC-11106-1 p0118 B80-14107*
BASA-CASB-?BC-10113-1 P048S H80-26599*
BASA-CASE-FBC-11009-1 p0223 880-18036*
BASA-CASB-FBC-11024-1 p0529 880-28300*
BASA-CASB-FBC-11041-1 p0296 880-20488**
HASA-CASB-FBC-11044-1 p0306 B80-21327**
SASA-CiSB-FBC-11052-1 p0290 H80-20249**
NASA-CASE-PBC-11062-1 .i p0635 880-32393**
HASA-CASE-LAB-11695-2 p0230 H80-18402**
HASA-CASE-LAB-11970-2 p0225 B80-18048**
HASA-CASE-1AB-12175-1 p0169 H80-16055*»
BASA-CASE-lifi-12261-1 p0287 880-20224*
BASA-CASE-1AB-12269-1 p0229 B80-18358*
BASA-CASB-IAB-12412-1 p0038 H80-11065«f
BASA-CASE-LAB-12468-1 ..' p0354 B80-22359«f
BiSA-CASB-lEH-12131-2 p0485 U80-26658*
BASA-CASE-LBW-12277-3 p0228 B80-18300«i
BASA-CASB-1BB-12971-1 p0224 B80-18039*
BASA-CASE-HSC-18422-1 p0124 880-14400**
BASA-CASB-HSC-18532-1 p0556 H80-29543*f
BASArCASB-BPO-12131-3 p0230 H80-18400**
BASA-CASE-SPO-/I3606-2 p0229 B80-18364**
BASA-CASE-HPO-14173-1 p0630 B80-32359*
BASA-CP--2046 p0302 B80-21283*i
BASA-CP-2077 p0136 B80-15127**
BASA-CP-2092 p0028 B80-10205**
HASA-CP-2093 p0022 H80-10107*t
BASA-CP-2114 p0075 B80-12741**
BiSA-CP-2119 p0246 880-19193*1
8ASA-CP-2126 p0350 880-22327**
BASA-CP-2128 p0312 880-21927**
8ASA-CP-2130 p0357 B80-23008*!
BASA-CP-2131 p0426 880-24648**
NASA-CP-2142 p0538 B80-28436**
BASA-CP-2146 p0547 B80-29300**
BASA-CB-2214 p0067 B80-12054**
8ASA-CB-2215 p0067 B80-12055**
BASA-CB-2861 p0122 880-14137**
BASA-CR-2961 p0220 880-17989**
BASA-CB-2965 p0235 880-19063*4
HASA-CB-2988 p0477 B80-26267**
BASA-CB-3030 p0541 B80-29249**
BASA-CB-3079 p0414 B80-24268**
NASA-CB-3081 p0067 880-12053**
BASA-CB-3100 p0232 B80-19030**
BASA-CB-3102 p0068 B80-12060**
8ASA-CB-3144 p0041 880-11097**
8ASA-CB-3172 p0034 880-11030**
BASA-CB-3176 p0045 880-11868**
BASA-CB-3187 p0022 880-10103**
BASA-CB-3188 p0035 880-11034**
BASA-CB-3191 p0076 880-12996**
BASA-CB-3192 p0431 B80-2S297**
BASA-CB-3193 p0487 880-27281**
BASA-CB-3195 p0414 880-24271**
BASA-CB-3200 p0642 880-33355**
BASA-CB-3201 p0628 H80-32335**
8ASA-CB-3206 p0074 880-12372**
8ASA-CB-3207 p0085 880-13742**
BASA-CB-3210 p0113 880-14047**
BASA-CB-3212 p0035 880-11031**
BASA-CB-3213 p0038 B80-11067**
SASA-CB-3214 p0125 B80-14651**
BASA-CB-3216 p0071 880-12090**
8ASA-CB-3227 p0302 B80-21282**
8ASA-CB-3228 p0414 B80-24270**
BASA-CB-3234 p0167 880-16033**
BASA-CB-3237 p0171 880-16068**
8ASA-CB-3243 p0431 880-25295**
BASA-CB-3245 p0173 880-16296**
HASA-CB-3249 p0311 880-21703**
BASA-CB-3255 p0253 B80-19703**
BASA-CB-3257 p0309 B80-21354**
BASA-CB-3260 p0292 880-20271**
BASA-CB-3261 p0350 880-22326**
BASA-CB-3264 p0642 880-33354**
BASA-CB-3275 p0367 B80-23328**
BASA-CB-3278 p0487 880-27282**
8ASA-CB-3279 p0486 880-27280**
BASA-CB-3280 p0601 880-31375**
BASA-CB-3281 p0359 880-23252**
B-ASA-CB-3283 p0414 B80-24269**
BASA-CB-3284 p0427 B80-24940**
HASA-CB-3287 pO«86 S80-26697**
BASA-CB-3289 p0425 880-24578**
BASA-CB-3297 p0434 880-25330**
BASA-CB-3298 p0494 880-27350**
8ASA-CB-3302 p0560 880-30155**
BASA-CB-3309 p0612 880-32025**
SASA-Cfi-3312 p0646 580-33398**
BASA-CB-3314 p058~7 880-30273**
BASA-CB-3329 p0633 880-32379**
BASA-CB-3330 p0653 880-33718**
BASA-CB-3331 p0639 880-33176**
HASA-CB-134669 p0133 880-15103**
HASA-CB-134838 p0136 B80-15123**
BASA-CB-134839 p0136 880-15124**
BASA-CB-134840 p0135 880-15113**
BASA-CB-134841 p0134 880-15112**
BASA-CB-134842 p0134 880-15111**
BASA-CB-134846 p0546 880-29298**
BASA-CB-134848 p0131 B80-15086**
BASA-CB-134849 p0131 880-15083**
BASA-CB-134850 p0131 B80-15084**
BASA-CB-134851 p0131 880-15085**
BASA-CB-134852 p0134 880-15107**
BASA-CB-134868 p0131 B80-15088**
BASA-CB-134872 p0134 880-15106**
BASA-CB-134873 p0133 880-15101**
BASA-CB-134890 p0134 880-15105**
8ASA-CB-134891 p0133 880-15102**
8ASA-CB-134914 p0132 880-15091**
BASA-CB-134915 p0132 880-15089**
BASA-CB-134916 . P0133 H80-15104**
BASA-CB-134920 p0132 880-15090**
BASA-CB-135008 p0135 880-15116**
BASA-CB-135009 p0134 H80-15109**
BASA-CB-135010 P0133 880-15098**
BASA-CB-135017 P0131 B80-15087**
BASA-CB-135046 p0134 B80-15108**
BASA-CB-135049 p0135 880-15114**
BASA-CB-135075 P0133 B80-15100**
BASA-CB-135118 p0547 880-29299**
SASA-CB-135119 p0496 880-27361**
BASA-CB-135140 p0135 H80-15117**
8ASA-CB-135160. .p0132 B80-15093**
8ASA-CB-135168 p0133 880-15099**
BASA-CB-135192 p0120 880-14129**
BASA-CB-135249 p0132 880-15096**
BASA-CB-135250 p0119 880-14116**
BASA-CB-135251 p0132 880-15097**
BASi-CB-135254 p0118 880-14115**
BASA-CB-135266 p0136 B80-15122**
BASA-CB-135267 p0119 880-14117**
BASA-CB-135268 p0119 880-14118**
8ASA-CB-135278 p0134 880-15110**
BASA-CB-135279 p0119 B80-14119**
BASA-CB-135296 p0132 880-15095**
8ASA-CB-135323 p0136 880-15125**
8ASA-CB-135324 p0119 H80-14120**
BASA-CB-135325 p0136 N80-15126**
BASA-CB-135326 p0135 880-15118**
BASA-CB-135337 p0132 880-15092**
BASA-CB-135352 P0135 880-15119**
BASA-CB-135354 p0135 880-15115**
BASA-CB-135410 p0306 B80-21329**
8ASA-CB-135448 p0350 880-22324**
BASA-CB-137697 p0068 880-12059**
BASA-CB-144887 p0130 880-15073**
BASA-CB-145284 p0076 B80-12998**
8ASA-CB-145362 p0477 H80-26268**
8ASA-CB-146761 p0042 880-11102**
BASA-CB-152193 p0171 880-16070**
BASA-CB-152240 p0167 880-16030**
BASA-CR-152255 p0529 880-28303**
8ASA-CB-152308 p0025 B80-10148**
BASA-CB-152310 p0223 B80-18030**
8ASA-CB-152311 p0222 880-18029**
BASA-CB-152315 p0347 B80-22305**
8ASA-CB-152335 p0235 880-19055**
BASA-CB-152349 p0628 880-32337**
8ASA-CB-152352 p0354 880-22357**
BASA-CB-152363 p0629 B80-32353**
BASA-CB-152364 p0646 880-33396**
BASA-CB-152365 p0628 880-32338**
B-19
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HASA-CB- 152376 ...........
HASA-CB-152377 ...........
HASA-CB-152389 ...........
HASA-CB-153187
HASA-CR- 156862 ...........
HASA-CB-158926-VOL-1 .....
HASA-CB- 158926-VOL-2 .....
HASA-CB- 158950-VOL-* .....
HASA-CB- 158951 ...........
HASA-CB- 159032 ...........
HASA-CB- 159035 ...........
HASA-CB— 159039
BASA-CB-159086 ...........
HASA-CB-159088 ............
HASA— CB-159094 ..... .
HASA-CB- 159101 ...........
HASA-CB-1591 05 ...........
BASA-CB- 1591 26 ...........
HASA-CB-159130 ...........
HASA-CB-1591 31 ...........
HASA-CB- 1591 31 ...........
HASA-CS-159135
HASA-CB- 1591 36 ...........
HASA-CB- 1591 39- ...........
HASA-CB- 1591 HI
HASA-CB- 159 113 ...........
HASA-CB- 1591*5 ...........
HASA-CB- 1591 K6 ...........
HASA-CB- 1591*9 ...........
HASA-CB-159150 ...........
HASA-CB-159151 ...........
HASA-CB-159154-VOL-1 .....
HASA-CB-159154-VOL-2 .....
HASA-CB- 1591 55 ...........
HASA-CB-159161 ...........
HASA-CB-159163
HASA-CB- 1591 76
HASA-CB-159180 ...........
BASA-CB-159181 ...........
HASA-CB- 1591 83 ...........
HASA-CB-15918* ...........
HASA-CB-1591 90 ...........
HASA-CB-159192 ...........
HASA-CB-1591 99 ...........
HASA-CB- 159200
HASA-CB- 1592 06 ...........
HASA— CB-159208 ...........
HASA-CB- 1592 15 ...........
HASA-CB- 1592 22
HASA-CB- 159227
HASA-CB-159228-VOI-2 .....
HASA-CB- 159231 ...........
HASA-CB- 159235 ...........
HASA-CB- 159240 ...........
HASA-CB- 1592*5 ...........
BASA^-CB- 15925*
BASA-CB- 159267 ...........
HASA-CB-159300
HASA-CB-159302 ...........
HASA-CB- 159320- ...........
HASA-CB- 159329 ...........
HASA-CB-159333 ...........
HASA-CB- 159337 ...........
HASA-CB- 159339
......... pO*99 880-27397*1
......... p0536 H80-28369*t
......... p064* H80-33381*t
......... p0371 H80-23874**
......... p0357 B80-22758**
......... p0130 H80-15074**
......... p0130 H80-15075**
p0026 H80-101*9*l
......... p06** B80-33382**
......... p0234 H80-190*8«
......... p0039 H80-11079*
pO*34 H80— 25334*
......... p0178 H80-17062*
......... pO*28 H80-25100*
• . p0182 H80-171*7*f
......... p0075 H80-12818**
......... p0075 880-12819*1
......... p0086 H80-13986**
......... pO*77 880-26269**
....... . p0541 880—29253*1
......... p0129 880-15070**
p0129 H80-15071**
p0129 880-15072**
......... p0078 H80-13028**
p0127 H80-15052**
......... p011* H80-1*056**
......... p0222 B80-18020**
p0033 880-10*76**
......... p0027 H80-10195**
......... p0037 H80-11058**
......... p0171 B80-16065**
p0171 H80-16066**
......... p0252 880-19566**
......... p0036 H80-11038**
......... pOO*3 H80-11238**
......... p0128 H80-15062**
......... p0114 H80-1405***
......... p0223 H80-18031**
... . . p012* H80-1*359*#
......... p0114 H80-14053**
......... p0123 H80-14355**
......... p0121 880-14131**
......... p0538 H80-28443**
......... pOIIO H80-15299**
......... p0428 H80-25102**
......... p0650 H80-33487**
......... pO*84 880-26391**
.. .•••• p0484 H80— 26394**
p0356 880-22432**
.. pOSSO 880-33488**
......... p0295 880-20317**
p0651 H80-33492**
......... p0310 H80-21454**
p0429 H80-25105**
......... p0288 880-20232**
........ p0314 H80-22000**
......... p0602 880-31382**
........ p0602 880-31383**
......... p0287 H80-20230**
......... p0298 H80-21100**
......... p055* H80-29367**
......... p0353 880-22356**
......... p06*6 880-33394**
p0602 880-31384**
......... p0423 H80-24367**
......... p0651 880-33496**
......... p0433 880-25320**
......... p0645 H80-33392**
......... p0530 H80-28308**
......... p0611 880-31820**
........ p0593 880-30645**
......... p0555 880-29432**
........ p0638 H80-32533**
......... p0540 880-29095**
......... p0599 880-31353**
pQ655 H80-34219**
......... p0633 880-32377**
00655 H80-34217**
HASi-CB-159471 .........
HASA-CH-159473 ... ... ..
BASA-CB-159525
BASA-CB-159535
HASA-CB-159556
BASi-CB-159592 .........
BASA-CB-159598
BASA— CB-159667 ...1.....
BASA-CB— 159668
HASA-CB-159677 ..........
BASA-CB-159681
BASA-CB-159685
HASA-CB-159691 ...........
HASA-CB-1 59692
HASA-CB-159693 ..........
BASA-C8-15969*
, HASA-CB-159698 ..........
HASi-CB-1 59699
BASA-CB-159710
HASA-CB-15971 1 ..........
HASA-CB-1 5971 2 . ... ....
HASA-CB-159714
BASA-CB-159717 ..........
BASA-CB- 159730
BASA-CB-159749 ..........
BASi-CB-159752
BASA-CB-159754
HASA-CB- 159757 ..........
BASA-CB-159758
8ASA-CB-159786 ..........
BASA-CH-159796 ..........
BASA-CB-159801
' 8ASA-CB-159802
BASA-CB-159812 ..........
BASA-CB-159831 . .
BASA-CB-159832 .. .. ...
HASA-CB-159839
HASA-CB-159886 ........
• HASA-CB-160348 ..........
HASA-CB-160576 ......
HASA-CB-162129 ..........
BASA-CB-162464 .........
HASA-CB- 16 2* 73 .......
BASA-CB-162569 ..........
BASA-CB- 162578 • ..........
BASA-CB-1 62730
BASA-CB-162731 ..........
HASA-CB- 162 751 ..........
BASA-CB-16275* ..........
HASA-CB-162796 ..
HASA-CB-162846 ..........
HASA-CB-162855 ...
8ASA-CB-162862 ..........
BASA-CB- 162863 .........
HASA-CB-162881 ..
HASA-CB-162895 ..........
HASA-CB-162896 ..........
• HASA-CB-162911 '.........
HASA-CB-162995 . ..
BASA-CB-1 63007 .......
BASA-CB-163094 ...... ..
BASA-CB-163098
.......... p0637 880-32404**
p0132 880-15094**
p0546 H80-29297**
.......... p0135 H80— 15120**
.......... p0136 880-15121**
p0638 880-32720**
p0435 880-253*0**
pOOSO 880-13048**
p0434 880-25333**
p0024 880-10134**
p0357 880-22778**
.......... p0170 880-16061**
.......... p0120 880-1*127**
p0413 H80-24263**
.......... p0350 880-22323**
. p036* 880-23311**
.. p0085 H80-13882**
.......... p0071 880-12091**
„ p0033 H80-10515**
.......... p06*8 880-33*08**
pOOSO 880-130*3**
pOOSO 880-1304***
....... .. pOOSO 880-130*5**
p0180 B80-17074**
p0072 H80-12142**
p0045 880-11870**
p0364 '880-23309**
.......... p0480 H80-26300**
. . . ... p0480 880-26301**
.. p0170 H80-16060**
p0242' 880-19113**
. p0170 H80-16063**
.......... p0030 880-10222**
p0170 H80-16062**
p0224 H80-18042**
p0179 H80-17073**
p0121 880-14130**
.......... p0306 H80-21331**
p0496 N80-27364**
p022* H80-18040**
p0307 880-21332**
p0539 R80-28499**
p0434 H80-25332**
p0364 H80-23312**
p0307 880-21334**
p0365 H80-23316**
... .. p0434 H80-25335**
..... .. p0480 880-26302**
.......... p0427 H80-24748**
p0633 H80-32378**
p0437 H80-25453**
p0592 H80-30535**
p0485 H80-26638**
p0639 H80— 33047**
p0030 H80-10224**
.......... p0356- 880-22492**
.......... p0257 880-19861**
.......... p0042 H80-11103**
. p0028 H80— 1020***
p0030 H80- 10220**
.......... p0145 880-15871**
. .. . . p0184 H80— 17293**
p0114 H80-14052**
.......... p0128 H80-15058**
.......... p0130 880-15076**
.......... p0172 880-16100**
p0128 880-15064**
....... p0169 H80-16051**
p0220 H80-17992**
.... . p0232 H80-19026**
p0226 880-18103**
p0293 H80-20273**
p0355 H80-22367**
p0345 H80— 22264**
p0433 H80-25323**
p0602 H80— 31381**
D0641 H80-33350**
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BiSA-CB-163185 p0428 080-25010**
BAS4-CB-163186 p0426 B80-24622**
HASA-CB-163187 p0423 B80-2a369*t
'HASA-CB-163189 p0417 H80-24295**
HASA-CB-.163194 p0413 880-24264**
BASA-CB-.163197 p0421 B80-24322**
HASA-CB-163206 p0036 B80-25344**
BASA-CB-163261 p0479 880-26297**
HASA-CB-163273 •. p0478 H80-26284»t
BASA-CB-163292 p0483 880-26327*1
HASA-CB-163310 p0424 B80-24371*t
•BASA-CH-1633-76 p0529 B80-28307**
BASA-CB-163377 p0532 B80-28339**
HASA-CB-163425 p0560 B80-30061**
BASA-CB-163435 p0552 B80-29341*t
BASA-CB-163451 : p0605 B80-31408**
BASA-CB-163537 p0610 B80-31760**
BASA-CB-163576 p0632 880^-32375**
BASA-CB-163578 ..-. p0598 B80-31350*t
BASA-CB-163588 : p0637 880-32403**
HASA-CB-163593. i p0637 880-32402**
BASA-CB-163604 p0652 880-33642**
BASA-CB-163615 p0649 880-33415**
BASA-CB-163631 ' . p0651 B80-33494**
BASA-CB-163639 . ' p0646 B80-33401**
BASA-CB-165136 p0627 B80-32328**
BASA-CB-165137 p0599 B80-31351**
BASA-CB-165146 p0650 B80-33489**
BASA-BP-1046 .1.... p0417 B80-24296**
HASA-BP-1056 '• p0172 880-16091**
BASA-BP-1060 p0540 880-29245**
BASA-SP-435 ., p0222 880-18028**
BASA-TB-58226 p0432 B80-25319**
BASA-TH-74106 p0144 880-15179**
BASA-TH-75237 p0220 880-17991**
BASA-TB-75351 p0172 B80-16104**
BASA-TB-75474 p0539 B80-28943**
BASA-TB-75487 p0539 880-28944**
HASA-TB-75502 p0219 880-17987**
BASA-TB-75505 p0287 880-20229**
BASA-TB-75711 p0022 880-10104**
BASA-TB-75718 p0242 880-19111**
BASA-TB-75738 p0356 880-22412**
HASA-TB-75750 p0478 880-26275**
BASA-T*-75752 p0345 880-22260**
BASA-TB-75753 p0359 880-23253**
BASA-TB-75768 p0245 B80-19133**
BASA-TB-75793 p03«8 880-22306**
• NASA-Tfl-75822 p0611 H80-31881**
BASA-TB-75829 p0602 B80-31385**
BASA-TB-75862 p0641 880-33346**
BASA-TB-76142 p0495 880-27351**
BASA-TB-76143 p0488 880-27303**
BASA-TB-78250 p0174 880-17014**
BASA-TB-78278 p0436 B80-25355**
BASA-TH-78508 p0532 880-28338*
BASA-TB-78534 p0035 B80-11033**
BASA-TB-78562 p0129 B80-15067**
BASA-TH-78591 p0225 B80-18047**
BASA-TB-78608 p0221 H80-18010**
BASA-TB-78609 p0432 880-25306**
BASA-TB-78615 p0113 880-14049**
BASA-TB-78617 p0083 880-13255**
HASA-TH-78622 p0303 880-21287**
BASA-TB-78627 p0126 880-15031**
BASA-TB- 78640 p0220 880-17988**
BASA-TH-78650 p0303 B80-21295**
BASA-TB-78709 p0303 880-21294**
BASA-TB-79166 p0128 880-15059**
HASA-TB-79205 p0032 880-10344**
HASA-TB-79279 p0085 880-13881**
BASA-TB-79280 p0035 880-11037**
HASA-TB-79285 p0083 BSO-13268**
BASA-TB-79290 p0137 880-15132**
BASA-TB-79301 p0137 880-15133**
SASA-TB-79302 p0075 880-12823**
BASA-TB-79304 p0071 880-12092**
BASA-TB-79312 p0113 880-14051**
BASA-TB-79315 p0120 B80-14126**
BASA-TB-80095 p0036 880-11052**
BASA-TB-80096 p0172 880-16071**
8ASA-TB-80117 p0538 880-28446**
BASA-TH-80129 p0022 880-10106**
HASA-TB-80145 p0076 880-12997**
BASA-TB-80146 p0174 880-16575**
BASA-TH-80151 p0350 880-22321**
BASA-TB-80152 p0024 880-10135**
BASA-TB-80153 p0114 880-14055**
BASA-TB-80154 p0127 B80-15050**
HASA-TB-80163 p0030 H80-10225**
BASA-Tfl-80165 p0025 B80-10136**
HASA-TBr-80166 p0232 880-19033**
BASA-TB-80167 p0026 880-10152**
BASA-TB-80168-SDPFL p0367 880-23333**
8ASA-TB-80173 p0069 880-12076**
BASA-TB-80177 p0037 880-11053**
BASA-TB-80180 p0641 880-33347**
BASA-TB-80183 p0075 B80-12821**
BASA-TB-80185 p0075 880-12820**
BASA-TB-80186 p0122 B80-14139**
BASA-TB-80194 p0118 B80-14114**
BASA-TB-80196 p0231 880-18988**
BASA-TB-80197 p0145 880-15874**
8ASA-TB-80199 p0220 880-17993**
BASA-TB-80203 p0232 880-19023**
BASA-TB-80204 p0232 880-19024**
8ASA-TB-80206 p0644 880-33384**
BASA-TB-80208 p0221'880-18011**
BASA-TB-80210 p0541 880-29254**
BASA-TB-80211 p0231 D80-18884**
BASA-TB-80212 p0440 880-25614**
BASA-TB-80213 p0227 880-18108**
BASA-TB-80219 p0651 880-33491**
BASA-TB-80220 p0607 B80-31482**
BASA-TB-80221 p0224 880-18037**
8ASA-TB-80222 » p0245 880-19132**
BASA-TB-80223 p0222 880-18021**
8ASA-TB-80225 p0355 H80-22368**
BASA-TB-80227 . p0223 B80-18032**
HASA-TB-80228 p0372 B80-24151**
BASA-Tfl-80229 p0441 880-26198**
BASA-TB-80231 .' p0227 880-18109**
BASA-TB-80232 p0288 880-20231**
BASA-TB-80235 p0303 B80-21293**
BASA-TB-80237 p0287 880-20227**
BASA-TB-80762 p0541 880-29255**
BASA-TB-80804 p0026 880-10150**
BASA-TB-80813 p0045 880-11953**
BASA-TB-80837 p0082 B80-13148**
BASA-TB-80851 p0128 880-1506.0**
BASA-TB-81017 p0304 880-21299**
BASA-TB-81146 p0245 880-19127**
BASA-TB-81149 p0118 880-14108*
BASA-TB-81151 p0532 880-28340**
BASA-TB-81152 p0122 B80-14138**
8ASA-TB-81153 ' p0033 880-10516**
BASA-TB-81154 pOOSO B80-13041**
BASA-TB-81156 p0072 H80-12100**
BASA-TB-81157 p0077 880-13003**
BASA-TB-81160 p0168 880-16036**
HASA-TB-81161 p0365 B80-23317**
BASA-TB-81162 p0167 880-16024**
BASA-Tfl-81165 p017« 880-16300**
BASA-TB-81167 p0479 880-26296**
8ASA-TB-81169 p0302 880-21286**
HASA-TB-81170 p0232 880-19025**
BASA-TB-81172 p0604 880-31397**
BASA-TH-81173 p0224 880-18038**
BASA-TB-81174 p0167 880-16035**
BASA-TB-81175 p0231 880-18985**
BASA-TB-81177 p0417 880-24294**
BASA-TB-81180 p0362 880-23295*
8ASA-TB-81182 p0529 880-28296**
BASA-TB-81183 w p0529 B80-28297**
•BASA-TB-81184 p0529 880-28298**
BASA-TB-81186 t p0347 880-22297**
BASA-TB-81187 p0358 880-23250**
BASA-TB-81189 p0413 880-24262**
BASA-TB-81190 • p0605 B80-31407**
BASA-TB-81196 p0358 880-23249*
BASA-TB-81197 p0629 880-32352**
BASA-TB-81198 p0477 880-26266**
BASA-TB-81199 p0546 880-29295**
BASA-TB-81203 p0536 880-28371**
HASA-TB-81204 p0417 B80-24293**
BASA-TB-81213 p0641 B80-33349**
BASA-TB-81215 p0536 H80-28373**
BASA-TB-81216 p0487 880-27287**
BASA-TB-81217 p0532 B80-28341**
BASA-TB-81221 .p0641 880-33345**
BASA-TB-81226 p0653 B80-33777**
BASA-TB-81228 p0602 880-31386**
BASA-TB-81347 p0078 B80-13027**
BASA-TB-81349 p0309 880-21355**
BiSA-TB-81351 p0627 880-32329**
8-21
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOB IOBBBB I1DBZ
BASA-TH-81376
BASA-TB-81382
8ASA-IH-81398
BASA-TH-81402
BASA-TH-81409
8ASA-TH-81410
BASA-TH-81415
BASA-Tfl-81416
BASA-TB-81429
BASA-TB-81440
BASA-IB-81443
BASA-TB-81448
BiSA-TH-81453
BASA-TB-81454
BASA-T8-81466
BASA-TB-81467
SASA-TB-81470
BASA-TB-81473
BASA-TH-81491
8ASA-TB-81492
BASA-TB-81496
BASA-TH-81498
BASA-TB-81507
BASA-TM-81512
BASA-TB-81519
BASA-TH-81544
BASA-TB-81552
SASA-TB-81558
BASA-TH-81559
BASA-TH-81561
B&SA-TB-81562
BASA-T8-81577
BASA-TH-81779
BASA-TB-81782
BASA-TB-81789
BASA-TB-81791
BASA-TB-81805
SASA-TH-81317
8ASA-TB-81818
HASA-TB-81820
BASA-TB-81832
BASA-TB-81836
HASA-TB-81839
HASA-TB-81841
BASA-TB-81869
BASA-TB-81871
BASA-TB-81877
HASA-TB-82205
BASA-TB-82272
p0120 880-14128**
p0118 880-14113**
p0172 880-16143**
p0185 B80- 17422**
P0137 880-15134**
.p0127 880-15051**
p0144 880-15364**
. p0292 880-20272**
p0225 880-18043**
p0230 B80-18404**
p0242 880-19110**
P0249 880-19497**
p0227 880-18106**
p0228 880-18205**
p0295 B80-20398**
p0310 880-21493**
P0257 880-19863**
p0229 880-18368**
p0293 880-20274**
p0314 880-22047**
p0310 880-21488**
p0353 880-22350**
p0314 880-22048**
P0312 880-21706**
p0302 880-21285**
p0293 880-20275**
p0369 BBO-23472**
P0437 B80-25454**
p0365 880-23314**
p0370 B80-23678**
p0420 B80-24315**
p0420 880-24316**
p0368 880-23370**
p036S 880-23313**
pOSOl 880-27696**
p0428 880-25101**
p0496 B80-27365**
pOSOO 880-27510**
p0496 880-27363**
p0551 880-29332**
p0635 880-32394**
p0604 880-31399**
p0556 880-29502**
p0604 880-31401**
p0551 880-29333**
p0635 880-32395**
p0604 880-31400**
p0604 B80-31402**
p0361 B80-23282**
p0305 880-21316**
P0478 B80-26285**
p0287 880-20223**
p0358 880-23251**
p0287 880-20228*1
p0294 B80-20280**
p0413 880-21266**
p0291 B80-20260**
p0630 B80-32362**
P0347 880-22304**
p0486 880-26885**
p0413 880-24260**
p0362 880-23283**
p0429 B80-25104**
. p0536 B80-28370**
p0370 880-23683**
p0367 880-23332**
p0633 B80-32376**
p0413 880-24265**
p0649 880-33416**
P0477 880-26264**
p0554 B80-29368**
P0628 880-32332**
p0637 880-32490**
p0537 B80-28377**
p0534 880-28353**
p0636 B80-32397**
p0558 880-29767**
p0643 880-33358**
. p06SS 880-34218**
p0641 B80-33348**
p06S2 B80-33716**
p0630 B80-32361**
p0645 B80-33393**
p0631 B80-32364**
p0630 880-32363**
p0602 880-31387**
BASA-TP-1004 p0137 880-15129**
BASA-TP-1051 p0070 880-12084**
BASA-TP-1330 p0021 880-10101*1
BASA-TP-1421 p0022 H80-10102*t
BASA-TP-1431 p0137 880-15138**
BASA-TP-1477 ; p0033 H80-10512*t
BASA-TP-1481 pOOaa 880-11505*1
BiSA-TP-1500 p0022 880-10105*1
BiSA-TP-1512 p0244 880-19126**
BASA-TP-1513 p0180 B80-17081**
BASA-TP-1514 p0038 880-11068**
BASA-TP-1515 ........ p0167 880-16032**
BASA-TP-1516 . p0219 880-17986**
HASA-TP-1521 ;. p0035 880-11036**
BASA-TP-1531 p0120 880-14123**
BASA-TP-1532 p0120 880-14124**
BASA-TP-1534 p007a 880-12438**
BASA-TP-1535 p0076 880-12991**
HiSA-TP-1536 p0076 880-12995**
BASA-TP-1537 i p0027 880-10193**
BASA-TP-1538 p0121 880-14136**
BASA-TP-1539 p0068 880-12065**
BASA-TP-1540 p0078'880-13024**
BASA-TP-1S41 .: p0038 880-11069**
BASA-TP-1543 t. 4 i>0648 880-33409**
BASA-TP-1549 ....i.. p0035 880-11035**
BASA-TP-1550 pOS33 880-28349**
BASA-TP-1552 p0068 880-12064**
BASA-TP-1555 ...i.' ;. p0078 880-13025**
BASA-TP-1556 i p0119 880-14121**
BASA-TP-1566 p0297 880-20619**
BASi-TP-1570 p0174 880-16676**
BASi-TP-1574 p0077 880-13020**
BASA-TP-1576 p0085 880-13880**
HiSA-TP-1577 pOOBS 880-13879**
HASA-TP-1581 p0177 880-17060*1
BASA-TP-1582 p0120 880-14125**
BASA-TP-1589 p0078 880-13026**
BASA-TP-1591 p0345 880-22266**
BASA-TP-1592 p0076 880-13002**
BASA-TP-1593 p0306 880-21326**
BASA-TP-1594 pOOSI 880-13052**
BASA-TP-1596 p0129 880-15068**
BASA-TP-1597 p0136 880-15128**
BASA-TP-1598 p0185 880-17397**
BASA-TP-1601 p0129 880-15069**
BASA-TP-1602 p0125 880-15028**
BASA-TP-1610 p0179 880-17071**
BASA-TP-1611 p0113 880-14045**
BASA-TP-1613 p0306 880-21323**
BASA-TP-1614 p0306 880-21324**
BASA-TP-1615 4.... p0425 880-24577**
BASA-TP-1620 p0421 880-24324**
HASA-TP-1621 p0483 880-26328**
BASA-TP-1625 p0305 880-21318*1
BASA-TP-1627 p0302 880-21280**
BASA-TP-1628 p0219 880-17984**
BASA-TP-1631 p024S 880-19131**
BASA-TP-1632 p0302 880-21279**
BASA-TP-1634 p0307 880-21336**
BASA-TP-1636 p0436 880-25345**
BASA-TP-1637 p0421 880-24323**
BASA-TP-1638 p0414 880-24267**
BASA-TP-1642 p0364 880-23304**
BASA-TP-1643 1. p0635 N80-32389**
8ASA-TP-1646 p0249 880-19495**
BASA-TP-1647 p0354 880-22358**
BASA-TP-1643 p0413 880-24261**
BASA-TP-1649 p0366 880-23326**
BASA-TP-1650 p0231 S80-19022**
BASA-TP-1653 p0357 880-22737**
BASA-TP-1655 i p0311 880-21702**
BASA-TP-1656 p0431 880-25296**
BASA-TP-1657 p0312 880-21753**
BASA-TP-1659 p0306 880-21325**
BASA-TP-1660 p034S 880-22265**
BASA-TP-1664 p0590 880-30305**
BASA-TP-1666 p0433 880-25321**
BASA-1P-1668 p0357 880-23100**
BASA-TP-1669 p0356 880-22734**
BASA-TP-1676 p0529 880-28304**
BASA-TP-1677 p0366 880-23327**
BASA-TP-1678 p0554 880-29369**
BASA-TP-1679 pOSOl 880-27719**
BASA-TP-1683 .„ p0487 880-27283**
BASA-TP-1684 p0496 880-27360**
BASA-TP-1685 p054S 880-29287**
BiSA-TP-1687 p0426 880-24595**
E-22
REPORT/ACCESSIOB BOHBEB IBDBI
HASA-TP-1688 p0435 B80-25338*
BASA-TP-1689 pOS40 B80-29244*
NASA-TP-1692 •.. p0435 H80-25339*
BASA-TP-1693 .. p0534 H80-28352*
HASA-TP-1696 p0432 B80-25318*
HASA-TP-1699 : .i.... . p0588 H80-30296*
BASA-TP-1701 '.. p0628 880-32333*
NASA-TP-1703 : p0638 B80-32692*
BASA-TP-1706 p05«0 B80-28946*
NASA-TP-1712 • p0558 580-29911*
SASA-TP-1713 p0636 H80-32396*
SASA-TP-1717 p0647 880-33404*
BASA-TP-1721 p06«2 H80-33356*
NASA-TP-1729 p0642 880-33357*
HASA-TP-1730 p06»8 B80-33410*
HASA-TP-1732 p0653 880-33749*
HASA-TP-1733 .' . p0628 H80-32334**
HASA/TBI-79-2 p0234 B80-19048**
NATC-TK-79-2-SA p0130 B80-15080 *
NATC-TH-79-3-SA pOUSO H80-26305 *
8ATICK/TR-79/016 p0414 880-24274 *
SATICK/TR-80/012 p0415 N80-24283 t
BA7AIBDBVCE8-78207-60 p0422 H80-24327 *
HA7TRAEQOIPC-IH-315 p0368 R80-23336 »
NAVTRAEQ0IPC-77-D-0028-1 p0595 N80-31325 *
BBS-T-B-1016 p0304 B80-21314 t
HBS-TB-1016 p0304 880-21314 '#
SBSIR^79-1616 p0170 B80-16059'*
SBSIB-80-i990 pOU91 860-27323 *
NEAR-TR-163-70L-1 p0221
NEAR-TH-163-VOI-2 p0221
H80-180C1
H80-18002
HEAB-TR-173 ....................... p0039 H80-11073
HEAB-TR-198 ... .................... p0288 H80-20236
HEAB-TB-201-PT-2 .................. p0419 H80-21308
HEAR-TR-205 ........ .......... ..... p0487 H80-27290
BEAB-TR-206 ....................... p0599 880-31355
BEAB-TR-212. ....................... p0359 B80-23251
HEL-660 ........................... p0082 B80-13061 *
BESBA-79-30-22-REV .......... : ..... p0531 B80-28332 *
BESEA-022-106A-REV ................ p0531 H80-28332 *
HGTE-R-78007 .... .................. p0086 B80-13887 t
NLR-KP-7 8025-0 .................... p0357 B80-22749 *
SLR-SP-78026-0 .................... p0347 B80-22303 *
SLB-SP-78028-D .................... p0362 N80-23284 *
BLR-HP-78040-0 ......... ........... p0362 B80-23285 *
NLB-»P-780m-n ........ ---- . ....... p0369 S80-23449 *
BLB-HP-79005-0 .................... p0611 B80-31845 *
BLB-BP-79008-D .......... . ......... p0611 H80-31807 #
B1B-BP-79015-D .................... p0361 N80-23273 *
HLB-HP-79019-B . .................... p0611 H80-31847 »
HlH-BP-79021-0 .................... p0603 B80-31392 *
BLH-HP-79027-0 ,. ....... ............. p0603 H80-31391 f '
BLB-HP-79028-n .................... p0605 B80-31404 *
SLB-TB-77092-D .. .................. p0044 B80-11524 I
N1R-TR-77126-0 .. .................. p0357 B80-22753 *
HLR-TB-78018-0 ............... ..... p0184 B80-17348 *
BlB-TB-78022-0 .................... p0182 B80-17094 *
HLB-IB-78024-0 .................... p0358 B80-23106 *
HLB-TH-78035-0 p0601
HLB-TB-78091-0 p0603
N80-31380
B80-31393
BLB-TB-79056-0 ' p0186 N80-17508 *
BHAB-351 ..• p0433 B80-25323*!
HBAB-357 p0552 B80-29341«*
HOB-77-102-PT-1 p0499 B80-27397*#
HOH-78-161-70L-1 p004« H80-11513 *
HOH-79-52 p0345 B80-22267 *
SOB-79-89 p0419 H80-24307 #
BOB-80-128 p0602 B80-31381«l
BOB-80-150 p0641 B80-33350*t
SOSC/TH-165 p031» B80-22049 »
BOSC/TB-469 p0358 B80-23146 *
BPL-HP-79030-0 i p0599 B80-31360 *
HPS67-76-012 ..; p0365 H80-23321
BPS67-79-010 p0365 B80-23319
BRC-17465 p0180 N80-17083
NBC-17476 p0182 B80-17092
NBI-HB-4060 '. p0123 B80-11259
BBL-8419 .....i p0631 B80-32370
BRTC-78-47B p0079 B80-13032
BB79H-97 p0122 H80-24327
BB80H-18 p0610 B80-31765
BSHC/TR-79-139 p0312 B80-21705
NSHC/TB-79-289 i p0220 S80-17996
BS»C/TB-79-390 p0424 B80-2U37H
BSWC/TB-80-210 p0637 B80-32448
BSIC/HOL/TB-78-210 P0041 B80-11099
BTIA-79/25 p0425 B80-24547
BTIi/BEPT-80-38 p0645 HBO-33391
BTIS/PS-75/036 p0169 B80-16053
BTIS/PS-75/140 p0230 H80-18417
STIS/PS-75/613 p0227 H80-18145
BTIS/PS-75/614 p0227 N80-18144
HTIS/PS-75/664 p0174 B80-16318
BTIS/PS-75/671 ..• p0169 B80-16053
BTIS/PS-75/838 p0230 N80-18417
NTIS/PS-75/876 -- p0239 B80-19089
BTIS/PS-76/0581 p0295 N80-20288-
HTIS/PS-76/0682 ; p0169 B80-160S3
NTIS/PS-76/0685 p0227 N80-18145
HTIS/PS-76/0686 p0227 B80-18144
BTIS/PS-76/0731 p0174 B80-16318
HTIS/PS-76/0938 p0230 »80r18417
BTIS/PS-76/1034 p0239 B80-19089
NTIS/PS-77/0067 .-. p0431 1180-25303
HTIS/PS-77/0068 p0437 B80-25451
HTIS/PS-77/0070 pO»37 B80-25452
NTIS/PS-77/0085 p0435 B80-25343
BTIS/PS-77/0219 pO<(31 H80-25304
BTIS/PS-77/0662 p0295 N80-20288
BTIS/PS-77/0765 p0169 B80-16053
BTIS/PS-77/0783 p0174 N80-16318
BTIS/PS-77/0841 p0227 B80-18145
HTIS/PS-77/0845 p0227 B80-1814U
BTIS/PS-77/1093 p0230 1)80-18117
BTIS/PS-77/1143 p0239 B80-19089
HTIS/PS-78/0090 p0437 B80-25451
BTIS/PS-78/0091 p0437 B80-25452
BTIS/PS-78/0122 p0431 B80-25303
HTIS/PS-78/0168 p0435 N80-25343
BTIS/PS-78/0239 ." p0431 B80-25304
BTIS/PS-78/0289 p0540 B80-29065
BTIS/PS-78/0339 p0592 B80-30531
BTIS/PS-78/0351 p0501 B80-27681
NTIS/PS-78/0352 p0501 S80-27682
BTIS/PS-78/0556 p0645 B80-33390
STIS/PS-78/0598 p0588 B80-30294
BTIS/PS-78/0685 p0295 B80-20288
HTIS/PS-78/0735 p0645 1180-33389
NTIS/PS-78/0879 p0174 B80-16318
BTIS/PS-78/0883 p0169 B80-16053
BTIS/PS-78/1050 p0227 B80-18145
BTIS/PS-78/1051 p0227 S80-18144
BTIS/PS-78/1246 p0239'H80-19089
BTIS/PS-78/1251 p0230 B80-18417
BTIS/PS-79/0095 p0437 B80-25451
HTIS/PS-79/0097 p0437 B80-25a52
BTIS/PS-79/0166 p0431 B80-25303
BTIS/PS-79/0249 p0435 H80-25343
BTIS/PS-79/0265 p0431 B80-253011
BTIS/PS-79/0313 p0540 B80-29065
HTIS/PS-79/0382 p0592 B80-30531
BTIS/PS-79/0453 p0501 B80-27681
BTIS/PS-79/0454 p0501 B80-27682
HTIS/PS-79/0594 p0588 B80-30294
BTIS/PS-79/0615 p0645 N80-33390
BTIS/PS-79/0754/6 p0295 M80-20288
.BTIS/PS-79/0762 p0645 B80-33389
BTIS/PS-79/0764/5 p0033 B80-10668
BTIS/PS-79/0771/0 p0032 B80-10397
E-23
BBPOBT/ACCESSI01 IUBBEB I DDE!
HTIS/PS-79/0779 p0652 880-33607
HTIS/PS-79/0825/4 .. p0038 B80-11064
HTIS/PS-79/0858/5 p0045 H80-11746
BTIS/PS-79/0875/9 pOOSO H80-13040
NTIS/PS-79/0909/6 p0174 H80-16318
HTIS/PS-79/0960/9 p0169 S80-16053
HTIS/PS-79/1017/7 p0170 B80-16057
HTPSC/WP-79-06 p0039 H80-11078
HTPSC/WP-79-37 p0425 B80-24503
HTSB-AAB-79-7 p0036 H80-11051
HTSB-AiB-80-2 i p0415 H80-24279
HTSB-AAB-80-8 p0478 B80-26287
HTSB-AAS-79-2 p0588 B80-30287
HTSB-AAS-80-2 p0629 H80-32354
HTSB-BA-80-5 p0478 B80-26286
HBC-TP-6067 ; p0587 B80-30284
OHEH1 TP HO. 1980-79 p0569 A80-48126
OHEBA-HT-1 978-6 p0072 H80-12101
OHEBA-BT-1979-1 p0366
OHEBA-HT-1979-4 p0371
B80-23325
H80-24134
OBEBA-HT-1979-5 p0437 B80-25485
OHEBA-HT-1979-7 p0355 H80-22364
OBEBA-HT-1979-8 p0363 H80-23301
OHEBA-P-1979-7 p0367 B80-23330
OHEEA, TP HO. 1979-100 ,
OHEBA, TP HO. 1979-120 ......
OHEBA, TP HO. 1979-132 ....'..
OHEHA, TP 50. 1979-146
OHEBA, TP HO. 1979-151
OHEBA, TP BO. 1979-156
OHEBA, TP BO. 1979-163
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-15
OBEBA, TP HO. 1980-19
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-20
OBEBA, TP HO. 1980-27
OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-30
OHEBA, TP BO. 1980-35
OBEBA, TP FO. 1980-36
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-37
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-40
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-45
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-46
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-59
'OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-80
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-96
OBEBA, TP HO. 1980-97
OHEBA. TP HO. 1980-98
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-99 ,
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-100
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-103
OHEBA, TP HO. 1980-108
OHB-CB-212-223-5P
OSB-CB-212-225-4P
OHB-CB-212-255-1P
OHB-CB-212-257-IF
OHB-CB-212-259-1P ..'
OBB-CB-212-261-1F
OHB-CB-215-237-3P
OHB-CB-215-246-3F
OBB-CB-2 15-2 58-1
OBB-CB-215-259-1F
OBB-CB-2 15-263-1
p0015
p0325
p0015
p0102
p0102
p0102
p0103
p0260
p0102
p0218
p0344
p0201
p0204
p0521
p0522
p0573
p0443
pOIHt
p0444
p0339
p0338
p0444
p0411
p0622
p0622
p0622
p0622
p0622
p0623
p0623
p0623
p0623
p0623
p0168
p0039
p0071
p0633
p0589
p0546
p0606
p0229
p0025
p0138
p0599
p0649
A80-13052
180-30298
A80-13060
A80-20076
480-20083
A80-20086
480-20088
480-29083
A80-19990
A80-28947
A80- 36156
A80-26961
A80-27203
A80-46227
A80-46230
A80-4914S
A80-40803
180-40804
A80-40805
A80-40808
A80-35970
A80-35960
A80-40819
480-10820
480-40150
480-53281
A80-53282
A80-53283
A80-53284
480-53285
A80-53288
A80-53291
A80-53292
ABO- 53293
A80-S3294
B80- 16037
H80-11073
B80-12093
H80-32383
H80-30298
H80-29292
880-31411
H80-18343
H80-10140
H80-15139
B80-31355
H80-33417
OB-15448 p0072 H80-12123
OBI-TB-1557 p0499 H80-27398
OBO-513S-77-5 p0371 B80-23846
OBO-5135-77-5-SOBH p0371 B80-23845
OSOBF-760256/784174 p0225 N80-18044 t-
OTA-T-112-PT-1 p0530 880-28326 *
OOEL-1290/79 p0370 H80-23590 t
PAPEB 79-2004 p0411 A80-40469 I
PAPEB-13 p0653 B80-33777**
PAPEB-77-030 p0022 B80-10104*
PAPEB-79-011 p0356 H80-22412*
PATB-1037-79-6 p0294 H80-20281
PATB-1065-79-7 p0234 B80-19051
PB-294203/5 p0036 H80-11044
PB-294204/3 p0036 H80-11045
PB-297681/9 p0075 H80-12635
PB-298345/0 p0039 B80-11078
PB-299442/4 p0128 H80-15061
PB80-105976 p0291 H80-20258
PB80-108145 p0258 B80-19991
PB80-109085 p0304 H80-21314
PB80-118383 p0298 B80-21219
PB80-129323 p0425 H80-24547
PB80-138498 p0425 H80-24503
PB80-139546 p0423 B80-24336
PB80-153463 p0433 H80-25323*
PB80-154354 p0477 B80-26265
PB80-155393 p0486 H80-26971
PB80-161151 p0491 H80-27323
PB80-175235 p0555 H80-29442
PB80-17S599 p0559 B80-29921
PB80-175607 p0559 H80-29922
PB80-177306 p0588 H80-30287
PB80-182538 p0613 B80-32302
PB80-182678 p0552 H80-29341*
PB80-194467 p0645 B80-33391
PB80-802010 p0230 H80-18417
PB80-802119 p0239 B80-19089
PB80-802366 p0227 B80-18145
PB80-802374 p0227 H80-18144
PB80-804743 p0437 H80-25451
PB80-804750 p0437 B80-25452
PB80-805666 ; p0431 H80-25303
PB80-806334 p0431 H80-25304
FB80-806672 p0435 S80-25343
PB80-807688 p0592 H80-30531
PB80-808199 p0501 H80-27681
PB80-808207 pOSOl H80-27682
PB80-810179 p0540 B80-29065
PB80-811052 p0588 H80-30294
PB80-812415 p0645 H80-33389
PB80-812712 p0645 H80-33390
PB80-813090 p0652 H80-33607
PBH-01-79 p0231 B80-18624
PHA-7-79 p0544 B80-29279
PBB-90007 p0360
PBB-90011 p0368
FB-2 p0542
PB-80-1-307 p0363
PBL-TB-19 i p0039
PSO-AEBO-B-79/80-5 p0220
PSO-TnBBO-B-78-4 p0035
PTI-7915 p0423
PTPT-79-15
PTPT-80-2
p0291
p0362
H80-23266
B80-23337
H80-29262
H80-23298
H80-11074
H80-17994»
H80-11034*
B80-24335
B80-20264
H80-23293
PUBl-1743-01-1-1963 p0040 H80-11083
iPWA-FB-11065 p0244 B80-19120
PWA-FB-11455 p0041 H80-11093
PiA-FB-11844 p0536 B80-28365
PIA-FB-11867 p0353 H80-22352
PIA-FB-12127 p0485 H80-26431
PfA-FB-12540 p0307 H80-21334*
PSA-5296 p0028 B80-10204*t
E-?a
BBPOBI/1CCBSSIOI IOHBEB ZBDBX
PWA-5501 ' p0030 H80-10220«l
PHAf5512-21 p0350 880-22324*1
PBA-5512-35 ;... p0435 B80-25340*
PBA-5512-45 p0033 B80-10515*
PBA-5512-46 p0170 H80-16063*
PBA-5513-32A p0180 880-17074*
PBA-5515-114 p0434 H80-25332*
PRA-5550-31 p0480 880-26300*
PRA-5550-40 p0480 880-26301**
PBA-5561-55 p0242 B80-19113**
PBA-5561-66 p0364 B80-23312**
PBA-5568 ..• p0307 B80-21332**
PBA-5570-37 p0071 B80-12091**
PBA-5574-37. p0306 880-21329**
P«A-5583r58 • p0434 B80-25333**
PBA-5630-11 •. •. p0030 880-10222**
QB-9 .... ....; p0221 .880-18010**
QB-10 ...'. p0629 B80-32352**
QTH-2 . ...ii ' p0226 880-18103
QTB-3 . p0433 B80-2S320
QTB-9 • .. ... . p0226 B80-18104*
B-254D-yca,-2 ......: p0235 880-19061
R-287U-VOL-3 , p0237 880-19072
B-303D-VOL-1 i... p0237 880-19073
R-1456 p0031 B80-10228
B-1568 p0078 B80-13029
H-6132 .:..... P0128 H80-15062*
BADC-TB-79-110. ...:.... p0032 B80-10420
BADC-TB-79-176' \ p004» 880-11309
BADC-TB-79-220' p0083 B80-13336
BADC-TB-79-244 . p018» H80-17337
BADC-TB-79^-272 p0311 B80-21627
BADC-TB-80-56 pOSOO 880-27562
BADC-TB-80-136 ' ,.'p0590 880-30309
RAE-AEBO-3447 ...... p0082 880-13062
BAB-ABBO-3456 • p0422 880-24333
BAE-ABBO-3457 p0415 880-24278
BAE-FS-98 p0422 880-24332
BAE-FS-106 pfl«19 880-24310
HAE-FS-112 p0417 880-24291
BAE-1IB-1BANS-1993 p0305 B80-21315
BAE-LIB-TBAHS-2028 p0242 B80-19112
BAE-LIB-TBABS-2038 p0539 880-28497
BAE-BAD-NAT-78 p0416 880-24290
BAE-STBOCT-BF/B/0777 ..; pOOSO 880-13038
BAE-S1BDCT-BF/B/0793 p0427 880-24676
BAE-STBOCT-ISE/B/0778 p0079 H80-13037
BAE-TI1-AEBO-1805 ' p0311 880-21611
BAE-TH-AEBO-1816 p0346 N80-22280
BAE-TH-AEBO-1826 p0606 880-31416
. BAE-TH-AEBO-1828 p0600 880-31368
BAE-TB-AEBO-1829 p0607 880-31417
BAE-TK-lEBO-1838 p0604 B80-31395
BAE-TB-STBOCT-933 p0079 880-13035
BAE-TH-STBOCT-940 p0084 880-13527
BAE-TH-STBOCT-9H1 p0079 880-13036
BAB-1H-S1BOCT-942 p0081 880-13055
EAE-TB-STBOCT-947 p0347 880-22281
BAE-IH-STBOCT-960 p0426 B80-24639
BAE-TB-7615 P0182 B80-17096
BAE-TB-76158 p0600 880-31364
BAE-TB-77007 p0600 880-31365
BAE-TB-77008 p0600 B80-31365
BAB-TB-77074 p0187 880-17521
BAE-TB-77120 p0182 B80-17093
BlE-TB-77159 p0600 880-31366
HAE-TB-77178 p0179 880-17068
BAE-TB-78017 p0181 B80-17085
BAE-TB-78105 p0176 880-17041
BAE-TB-79002 p0082 B80-13062
BAK-TB-79008 p0179 B80-17069
BAE-IB-79010 p0079 880-13037
BAE-TB-79011 pOOSO 880-13038
BAE-IB-79045 p0422 880-24332
BAE-JB-79048 p0416 880-24290
BAE-TB-79062 p0415 880-24278
BAE-1B-79065 p0422 B80-24333 »
BAB-TB-79071 p0427 880-24676 *
BAB-TB-79090 p0419 880-24310 *
HAB-TBr79126 . .• p0417 B80-24291 I
BAE-TBABS-2031 p0628 880-32336 t
BABD/B-1247-AF p0232 880-19027 *
BABD/B-1258-AF p0298 880-21242 *
BABD/B-1311-AF p0234 880-19052 *
BABD/8-1337-AF p0420 B80-24318 t
BAND/B-2249-AF p0239 R80-19084 *
BA8D/B-2397-PA/E '. p0418 880-24301 *
BABD/B-2401-AF '. p0654 880-34033 *
BASA/SBL-14-79-03 p0168 880-16037 *
BASA/SBL-14-79-04 p0174 B80-16839**
BASA/SBL-14-79-05 p0636 880-32398 *
BE-582 '. p0027 880-10194 *
BZPT-2 p0425 880-24547 *
BBPT-2-30400/OB-52380 p0499 H80-27430 *
BEPT-2-53500/9B52131 p0426 880-24636 *
BEPT-2-57404/OB-52451 p0595 B80-31324 *
BEPT-3A104G3 p0441 880-25681 *
BEPT-02-4891-70L-1 p0637 880-32407 *
BEPT-22 p0245 880-19133**
BEPT-79-FB-10-BBY-2 p0630 B80-32363**
BEPI-79-FH-30 p0026 B80-10150**
BEPT-79-FH-44 i p0082 880-13148**
BEPT-79/66B-195 p0490 880-27320 «
BEPT-80-FH-43 p0631 880-32364**
BEFT-80-16763 p0606 B80-31409 »
BEPT-270 p0123 B80-14325 *
BEPT-505-36-24 p0627 880-32329**
BEPT-756 p0292 880-20271**
BBPT-1273-¥01-1 p0237 880-19073 *
BEPT-1273-VOL-2 p0235 880-19061 *
BEPT-1273-VOL-3 p0237 880-19072 *
BEPT-1339-01-702174-BEV p0556 880-29565 *
BEPT-1343-01-3-2058-V01-1 p0489 B80-27310 *
BEPT-1343-01-3-2058-VOL-2 p0489 880-27311. »
BEPT-1663 p0039 880-11076 *
BEPT-1727-04-1-1959 pfll lS B80-14106 *
BEPT-1736-01-1-2025 p0230' 880-18419 *
BEPT-1750-01-1-2024 p0292 880-20267 *
BEPT-1750-01-2-2041 p0241 880-19105 *
BEPT-1753-01-1T2124 p0420 B80-24312 *
BBPT-.1842-EEG/EEIS6-:TB-79-15 p0416 880-24289 *
BEPT-1842-BE6/EEITB-TB-80-2 p0290 B80-20252 »
BEPT-4300 p0646 B80-33398**
BEPT-7941-03 p0362 N80-23286 *
BEPT-51200 p0655 B80-34216**
BEPT-81857-6 p0356 880-22432**
BI/LAD-BA-79-64 p0079 B80-13030 »
BI/LAD-BA-79-77 p0037 880-11055 *
BB78/30107 p0125 880-15026 *
BSBE-HEHO-3220 p0417 880-24292 *
BSBE-BEHO-3220 p0490 B80-27317 f
BTCA-155-79/SC140-17-BEV p0438 B80-25513
BTCA-305-79/SC132-54-BBV-2 p0438 880-25514
BTCi/DO-168 pO»38 B80-2"5511
BTI/1404/00-01F p0222 B80-18020**
B74AEG479-70L-1 p0136 B80-15123**
B74AES479-VOL-2 p0136 H80-15124**
B75SBG213 p0134 B80-15111**
B75AEG252-VOL-1 ' p0131 880-15083**
B75AEG252-VOL-2 p0131 B80-15084**
B75AEG252-VOL-3 p0131 B80-15085**
B75AEG278 p0135 B80-15113**
B75AEG349 p0131 B80-15088**
B75AEG368. p0133 B80-15102**
B75AEG381 ' p0134 880-15112**
B75AEG411 p0546 880-29298**
B75AEG4U3 p0131 B80-15086*»
B75AEG444 p0132 B80-15091**
B75ABG445 p0131 880-15087**
B75AEG449 p0133 B80-15104**
B75AEG483 p0132 B80-15090**
B75AEG484 p0134 880-15109**
B75AEG504 p0118 B80-14115**
P-75
BBPOBT/ACCESSI01 BOHBEB IBDEI
B75AE6511 p0132 H80-15093**
B76AEG195 ....; p0119 B80-14117**
E76AEG218 p0135 880-15111**
H76ABG222 p0135 B80-15116**
B76AEG228 . p0119 880-14118**
B76AEG233 p0133 180-15098**
B76AEG379-1 p0136 H80-15122**
B76ABG420 p0133 B80-15100**
B77ABG177 p0139 H80-15108**
B77AEG212-VOL-3 p0132 H80-15097**
B771EG229-VOL-2 p05Q7 B80-29299**
B77AEG300 p0133 H80-15099**
B77ABG305 p0132 880-15095**
B77AEG327 p0133 B80-15101**
B77AEG394 p0135 H80-1S115**
B77ABG439 p0134 B80-15110**
B77ABG473-VOL-1 p0136 B80-15125**
B77AEG474-VOL-2 p0119 880-14120**
B77ABG475-VOL-3 p0136 B80-15126**
B77AEG476-VOL-4 p0135 B80-15118**
B77ABG588 p0135 S80-15119**
B77AEG664 p0132 B80-15092**
B77AEG2121-V01-1 p0132 B80-15096**
B77AEG2122-VOL-2 p0119 880-14116**
B78AEG206 p0119 B80-11119**
B78AEG314 p0244 B80-19124 *
B78ABG573-VOL-1 p0132 880-15094**
B78AEG574-VOL-2 p0546 B80-29297**
B79-2 p0030 S80-10224**
B79-920003-P p0233 880-19045 »
B79ABG247 p0170 H80-16061**
B79AEG321 ...; p0243 B80-19119 *
B79AEG366 •.. p0120 B80-14127**
B79AEG395 p0170 880-16062**
B79AEG397 ' p0136 B80-15121**
B79ABG405 p0296 H80-20405 *
B79ABG413
 P0364.880-23309**
B79AEG416-VOI-1 p0539 B80-28499**
B79AEG478 p0135 H80-15120**
B79ABG527- .'. p0243 880-19118 *
B79ABG562 p06«8 H80-33408**
B79AEG622 pOSSI B80-29336 *
B80-1 ' p0627 H80-32328**
B80-914545-16 p0599 B80-31351**
880-914617-1 p0592 S80-30535**
B80ABG218 p0496 B80-27364**
B80AEG374 p0365 H80-23316*
B80AEG420 .; p0648 B80-33412
S-96-719 p.0372 B80-24210.
S-498 , p0172 B80-16091*
S/T-HBBO-1/79 p0355 H80-22371
S/T-SBHO-2/79 p0355 B80-22372
S/T-BEHO-3/79 p0309 880-22318
S/T-HEHO-4/75 p0346 B80-22278
S/TVHEBO-6-79 p0423 B80-24339
S/B-PBOC-111579 p06S2 S80-33599
SA-ilC/HHE-76-6-38-1 p0033 B80-10503 *
SAE PAPBB 791067 p0194 A80-26630
SAB PAPBB 791068 p0194 A80-26631
SAE PAPBB 791069 p0194 A80-26632
SAE PAPBB 791070 p0194 A80-26633
SAE PAPEB 791071 p0194 A80-26634
SAE PAPEB 791079 p0194 A80-26636
SAB PAPEB 791081 p0194 A80-26637
SAE PAPBB 791082 p0194 A80-26638
SAE PAPEB 791083 p0194 A80-26639*
SAE PAPBH 791085 p0195 A80-26640
SAE PAPEB 791086 p0195 A80-26641 •
SAB PAPEB 791087 p0195 A80-26642
SAB PAPEB 791089 p0195 A80-26643
SAB PAPBB 791093 p0195 A80-26644
SAB PAPBB 791096 l p0195 A80-26645*
SAB PAPBB 791097 p0195 A80-26646
SAB PAPEB 791101 p0195 &80-26647
SAB PAPBB 791102 p0195 480-26618
SAE PAPEB 791107 p0196 A80-26649
SAE PAPEB 791108 ., p0196 A80-26650
SAE PAPEB 791109 :. p0196 A80-26651
SAB PAPEB 800721 p0574 A80-49679
SAE PAPEB
 :800722 p0574 A80-49680
SAE PAPBB 800725 p0574 A80-49681
SAE PAPEB 800730 p0574 A80-49682
SAE PAPEB 800731 p0574 A80-49683
SAE PAPBB 800732 p0574 A80-49684
SAB PAPBB 800733 p0574 A80-49685
SAE PAPEB 800734 p0574 A80-49686
SAE PAPEB 800735 p0575 A80-49687
SAE PAPEB 800736 p0575 A80-49688
SAB PAPEB 8C0739 p0575 A80-49689
SAE PAPEB 800740 p0575 A80-49690
SAE PAPEB 800741 p0575 A80-49691
SAE PAPEB 800742 p0575 A80-49692
SAE PAPEB 800743 p0575 A80-49693
SAE PAPEB 800744 p0575 A80-«969«*
SAE PAPEB 800745 p0575 A80-49695
SAE PAPEB 800746 p0575 A80-49696
SAE PAPEB 800748 p0576 A80-49697
SAE PAPEB 800750 p0576 A80-49698
SAE PAPEB-800751 p0576 A80-49699
SAE PAPEB 800752 p0576 A80-49700 '
SAE PAPBB '800753 ...• p0576 A80-49701 .
SAE PAPEB 800754 p0576 A80-49702
SAE PAPEB 800755 p0576 A80-49703*
SAE PAPEB 800756 p0576 A80-49704
SAE PAPEB 800758 p0576 A80-49705
SAB PAPEB 800761 p0576 A80-49706
SAE PAPEB 800762 -. p0577 A80-49707
SAE PAPEB 800763 p0577 A80-49708
SAE PAPBB 800764 p0577 A80-49709
SAE PAPEB 800766 p0577 A80-49710
SAE PAPEB 800767 p0577 A80-49711
SAE PAPEB 800768 p0577 A80-49712*
SAE PAPEB 800769 .' p0577 A80-49713
SAE PAPEB 800771 p0577 A80-49714
SAE PAPEB 800773 p0578 A80-49715
SAE PAPEB 800774 p0578 A80-49716
SAE PAPEB 800775 p0578 A80-49717*
SAE-TP-80074K p0362 B80-23283**
SAI-175-80-008-B p0233 B80-19044 #
SAB-TB-79-34 p05»3 880-29268 »
SAB-IB-80-5 p0600 H80-31371 *
SAB-1543-12 p0043 880-11244 *
SABD-79-1940 p0422 B80-24330 *
SAB-37 p0130 880-15076**
SAB-38 p0532 H80-28339**
SAWE PAPEB 1270 p0103 A80-20626
SAKE PAPBB 1271 p0104 A80-20627
SAVE PAPBB 1273 p010<t A80-20628
SAWE PAPEB 1278 p0104 A80-20630
Si BE PAPEB 1283 p0104 A80-20631
SASE PAPBB 1284 p010« A80-20632
SABE PAPEB 1290 pOIOI.A80-20636
SAME PAPEB 1292 p0105 A80-20637*
SA1E PAPEB 1293 pOIOS A80-20638
SABE PAPEB 1296 p0105 A80-20639
SAVE PAPBB 1300 p0105 A80-20640
S&BE PAPBB 1311 p0105 A80-20645
S1BE PAPEB 1312 pOIOS 480-20646
SABE PAPEB 1313 pOIOS A80-20647
SAWE PAPBB 1314 p0106 A80-20648
SAIB PAPEB 1325 p0106 A80-20655
SAWE PAPBB 1326 p0106 A80-20656
SCIE8TIFIC-2 p0231 880-18624 *
SC5053.6PB p0545 S80-29290
SC5172.10TB p0633 880-32383
SEE PAPEB 79 1174 ... p0259 A80-29039
SEE PAPEB 79 1177 V . . . . p0259 A80-29040
SEE PAPBB 79 1203 p0259 A80-29041
SEE PAPEB 79 1204 :....'..... p0259 A80-29042
SEE PAPEB 79 1205 ...; pp259 A80-29043
SEE PAPEB 79 1206 ' p()259 A80-29044
SEB-69060 p0238 H80-19083
SEB-70286 p0418 880-24298
SEB-510011-VOL-1 p0634 B80-32386
SEB-510011-VOL-2 p0634 B80-32387
SEB-510016 p0632 880-32374
SEB-510022 p0345 880-22257
SEB-510025 p0534 B80-28351
SEB-510029 '../. p0627 880-32324
SEB-510034 p0642 B80-33351*
SEB-510035-VOL-1 p0602 B80-31382**
SEB-510036 p0602 880-31383**
SEB-510038 p0655 S80-34217**
B-26
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOI HDBBEE IBDBX
SEVIILE-TB-79-12 P0537 H80-28379 *
SI-1002-VOL-2 p0590 B80-30307 *
SI-1003-VOL-1 ' p0590 H80-30306 *
»
SIT-DL-7-899 p0257 B80-19880 »
SKF-AL79T033 p0250 B80-19509 *
SB-8331-F p0543 880-29268 t
SSIAS-792-111-105 p0530 H80-28327 *
SSIAS-792-111-107 p0531 860-28328 *
. SBIAS-792^111-108 p0533 B80-28346 *
SBIAS-792-210-123 p0533 B80-28347 t
SSIAS-792-501-105 p0486 H80-27212
SBIAS-7'92-502-101 p0593 B80-31276 4
SNIAS-792-551-106 p0479 H80-26294 *
SO-6-4375-7 p0365 880-23320 »
SP-212r1055 p0637 S80-3240B *
SQOID-PO-B2-80 p0636 H80-32401 *
SQOID-US-1-PO-VOL-1 p0295 B80-20341 *
SBC-78-TB-27-PT-1 p0611 H80-31802 *
SBC-78-TB-35-PT-5 p0539 B80-28725 »
SHP-79-TB-45 '. p04«0 180-25662- I .
SB79-B-4571-18 ' p0535 H80-28362 *
SB79-B-4674-38 p0356 B80-22492**
SB80-B-4375-43 p0365 H80-23320 t
SB80-B-»iI««-25 P0551 B80-29335 *
SB80-B-4511-37 p0634 BBO-32385 *
STI-TB-1110-1 p0031 880-10235 »
STI-TB-1110-2 ...' p0042 H80-11105 *
STI-TB-1116-1 .;.' p0239 H80-19085 t
STI-TB-1117-1-VOL-1 p0258 880-19991 I
SO-JIAA-TB-2 p0145 H80-15871**
SO-JIAA-TB-23 p0610 H80-31760»f
SWBI-BS-662 p0030 B80-10223 »
TAE-362 p0630 880-32360 *
TASC-TH-612-3 p0606 B80-31411 »
TASC-TB-1640-1 p0590 B80r30304 t
TCBI-14 '.. p0293 B80-20277 *
TI-08-79-05-02 p0126 B80-15030 t
TB-71 •. p0128 H80-15063**
TH-72 ^ p0128 B80-15064**
TH-73 : p0129 B80-15065**
TH-74 p0169 B80-16051**
TH-502 p0428 B80-25100**
TB-1561 p0173 B80-16197 *
TOP-7-3-519 p0124 B80-14377 *
TOP-7-3-521 p0144 B80-15181 *
IOP-7-3-528 p0130 B80-15078 «
TB-2-30320/OB-52360 p0224 B80-18042»t
TB-3 p0645 B80-33391 *
TB-4 p0483 B80-26332 *
TB-77-19 P0361 B80-23280 t
TB-79-9 p0361 B80-23279 t
TB-79-9 p0539 B80-28539 *
TB-112-6 ...'. P0601 B80-31374 *
TB-1087-1 p0041 B80-11097**
TB-1117-1-2 p0298 880-21219 *
TB-1127-1-I p0367 880-23328*1
TB-7820-YOL-2 p0432 B80-25307 I
TB-7821 p06«5 B80-33385 t
TB-7822-V01-4 p0630 B80-32358 t
TB-7823-VOL-5 p0432 B80-25308 *
TBAHS-14190 p0368 B80-23337 *
TBABS-14737 p0360 B80-23266 t
TBB/TBB-732 p0477 B80-26265 *
TBITA-FPT-032- p0642 B80-33353**
IBS-80-03 p0651 B80-33I192»I
TBI-80-06 p0310 B80-21454»*
TSC-PAA-79-11 p0490 B80-27319 *
TSC-PAA-79-18-1-V01-1 p0488 B80-27306 *
TSC-FAA-79-22 p0490 B80-27315 *
TSC-FAA-79-24 p0632 B80-32371 *
ISC-PAA-79-26 pOSOO B80-27568 t
TSC-PAA-79-31 p0490 B80-27314 t
TSC-PAA-80-2 p0545 B80-29282 *
TSC-FAA-80-6 p0627 B80-32325 t
TSC-FAA-80-8 p0544 N80-29281 *
TSC-FAA-80-10 p0643 B80-33362 *
TSC-PAA-80-11-1-VOL-1 p0588 H80-30286 *
TSC-DSCG-80-2 p0631 H80-32369 *
TSB-FAA-80-4 p0542 B80-29259 t
IT-7902 p0219 B80-17982 *
TTD-ESM-79-2 p0025 B80-10139 *
DCBl-15050 p0144 N80-15182 *
DCBL-15051 p0144 B80-15183 f
OCBL-15213 p0556 B80-29595 t
DCBL-52659 p0043 B80-11247 t
DCBL-52861 p0427 B80-24887 t
DDB-TB-78-54 p(J071 880-12095 *
ODB-TB-79-23 p0176 B80-17045 *
ODB-TB-79-64 , p0294 B80-20282 *
OKY-TB111-79-EH17 p0137 H80-15136 t
OHTA-HA-06-0067-79-1 p0613 B80-32302 f
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APP1-
OS-PATEBT-APPI-
OS-PATEBT-APPt-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
DS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
DS-PATEBT-APP1-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
DS-PiTEST-,APPL-
OS-PATEMT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
DS-PATEBT-APPt-
OS-PATEBT-APP1-
OS-PATE HT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEST-APPL-
DS-PATEBT-APP1-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
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